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™    Is Steinberg's Pro*24 all if s cracked up 
^   to be? A full report...  P**ge 94 

1 PROGRAMMING 
O Expert tutorials on C and Intuition explain 
V   the intricacies of the Amiga page 73 

2 GRAPHICS 
£    Learn how to create 

superbly photorealistic 
images with Activa's 

J2    Real 3D system 
g  .  page 58 

£ COMMS 
(A Buying a modem? We put three popular 
^    models through their paces      page 89 
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H   Wordworth: More than just a word 
™    processor? Full test inside        page 49 
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More coverage of free software than 
any other Amiga magazine 

ISSUE 4 • AUGUST 1991 • YOUR SERIOUS AMIGA GUIDE 

GET TH-^ 

RIGHT ^ 

the magazine that's truly user-friendly 

As 

Eleven pages of solutions to your 
problems start on page 15 

• The essential buyers' guide 

• Find those budget bargains 

• Ten top models evaluated 

• We reveal the best buys 

• 9-pins and 24-pins tested 

What to buy, where to look, 

how to choose 

132 PAGES PACKED WITH INFORMATION FOR THE -t-. 

DEDICATED AMIGA USER INCLUDING: AMIGADOS • Injure 

I BUSINESS • EDUCATION • AMOS • VIDEO • TEX    ■ ^ 770961 '730001 



We only supply members but you 
can order at the same time as joining 

£6.00 membership includes: 
NRG colour magazine, with News, Reviews & 
Graphics and featuring the adventures of the Neu- 
Real Garners Cyberpunk street gang. NRG is sent to 
all members bi-monthly and includes the Special 
Reserve top ten charts, a release schedule of 
forthcoming games and a full catalogue of club offers. 
7-Day Sates hot'l'mes, 9am to 8pm weekdays. 9am 
to 5pm Sat. 10am to 5pm Sun, 0279 600204. 
Enquiries hot-fines, dedicated to after-sales sen/see. 
Fast despatch from stocks of over 40,000 games. 
Written receipt of order, and we issue refunds on 
request in the event of any delay. 
Best Prices and Best Service, that's why over 
50,000 people have joined Special Reserve. 
ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP £*/J /)/) 
UK £6.00 EEC £3,00 WORLD £1000 £(/■ 1/1/ 

Sega Gamegear 
L FREE Mains Adapter 99.99 

COLUMNS  ■ DRAGON CRYSTAL . f G-LOC   , GOLDEN AXE  ! MICKEY MOUSE .... 

..16.99 ..19.99 -19.09 ..1&.9& ..19.89 

PSYCHIC WORLD  SHINDBI   SUPER MONACO GP WONDER BOY ..  MAINS ADAPTOR   

..16.89 ..19.99 ..16.99 ..16.99 ..14.99 

69.99 
Gameboy + ret™ 
+ stereo headphones 
+ two player lead + batteries 
+ FREE Shockwave Gameboy holsters 
+ FREE Special Reserve membership 
ALLEYWAY  16.99 BALLOON KID  16.99 BURAl FIGHTER DELUXE 16.99 CHESSMASTER 16.99 noum i DRAGON .1&99 DR, MARIO  16.99 GARGOYLES QUEST 16.99 GOLF 16,39 KING OF THE ZOO 16-99 KW1RK  16.99 

NINTEN DO WORLD CUP CHX  RADAR MISSION. RF.VU-K.U Ol WA? OR   SIDE POCKET  SillAFt^FJWH  SPIDERMAN  SLIfM ll rMlilOLANI) TENNIS   wi/AHu;i ANIJV.'A OTtf; 

0279 600204 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JQIN THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF SOP PER GAME FOR TELEPHONED ORDERS (PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) 
Name .  
Address . 

Postcode 
Computer 

Tel. 

payatSpecial Reserve 
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 

Existing members please 
enter your Membership No, 
Special Reserve £6 UK, £6 EEC, £10 World 
PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE 

I tern 

more for less with no obligation to buy, 

: > 

10.99 2.99 10.99 2.99 

".•/Wp^ 

I AMIGA DISKS 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT  31.» 3D POOL  7A9 40 SPORTS BOXHG ... 17.49 .IDSPtJIlTi; UFUVING 17 A9 eaa ATTACK BUB   ..,1749 A1 □ TANK KlLLEft {T MEG) ... ADHD DUNGEON MASTER ASSISTANT VOLUME1 ... AD&.D DUNGEON MASTER ASSISTANT VOLUME 2 ....... ADVANCED DESTROYER SIM ..^7.4* AFHIKA CORPS  J.. 19.94 AFTERBURNER JBST.... 6,99 ALCATRAZ ,jf. 16.99 AMNIOS J/T. 13.99 iGAMtS ".: it AI OP' .3tV19 AMOS 3D   i(jTT  _20.M .AMOS COMPILfR  .... ..I ..... 1B.49 APB (BUDGE* i Jfi.99 •••■I .-i.■■oar:. f. e.99 AHMUUH-etUtfJIS   1 ATOMIC RonOKID  7.99 AiOMINO 17.49 AM [\^W (WITH T-5HrftTl CDTV 15.40 BAT <UBI SOFT) 19.99 B.S.S JANE SEYMOUR  1B.H BAAL BALLYHOO flNFOOOM)  ?M n-\HD t KINGti OF ANCILH1 CHINA 21 " BARDS TALE 2 ...  BARDS TALE 3  BATMAN ■ QAPED CRUSADER HA I "LEG? BRITAIN ...ffTlftH BATTLE $OUADHON -JL....7J» bAI -LtSCAPES.;BOPOOIN( fi ARMADA)   fir AST p (WITH T-SHIRT) BETRAYAL .\ 19.99 BILLY THE KID  A.... 1 BlRDSOF PREY (i MEG) 19.99 BLACK LAMP  ^jjK. S.9S fr'.ADE WAR =.IOR   .. .^ftT^. 17.49 BLOOD MONEY !J0r;. 6.49 BlOODWYCjH   .-Jr.. 8.99 SLOODWYGh DATA DISK  7.49 Hi Jt UiAY.. ,„. 19.99 HOM&EH MHSSHM DISK  7,49 ITRAT C. DTV 1^.99 BUCK ROGERS (SSI} , 19.99 BUDOKAN .fi.+O CADAVER , CADAVER LEVELS THF PAY OFF 11.49 CAPTIVE  15.99 CARRIFP COMMAND  .7.4? CASHBOOK COMBO  45.99 CENTURION DEFENDER QF ROME 1B.99 CHAMPION OF THE RAJ   16.99 CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN ft MEG) 19.99 i>ftOS r-TR kr:-- r./vr-K (IMEG)CDTV  16.99 C.-slPf-iCIIAI I TNGE  17.49 CHRONOOUEST5 5.39 CHUCK ROCK  10.49 CLOUO KINGDOMS 6.99 CODE-NAME ICEMAN (1 MEG* .25.49 COHORT ■ FIGHTING FOR ROMECDTV 19.49 COLONEL'S BEOUEST [l MEG) ...26.49 CONQUESTS OF CAMELOTH MEG} 26,49 CORPORATION  9.99 CORPORATION MISSION DISK ...10.49 CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLSJ  2.99 CRACK DOWN  6.99 CRICKET [1 MEG) 1&» CRIME DOESNT PAY 1 S.99 CRUISE FOR A CORPSE  1959 C RY S rALfl OF ARBOREA 17.49 CURSE OF THE AZURE BONOn MEG)  6>99 CUTTHROATS 1INFOCOM)  9.99 I ■■■■ ON   • 17 V: DAMOCLES- MISSIONS 1 &2 15.99 DAS ROOT ;TI I ■ 'It )A t   ::. JR filM) 19 99 DEADLINE (BUDGET) 7.49 DEATH KNIGffTROFKRYI*I ijl tMG) 1999 DEATH TRAP 11 *9 :: L I b. NUb! t Of THE CROWN CDTV.. .7.49 DEJAVU2  7.99 DGLUXEMUM<       "in  i I lb "* :>FI L'XF PAINT 3 49-99 0BMONWK  19.99 DEUTEROS 17-49 DE V'PAC v 2 |ASSE Mfll FR)       „ .49 99 DGCALC [SKHtADSHEEl l  . 26,99 DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO        ! I -:: DHACiON BREED  7.M DRAGON SPIRIT(BVDGETl .AM DRAKKHEN 11.99 

Software Prices", include JK or Fn; Fnslage. World software enters plea&c add £]1.1X3 per i^m. For non-software items such as iov?tinka rsr btank disks pl&aseadrJ 10% EECoriib'^ World foi carriage. OverSRi5!5 orriRrs must bp. paid by Cr&dil card. AMSHOP13 

Credit card issue/expiry date 
CHEQUEyP.O.A/ISA/ACCESS/MASTERCARD/SWITCH 

i DUNGEON MASTER I " MFG: CRTV ■ ■:■> &=■ I DYNASTY WARS  6.49 I E MOTION  6,49 I ECO PHANTOMS 1fiL9g 
IEUTE ft49 ItLVIFIA-MlSTRESSOF 1 THF DARK (i MFG) CDTV 30.99 I EMCKAfJTER (BUDGET  749 9 EWCOUWTER 13.49 I EPIC  .16.99 I EYE OF HORUS .3.99 I EYE OF THE BEHOLDER I (1 MEG) CDTV  I9.S9 | F16 STRIKE EAGLE 2 £1 MEG) ...-ZZ.99 | F 16 FALCON 12.99 9 F16 FALCON VISION n : -K 1  11.40 I P1 a FALCON v i, :; •!■• :r- L: I,K 2  .9.99 H F16 INTERCEFTOtt  B.1B I F IU STEALTH FIGHTER 19.99 | F39 RETAUATOfl 16.99 

GAMES MARKED CDTV" WIL 

CD s tor CDTV 
A DUN FOH BARNEY  3449 i ADVANCED MILITARY SYSTEMS 29.19 ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN  ,34.49 E AMERICAN hbl; I AG: U C I 0N.ARY 49.49 -.MV-v ■ : >'.:-. ON-If. : li-OOK... 19.49 I BARNES BEAfi GOE3 TO SCHOOL  29 49 . RAT5KETOALL 29.49 : BATTLE STORM 29.49 CASE OF f HE CAUTIOUS CONDOR 34 49 I CINDERELLA  39-49 CLASSIC 60AI

:
:I      Mr::- ■■ : \ COMPLETE WORKS OF t.MAKF:-,PI  34.49 LitF ENDER OF THE CROWN 2949 DINOSAU H FOR HIRE  16.49 $ DR.WELLMAN .54.49 

rERRARI FORMULA 1  J49 FEUDAL LOPO?   Hi 40 •-•SJIICLLS:   2.99 ^FOfitf  19.99 I OF FREEDOM   22.99 "OF THE INTRUDER HT SIMUUllpR 2 23.99 )LS ERRANI JN SCHOOL e-aa*3+} „ri :-::iiriOL3C2^,5^7or7+} TUREf JUW7LET2 ...1 6.! JRGlARffi) 19J9 JHG (SS? [A BASIC V3 0 COMPILER. . dASlC V3.0 >RETTiR 5 37 99 IISKHANN 21. 60lrt -DTV 1999 GOLDEN AXE CDTV 16.99 ■:; i.'.MJ iv.\x c IU;UIT AM GRAVITY tiPTOCt. Li" ■■■  tG NORMAN S GOLF  16-99 • i..n n or TI • I Vi :• iwscnoLLs: c == GUNBOAT \.. ..X 1999 [(BUDQETf .1699 ^POON 19.99 HERO'SG^EgrCGREMUN)T?¥^I.16.99 
IILL ST REE^feLU £ S niTr- iMKrnse^mr ;n.;jR^FT; i HOLLYWGOU COLLEC! ION HOLLYWOOD t*3lWK ([NFOCOM) 17. HOME ACCOUNTS ^IGiTi, Kit? IIOU VI) Ol" SHAMJVi'   HUNT FOR 

HUNTER M. ^o.« HY0RI8-...J*; 2.09 I PLAY 3D SOCCER.   16.*0 .6.99 IMMORTAL < I MEG I CDTV. 10 93 .16.99 INDIANAPOLIS fifin INFIDEL 4lNF8fOMl INTERPHA^F i CAMI Hi(.:.\nhLDb?;iiiu :■ t'z..v ican ICFTD ANT HEABS DATA (1 WIEG> 1999 J. KHANN WOflLDsHAMP SQUASH... 16 49 J. NICKLAU5 GOffl1 16.99 J. NICKLAUf-. UNI \t-'-rr- GOLF 6 ■VC-JI \6 - DESIGN 11 MfcC i  JU-J'.i J. NICKLAUS COOBSES  9.49 j MiChlAUSiNTCOURSFS  949 J. NICKLAUS CHAMi' . i 'Li i&ES ...949 .'AMFR =OND       S 9UW JAMES POND 2 ■ I lOBUUUO  1TJ9 JETfattRlO]  14,99 JIVXitfl (M^CHOLLSl   K-$FREADE 0 ($PHE*D$HEEn.. .44.99 KEYS OF MARAMON 11 M ■ Gi       : v KCK OFFM 1 5.99 -. ■■-■< r.rFi  fc^. ,„.ia49 KICK OFF 2 : KICK :>FF 2 - GIANTS OF EUROPE 
KIUA OFF Z - RETURN TO EUROPE ?.99 KICK OFF 2 - WINNING TACTICS \.6-49 KID GI ~" " KILLING KM I IVUGAMf SHOW KiRir.VOHUo ?w PROCESSOR Zi' KINGS KINGS OflEST 4 (1 MEG) KirwSOULS'      MEG I "--LEGEND  19,99 LAST NINSl2 e.99 LEISURE SWT LARRY 1 (SIERRA} 19.99 LSR SUIT LARR/ i. 3 * 3 n MFGj 3300 LEISURE SLHPLARRY □ |1 MEGJ...12.99 i r'.ir,' Ni.i i CDT^' in on L!-t AND DEATH   IMS LOMBARD RAC RSJ-LY B.99 I DTL.1 S F SPRIT TURBO CHAI.I. 16."" Ml TANK PLAT" "' l.!A.V,-TI.-. SCROLLS COLLECT ON ■OF THIEVES. FISH. CORRUPT ON) 1(1 90 MEGATRAVELLLR I I' MEG]  19.99 M :;.::[.NARY  MERCHANT COLONY.. METAL MASTERS .».,„1B.9B METAL MUTANT   1. 40 MICROPROSE SOCCER  :.7?5*»L MIDNIGHT RFSISTANGF   1fi. MIDWINTER  1999 MIG 29 FULCRUM  219g i.1-: :\:-1 r H PACK i T/dO r       I>ASE 23.93 MOONSHINE RACERS  16.99 MYSTICAL  6.99 NAM 1965-75 CDTV 19.49 NAVYS.E.A.LS.. 19.99 N &HTSHIFT 17.49 ORITUS ;WITH T SH IRT| CDTV   ., .22-99 UMbllAMOlS S" b ALTTH  17.49 OPERATION WOLF  &9g. OVERRUN (I MEG) <SSI)   PAN?A KICK BOXING (1 MFfi) 
PAWN rurBcnoLLS)  nOA OOI F TOUil  PHOTON PAINT   PIRATES  PLANETFALL (BUDGET} PUWfcfl MANAGER 13.49 POLICE QUEST 2 {1 POOL Of RADIANCE (MEG* 19.99 ~c--L.:; MCIT* iass POPULOUS PFTOMISED LANDS 849 ItrntllW <:. I999 POWERDRlFT ^99 ^DfiOME fl 49 

POWCRMONGCn 19.99 I POWERMONGER DATA DISK 1   ...11.43- I POWERWQRKS .....37.99 1 PREDATOR 2. 17.49 | ~ = lvTO- PFRKIA PFfo TENNft TOUR 2 .. PROTEXTW^PROCESSORV& 92,99 I OUEST FOI I <. L 3 ft (1 M EG)  25,99 I OUEET FDR GLORY 2 (1 MEG} ...26.99 I CAJESTRONI2I.SSII 6 4r? R-TYPE 6.99 I R'TYPE 2  , 1699 I iiM.■ ■    .■> I vCOON ■] I MEG)    ...22.99 I RSI BASEBALL 2  19.99 I RFNFGADF . £G DN INTFRCFPTOR  22.99 I RICK DANGEROUS  6.99 I H QK 3ANGI R0U3?  1&.99 [ RISE OF THE DRAGON (i MEG1   2(5.49 I ROBOCOP 2 CDTV l&.g- ROCKET RANGER CDTV .7.49 I ROfiKE'3 DRIFT  15.99 I V.. I ; •! I '\-'-J<    Vf ffH1 l«G) ...17.49 I S.T.U.N RUNNER  14.99 I SEARCH FOR THE KING  20.49 | SEASTALKER (INFOCOM).. ■        • i   -vn :■      i.-.:u [ SHADOW DA?J( ! Fl SHADOW OF THE BEAST SHADOW WARI ?IOF IS 1 e.a9 | :;i. r L. <■ 1 .\f,n y^. 
SFLENT SERVICE iSUB SIM) 8.99 I SILKWORM (BUDGET) 6| SIM CITY & POPULOUS 18,9 CITY Al ICHII EL: IJHt DISK I lUSiil | :ITYARCIl!ll :- l. j:   I)!!;* ? 16.99 t TERRAIN EDITOR 1&.49 I iKYC-IAfSE  7.49 I SKYFOXT! 4.99 I SORCERER (BUDGETL.. 7.49 I 33ACF   ARR r R ? 649 1 ^i'ACt (JOEST 3 <SIERRA) CDTV 26.49 I SPACE QUEST 4^ MEG) 2649 I Sl-AUERDGUE 19.99 I SPEE^ALL .7.49 I 2 CDTV 1699 I EPFL L E30UND   -3.99 I SPtNDlZZYl   H 99 SPIRIT OFJEXCALIBUH (1 MEG) ...19.9B I Si- -' m-OLOVFTME 16,99 I :INf -JCOU)  13,99 | STAR FLIGHT 7^ STARGLIDER 2  /. 7.49 I STELLAR 7(1 ME<1}  17.99 STORM ACROSS ETJRQPE {SSI) SUPER CARS 2   ...\  16.99 1 SUPER HANG DW ...V, 6.99 I SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX    i   -0 j 5UPERBA$E PERSONAL 2 . SURE BP LAN SPREAD SHEET |1 MEG) ? SUPREMACY  19.99 I SWITCHBLADE 2 16.99 I SWTV  17.99 1 SWORD OF SODAN 9-99 I TEAM SUZUKI  18.99 I TEAM YANKEE 19.99 I TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES  16.99 I TENTACLE 17.46 I TETRIS CDTV 13.49 I THE LOST PATROL 16.99 1 THEME PARK MYSTERY  5.49 I THREE STOOGES <CINEMAWARE) 7,49 I THUNDERHRDS 4.99 I THUNDERJAWS  ,.. 19.99 1 MVL ■,       H Lf-'t-'J;   11 33 

iRNAMENTQOLF !!!MM I ITA CELICAGT RALLY 16.99 | VOL 2 (MENACE, lAALVETRlS)  7J99| TRiADVOi ifPFFFORALl RLOOD ■ONLY HOCI:'- - TURBO CUP  „ 4.99 ] l.ifl RiCAN £ COT\' 15 43 I 'V SPORTTS. (U Si FOOTBALL TM I ; I 'YPHOONOf STEEL  . JLTIMA5 19.99 | CMS 2(1 ME&-UNIVERSAL Ml. - --I:Jl .YOH 2 2t3 49 I VENUS - THE FLY TRAP CDTV 699 I VIRUS  rrrrT. 4.99 I VIZ 1449 1 WAi'iG.Wr- CONiilHSEl ...  19.™? I ,'ARJONF   .. ... 11451   7 .49 I WARLOHDS (1 MEG)  ..17.49 I  , 7^48 I WHEELS Of FIRE |HARD DRIVlN, rr:v;rRRRi— c-iArir HO. TURBO OUTRUNI.  : 3 99 | WINGS (1 MEG I |Cn-JEMAWARE)...ia.99 I "STEAM (VINDICATORS. FT POT ROBOT 1 

MONSTERS, APE KLAX; , |3 99 I ' -.RINGER (BUDGET)   '49 
WOLFPACK (i' MEG) ' "T." "Z""l9fflfc WON.irRLAND (1 MEG  ..19.99 WORDWOPTH WORD I HOC I -:-r!OH (1 MEG)  79.99 I "ORKBENCH 1-3-- WORLD CLASS LEADER BOARD ...6.99 1 WRATH OF THE DEMON  .1999 1 XENOMORPH ...9.49 1 XL.rJOr. .- M: (>AiJ.AS I XIPHOS XYBOfS (BUDGET)  6.9 Z-OUT 13*iL ZORK 1 (BUDGET) 7,4gN| ZDRK 2 (BUDGET) 7.49 f ZORK 3 i&UDGET) 7.49 | 

] WORK ON A CO TV PLAYER FfTTED WITH A 3.5" DISK DRIVE, 
F16 FALCON 49.49 FRUITS. VEGETABLES & HERBS 34.49 FUN SCHOOL. 3 (2-0 YRSl  24 49 HEATHEH HI IS HOME 39.49 HORSF RACING  29.49 HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES 29 49 ILLUSTRATED HOLY BIBLE 34.49 INDOOR PLANTS  34 49 INDOOR SPORTS 29.49 LTV ENGLISH -S4.49 MANY ROADS TO MURDE R ..... -29.49 MIND RUN  29.49 MUD PUDDLE 34>t9 r.V&iC MAKER 34-49 MY FAINT .29.49 NJNJIA HJGHSCHOOL COMIX 16.49 OUR HOUSE 3449 PAPER BAG PRINCESS  3449 

PSYCHO KILLER  29.49 SCARY POEMS FOR ROTTEN KIDS 39 AH SHERLOCK HOLMES  44.49 : SIM CITY 29.49 TALE OF BENJAMIN BUNNY  39,49 THE NEW BASICS ELECTRIC COOKBOOK  39.49 J 1Kb 1.ALE OF PETER RABBIT ...39,49 I ■-NOVVSUn  3449 TrME TABLE OF BUSINESS POLITICS  3949 TIME TABLE OF SCIENCE & INNOVATION  39-49 . TREES AND SHRUBS  34,49 j WOMEN IN MOTION 29.49 WORLD VISTA ATLAS  54.49 WHAT H OF THE DEMON  29.49 
XENON 2. MEGABLAST  20.49 

AMIGA A500 COMPUTER SCREEN GEMS 
+ TV MODULATOR. MOUSE, BACK TO THE FUTURE 2, DAYS OF THUNDER, SEAST 2. DELUXE PAINT 2 & 
NIGHT8REED   3*< 
PHtHPS 8833 MK2 MONITOR 
COLOUR STEREO WITH AMIGA r,r CDTV LEAD 261 
GOLDSTAR 4902 14M TV/MONITOR 
REMOTE CONTROL WITH SCART 1${ 
AMIGA OR CDTV TO SCART LEAD 
GIVES MONITOR QUALITY ON TV WITH SCART/RGB INPUT   S 
AMIGA AS01 512K RAM UPGRADE 
TO 1 ME.a GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK  t\ 
ROCTEC AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 
(TO I MEG) WITH CLOCK  Si 
AMIGA A590 20 MEG HARD DRIVE 
AUTOBOOT WITH KICKSTART SOCKETS FOP 2 MEG OF RAM, SCSI INTERFACE   
CUM AN A EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
CAX3S4 3.S" BBOK FOR A500 OR A2000 ~t\ 
ROCTEC SLIM DISK DRJVE 

3 EXTERNAL 3.5" AMlOA DISK DRIVE  5: 
™ ROCTEC EXTERNAL STEREO SPEAKERS 
I <WITH BUILT IN AMPLIFIERS^ FOR AMIGA, I CDTV, A'FAFU ST or IBM PC S' 
I ROCTEC MOUSE FOR AMtGA i i 

I Back row 16ft to right BCOMPETTFJON PRO EXTRA GLO GREEN  T 
IQUICKJOY JET EIGHTER JOYSTICK .   1 
I QUICKSHOT111A TURBO 2 JOYSTICK  I OUICKSHOT130F PYTHON JOYSTICK  : j TURBO BLASTER JOYSTICK   
1 COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO RED  1. 
| From row left to right I TURBO (RAPID FIRE) JOVPAD  1 
I ROCTEC MOUSE FOR AMIGA  1: S QUICKSHOT1?7 STAPFlGHTPR REMOTE 
8 CONTROLLER + TWO INFA-RED JOYPADS 2 | QUICKSHOT13SF MAVERICK 1 JOYSTICK 1 
I OlHer items not shown 
| COMPETITION PRO 5000 BLACK 1 I COMPETITION PRO fiODQ MEAN GREEN  I I COMPETITION PRO EXTRA COMBAT  1 1 COMPETITION PRO EXTRA CLEAR , t 
I COMPETITION PRO STAR EXTRA  .  1 | STINGRAY HANDHELD JOYS! ICK  I 
i TOP STAR JOYSTICK  1 I FOUR PLAYER AMIGA'ATARf ST JOYSTICK 
I ADAPTOR (FOR KICK OFF 2 ETC)    
I MOUSE MAT  I NAKSHA MOUSE, BRACKET AND MAT (AMlGArST}„ .2 S POPU LO US/FALCON LEAD (NU LL MODEM)   
I DUST COVER FOR AMIGA (CLEAR PVC)  
I DUST COVER FOR PHILIPS MONITOR ,., -  

59p each or 
21,99 for 50 

SONY 3.5" DS/DD 
| DISK + LABEL  59p each 

or 
21.99 for 50 

| CtTIZEN SmFl 9 COLOUR PRINTER 
I FRICTION & TRACTOR. 213 CPSttB NLQ, 
I COLOUR. 24 MONTHS WARRANTY  ..19 I CITiZEN SWIFT COLOUR PRINTER RIBBON 1 
I PRINTER LEAD AMIGA OR ST  

OLYMPUS 14" OPTIK LEAD GLASS 
IANTI-RADIATION & REFLECTION FILTER  7 

POWERWORKS SUITE  „„„„ 3^ 
I KIND WORDS 2 WORD PROCESSOR. I MAX I PLAN PIUS SPREADSHEET, 
\ INFOFILE DATABASE r MAIL MERGE 

599.91 

Commodore CDTV 
+ Remote Control Pad 
+ Hutchinsons Encyclopedia on CD 
+ Lemmings on CD 
+ FREE Roctec Disk Drive worth 53 
(plays Amiga disks marked "CDTV" in its 
+ FREE Special Reserve Members, 
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WHAT'S IN STORE 

COVER 

Get the right printer 31 
10 popular dot-matrix printers evaluated, Full test results 
and best buys revealed. 

SOFT W A R E 

Wordworth 
Powerful word processor 

49 

Real 3D 
Sophisticated 30 paint progr am 

58 

Real Things 
Animated clip art 

58 

Imagine 
3D animation program 

65 

Pro 24 
Professional MIDI sequencer 

94 

Superbase 4 
Graphical database system 

105 

Sc i enti f i c types etting prog ra rr i 
113 

T U T O R 1 A L S 

C Programming 73 

Intuition 79 

AMOS 82 

Amiga DOS 85 

1 PUBLIC Mi EVINI 

The idea of free software is great, but how do 
you sort the wheat from the chaff? 

Turn to page 11° for Shopper's unique PD guide 
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Get up to date with the latest Amiga happenings 

5 

Letters 
Hear what other Amiga owners have to say 

13 

Desktop Publishing 
Wordworth: ward processor and DTP 

49 

Graphics 58 
Real 3D lets you create stunning images, plus Real Things 

Subscriptions 
Get Shopper every month and get a free gift! 

62 

Video 
3D animation with imagine 

65 

Communications 
Modems from Supra and Falcom tested 

89 

Music 
Sternberg's Pro 24 sequencer evaluated 

94 

Education 99 
A look at some of the learning programs on the market 

Business 
Parr one of a detailed look at Superbase 4 

105 
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Latest from groups around the country 
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Reader Ads 
Sell, sell, sell; buy, buy, buy 

114 

Buyers' Guide 
2D point packages summarised 

115 

Buying Advice 
Our guide to making a safe purchase 

116 
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Everyone has problems with their computer, 
and with the help of our team of 

acknowleged experts Amiga Shopper can 
solve them. In this issue there are 11 pages 
packed with help and tips on subjects like: 

SCART connections • video titling » Pascal * 
assembly language printer fonts • viruses * 

KindWords • comms • and so much more 
Turn to page 15, and start learningl 
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mmv( STOCK 
GENUINE UK 
PRODUCTS'* 

Choices to Keep ^ou 

spellbound at Truly 

fWizard Priced 

AMIGA 

HOME 

THE SUPREME AMIGA PACK FOR GENERATIONS TO COME... 
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU} PLUS SOiVIE GREAT SOFTWARE... 

CBM 1084S COLOUR MONITOR 

KEYBOARD AMD MOUSE 
(or without monitor £649.99) 

Why not buy a Sorcerers Pack Too-See Listed Prict 

Amiga A50G wiilti Modulator, Mouse. 1 TABD Internal Disk 
Drive. 512K RAM. afl Cflisneclmrj Leads, KicksOrt 1.3. BuiH-tn Speech Svritheste,      Colours. Muttf-Tasking, Workhench 1.3    :.y > 

System Disk and lull set of Amiga Mantiels AND INCLUDING AN A501 Q.SMh RAM UPGRADE] 

FIVE GREAT 
SOFTWARE TITLES > 
Back to 1 lie Future II. 

Beast li, Days of 
Thunder, Nightbreedci 

& Deluxe Paint M L 

"ftiri SC=l=rN' Bl OCKRI.RTFRfi. BROUGHT TO *9U9 AMIGA TOR SMALL SCREEN ACTION! 

£372 

.99 

Wrj^Hjt buy a Sorcerers Pack Too-See Listed Prices 

Amiga ASOfl Computer 
; A501 0.5Mb Upgrade 
Pfft-Wfile 2.5 {W,P) 
Delme Palm II 
Deluxe Print II 
Inlofile {Dbase) 
Music Mouse 
Amiga Logo 
Talking Turtles 

I \ 
MEW NEW 

Lei1 E Spell at Home 
BBC Emulator 
10 Commodore Disks 
Moose Mat 
Resource File 

i£469 
Why not buy a Sorcero 

NEW 

99 
TOD! 

NEW 

MERLIN WORD 
PROCESSOR AND 

PRINTER SUNDRIES 
PACKAGE!!! 

Available with any Amiga or 
Printer purchased from Merlin 
PEN PAL--.Bri||>ant Word 
Proc. with Dalabasetfiraphics 

>5W$HEE78 OF 11*9.5 PLAIN 
60 GSM MICRO PERFED FAN 
FOLD CONTINUOUS PAPER ■Jr 1 -TftF QUALITY THICK VINYL 
PRINTER DUST COVER 

-V1-UNIVERSAL 2 PART 
PRINTER STAND 

.V 1-SPARE MONO RIBBON 

£99 
.99 

or just £24.99 writ: 
Pen Pal W/P Software 

HEW  NEW NEW 

COMMOnOflE A5HO 20 Mb  HARE DISK DRIVE w tow p«tcr fan TH* uNPowxATrrj 
^SlOfl OF C0M<* tfifAt A5B0. <*£279 

C= 

3.5" SECOND DRIVE 
tc?e££>^ Commodores OWN external add on drive VV"^ AND FULLY COMPATIBLE with YOUR Amiga.. ... CrjinpiUihlrj '.villi Al I Am iy;iS (500. 1000, 2000. & 3000) _i H80K formatted Capacity       -flk W —I NO OxtOrn.:! jio-.M i i-:i|inrfi(t W 

\ 

Pen Pal™ J Probably the best W<ind ProcejsiH-j 
r** around at this price! Integrated 

--w (iruphioi and Real Database net I 
Pen Pal ahead of Ibe rest! See 
Amiga Format's rave review* 

Whcn...y<xi deserve ihc best! 
£79.95 (Needs Amiga nilh I Mb lit run) 

HOLLYWOOD 
COLLECTION 
F19 STEALTH 
FIGHTER 
HOBOCOP II 

DICK TRACY 

DUCK TALES 

TEENAGE MUTANT 
HERO TURTLES 
FUN SCHOOL 3 

EYE OF THE 
BEHOLDER 
PGA TOUR GOLF 

All of ywf favourites in one adion pacted tax, something 
for everyone iivcludiflg BATMAN. R0BOC0P I, GHOSTBUSTERSII 
and INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE. 
Forget AM nsLJttlS IS THE RfGrfT OF FANTASY! Over 409,600 
square mSes, owr 3300 possible missioRS, ooM, limited or 
conventional war, 4 grades ot opponent, 4 mrtt scenarios, 
f olfow up to the twgWy successful Rotacop! Tries Affi tesed game 
ties got ALL tJw action of its predecessor AND MDREf 
Tlworilfent comic detective pjpjs Big fioy. Flattop, Pninetace and 
toe firaw, Alf in a comic cajw! Graft that famous ha! and cwt 
and hit the streets in search ot Big Boy Caprice and lis gang. 
You YS got to race across toe glebe to find your torture and become 
'The Riches! Duck in the World'! A great afiveftiure requiring aB your 
stills ami courage... ARE YOU (KICK ENOUGH! 
Donaietlo, Michaelangejo. Raphael. Leonardo and all the usual 
funies characters...alibi one acton parted flame! 
Cttoose age groups tor under 5'«, 5 to 7, or 7 and over to suit your 
cJwIds skill bvel. 8 hese superb educational programmes are designed 
to be fun too! Your chifiet won't even realise tiiattfay are learning too! This grae; Dungeon Waster stylrgame makes its lore runner too* 
mundane titfi some superb graphics!!! As soon as you start the 
game you'll to captivated! 
One of In* rr ' most realistic golf games avasilabfe. Stunning graphics, 
choice of dubs, different courses to play, hints from m pro's araf 
tournaments to Kin! Simply Fantastic! 
Fantastic new platform arcade game with a difference, 6 levels of 
impressive multi-direclion parallax scrolling, 300 screens detailing 
hectic animation. Colourful cartoon graphics and monkeying around! 
The graphics ooze of the fiilmap Bros own successful style. This one 
wiU get you hooked Irom the off! Become the hero with immortality 
and enjoy your C reek God status with lots of monstera ID fighl against! 

£23 ■;rrp ££9. 

£23 (ri p £29. 
£19 
(rrp £25. 
£19 
((FDC25 
£19 
{rrp £25. 
£19 (fTp£2S. 
£19 {rrp £24 
£24 
(rrp £30. 
£19 
(irp£25. 
£19 
(rrp £24 
£19 
(rrp £25 £3] 

SERIOUS SOW 
SUPERB m Sy^rbaa F^rsonaJ 2 waoo 3.02 aMtinuss r>mn     £29 99 

PcftSOItAL 2 ^<re fteanHflff For the more ceirandinn miMn it [^KtoRHatoraDalat^fel^wrtnTBaiuiM! 
!SSiL« D^y 4 animation oo tend in hr<,wfm ft* jwr £8T-W 
AINMATIOII  ncHpjogrs-ume h KJRWS! Animalmi £ftm'^prtips ^rp STUDIO arrfwlhMtr<:uo! 
J?2JJ*!      Fsry^stH: Paim F^ctafla, suppo^ *F A *»TM tarnars, £29 w 

PAINT 2       tonlourjSurta NPpr$ vaiJowrs stnrteli.40«        m95) colours, rr-iftipfc     Mjss.jisrtograpf twnd. whru^i. 
P€#PAl      Brjlw:WPv^gri^ici4a8^.JUjsoii^S^ra w« 

ASK FOR A QUOTE OH AJtV SOFTWARE HOT LISTED 

UUHJM' nut1 i>/ uur Crrt"at Sr»rci*rors PrJ^k.s to 
Buy itfitri yo«f Amiga all at LOW prices..+• 
Check the qua I ay of our cam pel iters mouse mats dust 
covers etc , 0UflS ARE TOP QUALITV PR00UCTS! 

SORCEROHS PACK 1 Qualftf ttJtim Mflnse Mat 
fluldvTlfefcViMW Wicros'ffi!cltedJtifS!i-;^nd '"fdA 
Ten Blank 0i4ks in Library Case 9^ 

COMMODORE 1084S £259 99 
14J Stereo High Res. Stereo Colour 
PHILIPS CM 8833/11 £244.99 

j 14" Stereo Med. Res. Stereo Colour with Green 
| Switch & 12mcnths, on site maintenance 

mm TeitBfca-nfcQislcsin-Li! 

J £18 

STARLCIOWono 9Pltt Dot Matrix MONO €159 
STAR LC 24/10 Mono 24Pln Dot Mat. MONO £205 
STAR LC200 Colour This Months SpecialOffor! 
STAR LC24/20Q Mono 24Pin Dot Mat. MOWD £255 
STAR IC24/200 Colour 24Pin Dot mt COLOURGCali 

eluding Arnica Lead and your choice "V  
?j'0era 011si GOVRI or a Printer 5tonrl QQ 
Or your Prime? Fill ' :li til !Am il:!!!   JU I 99 

Merlin gr^ in,v I'l.lnnriM^:! ":il :H:I Oejlnr!i $ ft! eOtirse GITI2FNS ? YFAR WARRANTY ne^ns   ev$n bett&r bark up for yowl 
CITIZEN 120D+ -9 Pin Dot Matrix, MONO C139 
CITIZEN 124D -24 Plin Dot Matrix, MONO C205 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 -9 Pin Dot Matrix. MONO      C199 

-9 Pin Dot Matrix. COLOUR —£229 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 -24 Pin Oot Matrix, MONO —£289 

-24 Pin Dot Matrix, COLOUR <319 
5 

ooooo  
SORCERORS PHCK ?.. Exlra Games Special! 

DATASTQRM. DUNGEON QUEST, E MOTION. 
GRAND MONSTER SLAM WD GLOVES, 

POttERPLM. RVF H0»DA. SltUFFL£PUCK 
CflfE. WICROfflOSE SOCCcR. TOWER OF &ABEL 

£25 

DUALITY COMMODORE BLANK DISKS 
' BOX Of f IFTY £44.95 
l*i*Al*19LUjFii 

#0©OO0. m 
A SORCERORS PACK 3.. JOB THIe Specislt F| if Purchase any of ihe LATEST GAMES TITLES rrom our 

TOP TtTLES" SDrtware litles and par EVEN LESS 
0lhan the advtrttaed pricfts.. Jdy as many at yuu like, m-m 

phone us now lor details* *jf 
Only when rjurclTiSed y/iWi an Amffla 

SORCERORS PACK 4... Tfie Ultimate? 

CTHJ5 IS IT! Sorcefors Packs...1,2aa TOGETHER 
_ Jusl in case you ean't rjelieve i! this h what you get  

1-Mouse Mai, VAiriiQa DustCaner 
Joystick, 10-Blank Disks & Library Case, 

10 Snper G&mes (RRP E224.5D). 
01 NEW software title from our Sorcarerrs TOP TITLE W 
OSfLlCTlOK' fsee listing ahovof \?M 

f#i   A m A^* mW ft QfL. . Wm M W\ Based on £24.39 rrp 
" #1 £LI 1 (S^LisHnp) *te WT 

tkm^f IP  rMerence if reqd. * fT 
*0n['/ when purchased witn an Amiga J 

The above Potks are nvailorjke separateh/ Pleo« risk for prices. 

441442 

ALL MERLINS PRICES INCLUDE VAT. AT 17.5% (AND POSTAGE for smaller items) UK Mainland only. 
Whilst every effort is matte to ensure lhat Uie information shown in our advertisement is correct, you sftould ALWAYS conrirrrt any Offers. Prices, Availability etc. prior lo placing your order. We- endeavour K> suppty everything as shown and we wilt ONLY change anyihiivg should ii be forced upon us by manufacturers or our suppliers. Because o-er advertising »s hoaxes so far in advance, Merlin therefore reserve the right to alter cqmpment specifications, withdraw any product'offer or update prices [and thai can be either up OA down) witftouf prmr ncl-cci. PLtASE CHECK OETAlLS. PRIOR TO OflOERIMG. 

Merlin guarantee NEVER lo supply anything thai has bee^ aubfect lo change wilhout you. the customer, being Informed of and agreeing to thai change 
z Just phone our 24 hour o rder line using your Access/Visa card, OR.     £ Hartwate that preves laeily wtlfiia 30 day> will be exchanged Tar KEW. Alter 3D days, 

M £. send a chagtie/oostat order wilh your requlremenl dels lis. {Cheques    J £ wHhte 12 mtti from purchase, laultt will ha mdffieti bjf If 
a Med clearance unless Issued by Bank/Building Secletv far you)        g= r^iragBrri and nhimed 1O yav br cunTier. 

Small Items will oa despalched ay posl FREE lo all UK rnafniand       5 Slrfh™rH wllt   ™runiJHd iw IIH UME TITLE and we *ii 
1 addresses. Hardware Fs despatched by deurier service (up ta 25KB} as     Mfl<l      ^ ^ ^ «riaoswanartle», please aekferdetain. 
^ fellows: NEXT WORKING DAY...add EG la order, TWO WORKING DAfS 5 Merim Express are predominantly a mall order company Out we welcome customers to 

..add £51Or SPECIAL SATURDAY DELIVERY...add just El2 
{Merlin will ALWAYS despatch day of order unfess otherwise discussed) 

J our Iradfl/'cfi 
~ wawilla 

ir wild With 10 pick bp gauds Irtrti ire. Vih<f nut pay OS A viiW, 
a flJpaied to fofllp ynuvritli your snipiiriei. 

DEPT. /M11, UNIT C7f THE ROPEWALK INDUSTRIAL CEN 
STATICW ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 ! 
TELEPHONE: 0602 441442        FAX: 0602 440 

GREAT PRICES, GREAT DEALS...THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN! 
E a 0 E ALL our currently advertised offers supersede any previously advertised offer(s) and goods are NOT supplied on a trial I 



AMIGA NEWS 

£100 cut from Class pack 

Buying Amiga* for classroom 
use is now an even more 
attractive proposition as 
Commodore has mode hefty 
£100 price cut to the Class of 
the 90s - First Steps package. 

With over 17,000 packs 
sold at the old price of £599, 
the company hopes that at 
£499 the Amiga will become 
yet more 'affordable and 

accessible to schools' and seli 
in even greater quantities. 

The contents of the 
package remain the some: an 
A500 with 1Mb of RAM, TV 
modulator/ an introductory 
video and eight software titles 
including a word processor, a 
multimedia filing system, a 
spelling package and Deluxe 
Pamf It, Commodore sees the 

pack as providing a link 
between computer-based 
learning in the home and 
classroom, describing it as 
'ideal for children aged five 
and upwards'. 

There has been speculation 
that the price drop is a 
response to Atari's bundling 
of the ST in an education 
package called The Family 

Curriculum which sells for 
£399. Commodore was keen 
to deny this, saying that the 
new price was in line with 
recent changes in pricing 
policy across fhe entire Amiga 
range. If anything/ the 
company sees Atari's move as 
a 'tremendous compliment' to 
its own, longer standing 
educational initiative* 

Editman offers 

video options 

Syntronix Systems is offering 
several hardware and 
software products for 
adva need Am 1 ga-based 
video production. 

The Editman is an 
editing system which can 
control domestic VCRs and 
camcorders with an 
accuracy of a single frame. 
Insert and audio dub editing 
are available, and the 
system is mouse controlled. 
IFF files can be edited, and 
genlock support is offered. 
The Editman system normally 
costs £499 (exc. VAT), but is 
available for a limited 
period at £325. 

Also on offer is a 
computer recording interface 
which enables Amiga 
graphics to be taped using 
the 5-VHS or Hi 8 systems, 
while avoiding the fuzziness 
which can result from using 
the composite video output. 
The company claims that the 
recording quality with the 
device exceeds that 
obtained using genlocks. 
The computer recording 
interface costs £249. 

Finally Syntronix offers 
an RGB digitising interface. 
The hardware accepts 
S (Y/C) signals for maximum 
quality, A version is 
available which can grab 
frames in real time. The 
digltiser costs £199.95. 
Syntronix w 0332 298422. 

Confusion reigns over Kodak compatibility 

CDTV takes 

your pictures 

by Cliff Rams haw 
This time next yeor owners of CDTV should be 
able to view their Family snaps on TV, 
according to an announcement from 
Commodore UK, but some confusion 
surrounds the subject. 

Using a system devised by Kodak called 
Photo CD, people will be able to take their 
films along to High Street bureaux and have 
them transferred on to a CD. The cost will be 
approximately £10 for 24 35mm pictures. 
Since there is room for up to 100 stills on a 
single CD, the price of putting extra pictures 
on to the same disc will be substantially less. 

There is, however, a degree of 
controversy, or at least confusion, as to 
exactly which of the current CD formats will 
be compatible with it. 

Philips has developed the hardware of 
Photo CD in conjunction with Kodak, and says 
that its CD-I system will be compatible with the 
standard. As a response to this, Commodore 
seems to have decided that CDTV will be 
made compatible as well This announcement 
surprised Kodak, however, with a spokesman 
claiming he was "amazed at what they 
[Commodore] are saying/' He stated that no 
licensing agreements for Photo CD have been 
issued, and that the details of what such 
agreements would constitute are yet to be 
finalised. Neither, he added, have the 
technical specifications been released, 

Kodak is trying to launch a world-wide 
standard with Photo CD, so it is obviously in 
the company's interest to license it out to as 
many third-party hardware manufacturers as 
possible. Even if no papers have been signed, 
it is certain that Commodore and Kodak have 
been talking. 

Equally, Photo CD compatibility Es seen as 
an important plus point by Commodore for 
CDTV, Steve Franklin, managing director of 
Commodore UK, said "CDTV is bringing the 

Photo CD: family snaps on a disc. 

world of multimedia to consumers and 
compatibility with Photo CD will be a vital 
component in this movement." ^ 

But this component is not quite in place. In 
response to allegations from Philips that CDTV 
simply does not have the technical capability 
neccessary to deal with Photo CD, 
Commodore's head of public relations, 
Andrew 8aII, admitted that it may require a 
"little more than is currently in a CDTV box." 
This addition, which may be in the form of an 
upgrade or a plug-in smart card, will be 
necessary to give CDTV the 24-bit ,16-million 
colour display required by Photo CD. Because 
the hardware of the CDTV is based on an 
Amiga it is only capable of displaying 4,096 
colours, not enough to display a truly 
photorealistic image. 
Commodore UK w 0627 770 088, 

Buy one, 

get seven 

free! 

A new deal is now available 
for users of WordPerfect in 
educational institutions. 
Seven licences will be given 
free with every copy bought, 
allowing seven copies of the 
software to be made and 
used around the site. 
Additional keyboard 
templates will be sent on 
receipt of a registration form 
from the users. 

This scheme, which is 
endorsed by CHEST (the 
Combined Higher Education 
Software Team), replaces 
WordPerfect's previous, 
discount-based educational 
scheme, although the offer 
for individual purchases by 
student and staff still stands: 
a hefty discount of between 
80 and 90 per cent. 
Interested individuals should 
contact the information 
services department of 
WordPerfect UK « 0932 
850 500, 

Otherwise, copies of 
WordPerfect along with the 
licence agreement are 
available from the 
distributor, SDL* 081 309 
0300. Unfortunately, 
additional copies of the 
documentation have to be 
purchased separately. The 
manual costs £20; the 
tutorial-style Work Book 
costs £13. 

WIN A PRINTER! 

Turn to page 11 

for details 
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NEWSH0UNDS 
WANTED 

We are always looking 
for Amiga related news 
stories, and we pay for 
the ones we print. Ring 

us an 0225 442244. 



AMIGA NEWS 

16-bit show set for success 

Big crowds are expected for the 
16-bit Computer Show, 

Computer junkies in their tens 
of thousands will be 
converging on Hammersmith, 
London on the 12th July lor 
the International 16-Bit 
Computer Show. The show, 
which is the fourth of its kind, 
caters for Amiga, PC and ST 
users in areas ranging from 
home entertainment through 
to business* 

The last show had some 
21,000 visitors, with over 
150 companies exhibiting. 

The organisers hope this one 
wilt be an even greater 
success. Already 160 
companies from Europe and 
North America have booked 
space, and 50 new products 
are expected to be making an 
appearance. Attending 
companies include Gf A Data 
Media, Pandaal, Surface UK 
and Precision Software. 

As well as manufacturers, 
user groups and many 
computer suppliers will also be 

exhibiting. The show will 
provide an excellent 
opportunity to see the latest 
developments, try out intended 
purchases and buy. 

The show will be held at 
the Novate! in Hammersmith, 
Entry on the door will cost £5, 
or advanced tickets for £3 can 
be purchased from the ticket 
hotline w 0726 68020. 

You can read a full report 
from the show in next month's 
Amiga Shopper* 

Keep your 

computer 

clean with a 

sticky rug! 

For users worried about 
dust invading their 
computer's delicate 
parts, Brown, Kemp & 
Company may just 
have the answer. 
To kmats come as a 
stack of tiles, each with 
an adhesive surface for 
collecting dust, and can 
be placed in dust-critical 
areas. When one layer 
is clogged up, it can be 
peeled away to leave 
another fresh sticky 
layer beneath. 

The mats come in 
two forms. Super Dust 
Absorbency (or SDA) 
mats have 36 layers 
held in a strong 
surround. A 6-foot x 4- 
foot mat costs £77.87; 
a 4-foot x 4-foot mat 
costs £32.25. 
Alternatively, the Low 
Profile (LP) mats costs 
£171.55 for a pack of 
four, each with 30 
layers. These are ideal 
for clean hard surfaces, 
and because, the 
company explains, they 
are so thin tea trolleys 
can pass over them 
with no jolting. 

Takmafs are 
distributed by Brown, 
Kemp & Company « 
081-858 8657. 

'8-bit Amiga' 

being tested 

Commodore has developed on upgraded 
C64 which bridges the gap between me 8-bit 
machine and the Amiga. 

Given a working title of the C65, the 
machine has already been sent out to software 
developers for resting, although Commodore 
denies that it has any immediate plans to 
release it. 

Like the C64, the new computer is based 
on the 6502 microprocessor but its graphics 
have been upgraded to be capable of 
displaying the 4,096 colours of the Amiga 
palette. Additionally, the C65 will be able fo 
display standard Amiga IFF Files, and with its 
3.5-inch drive transferring graphics should 
present no probJems. 

Despite these compatibilities, the C65 
firmly remains an 8-bit machine, and 
Commodore is keen to stress that it does not 
see the machine as an 8-bit Amiga, since it 
has no blitter or other specialist chips. 

The machine will be able to run existing 
C64 software, although without o cassette 
interface or the C64's 5.25-inch disk drive, 

manufacturers will have to repackage their 
products. Given the difficulty Commodore has 
had persuading developers to support the 
C64's cartridge facility, the introduction of yet 
another format into the declining 8-bit market 
is unlikely to be greeted with enthusiasm, 
perhaps explaining Commodore's 
ambivofence about bunching the machine. 

Quoted in the trade journal C7W, 
Commodore's retail sales manager Kelly 
Sumner said: "It is a product which has been 
developed, but at the moment we have no 
plans to release it. We have a very good line- 
up and it would be ridiculous to bring in a 
product that would compete with the Amiga 
and C64. It will definitely not see the light of 
day this year." 

However, Commodore has a policy of 
reviewing hardware product launches every 
six months, so there could be a change of 
heart after Christmas. 

With any launch so far away, pricing is a 
matter of speculation, but informed sources 
claim that £199 would be an ideal level. 

Tap into 

the tape 

Deluxe Point III is widely 
regarded as the best Amiga 
paint package available, but 
its wealth of features and 
thick manual have left many 
in a state of confusion. Now 
those people can get the 
best from this package with 
The Deluxe Paint HI Tutorial, 
o video from Video One. 

The video is aimed at 
those who already consider 
themselves familiar with 
DPoint, rather than the 
complete beginner, It cavers 
topics such as smooth 
animation, text in 
perspective, marbling and 
shining chrome effects. 

The video is available 
for £19.99 from Video One 
* 041-552 7865, and is 
the first in a planned series 
of videos designed to help 
Amiga software users learn 
about how to use their 
equipment. 

Stand-alone toaster pops up 

Already hailed as a 
revolution in video work in 
its Amiga peripheral 
incarnation, the Video 
Toaster is now available in 
the US as a stand-alone, 
desktop system. 

Professional quality 
video effects such as 
overlays, fades and wipes 
can now be produced on a 
system costing $3,995. 
Equivalent systems, as used 
by MTV and American cable 

networks, cost in the regjon 
of $100,000. 

The stand-alone Toaster 
is based around an Amiga 
2000, with the addition of a 
52Mb hard disk. Users will 
also need two composite 
video monitors, a video 
recorder with single frame 
recording ability (for the 
creation of 3D animations), 
and a Time Base Corrector 
for any video sources used. 
As yet, there is no PAL 

version of the Video 
Toaster available for use in 
Europe, although it must 
only be a matter of time 
before Newtek becomes 
aware of the potential 
market size on this side of 
the Atlantic, 

Amiga Shopper 
currently has a Video 
Toaster in its possession, 
Expect a review very soon, 
NewTek*010 1 913 
354 1 146. 

The stand-alone Toaster, 
(A revolution in video work' 
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AMIGA NEWS 

Accessories make the CDTV into a computer 

News is beginning to break 
of 'accessories' for 
Commodore's fashionable 
machine of the moment, me 
CDTV. 

The Commodore 
Dynamic Total Vision, 
essentially a CD player 
linked to an Amiga 500 
without the keyboard, is 
being marketed as a 
consumer product in no way 
connected with computers, 

hence the need to describe 
add-ons for it as accessories 
rather than peripherals. 

The first of these 
accessories is likely to be an 
infra-red mouse which, 
because it has no tail, is 
being called the 'hamster', 
Also in the pipeline is an 
infra-red tracker ball (with 
joystick ports), and an infra- 
red keyboard (surprise, 
surprise), Prices have yet to 

be confirmed, but the 
products should be on the 
market by September. 

In addition, Commodore 
hopes to release a 
networking system so that 
groups of CDTVs can be 
linked together for classroom 
use. CDTV users will be able 
to add genlocks to their 
machines, and credit-card 
sized memory wafers. Jhe 
latter will have a capacity of 

up to 512K, either ROM or 
RAM, so they can be used 
both Far holding application 
software and for saving user 
preferences, game positions 
and so on, 

A floppy drive should 
also be available by the end 
of the year. With this and a 
keyboard, owners of CDTV 
will be able to use it just like 
an A500. A basic CDTV 
system costs £599, Adding a 

keyboard and disk drive will 
almost certainly add another 
£1 00 to the price. Since an 
A500 currently costs 
£329.99 and the price of o 
CDTV upgrade For the Amiga 
is expected to be around 
£300, buying a CDTV plus 
assorted infra-red goodies 
looks unlikely to be a cost- 
effective decision. 

Commodore UK CT 0627 
770 088. 

Dentists 

learn the 

drill from 

an A3000 

Ami gas may soon help 
to lessen the pain of 
root canal fillings. An 
interactive presentation 
has been developed at 
the children's 
department of Kings 
College Dental Hospital 
to help undergraduates 
study the intricacies of 
root canal therapy 
without having to touch 
a patient. 

The program, 
snappily entitled 
Endodontics for the 
Deciduous Dentition 
uses text, scanned 
pictures and X-rays, 
together with Amiga 
generated animation, 
diagrams and sound to 
teach students the 
techniques involved. 

The developers of 
the system are Peta 
Smith and Andrew 
Gould, who hope it will 
become an invaluable 
teaching aid. The 
computer is being used 
alongside conventional 
lectures and 
demo n stra ti ons. 

The system was put 
together on a 25MHz 
A3000, with JX-100 
and JX-300 scanners 
and the Audio Engineer 
used for input. The 
software was prepared 
using CanDo from 
InnovaIronies, Deluxe 
Paint 3 and The Art 
Deportment* 

Amiga raises money 

from hospital TV ads 

by Karl Foster 
An enterprising Amiga-based desktop 
video scheme has raised thousands of 
pounds for a Welsh hospital. 

Since January this year patients at 
Morris ton Hospital, Swansea, have been 
treated to local news and health 
programs by Morrivision, the hospital's 
voluntary television service. 

The programs are put together with 
the help of an Amiga 2000, and profits 
made from advertising charges on the 
network are helping to boost the 
hospital's funds, 

MorrEvisbn member Norman Harris, 
who also runs the Swonsea-based 
computer graphics company Galaxy 

Graphics, said the Amiga is the ideal 
tool for the job. "We use it mainly for its 
graphics capability and, for what we're 
doing, it works very well/' 

He said the machine comes in to its 
own when putting together TV adverts 
for local Firms, for which the old stalwart 
paint package DPaint lit is pressed into 
service, along with Innovisian's video 
titling package Broadcast Titler. 

Hardware-wise, Morrivision uses 
low-band U-Malic video and an A2000 
plus 5Mb RAM with 40Mb Quantum 
hard drive, linked to a Ren dole 8802 
genlock. 
Morrivision * 0792 703437 
Galaxy Graphics * 0792 297660 

Jill wMsp,TAL 

L_  -  
A Welsh hospital is using an Amiga 
to produce graphics for its patients' 
television service. Broadcast Titter 
and DPaint create advertisements 
which pay for the channel. 

Dataflyer hard disks take off 

Trilogic has introduced a 
range of hard disk drive 
controllers and hard disks 
going under the banner of 
'Dataflyers'. 

The SCSI (Small 
Computer Systems Interface) 
controllers allow any hard 
disk which uses this industry- 
standard system to be 
attached to either an A500 

or internally to on A2000 or 
A1500, 

Trilogic supplies the 
controllers comptefe with 
NEC hard drives in 
capacities of 56Mb and 
130Mb. The NEC drives 
have an access time of 25ms 
and a read/write speed of 
1,5 megabits per second. 
All of the disks are auto- 

parking, and they have a 
slim 25mm profile. 

All have a two year 
guarantee. Prices are 
£369.99 far the A500 
56Mb drive, £599.99 for 
the A500 130Mb drive, 
£324 for the A2000 56Mb 
and £499.99 for the A2000 
130Mb. 
Trilogic * 0274 691115 

Pirates scuppered 

The fight against software piracy continued 
apace this month with raids across the 
country. FAST, the Federation Against 
Software Theft, made 16 swoops on the 
unsuspecting buccaneers in the first week of 
June alone. 

Some 9-1 0,000 leisure titles were seized, 
with 5,000 of these being taken during a 
single raid in Cardiff, 

The rest of the haul was taken after 
impromptu visits made by FAST at Redcar 
races and in Humberside and South Wales. 

DIARY DATES 

July 12-14: 16-Brf Computer Show, 
No vote!, Hammersmith/ London, 
Westminster Exhibitions w 081-549 
3444* 

August It Next issue of Amiga 
Shopper In your newsagent. 

September 5-8: European Computer 
Entertainment Show. Earls Court, 
London. I MAP ^ 071-404 4844 

Canon 

Correction 

We would like to 
point out that in the 
news story last 
month, 'Still video 
moves in on the 
Amiga', there was an 
omission. In order to 
transfer pictures to an 
Amiga, the camera's 
disks have to be 
placed in an RV321 
Player unit (costing 
£1,639.12) which is 
connected to the 
Amiga's serial port 
via an 1AV32 
Interface Unit 
(£464.12). The 
interface software 
costs £229.12 from 
Computerised 
Training Systems, 
* 0724 281 037. 
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AMIGA NEWS 

Amiga gets a helping hand 

by Dave Golder 
An Ann Ego-driven scab replica of a real 
industrial robot has been launched into 
the education market. 

The Alfred Arm from Think Limited is 
a fully articulated robot arm just a 
couple of feet high which can emulate 
all the actions of the full sized Mors and 
R200 production Nne robots, it has six 
axes of movement each of which can 
be individually controlled from the 
Amiga. 

The accompanying software has 
been specially designed to make it as 
easy to learn as possible, using slider 
switches and bold icons. It allows you 
to build up simple programs, in a 
process called datalogging, to drive me 
arm through a continuous cycle of pre- 
set motions. 

The company reckons that 
mastering the arm takes only a few 
minutes so that school kids do not spend 
ages just learning how to get it to move. 

Amiga add-on automaton. 

It is intended to be used in projects to 
help develop problem solving and 
analytical skills. 

Priced at £360 for educational 

purchasers ( or £399 to Joe Public) The 
Alfred Arm is, according to Think 
Limited's Ian Black, about one third of 
the price of similar robot packages that 
are currently available, 

A conveyor belt (£230}, rotary 
table (£150) and linear slide [£290), 
which can be controlled from the same 
software to work in conjunction with the 
Arm Far more complex set-ups, are also 
available from the company. 

The system wtfl be released on 
other computers soon, but the company 
chose the Amiga as the machine on 
which to launch the Arm. 

This decision Followed a market 
survey commissioned by a large 
Norwegian training organisation, tt • 
predicted that there would be a 
demand for up to 4,000 of the robots a 
year in Europe If it were released for 
the Amiga, for more than any other 
computer. 
Think Limited* 021-384 4168. 

Basic in 

your sites 

Schools and universities 
using Amigas as part of their 
computer studies courses will 
now have the opportunity of 
obtaining site licences for 
GFA Basse (reviewed in 
Battle of the Basic, Amiga 
Shopper issue 3). 

There are two deals 
available, either with or 
without manuals. After an 
initial purchase of the 
interpreter at the standard 
price of £50, ten further 
copies, including manuals, 
can be bought at 50 per 
cent discount. Any copies 
bought thereafter will be at 
80 per cent discount. 

Alternatively, by buying 
two copies [both with 
manuals) at the full price, an 
educational establishment 
will be able to buy a 
minimum of ten more 
(without manuals) at 90 per 
cent discount. 

These deals, hopes 
GFA, will help 
establishments with 'ever 
reducing budgets' and an 
'increasing demand for 
more advanced technology'. 
As a side line, it might also 
help to sell a few more 
copies of GFA Basic. GFA 
Data Media UK *r 0734 
794941. 

Prize for best 

animation 

Prizes are once again up for 
grabs at this year's 
Animation Competition, 
organised by the Amiga 
Centre Scotland. 

Sponsoring companies 
(as yet unspecified) will be 
offering hardware and 
software products to those 
who produce the most 
colourful, weird, wonderful 
and humourous entries. 

As well as material gain, 
the winning entrants will 
have their work on display to 
the public as part of the 

Animation Exhibition, The 
exhibition will run from the 
21st to the 28th of August, 
coinciding with the 
Edinburgh Festival. An 
additional feature of the 
exhibition will be an 
animation workshop where 
anyone can try their hand at 
animation. 

The competition is open 
to all Amiga users, 
worldwide. Entries should be 
on floppy disk or PAL video 
tape, and accompanied by 
the entry form printed below. 

One of the winners from 
last year's contest. 

NAME: 
ADDRESS: 

TEL. NO:  
FORMAT OF ENTRY 
3.5-INCH FLOPPY DISK 
MODEL OF AMIGA ..  
DETAILS OF PERIPHERALS ADDED 

PAL VIDEO TAPE 

SOFTWARE USED  
1 AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE COMPETITION RULES 

SIGNED. .DATE. 
The closing date for entries is 31 July. The Amiga Centre Scotland » 031 557 4242. 

Printer 

power 

Prospective printer 
purchasers already confused 
by the plethora of options 
available will be pleased to 
here of another entering the 
market. The DL900 from 
Fujitsu is □ 24-pin dot-matrix 
model, offering a column 
width of 1 10 characters (at 
10 characters per inch) or 
132 characters (at 12 cpi] at 
a resolution of 360x360 
dots per inch. 

The printer supports 
three emulation modes: 
Fujitsu DPL24C plus, IBM 
and Epson, As readers of 
Amiga Answers will be 
aware, this is a valuable 
asset. As further assurance 
that it will work with an 
Amiga, it is bundled with a 
number of printer drivers 
and a set-up program called 
DIMENU 

Fujitsu hopes the DL900 
will aid its plans for 
expansion in the small 
computer market, To this 
end, the DL900 has been 
'designed to fit the 
parameters of desktop use', 
presumably meaning that it 
will fit on a desk. 

The Fujitsu DL900 will be 
distributed by Mldwich 
Thame (# 0379 644 131) 
and Zygal Dynamic 0869 
253 361) for a suggested 
price of £351.33, 

Big screen 

Amiga users involved with 
desktop publishing, software 
development and business 
will be interested in a new 
monitor from Hitachi. The 
20MVX is a 20-inch, high- 
resolution (up to 1,280 
pixels horizontally by 1,024 
vertically) colour monitor 
costing £1,874.13. 

It is mounted on a tilt 
and swivel base and has a 
flat, glare-resistant screen. It 
connects to on Amiga via a 
9-pin D-sub cable which must 
be purchased from a third- 
party supplier. Note that if 
you wish to use the monitor 
to display interlaced 
graphics, then a Flicker fixer 
of some description will be 
needed. 

The monitor is available 
from Hitachi New Media 
081-849 2092. 
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You deserve the best! 

Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 

A word processor with immense power to deal with most 
situations and*., it includes a Database! It's ail so easy to use, 
you probably won't need to refer to the extensive 250 page 
manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut, 
copy and paste; check your spelling with a 100,000+ word 
dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 
graphics, from programs such as DPaint II or Clip Art, in 
various sizes and colours. You can auto- 
matically flow text around graphics in any 
Workbench compatible font (there are over 
200 available styles), in different si2es and 
colours to suit your design... even as you type! 
All this from a word processor and 
Much Much More! 

ftn Pal 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 
processor! Full Page View with position, edit and creation 
of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into which the database can be merged. Operating 
with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records per database 

with a fast sort of 1000 records in less than * 
5 seconds this is a real database. 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2(XX) 
or 3000 with a minimum cf 1 megabyte 

available memory. 

4» 

v ' n 

Pen Pal 
When^you deserve the best! 

£79.95 

/'..its jiandling of graphics is unsurpassed: 
Pen Pal is the only program I tested that will 
automatically wrap text around graphics..." 

A rniga VV mid.. .J id. 

v. 
5S 

90 

."..without beating around the bush Pen Pal is 
very special-1' - "There is little to fault Pen Pal 
and it deserves to do well." 

Amiga Format...Dec. '90 

",,.1 am extremely pleased with your product especially 
the Graphic Capabilities within the Word Processor. Having 
the Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL the best 

program 1 have./1    DSJR., Pktmsteod, LONDON 

Please let me tell you how amazed I am at how EASY 
IT IS TO USE PEN PAL. The manuals supplied are 

very informative and very clear*.*" 
I'SS., Clifton, NOTTINGHAM 

",.,A most excellent piece of software..." 
Ii,PJt.. Stratketyde, SCOTLAND 

G ord on II arw ood Com pute r.s 
New Street Alfreton Derbyshire 
DE5 7BP    Fax:0773 831040 



EDITORIAL 

SAY HELLO, WAVE GOODBYE 

We're making a few changes 

here at Amiga Shopper, with two 

new faces joining the team as 

two old faithfuls drift slowly into 

the sunset.. 

SO IT'S GOODBYE FROM... 

If my departure from the 
magazine seems rapid, let me 
reassure you that the reason 
I'm happy to venture into 
pastures new is that you have 
already turned this magazine 
into a huge success. The new 
team members ore very 
experienced and will continue 
to give you the best magazine 
anywhere for the Amiga* 

Bob Wade 

Well folks, this is it (sniff), the 
last issue of Amiga Shopper I'll 
be working on (sob). It's been 
a great show, you've been a 
great audience and I'd like to 
leave you with this little 
thought: there are more things 
to be found in heaven and 
Earth than you've got on your 
hard disk. Keep warm and 
don't eat anything poisonous. 

Karl Foster 

AND HELLO FROM... 

I'm Stuart Anderton, the new 
editor. If you have a very long 
memory you might remember 
me from ST Amiga Format, a 
fine upstanding magazine. 
More recently I've been 
working on Shopper's sister 
title New Computer Express* Of 
an evening I like to bore 
everyone with trivia questions 
in the pub, just like Bob really... 

Stuart Anderton 

Km the new production editor, 
so I won't be doing much 
actual writing for the magazine 
- which is probably good for 
oil concerned. Our contributors, 
however, will soon get used to 
my honeyed tones... Of an 
evening I like to ignore Stuart 
and get absolutely plastered 
(Boddingtons or Mich el ob, if 
you're buying). 

Ian Wrigley 

LETTER FROM THE NEW EDITOR 
Dear readers, 
Firsf of all, a confess fan, I am not an Amiga expert. ! know a fair bit about 
the machine, having worked on Amiga-related magazines since 1 989, but 
when it comes down to it I know about as much as the average user. So why 
on earth, you might well ask, are you editing Amiga Shopper, Britain's 
premier magazine for people who are serious about their machines? 

Welt the answer is simple. An editor's job isn't to know lots about the 
Amiga; that's Cliff Ramshaw, our technical expert's department. My job is to 
do two things. First, to find out what you want from Amiga Shopper, what 
information you need, and how you want it presented. And second, to find 
the people with that knowledge, get it down on paper and out to you in the 
magazine. 

Easy, eh? Well, no actually. The second part h simple enough; here at 
Shopper we have a comprehensive panel of experts in all areas of Amiga 
activity, and a skilled production team of Ian and Joquie who can translate 
their thoughts into the printed word. It's the first bit that's difficult; finding out 
what you want. 

Many of you were good enough to fill out the questionnaire in the first 
two issues, so I have a fair idea about how old you are on average, and 
which model of Amiga you own. But to really get Amiga Shopper working 
for you 1 need to know what you want, and that means you putting finger to 
keyboard and writing to me, This isn't an idle request; things really do get 
done as a result of readers' letters. For instance in the last week I hod three 
separate tetters asking about using the Amiga in amateur radio work. 
Therefore in the coming months you will find features on using the Amiga in 
amateur radio. 

So if you want a series on Basic, or setting up a database for stamp 
collecting, or writing collision detection routines in assembler, or connecting 
up a MIDI keyboard or anything, get it down on paper and straight to me. 
Then I can do my job better and get a huge pay rise at the end of the year, 
and you can mould Amiga Shopper into the Amiga magazine you always 
wanted but just couldn't find. Get writing, ^^fagj^ ^Jj/t\^4/^fy\ 

The AS ratings explained 

You may recognise the Checkout box 
on the right as the usual format for 
our rating of products under review. If 
you've been wondering how the 
system works, then here's how 
everything is calculated. 

Because we review so many 
different types of program and 
hardware, a single group of ratings is 
not flexible enough to assess all the 
aspects of each product. Thus the 
rating categories are different for 
each review, although things like 
Documentation and Speed will nearly 
always be there, 

Another important aspect is the 
weighting given fo each rating 
category to end up with the final 
mark out of 100. Price is one of the 
most important ratings, but others will 
vary considerably. For instance, 
compatibility accounts for many of 
the marks for a PC emulator and 
strength of construction or reliability 
will be a big score for mice and other 
accessories likely to take a beating. 

Marks given in the Checkout box 
always add up to a value out of 100 
and, although this is a somewhat 
artificial indicator of the quality of 

Understand our scoring system. 

software or hordware, it does allow 
comparison between similar products. 
The thing to bear in mind Is that we 
aren't dealing with games - o 
relatively low mark does not mean 
you shouldn't buy a product; it's a 
comparative indicator that takes into 
account many different factors. In all 
cases, you should base your buying 
decision on whatever factor is the 
most important to you, be it speed, 
price, reliability or any one of o host 
of features that con only be detailed 
in the full review and not in a single 
rating. 
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COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • Wl 

WIN A PRINTER! 

The Citizen Swift 9 is a 
highly acclaimed nine-pin 
dot-matrix printer. It is a 
compact, tidily-designed 

machine, capable of producing 
excellent quality text and graphics. It 
comes with Times, Sans Serif and 
Courier fonts in a variety of sizes 
from 10 to 20 pitch, but of course the 
Amiga can drive it to use any font at 
any size, tt can emulate an Epson, 
ensuring total compatibility, and its 
on-board 8K buffer speeds up 
printing enormously. Our prize also 
includes the colour upgrade kit, 
enabling you to print out those 
stunning IFF graphics on paper. 

In our review of dot-matrix 
printers, Mark Smiddy wos 
impressed: "Living with the Swift is a 
dream ... by far the best feature, and 
what would certainly sell it to me, is 
Citizen's unique control pane!. The 
system is so beautifully easy it almost 
defies description. Output quality Is 
excellent. Overall the Swift 9 is 
probably the best 9-pin print engine 
around." High praise indeed! 

So haw can you win it? Simple: 
just have a quick read of the 
incredibly easy questions below, 
in the coupon, stick it on the back 
of an envelope or postcard, 
and send it to Citizen Printer 
Competition, Amiga Shopper, 
29 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2AP. 

Here comes the small print. 
All entries must be received 
by August 1 to be considered. 
Entries must be on the back of an 
envelope or postcard, not in an 
envelope (we hurt our hands opening 
hundreds of envelopes, you know), 
Anyone who works for Future 

Amiga Shopper, in conjunction with Citizen, is 

offering you the chance to win your very own 

colour dot-matrix printer, worth more than £230! 

Publishing or 
Citizen can't enter. 

The editor's decision is 
final. I've made up my mind and 
that's thai No arguments, ff^l 

QUESTIONS • QUESTIONS • QUESTIONS 

Question 1 Question 3 
Who directed Citizen Kane? Which writer invented 
A   HO Wells fee-Nine? 
B    Orson Wells A   Kurt Vonnegy t 
C    Alan Wells &    Joseph Heller 

Question 2 
C    Isaac Asimov 

Question 4 Which of the following is a 
swift? Who was rite first printer in 
A   The name of the clock England? 

chip in an Amiga A    J oh rta them Epson 
B    A disease of sheep fi    iohann Gutenburg 
C    A type of newt C    Thomas Caxton 

This Citizen Swift 9 could be yours In days - just answer the incredibly 
simple questions on this page and bung the entry form in the post. 
r"-"~-" 1  

Tick the appropriate boxes and fill in your name and 
address, then send the coupon, stuck on the back of a 
postcard or envelope to: 
Citizen Printer Competition, Amiga Shopper, 29 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BA1 2AP by August T. 

Question 1 BJ cQ 

Question 2 BG cQ 

Question 3 BJ cQ 

Question 4 BJ cQ 

Name _ 

Address 

Postcode Telephone 
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TALKING SHOP 

Mind your language 
Who was Cliff Ramshow aiming his 
article 'Breaking the Language 
Barrier' {AS 2} at? BASICally, what 
I'm rrying to say is, the article seemed 
to have been COMPILED from a 
whole bunch of concepts, some of 
which were irrelevant. 
FORTRANately for me I could C what 
Cliff was driving at, but he could 
have token a more MODULA 
approach which would have meant 
that non-techies would not have 
needed an INTERPRETER. Have a 
chew on a Fruif PASCAL, take your 
time and ASSEMBLE your thoughts En 
a more orderly fashion, CliFF. 

MJD Castle 
RAF Wattisham 

Suffolk 

Sorry you thought the article 
was COBOUed together* We'll 
try to set FORTH our Ideas 
more carefully in future, with 
the ADA more explanations. 

Bimbos in the desert 
Someone out here lent me a copy of 
Amiga Shopper, great magazine, 
like it Who needs glossy coloured 
pics? 

As to what I'd like to see, how 
about a series oF articles on what 
makes the Amiga tick, the ROM 
kernel manuals explained for 
bimbos? 

Ref your "Who are you?" 
snippet, you're welcome to drop 
round for a chat anytime! Quite a 
few Amiga owners in Oman actually, 
enough to start us thinking of an 
Oman User Group. 

Mike Lundberg 
RAFO Khasab 

Oman 

I'd call round for a drink, hut i 
suspect you can get arrested 
for that over there and tea just 

isn't the same* As for making 
AS a magazine for bimbos, a 
beginners' course in hair 
styling starts next month, 
written by tan, our production 
editor* Seriously though, I 
hope you like the piece on 
Intuition programming on 
page 79, and there's plenty 
more where that came from, if 
you do set up a user group, 
drop our user groups' page a 
line and we'll give you a plug. 

Less is more 
Having recently bought an Amiga 
A500 for my son, I decided to see 
what magazines were available. I 
was surprised to Find a Fairly wide 
range, but even more surprised at the 
prices. I baulked at paying £4.95, 
and even £2.95 was on the high 
side. Eventually I settled For a copy of 
Amiga Shopper which seemed to fit 
the bill nicely. 

Back home, a more detailed look 
left me with the impression that it was 
too busy and there was too much to 
read. However, I took the trouble to 
ga through it all and it was worth the 
effort. For instance, I never knew 
what PD software was until now, 

Having said that, can I pull you 
up on one small point. In a recent 
reply, I read "...having less editorial 
pages,,.". I'm sure it was a slip of the 

When Andy Warhol said everyone 

would be famous for 15 minutes 

he reckoned without AS. On these 

pages you can be famous for a 

whole month, and win a whole £5 

into the bargain. AS's new editor 

Stuart Anderton is your host.. 

pen and you really meant 'fewer 
pages'. I have already sent off o 
year's subscription so I will definitely 
know if the editor is checking over 
what you done wrote. 

KG Lee 
Camber ley 

Surrey 

I hope you will have less 
complaints about this issue. 

Dunzappin 
At last, thank goodness! Someone's 
finally arrived at the notion that there 
is more to the Amiga than playing 
games. Not that I'm knocking games 
you understand - they're very 
therapeutic and I still dig interceptor 
out of the disk box - but there's more 
to life and computing than zapping 
aliens. 

I would be interested to know 
who you are aiming the mag at. It 
looks as if the younger reader is 
being targeted. In many ways, 
Amiga Shopper retains the "comic" 
image common to the majority of 
computer magazines on the market. 
For instance, the cartoon images of 
the staff writers hardly inspire 
confidence. Either get rid of them 
completely or at least replace them 
with proper photos. And AMOS I 
Who thought that one up? OK, 
product sales have exceeded 40,000 

Tell me it's not true 
1 jus! got done reading your roundup of external floppy drives in the May 1991 
issue. You people didn't actually stand on the drives and swing them by the 
cable? You didn't actually pour coffee on them, did you? I can't believe that you 
would pour bleach on a disk drive! 

Please tefl me that this is an April Fool's joke, just a little bit late! 
Chris Edgin 

Rockford 
USA 

No April Fool's joke, fust a fair (if tough) test 

and that's great for the software 
house but, after all, it's only a 
glorified Basic. I know that a number 
of software packages created with 
AMOS have been marketed but I 
would have thought that rf you were 
going to get serious about 
programming then you would hove 
made Basic itself the subject. 

Keith R Munn 
Glasgow 

The magazine is aimed at 
every Amiga enthusiast who 
wants something a bit more 
substantial than a games 
cheat, simple as that Young 
and old, men and women, 
blondes and brunettes, as long 
as they want to know more 
about their favourite hobby, 
AS is for them. 

As for AMOS/ you answer 
your own question; 40,000 
copies have been sold so 
40,000 people out there want 
to know how to get the best 
out of it So we tell them. We 
will also cover other Basics, in 
fact we will cover any 
language our readers want to 
know about. Why not write in 
and let us know what tutorials 
you would enjoy reading? 

Making a click stop 
I purchased the anti-click board and I 
find that it works - to a certain extent. 
On a cold boot, the mechanism 
seems to work fine, and the drive 
doesn't click at all (dfO:, that is). 
However, whenever I reboot the 
computer (using [CtrlHAmiga]- 
[Amiga]) and I leave a disk in the 
drive, then once the disk is ejected 
dfO: starts clicking again. I found that 
the only way to prevent this is to eject 
the disk before rebooting, and then 
everything seems to work OK. Apart 

on page 14 
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BENCHMARKING BASICS IS NOT PLAIN SAILING 
S read with interest Cliff Ramshov/s article 
on wpbrneniolions or" Basic for the Amiga 
in issue 3 of Amiga Shopper. I feel that! 
must point out some omissions aria1 

mbondefstandings, particularly in the 
benchmarks- 

Creating benchmarks to test the 
relaiive speed of various packages is an 
unenviable task which mokes enemies for 
the reviewer faster than mast Middle- 
Eastern dictators I He should, however, 
always strive to produce tests which 
isolate and evaluate particular attributes 
of the software, whilst pointing our the 
differences in implementation that may 
offset the results - unfortunately Cliff's 
benchmarks fail on both these counts. 

First of a El, the timings for the Srring, 
Trig and Factorial tests ore distorted by 
the inclusion of code to print out the 
results in each cose. It is well known that 
screen output stows down many 
programs, especially If the screen scrolls - 
certainly most finished programs would 
never scroll text. If you wish to test the 
speed of integer arithmetic or string 
handling you must test these attributes, not 
how quickly text can be moved up the 
screen. That's like measuring the relative 
acceleration of sports cars in the pouring 
rain; they all skid and slide, masking true 
performance, 

At least two of the tests also surfer 

fro m i m pi e m e n ?a M o n-depend e nt q u i rk s 
which have not been brought to the 
readers' attention. Cliff remarks on the 
sbw speeds recorded by HiSoft Basic and 
GFA Basic on the Bob test, compared with 
that of AmigaBask, but makes no effort 
to find out why, I can only speak for 
HiSoft Bask which runs 8ob (stop 
giggling* you Block Adder freaks| more 
slowly because it is moving the bob 
continuously, every pixel In contrast 
AmigaBasic updates the screen under 
interrupts every so often, resulting in a 
faster but much less smooth movement as 
it actually places something like an eighth 
fewer bobs on the screen!. AMOS and 
Bftfz undoubtedly have optimised routines 
for sprite handling but again we are not 
told how many bobs ore used with their 
version of the program. This is important 
information, without which one cannot 
pdge the relevance of the benchmark. 

The Trig test uses floating point 
arithmetic to calculate o trigonometrical 
sum which should evaluate to 1. Every 
interpreter/compiler treats floating point 

, differently, however, some having slow 
but accurate routines whilst others 
sacrifice accuracy for speed. Cliff does 
not explain the differences in floating 
point representations of the various 
packages, nor does he give us an 
indication of their accuracy. 

In conclusion I think that, in the 
interests of accuracy and completeness, 
you should recode the benchmarks and 
retime them. I would appreciate it if you 
would then rescore the speed rating. 

David Link 
HiSoft 

As you say, creating benchmarks 
is a minefield of problems. There is 
a magazine in America which has 
full-time staff devoted entirely to 
producing benchmarks! 
Unfortunately our resources are 
not quite of the same level, so a 
couple of errors slipped through 
the net. 

Indeed these benchmarks do 
include code to print the results* 
Although this makes the tests less 
'pure' than they would otherwise 
have been, I believe they were still 
fair and gave a valid comparison. 
Basics with a better screen 
drawing routine would have 
benefited, os they would in the 
real world. 

It was a bad omission on our 
part to leave out an explanation 
of the accuracy of the Trig tests* 
For the record, GFA Basic, HiSoft 
Basic and AmigaBask all use eight 
bytes to represent floating point 

numbers. Presumably then, they 
ail calculate their results to the 
some accuracy. AMOS uses four, 
but still managed to be slower 
than the rest. The idiosyncrasies of 
Blitz Basic's number format were 
painted out in the review. 

As for the Bob testf due to 
what scientists call experimental 
error and what editors call an 
outrageous cock-up, the time for 
Amiga Bosk which was printed 
bears no resemblance to reality* In 
fact the timing for AmtgaBasic 
should have been 2,369,92 
seconds, not 548*04* Thus there is 
hardly any difference between 
AmigaBcJsk and HiSoft Bosk 
whose figure was 2,516,65, The 
results for AMOS and BKti were 
similarly wrong, and the Bob test 
results should be ignored. 

Despite the problems with the 
benchmarks we stand by our 
eventual conclusion, that Blitz is 
the fastest Basic {21/25} while 
there is little to choose in terms of 
speed between AMOS (i 1/25}, 
GFA Bask (12/25} and HiSoft Basic 
{10/25}. However, we will be 
redesigning our benchmarks far 
tests we do in the future, and we 
will bear in mind your comments. 

Present 

A 16-Bit 

COMPUTER EXHIBITION 

EXTRAVAGANZA 

at the Leeds University Exhibition Centre, Calverley Street, Leeds 2. 

Friday, 13th September, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 

Saturday, 14th September, 9 a.m.-8 p.m. 

PLUS: Bring your' /   Sunday, 15th September, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 

equfp'menttoTu^ <he< BE SMART. BE THERE! 
f Bring ana Buy Counter. 

k 10% Commission. 
it Car parking for 1200 it Refreshments available it 

stand Enquiries: Tel./Fax 0532 677657/610997 
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from that, I haven't had any problems 
with the board causing havoc with 
the computer. 

Mikhael Michaelides 
Ealing 

London 

I sent away to Power Computing for 
the anti-click board kit, from Issue I, 
and put it together. All seemed fine, 
the board reduced disk clicks to a 
whisper, and life went quietly on - 
until I tried to load up a game called 
Silkworm. Nothing doing. Nix, Not a 
chippolata. So I tried my other games 
(OK, so I do games now and then, I 
can handle it). They all work fine, as 
do all my applications progs, utilities, 
etc. etc. A friend checked out the 
Silkworm disk on his machine, it 
worked Fine - all I can think of is that 
it has something to do with the copy 
protection scheme on the disk. 

Hamish A Ramsay 
Stockport 
Cheshire 

IVe hadn't come across either 
of these problems, hut with 
any piece of machinery as 
complex as an Amiga there 
are bound to he some 
unforeseen difficulties, If any 
reader has a solution, please 
tell us and we will pass it on. 

Not for sale 
About three weeks ago I faxed a 
classified ad form to you regarding 
the sale of PD software. I was most 

disappointed when I saw on the 
same ad Form in me next issue thai 
advertising PD software would n't be 
allowed. 

I have been trying to start a PD 
library for some months but I cannot 
afford trade advertising rates as I 
need the money to build up my 
library. 

George Mason 
Southampton 

Hants 

We print the reader ads as a 
service far AS readers, to lei 
them buy, sell and swap their 
stuff with other Amiga owners 
countrywide* What the reader 
ads are most definitely not for 
is the trade - they can buy 
advertising space for their 
wares from us like the 
commercial businesses they 
are, PD libraries fall into a 
very grey area between the 
two. The big, well organised 
libraries are definitely 
businesses, with staff and 
overheads and a charge per 
disk to cover these. Other 
libraries are run out of a back 
bedroom in the evenings with 
no profit taken* We can't 
judge which is which from the 
ads, so we are forced to take 
the blanket approach of 
banning PD libraries from the 
reader ads. 

You can, of course, still 
swap PD disks through the 
adsf but you can't sell them; 
sorry. 

If only you could just plug in and go 

Still smelling sweet? 

First off I would like to thank you for 
producing the only magazine that is 
truly user Friendly, and able to oFfer 
helpful advice on almost anything. 

Anyway, I have a small query, 
Please could you tell me the 
differences between an Amiga 1500 
and a 2000? I mink I read 
somewhere that they are in fact one 
in the same, is this true? 

Alexander Richards 
West Drayton 

Middlesex 

They are indeed one and the 
same computer. In fact, if you 
take the lid of a 1500 you find 
"Amiga 2000" neatly stamped 
on the motherboard. 

Make a date 
While browsing through some oF my 
elderly computer magazines, i 
suddenly had a brilliant idea. Many 
of the game advertisements which I 
saw featured excellent artwork and it 
seemed a shame that much of It is 
now long forgotten. 

This is where the computer 
companies come in. Every year, they 
could produce a calendar and poster 
book containing their best pieces of 
artwork as nominated by the general 
public and various computer 
magazines. 

The artists who draw them must 
take many hours on these illustrations 
- thus compiling books of this 
material would widen its audience 
and form the definitive collection of 

I own an Atari ST and a Commodore Amiga, and 
although the Amiga has a superior operating system, I 
sometimes find myself wishing For the speed of the ST's 
RO/Wbased Desktop. 

As you know, the Workbench is loaded from disk, 
and therefore lakes a lot of time, memory and disk swaps 
to run properly. The first thing most people do to ease the 
effort of using the Workbench is to buy a second disk 
drive, usually followed by a memory upgrade. 

My idea is this: if games producers are thinking going 
ahead with games production on cartridges oF 2Mb, 4Mb 
or even 8Mb to go in the expansion part, why shouldn't 
the same be done for the Workbench? 

A 2Mb cartridge wold be enough for Workbench 1.3 
onwards, staring the Workbench disk and the Extras disk, 
which means that you would not have to wait for the 
Workbench to load and it should not need to be held in 
memory, thus freeing up a disk drive and a fqir amount of 
memory. It would obviously need to have a through port 
for hard drives etc, as even hard drive users would 
appreciate freeing space taken by Workbench, especially 
an a 20Mb hard drive. 

The price should not need to be too high as the 
software Is already written, if seems to me that it is a 
matter of collating the programs, producing the cartridge 
and marketing it. As games manufacturers can produce 
cartridges at £30, a 2Mb Workbench cartridge for the 

Amiga need not cost any more than that. 
Developing the idea Further, a cartridge with up to 

8Mb storage capacity could be used to hold the new 
Workbench 2< As 1 understand it, the new Workbench is 
out of reach of a lot of users due to the new Kicks tart and 
the large amount of memory it occupies. The new Kickstart 
chip could be included in the cartridge, and the fact that 
the Workbench would be held in ROM means that it 
would use up less RAM. 

A lot of Amiga users [including myself] would no 
doubt appreciate such-a cartridge, and would gladly pay 
between £30 and £50 far such a device. . 

If you cart not see any major un surmountable problems 
in this idea, I would appreciate it if you could pass it on to 
appropriate hardware or software manufacturers, 

Goreth Perth 
Kidderminster 

Worcestershire 

This sounds like an absolutely excellent idea to 
me, but can it be done? if you know of any 
problems with this approach, or can think of a 
simple way of doing it, then write to us at the 
usual address, 

if we can get some technical details worked 
out, then we can approach Commodore and see 
what the company has to say. 

computer drawings from the very best 
artistsl What do you think of this 
idea? 

Stuart N Hardy 
Sheffield 

South Yorkshire 

While I'm not sure if I'd want 
such a calendar on my wall, I 
expect there are many who 
would, Why not write to one 
of the big games firms with 
your suggestion? More 
interesting might be a 
calendar of images actually 
produced on the Amiga, if 
anyone has produced some 
artwork that might he 
suitable, send a copy in ta AS, 
perhaps we could put together 
our own. 

Nag nag nag 
OK, enough, I've had it with all those 
moaning Al 000 owners who claim 
to have built the Amiga market the 
way it is now, and nag about the fact 
that their machines are not supported 
anymore by hardware manufacturers 
and Amiga magazines 

First of all, it is the A500 which 
built up the Amiga market the way it 
is today. Without this machine they 
wouldn't have dropped the prices, 
and the Amiga would have been 
exactly what the Archimedes is 
today: a powerful and versatile but 
overpriced computer, which would 
never had reached those millions of 
users as the Amiga has done. 

So, all you frustrated Al 000 
owners, stop moaning and Face the 
facts of lifer the Al 000 is an old 
beast, which is simply not interesting 
anymore for the majority of 
manufacturers. 

Roger Popken 
Stadskanall 

Holland 

When I left New Computer 
Express six months ago I 
thought I'd seen the last "My 
Computer is Better than Your 
Computer" letter. It seems I 
was wrong. How anyone can 
get worked up over someone 
else liking a different model of 
Amiga is completely beyond 
me. They are all excellent 
machines, and our limited 
A WOO coverage is simply 
down ta the small number of 
readers with A1000$, 
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WRITE RIGHT NOW 

Send your letters to: Talking 
Shop, Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 
2BW. Every letter we print 
wins £5. 



AMIGA ANSWERS 

Send your questions to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 

Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 

Titling troubles 
I do not yet own an Amiga. I 
am not primarily a computer 
enthusiast but I am looking for 
a high quality titling system 
for amateur videos. I'm trying 
to decide if the Amiga 500 
with 1Mb is suitable for titling 
and, if so, which software will 
give good, crisp titles with 
scrolling and a 'proper' font 
with well-shaped characters 
(no jagged curves), I am not 
interested in fancy animated 
titles at this stage, although I 
may want to upgrade at some 
stage in the future, 

I already have the video 
gear, including a mixer 
(Panasonic AVE-5) which will 
synchronise two inputs (5- 
video or composite) so I do not 
need a genlock. It seems from 
reading your magazine that 
the Amiga is only capable of 
high resolution output by 
deviating from the normal 
interlacing arrangements. Is 
this correct and, if so, exactly 
how does it affect titles 
recorded on a VTR? 

NC Friswell 
Horsham 

West Sussex 

First off, of course I would 
recommend that you buy on Amiga 
to do the titling - this is an Amiga 
magazine, after all And then I would 
recommend the big Alternative 
Scroller, which will work on a 1 Mb 
Amiga and costs around £50. 

This program should cover all 
your stated titling needs, including 
scrolls, crawls and a selection of 
useful fonts. Of course, you could opt 
for something more professional, 
such as Scah or Broadcast Tifler 2, 
but then you'll be shelling out 
somewhere in the region of £200 
and wili also have to add more 
memory. So, check out BAS first; I 
think you'll be happy with it. 

Secondly, although you have the 
you still require a way to get 

a video output from the Amiga to the 
mixer. So you'll have to buy either a 
genlock or an RGB converter. A 
genlock would be of more use, since 
you could still use your AVE-5 for 
mixing and then put the Amiga 
'downstream' (after the mixer output 
and before your recorder input), so 
that you can put titles directly over 
video effects. 

Finally, I don't understand where 
you got the idea that the Amiga is 
somehow perverting the course of 
video signals. There is absolutely no 
problem with video output in any 
resolution] Perhaps you've confused 
video output with monitor 
output/flicker fixers and the like. So, 
no worries there. GW 

:;. : : ■ .: 

On the right track 
Can I load a Soundtracker 
song or module on Med and 
vice versa? Why won't my 
copy of Soundtracker 2.4 save 
my songs as a module? Is it 
possible to control some 3-volt 
DC motors on the Amiga from 
AMOS or AmigaBASIC or 
would I have to use machine 
code? In any case, how would 
I do it? 

Alex Harrison 

Yes indeedy, you can load ond save 
Soundtracker modules and scores 
using the MED program with no 
problems at all 

As for the reason your 
Soundtracker 2.4 program won't 
save, it is probably down to one of 
two possible causes: either the 
program disk is corrupted, in which 
cose youl! have to get hold of 
another copy, or there just isn't 
enough room for a module left on the 
disk. Try deleting some things, maybe 
a few song scores, and you should 
be able to create enough room to 
save a module. If that doesn't solve 
your problem, try junking your copy 

We've assembled the best panel 

of Amiga experts in the country 

and every month they'll be 

putting their heads together to 

help solve your problems. Be they 

trivial or be they techie, Amiga 

Shopper has got all the answers 

of Soundtracker and use MED. 
In order to control any motors or 

any other such device, you'd need a 
robotic interface. One company that 
may be able to help you out is MDR 
Interfaces v 0825 790294. PS 

5CART connections 
My son has o major problem 
with the Amiga 500 SCART to 
Fidelity SCART connectors. The 
monitor was originally bought 
for a BBC micro and gave no 
problems, but when he tried to 
use it with his new Amiga we 
discovered that, in fact/ not all 
SCART connectors really are 
SCART connectors I 

The only detail we have on 

the monitor is that it is a 
Fidelity CM 14 colour monitor. 
Please help us with details, if 
you can, on the pin-outs of 
both or either. 

Jack Britten 
London 

So far, I've drawn a blank on any 
information about the CM 14 monitor, 
since it seems that Fidelity is no 
longer in existence. 

There is a way around this, if you 
are prepared to do some detective 
work and, perhaps, some soldering. 

What you need to do is work out 
the connections from the BBC output 
to the SCART, then translate these 

continued on page 16 

KEEP IT QUIET 

A noise abatement tip comes 
from Mike Hunter of Shirley, 
Southampton: 

Everyone complains about the 
noise from the A590 disk 
drive, Mine was an instant 
headache job - I feared it 
would be unusable. However, 
the following modifications to 
the plastic cover have made 
the beast quite domesticated. 

Get a kit of car sound- 
dead aning material 
(bituminised felt with a self- 
adhesive backing) from your 
local car accessory shop. Cut 
sections to fit inside the top of 
the A5°0's lid and all round 
between the stiffening webs 
on the inside of the casing. 
(Use a sharp knife and a ruler 
to cut the material as scissors 
make a mess*) 

This cuts out most of the 
noise, but not the high-pitched 
scream from the fan. The fan 
itself is nearly silent if 

unscrewed from the lid, so 
where does the noise 
originate? Looking for the 
cause, I noticed the shape of 
the air outlet fins: they are 
tapered the wrong way and 
have sharp edges at the fan 
end. Thus, the air is being 
blown out through seven 
pennywh i sties. 

Rounding off the bottoms of 
the fins on the inside of the 
case makes a dramatic 
reduction to the overall fan 
noise and completely 
eliminates the scream* I used 
the back of a modelling knife 
blade to scrape away the 
plastic - just enough to remove 
the sharp edges. Done 
carefully, the change can't be 
seen from the outside. 

Well Mike, please accept a 
fiver from us. Hopefully it will 
go some way towards 
compensating you for the 
headaches you have suffered. 
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continued from page IS 
connections rn terms of those of the 
Amiga, You should be able to find all 
the relevant information in the BBC 
and Amiga manuals. Far each 
connection From the BBC to the 
SCART,. find the equivalent on the 

Amiga. Then examine the SCART 
end of the cable and note down what 
is connected where. An electronic 
test meter (set to read resistance) will 
help to find which wires are 
connected at each end of the cable 
and will mean you don't have to 

WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE 

AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT 

That's the task we have set ourselves in giving you the best possible 
support far your Amiga. We are confident that our experts can cope 
with anything you can throw at them, ff they don't already know the 
answer to your problem, they will find it out, Read on for some of the 
typical and obscure, problems you may encounter when trying to get 
the most out of your Amiga. 

CONSULT AMIGA SHOPPER'S EXPERT PANEL 
We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the Amiga, 
from general enquiries about AmigaDOS or workbench, through 
questions about specific pieces of software and hardware, to advice 
on what you need to buy to do a particular task. If it's to do with the 
Amiga, we will help out. What we cannot do is offer this service over 
the telephone - do not phone us with your enquiries, but write 
or fax us at the address and number below. 

We also cannot enter into persona! correspondence - all enquiries 
will be dealt with in the pages of the magazine. This does mean a bit 
of a delay in solving your problem, but we wit I come up with an 
answer for you. You If just have to be a little patient and wait for it to 
appear in print- 

Send your questions to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW, Fax: 0225 446019. 

The Amiga Answers pane! consists of all three consultant editors - 
Jeff Walker, Mark Srmddy and Phil South - and of course resident 
technical editor Cliff Ramshaw. We will also be calling on the services 
of all our other contributors, so you won't be able to catch us napping 
on any subject Each panelist will be dealing with queries in their own 
specialist area and it would help us greatly if, when writing, you label 
your query envelope with the name of the expert who can solve your 
particular problem, Below is a list of their areas of expertise, It's a list 
that we will add to and update every month so you will know who to 
write to about any subjects not mentioned here. 

Gary White ley - Video. 
Stewart Russell - Comms, CAD. 
Foul Overao - programming, music, 
Mick Draycotf - hardware, programming, MIDI 
Jeff Walker - desktop publishing, programming. 
Mark Smiddy - AmigaDOS, business, CDTV, hardware projects, 
hard and floppy disk drives. 
Phil South - public domain, graphics, AMOS, 
Jolyon Ralph - programming, hardware, 
Ian Wrigley - films, maths. 
Stuart Anderton - obscure bands and hi-fi. 
Cliff Ramshaw - the really hard stuff that noone else can answer. 

If you think you have been ignored,*. 
Don't panic, there could be several reasons why your question has not 
appeared this month: 
• It did not reach us in time Jo be included this issue, 
• The answer to your question is given as part of the answer to 
another published this month, 
• You have not given us enough information in your letter to answer 
the question fully. 

remove the connector covers. 
Finally, you should have all the 

necessary information to make up a 
new cable - from the Amiga RGB 
monitor socket to the SCART. Take 
core, however, not to connect or 
short the voltage pins on the 23-pin 
Amiga RGB connection. 

Alternatively, find a local TV 
repair shop and ask them if they are 
prepared to make a new cable for 
you. They will need to find out all the 
relevant information (as described 
above) but they should be able to 
sort it out for you. GW 

Hard disk choices 
later this year I plan to buy a 
hard drive for my A500. I've 
got my choice down to two. 
The first one I am considering 
is the Xetec Fastrack but in the 
hard drive trial in issue one 
you said that it proved too 
tricky to get running, I'd be 
grateful if you could clarify 
this point: is it too tricky for 
someone who has a fair bit of 
technical know how, and how 
does it perform when it is up 
and running? 

The second drive under 
consideration is the GVP 
Impact   + . The only thing I 
want to know about this one 
is: does ft has a through port? 

MA Henderson 
Tipton 

West Midlands 

: 

The Xetec machine Es pretty tricky to 
get up and running no matter how 
much technical nause you may have. 
Once going it is no better than 
average, and certainly no longer 
lives up to the claims made for it. The 
GVP impact 11+ drive is faster, better 
made and generally o better unit all 
round. It does not hove a through 
port-and f judging from my 
experience of such things, probably 
behaves better for the lock of it. MS 

Transfer to video 
I have a few animation and 
music demos that I would like 
to transfer to video tape. 
Having tried various 
combinations of VCR and 
computer to no avail, I have 
come to the conclusion that I 
require a genlock. Would this 
be capable of transferring the 
audio as well as the visuals to 
tape? Also, if a genlock is the 
answer, can you recommend a 
cheap one as I will probably 
use it only once for this 
particular job. Even better - do 

you know of anybody who 
will do this job for me - I don't 
mind paying for it. 

Robert Dibdin 
Chessington 

Surrey 

Taking the last question first, buy a 
copy of Camcorder User or a similar 
specialist video production magazine 
and check out the video production 
ads. There are many facilities with 
Amigas nowadays,, and you should 
be able to find someone willing to do 
the transfers far you. Then you could 
probably just send them yours disks, 
tell them what you require and, Hey 
Presto, problem solved. 

As you say, if you wont to do it 
yourself then you would hove to get a 
video signal from your Amiga. A 
modulator would work, when 
connected to the aerial input of your 
VHS (or whatever) recorder. But you 
would obtain much better quality by 
using a genlock. If you want a cheap 
one, try something like the Minigen, 
But why not try to borrow one? 

All you would then need to do 
would be to connect the video and 
audio outputs from the Amiga to your 
recorder and off you go. 

With some experimentation you 
should soon get me hang of it, GW 

RAM problems 1 
After your review of the GVP II 
hard disk in issue one, I 
decided to buy one of these 
legendary machines. 

I bought the thing with 
2Mb fitted. Most of my 
programs ran OK, hut when I 
tried to run Pagestream % 
Protext 5, Photon Paint 2 or 
Aegis Draw from the hard disk 
they all crashed. 

As soon as I removed the 
extra 2Mb from the hard disk 
the programs ran like a 
dream. Is trie extra memory at 
fault, or is it a simple case of 
incompatibility? Is there 
anything I can do so that 
Pagestream can run with more 
than o pitiful 1Mb? 

Neil Dud man 
Potters Bar 

Herts 

There is no reason why programs 
such as Fagestream 2 and Protext 5 
should crash with extra memory; I run 
born programs with extra memory on 
my machine without any problems. 

It certainly sounds like a memory 
problem to me. Firstly, check to make 
sure that both SIMMs ore properly 

continued on page 18 
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continued from page 16 
installed. They have to be very firmly 
pushed into place. If one SIMM is 
slightly misaligned it could cause the 
problems you ore having. If this is not 
the problem, it bob like you have a 
faulty memory chip somewhere on 
your GVP board. This is sometimes 
difficult to diagnose with software 
RAM testing utilities: some chips, for 
example, work fine until they warm 
up. The first thing to try is to leave the 
RAM Jest program running overnight. 
If that does not find any problem, 
your best bet is to send the 2Mb of 
chips back to your supplier and ask 
for them to be checked out on a 
professional chip-tester (which all 
decent memory suppliers should have 
access to) or, better still, ask them to 
give you 2Mb of new chips. 

There is also a chance that your 
GVP card could have a fault on it, 
but I'd recommend that you get the 
chips replaced first. If that does not 
solve it, send the board back, JR 

I ; xr. ''. 1"'.. 

RAM problems 2 
I recently installed a Fast Card 
Plus, without the hard drive 
but with 2Mb SIMM chips 
installed, giving my B2000 a 
total of 3Mb of RAM. The 
problem I hove is that, since 
installing this card, whatever 
program I use crashes after o 
very short time. At first I 
thought that I might have a 
virus on my machine, but all of 

WORKS TIP 

in response to the second port 
of 0 Armstrong's 'Double 
Buffered' problem in June's 
issue, D Chisweil writes with a 
solution he originally 
obtained from Micro-Systems 
Software. 

To run Platinum Works! from 
an A590 hard disk, first load 
the HDToolbox. Click on 
'partition drive', Click on 
'advanced options'. Click on 
'add/update file system'. 
Click on 'update file system', 
Change the version number to 
1, Exit the toolbox, 
remembering to save the 
changes to disk. Reboot from 
the hard disk and all should 
be well. 

Thanks Mr Chiswell, Could 
you please write to us and let 
us know your address so we 
can send you your hard- 
earned fiver. 

my disks checked out OK and 
virus-free with VirusX 4. 

I got in touch with Third 
Coast Technology (which 
supplied the card and chips). 
The people there were of some 
help but, like me, were left 
scratching their heads. It all 
seems to point to the RAM 
chips, as when I try the card 
without the RAM everything is 
fine - I can use the machine all 
day without a single guru. But 
with the chips in place the 
system crashes up to 10 times 
a day, I would like to 
purchase a hard drive for this 
card, but am reluctant to do so 
until this problem is solved* 

John Purvey 
Walthamstow 

London 

This sounds to be the very same 
problem that Mr Dudman is having 
with his GVP controller. Again, make 
sure the SIMMs are correctly 
installed. If this does not solve the 
problem, send them back to Third 
Coast ond ask for them to be 
replaced. I should think rhat you 
would have no problems with a hard 
disk. It is highly unlikely that the 
controller is causing the problem. If 
the memory was not being 

i  recognised at all I would be o bit 
more cautious, but as the Amiga is 
recognising the memory (even though 
it causes it to crash] it is unlikely that 
there is anything wrong with the 
controller. Any SCSI drive will work 
with your controller. Check through 
the adverts in this issue to find the 
best price on drives. JR 

Star LC24-200 printer 
I have a Star LC24-200 colour 
printer and I have a number of 
questions which I would be 
grateful if you could answer: 

a) In my printer's manual/1 
found in the specifications 
under the 'Bit image dot- 
matrix' a '24-bit hex' mode. 
This is the only mode that can 
print at 360dpi, There was a 
note saying: 'It is impossible to 
print adjacent dots in this 
mode'. I hope it's something 
that does not concern Amigas, 
but could you please explain 
what it means? 

b) With which bit-image dot 
matrix does the Amiga 
communicate with the Printer? 
{Is it the '24-bit Hex'?) 

c) I am using the Prefs driver 
J 'Nec PIN WRITER'. The 

AmigaDOS manual says I've 
got to use the 'EpsonG'. Which 
Is the most suitable for my 
colour printer? 

d) Sometimes, during a 
Workbench session/ something 
strange happens. The pointer 
still moves around freely, but I 
can't select icons, menus or 
use the Shell. The computer 
seems completely dead except 
for the pointer. As well as all 
this, all the drives stop 
whirring or clicking. Why? 

e] Is there any software in the 
public domain for making 
printer drivers? 

E Causa rano 

a) It means just what it says: the 
printer cannot print two dots next to 
each other in this resolution, so 
although you have 360 printing 
positions per inch, at best the printer 
can only print 1 80 of them 
horizontally, 

b) It varies depending on the density 
setting. Densities of 1-4 only are 
supported by the EpsonG driver, 

c) Probobly EpsonG - although the 
driver is not particularly brilliant (see 
the printer rev few elsewhere in this 
issue]. With this driver the printer can 
only manage 1 80x1 80dpi for colour 
(density 3] or 360x180dpi (density 
4) for black-and-whire. 

d) You have probably caught some 
rogue virus. A new strain perhaps? 
Of course, it could [ust be a bug in 
Workbench. 

el] Yes. 

e2] Printer Driver Generator (how's 
that for an original name] is a good 
bet, and it's available from all good 
PD libraries. However, I must warn 
you that it is not easy to use. 
Alternatively, my good mate Nigel 
Streeter is collecting weird and 
wacky printer drivers; and when he 
reads this he'll probably call me and 
tell me what else is around. MS 

Expansion for free? 
While looking inside my 
Amiga 2000 I found a 
Commodore expansion board 
labelled A2000 1Mb RAM 
EXP. ASSY No. 380 745 REV .3 
a 10T-042'. While examining 
the board I noticed that there 
was room for 16 more chips. 
Does this mean I can have 
more memory without having 
to buy a 8-up board? Do you 

know of any place from which 
I can buy these chips? 

Rodney Muscat 
London 

mmmmmmmm 

According to Commodore, that 
particular board is rather old and 
only takes the machine up by an 
extra 0.5Mb using a set of 1 20ns 
41 256, or similar, RAM chips. 
However, before you rush off and 
buy those chips, there is more to this 
upgrade than meets the eye. 
Although the board can be 
configured to take the extra RAM, it 
has a design fault. Testers have 
reported, and Commodore confirms, 
that the machine becomes highly 
unstable when the extra RAM has 
been added and frequently crashes 
without warning. Therefore, I cannot 
recommend that you make the 
modification because it is probably 
going to a prove a waste of money. 
A better bet would be to buy a later 
board, or one of the many third-party 
expansions. MS 

: ."A::::it;.-::": 

Disk corruption 
The tape loading problems I 
used to get with my old C64 
are nothing compared to my 
Amiga. Approximately once a 
week I get a 'Volume so-and- 
so has a read write error' or 
'Disk structure corrupt*** ' 
requester on my Amiga 500* 

Could it be a mains fault, 
and if so can I fix it? Would a 
voltage regulator help? 

I don't know if it makes 
any difference, but my house 
is next to a motorway* 

Peter Ford 
Woodford Green 

Essex 

Disk errors are a fact of life and this 
sort of thing is by no means 
uncommon. The reason why disks 
suddenly develop errors (as I am 
writing this, one of the office Amigas 
is doing just that] is governed by the 
neo-science of chaos theory. There 
are so many factors influencing why 
disks go wrong that it is often difficult 
to pinpoint the exact cause - 
although it is fair to say that it 
probably has nothing to do with a 
butterfly beating its wings. Disk 
drives are complex magneto 
mechanical, precision engineered 
devices and are subject to a wide 
variety of environmental hazards. 
Read the disk drive supertest In issue 
one and you might get some idea. 

The exact cause of your problem 
is, therefore, difficult to pinpoint, and 
I con only offer some typical causes 
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for the problem. Some ore simple, 
while others ore rather more subtte. 

• First of all, ! doubt if the problem 
has anything to do with either dirty 
mains or living near to a motorway. 
The Amiga has a good - if not very 
robust - PSU, so dirty mains would 
cause the machine to crash very 
spectacularly. Also, I doubt the 
Department of Transport would 
accept any responsibility for exhaust 
emissions fouling up your drive. 

• Have you checked for any signs of 
viruses? Many PD libraries will fix 
you up with a disk of virus checkers if 
you don't already have one. Some 
viruses can create the effect that your 
Amiga is displaying. 

• Are you removing disks while the 
drive access light is still on? This is 
one of the best ways to create an 
error, because the disk surface can 
get dragged across the read /write 
head while it's still spinning. (This 
can damage your disk drive 
mechanism too ] Remember that 
when you write to a disk, the Amiga 
updates entries in the root directory, 
and possibly the bitmap, about a half 
to one second after it finishes writing 
the file. You must let this operation 
complete, Resetting the machine 
before the disk has finished being 
updated can have the same effect 

• Are you using good quality disks? 
There's nothing wrong with 
unbranded disks, but they can vary 
greatly in terms of quality. Also, high- 
density disks are thought to cause 
problems - apart from being an 
unnecessary expense, 

• Have you tried using Diskdoctor 
on disks after they develop a fault? 
This simple little program (only 
accessible from the Shell) can rescue 
a lot of disks from the bin. If the root 
directory fails - that is, tf the Amiga 
can't find the disk's details - it will be 
renamed 'Lazarus'. This is quite 
normal, so don't assume that it is 
some curious virus effect. On a 
similar note, the PD program 
TurboBackup will sometimes fail and 
rename the destination disk 'TU81T. 
Once again, this is not a virus but it 
is worth watching out for. 

In any case, if the machine is still 
under guarantee, get it checked by 
your dealer. Do not be tempted to 
get a disk cleaning kit or realign the 
heads yourself - you will almost 
certainly do more damage than you 
will fix. MS 

general commercial release or 
in the public domain? It would 
be preferable if the software 
could port its assembled code 
out through the Amiga's serial 
port to the computer on which 
the code will be executed (in 
my case, the Cambridge 
Computer Z38 or the Sinclair 
IX Spectrum), 

Keith Rickard 

mmmmmmmmm 

Z80 cross-assembler 
Do you know of a ZSO cross- 
assembler for the A 5 00 on 

MMOINNMMIMNI 

I have been unable to find either a 
PD or commercial ZSO cross- 
assembler for the Amiga. I know that 
there are several available for the 
IBM PC, so perhaps you should think 
about one of the PC emulators for the 
Amiga, You can find out about the 
emulators available far the A500 in 
answer number four on page 22 of 
this very issue. JR 

Printer cabling query 
I have an Amiga 5GO, a 
Brother HR10 daisywheel 
printer and a Panasonic 24-pin 
printer, both of which have 
been connected for some time 
via the ASOO's parallel port. 
The HR10 used to be 
connected to a C64 using an 
RS232C serial interface, where 
it worked perfectly. To avoid 
having to constantly change 
the cables over at the back of 
the computer, I recently re- 
connected the HR10 to the 
serial port of the A500. 

Mow begins the problem* 
When I first print a letter or 
document everything works 
perfectly. But, if I try to print a 
second page, or second copy, 
all I get is garbage consisting 
mainly of y@' signs and a few 
numbers. This happens 
regardless of which program 
is running. The only way to 
print legibly again is to go into 
Preferences and click on 'Use'! 

The dip switch settings 
match those in Preferences: 
1,200 baud, 8-bit and even 
parity. In addition, I have a 
512-byte buffer, 1 stop bit and 
RTS/CTS handshaking selected 
in Preferences. 

What am I doing wrong? 
Peter Richards 

Haywards Heath 
West Sussex 

Your problem seems to stem from 
handshaking. Somewhere along the 
line the printer is going out of sync 
with the Amiga. Clicking on 'Use 
Preferences' probably resets data m 
the serial buffer and this might be 

partly or wholly to blame. Serial 
information is sent one (binary) bit at 
a time, so even a single bit going 
astray will throw the entire operation 
to the dogs, 

Overall, this is a tricky problem 
which is difficult to analyse without 
looking at the individual setup - there 
is more to serial communications than 
just baud rate (transmission speed), 
parity (error checking] and 
handshaking. Three other lines are 
used to control devices such as 
printers; DSR (Data Set Ready); DTR 
(Data Terminal Ready); and SSD 
(Supervisory Send Data). If that isn't 
complex enough to work out, you will 
probably have to ensure the DIP 
switches are set correctly on the 
printer for these too, 

I'm quite prepared to throw this 
to other readers who may have 
sotved this problem with a serial 
printer, in the meantime, I suggest 
you experiment with different 
methods of handshaking - Xon/Xoff, 
or even none at oil if the printer will 
let you select that option, MS 

■ 

Power board RAM 
It was said in the June 1991 
issue of Amiga Shopper that 
the KCS Powerboard can only 
access 640K in PC mode. Can 
the AT-Once access all 1Mb of 
my Amiga memory? Also, can 
I buy Com pug rap hie fonts for 
Pagesetter II from a PD 
library, as they are rather 
expensive commercially? 

David Proffitt 
Par bold 
Wigan 

Yes, by clicking on a few buttons the 
AT-Once installation software will 
allow you to decide haw much of the 
memory you have fitted is available 
to the PC. 

Compugraphic fonts are the 
copyright of, Agfa and you won't 
find any (legally) in the public 
domain. Compared to the price of 
single PostScript fonts for the PC (as 
much as £ 120), £ 100 for the 35 
faces in the CG Outline Fonts pack 
seems a snip. JW 

, ..       ,. ...: 

Do I have a virus? 
About a week ago, I got a 
phone call from my uncle who 
had just returned from a trip 
to Germany where he had 
bought an A500, The call was 
regarding a virus that he 
thought he had caught. I 
popped round, armed with a 
few virus killers, but when I 
got there a different story 

emerged* It appears that the 
day bef ore, a message 
appeared on the screen which, 
when translated, said 
something about a virus. After 
this, the screen promptly 

continued on pa ge 21 

VECTOR TIPS 
Steven Mayes of Worcester 
has some points to make 
about Vector Check, the 
assembly language 
program listed in issues one 
and two: 

I thought I would just inform 
you of a couple of changes I 
had to make to get Vector 
Check to work. I use the 
Devpac 2.14 assembler, so 
this missive is mainly for 
Devpac users. 

The first minor change 
was in the first half of the 
listing - the third line, to be 
precise. The 'incdir' 
statement was followed by 
'dhOunclude/'. I presume 
that this was either a typing 
error or that the author has 
his assembler program and 
libraries on a hard disk. 
Floppy disk users should 
change 'dhOY to 'dfO:'. 

The second minor change 
was also in the first half of 
the listing, at the line 
labelled '.skO'. The change 
in question is to put brackets 
around the *a0' register, 
because Devpac gets upset if 
you leave single registers on 
their own. 

As I said, these alterations 
are, as far as I know, for 
the Devpac assembler. I 
appreciate that with any 
listing of this kind it is very 
difficult for the author to 
produce a version that is 
guaranteed to work on all 
machines and assemblers. 

Thanks mightily or your 
comments, Steve. Five 
pounds is travelling towards 
you right now* 

As you rightly point out, 
the reason far the 'incdir 
dhOzinclude' is that Jalyan 
has his system set up an a 
hard disk. This path has to 
he changed depending on 
the way the system has 
been set up. 
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continued from pnge 19 
turned black-and-white. I've 
done everything I can think of 
to return the display to colour: 
different leads, tuning the TV, 
using another modulator and 
so on, but still no joy* 

At this point! inserted KDV 
3. It gave a message saying: 
"Warning, something is 
resident in memory/' It 
seemed to call it 'KickTag Ptr 
202a2'. Selecting the option to 
kill, I was confronted with the 
foilowing message: "Warning, 
something is intercepting Dolo 
calls to 204ac." 

I then checked the disks 
and all were OK. Is the above 
something in the operating 
system that KDV 3 does not 
comprehend, or is there such a 
thing as a virus that can 
permanently reside in the 
computer and do permanent1 

damage? 
Anyway, the machine is 

now on its way back to 
Frankfurt and my uncle will 
now purchase one in the UK. 

Lee Dash wood 
Bournemouth 

Dorset 

There is no way that a virus could 
affect the hardware of an A500 in 
any way. There is also no way thai a 
virus could permanently reside in the 
computer hardware, 

However, the response that KDV 
3 is giving does suggest that a virus 
is in memory. It may be □ virus that 
KDV 3 is not aware aF by name. The 
operating system can confuse virus 
killers in one particular circumstance. 
If you have the line SETPATCH R in 
your s:startup-sequence file, some 
virus ktllers will tell you that: 
"ColdCapture has been altered", I 
am not aware of anything in the 
operating system that would alter the 
KickTagPtr though. Viruses often use 
the KickTagPtr, and often intercept 
the DolO calls, If it h a new virus that 
KDV 3 does not know about, your 
disks will check out as clean. 

So, you can be sure that there is 
something in memory that is 
deliberately staying there after reset 
and is also affecting disk drive 
access. There are some utilities that 
do this, such as PD programs that 
switch between DFO: and DPI: as the 
boot drive, and even same memory- 
resident virus killers (though I very 
much doubt that KDV 3 would detect 
itself as a virus). 

I would try getting a newer virus 
killer to try on your disks. Failing that, 
send a copy of one of your suspect 
disks to one of the virus killer authors; 
it may be a new virus that they have 
not yet come across. 

Your colour problem sounds to me 
like a totally unrelated hardware 
fault. You should have no prob.ems 
with your new machine. Make sure 
you wrEte-protect all the Workbench 
disks and, if possible, do not use any 
of the disks that you currently own 
until you receive o virus killer that can 
definitely cure your disks, JR 

Which CAD package? 
I am completing a City & 
Guilds AutoCAD course and 
would like to find a 
reasonable CAD program for 
the Amiga 500. 

I hove expanded my 
Amiga to 1Mb of RAM, and I 
have an external drive/ Philips 
CM8833II monitor and a 
Citizen Swift 24-pin colour dot 
matrix printer. 

Using IntroCAD is not 
particularly good, due to 
flickering, and the program 
leaves a bit to be desired. I 
considered X-CAD but cannot 
get a program or demo disk to 
evaluate it and check if the 24- 
pin printer is compatible. 

Cliff Lowe 
Ashford 

Kent 

You have the perfect setup for X-CAD 
Designer, a neat 2D program which 
produces monochrome plots at 
180dpi an any Epson LQ-compatible. 
Since your printer is capable of 
360dpi, you might like to try the PIT: 
plotter emulator on Fish Disk 467, 
This neat but fiddly piece of software 
allows any Preferences printer to 
accept HP-GL commands, so you 
should be able to create colour plots 
using ih If you're really concerned 
about output quality, you could dump 
the plat to an IBM 3.5-inch disk and 
use a pen plotter at college. 

There is a demo of X-CAD 
Designer (printing and saving 
disabled] available for download on 
CIX, but I haven't seen it anywhere 
else. The program has exceedingly 
fast zoom and redraw, and therefore 
working in stable, medium resolution 
isn't too great a problem. X-CAD 
Designer cannot directly read 
AutoCAD DXF files, but converter 
programs (one of which is 
shareware) are available. SCR 

Compugraphic fonts 
I recently bought one of Gold 
Disk's Publisher Series Type 
disks, which contains 
Compugraphic fonts 
(Garamond, Future and 
Antique Olive) for use with 

Professional Page* The fonts 
are all romon versions of the 
typefaces. To get italics or hold 
text/ PPage has to slant or 
heavy-up the romon font 
because the true italic and 
bold fonts are not on the disk. 

If I use bold or italics in a 
document, save it to an EPSF 
file and fake it along to a DTP 
bureau for outputting to a 
type setting machine, will bold 
or italics text appear in the 
printed output? 

Paul Seale 
Burgess Hill 
East Sussex 

What PPage puts in the EPSF file is 
the name of the typefaces to use. 
Even if you haven't got the actual 
italic face, PPage will recognise that 
you want something in italics (or 
bold) and add a line in the PostScript 
file requesting the italic face to be 
used. The typesetting machine will 
read this information and then use its 
own built-in faces of the same name, 
if they exist. If they don't exist, the 
bureau will either have to change the 
face to something else, or download 
to the typesetting machine the exact 
one you require. 

The best thing to do is talk to the 
bureau is doing the work for you. 
Take an example printout from your 
dot-matrix printer or whatever, and 
tell them the exact names of the 
typefaces you have used. Some faces 
are called one name on one 
particular DTP system and another 
name on the typesetting machine. For 
example, Compugraphic's 
Triumvirate is the same as PostScript's 
Helvetica. The bureau will know all 
about this. 

As for the free PPage 2 upgrade 
- yes, I know of some PPage ] .3 
owners who have received it It takes 
a while though. Consider contacting 
Gold Disk again after six to eight 
weeks. They have a legal obligation 
to to supply the free upgrade, even to 
customers outside the States. JW 

mUtlMAWmmHWt 

RAM disk icons 
What is the correct path name 
to call up the RAM disk icon so 
that I can edit it on Econed? I 
have tried RAM disk: but I 
simply cannot seem to find the 
right path. 

Paul Compton 
Fareham 

Hants 

RAM:. Don't forget that .info is 
added for you. Far instance, to 
access My!con from the RAM disk 
just enter: 

RAM:MyIcon 

MS 

Modem problems 
I have an A500, second drive, 
0.5Mb upgrade and Pace 
Husky Linnet 2123 Modem. 
Spurred on by your first 
issue's comms feature, I 
bought NComm and JRComm* 

I couldn't get anywhere 
with the modem, so can you 
summarise the NComm 
commands I should use to get 
the system working? 

Nick Ken worthy 
lower Kirkgate 

Wakefield 

The Linnet is a Hayes-compatible 
modem capable of V.21 (300 baud] 
and V.23 (1,200/75 baud) 
operation, Neither NComm or 
JRComm directly support V.23, so 
we'll stick to 300 baud. 

In NComm's Serial menu, set 
Baud Rate to 300, Data Length to 8 
bits, Parity to None, 1 Stop Bit, Full 
Duplex and Handshaking to None. 
This setting, known asSnl, should 
allow you to connect to most of the 
bulletin boards around. 

Try typing the key sequence AT 
continued an page 24 

There are two paths actually,, and 
RAM disk: should normally work, but 
the sorest and simplest way is to use 

I SEE NO TIPS 
Don't need our help? Reckon 
you can do a better job of 
giving advice and tips on a 
subject? Well do it! As well 
as asking for advice, we want 
you to give it too. If you have 
discovered a useful tip or two 
for any program, hardware, 
language etc, then send it to 
us and if it's any good we will 
use it on the Amiga Answers 
page and bung you £5 in 
return. If you think we have 
got an answer wrong, or 
have failed to give the full 
picture, then give us what you 
think is the right answer - we 
might even cough up some 
cash for that too. So don't just 
sit there, get tipping and help 
out your fellow Amiga 
owners. Send your cunning 
solutions to: Amiga Tips, 
Amiga Shopper, 30 Mon- 
mouth Street, Bath BAT 2BW. 
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1 1 things 

OWhat is all this business about 
fatter Agnus and fast and chip RAM? 

The Amiga has a Motorola 68000 16/32- 
bit processor* This is the chip which has 
control over the rest of the computer - 
the 'brain', tt has an address space of 
16Mb; the Amiga is set up in such a way 
that 8Mb of this is available for random 
access memory (RAM). On the Amiga, 
not all of this addressable memory is the 
some and the difference stems from the 
fact that part of the RAM address space 
is shared by both the 68000 processor 
and the Amiga's three custom chips. It is 
this shared memory that is commonly 
referred to as 'chip' memory. 

The three custom chips (called 
Agnus, Paula and Denise) handle a 
number of specific tasks involving 
graphics, general screen display 
operations, direct memory access (DMA) 
and so on. {The blitter, the device which 
can move pixel data around the screen 
at speeds approaching one million pixels 
per second, Is part of the Agnus chip). 
The amount of memory that these 
original custom chips could share was 
limited to that definable within a T 9-bit 
address space. This meant that no matter 
how much memory was available in the 
machine, the custom chips could only 
access the lower 5 i2K* Since Amiga 
graphics and animation programs have 
grown in size and power in recent 
months, the 512K limitation has become 
noticeably restrictive. 

Several years ago, Commodore 
began working on an enhanced chip set 
(ECS) and this included a replacement for 
Agnus called 'Fat Agnus7. This new 
version, so called because of its physical 
shape, effectively does the same job as 
the original chip, but reduces the support 
component chip count - all clock 
generation for the Amiga system, for 
instance, is now incorporated into Fat 
Agnus, as are the control signals for 
handling chip RAM access. 

The big difference as far as chip 
memory goes, though, is that Fat Agnus 
now has address lines which can access 
twice as much memory. Hence a machine 
fitted with Fat Agnus has 1 Mb of shared 
address space and so can have 1Mb of 
chip memory fitted. 

The easiest way to find out which 
Agnus you have is to take the cover off 
and have a took - the original Agnus 
chip has a part number of 8361/ Fat 
Agnus on the other hand has a 8370 
part number. Unfortunately, doing this 

... you always wanted to know about 

the Amiga - and weren't afraid to ask 

will invalidate your warranty, so 
perhaps the best idea is to ask the 
dealer from which you purchased the 
machine to check the serial number with 
Commodore technical support. They 
should be able to give your dealer the 
necessary information over the phone. 
Another possibility is to use a software- 
based check - there is a public domain 
program called VectaCheck on one of the 
Fish disks which can detect the presence 
of the Fat Agnus chip. 

It's not a difficult fob to swap over 
a few chips, but nevertheless the only 
official way to get your machine fattened 
up is through Commodore's official 
service engineers FMG    0733-391234) 
who will provide, and Install, a Fat 
Agnus chip for £80 (not £20 as stated 
last month). 

Fast RAM is so-called because 
processor accesses to it are quicker than 
to chip RAM. This is because the Amiga's 
bus contention scheme is such that the 
main 68000 processor can sometimes 
get locked out of the chip memory 
address space because of something 
known as cycle-stealing. One graphics- 
intensive situation in which this can occur 
is during DMA-oriented high-speed blitter 
operations* A program running in chip 
memory could therefore be stowed down 
at these times. Some clever hardware 
tricks, however, allow the 68000 
processor, even while lacked out of chip 
memory space, to still access memory 
outside this region, This non-chip 
memory region, or fast memory, is 
therefore an ideal place for putting your 
executable programs. For maximum 
speed you would ideally want to have a 
reasonable amount of fast memory also 
available - programs running in fast 
memory would then not be slowed down 
by any custom chip cycle-stealing 
operations* 

0%   Where can I obtain a suitable 
printer driver for the Canon BJ- lOe 
bubble jet printer? 

Although I don't know of a direct driver, 
there is a driver for the BJ-T3G printer 
available, and you can use this if you 
switch your printer to BJ-130 emulation 
mode* The driver is on Jamdrsk #2 (from 
the magazine Jam, produced by the 
multi-talented Jeff Walker * 0895 
74449} for £2, or can be obtained from 
Canon on 08 T-773 3173. Alternatively, 
Dixons should now be stocking it along 
with the printer. 

What are viruses? 

Viruses are unpleasant little programs. 
They come on disks, either as a file or in 
the part of the disk known as the 
bootblack - the part of an auto booting 
disk which is read when the Amiga is 
reset. When an infected disk is placed in 
the Amiga's drive, it will load into 
memory and subsequently copy itself to 
any more disks that are inserted. 

Viruses tend to be small and are 
very good at hiding themselves. They 
weedle themselves into programs 
carrying out legitimate Amiga functions, 
ready to corrupt files or crash the system 
at their leisure. 

A virus cannot survive a power 
cut Switching your Amiga off between 
disk changes ensures that any resident 
viruses will be destroyed before they get 
a chance to replicate. Neither can a virus 
copy itself onto a disk that has its write- 
protect tab open. 

Because constantly switching your 
Amiga on and off is a drastic step to 
take, it is a good idea to get a virus 
hunter/killer from the public domain. 
These recognise most (but not all) viruses 
and will remove them from disks or 
memory. That way you can check out 
each new disk as it comes into your 
possession. 

OHow can I run PC software on my 
AS00? 

You need a PC emulator. There are now 
three choices for the A500: the Vortex 
AT-Once card (IBM AT emulation) for 
£T99, the KCS Powerboard (IBM XT 
emulation) for £229.99, and a new 
software IBM XT emulator (including 
hard disk support) available for $30 
from the author, Mark Tomlinson, 30 
Kirner St Christchurch 9, New Zealand. 
There is a PD demo version of this 
emulator available from bulletin boards 
and PD companies, which is limited to 15 
minutes activity and only 2Mb of hard 
disk space. The AT-Once card was 
reviewed in issue three of AS; the KCS 
Power board was reviewed in issue two. 

©Is it possible to expand my A 500 
beyond 1Mb? 

There ore now several memory 
expansions for the A500 which will take 
it past 1 Mb* The Cortex Expansion from 
Memory Expansion Systems    051 -236 
0480} starts at £279 for 2Mb of RAM, 
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and can take a maximum of 8Mb, It 
plugs into the Amiga's side expansion 
slot, but duplicates this slot so that other 
things, such as hard disks, can be 
plugged in afterwards. The Supra 500RX 
RAM expansion unit can take up to 8Mb. 
like the Cortex system, it plugs into the 
expansion slot and duplicates it for the 
addition of extra peripherals. Prices start 
at £169 for 2Mb. It is available from, 
among others, WTS w 0582 491949. 

If you are considering doing 
serious amounts of work on your Amiga, 
it might be worthwhile investing in a 
hard disk drive. Most of these can have 
RAM put inside them. Check out our 
'Hard Drives On Trial' feature in issue 
one for more details. 

What is a printer driver? 

A printer driver is a program. It converts 
output from other Amigo programs into 
a form that a particular printer can 
understand. This is necessary because 
printers from different manufacturers use 
different internal codes to accomplish the 
same effects (such as bold, underline, 
italics and things like that)* 

The Amiga sends ASCII codes to 
the printer device (PUT:). ASCII is a 
standardised code used to represent 
alpha numeric characters. Along with 
these it sends ANSI escape codes to 
make various changes in output format 
(such as switching to italic or bold}* See 
Appendix D of the A500 manual for a 
list of the ANSI escape codes. 

These codes sent to PRT; are then 
translated by the installed printer driver 
and sent to the printer via the serial or 
parallel interface. For details of how to 
install a printer driver, see Chapter 6 of 
the A500 manual* 

ff%   Can I get my graphics to print 
without leaving a white bar 
between each line? 

Just about every one of the cheaper 
printers (less than £2000) suffers from 
this problem* Sanding, as it is known, 
usually occurs because of slight 
inaccuracies in the paper feed 
mechanism. You can achieve better 
results by selecting 'Single sheet7 from 
Preferences and using manual feed 
paper in your printer. 

0k   What hardware and software do 1 
need to be able to digitise colour 
photographs and do video fitting? 

You will need some kind of digitiser to 
capture your colour photographs* There 
are some genlocks that contain digitisers 

beginning to appear in the UK. (for 
example, the VideoMaster VM-2 genlock, 
reviewed in issue one, which is 
distributed by Power Computing ^ 0234 
843388}* This is useful because you're 
going to need a genlock as well £f you 
want to do video titling. 

However, you will probably find it 
cheaper to buy a digitiser, such as 
DigiView (If you simply require static 
images from a video camera), or a setup 
along the lines of Rombo's Complete 
Colour Solution if you ever want to grab 
images from video as well (although the 
video player you are using must have a 
perfect still-frame facility)* 

You will need at least 1Mb of 
memory (and preferably more) to grab 
high-quality (HAM Interlace] images at 
full TV resolution (overscan). 

On the software side, you would 
need only three programs to get you 
going. Firstly, the titier - for cost and 
features I recommend Big Alternative 
Scroller (aren't there any other titiers out 
there for £50 which scroll, crawl, have a 
good selection of fonts and look OK?) 
You will also need something for making 
adjustments to your digitised photos - 
either Photon Paint 2 or DigiPaint 3 are 
recommended here. And finally, if you 
want a good all-round paint program, 
with an animator thrown in, then add 
Deluxe Paint 111 to the list - it's still hard 
to beat in terms of value for money* 

#!%   How do I install a disk when I only 
have one drive? 

Installing a disk means that it will 
become autobooting, so that it can be 
inserted at the Workbench prompt 
instead of the Workbench disk. 

To install o disk, enter the Shell or 
CLI and type: 

install ? 

When an Amiga DOS command is typed 
with a question mark instead of a list of 
arguments, the command is loaded into 
memory in the normal way; however, 
instead of executing, it presents you with 
a command template. This is 
Amiga DOS's way of explaining the type 
of arguments it expects* Because the 
command is loaded into memory once 
the template appears, yau can remove 
the Workbench disk and replace it with 
the disk you want to install* 

Having done this, type 'dfO:' and 
press [Return]. 

You need to copy some of the 
system files from your Workbench disk 
to this one in order for your programs to 
run properly from an autoboot, 

(ft)   Are there any lightpens or graphics 
tablets available for the Amiga? 

Lightpens are rather old hat, since they 
are inaccurate, tiring to use, and tend to 
make your monitor very smudgy. Unless 
you find one very, very cheaply I would 
never recommend them to anyone. 

Graphics tablets use pressure 
sensors (reasonably cheap) or use 
electromagnetic induction (accurate) to 
locate the pointer* Stylus pointers are 
generally preferred for artwork, since 
they act like a fixed-width pen. Puck 
pointers (like an accurate mouse) are 
ideal for CAD since they allow point- 
perfect tracing. 

Two types are available from the 
Amiga Centre Scotland    031 SS74242): 
the Summa Sketch A4 graphics tablet at 
£569*89 and the Cherry A3 graphics 
tablet at £587.50, 

Ym puzzled by the various sub- 
directories with the fonts supplied 
on the Extras disk* How do t get 
them across to be included with 
the fonts on the Workbench disk? 
Will t also need to run Fix Fonts 
afterwards? 

The sub-directory structure for the fonts 
on the Extras disk is exactly the same as 
the corresponding structure for the fonts 
on the Workbench disk. All fonts are 
stored in the directory 'fonts;'. This holds 
several subdirectories, each 
corresponding to a different typeface, 
such as Pica or Times* A different file for 
each font size is stored in each one of 
these sub-directories* For example, the 
Courier directory contains files for point 
sizes of 11, 13, 15, 18 and 24. 

As well as these files, the fonts; 
directory also contains a file for each 
typeface. These files contain general 
information about the typefaces* The file 
for the Courier font is called, not 
surprisingly, 'Courier.font7. To copy the 
Courier font on to the Workbench disk, 
proceed as follows: 

copy c:copy ram: 
copy c:makedir ram: 

Then insert the Extras disk and type: 

copy "Extras 1J: foat s/Courier. foot" raft: 
mkedir ram;Courier 
copy "Extras 1 J:fontB/Courierw rare:Courier all 

Insert the Workbench disk and type: 

copy ram;Courier*font SVS:fonts 
matedir SYS:fonts/Courier 
copy ram:Courier SYS:fonts/Courier all 

You only need to use FixFonts. when a 
new point size is added to an existing 
font, to stop the system getting confused 
as to which sixes are aval (able for use, 
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continued from page 21 
[Return] into NComm, and your 
modem should reply with 'OK\ If it 
doesn't, there is something wrong 
with your setup. If all the cables are 
OK, then there is just a possibility 
that your Amiga's serial port is in 
need of repair. 

NComm should come set up for 
Hayes-compatible moderns, but the 
modem con be dialled using the ATD 
command. To dial the number 123 
4567, you would type ATD 1234567 
[Return], and the modem would 
connect by itself. This would be 
indicated by the CONNECT 
message, and then the sign-on string 
from the BBS. SCR 

There is no easy answer to a 
question such as this, because every 
application requires different 
directories. Large, Workbench-based 
products will usually need a complete 
set of directories and □ subset of 
Amiga DOS commands, whereas a 
music tracker such as MED or 
SaundTracker may only need a few. 
In fact, some demos throw away the 
middle man and run directly from the 
boot sectors just like a game. 

A very simple boot disk will 
require just an S directory. This 
allows you to put the 'startup- 
sequence' script on the disk and start 
the application from there. 

Briefly, the other directories are 
assigned as follows: 

C - AmigaDOS commands. Any 
executable file placed in here can be 
run automatically from the startup 
sequence. 
DEVS - Devices, These are the 
software interfaces that drive the 
interface hardware, such as the 
printer, serial port and so on. Also 
here are the system-configuration 
(required by Intuition), printer drivers, 
mountlist and keyboard setup files. 

Auto-booting disks 
Having written a couple of 
short sc roily intros using PD 
programs, such as DOPE intra 
maker, Space Writer and so 
on, making a list of all my 
disks using KindWards, 
completing a couple of 
masterpieces on DPainT ltf and 
composing a short musical 
intra using SoundTracker, how 
do I put them all on one auto- 
booting disk and get them to 
run? 1 realise that certain 
directories have to be present 
on the disk, but which ones 
and how do I get them there? 

Keith Pattenden 
Swintofi 

South Yorkshire 

UBS - Libraries. External libraries of 
functions available to any software 
which requires them. Workbench, for 
instance, uses the icon .library to 
handle the icons. 
L - Handlers. Various other little 
goodies used by the system. For 
instance, ShelWeg provides the 
resident code for the Shell CLI 
extension, RAM-Handler drives the ■ 
RAM disk and so on. 
FONTS - The disk-based Font 
definitions. You'll only need these if 
the program requires extra fonts. The 
default system font, Topaz, is already 
included in the ROM. However, the 
inter-relation in the system means that 
if you need to used disk-based fonts, 
you must also have the 
diskfontrlibrary in DEVS, 

As you can see, this is a very 
complex question and the only 
answer is often trial and error. With 
experience you will get to know 
which files are superfluous and which 
are required. To get you started, an 
interesting piece of shareware called 
WhatiS can help you determine 
which 'resources' a program 
requires. It is available from most 
good PD libraries. You might also 
like to try Mastering AmigaDOS 
Volume One (ISBN 1-873308-00-0). 
(not another ptug Mark? - Edj. 
Although not intended for beginners, 
it covers boat disks in great depth. I 
know, because 1 wrote it. MS 

MHHHH '^fc iffTillIIililfrill'l't^lll 

24-hour clock 
Following the advice given in 
the May issue of your 
magazine/ I now have a 
digital dock displayed when 
Workbench is running. I now 
wish to go one step further 
and have the clock in 24-hour 
mode with seconds and the 
date displayed. How do I alter 
the clock default settings so 
that this new mode becomes 
the norm? 

M Norman 
Ripon 

N Yorkshire 

The possible display options for the 
clock can be shown by typing in 
'clock ?' From the Shell Making it 
display in 24-hour mode with 
seconds and date can be done by 
replacing rhe 'run clock' line in your 
startup-sequence with the following: 

run <nil: >nil: clock 
digitall=240,0 24hour seconds 
date 

For those readers who haven't seen 
the May issue, this is a line that can 
be inserted into your startup 

sequence (using an editor such as 
ED) to display a clock while 
Workbench is running. CR 
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Accessing the clock 
Having finally decided that it 
was time I learned to type 
properly, I bought the 
excellent Mavis Beacon 
Teaches Typing. The program 
keeps a record of your 
progress, with date and time, 
in a script file, As I wanted the 
program to access the battery- 
backed clock that I have fitted, 
I added the following line to 
the startup-sequence after 
loadWR: 

SetClock >NIL: opt load 

The response from the Amiga 
is 'Unknown Command 
SetClock'. I find this surprising, 
as the program uses the 
system clock, so why not the 
battery backed one? 

Presumably I'll need to add 
some commands from my 
Workbench disk, but I don't 
know which ones. Can you 
help? There isn't much free 
space on the disk, but I don't 
mind deleting the 'Resume' 
program. 

SJ Ellison 
Dunstable 

Beds 

You are right in thinking that a 
command from the Workbench disk 
needs to be copied over. However, it 
is so small that you shouldn't have to 
delete anything from the Mav\$ disk. 

The command you want is stored 
in the C directory of the Workbench 
disk. Boot up your machine with this 
disk and open the Shell Then copy 
the copy command to the RAM disk 
by typing: 

copy c/copy ram: 

Also make a copy of the SetClock 
command: 

copy c/SetClock ram: 

Then insert the Mavis disk and type: 

copy ram:SetClock df0:c 

And that should do the trick. You 
might also like to change the 
keyboard from an American to a UK 
layout, To do this, you will need to 
copy several things to the RAM disk 
From Workbench, as follows: 

copy system/SetMap ram: 
copy c/ed ram: 

copy devs/keymaps/gb ram: 
copy c/makedir rami 

Now insert the Mavis disk, A 
subdirectory holding the keyboard 
layouts has to be created within the 
'devs' directory. To do this, type: 

makedir df0:devs/keymaps 

Then the gb keymap has to be 
copied into the new directory: 

copy ram:gb df 0 : devs/keymap s 

Nexr, the SetMap command has to 
be copied to the disk. This command 
resides in the System directory, but 
it'll work equally well if placed in the 
C directory. Copy it by typing: 

copy ram:SetMap dfO:c 

Finally, the startup-sequence has to 
be edited so that it takes account of 
the new keymap: 

ed dfO:s/startup-sequence 

Insert the following line between the 
stack command and the LoadWb 
command: 

setmap gb 

From now on, the quotes key will be 
where you expect it to be. CR 

Jerky games 
I own an A500 with Kicks tart 
1.3. It is fitted with an A501 
RAM expansion and Has two 
Amiga 1011 disk drives. How 
I can add more memory to my 
Amiga. I play a lot of games, 
mostly flight simulators, but 
they tend to be a bit on the 
jerky side. Most games offer 
you the chance to sacrifice 
graphic detail, sound or 
animation scenes to enhance 
gameplay smoothness. 1 read 
your guide to hard disk drives 
in the first issue, and I think 
that this is what I need. If I 
bought a hard disk drive, like 
a GVP or an A 5 90, would this 
make the games run better 
and allow better graphics? 

If fitted, would this affect 
the warranty on my machine, 
and could the A501 RAM 
expansion still be used or 
would I have to remove it? 

Stephen Bell 
Westcliff an Sea 

Essex 

A hard disk drive would not improve 
the graphics on your games, A hard 

continued art page 26 
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NEW LOW PRICES 

New GVP "COMBO" board AMIGA 1500 

This exciting new board combines all the features of GVP's best products to date, It 
consists of a 68030 Accelerator board and a full SCSI hard disk controller. It is even 

possible to mount a slim line hard disk directly onto the card. Asa 6803G processor is 

being used, the 9MB memory limit of the Amiga is no longer a problem, and large 

amounts of memory can be added using GVP's special design of 32-bit SI mm 
modules. 

• Comeswith 1MB RAM installed (4MB on 33MHzversion) 

• 22MHz or 33MHz 68030 with 6S882 numeric coprocessor 

• Expand up to 13MB (22MHz) or 16MB (33MHz) using custom Simms 

• Full Series 2 SCSI interface connecting directly to the 68030 bus 

22MHz Combo with 1MB RAM £799 

33MHz Combo with 4MB RAM £1495 

40MB SCSI hard diskfor Combo £249 
114MB SCSI hard disk for Combo £449 

• 1MB of Ram 
• Two 3Vi" f loppy disc drives 
• Two input sockets for joystick & 

mouse 

• CPU fully expandable 
• Accepts all standard Amiga 2000 

peripherals 

Software 
• The Works-Platinum Edition 

• Delux Paint III 

• Populousthe Promised Lands 

• Sim City & Terrain Editor 

• Battle Che&s 
• Their Finest Hour 

Basic A1500 Pack 

GVP Series 2 RAM Card 

• Comes with 2MB as standard 

• Expand upto 8MB (Using Simms) 

• Half-card for the A2000 or A150O 

2MB £200    4MB £275    8MB £345 

Nexus Hard Cards 

• High speed controller 
• UptoSMB RAMonboard 

• Fully autobooting 
• Compatible with GVP and !CD 

Bare £229 
40MB £389 

52MB Quantum llmS £449 
114MB NEC20mS £559 

GVP Series 2 Hard Cards A1500 Pack & Philips Colour 
Monitor 
A1500 Pack, Monitor, 52MB Hard 
Disk 

£715 

£995 

£1449 

• High speed "FaastROM" controller 

• Upto 8MB Si mm RAM on board 

• Fully autobooting 

• Supports external SCSI devices 

Bare 
40MB 

52MBQuantum11mS 
114MB NEC20mS 

£209 

£369 
£429 
£549 

Other combinations available, phone 
for details 

Other Professional Products 

ICD Flicker free video for Amiga 
1500/2000 £250 

600MB Optical hard disk £2995 
200MBTape streamer £715 

20MB Floppy drive £815 
Amiga 2000 Internal floppy drive £50 
1MBx4ZIPRAMfor Amiga 3000 
(perchip) £30 
1MB Simms for GVP & Nexus cards £40 

Quotes on Amiga 30 0 0 Systems available 

POWER COMPUTING LTD 
Unit B Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN 

Tel: 0234843388 Fax: 0234 840234 
VISA 

Ail HBde marks acnn owl edged A!I prices, include VAT and are- subject to change SpBtiFkattans are sirbjECI to change with qui rolics 
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continued from page 24 

disk is like a floppy disk, but bigger 
and faster. It means that sections of a 
game can be loaded into your 
computer more quickly and that you 
won't hove to do any disk swapping. 
But it will not actually change the 
speed at which your computer 
displays the graphics or plays the 
game. The only thing fhat would da 
this is an accelerator card (see Phil 
South's article on page 29 of Issue 
3). Even then, the increase in speed 
might not be as great as you would 
hope, and you would have ta be a 
pretty dedicated flight simulator fan 
to spend so much money to improve 
your games. 

Fitting an external hard disk 
would not invalidate your warranty. 
Most drives connect to the Amiga's 
expansion slot ot the side, leaving the 
trapdoor free for your A501 RAM 
expansion. If you want more than 
1Mb of RAM, this must be added to 
the some slot os the hard drive. There 
are two ways to do this: mast drives 
have space on their circuit board for 
RAM chips - for example, the A590 
has space for up to 2Mb, whereas 
the GVP Impact 11+ has space for a 
whole 8Mb, 

Alternatively, the Supra 500XP 
actually duplicates the Amiga's 
expansion port so that, once Et is 
fitted, an external RAM expansion 
con still be added.. CR 

Q— 

Al - what's it about? 
I am at college studying for 
three A-levels and have 
recently acquired an A500. 
What sort of programs do I 
need to store my college work 
where it is easily accessible? 
Could you make same 
recommendations? My Amiga 
has been upgraded to 1Mb. 

In the Introduction of the 
users' manual supplied with 
the A500 there is a brief 
mention of artificial 
intelligence. Could you pass on 
any information you have an 
this subject and on the subject 
of robotics for the Amiga, and 
also any useful addresses? 

Caroline Mathews 
St Austell 
Cornwall 

You don't soy what sort of work you 
want to store on your Amiga. If it is 
mostly text, then a word processor is 
your best bet. You can type in oil the 
information you want, lay it out and 
easily retrieve it whenever you like. If 
you have a printer; then you can also 
get permanent copies of assignments 
and so on. Two word processors 
worth a look are Protext 5 at 

£149.95 from Arnor 0733 
68909) and Wordworth ot £129.95 
from Dig ita    0395 270273], There 
are, of course, many others on the 
market, but these are two of the 
better ones available. 

As far as artificial intelligence is 
concerned, 1 don't know of any 
dedicated programs For the Amiga 
beyond the pseudo-intelligent Eliza 
type of program. This does nothing 
more than attempt to turn around 
whatever you type into something 
resembling a sensible reply. 

Although the question of what 
exactly constitutes intelligence is a 
thorny one, I think it is safe to say 
that Eliza is mast definitely not 
intelligent. If you want to embark on 
your own project, I suggest you get a 
copy of either Lisp or Prolog, both of 
which are used extensively in Al 
research. These are programming 
languages, so you will hove to do o 
fair amount of work with them before 
you get your Amiga behaving in 
anything like an intelligent manner, 
There are no commercial versions 
available, but they can be obtained 
from the public domain. AM XLisp is 
on Fred Fish disk 181; Stony Brook 
Prolog is on Fred Fish 140. See the 
PD ads at the end of the magazine to 
find someone who stocks them. CR 

I :::,::r: . 

Installing KindWords 
After installing KindWords on 
to my A590 hard drive I am 
asked to modify the startup- 
sequence by adding the 
following throe lines alter the 
last assign line in the startup- 
sequence file; 

assign KindWords: dhO:KindWords 
assign SuperFont: dh.0: KincS^oxds 
assign Dictionary: dli0:Kiiid>3Ords 

How do I go about this using 
the Shell? 

E Popple 
Harrogate 

N Yorkshire 

It is irritating to have to do this sort of 
thing to get a software package 
running, but thankfully the process is 
fairly straightforward. To use the 
Shell, open your Workbench window 
and click on the icon labelled 'Shell', 
If this is not present, then you are 
using an old version of Workbench. 
There is no need to panic, because 
you can use the CLI (Command Line 
Interface), which is similar but not as 
sophisticated. Ta access the CU, 
open in the System drawer in the 
Workbench window and then click 
on the icon marked 'CLI'. 

At any rate, a new window 
should now be open in which you 

can hype text. It is a good idea to 
expand this window to take up the 
full screen, so you can see exactly 
what is going on. 

The file you must edit, called 
'startup-sequence', is stored in a 
directory called V, (Directories ore 
the Shell's name for drawers - they 
are the same thing.) To get at it, you 
can use the text editing program, ED. 
Type in the following: 

ED s:startup-sequence 

ED will open up another wir Jaw, in 
which you will see the text of the 
startup-sequence file. Each of the 
lines shown is a program instruction 
that is executed whenever the 
computer is reset. Using the down 
cursor arrow, move through the text 
until you come to the line reading 
'loadWB delay'. With the cursor at 
the very beginning of this line, press 
[Return] and move the cursor up to 
the start of the blank line, 

Then type in the three lines os 
instructed in the manual, pressing 
RETURN after each one. Be careful to 
insert spaces exactly as shown 
above. Once you have done this, 
press the [Esc] key, followed by X 
and [Return]. The modified startup- 
sequence file will now be written to 
your hard di5k. 

Next lime you boot, KindWords 
will be properly installed. CR 

: ''. i:': ?,' 

Dimming power light 
On a few programs and 
games, such as Shadow Of 
The Beast II and a PD music 
disk, when if has loaded I 
notice that the power light on 
the computer goes dim. Why? 

Paul Cherry 
Hollywood 

Birmingham 

The power light is connected to a 
part of the Amiga's sound chip called 
a low pass filter'. When this fitter is 
active, it allows low frequency 
sounds to pass through unaffected, 
but reduces the volume of higher 
frequency sounds. This is useful for 
reducing the hiss of noisy samples. 
The power light is brightest when the 
filter is an. 

When the power light goes dim, 
the filter has been switched off, 
allowing the sounds to come out 
unmolested. CR 

Pascal isn't working 
I recently got the PCQ Pascal 
compiler from the public 
domain. Unfortunately, I can't 
get it running* I hove tried 

typing in the name of the disk 
in the CLI but that fails ta load 
it. Could you please tell me 
how to run the program, as 
Pascal programming is 
essential to my college studies. 

David Quigg 
Lanarkshire 
Strathclyde 

Although documentation is supplied 
with PCQ, it can be a trifle confusing 
for the uninitiated. Frankly, you are in 
for a hard time if you don't have a 
working knowledge of the Shell. 

Before any of the example 
programs can be compiled, rhey must 
be edited and changed. Do this 
using ED from the Shell, If, for 
example, you want to compile the 
Mandelbrot plotting program, 
change to the examples directory 
within the PCQ directory by typing: 

CD MgaLihDisk339tPCQ./exanples 

You might find the name of your disk 
is different, depending on the library 
you got It from. You can find this out 
by typing: 

Info 

then inserting the Pascal disk and 
pressing [Return] at the 'DEVECE:' 
prompt. If the name is different, then 
obviously you will have to use this 
name with the CD command, Now, 
to edit the example program, type: 

ED mandel.p 

All of those lines with a $! inside 
curly brackets have to be changed. 
These are 'include directives', which 
instruct the compiler to include 
fragments of code from other files. 
The problem h that the complete path 
of where those files are to be found 
has to be given with the include 
directive. In the case of PCQ as 
supplied, these paths are wrong. 
Change the first one from: 

{$1 *:Include/Ports.i* £ 

to: 

{$1 i,AmigaLibDisk3 3 9: PCQ/Include.-'' Por?:s. i' ... 

and make similar changes to all of 
the other include instructions. Of 
course, if your disk is called 
something other than 
'AmigaLibDisk339:', you should use 
that name instead. 

Incidentally, there is a bug in this 
program. The line saying: 

S: ScreenPtr; 

should be changed to read: 
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Si NewScreenPtr; 

Once you have mode the changes, 
press the [Esc] key, followed by X 
and [Return], This will save the 
changes and quit the editor. It is best 
to have the program to be compiled 
in the PCQ directory. You can do this 
by typing in the Following: 

rename mndei.p /fflffladel.p 

Go to mot directory by typing: 

CD / 

Now you ore ready to compile. The 
easiest way to do thus is by using the 
'make' utility. This is a clever script 
supplied with PCQ which automates 
the process of compiling, assembling 
and linking. Simply type: 

make nandel 

Note that the \p' part of the 
program's name is omitted, because 
it is supplied by the 'make' utility. 
You can execute the finished product 
by typing 'mandel'. CR 

Lost libraries 
One thing that continues to 
puzzle me: you start with 
disks such as Workbench, 
Extras, and so on, packed with 
useful files, but when you 
come to use them there is no 
room for your own files. So 
you copy a program across to 
an empty disk and it doesn't 
work because it is looking for 
library files that are not there. 
Then comes the painful 
business of finding the lost 
files from the error messages. 
Hell's teeth! This was 
supposed to be a fun hobby! 

Is there a copy-style 
command that finds and 
copies oil the associated files? 

Phil Rostock 
Benfleet 

Essex 

There is a Shareware utility, called 
WhottS that will detail alJ the Files a 
particular program relies on. Sadly, it 
is still up to you to copy each one 
across individually. CR 

Deluxe brush off 
When I am designing a form 
using Deluxe Paint II, I make a 
brush to duplicate the form 
prior to printing out several 
copies of it on one sheet of 
paper. But then I seem to be 
locked into the brush and can't 

drop it in order to use other 
tools. How do I drop a brush 
(apart from shrinking it 
several times over until it 
vanishes)? 

Also, I have two disks from 
Amiganuts. They are very 
good but they are copy 
protected. Thus, there seems to 
be no possibility of backing up 
the disks. Do all PD software 
houses do this? 

Duncan Stewart 
Clwyd 
Wales 

To get rid of a brush in Deluxe Paint, 
simply click on one of the pre-defined 
brushes (such as one of the differepi- 
sized squares). If you should want 
your old brush back again, click with 
the right mouse button on the user- 
defined brush icon. 

It is unfortunate that Amiga nuts' 
disks are copy-protected, but this is 
far from the norm with PD houses. I 
suspect it is because a lot of the 
programs on Amiganuts' disks are 
licensed specifically to that company, 
which no doubt prefers to keep things 
that way. CR 

xz: zz zzzzz; zz 

The flickering occurs because the 
program Es running in what is called 
'interlace' mode. This means that you 
can have twice as many lines 
vertically on the screen, but at the 
expense of your eyes. To stop this 
(and, u n fortu n otely, ha I ve the vertical 
resolution] you must take the 
following steps: 

Click once on the Pogestream 
icon before loading it. Then go to the 
Workbench menu at the top of the 
screen and select the Info option. This 
will display a box containing various 
pieces of information about the" 
program. One of the windows in this 
box is labelled 'Tool Types'. Using 
the up and down icons next to this 

A cure for the flickers 
Having read a glowing report 
in a magazine (not yours) 
about Pagestream 2, off went 
my cash. How was I to know 
that soon I was to suffer a bad 
cose of double vision from a 
flickering screen which 
resembles a magic lantern - 
the magazine forgot to point 
this out in its report. However, 
apart from a severe headache, 
I like the program but would 
like your advice on how to 
cure the 50-<ycle jitters. 

J Joyner 
Lytham 

Lane 5 

window, scroll through the text until 
you come to a line saying 
'lnterlace=Yes\ Clicking inside mis 
window will let you alter the text. 
Change it to say 'lnterlace=No/ (note 
that JNo' must begin with a capital 
letter], Now, when you run the 
program, the flicker will have 
flickered and gone. JW 

Local user groups 
Can you please give me any 
details of Amiga user groups 
in my area? E am a 65-year- 
old novice with a new A 500 
and have, up till now, taught 
myself what little I know. 

TF Woods 
Thorpe St Andrew 

Norwich 

We only know of one user group 
near you, and that is based in Bury 
St. Edmunds. It is a regional division 
of ICPUG, the Independent 
Commodore Products User Group. 

Meetings are held on the second 
Wednesday oF every month. Contact 
Alan Morris,    0359 51355, for 
more information. 

You could also try John Dale of 
the British Association of Computer 
Clubs, * 0267 230 771 # of which 
ICPUG is a member. 

IF there are any user groups out 
there who would like to be included 
in our listings, send your details to: 
User Groups, Amiga Shopper, Future 
Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW. CR 

Protext mail merge 
I have just about mastered 
writing a letter using Protext 
and, for my husband's 
business, I found that I was 
often having to write the same 
letter but to different people 
with a few minor details 
changed. It seemed sensible to 
try the mail merge facility. But 
can I get any sense out of it? 
Well/ no, actually. I read the 

continued on page 29 

A590 TIPS 

Roy Bell of New Maiden in 
Surrey becomes the deserving 
recipient of a fiver for sharing 
with us the following sage 
words of advice; 

I have an Amiga 500 with an 
A590 hard drive. Because the 
hard disk came with 
Workbench installed, I have 
had very few reasons to boot 
from dfO: - usually only after I 
have made my hard disk 
startup-sequence unusable. 
However, I noticed recently 
that the version message 
displayed when booting from 
dfO: said "Workbench 1.3.2", 
but booting from the A59G it 
said "Workbench 1.3". 

Ensuring that I had an up- 
to-date security dump of the 
hard disk, I copied the 
Workbench system from the 
floppy that came with my 
machine. It was easy to see 
that it was a different version 
because some of the file sizes 
had changed and certain 
commands - Diskcopy, for 
example - were obviously 
revised. The startup message, 
however, was still the same 
and investigation showed that 
it was merely a constant 
display. I have since Included 

the Version command in my 
startup sequence, which shows 
both the Kickstart and 
Workbench version numbers. 

The moral of this would 
seem to be twofold; first, some 
of you A590 owners may be 
running an older version of 
Workbench than necessary; 
second, do not rely too much 
on the message displayed 
from the startup sequence. 

Also, I remember reading 
somewhere that because 
AmigaDOS commands are C 
programs held in the systc 
directory, they can easily be 
renamed. This can be very 
dangerous as software 
packages often have script 
files that call these commands. 
This may not be a problem 
when booting from dfO; 
because a c: directory is 
normally provided on the 
floppy, but when booting from 
hard disk it can cause script 
files to fail because they 
cannot find supposedly 
standard commands. A better 
method is to insert Alias 
commands into sis hell-startup. 
For examples, 'alias md 
makedir' will enable you to 
use 'md' instead of 'makedir' 
when running from the Shell. 
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^E^^ST^CH^^IC ^ LEEDS (0532) 637988 
COMPUTERS 

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR CITIZEN COMMODORE ACORN AND AMSTRAD 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY 
ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE GENUINE UK SPECIFICATION. 
DEPT ASH, UNIT 8, ARMLEY PARK COURT, OFF CECIL STf 

ARMLEY, LEEDS LS12 2AE 

ROCTEC 3,5" 
1 meg external drive, high 

I quality, low noise mechanism 
£59.99 

NAKSHA MOUSE 
The superior Hi-res mouse 

with mouse mat, holder and 
Operation Stealth 

£24.99 
2 year guarantee 

NAKSHA HAND 
SCANNER 

| Hi-res (400 DPI) inc software 
Only £149,99 

AMIGA A500 PACK 
Inc. Workbench 1.3, Mouse, TV 
Modulator, Leads, Extras Disk, 

Manuals & Tutorial 
ONLY £309.99 

SCREEN GEMS PACK 
A500 Pack As Standard PLUS 

Back to the Future 2, Beast 2, Days 
of Thunder, Nightbreed, D Paint 2 

£349.99 OR £379.99 
WITH 1 MEG OF RAM 

CLASS OF THE 90 S PACK 
With 1 Meg of RAM plus over £300 

worth of business/utility software 
ONLY £499.99 

CDTV 

IS HERE!!! 

ONLY £569.99 

ON DEMO 

NOW!! 
WE ARE A 

COMMODORE 
AUTHORISED 

DEALER OF CDTV 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
NOW FROM ONLY £589.99 

AMIGA 1500 With D.Paint 3, 
Platinum Works, Battle Chess, 
Their Finest Hour, Sim City + 

Terrain Editor, Populous + 
Promised Lands Plus The 

Amiga Tips Book 
Only £679.99 

Full Amiga 1500 package 
including 1500 base unit, 

1084SD monitor and 
software package 
Only £929.99 

or £914.99 with Philips 
8833 monitor 

AMIGA 1500 With 
Commodore 1 084SD monitor 

but no entertainment or 
utility software 

Only £039.99 

QUANTUM 52 MEG Hard 
drive Only £359.99 lifted. 

Microbotics 8 UP Board with 
2 meg or RAM expandable to 3 

meg. Only £169.99 

All our Amiga 1500 packs come complete with two 3.5" floppies, 
Workbench 1 r3t Mouse, Manuals and Separate Keyboard, 

SQUIK MOUSE 
Hi-res micro switched mouse 

(290 DPI) 
Only £18.99 

SUPER SOFTWARE BUNDLE 
With Their Finest Hour, Sim City + 

Terrain Editor, Populous + Promised Lands 
and Battle Chess 

" i £39.99 Only! 

DELUXE PAINT 3 
he incredible paint and 

animation package 
Now only £39.99 

KCS Power Board 
PC/XT Emulator inc Dos 4,01 now with 

Hard Drive support. Turns your 
Amiga into an IBM clone 

only £229.99 

fFLEXIDUMP 
PRINTER DRIVER UTILITY 
for really stunning results in 

colour printer dumps. 
Only £35.9f 

STAR PRINTERS NEW LOW PRICES!is EPSON EPL-7100 LASER PRINTER 
Now with 1 Meg of memory as standard, expandable to 6 I 

Meg, 300*300 resolution. 6 pages per minute small footprint 
NEW LOW PRICE ONLY £860.99 

|LC10 Mono 9 pin 144736 cps £139.99 
■ LC200 Colour 9 pin 222/45 cps £214.99 
■ LC24-10 24 pin Mono 80/60 cps £199.99 
■ LC24-200 Mono 24 pin 222/67 cps £249.99 
■ LC24-200 colour 24 pin 222/67 cps,. ,..£309,99 
■ XB24-10 24 pin colour 240/80 cps ...£399.99 

CANON BJ10e BUBBLE JET PRINTER 
Near Laser quality output at a fraction of the price* 
Low noise, portable, and fast (83 cpi letter quality) 

ONLY £289.99 

CITIZEN PRINTERS .NC. FREE LEAD 

124D 24 pin Mono 144/40 cps,., ,...,...£199.99 
Swift 9 9 pin Mono £184,99 or Colour..£199,99 
Swift 24 24 pin Mono ..,£279.99 or Colour...£294.99 
Swift 9/24 Colour upgrade Kit £34.99 
Swift 9/24,124D auto sheet feeder £85.00 

2 year guarantee on all Citizens 

CORTEX RAM EXPANSION 

The ultimate Amiga A500 expansion. 
Take up your A500 up to 9Mb. Fits onto 

the side expansion port Auto Configured, 
no software patching, 

8 Mb pop to 2 Mb ...£239.99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb ...£329.99 
8Mb pop to 8 Mb ...£499.99 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
AMIGA A590 20 Meg for A500 inc 
2 Meg Unpopulated RAM €289.99 

AMIGA A590 With 2 Meg of 
populated RAM  £359.99 

Quantum 52 Meg for the 
Amiga 1500/B2000 only £359.99 

Vortex 40 Meg for A500 only £299.99 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS CM8833 
MARK II 

Stereo Monitor 
640"200 Lines Resolution 

Green Screen Facility 
£244.99 

COMMODORE 
1084 SD1 
Stereo Monitor 

640*256 Lines Resolution 
Green Screen Facility 
£259.99 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 

Platinum Works, The excellent 
WP/DBase/Spreadsheet and more..,,. £64.99 
Platinum Scribble w/p, , £39,99 
Wordsworth w/p ...,.£89 99 
Penpal w/p and much more £65,99 
Pretext Version 5 w/p ,£109.99 
Home Accounts , ..£24.99 
Page Setter 2 DTP.. ..£49.99 
Pagestream DTP £159.99 
Amos Games C reator , „ £38 99 
GB Route Journey Planner..... ..£34.99 
Superbase Personal 2 £39,99 
Superplan Spreadsheet £34.99 
Pro Title r Video Titler £129.99 
Home Titler £34.99 
3D Construction Set ,,,.£41.99 
Imagine , „ £189 99 
3D Text Animate „,„ , £19.99 
Text Scroller .£19.99 
Credit Text Scroller.. £19,99 
Vista Landscape Generator ..£49.99 

1   3.5" QUALITY 
BULK DISKS 

FUJI/VERBATIM 
100% error free, 135 TPI 

Lifetime GuaranteeThe same 
quality as the most expensive 

branded disks 
10  £5,99 
25  £12.99 
50  £22.99 
1Q0..,„  £39,99 
200  ,,£74,99 
300..  £109.99 
400  £135.99 
500  £159.99 
1000  £309.99 
Disk Labels ...500  £7,99 
Disk Labels ...1000  ..£13.99 

OTHER PERIPHERALS P  RAM EXPANSION 

CMOS 256K*4 DRAMS 
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 

14+ £4 99        Ideal For 
\B+Z'ZZZ£AJ9     populating your 
116+ £4.59 A590 or Ram Board 

1 Meg "1 chips also in stock 

MAIL ORDER? 
ORDER BY TELEPHONE 
QUOTING YOUR CREDIT 

CARD NUMBER. 
IF PAYING BY CHEQUE PLEASE 

MAKE PAYABLE TO FIRST CHOICE 
TEL: 0532 637988 
FAX: 0532 637689 

Rendale 8802 Genlock £179.99 
HBM Genlock (similar to 8802) 
inc Home Titler Software £159.99 
Mlnigen Genlock .....£99.99 
Rendale Mode Switch box ......£37.99 
AT Once PC Emulator for 
A500.... £199.99 
Amiga 1500/2000 adaptor for 
AT Once Emulator  ,£54.99 
Hitachi Video Cameras 
ideal for digitising..... £214.99 
Vidi Amiga inc Vidi Chrome 
Software,.. £124,99 
Rombo RGB Splitter inc PSLI .£67.99 
Soundbfaster Stereo amp & 
speakers £43.99 

MODEMS 
Linnet .....£139.99 
Linnet 1200 ....£219,99 
Linnet 2400 £289,99 

ASHCOM 1.8 MEG 
EXPANSION 

Take your Amiga A500 up to 2,3 
Megs total with this easy to fit board. 
Uses existing expansion slot. This 
board can be supplied partly or fully 

populated. 
UNPOPULATED £34.99 

512K POPULATED £52.99 
1 MEG POPULATED £89.99 

1.5 MEG POPULATED £105.99 
FULLY {2 MEGS) £119,99 

* Additional "Gary" board supplied wilh 
1 Meg configurations or above * 

512K RAM EXPANSION 
Top quality memory expansions inc. 
Battery backed Real Time Clock and 

convenient on/off switch 
12 MONTH GUARANTEE 

£29.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Amiga Scan Leads £9.99 
Midi cables 2M ...£3 99 
Midi cables 3M .£4.99 
Midi cables 5M £5.99 
Printer cables 1.5 metre. £5.99 
Printer cables 2.0 metre £8.99 
A50Q cover ..£4.99 
LC10 cover £4.99 
LC24/10 cover £6.99 
Swift 9/24 cover .....£6.99 
12" monitor cover,. ,,,.£5,99 
14" monitor cover £6.99 
14" tilt and swivel 
monitor stand £13,99 
Universal printer stand £9.99 
Mouse mats 8MM 
high quality anti static £4,99 
100 capacity lockable 3.5" 
disk box .....£7.99 
50 capacity as above ,£5,99 
Banx Boxes 80 capacity £11.99 
P0SS0 Boxes 150 capacity .£18.99 

LARGE SELECTION OF 
PRINTER RIBBONS 

REMEMBER WE OFFER 
FAST Mall order service 

FREE postage UK mainland 
FREE 2-3 day Courier on larger items 

Next Day Delivery Only £3.001 

Personal cheques will require clearance 
before we can despatch your goods. 

All prices correct at time of going to press. 
All items listed in our advertisements are ex 

stock ready to ship unless we advise 
otherwise. Computers are always tested 

before despatch. E&OE 

OPEN MON-SAT 9.00am - 5.30pm 
SUNDAY OPENING 11,00am-3.00pm 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE TIL 7.30pm 
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CLIFF'S CODE CONUNDRUM 

So, craven caressers of computer keyboards, we meet again for 
another of Cliff's Code Conundrums. What could the problem be 
this month, you must be asking yourselves with feverish 
anticipation, just as I asked myself this very morning. Well, this 
month I would like you to write a program to play a tune using 
the Amiga's internal sound chip. Both the program and the tune 
must be your own work, as copyright of the winning entry will be 
given over to Amiga Shopper* As well as printing the winning 
program in a couple af months' time, we hope to include it on our 
next subscribers' disk. The tune should be no more than 32 bars 
long. Entries will be judged both on the quality of the cade and on 
the quality of the tune. 

Again, any dialect of Amigaspeak is permissible, but 
assembled or compiled programs must be supplied with source 
code. And don't forget to include any samples thot you use on the 
disk. Send your submissions on an AmigaDOS floppy, along with 
an SAE if you ever want to see it alive again. The prize for the 
best solution is £50, Best, as we all know, is a subjective 
judgement. Mine, in this case. 

Regarding last month's problem, I wonder if anyone 
noticed the added difficulty factor, otherwise known as Cliff's 
Code Conundrum Cock up? Yes, it was bock to the time of Ptolemy 
as the masses of the Sun and Earth got somehow confused (rather 
like me). The actual values are: 

Sun:   Ms = 2,0 x 10*° kg Earth:    Me = 6.1 x I024kg 

Anyone submitting a simulation in which the sun orbits the earth 
and the moon mokes a very quick dive for the earth will be 
sniggered at (yup, same thing happened to me when I keyed in 
the previous values). You might also like to know the value of 
Newton's Gravitational Constant: 

G s 6.664 x 1011 Nm2kg 2 

The winning solution will be printed next month in order to give 
you time to get something together. Until then, happy hacking! 

127 
chapter in the manual and 
decided to try the tutorial. It 
tells you that you should enter 
the following lines: 

CO EXAMPLEl 

Km OK to here; it replies thot 
'so many' bytes ore remaining 
in the buffer. Then it gives the 
following to type in: 

PL 24 
CP off 
DF datfilel 
RV name ad&d addr2 addr3 addr4 duinry 

So I typed it in and all I can 
get out of it is 'Unknown 
command'. Am I just thick or 
what? The manual goes on 
about how simple mail merge 
can be, but I can't even get 
past the first line, 

Frances Allison 
Grimsby 

South Humberside 

No, you aren't thick: you've made a 
simple mistake because the 
instructions in the manual are not 
written clearly enough. You have 
been entering the lines while Protext 
was in command mode, whereas 
they should be entered while in the 
text entry mode, just as if you were 
typing an ordinary letter. Pressing the 
[Esc] key will switch the program 
between the two modes. 

Don't forget mat you need to 
create and save a separate file Far 
this example to work. This File should 
be called 'Doffile', and should 
contain a list of names and addresses 
with each line separated by a 
[Return]. A further [Return] should be 
used to separate each of the 
addresses, like so: 

Fred Blo$gs 
99 Bagshot Row 
Bag End 

Charlie Reallysillyname 
101 Zeppelin 

□ nd . « 

Multiple disk drives 
I have an A500, KCS 
Powerboard, Panasonic 
KXP1124 printer, and 3.5- 
and 5.25-inch external drives. 

I have daisy-chained the 
5.25-inch drive off the 3.5- 
inch, but when using 
Workbench 1.3 I cannot get 
the Format or Diskeopy 
functions to work properly. 
When I copy from the external 

3,5-inch drive to the internal 
drive I have no problems, but 
when I copy from the internal 
to the external drive I get the 
message 'Disk is write 
protected', although it is not. 
When I disconnect the 5.25 
drive the procedure works. 

Can you please tell me 
what is wrong? 

Stephen Mortimer 
Tamworth 

Staffs 

The 5.25-inch drive is probably the 
culprit, and as far as I remember the 
Roctec units (the most common of the 
5,25-inch Amiga drives) must be 
placed First in the chain or they cause 
no end of problems. There seems to 
be some argument over the 
terminating resistor packs - in other 
words, the through port is not quite 
as transparent as it ought to be. Re- 
arranging the order in which you 
chain your disk drives should cure 
your problem. MS 

Shaky Shinwa 
I can't get my old Shinwa CP- 
30 to work with my Amiga, It 
prints text but will not 
entertain graphics. Is there a 
specific driver for the Shinwa, 
or will I have to sell it? 

Andrew Stott 
5 tot kton -on -Tees 

Cleveland 

That certainly is an old printer and I 
have no idea which emulations (if 
any) Et supports. Et may be possible to 
use the CBM-MPS1000 driver which 
is intended for IBM emulations. That 
might work. Other than that MS 

Aggro with ARP 
I have recently installed 
ARP1.3 and the ASH shell on 
my Workbench disk, but can't 
find out which commands are 
built in. The author says typing 
[?] should tell me, but all I get 
is 'unknown command '?'. Do 
you know where J can get a 
copy of the documentation? 

Anon. 

The documentation should be 
included with the ARP1.3 release 
disk in archived form in the docs 
directory. The bufit-ins are only 
available from AShell if its working 
properly. You must moke sure ARP's 
Shell-Seg is in UBS: and made 

resident during startup. If not, you 
will just get the default Shell - or 
even worse the default CU. The 
internal ARP commands include the 
Full set of script commands plus o 
couple of other goodies. MS 

PSU problems 
My question concerns the 
power supply unit that was 
supplied with my Amiga 500 
(+512K RAM expansion). As 
well as the internal floppy, I 
also have a Cumana 354 
external drive, and having just 
purchased the SAS C compiler ! 
find myself prey to the 
dreaded 'disk swapping' 
syndrome and feel that a third 
drive would help. A hard disk 
is out of the question. Would 
the PSU take the extra load of 
another Cumana 354, bearing 
in mind that it is unlikely that 
all three drives would be 

'driving' at the same time? 
M Stevens 

Queenborough 
Kent 

.::'?:-::::::::-nrr;;:;:rr::; 

Officially, Commodore's PSU cannot 
take the load of another drive - and 
that, as they say, is pretty much that- 
In practice, CBM supplies two types 
of PSU: the little lump (5V @ 2,3A) 
and the big lump (5V @ 4.3A). The 
problem with extra drives is caused 
by the additional loading on the 5V 
line. Note this only applies to later 
micro 3,5-inch drives; not to many 
5.25-inch drives, which also have a 
1 2V motor line. If you have the big 
lump you should be OK, but the risk 
either way is yours. A better solution 
would be to lay out the extra cash on 
the double decker drive from Power 
Computing which has its own PSU 
and two drives. This would give you 
a total of four drives without needing 
to go to much extra expense. MS fT"fr 
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BYTEBACK 

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help 

DELIVERY 

SERVICE 
.and the keenest prices 

o 

< 

FIND OUT WHY MOST AMIGA USERS PREFER BYTEBACK! 

ART AND DESIGN BUSINESS | DISKS 100% Guaranteed! I      PUBLIC DOMAIN 
3D Construction Kit .......... 
Amiga Graphics Starter Kit,. 
Deluxe Print (2)  
Deluxe Paint (3) „ 
Director (2)  
Disney Animation Studio  
Fantavision  
Icon Paint  
Imagine 3D..  
Photon Paint,  
Pixmate  
Professional Draw (2)  
Real Things - Birds 1 & 2  
Real Things - Humans  
Real Things - Horses  
Spectra Colour  
The Art Department  
X-Cad Designer..,.,  

....£32.99 

....£24.99 

...,£34.99 

....£59.99 
,,,,£79.99 
....£79 99 
....£29.99 
....£14.99 
.£174,99 
....£1999 
....£39.99 
....£9999 
....£23.99 
...£23,99 
..£19.99 
..£54.99 
..£54.99 
..£89.99 

Podscat 12 x 12 Tablet, 
Pod scat Drivers.  

..£179.99 

....£22.99 

Colourburst Tablet  
Pandaal Hand Scanner  
JX100 Scanner  
Scanlab Software for above. 

..£519,99 

.£159.99 

..£57999 

....£$9.99 

VIDEO 
Broadcast Titler £199.99 
Deluxe Video III ,.£59,99 
Digiview GOLD (4) ..£129.99 
G2 Broadcast Videocentre ,£549.99 
HBM Genlock £149 99 
Home Titler £29.99 
MiniGen , £104.99 

Panasonic WV1410 Video Camera 
(including lens) ... £229.99 

RGB Splitter £64,99 
TV Show (NEW) £54.99 
Video Titler 3D (NEW 1.5} £79.99 
Vidi Amiga,, £119.99 
Vidi Colour Solution ...£169.99 

MUSIC 
Audio Master (3)  .£54,99 
Ausio Engineer Plus   £169.99 
AMAS   ..,,£79.99 
Bars and Pipes Pro  , ..£219.99 
Deluxe Music Con. Set   ....£49.99 
Dr. T Copyist Apprentice ....£69.99 
Mastersound  ....£29.99 
Midi Master (Hardware).... £34.99 
Music X (1.1)   £99.99 
Music X Junior  ....... £49.99 
Perfect Sound   £49.99 
Quartet   £34.99 

1 GAMES - (ask for full list 
AMOS - Games Creator £34.99 
Chess master 2100 .£19,99 
Dungeon Master ,£15 99 
Flames of Freedom (Mid 2) £19.99 
F19 Stealth Fighter...... ...£19,99 
Jahangir Khan Squash ...£17.99 
Lemmings,,,. „ £17.99 
Life and Death (Mb)... £16.99 
Rai Iroad Tycoon £23.99 

Cashbook ...£39.99 
Day by Day.,., , ,...£22.99 
DG Calc. £27.99 
Final Accounts £22,99 
Home Accounts £22,99 
Interspread £39,99 
Mailshot Plus. ,£39.99 
Personal Tax Planner ,..£27,99 
System 3.... ... £39.99 

BUSINESS PACKS 
Cashbook Combo £49.99 
Gold Disk Office , £99.99 
Kind Words + Organise £49.99 
Works Platinum £74.99 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Excellence £84.99 
Interword „♦ , £39.99 
Kind Words £34.99 
Pen Pal £63,99 
Pretext (5) £119 99 
Sc ribbfe P latinu m £42.99 
Word worth , £74.99 

DESK TOP PUBLISHING 
Pagesetter (2) £49,99 
Page Stream 2.1 ,..,.£149.99 
PRO Clips (Clip Art) „, £19.99 
Professional Page,, .,£184.99 

UTILITIES 
BBC Emulator £34.99 
Cross - Dos (4) £27.99 
Dos to Dos £39.99 
Distant Suns £34.99 
GB Route...... £27.99 
Hi soft Basic „ £59.99 

X-COPY PROFESSIONAL (3.3) 
plus CYCLONE & Hardware! 
plus Hard Disk backup ...... £34.99 
Vista.... £35.99 
workbench 1,3 £14.99 

EDUCATIONAL 
Dinosaur Discovery Kit ...£17.99 
First Letters and Words ..£17.99 

Mickey's Runaway Zoo ... £16.99 
Donald's Alphabet Chase. £16.99 
Goofy's Railway Express £16 99 

Fun School 2 {Under 6) £12.99 
Fun School 2 (6 to 8) £12.99 
Fun School 2 (Over8)„„ £12.99 

Fun School 3 (Under 5) ,.£15.99 
Fun School 3 (5 to 7)..,. .., £15.99 
Fun School 3 (Over 7) £15,99 

Micro English (GCSE). 
Micro Maths (GCSE) .. 
Micro French (GCSE).. 

,,£18.99 
,.£18.99 
..£18.99 

Postman Pat.,.,, ,  
Shapes and Colours  
The Three Bears Adventure. 

....£8.99 
 £6,99 
,,£17,99 

10 SONY Branded disks „,. £8,99 

20 SONY Branded disks 
+ FREE Calculator  ..£15.99 

150 Disks + Labels 
+ Posso Media Box. ,...£69,99 

10 Disks + Labels . 
50 Disks 4 Labels, 

100 Disks + Labels, 
500 Disks + Labels. 

1000 Disks + Labels, 

 £4.49 
....£20.99 
....£39.99 
,.£169.99 
,,£329.99 

100 Disk Labels, .£1.49 

HARDWARE 
Naksha Mouse + Mat Bracket. £19,99 

Naksha Mouse + Mat, Bracket 
+ Operation Stealth game £24.99 

Cumana Disk Drive „, 
Zydek Disk Drive  
Ads peed Double Speed, 

....£59.99 

..,,£52,99 
,£199.99 

FURRY MOUSE COVER I  
(with eyes, ears and nose I) 

.£6.99 - 

Locking Disk Box (40+) £6.99 
Media Box (150 - Stackable) ,.£19,99 
Mouse Mat £3,99 
Keyboard or Monitor Cover,.,,, £5 99 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS 
500K RAM Expansion! .,..........£29,99 
500K RAM + DUNGEON MASTER£44,99 
500K RAM + KICK OFF 2 (Mb) £44.99 
1.5 Megabyte Internal RAM,       £109 99 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC10 Printer.,  .,£169.99 
STAR LC10 Black Ribbon ,.   , £3.99 
STAR LC10 Colour Ribbon....  £5.99 
STAR LC10 Pnnter Cover  £6.99 

STAR LC200 Colour Printer £209.99 
STAR LC200 Colour Ribbon £6.99 

Printer Stand......  £9,99 
Printer Lead   £4.99 

BOOKS 
Amiga for Beginners £12.99 
Amiga Basic Inside & Out £18.99 
M achine Language £14.99 
Tricks and Tips,.,,,.,..,, ., £14.99 
Amiga DOS Inside and Out £18,99 
Tricks and Tips (Vol.2) .. £14.99 
System Programs,,,, £32.99 
Disk Drives Inside and Out... £27 99 
Amiga Graphics In & Out £29.99 

Programs disks for above £13.99 

Hardware Reference Manual £21.99 
ROM Kernal Manual , £28,99 
Kids and the Amiga £13,99 
Second Book of the Amiga £16 99 

All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! 
GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY ON ALL STOCK ITEMS! 

BYTEBACK 

DEPT ASH, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 

1 disk £1.25 
10 disks + File box „„ £9.99 
20 disks + 2 File boxes £17.99 

Ask for our NEW catalogue! 

AU.01   Jazzbench; Superb Workbench 
replacement; full multitasking! 
AU.03   QL Emulator; plus 2 disks full of 
programs. (3 Disks : £3.75) 
AU.13   Visicalc; Superb Spreadsheet! 
AU.18   North C; Programming language 
AU.20   K.O. The Virus (3); Virus X plus 
BB Champion, Red Alert,., 
AU.22  Text Plus (2.2); High Quality 
Word Processor with many features! 
AU .23  Word Wri g ht; Word P rocesso r, 
Plus: Amgia Spell: Spell Checker! 
AU.24   Spectrum Emulator; Run some 
Spectrum games on your Amiga! 
AU,26  Complete C Manual; packed 
with information on C programming plus 70 
examples! (3 Disks : £3,75) 
AU.27   Am i ba se (3.76); P rofess ional 
quality, muiti-featured database includes 
an example "Books' file. 

AE.01   Blackboard Maths; addition to 
multiplication. Cotourpad; On screen 
colouring book. Plus: Games... 
AE.08   Fun Time; Fun School quality 
educational fun for pre school children, 5 
games (2 Disk : £2.50) 

SND.01 Soundtracker; Four versions of 
this superb PD music program! 
SND.02 Soundtracker 4; Alternative Blue 
version, coupled with complete 
Instruments disk! {2 Disks : £2,50) 
STI.01 to 08 Instruments; 100's on each 
disk, use with Soundtracker! (8 disks : 
£7,99 or £1.25 each) 
STS.01 to 02 Samples; Superb Sound 
samples, use with Soundtracker! 
(2 disks : £1,99 or £1,25 each) 

AW.02 Workbench Plua; TVText demot 
Fractals, Virus X, Clip It, DMouse 
AW.03  Icons; 100's including; the amus- 
ing Naughty Icons, Ram icons, Music 
Icons...plus icon utilities, 
AW.04  Icon Development; Design your 
own Icons or use one of the numerous 
examples, Plus Slideshow program! 

AC.02   Pagesetter Art; 100"s of profes- 
sional quality clip art pics. 
AC.04   IFF Alp ha bets; 30 sc ree ns of 
high quality fonts plus surfaces. 

AF.01   Cosmopolitan Fonts; AV-Guard, 
Basel, Celtic, Geneva, Monaco... 
AF.02   Fancy Fonts; Bubbles, Future, 
Broadway, Park Avenue, Courier,.. 
A R03   Pu bl i shers Fonts; Helveti ca, 
Bookman, Microsoft, Long Island... 
AF.04   Fonts; Unusual fonts, Large and 
Small fonts, Videofonts.,, 
Plus: Various Font Utilities! 

IJ1 



PRINTERS   ON TRIAL 

Printer power 

Mark Smiddy embarks on a 

major printer test this month, 

putting both 9- and 24-pin 

machines to the test: read on to 

discover his recommendations 

If information can be 
displayed on screen, why do 
people need printers? 

Well now, printers are used 
to get a hard copy of 
something - information, 
usually* Paper copy is more 
easily transportable than 
disks or computers, it is less 
likely to get destroyed and it 
can be hung on a wall as 
decoration. Most important 
is that human beings find it 
easier to understand and 
digest written information 
than text on a computer 
screen. Ask any writer how 
they check their copy. Most 
will tell you that they get a 
printout first correct that, 
then make the changes on 
the word processor. 

How do I go about choosing 
the right printer? 

First, decide what you want 
it to do for you* If you just 
want to print draft quality 
documents, a 9-pin printer is 
quite adequate. For letter 
quality hard copy and good 
graphics, though, a 24-pin 
or laser printer is needed. 

So, when I've got one, I just 
plug it into the Amiga and 
go, right? 

Wrong. You'll need a printer 
driver, but there's usually a 

continued on page 32 

The Amiga Es a great machine 
for playing games - there is 
no denying that - but you 
read Amiga Shopper for the 

machine's other side" its development 
as a serious home micro. To get the 
mast from the machine, a printer is 
arguably one of the most important 
and potentially expensive peripherals 
you can buy - it is certainly one of 
the most popular. 

Mono log 
Although the Amiga is perhaps best 
known far its graphics, colour is of 
lesser importance when it comes to 
printing. This test is aimed purely at 
finding the best general purpose 
printer in terms of price and 
performance, That invoEves a number 
of criteria: paramount here is value 
for money. Can a cheapo 24-pin 
machine really out-perform □ good 9- 
pin model or are those extra bits just 
a red herring? Do you really need a 
good range of fonts? Is it true that a 
24-pin is quieter in use than a 9-pin 
machine? Do you need a multi-sheet 
feeder, adjustable push-pull tractors 
and automatic paper parking? 

In the end, what do you look for 
when you saunter into the shop and 
try to separate the good, the bod and 

"Buying a printer can be something 
of a fraught affair. There are loads 
of printers to choose from out there 
and everyone will try to tell you 
that theirs is best on the market, 
I'm here to dig through the 
advertising hype and help you find 
the best and most cost-effective 
machine for your needs." 

the naff? This feature will blow away 
the mystique of printers and show you 
how to get value for money without 
wasting a wad on useless frills - all 
the printers tested where put through 

Producing hard 
copy used to be 
rather labour 
intensive until 
computerised 
printers came 
along. Isn't 
technology 
wonderful? 

a comprehensive 
series of tests to 
find out just that. 
None of the 
machines 
performed badly, 
although a couple 
were □ little 
disappointing in 
terms of noise and 
build quality. The 
summary chart 
may look a little 

daunting, but the important points are 
explained elsewhere in the text. So, 
stand by for a pin-punishing, ribbon- 
rattling printer probe, 

continued on page 32 

JARGON BUSTING 
ASF: Auto sheet feeder. A mechanism for 

automatically loading single sheets of paper 
into the printer. Essential for mail merging. 
Characters Per Inch, The number of characters 
that con be printed in one inch of paper. 
Characters Per Second, The speed al which the 
printer outputs. Beware, though, that the figure 
can be misleading, 

Descender: Part of the character printed below the 
imaginary baseline. Lowercase letters, such as 
'g' and 'y', have descenders. 
Dots Per Inch, The number of dots the printer 
can print in one inch. This is usually expressed in 
horizontal and vertical measurements, so 
360x180 dpi means 360 dots along every inch by 
ISO dots every inch down the page. 
Character measurement of 12cpi, See CPI. 
Lines Per Inch, The number of character lines 
printed in every inch, usually either six or eight. 
The number of complete lines printed in one 
minute. 

CPI 

CPSJ 

DPI: 

Elite 
LPh 

LPM: 

MTBF:        Mean Time Before Failure. The number of hours 
that will elapse an average before something 
gives up the ghost. Most machines tested here 
have a quoted MTBF of 4,000 hours. That means 
many years of printing performance. 

NLQ; Near Letter Quality. A method of printing by 
which characters are printed in two passes. 
Only half of the character is printed each pass 
so the dots can be run into each other reducing 
the doited effect typical with dot-matrix 
printers. This technique is usually used an 9-pin 
printers. 

Pica: Character measurement of 10cpi. See CPI. 
PPM: Pages Per Minute, The number of printed pages 

per minute. This normally applies to loser 
printers; the results given in this article should 
be for worst-case scenarios. 

Sans Serif: Any font which does not have any extra 
flowery serifs attached |sans - without}. 

Serifi Extra "flowery" bits added to characters in 
certain fonts to make them look more attractive. 
Times is a typical serif font. 
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PRINTERS   ON TRIAL 
continued from page 31 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 

Not exactly aesthetically pleasing, but damned good nevertheless. 

The Swift 9 is the First in a series of 
quality budget machines from a 
manufacturer whkh is storting to 
carve a significant niche for itself in 
an already overcrowded market. I 
have already seen the quality of the 
Citizen disk drive mechanisms and 
thetr world-first a moss-market third- 
height 3,5-inch Floppy disk drive. 

The Swift printer range comprises 
four models: 9- and 24-pins, 
monochrome and colour. However 

unlike some manufacturers I could 
mention, the 24-pin machine is not 
just a 9-pin engine with a 24-pin 
head. And even then, the 9-pin 
model is a worthy competitor in this 
crowded sector. 

No one could accuse Citizen of 
designing the Swift 9 for visual 
appeal. On pure aesthetics if comes 
somewhere down the bottom of the 
list near the Prnwriter The Swift 9 
was designed with functionality 

rather than looks in mind, and it 
carries this off extremely well. The 
sturdy cream box, finished off with a 
smoked plastic cover; looks and feels 
like it h built to fake punishment, I 
was tempted to test just that, but the 
editor pointed out that this model is a 
competition prize (see page 11], 

Fiddle about 
Setting up the machine initially is less 
easy than, say, the NEC Pinwriter 
[see later) because you have to fiddle 
around with messy little DIP switches. 
Nevertheless, the printer's default 
settings are adequate, if not perfect: 
Epson emulation, UK character set, 
1 1-inch forms, draft fontr 
monochrome. Access to the switches 
(and optional serial interface] is 
gained through a lift-away door at 
the top-right corner of the machine - 
a position which does little to 
enhance the printer's aesthetics. 

The manual is another typical 
example of "Amiga, what's an 
Amiga?", in that Citizen recommends 
the use of a special interface for 
Commodore computers - in other 
words, that part of the manual was 
written bock In the days of the PET, 
VIC 20 and C64, Surely five years or 

continued on page 34 

HORSES FO 

As a serious Amiga owner, you will use your machine os a tool - 
for business/home use to run a word processor or a database, 
perhaps. Some will use it for programming. Maybe you let the 
kids draw pictures on it. Some of you might even produce 
newsletters and fanzines on it using Professional Page. All of 
these applications are almost completely useless without a printer 
of some description. To discover what facilities you wilt need, 
then, Til list a few typical applications with the features required. 
Most of you will want to do at least some of these, so take note of 
what applies closely to you. Of course, there are many crossover 
points involved where the same Jeoture is useful for many fobs. 

WORD PROCESSING 
Far a printer to be of any use here, il must have an NLQ [Near 
Letter Quality) font of some description. Times or Helvetica are 
ideal, but there are thousands of passible variations on the theme. 
Remember, NLQ is not the some as double-strike or bald printing, 
and cheaper printers - especially 9-pin models - cannot mix the 
three styles. Many Amiga word processors [Kindwords, Pen Pat 
and so onj are actually word publishers. That is, they have their 
awn internal fonts and drive the printer in its graphics mode. In 
theory, this should give a lot more Flexibility, but it relies a great 
deal on me graphics performance of the printer and, especially, 
its associated software driver. 

In practice, this mode is often less useful for important 
correspondence, writing to bank managers, potential employers 
and so on, than a printer's internal NLQ. This is quite simply 
because the printer is in graphics mode, so the "banding" usually 
associated with graphic dumps becomes part of the printing and, 
not to put too fine a point on it, looks darned ugly. 

Also, you will probably want Jo print on single sheets for the 
final copies, but use tractor-fed paper far (he first few draffs. This 
is where the paper parking feature now found on many better 
machines comes En handy. It allows you to automatically move the 
tractor paper out of the way and load single sheet in a couple of 
quick steps. And if you are sending out a lot of correspondence, 
a sheet feeder is essential. 

COURSES 

PROGRAMMING 
Producing listings of your programs is often the easiest way to 
find those elusive bugs and hone the code until it runs like velvet. 
The primary requirements for programming are a clear draft font 
and high speed printing. This will allow you get those 50K Basic 
listings on paper in next to no time. 

DATABASE MANAGEMENT 
At fi rst glance, the neophytes among you may well wonder what 
use a printer is with a database. In fact, a printer is an essential 
requirement for mast applications, because the whole idea of 
storing data in a database is getting it out when you need it. 
Typically, you will need to produce letters (via a mail merge to a 
word processor) and the maiting labels to stick on the envelopes. 
For this, the printer must have a clear paper pom (labels are well 
known far fouling paper feed mechanisms}, an accurate tractor 
feed, and an adjustable head gap with plenty of space available. 
Other requirements are generally the same as for word 
processing and programming. 

ACCOUNTS 
To do this properly you will need to print multi-sheet forms: 
customer copy, fife copy and accounts copy, all in one go. For 
this reason, tike databases, rhe head gap must be adjustable and 
the adjustment level must be easily accessible. 

GRAPHICS 
As I mentioned earlier, there are more uses for graphics than just 
printing pretty pictures. However, if you want to do just that then 
you will need a machine with a good print densiry and one which 
the Amiga's drivers support It's no good getting a printer which 
is capable of 360x360dpi if the Amiga's driver will only manage 
180x1 80dpi, Recognising this, several manufacturers, notably 
Citizen and Canon, are known to have specially commissioned 
Amiga drivers for use with their machines. To sum up, if you 
intend using your printer for outpulting graphics, make sure the 
driver can handle what you want. 

#continued from page 31 

bundle of these 
supplied on your 
system disk. A 

printer driver enables 
software to talk to your 
printer without even 
knowing what the printer is 
capable of. As far as the 
software is concerned, you 
could have anything from a 
cheap 9-pin to a really 
whizzo laser. It doesn't 
matter either way; the 
software sends the 
information and the Amiga 
does the rest. At its simplest, 
a printer driver is more or 
less a translation table - a 
sieve, if you like. 

The Amiga thinks in 
terms of NLQ, draft, 
underlining, bold and so on 
and the printer driver 
converts that into language 
which the printer can 
understand. This 
information is stored 
temporarily in the printer 
buffer until the printer is 
ready to deal with it. Printer 
buffers are FIFO (First In- 
First Out) buffers and can be 
thought of as leaky buckets. 
Data is poured into the 
bucket at the top and 
dribbles slowly out of the 
hole at the bottom* In 
practice, the printer blocks 
the hole from time to time 
until it is ready to process 
more information. 

If the Amiga sends data 
faster than the printer can 
process it, the bucket can 
get filled so the printer 
sends a message to the 
Amiga (by a process called 
handshaking) telling it to 
stop the flow of data. When 
some of the data has been 
used, the printer sends 
another message to the 
Amiga to get it to start 
sending data again. But 
watch out. In some cases, 
notably high-density 
graphics printing, the 
'buffer full' signal can 
persist for too long, 
confusing the Amiga. 
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If your database looks like this, 

you're ready to face the future. 

Given the chance to gaze at the future of database 

computing, what would you see? 

Graphical applications that are intuitive and yet 

incredibly powerful, supporting sound samples and 

even pictures. 

Applications like Superbase 4 Amiga. 

1 nil m\ *M\ R«l m AW\      1 V*| ~M] 1^1r±\ j »51 

Unique features like the VCR panel mean browsing 

and reporting on data have never been simpler 

Superbase's WYSIWYG Form Designer lets you 

draw and design forms that are easy to understand 

and use. 

And, with its own comprehensive Database 

Management Language, you can develop professional 

applications. 

You can share data with 

users of IBM-compatible PCs, 

while developers can make 

sophisticated database solutions 

available on both Amiga and 

Microsoft Windows platforms. 

All trademarks acknowledged. Screen shot taken on an IBM PC 

Superbase 4 Amiga also supports import/export of 

dBase, Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft Excel files. 

So, for your future's 

sake, clip the coupon, send 

us your business card or 

call us on 081 330 7166 

to find out more about 

Superbase 4 Amiga, After 

all, the benefits are staring 

you in the face. 
Denote the relational links between Ihe 
files referenced in your form. 

SUPERBASE8 

PROFESSIONAL 

It 

I currently own a copy of; 
□ Superbase Professional 
□ Superbase Personal 
Name  

□ Superbase Personal 2 
□ Neither 

  Job Title  
Company 
Address 

Postcode _ Tel , 
Precision Software Ltd- 6 Park Terrace, Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ, 
Tel: 081330 7166 Fax: 081330 2089 



PRINTERS   ON TRIAL 

continued from page 32 

more of the Amiga is enough to make 
someone out there realise thai it has 
a parallel part? 

This ring-bound tome is also 
typical of Citizen's weird layout - A4 
in height but only 2/3 A4 wide. 
(There must be a reason for this - 
answers on a postcard please.) Other 
than that, it's a fairly typical example 
of printer manuals In that much of it is 
about as useful as an A-Z of igloos 
would be to a pigmy. The illustrations 
are less than clear and the text is 
terse in places. Fortunately, the 

machine itself is good enough to 
avoid these problems and could 
probably be assembled and 
operated by a small team of well- 
trained apes (like the editorial team]. 

Living with the Swift 9 is a dream 
because it delivers performance that 
is on a par with machines which cost 
twice as much just a few years ago. 
By far the best feature, and what 
would certainly sell it to me, is 
Citizen's unique menu control panel. 
By operating a simple slide switch, 
you can call up one of four different 
menus. Each menu has four buttons, 

which gives 16 functions in all - 18 if 
you count the dual function 
park/load and form/line feed. You 
simply switch to the menu you want, 
make a change and switch back 
again. In each menu, tiny lights 
reflect the current settings. 

Paper park 
Thanks to the band tractors (also 
found on the NEC), paper parking 
and loading is simpler and much 
more reliable than on the old Star LC- 
10, Three paths are offered: push 
tractor (the most common form), pull 

tractor - useful for heavy paper and 
multi-forms - and bottom feed. The 
latter, though available without 
adding any expensive bits, requires a 
special printer stand. A handyman 
with a saw, same patience and an 
understanding wife could, no doubt,, 
modify the kitchen table to suit. Also, 
swapping from push to pull tractor is 
simpler than with the NEC machine 
once you have the knack. 

By switching to the Cut Sheet 
mode, forms can be dropped in one 
after another with no hint of 
complaint. This model also takes a 

PRINTER FEATURE CHECK • PRINTER FEATURE CHECK • PRINTER FEATURE CHECK 4 

MODEL P20 124D Swift 9 Swift 24 1X850 
MANUFACTURER NEC Citizen Citizen Citizen Epson 
PINS 24 24 9 24 9 24 
PRICE S299+VAT £249 +VAT £239 + VAT £365 +VAT £229 + VAT 
AMIGA EMULATION USED Pinwriter EpsonG EpsonX EpsonG EpsonX 
FONTS Courier, 

Prestige 
Elite, Quick 

Gothic, Draft 

Gothic, Helvetica 
PS, Times 

PS, Bold PS. 

Courier, 
Times and 
Courier LQ 

Times, Sans Serif, 

Courier 

Draft; Courier; 

Times; Helvetica; 
Prestige Elite; 
optional font cards 
available 

Quick draft, Draft, 

Roman, Sons Serif 
available 

PITCH 10, 12, 15, 
17, 20 

10, 12, 15, 
17, 20 

10, 12, 15, 

17, 20 
10, 12, 15, 

17,20 

10,12, 15, 20 

TRACTOR Push/Pull Push Only Push/Pull Pysh/Pull Push only 
RESOLUTION 360x360 360x360 240x216 360x360 240x216 
EFFECTIVE RESOLUTION * 360x360 360x180 240x72 360x180 240x72 
EMULATION Ptnwriters/ 

EpsonQ 
EpsonG/ IBM EpsonX/ IBM EpsonX/ I8M/NEC EpsonX 

FONT LOCK Yes No Yes Yes No 
INTERFACE Parallel; Serial Opt Parallel; Serial Opt Parallel; Serial Opt Parallel; Serial Opt Parallel; Serial Opt 
BUFFER 8,4or0>5K 8K 8K 8K 4K 

PAPER PARKING Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

PAPER LOADING Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SHORT TEAR OFF No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

PAPER FEED Rollers Rollers Rollers Rollers Rollers 

BOTTOM FEED No Yes (opt) Yes (opt.) Yes [opt.) No 

CRANK WIEGHT Heavy Light Liqht Liqht Medium 

SETUP Menu DIP DIP LCD Menu DIP 

DIMENSIONS (W/D; H) mm 440 x 342 x 160 402 x 320 x 130 402x320x130 402x320x130 445x339x141 

TRACTOR WIDTH (mm) 89 to 279 101 to 254 101 to 254 101 to 254 100 b 254 

FEEDER WIDTH [mm} 89 to 254 182 to 254 182 to 254 182 to 254 182 to 257 

WEIGHT 8.4kg 5.5kg 5,5kg 5.5kg 5.8kg 

COPIES 1 +4 1 + 2 1 +3 1 +3 1 +2 

INPUT POWER @ Rear Rear Rear Rear Rear 

INPUT DATA @ Rear Right %h! Right Rear 

POWER ON @ Right Left Left Left Left 

OPTIONS ASF ASF ASF, colour ASF, colour ASF, Pull tractor,rol pap 

* Apart from the NEC model, all the other printers'' effective re so utions are lower than their possible resolutions due to limitations in rheir printer drivers. 
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CHECKOUT 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 

cut sheet feeder, which is available 
as an optional extra. 

Output quality h excellent (for a 
9-pin) and the print speed is Fast 
enough, although J am in two minds 
as to the usefulness of the Quiet 
option. This prints draft mode En two 
passes instead of one and NLQ in 
four - the idea being that less stress 
is exerted on the pins so they make 
less racket. In practice, although 
human ears can hear the difference, 
the noise is still a bit wearing after a 
while. Similarly, the high-speed 
feature only makes a noticeable 

difference on long print runs, Worst 
of all, the paper thickness lever is 
tucked away alongside the ribbon 
cartridge making it difficult to get at if 
you have podgy pinkies. 

Overall, the Swift 9 is an 
excellent printer and probably the 
best 9-pin around. Although the later 
Star machines look a lot nicer, the 
Citizen is easier to use and probably 
slightly more friendly. The manual? 
OK, it won't win any prizes from me, 
but when a printer performs as simply 
as this, who needs a manual? 

conlinued on pnge 36 

Features ♦ 17/20 
The dear control panel scores highly for 
Cirrzen here, * 

Performance 18/20 
The Swift is one of the best 9-pin machines I 
have ever used. 

Build... 13/15 
Excellent - what more con I say? 
Ease of use ,,.18/20 
That control panel makes it soaao easy. 
Price 23/25 
Excellent volue for money. 

High marks indeed, and definitely a printer to be reckoned with in the Future. 

FEATURE CHECK • PRINTER FEATURE CHECK • PRINTER FEATURE CHECK • PRINTER 

LO400 LQS50 LC200 LC24 ML380 
Epson Epson Star Star Old 
24 24 24 
£229 + VAT £319+VAT £259 ±VAT £259 + VAT £329 +VAT 
EpsonQ EpsonQ EpsonX EpsonQ EpsonQ 
Draft, Roman, Sans Serif, 

optional font cards 

optional multi-font 

card available 

Draft, Roman, 
Sans Serif 

Script 

Draft, Sans Serif, 
Courier, Orator, 

Draft, Sans Serif, 
Courier, Orator, Script 

Orator, Courier, Swiss, 

Optional font cards available 

10,12, 15, 20 10, 12, 15, 20 10,12 17, 20 10,12 17, 20 10, 12, 15, 20 

Pull only Push only Push/Pull Push/Pull Push only 
360x360 360x360 240x216 360x360 360x360 
360x180 360x180 240x72 360x180 360x180 
EpsonQ EpsonQ Epson X Epson Q Epson Q 

ISM IBM IBM 
No No Yes Yes No 
Parallel; Serial Opt Parallel; Serial Opt Parallel; Serial Opt Parallel; Serial Opt Parallel; Serial Opt 
8Kor IK 8Kor IK 16K 16K 8K (40K) 
No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Rollers Rollers Rollers Bail arm * Bail arm 
No No Yes (opt,] No Yes (opt.) 
Medium Medium Light Light Light 
DIP DIP Keypad DIP Menu 
390 x 320 x 139 418 x 347 x 140 440 x 334 x 135 440 x 334 x 135 398 x 345 x 120 

101 to 254 101 to 254 100 to 294 100 to 294 76 to 254 

182 to 256 182 to 256 100 to 250 100 to 250 76 to 254 

7kg 6kg 6.3 kg 6.3kg 7.7kg 
1 + 2 1 +3 1 +3 1 +3 1 +2 

Rear Rear Rear Rear Rear 

Rear Rear Right Right Underside 
Left Left Front Front Front 

ASF, Pull tractor, roll paper ASF, Push tractor ASF, Roll paper ASF, Roll paper ASF, Pull tractor 
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PRINTERS   ON TRIAL 
continued from page 35 

EPSON LQ-550 

Epson's LQ-550 is a good machine, but is it realty worth the price? 

The Epson 550 is a compromise 
lying somewhere between a budget 
24-pin machine and a more 
expensive high flyer. To this end, the 
machine supports a variety of 
features not found on the cheaper 
machines - like short form tear off 

and push tractor, plus options such as 
a pull tractor and font cards. This is, 
perhaps, where Epson has dropped 
a bloomer, since the machine pitches 
in at around the same price bracket 
as Citizen's Swift 24 [which is about 
another 50 quid) but lacks many of 

the more desirable options found on 
the competitor's machine* 

The build quality and easy-to-use 
control panel are the real stars of this 
machine; likewise the easily 
accessible DIP switch array located 
just oft of the panel. In use this 
machine is a real dream; far and 
away removed from the nightmare 
days of the FX-80 (remember that 
one?), This machine, with its snazzy 
auto-loader, is a real beauty. 

In use, the machine is fast and 
efficient, although surprisingly slow in 
terms of draff printing throughput 
when compared to the cheaper LQ- 
400. Print quality is as good as ever 
in both NLQ and graphics mode- 
the draft font, as readable as it 
always has been with Epson. Most 
notably, this machine appeared most 
sensitive to the weird EpsonQ printer 
driver supplied by Commodore and 
consistently performed better using its 
own Epson 9-pin emulation. 

Although this is a good machine, 

t Feel Epson could do better, and 
potential buyers may well be better 
off with the more expensive Citizen 
Swift 24 or the cheaper NEC P2CX 

CHECKOUT 

EPSON LQ-550 

Features 14/20 
Nothing I'd write home about, really. 
Performance  17/20 
Like Povarotti on television - it's better in 
Hyde Pork. 
Build .......14/15 
Epson quality - what more can I say?. 
Ease of Use 16/20 
Very little to complicate this boby. 
Price 16/25 
They must be joking! 

77/100 

A good machine, but it seems rather 
overpriced for the Facilities it offers. 

CHECKOUT 

EPSON LX-850 

Features ***************** 10/20 
The control panel is more show thon use; 
envelope printing is a handy Facility, 

Performance 15/20 
Acceptable for a cheap 9-pin machine. 

Build 10/15 
Generally good overall, but the paper 
selection lever is a bit naff. 

Ease of Use 13/20 
Simple to use, but limited when more 
experience is gained. 

Price 20/25 
An adequate machine for the money.. 

68/100 

Nothing to write home about, but it does 
carry the Epson name. 

The Epson LX-850 is a low^ost 9- 
pin machine aimed firmly at 
entry-level printer user$h 

This essentially cheap printer has 
a solid feel - until, that is, you come 
to switch from tractor to single sheet 
feed. This plastic lever Flexes so 
alarmingly in use that it appears to 
be constantly threatening to snap 
clean off. In all fairness, modern 
plastics can probably withstand this 
type of stress - but it botes bad. 

Initial setup is provided by DIP 
switches tucked away in the side of 
the machine, and after that many 
functions can be performed in 
software or by Epson's SelecType 
control panel. The down side is that 
the usual LED display has been 
replaced by a bell function. (LEDs are 
only used for Power, on-line and 
paper out.) This is OK for setting 
typestyle but a bind when you need a 
quick reminder which font is in use. 

EPSON LX-850 

The LX-850: a perfectly adequate 9-pin printer, although nothing special. 

On a lighter note, the manual is 
excellent - well, at least as the 
proverbial printer manuals go. 

The choice of fonts 5s limited, and 
most of the work must be done in 
software - although this is no 
problem for the Amiga, Print quality 

ts acceptable for a budget 9-pin - 
certainly better than the Star 
machines and on a par with the 
Citizen printers. For the money this is 
a good little all-rounder - although a 
bit on the noisy side for o 9 pin, 
especially while printing graphics. 

CITIZEN 124D 

The Citizen 124D: a budget machine rated as "a worthy choice" 

Citizen's 124D is the only true 
budget 24-pin printer in this test to 
offer facilities like paper parking and 
bottom feed. 

Reflecting the low price, the 
1 24D is a bit thin on the ground 

when it comes to fancy features like a 
massive range of internal fonts, clever 
programming and selectable tractors. 
Instead, Citizen has built a machine 
which has just those features you 
really need - paper park, optional 

bottom feed and, more important that 
24 pin head. The result is a sturdy, 
easy to use work horse that feels like 
it can deliver the goods. 

Setting it up is a doddle. The 
documentation is pretty sporse but 
this machine is really so simple to use 
that it can be assembled and 
mastered in a couple of minutes. 

Features such as paper parking 
and the quiet mode have been 
Incorporated into the printer. In effect 
you end up with a machine which is 
as reliable and easy to use as either 
of the Swifts yet as affordable as a 
good 9 pin. Print quality is very good 
although the machine is a little slower 
than its more powerful brother. If you 
need a no frills machine with the guts 
to withstand everyday use, and 
deliver the performance when you 
demand St, this is a worthy choice. 

continued on page 41 

CHECKOUT 

CITIZEN 124D 

Features 8/20 
Not a lot, but that's not what you are 
paying for... 

Performance 18/20 
Excellent - what more can I say? 

Bulla* •■•■•■*■*»**«*«••*•••* 13/15 
Just like the two Swift machines ** very 
good indeed. 
Ease of Use 19/20 
They don't really come much simpler that 
this One! 

Price 23/25 
One of the cheapest high-performance 24- 
pin engines around. 

81/100 
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10 MARKETPLACE 
ST. ALBANS 
HERTS AL1 3DG 
TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

THE GALLERY 
ARNDALE CENTRE 

LUTON, BEDS LU1 2PG 
TEL (0582) 457195/411281 

COM 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 

Full Amiga 5M potkr WITHOUT Bntmon/Fligril/Sueen Gems 
software MWiTfi; 
15 (fist Hobhyle PD Greats pml(, induding Yiros Killers, the 
Best Slar TM ond olber lap len games, Arcade dawia, Board 
Classics^ Best of Ihe U Irlilr^ Home park including Word 
Processor, Spreadsheet, Database, 
Joystick 
512K AMIGA 
1 MS AMIGA 

£299 
£329 

L I  S H  E D 

AMIGA GAMES PACKS 
1 BAT PACK OR SCREEN GEMS Full Amiga 500 pack, 

PUIS: Barman Pock Software; Batman, F1S Interceptor, 
New Zealand Story, DeluxePnint II 

OR Screen Gems software: Shadow of Ihe Beast llf 
Bock to the Future II, Cays of Thunder, Nighlbreed, 
Deluxe Paint II 

1MB AMIGA £359 
512K AMIGA £335 

ANY SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK 
[ for earing Amiga owners  -£39 

A  R SL 

AMIGA THE LOT!! 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEED!! 

I BATMAN OR SCREEN GEMS GAMES PACK AS LEFT, 
PLUS:10 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES - 
previous RRPs £19.99^39.99 each, phone to choose from current list 

| of 15, or leave it to us! Children's games available. 
IS DISC HO&BYH PD GREATS PACK, including VmisKilk theBESF 

I Star hfc Computer Conflict, Breakout and tanstnxtiofl Kit, BRziard and other gomes, 
A»cnde Classics, Bwird flasks, ShDotenvLfp Classics, Best of the Utilities, flonrc pack 

I inditing Word Processor/Spell Ctock, Spreadsheet, Dotobos* 
I Dust Cover, 10 8hmk Discs, Disc Box, Mouse Mot, Mkroswikh 
| Turbo Joystick 1MB Amiga £399 

512K Amino £379 

STA&SOLUTE BEGINNERS PACK 
W FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: POSTMAN PAT, SNAP, 

SNAKES AND LADDERS, UJDO 
FUN SCHOOL 2       AND FUN SCHOOL 3 

[specify under 6 years, (specify under 5 years, 
6 to 8 years, or 8+ years) 5 to 7 years, or 7+ years) 
12 stunrwig UK dutGlio&ol games with beautiful pictures, editing animation and 
musk short help to Wop number, word end other skills. Up to 6 skill levels. 
Conform to Notional Ciniculmm requirement, 
HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, featuring up to 12 'loom wide w 
play'games (vories accoeding to oge group) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 
10 disc pock WK; Trafni Set Game, Ftoshbief.   _ _ _ _ 
JOYSTICK—- --- £359 
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS SOFTWARE '•OA* 

EDUCATIONAL PACK 
Available only to edutaliana I users - see nols below 

Full Amiga 500 pack, plus A SO 1 512K RAM expansion plus any 
ONE of the following (please slate first and second choice) Pro write 
WP, IrrfoFtfe spreadsheet, Deluxe Paint II, Deluxe Prinl, Music Moose, 
LOGO, Talking Turtle, ABC Emulator + 5 BBC programmes, MIDI 
Interface, Superbase Personal, Masiplan 500, OrJ'sMIDI Recording 

£299 plus VAT 
Imparrntt tats: flife offer R Urttlly only rmiifcfcfe to liAs, schools, 
smderls, edwolio«ifers«Kl tradien- ptwtse provide official onhr, ar 
tiiwffltkatiori suth at a knur ronfirming studenl ilnfos from school or roller,*, or 
tcpy of OES wd, OMirtik Delivery mi Ehfe pacltdge my oe up 1o 14/21 days 
from dole of order. 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005 
Next day delivery for credit card orders placed before 
4,00pm subject to averlahilty. Alternative^ 
send cheque, postal order, bunkers draft or officio I order 
(PLCs, Education and Government bodies only) to; Dept. 
AS, Hobbyte Computer Centre, 10 Market Place, 
Si. Albans, Herts AL3 5DG. Pierce allow ] working days for 
cheque clearance. Subpect to amiability, despatch is normally 
within 24 hours of receipt of deored payment. 
DELIVERY CHARGES:   UK Mainland (not Highlands 
Small comsumables £    Despatched by post, please check 
software items charges wfien ordering 
Other items, except lasers Next day courier service, £ 10 per hoi 
baser printers Next day courier service, £17.50 
Offshore and Highlands    Normal rate plus £20 + VAT per box 
In addition we offer toe following express services: 
Saturday deliveries       Normal rate plus £ 10 + VAT 

AMIGA FIRST STEPS 
EXPANDED EDUCATIONAL/APPLICATIONS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 
A501 517KRAM expansion 
Lels Spell at Home, Music Mouse, Prowrite WP, lefoFile spreadsheet, 
Deluxe Paint II, Delw Print, Music Mouse, LOGO, talking Turtle, BBC 
Emulator, 5 BBC programmes, 10 discs. DOs and OOH'Ts poster, 
Resource File, In Pack Video, NAPE Booklet. 
HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK,featuring up lo 1?JLeam 
while you play' games (varies uccordmg to age group) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, iflrkped me; Train Set Carn-c, tmnm. 
JOYSTICK 
FIRST STEPS SOFTWARE 

'STOP PRESS ■ 'FIRST STEPS' NOW £449 

UPGRADE PACK 
for lusting Amiga owners £199 

IGMMODORE CDTV 
LIMITED NUMBERS NOW IN STOCK 

£ - PHONE 
FULL RANGE OF TITLES & ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 

CD & G DISCS NOW IN STOCK 

A500 to B2000 or 3000 TRADE IN 
(All prices w VAT) 

[ ■ 20 blank discs and 80 capacity lockable dm box 
* 15 (fist Hobbyte PD Great* pack, he Virus Killers, Thft Ultimate Stm 
m, and other great games, Artade flossies, Board Classes, Best of the 
Utiles, HOIM Podt inc. Word Processor, Spell Check, Database, Spreodsh&st 

82000 with 2091/40MB QUANTUM HD 
Ahm   2MB RAM an 2058 board SUP board 

HDcoitrrW pop it 2MB pop 1* 8MB 
rH) Qrfy M?        91? 1039 1H? 
flfctytord        ???       \m       1189 im 
ATBric^ Boofd        1349      1419       1539 W 

B2O00 with 2091/lOflMB QUAKTUM HD 
tiUonty 9?9        Iflffl       \W 1299 
XT BrirJg&B«ird        1H9       121?       133? U49 
AT Bridge &3nd        14J?      1569       m \W 

A3000 WITH 1950 MONITOR FREE 
A30QO 25/40 25 MHz, 40 JHB HD. 2MB RUk 1 x 3_5* DBOK flnm kp^bocnT £1989 
«O0O2S/»0O ?5 Alt HC ,V5 H. W M.: > 3.:' m:<w «M £2249 
1 950 Morriiw SVGA SOO x oflO resolution AWtisyiK £399 
A3000 Trafc in price as above few £150 ■ £200. Please phone. 

Fleose see under "gains' for cddirkinal expwmn 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES (UK mainland) 
Credit rerrris at 34.B*i APR (varable} can be arranged for pi/chases over £150, 
suhiect to status. Competitive leasing schemes ore also available far businesses^ 
including soie traders and partnerships. Just fel for wiftten details ond 
(lonlifntinn Inrm 

AMIGA 1500 
Full UK spec, with 1 MB RAM, mouse, exponsiafi as B?0O0, manuals 
end opereting discs, available as: 
At 500 PLUS:15 DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK including 
Virus Killers, the BEST Star Trek Computer Conflict, Breakout and 
construction Kit B lizard and other games, Arcade Classics, Board 
Classics, Shoot-ertHfa Classics, Best of Utilities, Home Pock including 
Word Processor/Spell Check, Spreadsheet, Database. 

Without 10S4SD1 Wirht084SDI ■ r,wrth 
SINGLE DRIVE 459 A79 
OUAL DRIVE 499 719 
SD + 2091/5? MB QUANTUM H DHVE 799 999 
ATSOO PLUS: A! 500 SOFTWARE PACK including 
Ihe works. Platinum Database, WP, Spreadsheet, Deb Point 111, 
Stm City, Populous, Their Finest Hour, Bottfechess, A-Z of Computer 
Jargon, get Hie most from your Amiga, 
PLUS: IS DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK AS ABOVE 

VffilwMOHSOl WffhlOB4SCI 
Erwn rnor^^jwfrh montor 

SINGLE DRIVE 619 829 
DUAL DRIVF. 64? 859 
SO 4 2091/52 MB QUANTUM H DRIVE 949 1159 
A1500 SOFTWARE PACK 
for existing A500 (1MB) or A2000 owners £199 

A500TO 1500 TRADE IN 
pud L^^th Hobbyte 15 DbcPD Grants Ptot 
hut wiltiout AT 500 software peck or monitor £369 
As above with Al 500 software pack £479 
As above with Al 500 software pack plus 1084 SlL £679 
Side Drive plus 52M8 Ouartum Hard Drwe am! 
2091 contiilef, wfth Hobbyte 15 Disc PD Greats Pock, 
but without Al 500 software 
pact or monitor , £&89 

EXTRAS i Slor LC200 cokwr prinler..  
Slur LC24-200 cobur priots wi* leads  
Cilizen Swifi ? pin rolour printer wilh leads 

' '' 24 pi ' 

= VAT 

Gliz«n S^ih 24 pin ralogr printer wilh leads 
CBM1Z7Q ink jel printer  

" E 1 Um or Philips B833 Mklj Shmniow Monitor, + leods....£227 

£189 
..£2W 
.£189 
•€299 
£189 

Second enternal 3.5* drive with dariytboin ihrough porl 3 dhobie svwtcii„..€49 
517KRAMtxcansrtn £29 
WW Hard drive £279 
Amiga S9Q ttord drivfi + eitra 2MB   £329 
10 tank den 1 W% guaranteed with P1» no in box £6.99 
5D bSonk discs 100% guaranteed wirh PIN no „ £16.99 
KG mPowerboordirK51?Kexp, MS DOS, SJmll, mi... £319 ftendoie 8S02 Genlodc  MM 
W GenloA Fw ZOOO/1500 _  £649 
A23Q0 internal genlock f* 20O0/ISOO  £99 
tfQEB mridnii Eoofif, 640K, MS DOS 3.3 + 5.25' Am, br 2000/15M i 139 
km AT ftridgo Board.\M, MS D&S 4.01 + 5.25" drive Car 2CKJ0/1500...C5&9 
A30S8 m m m board, popuhed to 2MB, lor 2000/1500 _....£! 99 
m? mi m ^ bwrd, pop m BMB h nw/m^. , 049 

68030 eonf, papublerl to 2MB for 2000/1500._ .., , im 
A2630 68030 cod, pap^d to -IMS fDr ZD00/150O £im 
A2090A/?q?2 213MB Airtaboot Hard Drive fw JOW/1500 ".'„„ £145 
A2320 Display bihaufer card (Flkker fixer) for 2004J/1500 £249 
A2D91/52WB Quarmim Agtobwt HD for 2000/15W , £349 
AZ091 /1D0M5 Qunnttim Aofofcoot HD tor 2000/1500  £499 
Wl /200MI Qaoolum Autobooi H D for 2000/3 500  £7S9 

LLI 

i 
1 y 

A1950 high res colour rminitor forJOOO find 2DDQ/I5Q0 wii'h A2320 !"!"7 £3-99 
IMBstoikRAMforWOOO ,£199 

tformol rate plus £10 +VAT 
surcharge per box 

I 7am to 9am next day 
I surcharge per box 
I Am net day 

COMMODORE 1084S OR PHILLIPS 8833 COLOUR MONllOR, 
. ^ £2?0 WITH ANY PACK 
[ STAR im 700 C01OUR PRINTER AM) IfADS  UJ9 WITH ANY PACK 

1 CALLERS 
OPEN 9-5JQ/Modoy lo Salurdqy 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Hobbyte proudly announce tfcis riighesl CBM 
accolade, awarded lo only the top few 
dozen CBM dealers offering trie best in 
expense and support. 

BRANCHES 
I    Pnrot mfl n.tnm^ I.. . Lnn,  ....  Til 



AT LAST! AMIGA PACKS AT UNDER £300!! 

Choose from one of the 3 packs below, but hurry, stocks VERY limited. 

N.B. ALL PACKS COME WITH LATEST UK VERSION OF AMIGA 500, MODULATOR, PSU ETC 

HEROES PACK 
★ A500 Computer RRP £399.95 
★ Robocop RRP £24.95 
★ Batman The Movie RRP £24.95 
★ Ghostbusters II RRP £19.95 
★ Indiana Jones RRP £19.95 

TOTAL RRP £489.75 

VALUE PACK PRICE £299 .99 

Want a 1 Meg machinef 

ARTISTS PACK 
★ A500 Computer RRP £399.95 
★ Spritz Paint RRP £49.95 

Super Paint Package 

TOTAL RRP £449.90 

BEGINNERS PACK 
★ A500 Computer RRP £399.95 
★ Wicked 9 Game Pack RRP £24.95 

(9 basic games to get you going) 
★ Megablaster Joystick RRP £6.95 
★ Quality Mousepad RRP £6.95 
★ Pack of ten disks RRP £9.95 

TOTAL RRP £448.75 

VALUE PACK PRICE £299 .99 VALUE PACK PRICE £299 .99 

Order any of the packs above and we will install an extra 512KRam board for only 

£24.95 (£29.95for clock version) 

* NEW * AMIGA ADDED VALUE OUTFIT PACKS 

All packs come with the Amiga Value Pack of your choice (choose from above) 

MONO PRINTER PACK 
★ Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3) 
★ LClOMono or Citizen 120D + 

(Please state which) 
★ All connecting cables 

COLOUR PRINTER PACK 
★ Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3) 
★ LC200 or Citizen Swift 9 

(Please state which) 
★ All connecting cables 

STEREO COLOUR 
MONITOR PACK 

★ Amiga Value Pack 
(Your choice of 3) 

★ 1084S or Philips 883311 
(Please state which) 

★ All connecting cables 

ONLY £439 99 ONLY 99 ONLY £539 

PROFESSIONAL PACK 
★ Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3} 
★ 1084S or Philips 883311 

(Please state which) 
★ LC200 or Swift 9 Colour 

[Please state which) 
★ All connecting cables 

99 ONLY £739 99 

EURO LANGUAGE 
DISK DRIVE PACK 

■ ★PC 880 3.5° disk drive RRP £89.951 
!★ The French Mistress RRP £19.95 
★ The German Master RRP £19.95 
★ The Spanish Tutor RRP £19.95 
★ The Italian Tutor RRP £19.951 

Total RRP £169.75 

Special Pack Price £89.95 

COMMODORE A501 

SCOOP PURCHASE 
!★ Official 512K Ram upgrade for A500 
I* Complete with battery backed clock 
I* Enclosed in protective shielding 
|* Only approved upgrade not invalidating 

warranty 
|* Official Commodore 1 year guarantee 

RRP £99.99 SCOOP PRICE £44.99 

ORDER WHILST STOCKS LAST! 

PACKI    AMIGA PERIPHERAL PACKS PACK 2 
Megaboard Ram Expansion RRP £49.95 

40 capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.95 

20 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels ...RRP £19.95 

PC 880 3.5" disk drive ..RRP £89.95 
Megaboard Ram Expansion RRP £49.95 
40 capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.95 
20 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels RRP £19.95 
3.5" disk drive cleaner kit RRP £9.95 

I j- } \ 
TOTAL RRP £79.85 PACK PRICE £39.95   TOTAL RRP £179.75 ...PACK PRICE £99.95 

T I'll; 

1*14 limine 

UNIT 3, FORGE CLOSE, LITTLE END ROAD, EATON SOCON, CAMBS 



AMIGA 
V2 MEG UPGRADE 

BOARD 
* Uses latest 4 chip design 
* Memory on/off switch 
* Option of battery 

backed clock 
■*■ Full 12 month guarantee 
* New super low price 

£29.95 

Clock version £34.95 

DISK DRIVE STARTER KIT 
★ PC880 3.5" High Quality Disk Drive £89.99 

(Features anti-click, on/off, superslim design) 
★ Ten 3.5" DS/DD disks with labels RRP £9.99 
★ 40 Capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.99 
★ 3.5" Disk drive cleaner kit RRP £9.99 

TOTAL RRP £119.96 

Starter Kit Price £64.99 DOWLING 

STAR PRINTERS 
LC10 Mono 
9 Pin Dot Matrix 144/34cps £149.95 

LC200 Colour 
9 Pin, 180/45 cps, 16K Buffer £1.9955 

LC2^200 Mono 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 200/67cps £239,95 

LC24-200 Colour 
24 Pin, 200/67 cps, 30K Buffer ....,..£289.95 

PRINTER ACCESSORY PACK 
Only available when purchased 
with a printer. 
★ Parallel printer cable - RRP £14.95 
★ 200 sheets listing paper - RRP £6.95 
★ Quality tailored dust cover - RRP £12.95 

TOTAL RRP £34,85 

ESSENTIAL COMPUTER 

ACCESSORY PACK 1 
★ Competition Pro 5000 joystick RRP £16.95 
★ High quality solid perspex 

computer dustcover RRP £14.95 
★ 20 3^2" DS/DD disks 

with labels -RRP £19.95 
★ 40 capacity lockable disk box RRP £9.95 
★ disk drive cleaner kit .RRP £9.95 

TOTAL RRP £71.75 
PACK PRICE £29.95 

ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES 

Disks 
Pack of 10 high quality 3.5" DS/DD £4.99 
Box of 10 branded TDK 3.5" DS/DD £7.99 
Box of 50 3,5H DS/DD with labels £18,99 
Box of 100 3.5" DS/DD with labels £35.99 
Box of 250 3,5" DS/DD with labels....£79.99 
3.5" disk drive cleaning kit. .....£3.99 

Disk Boxes 
3.5" 10 capacity Ryford box .,£1.49 
3.5" 40 capacity lockable box....... £4.95 
3,5*80 capacity lockable box £6.95 
3.5" 80 capacity Van 3 (slim design) £7.95 

Mouse 

8mm high quality mousepad £3.99 
Mouse/joystick extension leads £5,99 

Dustcovers 
PVC quality covers for cornptiter/printer£6,99 
High quality solid Perspex dustcover ....£9.99 

POWER HOUSE 

1.5Mb RAM Expansion Card £89,95 

Blitz with PC880 power drive £79.95 

Blitz Turbo £24.95 

ASOOAnti Click Board £19.95 

Power Mouse (Naksha Mech)... £16.99 

Midi Interface [in thru out 1 out 2) 
inc. lead £17.99 

PACK PRICE £9 .95 

with printer stand 

£14.95 

ESSENTIAL COMPUTER 

ACCESSORY PACK 2 
[★Naksha high quality powermouse.RRP £34.95 
* High quality 8mm mousepad RRP £8.95 

j * High quality solid perspex 
computer dust cover RRP £14.95 

| * Twin joystick/mouse extension leads >.RRP £9 95 

TOTAL RRP £68.80 
PACK PRICE £29.95 

MICROSWITCH 

JOYSTICKS 
The only joysticks worth buying, 

full 1 year guarantee! 

QUICKJOY III SUPERCHARGER 
Two fire buttons, Auto-fire, 
Six micro-switches .£8,99 
QUICKSHOT TURBO 
Two fire buttons, Auto-fire, six micro-switches..£9.99 
QUICKJOY VI JETF1GHTER 
Two fire buttons, Autofire with fast/slow mode, 
6m/s . £12.99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 
Two fire buttons, steel shaft, Autofire, m/s ..,,£12.99 
ZIPSTICK AUTORRE 
Two fire buttons, steel shaft, Autofire. m/s....£13.99 
STINGRAY AUTOFIRE 
Direct replacement for Konix Navigator ,..,,..,£1499 
QUICKJOY V SUPERBOARD 
Six fire buttons, Autofire, stopwatch, 
Ten m/s . - £16.99 
QUICKJOY TOPSTAR - Highly recommended 
Two fire buttons, A/f slow motion, 6 m/s, 
see through body £19,99 
QUICKJOY MEGABOARD 
Four fire buttons, 8 m/s, A/f slow motion, 
stop watch, countdown ..£23.99 

HOW TO 

ORDER. 

BY PHONE 
Simply call our head office quoting your 
Access/Visa number on 

Mon-Fri 0480 403222 

Sat 0480 403304 

By personally calling at 
our St Neots or Hertford Shop 

ST NEOTS HERTFORD 

Warren Place 
Hertford, Herts. 

Tel: 0992 554469 

—9- 

6 Priory Mall, 
St Neots, Cambs 

Tel: 0480 
403304 

BY POST 
Make cheques, building society drafts or 
postal orders payable to: 
Dowling Computers 

DELIVERY (UK Mainland, most areas) 
Please add £6 courier delivery for orders over 
£100, add £2 p&p for orders under 

GOLD CLUB SERVICE 
★ 7 day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied 
★ 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
★ 1 year guarantee giving FREE collection and delivery 

service should a fault occur 
|* Exclusive gold card with personal membership number 

entitling you to special offers 
★ All this for a nominal £10 per item over £100 

★NEW* PLATINUM CARD SERVICE *NEW* 
* All the benefits of the succesful gold card service (above) 

plus the following 
I ^ Extended 2 year guarantee from dace of purchase. (Peace of mind 

for 2 yean) 
Free use of loan machine should yours need to be repaired, {Now 
yon never need be without your expensive purchase 

[ -* Free collection and delivery service for the full two years should a 
fault occur, (Just make one simple phone cull and leave the rest to 
as!) 

| -> Exclusive platinum privileged customer card entitling you to 
special offers, 

-* All of these benefits for the incredible price of just £39.95 per item 
purchased. 

JO In the unlikely ease of shortages of identical model loan machines 
a suitable alternative will he offered, 

TELESALES ORDER LINE (MON-FRI) 0480 403222/{SAT) 0480 403304 

WHY CHOOSE DOWLING? 
I ★ ESTABLISHED OVER 5 YEARS 

With a growing reputation for "putting the 
customer firsf. We intend to satisfy many more 
customers for years to come 

★ TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-SfTE 
ENGINEERS 
Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are 
equipped to deal with the majority of queries 

I * FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware is tested prior to despatch, 
proving Dowlings commitment to customer care 
So choose Dowling and put 
our reputation to the test! 



AMIGA PACKS 
ALL AMIGA PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY ALL PRODUCTS ARE UK STOCK AND CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH COMMODORE WARRANTY. PLEASE 
RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES. 

AMIGA ASOO BASE ASOO computer, mouse, tv moddaton manuals, Workbench, etc supplied tore1 with no games 
software * STOCKS VERY UMTTED - SO HURRY * 

AMIGA ASOO BASE 1MB A50Q computer with extra 5f2K ram expansion mouse, tv rnodutetor manuals Workbench, 
ete suppled 'bare' with no games software * OUR RAM EXFWISIONS DO NOT INVALDATE YOUR WARRANTY * 

AMIGA ASOO ASTRA A5Q0 512K computer, mouse, tv modulator, manuaJa Workbench, etc suppled with tO great 
software titles (see A5001MB ASTRA pack below for details) 

AMIGA ASOO 1MB ASTRA Amiga A500 computer 512K Ram expansion with clock and battery back-up, mouse, tv 
moddator. manuals, Workbench etc disks, plus the ASTRA tO games pack inducing the following ^mes; Dateetotm Dungeon Quest E 
Motion, Grand Monster Stem Kid Gloves Powerplay, RVF Honda Shuffle Puck Cafe. Soccer and Tower of Babel 

NEW AMIGA 1500 PACKS !! 

AMIGA A150O BASE A1500 computer with 2 x 35" 
880k cfek drives biilt in, and a mouse. The A1500 base pack is supplied 
with no software. 

AMIGA A1SOO SOFTWARE consists of AISOO bate 
pack and Platinim Works* D Paint 3, Populous Simm City. Battle Chess, 
Their Finest Hour and 2 books 
AMIGA A1500 BASE 52MB consists of A15O0 base 
pack and fitted 52mb auto booting hard disk drive 

AMIGA A1SOO SOFTWARE S2MB consists of 
A1500 software pack and fitted 52mb auto booting hard cfsk drive, 

AMIGA AISOO BASE 104MB consists of Atsoo 
base pack and fitted 104mb auto booting hard dsk drive. 

AMIGA AISOO SOFTWARE 104MB constant 
A160O software pack and fitted I04mb auto booting hard disk drive. 

Imb 3mb 5mb 

£299.00 

£325.00 

£325.00 

£350.00 

9m b 

£599.00 £795.00 £875.00 £1000.00 

£655.00 £850.00 £930.00 £1055.00 

£925.00 £1120.00 £1200.00 £1325.00 

£980.00 £1175.00 £1255.00 £1380.00 

£1075.00 £1270.00 £1350.00 £1475.00 

£1130.00 £1325.00 £1405.00 £1530.00 

Accessories 

A500 512K ram upgrade + clock £29.99 
ASOO 1.5Mb ram upgrade £99,99 
A590 20Mb hard disk drive £284.95 
External 3,5" Disk Drive £65.00 
Golden Image Hand Scanner £199,00 
Amiga Stereo Scart Lead £12.99 
Amiga 8833 Mkl Lead £12.99 
Mouse Mat £a50 

512K Ram Upgrade 

with Clock 

We are now stocking the new PROTAR 
512K RAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK 
The neat compact 4 chip design comes 
complete with box, instructions on/Off 
switch and a full 12 month warranty, 
PROTAR 512K Ram with clock £29.99 
FRQIAR are one of the leading ST hardware 
manufacturers, They ore now extending 
their range of peripherals Into the Amiga 
market. As OFFICIAL PROTAR DISTRIBUTORS, 
we are pleased to offer you Iheir range, 
including the new 512K ram upgrade as 
above Also coming soon s ASOO Hard 
Drives (better looking than the A590 It) in 
varying sizes (iom 20MB to BOMB and __ a 
ultra-low price colour manlier ..„ 

OUR TELESALES LINES 
ARE MANNED BY TRAINED 

STAFF AND NOW 

OPEN 7 

DAYS A 

WEEK!! 
REMEMBER, WE ARE OPEN 
FROM 10.00 AM TILL 12.00 
MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY!! 

PRINTERS 
AB of our printers come with a parallel cable to suit Atari SI Amiga 
and alt standard PC etc (other oaths available at extra coat ~ ask 
for detaSsl AM printers carry a full 72 months warranty. We only sett 
genuine UK stock - we do not offer inferior mgrey imports". 

fSCfl Smited period onfy we are offering a 
CITIZEN PRINTER STARTER RACK with aff Qtttzen printers. The 
pack comprises of: 35" cSsk futi of printer drivers for the STAmiga 
& PQ 200 sheets of fanfotd tractor feed paper 200 fanfotd tractor 
feed address labels* 5 tractor feed envelopes aU for only £12.99 on 

\ top of the price of the printer 

Citizen 120D + (9-pin, U4 cps draft 30 ops NLQ) £t39O0 
Citizen Swift 9 {9-pin 192 cps draft 48 cps ALQ/ £199.00 
Citizen 124 D (24 -pin, 144 cps draft 48 cps LQ) £209 00 
Citizen Swift 24 (24-pin, 192 cps draft 84 cps LQ) £299,00 
Citizen Swift 24X (24-pkx 15" carriage version of Swift24) £399,00 
Star LC10 Mono (9-pin, 144 cps draft 34 cps NLQ) £155 00 
Star LC200 Cdour (9-pin 180 cps draft 45 cps NLQ) £220.00 
Star LC24-1G Mono (24-pin. 180 cps draft 60 cps LQ) £215.00 
Star LC24-200 Mono (24-pin 200 cps aVa/t 67 Cps LQ} £200.00 
Star LC24-200 Colour (24-pin, 200 cps draft 6? cps LQ) £295.00 
Star XB24-10 Mono {24-pin Professional Series) £475,00 
Star XB24-15 Mono (24-pin IS version of XB24-10) £600,00 
Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet tink jet portable and compact) £28900 
Hewlett Packard Deafc Jet 500 (ink jet 3 pages per minute) £459,00 
Panagonc KXP t£4j (24-pki improved version of KXP1124} £279.00 

The PhiSps 8833 Mkit is the perfect 
colour monitor for Amiga owners. 
With its stereo sound and super 
quality picture it really shews off the 
full capabilities of the Amiga. The 
PhSps 8833 Mkll also comes with 121 
months on site warranty FREE 
8833 wth Amiga cable £249,99 

*** AMK3AAT50O ONLY *** 

Amiga A1500 - 8Mb Ram Boards: 
Populated with 2Mb £199.00 
Populafced with 4Mb E275.O0 
Populated with 8Mb £425.00 
Amiga A1500 - Auto-booting Quantum 
hardToSsk drives ; 
(FREE fitting when bouctit with an 
A1500) 
52Mb with controller £349.00 
104Mb with controler £499.00 

IF YOU WISH TO PLACE AN ORDER THEN PLEASE SEND YOUR CHEQUES 
BANKERS DRAFTS. POSTAL ORDERS, CASH ETC. TO : 

BEST PRICES (KPT AS) UNIT A GRAFTON PLACE. 

WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BNtt1Q.X 

OR USE YOUR ACCESS OR VISA AND RING OUR 
TELESALES ORDER HOTUNE AT ANYTIME BETWEEN 

iQAO AM AMD 12.00 MIDNIGHT, MONDAY TO SATURDAY^ 
AND SPEAK TO ONE OF OUR FULLY TRAiNED STAFFON . 

I0903I 700714 
All price* include 17.5% Wondlree UK delivery bwwge 4-5 days) unless otherwise doted All price* / specifications / special ] 

offers aie subject to change without nolfce Goodi usually despatched tame day when cleared pay mem a received before f 
2pm. tenam\ cneque clearance talei 7 days Please make thequ«/P,0s out to BEST PRICES Mall aide* only. No callers please. 

ADD £7M INC Y/g- tVR NEXT WORKING D/Of UK DELIVERY FOR ORDERS PLACED BEFORE 2 P&l 



PRINTERS   ON TRIAL 

ton!Tnued from page 36 

The NEC Pinwriter P20's styling 
is pleasing, if a little bulbous, with the 
multi-function control panel slightly 
indented in the facia giving way to 
the rounded edges of the box. Top 
left, the paper feed and thickness 
selection levers afford easy access, 
yet feel solid without being overly 

AWOL? 
During the production of this article almost 
every printer manufacturer in the UK was 
contacted and asked to supply models for 
review. For the record, those foiling to 
respond include: Seiltosha, Olivetti, 
Brother, Toshiba, Canon, Panasonic and 
Mannesman Tally. Unbelievably, 
Commodore did not respond despite 
repeated fax and phone colls. Come on 
CBM - what ore you frightened of? 

bulky, Paper loading is simple thanks 
to the modern, bail-arm free design 
and extra paper guide built in to the 
head carrier. 

Configuring the printer for use is 
performed with a menu-based system 
built In to the machine's own 
firmware. This is definitely simpler 
(and more powerful) than the more 
conventional technique of setting DIP 

switches, but tends to be a messy 
business. The menu is long, with 
changes being echoed to the 
printout. The idea works well once 
you get used to it, and thankfully the 
default factory settings are enough to 
get you started. However, I was left 
reminiscing about days long past 
when we all worked at teletypes and 
VDUs (monitors) were luxuries we 
could only dream of. 

The manual is about par for the 
course, no better and no worse than 
any of the others I've seen, The 
illustrations are clear and concise but 
a little more description would have 
been useful in some areas, For once, 
though, it would be marvellous to 
hear from a manufacturer who has 
heard of someone other than IBM, 
This rap on the knuckles, incidentally, 
applies to everyone featured here - 
not just NEC. 

In use, the P20 delivers just the 
sort of performance you might expect 
from a good quality 24-pin machine 
at a price you might reasonably 
expect to pay for a colour 9-pin. 
Here, areas where solid reliable 
design has given way to luxuriant 
looks come to the fore. Not only was 
the P20 one of the quietest machines 
tested, it delivered good quality 
output in a short time. Another plus 

NEC PlNWRITER P20 

NEC's P20: good quality output from a good quality machine. 

point was the user-configurable buffer 
size, which ensured that the Amiga 
did not starr its infamous "Printer in 
trouble" song and dance act, 

If nits have to be picked with the 
P20, the only obvious flaw lies with 
the tractor feed. There is nothing 
wrong with the tractor unit itself, but 
swapping from push to pull tractor is 
fiddly and getting back again is a 
nightmare. The problem lies with the 

THE BENCHMARKS •THE BENCHMARKS • THE BENCHMARKS 

We've all seen them. Those exaggerated claims given 
by printer manufacturers as to how fast their machines 
are. To see how well the printers on test performed, I 
tested them with a simulated, real-world throughput test. 
This involves sending each printer a text File consisting of 
a known number of characters and timing how long the 
print run takes. 

To get realistic figures, each printer was forced to 
print a complete line {79 characters plus a line feed) so 

the head had to move the maximum distance without 
bouncing against the stop, These figures reflect the sort 
of performance you can reasonably expect to achieve. 
Note, many machines print slightly faster in elite pitch 
(12cpi). To get good overall performance, without too 
many figures, these results are based on averages 
between pica jlOcpi) and elite. Timing starts from the 
moment the machine starts printing, and stops when the 
last character is output. 

Draft NLQ 

CPS PLPM PPPM CPS PLPM PPPM 

124D 109 83 1.3 34 26 0.4 

Swift 9* 121/149 88/113 1.3/1.7 34 26 0.4 

Swift 24 121 88 1.3 47 36 0.5 

LX-850 106 81 1.3 24 18 0.3 

LQ-550 109 83 1.3 47 36 0.5 

LQ-400 121 88 1.3 43 33 0.5 

ML-380 127 97 1.5 48 37 0.6 

LC-200* 91/124 69/94 1.0/1.4 23 18 0.3 

LC-24 130 99 1.5 51 38 0.6 

P20 115 88 1.3 51 38 0.6 

* Secondary results for LC-200 and Swiff 9 are based on the high speed draft option available from the panel. 

CPS=Characters Per Second (typical) 
PLPArWPrinted Lines Per Minute [worst case} 
PPPM^Printed Pages Per Minute (worst case) 

release mechanism when the unit is 
fitted for pull tractor. Once engaged 
in pull position, it holds on tighter 
than a one-armed trapeze artist. 
Removing it involves flexing the 
plastic so much it looks In danger of 
splitting - definitely not for the faint- 
hearted. Thankfully, this is something 
few users will want to do on a 
regular basis. 

Also, the control panel Is based 
on touch-sensitive buttons - more the 
sort of thing I would expect to see on 
a budget-printer, not one that exudes 
quality like this one, Some would 
argue that there is nothing wrong 
with these, indeed, they may be 
preferable to 'real' buttons. At the 
end of the day, this is more persona! 
taste, and I prefer buttons, 

Caveats aside, the P20 is a 
good, solid printer which scores 
highly on quality and robustness. 
Although the styling is a little dated, it 
should enjoy a long and useful life 
and is one machine I would happily 
make a space for in my office. 

continued on page 42 

CHECKOUT 

NEC PlNWRITER P20 

Features 15/20 
Plenty of fonts and clever firmware give 
it an edge. 

Performance 18/20 
Superb output and respectable speed in 
all modes. 

Build ...12/15 
Generally excellent, even if the styling 
looks dated. 

Ease of Use 15/20 
Menu driven configuration is messy. 

Price 23/25 
You get what you pay for and you get o 
lot for the money. 

83/100 
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PRINTERS   ON TRIAL 
continued from page 41 

STAR LC-200 

Star's LC-200: the print quality leaves something to be desired 

The LC-200 Es one of Star's new 
range of machines. Unlike the older 
models, the 9-pin version of the LC- 
200 comes as a colour machine as 
standard - although it does take mo 

cheaper black ribbons for general 
purpose use. The 24-pin machine, 
although similar in looks and slightly 
improved specification, is supplied as 
either colour or monochrome. 

In use the machine is delightfully 
quiet - not much louder than the fan 
noise emanating from my A590 hard 
disk. However, when put to the test 
the machine was disappointing in 
terms of row performance. You can 
judge this for yourself by looking at 
the test figures - but this otherwise 
superbly engineered machine has 
been let dawn badly by lousy print 
speed. Given that this is a machine 
which glibly promises 225cps in draft 
mode, I was amazed to discover just 
how slow it really was. 

At the end of the day, the 
deciding factor on which printer 
performs best is the overall print 
quality - and it is here where Star 
has consistently let itself down. The 
output quality - even with a new 
ribbon - is far too grey and light; this 
is something which Star really needs 
to address if it wants the LC-200 to 
be a serious competitor in the market. 

CHECKOUT 

STAR LC-200 

Features, 18/20 
Nice set of fonts - clear control pond. 

Performance 10/20 
Rather slow; output errs too much on the 
grey side. 

Build 14/15 
Superb, just what I'd expect from Star. 

Ease of Use 15/20 
Simple in day-to-day use; a little harder for 
special features. 

Price  20/25 
Reasonable performance, especially 
considering the price. 

77/100 

Usual Star quality r marred by low speed. 

CHECKOUT 

STAR LC-24 

Features • 18/20 
Good font set; easy to get going. The 
'quiet' feature is useful. 

Performance 17/20 
Clear characters and good blacks. 

3 u ild........... ..*.*.*» ».. 1 4/15 
Excellent. 

Ease of Use      ....... 15/20 
A little quirky at first; but not bad once 
you're accustomed to it. 

Price 20/25 
OK for what you get, but not a particularly 
fabulous bargain. 

84/100 

Solid and reliable - a good choice. 

The LC-24 is very easy to use; it has 
proper buttons on the control panel, 
for starters. Found here, too, is the 
new 'quiet' feature which reduces 
noise levels by about half, 

One strange feature is the way 
the bail arm is driven automatically 
by the machine. In other words, when 
paper is being auto-loaded, the bail 
arm flips forward out of the way, 
popping back when the load is 
completed. This is fun to watch, if a 
little disconcerting at times - 
especially if you're used to manual 
operation. Certainly, the fixed rollers 
found on most of the latest designs 
are far mare reliable and less prone 
to paper jams. 

Like all the Star models, the LC-24 
is dead easy to use and to get to 
grips with. The documentation is 
average, the control panel a cinch. 

Print quality is fair; not the best of 
the 24-pin engines, but not the worst. 

STAR LC-24 

The Star LC-24 is simpte-to-use, larrty fast, and offers good quality. 

either (although, to be fair, most of 
the 24-pin machines produce very 
similar output quality], The machine 
tested best in terms of pure 
throughput, at just over half a page 
per minute in NLQ. 

Overall, the LC-24 is a good, 
solid printer (haven't I said that 
before?) which should keep on going 
long after some have proved that 
there's more to MTBF figures than 
meets the eye. 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 

The Swift 24 has good quality output but a confusing control panel. 

The Swift 24 looks at first glance 
just like a 24-pin version of the Swift 
9r Indeed, mechanically, little has 
changed between the two models - 
so any problems/advantages 
highlighted for the Swift 9 also apply 
here. 

The major change is the duaf 
function control panel The DIP 
switches found in the cheaper 
machine have been removed to make 
way for extro font cards; and default 
settings now have to be programmed 
through the control panel. Once 

again, the default settings are good 
enough to gel" started wirh, but 
changes are initially extremely tricky 
to make. There is no doubt that the 
firmware and electronics behind this 
design are superbly clever but they 
are anything but intuitive. In fact, the 
menu system employed on the Swift 9 
is for easier to use and a darned 
sight more friendly. 

Print quality is very goad - as it 
should be - and there is less 
evidence of bonding on graphic 
dumps than with the 9-pin model. In 
letter quality mode too, the Citizen 
delivers the goods, although the 
range of fonts is not as good as the 
NEC Pin writer, Optional font cards 
are available but none were 
available For this test. The Swift 24 is 
a superbly engineered machine for 
the money, but I think that control 
panel could be improved - it really is 
too complex. 

continued on p&ge 44 

CHECKOUT 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 

Features 19/20 
The LCD control panel is a neat idea - but 
hard to get used to. 
Performance ...16/20 
On a par with the rest of the bunch - 
darned good. 
Build ....*...•.•..«.*.•.*.# 1 -3/15 
Like its little brother, excellent - what more 
con 1 say? 
Ease of Use 15/20 
Yeeeeek! Technophobes should certainly 
avoid this one! 
Price 22/25 
A great machine with great performance. 

85/100 

Not quite as good as the cheaper model, 
but... 
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MASSIVE PRICE 

REDUCTIONS 

NOW EVEN 

BIGGER 

SAVINGS!! 

LOOK FOR THE* 

THE DATAFLYERS 
UNBEATABLE VALUE FOR MONEY 

THE DATAFLYER 500 RANGE Our kiw rnst fuph performance 5C5I cmErgter & had r>ive '.. in i pv* vtu- Amqa WO r«i po**< Smuifli Styklfl 10 lf< A 590. pOflCjno, OrRCli> nl<j ttifl Amfli'i (jipmson fW. mey *r« available writi pr wringul a icSl rjnvf msta«ed. Op1>ur<i maina pawer iLaply JvnlaWe t>Jt rarely WCfliUW >n ow e*.penence The bull in SCSI interlaca offers f«t. eutOCOOtrin p*<fami#iCB iBtrfOpoor, rf*-l»*1»t* CY ■Kjlrhrg rlpwr ITCOKC button; el * ow coil & i campatrbte with any 5CS«dr<¥* IrHtflHenon hslruCliOni i ullkly diS* flCklOW Ijmonhi warranty a« fjy 1f*mat»d - FJH (Ml k* 1 twUcH Oft. 
SCSI IHTEHFACE & HARD DHWE HOUSING 
ONLY (129.99 
OPTIONAL MAINS POWER SUPPLY , , .[54.99 
WITH 49mefl 2flms &CSI *i™ fitted. . PHi* {369.99 
WFTH 60mes 28mi SCSI dnv? IrtWfl . WU [419.99 WITH e>ngfi 24m5 SCSI *iw IrtlmJ QNli [45999 
WITH II imej 15ma SC& dn*< pm QNir [ 519.59 
Olives up to 1 77meg available P □ 4 PiM»Hk Tot SEpwaie OeljIlyEf leahei Managed pur hard Chive If easy with DiSKMASTEfi only eat 99 *hen purchased wim any Denaliyer 

TNE DATAFLYER 2000 RANGE Use* The same SCSI interface card as ua«d Dataftrti 500. but 'ns ip-iemailv. Vounnno holes di-Jieo fa most 3 5' SCSI din-m AvadaWe-wiuh SCSI hare *ivei Mie<t«iiaced b**o* AH are AutotxxHing. have its: access term. A ire sell parking. An nsuriaCion A utikly. disk rar Icumamrvg 1 (MrTfliOnxlO  m ! : . L I-;- Upco 6 SCS drtrti may be connected io one Dataf Vei condoier care Ready lunHUad • **»< phjg " * iw*ch pn. 
SCSI atria cud to top SQ04M0Q 0Nnr;sK9 
SCSI card wth 49rr*n Mi SCSI dnveONIf [324 39 
SCSI card w-.ihfiOmeo, 29«MSC5I dn^eONU {375,99 
SCSI card wrtho3meu 2*rrtl SCS* di.rtQNLIf [415.99 
SCSI C#d «Oh 1 llrrvo 15m* SCSI dnwfiNLTf £499.99 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - NO HIDDEN EKTRAS 

£*at 1714% excluding books) 
CARRIAGE 

CARRIAGE FREE OH ALL ORDERS! 
Optional 1-2 day Express Delivery 
£3.50 per order or £7.00 for guaranteed 
next working day- 
(UK mainland, exc, Scottish Highlands). 
pvFREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON^ 
W     ORDERS OVER £500 " 
EXPORTS a speciality - add C1.99 for 
surface mail or £3.99 for airmail. 
(Computers, monitors & printers - 
Please phone for carriage charges). 
TO ORDER BY MAIL, PHONE OR FAX 

— Prompt Despatch 
Simply quote your c/card details, name & 
address & your order & leave the rest to 
us. You are not charged until the goods 
are despatched. Or send cheque or PO 
\payable to TRILOGIC), or cash 
(send cash by registered post I. 

SALES ►0274 691115 

ENQUIRIES 1*0274 678062 

FAX LINE   »0274 600150 

TRILOGIC 
Dept. A.S. Unit 1 
253 New Works Road 
Bradford, BD12 0QP 

Established 984 

Drives LP Id 1 T?meflj BvaiHt)* P O A Managua LOW IM'D drive s cisv win DISK.MASTER onfr £34 99 wtan pmchased wnhwy Oataftyw P*iEe SSk- \v mp;. M'n Dalhl v<- teal i\ 
BASEBOARD ASM MEMORY UPGRADE Th* BASEBQAHD is a v«>v luccen^ hqti quglrty Temrxy Lpflred* C*d loi yOW Amifl» 500. It B i<n*ipa?ib* *ilh 1 ?   t 3 rams & Fan & 1an*H Agi't!   i ji I: acceori any 356*4 GmDt Dram*ifi 1 '2 mfff xt«ps From O io 4 mtqt A *JW ccirtjuret to gmt you ihe lul 1 meg «*ii)i ram It haa proved H? tw rjiremey rtrncart* 6 re<iaWe. ihoug«i i cfcwt* awieh tan b* fitted if mquirtd. An. aeoanK *H-or> board f>'es arqthar 2 megs. Na aattffing 4 re»J*e<3. iho.ic-1 same Lechncal Ski! helpt. fling me gary idapic i1validar.es     computers warranrly Con)D<ehensive muiXJCtnno: suppled. Unrmfflhl y-aranrv 
BASEBOARD i^npopulaled ,...tB93S 
XRAM 2 MEG ADDON CARD  17959 
BASEflDAHD TMEC . ti29.» 
BASEBOARD 2MEG . BASfBOAHD 3M£fJ  [199.99 
FjASF-BiQARD 4WEG [229.35 

KSC POWER PC CARD 
T'IIJ hut >n r*ie 1 J mng nlr>1 K boasti Ih* Arrngi t ram ir> 1 meg. wrlh oatle>v backed doc*.. RuflB fHHt PC software fasicr [haner*fliafty XTa ftKitcyif 120 r.nle; mchirlng mgsl- wed kinuvtn PC flraflrBrTiil No sdrjering raajured. & does nol ir^aJidaie Hv COflipUllUB WB»3ntV Supplied wwlh MsOos 4.01 & G* buc Lafen wiiKm luppoTs *,530 & oiher heid dnvrs Ccnic*etertso* fl&l'uCl«ns Su£>pl*d I ! mcflms WaTW[y 
LOWER PRICE - NOW ONLY [225.99 

OTHER HITECH UPGRADES 
KICKSTART 1.3 ROM IJ9.99 FATTER AGNUS 8372A {69.99 
8520A 1|D CHIP  [15,99 
UPRATED A50D POWER PACK 
fl5?0 MODUIATOR  [24,99 
KICXER FIXER FDR 150012000 [29999 
FLICKER FIXER FDR A5O0  [29999 
SUPflA a MEG MEMDRV CARD FOR AMIGA 
150012000  niBjaa 
Umpopulawd - LrMS 266'4 Orams in 3,4 Ear B mefl nages 
CMOS DRAMS - Iram £33.00 per meq 
23* PiOO & COVER r;,99 
23W SOCKET & COVER  [299 

DRIVE SWITCHES & ADAFTflflS 
OfilVE SWTTCH \ roid.Wbtng*rWn*(mH0F1 Fns beiwMfl fie rKivr pw" 4 Cn# cpmoctar . M 0.99 
BOOT SELECTOR SWITCH Fas ,r,iema^, 4 fnabte boflt f>nrt «) b»1he sicierfial *.v*. Disiblas the irtiemal one- complfltielY - iA rtie irvlarnal Doe cannOlte Snapped' for lN> e*1e"i»l pne  f 16.89 
ClfCLONE COPIER ADftPTOR rns c*i*¥en dr.™ t. Amiga driK pal: needs Cyclrjn* %aHwme IP wOA linclwtid tmt wirh Xcom II) HO 99 

QUALITY DISK STORAGE 
BOXES LOCK ABIE TINTED 

LID. ANTISTATIC 
1Y DISK UBRARY CASE la N? Otto I (49 40 SIZE CB99 
90 SIZE f?99 
100 SIZE [999 
CO SIZE Pnsu 5Cackable Cri**' rVfe {1999 
250 SI2E [2499 
S L*,:.,n Qtttii 
50 SIZE BOX  - 10 W Disks - OrJy [1199 
100 SIZE BOX - 2&9onv risks On* f19.99 
150 SIZE BOX t 50 Sony [>sks   frw fflJ99 

SONY BULK 15" DSJDO 
DISKS + Mi LABELS 

PACK OF 10 [699 
PACK OF 25 {14.99 

PACK. OF 50 T24 99 
PACK OF 100 [« » 

BOX OF 500 [20999 

PRESENTATION, PANTING & 
ANIMATION 

MOVIESETTEfl f5999 
f/A^I\E flM99 

WIOEOSCAPE 30 {9999 
OlSJIfT ANIMATION 5TUCIQ [33^ 
DIGIPARHT 3 {^999 DELUXE PAINT IH r*B.» 
FflNTAVlSION 

— ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS - 
DESKTOP VIDEO PERIPHERALS AMIGA PAINTER & MODEM LEADS 

□IGMEW Goio V4               tia59 FOR A5DO|'200Q|3000 V.DI ■ VIDICIIROME SPEC it PRICE   MM AMF1 m& mmmmm 
RGB SPUTTER FOR VCH                M™* a»w i &m ior-a [9 99 HITACHI MONOCHROME CAMERA      [299.99 AMP2 AMIGA io pa^ai trw MrMGEN                                  nw.B aWro.3mFnpD H2 99 
RENDAIE BB02                        n 74.99 AMPS AMIGA io s«i n n-n:n 
RfNOAlF SUPER B8G2                  PJM 3ppni"im on<1 n*W 
G'VIDEO CfNTRF                         E'75999 ^^ 25wav male ;a lamilt kad. jpprai. 1 &m F.1199 
COlOURPlC                                139999 2 iBwey male wlflmait *ad, appnii. i EI299 
SUFfRPlC                                  [4099 MM1 ?Sviay male to ma* i»d. acnroi 15m. 111.99 
DIGIWW 4 * OtGIPOINT 3              M3999 "M2 X*n male to ma* i«d. ape-or 1 En, 112 99 ^  NML1 h-jimfl*r[MeidforHr*ing2 Affli(fa [999 

VIOEO TITLIN G MLI 2^    ir>   <™am\** 
VBOEO TITLE H 3 c2 dnves llmtfl r«irti*d? {IS 99 ■ ■ *11 * 
□ELUXE VIDEO  rre.99 m^SS^^m^mm^ MIBS 

CAD & DRAWING - 2D,3D ST^^,,™, ,M. 
X CAD DESIGNER  179.99 2Sw% mjl».lam*i> IM 99 
sc5[^ 3DT^

2
1          mZ PAINTER RIBBONS {COMPATIBLE TYPES) 

SCULPT ANIMATE 40 JUNIOR. {79 gg STAR LCZ4-10 re 99   STAR LCD  tut 
VIOEOS [VHS FORMAT ONLY] STAA ICE COLOUR H.» 

Tflifcr s MTROOOrTUN TO THE CITIZEN 120m20D*.T80E  E449 ™mQDMSMJuL H. CITIZEN BHHD.ME CITIZEN BUM 
f«r nme A*noa A 500 user neeon 1P unnw Incudmg      RIBBON   ^-98 Lnpackirfl it CPmwt#>g the mpdalBLCH S mt-js*. COMMODORE MPSflOl  ^-99 cwrvng wprtptndH. caMHung C-AWIUI *sk dpyea. CQMMOOOK MPS303  1139 penpheials 4 TTW«y fipanswns wet       [14 99 pa wiRnFdir NT 1 PYlfll li 43 Oi 1ree *Hh      Airag* purchased Iram us. Alio rANASUNIl, \f..HUOM serves to sftpJ^si S*l CM h* dO«e Mh «n Aap^. PANASONIC KXPTB0|T12^      .      . H 49 G2 ajflkick. scflie soT,y.ar* 6 hpn,c wfea aquipmWL AMSTRAD DrW2CO0f3O00i3!60l325D   . .{3.49 1 ftynrang Ime WPfflK 30iiurt [10.99 Bu>v 30At 1 l»& PROFESSIONAL TfCHfllGUCS FDR 0PAINT III A ^  50 mmuia video shcwiOQ. von fvep by Hep. how m SAMPLIN G 
^t.^i^l*^ ALKHOMASTER Ml   .. {M.W 

■   -J!L '   ' PERFECT SDONO ns budgei ^"irea .amo*- t52.9ft 
MONITOR PLINTHS & STANDS MASTERSMJNO MC ^ ™™ ^ier.Mi.99 : MDNITDR PLWTH t 54^* M-ffcrtrt Sf*ciatQtiv* B T^,t ii ueai pNmh«hch liesdvei itw Amg, AUDlOMASTER III + THILDGlC STEREO ai>3r *hch rrflsl TO IIIC-S i s^il ru5 tr1  ... £ 24.39 SAMPLER 2 save t r5 t-tf     ... • f EU 99 

MONITOR PLINTH ^'*rw n'**  [irniiril„ll, CW« ail. Thil la **• iplheAmip.Cpnlrel Cemre SEQUENCING COMPOSING 
* = MIDI COMPATIBLE 

Open bwi*d   {J*^8 OUARTET" f«.99 MDwrrOfl PtINTH MOOSE JOYSTICK mK EXTENSION LEAD KT PEH PA« tW 0EIUXE MUSIC" E5*99 
MONITOR SWIVEL/TILT BASE SEQUENCER ONE  E84gg rorlZlfll* lysimon^prs                        117.99 MUSK * K   E9999 

AMIGA TV & MONITOR LEAflS K™',,^- H your iv has an RC*input, ypu H*JI jei amydh imegfepTj . {4999 
c**er pichin, MNi «*A«*a« Qfl % VtoMimfaMWOMtflOU*«Oflft Of our lei*, rntper i^n v«lht^rtnf. *H« KAWAIK1.it 5 cu  .£79-99 nvjnitar ^tpds -give tf* lull raftflB 01 Wlaprs. a ildude me audid leedtf untaet (yrtherwise starled Sp*cjaf Qtfws ALI AMIGA m acan -       with m«i scan SEQUENCER ONE * M*. Nerfac* 3 {109.99 ecfjjppedrvi&mffirnjrs nckidkngSofty.Pniiips. MUSIC X w IT + Mdiinterlace 2 [109.99 Normtnde F«rgusofi TMhb* MdSuUshi. MUSIC X JUNIOR r Mi}, Intflriacc 2 . . . .[79.99 ITT 8(tE1LB OR Ts TIGER CUB 12 vack seq AL2 AMIGA ■  rcigasan t MIDI INTERFACE 2 [n3.59 *ltti7or8pnQin3C>6uBltgMC01  [t£99 
ALi AMKjA 10 HitKhDDjtnKlB with 7 pn Din socket.. {12.99. 

JOYSTICKS 
MG AUTOFIRE' {1299 

NAVIGATOR AUTOFIRE {14 99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000. CLEAR 
MICHOSMflTCHES S AOTOFIRE [ 1399 
COMPETITION PRO 5GQ0. EXTRA 
MECROSlrJlTCHES & ALrTQFIflE [14.99 
ZIPSTICK AOTOFIRE [1299 
OUICKSHOT MAVERICK [1499 
DELTA 3A ANALOGUE JOYSTICK [14.49 
EUROMAX ZOOMER .{49.99 
Buy pur McwM JOy*l*k Svi.rch fa art, [12 99 with arry py*K^ or trackwU btad abM. 

ANTISTATIC; SEMI 
TRANSPARENT DOST COVERS 

AMIGA A500 [4 99 
AMIGA 2000 Seoanie keyewd M^

1 [12.99 
10B4T0B4S PHILIPS 0S3J 1599 
STAR LC24-G, LC200, LC24-200 C699 
STAR LCtlCU COLOUR, LC20 CS94 
CITIZEN 12001200-:"«0I [S 99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9, SWIFT 24 [599 
3.5' EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE - Pteait siate rvr* H.99 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
Ths d pan oi an e^i iweasng range of enwrnawins i prof«sipr*ly *rdwn cKog'amseiDecialy Ipr UR sr.iccr.ls stslnq 1rarn the ace ol 2 

10% ALL EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 

OFF ►   THIS MONTH! 
Most eoxcamnai prugrarm comltgrm to tr* rer^j^efnenti Of dieNalCoaa C'jrnr.ulum 

FUN SCHOOL 3 M 
FUN SCHOOL 3 fi-fi 
FUN SCHOOL 3 ^r rj yn 
LETS SPELL AT HOME Fa i 

[19.99 
E 19.99 
mm wdh jseech [1999 

PLAY & READ ^ * tc g yn M«h A aufy on ■uaocariaette F22.99 
KIDS TYPE M Simple vwrdpracassar for4lpEtv«ardldst [2299 
MICRO MATHS ■ QC5E Q LEVEL [22.99 
MICRO MATHS   GCSEALEVEL [2799 
MICRO ENGLISH   GCSE Q LEVEL        [22 99 
MICRO FRENCH   GCSEO LEVEL (22.99 
OTHER EDUCAUONAL & INTRODUCTORY & 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
•RtNCH GERMAN, SPANISH, RUSSIAN. 
ITALIAN EACH{ZZ99 
AMIGA APPETISER Smp^rdpmcessdr.MurK inacfirig & composing prd^ranr t> pe^itng piogiam + a v*oid flame ...{34.99 
MASTERING CJ {19.90 

WOBDPROCESSORS&DTP 
KINDWDRDS 2 . {39.99 
TRANSWR1TE  {34.99 
PENPAL imefl rwi tf  {TS.OO* SCHIEBLE PLATINUM . [41.» 
PROTEXT V5 lmeg wq'd  {119.90 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 

lmegreqd  (15999 
PAGESETTER 2 - lmeg rea fl i 149.99 

ETYPE     Typ**r,:ar Emjlatc [34.99 
PAGESTREAM 2.1 {13999 

ALO AMIGA tfl Amslrad CPC COVhir *,it*i 6 pin dm r^yg. no eucto  .., [11.96 A17 AMIGA 10 t094imcjnitai witti 6 pn dm        & two phonp sadueu »JCX-I (14 99 
AL?P AMIGA TTJ PHILLIPS BB33 MK2 . H499 
AL7D AMIGA to J0S4E Dmonrtci wrth 9 pin 0 eMket * rwp rjhooflt  (1459 
ALE AMIGA ce CGA iWrVtW - lfi ealoufi, noaoond f snO plug  MM 
ALU AMIGA 1P aAuflisyrie mnnipr *iwi 9 ptn □ sKhen. no aodc .  [11-98 
AL12 AMIGA w v.jii.sv.c n.t,-. w with I5w3rew0ao<:ket     audio [13.99 
ALL3 fonaga IO Mulfr5ync monrlpi vrth I £ p*n 3 ro* 0 plug, re tilde (13 99 
AL15 AMIGA W t)«an *itf» 9 pt\ EIA COnrvKier. noaucto.   • ■ ALIO AMIGA to Tftwg THD1 cobur rrpomroi. noaudn [11,93 
MODULATOR EXTENSION LEAD. EneWe&Che rr«duJ|(pr tg b* nroed - reduces 'la overhang A m»k*s lor a mare secure connection  [ 1(199 
MODULATOR SPUTTER. Erva&ttithe mpupwor A marator kud (0 b* connected »t the same In* - the mooulaior is required rl ytw wnh tn tape <tw Arr*ga on a VCR  fl«.M GENLOCK SPUTTER. FraC.*s s yerfOi k i monilo' laad ro (W connected at Ihe s*w< nme El 9.99 
Lgngjr Uwti CJH At audit JO order - arfd f I 50 par ,-na2r» to rlw Air ^rtta. 

SCART SWITCHES TV 
- MONITOR SHARERS 

TVIMONITOR SHARER A totSanJia & rnanttars Coivena Oft KVl EOCkai into 1WO avrtich lekeeia mput we o* input t*t> Wrpd lur RGS 5 cornposilE - aiereoiound - wdab* fa hpm» campuien. wt & HtiMH rfwfnwrx  El 9.90 
> PhiOa imfl. lh* KM BOcMl t* ypur tf or monihx * Dunnes snckeis Fca IWQ compLrtafi pr * Ccmcult* * VCR pr .. * Cnripuuf + uteMte recover ate • Push bunco switch iotectl CiOW 1 W Input 2 * No aoetikmii Mtdf nqund - your iai>iing mtt leada juat plug mo _i» ih«Fir. 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
2 WAY PAINTER SWTTCH <7<y» D sockaai new rthfi fr*f wmpufw Arid ... (2459 
3 WAY PRINTER SWITCH I25v»0 36c*etai rw^l^AHiWtfrW [27.99 4 WAY PRINTER SWITCH 125* Dsocieisi .      *.rh .'ra* cr^ctlar *Bti'      . [31-99 
2 WAY CROSSOVER l** 0 s«keni *;f~cc*nc*jr.,A>adj C?*-W 
2 WAV PfllNTEH SWTTCH i3£* BoduMil ».?r rowcaTpare'^au'   . (26.99 
3 WAY PRWTER SWITCH I3S* tocttisJ w*t> ft* »mputar Kad   r 79 99 ■t WAY PRINTER SWITCH no* mthfmicomiunrMad ..  [34.99 
CONTINUOUS eOgrni PAPER H *9.5" B6MOf20OOM**p**UMwni E21.99 
CONTINUOUS rjrjgrrn PAPEH n *g.5" tarf r75fl Wis^p-rfAfBT™   13199 PACKS OF 500 SHGIE SHEETS. A4 SOgma whtt E^.99 
PACKS Of 5O0 SINGLE S*ET$. A4 SOomutAw, jKWl. f»to*. ori«f . . [9.99 Py<*l #4 up lo f 4 OQ boK cheaper ro cal>e<1 PtCJuH p( savings inpuatag* 
CONTINUOUS LABELS 99 "38™™. ] tctoti. ptt* oi JOM (8.99 
COPY HOlOFR ft** st-ydim, <YO* f' ? 99 
COPY HOLDER Tan* rnpadsa .:Vamf,H? n/» :' -; » PHIME H STAND v* ->u<-\ WHHH (13 99 PRINTER STAND fa     w«*ot P-niers 11 i.99 

^OROvVORTH MI999 
DATABASES 

SUPERBASE PERSONAL . .[299B 
SUPEH&ASE PERSONAL 2 {S9.99 
SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL i {249.99 

MINIAMP 4 STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM [39.99 
•i S*ip«ft k*r dltlOtion stfnp spund • Htw iTCtfr*nd bnaga design stnr*j amptttief * Afai pewer - now apftrtK b        per ct-jnifll ■ 7 pin dr speaJur sockets IhifuMt TO< «VMt hid tpfjfan} * CoTpsL l OtdttTV Enln con* ipajfur units with &' IsaCs • Mamj po*ei peck    doesn't use anf 

PROGRAMMING 
DEVPAC 2 HiSOFT E44.99 
AMOS THE CREATOR - He* ^^n [3699 * 
CAN DO Ui|i 129 961 (79.99 
ELAN PEHFDRMER d into 
HISOFT BASIC PRO  [?<.99 

UTILITIES S COMMS * Sitrfa* ta L-urneCC - jutl pMg m tt s*rich o • FVeuilBte opmpular when ordering V f.u mains pewet umt worth 

JTEfta MWPlEflMKI  {39.99 ii slast A n makesai olherHmplersobauiete' Wheh othert hev* i prcit«» if* ough pen? 

Superb Mgrv SemtfUf is ar*BW*iMi. i Usau.brasrTfjlBijr A-D Chip * IAr> ffHVf timverijcvi 6me < ruiff ■ t|ry KH^ ajraic* i-flte* > 5&0KHI rArnlof * iflftiimnr Ape»*nfr # Stiptf1>OV9litrf3p*^Mf HTTW     iU* * fas^y adfjfitdinputknrconttil fr» «i»«idn'™rngunidf. 

OUARTERDACK v* o (3999 
AMI DRIVE ALIGNMENT [34.99 
DOCTOR AMI E29.99 
OISKMASTER vi4 [39.93 
ON LINE PLATINUM iD*m« [34.991 
DELUXE PRINT 2 [J999 
DOS TD DOS [29 99 

SPREADSHEETS & ACCOUNTS 

* tTcMnwcra to CWiWnorf pray ■ C*fflpil*# l*nP*i nwai sBmnjlr aoftwtnp i)C AuOVflfflWrif 11 ». Pfttct Sound. fvWt Sound Pmsound. QMW fount, ttc. 4K t W*wFfm$tm*6 JiflyjtajSpftwam ' Trva major ^•KviVC't means lA*r rfte samp/** ear? be fofT conrnthJd at ad timtt e«n yt/iwn not m u**- ftut e^isnng printer lead is CCtvierreo r<i (.H« lampi'rr via CMr In* CDjr Automat*: Prints Adaptor jrwi Ahecrner VOJ wati to pnni }[#t SKfitcfi tft p>nte' on One. SmfJh if o" Ac* (p iJse f.he sa<np>e> - *ha? CrJuM tw *«vfa-   E1499fltia 
MIDI INTERFACE 2 rrass Trw moat va«4ll*inipi inladas* avBUpJ* K iupplied to Cflrrenndort for lh» ti*U oi 90s pack * 1 rrd r sc-:i.H • 1 mipj mraugh XKkat ■ 1 midi gut jockat • 2 awrlchnbta put'thru totketlfa addftfaieJ inslmmenta. 9^v>g itfactinh/. 3 rfyvt or 2 □FaacK ■ Futy opw ianjfied * V*r> bw pow* convumptnn * Compil*** witti Atrygf 20OQ, A1MM VHfllpn available at ttVi «>|1 • Compec** ^rtn musk X Dr TS. DeftiaB mUlic. wn, MC 

MICE. TRACKERSALLS 
& ACCESSORIES 

BUDGET REPLACEMENT AMIGA MOUSE (IT99 
NAXSHA MOUSE WITH HDtDER FDR 
AMIGA ..!/*»■ 
OHe MOUSE EMJSS OPTICAL MOUSE ND mtg pe'is. E39-99 MARCONI THACKERDALL $*** /s.oe   ... E4ft99 * Prndi* wrtroJ 4 Erpcnamca«Y dMfawl 

DC CALC 
SUfCRPLAN   
HOME ACCOUNTS 
CASHBOOK CONTROLLER 
MAILSHDT PLUS 
DAY BY LW 
SYSTEM 3 

(34.99 
[59.99 
[24,99 
T59 99 
E39.99 
[3299 
(3999 

* EoH&l' bei • Pe»n.y< Kiwnbuttons. 
MOUSE JOYSTICK SWTTCrl   .   .. (ugg ■ Cpmcti li pUHt oi tttOUH fa jpyiticfcl • Featur*!. tTW *OCk*ci willi push tjirtlrM atfatfai pf HWU41 or pysbek • Switch can b* gpanlid an any Sine * SuttU* fa #t with meal rfsngtaa • (X>*t 

MOUSf MAT Tn^l fall hacked Hoem. At ?,;(■ r399 
JOYSTICK EXTENSION LEAD 1 M^tra Iprg per p*r [799 
MOUSE HOIQER fVBB 
PODSCAT GRftfHtCS Tshiet & Efcrwn [215.99 
C2000 CDccepi KtttnanJ . Q19.99 EASYL TOUCH SENSITIVE Owmg Taofet[lbsgg 

ABACUS AMIGA BOOKS 
AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS by ADBCL* Pnca Eta 45 
The; book >S essentia ,ean<ng lc* all Amiga Owners - d cowers al tf* lepes al meet help 6 imerieti to begirners irt 4 \*<> 'eed*bk* 6 e*sy 1P unriwsiand way fVarj ne* edition |.JSl updjiieu 'Ale stock a wide range or acuta COver^fl an aspects oi the Amgj A 1s appicatons i per<iherjH See our catalogue Icy delays 
AMIGA For oegHTieii tOM 
AMIGA Into A Tipa ri44E, 
MORE AMIGA Ti s, Tps [1B.45 
AMIGA BASIC iwh a Qui C IB 
AMIGA 3D [jMCjlie ProO/arrvnino M Banc [1 ?.» 
AMIGA GHAPHICS "sdrACvi f3l.B 
AMIGA Vaci.i»B Language E14 45 
AMIGA Svslrms Prat/amfieri GLTC* [314& 
AMIGA Art'.anced :,,;■• ■< ■■      r . Crddn [3196 
AMIGA C Fnr begnners (1^95 
AMIGA C Fcr Advanced Programmers {3l 95 
AMIGA OPSK DRWEflS msfln t. Out (26.95 
AMIGA 00S insme * Oi.: (17.95 AMIGA DOS Quick ne'e**.-..* Liu.le [M5 
AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO Hkw' 117 35 
AMIGA PRINTERS ms>c* L Out 'W«' [31 35 
DISKS Icr Abacus Bppks Please stane which when c*der#>o EH.93 Specid Drier Frae ArriSi DOS Cfit*. ralaremca guide wOfTh ( B 9S when ypu order any Iwu bOOMi 

OTHER POPULAR BOOKS 
USING DELUXE PAINT [1995 
AMIGA ProprBfrywriHanc*nc* ' l5yc*i I [24.95 AMIGA Prnt/amTers H*^tt>»i Vol ? iSybekl [23.96 
AMIGA HtHfaMt Rete^re &,.^IP (2196 
AMIGA Rem Ke'hal Include! b AuladK S       (29 Srj AMIGA Hvn Kninal iMLHton Librai^ & Dev.Les r?9 95 



PRINTERS   ON TRIAL 

EPSON LQ-400 CHECKOUT 

EPSON LQ-400 

Low in price, the LQ-400 is good value, but is a little lacking in features. 

The LQ-400 Epson's budget 24-prn 
machine, is firmly largetfed at the 
lower price bracket, with a 
recommenced retail price which Is 
£10 below even the Swift 9 and £20 
less than Citizen's own budget 
machine. Because of this, machine is 
about as vanilla as they come - 
Fancy features like a band tractor and 
paper parking have been removed to 
make way Far a 24-pin machine that 

comes in below the competition on 
price and yet produces output easily 
as good as a machine costing twice 
the price> 

In direct comparison to its nearest 
rival, the 1 24D, there would not 
seem to be much to choose between 
the two - ond the Epson is cheaper. 
In practice though, some 
compromises have been made which 
do put this machine somewhere 

OKI MlCROLINE 380 

Okf's machine has a M to recommend 

The Oki Microline 380 is an 
Epson/IBM compatible 24-pin print 
engine with less Flash and more balls 
than many of the machines featured 
here. However, on the face of things 
it is one of the most expensive 
machines featured here and a bit of 
an ugly duckling. Weighing in at 
nearly 8 kg it's one of the heaviest, 
too, Although J cannot claim to be 
familiar with Oki's earlier offerings in 
this class, it appears that the 380 is a 
rejigged version of an earlier design. 
Much of its voluminous size seems 
wasted in comparison to the sleeker 
offerings from Star and Epson. 
Nevertheless, I was impressed by the 

THANK YOU, DARLINGS, 

THANK YOU 

I would like la thank Hie following for 
their help and cooperation in the 
production of this article, Joe De Brine at 
(InfoTech Cleveland); Dave Stehbirigs (BT 
Cleveland); Rosemary Gacki [Wanda Int.); 
Joyce Morris (Epson UK); Douglas Millard 
(Star); Ravi (NEC). 

it - except its outdated looks. 

routing of the data cable, which fits 
under the machine as opposed to 
sticking out the side or back. 

Setting up the machine for use 
with single sheets is a doddle; 
loading tractor feed paper is 
something else entirely. Normally you 
can just drop the paper on to band 
tractors, shut the covers and press the 
load button. Not with this machine, 
buster. For some strange reason, two 
paper guides are fitted just oft of the 
tractors - and the paper jams unless 
it is fed through these first Jhe 
manual, which on the whole is not 
bad, could have been clearer on this 
point. Given the location of the 
tractors, this is likely to cause quite a 
number of mishaps. 

In use, the ML-38G is a relatively 
fast machine with a good quality 
output and some nice internal fonts. 
But when almost everyone else has 
gone over to fixed rollers in place of 
bail arms, Oki has retained them. I 
have nothing against bail arms, but 
two minutes using the newer roller 
method convinced me that they 
should stay firmly in the past. {JJ 

behind its rival. The circular tractor is 
a pulf only aFair mounted just over 
the platen assembly - and has to be 
completely removed before the 
machine can be prepared for single 
sheets. This also costs the machine 
the benefit of paper parking - now 
surely o must on all but the very 
cheapest models. 

Having said all of that, in an 
environment where most of the 
printing is done on either single 
sheets or continuous stationary, this 
machine could quite happily do the 
job - with on obvious cost saving. 
The precarious mounting and design 
of the pull tractor unit, however, does 
mean that this machine is not likely to 
be good at printing labels - the 
paper path is much too bumpy. In 
such a case the 124D, with its bottom 
feed, would be a much better bet. 

Print quality is os good as the 
Citizen machine. Overall, this is a 
good little performer, and although it 
would not be first on my shopping 
list, it will probably find itself in a lot 
of homes. 

CHECKOUT 

OKI MICROLINE 380 

Features 17/20 
A fair number, but the pull tractor is an 
option, not standard. 

Performance 18/20 
Very good outpuf quality fn NLQ and 
graphics... 

Build ••*4***t«***i*«*****M 10/1S 
,..but it feels flimsy when used. 

Ease of Use 12/20 
Docked four points for difficult tractor 
loading. 

Price 17/25 
Verging on expensive for what it offers. 

Performs well, but it looks dared. 

Features... 7/20 
Not much - you get what you pay for,.. 
Performance 17/20 
...and it performs well for the money. 
Build 12/15 
Cheap, but solid - like all goad budget 
machines should be. 
Ease of Use „ J 5/20 
Switching to condensed from o DIP is a 
real faff. 

Price -...23/25 
What do you want, blood? 

•Ill 

Great stuff from the 9-pin masters - even if 
this one has 241 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING IIST 

NEC UK ltd 
FREEP0STr NEC House, 1 Victoria Road, 
London, W3      081-993 9B31 

Epson UK ltd 
Campus 100, May lands Avenue, Heme! 
Hempstead, Hertfordshire, HP2 7EZ 
» 0442 61144 

Oki Europe ltd 
750 -751 Deal Avenue, 
Slough, Berkshire SL1 4SH 
w 0753 31292 

Citizen Europe ltd 
Wellington House, 
4-10 Cowley Rood, 
Uxfafidge UB8 2XU ■* 0895 72621 

Star Mkronics UK ltd 
Star House, 
Peregrine Business Park, 
Gomm Road, 
High Wycombe, 
Bucks HP!3 7DL 
^ 0494 471111 

Citizen 1240 
This little bo by is really in a 
class of its own. Not the best 
machine around, but it 
delivers 24-pin performance 
at a 9-pin price. In Fact, the 
Improved graphics 
performance makes mis me budget choice forward publisher freaks, 

BEST 9 PIN BUYS 

Star LC-200 and 

Citizen Swift 9 
Nothing fa choose between these. 
The Citizen comes out slightly 
better on performance, the Star is 
better on looks. At the end of the 
day, there h little other than price 
to separate these two, 

BEST 24 PIN BUYS 

Citizen Swift 24 and 

NIC Plnwrlter 
The Pin writer looks doted but 
performs well, the Citizen is more 
expensive but has some rather neof 
Features. Once again there is very 
fittle to choose between the two - 
the decision is yours, 
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The New 1 Meg Amiga From Digicom 

Following The Huge Success OF Our F-19 Digistar Offer,We At Digicom Are Proud To Present The Meanest Pack Available For 
The Amiga A500> This Unbeatable Deal Now Includes Commodore's Screengeitis Pack PLUS the A501 RAM/Clock Upgrade Plus 
Our Very Own Exclusive New Arcade Smash Hits Pack And The Chart Topping 1 Megabyte Version Of Kick Off 2! 
Includes: Amiga A500 Computer 512K Keyboard PLUS A501 512K RAM/Clock Expansion Fitted To Give 1 Meg Memory Total 
• Built-in 1 megabyte DS/DD 3.5" Disk Drive • Multi-Tasking Operating System • Latest Kickstart And Workbench 1.3 • 
Superb 4096 Colour Graphics • Speech Synthesis • 4 Channel Digital Stereo Sound • Notepad Word Processor • Commodore 
Mouse Plus 3 Owners Manuals • Amiga Basic Program Language • T.V Modulator And All Connecting Leads And Cables 

Plus This Great Software : Shadow Of The Beast 2 • Days Of Thunder 
• Back To The Future 2 • NightBreed • Deluxe Paint 2 

Plus Exclusively to Digicom 
Bring The Atmosphere Of The Arcade To Your Home With The 
Arcade Smash Hits Pack From Segajncorporating Five Of The Most 
Exciting Games Around I 

k k Thunder Out   Shinobi After 
Blade Run Burner 

fa    Plus : A High Quality Microswitched Joystick, 

Amiga Tailored Dustcover, 10 Blank Disks And 

Disk Storage Box, Mouse Mat And..... 

V 
C- Commodore 

\ AMIGA 

AJOOO ■ A500 ,,; 
fa*** 

i m 

Notice : The Memory Upgrade SuppitetHVttrTTMr0#er Is The 

Official Commodore A501 Ram Expansion Worth £99.00 ANY 

Alternative Expansion Unit Will Invalidate Your Warranty 

THE GAME 

OF THE 

YEAR 

Complete Package Price Only     £399.00 

1 Meg Amiga Screengems Pack (As detailed in the above offer) Plus 
The Superb Philips CM8833Mk2 Multipurpose Colour/Stereo 

Monitor £628 00 
Free Amiga/HSB Lead And Monitor Dust Cover       \J     ^ * KJ 

1 Meg Amiga Screengems Pack (As detailed in the above offer) PLUS 
Philips CMS833Mk2 (Colour/Stereo Monitor) 
Star LC200 9 PintColour Printer) xSZo (Ml 
Free Printer Dust Cover & Lead *U^UtVV 

HOW TO ORDER 
3y Phone: 
Call Our Credit Card Order Line 
And Quote Your Credit Card Details To Our 
Helpful Sales Staff. We Accept ACCESS, 
EUROCARD, VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX, 
BARCLAYS CONNECT, SWITCH, and 
LOMBARD CREDTTCHARGE. 

By Mail: 
Simply Write Down Your Order 
And Post It To Us With A Personal Cheque, 
Postal OrdertBankers Draft Or Building 
Society Cheque Made Payable To "Digicom 
Computer Services Ltd". 
(PtisMial Cheques Require Time To Clear Before Despatch) Next Day Courier Delivery At £5.00 txira 

The New Amiga 1500 Is Here 
The Ultimate Personal Home Computer Designed To Cover Every 
Computing Requirement,From Business To Leisure And From 
Design To Education 
Includes: 1500 CPU with One Megabyte of Memory : 

Separate Keyboard : Additional Disk Drive 
Optional IBM Compatability 
9 Expansion Slots Plus This Great Software 

iE WORKS PLATINUM EDITION 
DELUXE PAINT 3 

THEIR FINEST HOUR 
BATTLE CHESS 

S/M07Y+ 
TERRAIN EDITION 

POPULOUS SPECIAL 

1500 System Only 

£679.00 
1500 System With 
Philips 8833Mkll 

£909.00 

J500 System With Commodore 1U84S1) 

Colour Monitor And 52MH Autoboot 
Hard Drive Only 

Visit Our Showroom Open Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm 

DIGICOM 
36-37 Wharfside.Fenny Stratford,Watling Street 

Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ 

Wharfsidc 1$ Opposite The Bridac Pub On Hie A5 Wailinj: Street PWM ArkHpscif ualiwn Arc Sut^i To Chnp W*otK fiAOB 

0§ Digicom Offers You Jr 
A Free Catalogue (Willi Al! Orders) 
,Y R o ^ulai New sic I fc is At xi S^xvLil (^Ibrs 
A 12 Month Guarantee On \\\ Product 
:< Replacement Ol Pauhj Prtxlu 
,Y Technical Helpline 
„V All Product Tc-ial Before Despatch 
& Price Or Product Mulch 

Phone Our 24 Hour Hot Line 

(0908)378008 

8 Lines Open 
Fax ((1908)379700 

All Major.Credit Card? Accepted 
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COMPLETE 
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ADD ;J 

PK01KSSIOX \1 

^ TOUCH 

TO Y0U11 

/ CAD WOltli 

□ With the Amiga Genitizer graphics tablet you can streamline the operation of 

most graphics or CAD programs. 
□ The Genitizer graphics tablet utilises latest technology to offer up to 1000 dpi resolution at the tip of a stylus 

□ Complete 9" x 6" digitizing area plus super accurate stylus combine to enable fast, accurate and easy contro 

□ Works by "mouse emulation" so the Genitizer will work with most packages where mouse input is the usual 

method - Deluxe Paint, Photon Paint, CAD Packages etc, etc. 

□ Supplied with template for Deluxe Paint.       J Full easy to follow instructions. 

□ This is the input method used on professional systems - now you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD 

□ Fast input of drawing by "tracing" is made easy - plus "absolute reference1' means you can move around the 

screen many times faster than by a mouse. 

□ The Genitizer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 500/1000/2000 and "co-exists" with mouse. 

□ Unlike a mouse the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so that tracking and menu selections 

are possible from the tablet face. 

□ A pressure sensitive switch built into the stylus tip activates the Tablet overriding the normal mouse input. 

When you are not using the Tablet you have normal mouse control, 

□ Complete system - Graphics Digitizer Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe Paint Template, Power Adaptor, Test Software, 

Interface Unit plus Driver Program - no more to buy! 

KCW TC GET YCSfSS 0ff£?£ff fASTf 

46 

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO..,. 

m        £L£CTB0MCS LTD. s 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE* FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAN 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
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Completely newly designed interface that plugs Into the expansion connector of the Amiga 500 or Internal connector of 
2000. 

Standard phono video input 0.5 to 2.0 volts to take signals from TV, video or camera, ^g^^^^^^^ 
Controls for brightness and contrast and throughport on A500 version. 
Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per second. 
Single or continuous update in 4,8 or 16 grey levels. 
Play frames backwards or forwards op to 15 frames per second. 
Save Raw, IFF or sequence files. 
Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according to me 
Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. Screen editing features Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo. 
Effects menu to reverse pos/neg, compress, etc. 
Second display editor controls sequence production: Record, Play, Insert, Clear, Delete Frames. 
Set start and end position number of frames saved, number frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time 
iapse feature adjustable In 1 second Increments to 1 hour between each frame. Ideal for capturing flowers opening, 
sky movements, special effects, etc, ^^^^HHttj^s^^^j^. 
Separate player programs included to insert into your own program disks. Hard disk transfer program. 
Please state whether you require the A500 or 2000 version when ordering. 

LEPHONE [24Hrs l*yi¥*LlUtii CR ORDERS 
WE WILL DISPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING 

THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHfN DAYS, NOT WEEKS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs   ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO 

GOV AN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
ViDhGi 



COMMODORE i 
1084S STEREO j 

MONITOR 
Including FRSE lead j 
ONLY £229.00 

["PHILIPS 8833 MKIl] 
i STEREO MONITOR i 
j     Including Free Lead j 

I    ONLY £229.00 j 
  ! 

BATTLE OF 
BRITAIN 

THEIR FINEST 
HOUR 

ONLY £20.00 

AT ONCE AMIGA ! 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am - 6pm 

Callers and Mall Order welcome 

PC 286 AT EMULATOR 
I FORTHEA500 

I ONLY £175.00 

AMIGA PACKS 
I SCREEN GEMS PACK, Sua Shadow / Beast n, Back/Future II, Nightbreari. Day* of Thundpr Doaint E r3cq 

AMIGA A500 .mouse, modulator, power supply, Workbench 1,3, Basic Tutorial and manuals . " 
I CLASS OP THE 90S FIRST STEPS, inc. Extra 512K, Pr-Write, Mo File, Dpaint + Dprint n etc '  rtil 
| CLASS OF THE 90'Sr inc. Extra 512K, Publishers Choice, MasdPlan, BBC Emulator, Midi Int. etc....'""""'£E1S 
I AMIGA CREATIVITY PACK, with Word Processor, Music & Paint packages, 3 games + Tutorial Video „ .........Z.Z.ZZ.Z.ZZ^^^^^ 

All Amiga ASOD's supplied with mouse, modulator, manuals, workbench. Basic + Tutorial 

AMIGA ASOO FUN PACK —i p-— 

I Amiga A500, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals, Basic, Workbench, Tutorial, Joystick, Bisk Box 
10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint II, PLUS 14 GREAT GAMES Shadow of the Beast II 

J Back to the Future n, Nightbreed, Days of Thunder, Star Wars. 
■ Licence to Kill - James Bond Game, Running Man 
J Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin, Voyager 

STILL ONLY £399.00 

I 
AMIGA ASOO MAX PACK 

. Toobin, Barbarian n, 
With Schwarzenegger, APB, Xybots, 

1 Meg version £429.00 

Amiga ASOO, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals, Basic, Workbench, Tutorial, Joystick, Disk 
j Box, 10 Blank Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint n, PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES Star Wars, Toobin, 
[ Barbarian n, Licence to Kill - James Bond Game, Running Man - With Schwarzenegger, 

APB, Xybots, Dragon Spirit, Hard Drivin, Voyager 
ONLY £359.00    I MEG VERSION £389.00 

I  SOFTWARE AND DISKS — 
3D PROFESSIONAL £209.00 PIXEL 3D , £49 
AMOS + EXTRAS DISK £32,00 PRO VIDEO POST .£159 
BROADCASTTITLERH... £169.00 PRO-WRITEV3.1 £85 
CAH DO Authoring Software £79.00 SCULPT ANIMATE 4EL £225 
DIGrVTEW GOLD V4 £95.00 TITLE PAGE ., £109 
LATTICE C V5.1 £149.00 PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2 £169 
PAGESETTER V2, DTP £47.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D £109. 
PAGESTREAM. New Version 2.1 £139.00 X-CAD DESIGNER (1 Meg) ...£69. 
PAGESTREAM FONTS £22.00 X-CAD PROFESSIONAL £229. 
TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL ,.£79.00 EXCELLENCE V2... ... £89 
CROSS-DOS, Multi-format file transfer £23 
PANASONIC 1410/4 VIDEO CAMERA. Ideal for DigiView £159 
PEN PAL, Excellent Word Processor (1 Meg) £69 
IMAGINE 3D Animation & Rendering software  ,„..„.£179 
DIGI-PAINT IE. Full featured HAM package 49 
ALL IN ONE, Art package, Word Pro + Music package ..1119 
TV SHOW, Video wipes, titling package £55 
PHOTON PAINT II, HAM Art + Animation  £25 
THE DIRECTOR V2 .....£79 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package . £62 
AMIGA VISION. Authoring software £S9 
DOS 2 DOS Multi-format file transfer £33 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO [1 Meg)  £69 
SPECTRA COLOUR  £55 
FUTILITIES , 

00 
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.00 
,00 
,00 
.00 
00 

I 
HARDWARE 

! COMMODORE A590 20MB Hard Dish, Unpopulated  £285 1 COMMODORE A590 20mb Hard Disk + 2m RAM  £347 
I FRAME GRABBER PAL  £449 
I RENDALE 8802 Genlock, A500/B2000 , £185, 
I AUDIO ENGINEER Sampling hardwaie/softwaift £169, 

"I 
I 

SOPHUS S5 Professional Stereo Sampler   £49, 
■ ECS POWEPJBOARD, PC Emulation (A500) with MS DOS £219, 
I AMIGA compatible external disk drive, switch plus thru port , £57, 
I GVP 52MB SCSI hard drive & 8M RAM Board for ASOO , . £499 

GVP 48 MEG SCSI Drive plus 8 Meg Ramboard for 1500/2000 1419 
I GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER with software plus Photon Paint £179 
jjJAKSHA CLONE MOUSE ,  „. £19 

CJ 
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PRINTERS 

STAR LC-10 MONO PRINTER inc. Lead. ,.£159.00 

AMIGA A1SOO 

1 
! STAR LC-200 COLOUR PRINTER Inc. Lead £209.00 
I STAR LC-24/200 MONO PRINTER inc. Lead.. ...£249.00 
I STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR PRINTER inc. Lead „ £297.00 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 24 MONO inc. Lead .£279 00 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR inc. Lead £275,00 
I CITIZEN 124D 24 Pin Mono inc. Lead £195.00 
j CITIZEN 120D Plus, 9 Pin Mono inc. Lead „. £139.00 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR   , +T ...£179.00 
I CANON BJ10E bubble jet  £269 00 
I  I 

I 
The NEW A1500 inc. Stereo Monitor, Twin Drive, Dpaint3, The Works I 

Plat, +4 Games, ONLY£889.00 
AMIGA ASOO part exchange available - please phone 

I  I 

AMIGA MEMORY 

* B2000 Microbotics 8M Ram Board + 2 Meg RAM.,. £159.00 
I Extra 2 Meg Ram for above board.. £75.00 
I A500 TARGET 512K Ram, With Clock + Switch ,..,£36 00 
I  I 

SUPRA/BAUD BANDIT 1400 MODEM 

I 
L. 

Hayes Compat. Auto-dial/answer, V21, 22, 22bis £124.00 Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 + V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600) £189.00 
As above but includes MNP5 error correction £159.00, New Supra 9600 Modem (speeds up to 38000) £399.00 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address* Make cheques 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Prices subject to change without 

notification, 

All prices include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 

Units I5-17« 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 
AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL ITEMS* PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS 



DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

what 

it's worth 

Of all the great English 
poets, if any one sums up 
the beauty and wonder of 
the perfections and 

imperfections of natural things it has 
to be William Wordsworth. 

Throwing aside the popular 
romanticism and violent politics of his 
contempora r i es, Wordsworth 
avoided poetic didacticism and 
instead concentrated on giving charm 
and novelty to everyday things. His 
originality and mass appeal to prince 
and pauper alike eventually gained 
him the highest accolade of poet 
laureate. (Get on with it - Ed.) 

Digita International, by calling its 
new word processor Wordworth, is 
unashamedly attempting to associate 
it, if not with the poet itself, then with 
the originality and perfection he 
strove far and with the beauty and 
tranquillity of his words, 

No doubt about it, Dtgita's 
Wordworth has a helluva big name 
to live up to. 

Word worth is packed with 
features - so much so that Digita calls 
it a 'document processor1 rather than 
a word processor. This is a slightly 
confusing term. What Digita means is 
that Wordworth is much more than a 
traditional word processor - that is, it 
does more than just process words. 
There's a case for saying that it is 
closer to desktop publishing than 
word processing, Perhaps 'word 
publisher' would be a better 
description. 

You've read about similar 
packages, you may even own one - 
programs such as ProWritet 
Excellence, PenPal and KindWords to 
name but four. The big difference 
between these and more traditional 
word processors, such as Pretext, 
WordPerfect and Scribble7, can be 
summed up in two words: fonts and 
graphics. (OK, that was three words, 
but you know what I mean J 

Pretty as a picture 
The first time I loaded Wordworth, 
the shock almost knocked me off my 
chair. After selecting High Resolution 
from the Preferences requester (what 
the hell ... go for itl), there I was 

Jeff Walker pokes his finger into 

the nooks and crannies of Digitals 

new Wordworth word processor 

"A word processors Is one of the 
staples of desktop publishing, 
and the more cost-effective it is, 
the better, £130 for Digita's new 
offering is a lot of anyone's 
money, so let's find out what 
Wordworth's worth/' 

Jeff Walker 

staring at a Times proportional font in 
the screen and window title bars. 
Times in the pull-down menus as well. 
Was t seeing things? Isn't this the 
new look only possible under 
Workbench 2? Obviously not. 

Ah, but the screen was flickering 
away because I was running in 
interlace mode. So it was off to 
Wordworth's Preferences requester 
again to change back into flicker-free 
medium resolution and hello 
Topaz my old friend. Oh well, only to 
be expected. Times would have 
looked jaggy in med-res anyway. 

It's a shame because Wordworth 
doesn't look anywhere near as sexy 
in med-res as it does in hi-res, but 
that's largely true of most Amiga 
□ pplic ati o ns s of two re. 

Tapping in a quick sentence 
reveals the default typeface: □ loll, 
thin, non-proportional, difficult fa 
read (in med-res] affair called 
Pica60. Soon change that - select 
Format/Typeface/Other and,,*. 

The point at issue 
Wordworth utilises standard Armga 
bitmap fonts for both its screen 
display and its printed output. 
Absolutely any standard Amiga 
bitmap font, of any point size, can be 
used. No restrictions. By using the 
supplied special screen fonts (the 
default Pica60 was one of them), it 
can also take advantage of your 
printer's built-in fonts. 

As you hit the key boa rd, 
charocrers apcear on-screen as fast 
as they can be typed in; perhaps a 
trained touch-typist might notice a 
very slight lag, but the rest of us are 
not going to get distracted by words 
appearing on the screen after we 
have stopped typing, or having to 
wait for the screen to catch up before 
being able to go back and correct a 
mistake. In this department 
Wordworth is plenty fast. 

Words can be typed in any 
colour or mixture of colours; 
even the background colour 
can be changed, making 
WOBs (white-on-black) 
easy. Or yellow an blue, or 
orange on red even. 

Fonts are chosen from a 
dialogue box which, by 
default, lists all the 
typefaces and paint sizes in 
the FONTS; directory. A 
Show gadget lets you see 
what any font looks like, in 
case you've forgotten, and 
Further gadgets enable 
selection of Plain, Bold, 
Italic or Underline (or 
combinations) at this point 
without having to change 
styles with another menu 
selection later, It operates in 
almost the same way as the 
font requester in DPaint, 
allowing you to select 
another font directory if you 
have, for example, a 
floppyful on a separate 
disk. The difference is that 
In its requester Wordworth 
allows adjustment of the 
space between characters 
(tracking). 

Digita supplies a 
number of special fonts with 
Wordworth. There are 
some non-proportional ones 
for giving a proper 
WYSIWYG display of the 
printer's Pica (10 characters 
per inch], Elite (12 cpi], 
Condensed (15 cpi) and 
enlarged (5 cpi) typefaces. 
By WYSIWYG I mean that 
the characters you see on- 
screen match the width and 
height (in relation to the 
page) of the characters 
your printer will print. 

continued on page 50 

The firs I lime I loaded Woretoorth, the sN 
my chair. After selecting High Resection Fom the Krelerences 
requester (what the hefL gD far K!)p there I was staring at a Times 
proportional font in the screen and window title aars. Oh wow! Times 
in the pull-down menus as well Was I seeing thirtgs? Isn't this the 
w.:; ha-: ct\:'t i:errv2 c i.r,or V 2"- ^ersi1       ...curv', rtci 
An, but the screen was flickering away because I was running in 
interlace mode, So It was off to Wordworth's PTieFrerence5 requester 
again to change back into flicker-free medium resolution and.... Hello 
""opaz my old friend. Oh well, only to be o^ected, Tr>es would ha':e 
looked well jaggy in med-res anyway. 
It's asliame because Wordworth doesnt look anywhere near as 
sexy in med-res as it does in hi-res, tu" then that's largerv Vuc of 
most Amiga applications software, I'm pining for a multisync monitor 
and a flicker-fixer now, Until then, med-res it will have to be 

Pseunent Utilities Hapswrnth 

interlace mode. So itwas off to Wordworth's Pretences requester 
again to change backJnto flicker-free medium resolution and,,, Hello 
Topaz my old friend Oh well cnly to he expected. Times would have 

' ned-nes anyway, 

It's a shame because Wardworth doesntlook anyta near as 
sexy in med-res as i does in hks, but then that's largely true of 
mfe Amiga applications software. I m pining (or a multisync montor 

Wordworth is a delight to look at 
and use in high resolution (top), but 
the annoying flicker will almost 
certainly mean you'll be working in 
medium resolution (bottom) most of 
the time, in which text and graphics 
appear elongated* 
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As you ftt lie Icyinara. c^Bcters appear cn-scneen as fast As you can type ihen; PffhapS a kafcml lauch-typ.^i. mighl ratice a ■^er,' siighi. a- biillha rest of ^ ore not goirtg Lo gel feaelwt by words appearing cr the screen after we have KOppstJ typing, or having to ^ah. far the Krnr lo cacch ^p LHAIN! ber-g able to QO bMk &nfl camact a misuse fn this deparLmerrt WonSmoiih is plenty 

Words can   typed m any colour 
m i tu t &   cole ufs yc u li ke( even the 
background colour can be changed, 
making Eflljgl (white- on - btackjeasy, 

Fat ever. 
Fonts are chosen from a fjiaiogua btttvAfcti   default lists all the typefaces and point sties in your FONTS: directory A Show gadsei lets yau see^rfiat anyl&ic 100^ \->r. in case yogVe roi(iotten and a n*tf\:x" ■• « 3     seen: Plain F-r c. lralc or •Jndefne lor a combViatiDn ofi«this poifX wilJiQut having is change slylffSurth another T S■■,. iate- i: o:E'a:es n g!iiu>il-e c :ac' =.an s v/ay as "JIB font requester h DPa^t. VlNch tnost Amiga useiS %ip  kniMwel. aftmdnnvnu tn talrn anplherfnnt rtiief:l:»virv*Du ha^e. 

As well o$ being able to change the 
colour of any letter, Wordworth also 
fully supports Colorfonts (like those 
supplied with DPafat ill). 

one sors serif, ore fancy and one dingbats fsymholsl. each in i zpi, 24pt, 48pt and 96# -- specialy designed to utilise Wordworth's UltraPrint facilaies, hereby a nofmBlly Jeggy tarn can be printed ai four limes r.he screen resolution, pying much Higher quaaty results. 

The font selector (above) is quick and 
easy to use. Note that the tracking 
(character spacing} is set from here. 

A small one-page document (below), 
with a picture in 16-colour hi-res 
mode eats up more than 600,000 
bytes of chip RAM, 

vomwortnYiiJ g> roi mptA international 

<0rttmued from page 49 
Design-wise they look 
different, because 
different printers have 
different built-in fonts. 

Also supplied are four 
standard Amiga bitmap 
fonts: serif, sans serif, one 
fancy and one dingbats 
(symbols), each in 12pt, 
24pt, 48pt and 96pt and 
specially designed to 
utilise VVorcWorfft's 
UltraPrint facilities, 
whereby a jaggy font can 
be printed at four times 
the screen resolution. 

This feature, unique to 
Wordworth, means that 
any standard Amiga 
bitmap font can be output 
□t almost the highest 
resolution your printer is 
capable of. There's a bit 
more to it than this, plus a 
small catch - to display 
[and output] a particular 
size font under Kickstart 
1.3 you need to have a 
file containing the correct 
size characters in that 
particular typeface. If you 
want, say, Helvetica 
36pt, then you have to 
have a file called 36 in 
the Helvetica directory. 
Under Kickstart 2 things 
have changed. Fonts are 
re-scalable, even bitmap 
ones. This means that to 
get Helvetica 36pt you 
only need one size of that 
typeface and the 
operating system will 
automatically scale it to 
the size you require. 

So for UltraPrint to 
work under K51.3 at its 

HELP] 

RGflltii 

iCOL 

At sea off the Isle of Man 

Bold words affirmecf, in days when faith was strong 
And doubts and scruples seldom leased the brain, 
That no adventurer's bark had power to gain 
These shores if he approached them bent on wrong 
For, suddenly up-conjured from the Main, 
Mints rose to hide the Land - that search, though long 
And eager, might still be pursued in vain. 
0 Fancy! what an age was that for song! 
That age, when not by laws inanimate, 
As men believed, the waters were impelled, 
The air controlled, the stars their courses held; 
But elements and orb on acts did wait 
Of Powers endued with visible form, instinct 
With will, and to their work by passion linked. 

William Wordsworth 

ASCII: 

IFF: 

JARGON BUSTING 
American Standard Code for Information Interchange is the data storage 
code commonly used for text files. 

Interchange File Formal is a means by which graphics and sound data 
are stored on the Amiga so they can be swapped between program*. 

INTERLACE: is a method used lo double the apparent vertical resolution of an image 
by alternately refreshing the screen at a slight vertical offset, thus 
squeezing an extra line between each of Ihe lines of a non-interlaced 
screen. Unfortunately, interlace screens flicker. 

WYSIWYG: What You See Is What You Get, as opposed to word processors whose 
screen display bears little resemblance to the output they produce* 

highest resolution it needs to have a 
font on-disk at four times the size of 
the on-screen font, which explains the 
four point sizes supplied with each of 
the Digita fonts. 

As well as medium and high 
resolution, which affect the vertical 
resolution of the screen, Wordworth 
has two width resolutions: 60 or 80 
dots per inch (dpi), which is a way of 
scueezT;g even greater resolution 
output from bitmap fonts. At its 
highest setting, UltraPrint prints at 
four times the screen resolution - an 
impressive 320 x 288 dpi to the 
printer when in 80 dpi screen mode. 

The kind of document you want 
to create, plus the amount and type 
of RAM you have installed, have to 
be the most important considerations 
before buying Wordworth. 

The program requires 1Mb, but 
remember that this Is a minimum for 
the creation of simple documents, 
Long documents, multiple documents, 
colour and graphics will all require 
more memory. And chip memory at 
that, especially for multiple 
documents, colour and graphics. 

As an example of how quickly 
Wordworth can gobble up memory, 
take a look at the image below left. 
Wordworth is running in 16-colour, 
hi-res interlace mode. The document 
is just a single page with a few 
words on it plus an IFF graphic (you 
can only see a bit of it). Chip 
memory usage is more than 600,000 
bytes. On top of that, Wordworth will 
be using about another 400,000 
bytes of fast RAM to run in. 

OK, so we can conserve memory 
by using fewer colours and not 
running in interlace, but even if we 
manage to cut the chip memory 
usage in half you can see that we'd 
be sailing very close to the wind on a 
512k chip RAM machine. 

In fact, my example document, 
created on a 1 Mb chip RAM B2000 
(plus 6Mb fast), will only open in 
four-colour, med-res mode on a 51 2k 
chip RAM Amiga 500, Even then, 
Wordworth had to close down the 
Workbench. When using Wordworth 
to create large documents with 
colourful graphics, 1Mb of chip RAM 
plus another 1 Mb of fast RAM is the 
minimum memory requirement. 

For straightforward word 
processing, where all you're 

concerned with is bashing out words, 
512k of chip and 51 2k of fast is 
plenty. With a second floppy drive 
fitted and booting from the 
Wordworth disk you are left with 
about 350k RAM in total, 90 per 
cent of which is chip. 

Graphics 
If an Amiga word processor has the 
ability to import graphics, then it 
needs to be implemented properly. At 
the very least it should import a good 
selection of IFF graphics formats at 
least up to 32 colours. 

To keep within the true 
WYSIWYG spirit, graphics need to 
be displayed accurately on-screen 
(and printed) in as many colours (or 
grey scales) as the user chooses, 
which may well be fewer colours 
than there are in the original graphic. 
Also, users needs to be able to re- 
scale the graphic and automatically 
run text around it. 

Worcrworfr) can import all IFF 
graphics formats up to and including 
HAM. If can't handle 24-bit, 
Although Wordworth can import 32- 
colour, Extra H a IfB rite (64-colour) 
and HAM (4,096-colour) graphics, it 
can only display them in a maximum 
of 16 colours. So HAM pictures, for 
example, get automatically translated 
into 16-colour images, A button 
allows you to use the picture's 
palette, which results in Wordworth 
mapping colours 4-16 to those most 
often used in the graphic. For HAM 
pictures the loss in quality is 
immense, but 32 and 64-colour 
graphics translate surprisingly well. 

Loading times differ. From floppy, 
a piece of black-and-white clip art 
takes 10 seconds to load and appear 
on-screen and a 16-colour 640 x 
51 2 picture takes about 90 seconds, 
while loading a 4,096-colour HAM 
picture takes six minutes. Selecting 
Use Pic's Palette adds between 30 
seconds and two minutes to the wait. 

Graphics load in at their correct 
aspect ratios. When working in med- 
res mode they may appear to be 
elongated, but this is due to the 
elongated shape of med-res pixels; 
when sent to the printer or viewed in 
hi-res mode they are the correct 
shape. Pictures can be re-scaled by 
grabbing one of the handles around 
the edge of the graphic and 

;o 
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dragging the pointer to the desired 
position. Holding down the Shift key 
while grabbing and dragging 
preserves the original aspect ratio. 

The re-scaling and subsequent re- 
display of black-and-white clip art is 
almost instantaneous - 16-colour 
pictures take about 60-90 seconds; 
HAMs take a couple of minutes. 

Scaling down is accurate 
enough, but enlarging a graphic 
results, not surprisingly, in blockier 
and blockier images. Scale a picture 
down and then enlarge El and the 
resultant image is almost 
unrecognisable. However you don't 
expect sophisticated graphics scaling 
features from a word processor, and 
the simple scaling facilities of 
Wordworth are going to be good 
enough for most users. If you want 
more power then you should really 
be looking to buy a DTP package. 

Wordworth con run text around 
graphics in two ways. First there's the 
simple method of an automatic 
vertical boundary between the edge 

No doubt about it, 

Digitas Wordworth 

has a helluva big 

name to live up to/f 

of the graphic (left or right-hand side) 
and the text. Alternatively you can 
cause the text to flow around the 
contours of the graphic. This works 
wonderfully well with black-and-white 
dip art, but more thought is needed 
with colour pictures because the 
contour-flowing is achieved by 
Wordworth making colour 0 of the 
graphic transparent, letting the white 
of the background paper show. If 
any details in the graphic use colour 
0, these too will turn transparent, 
letting the paper shine through and 
making them look a little weird. 

Like vertical runaround, contour 
amaround can flow the text around 
the left or the right of the graphic, but 
not both. The space that should be 
left between the graphic and the text 
- the 'standoff' - is user configurable 
for each graphic in the document. 

If no runaround is selected, text 
can be laid over the top of graphics. 

More thought is needed if the 
document has, say, two colour 
pictures in it with different, conflicting 
palettes. Wordworth has o Remap 
option which will attempt to create a 
new compromise palette. But the 
more colour pictures in the document 
with different palettes, the worse 
each is going to look (and print) after 
a remap. 

Butyoull probably be using 
black-and-white clip art most of the 

time, if for no other reason than 
because you don't have a colour 
printer and you know from 
experience that unless created with a 
grey-scale screen dump In mind, 
colour pictures look awfully muddy 
when sent to a monochrome printer, 
even one with lasers in it. 

The right wards 
Wordworth'$ dictionary is the same 
one many other word processors use. 
Compiled by Collins, it is the English 
version and contains 1 10,000 
words, including the usual 26,000 
Merriam-Webster legal and medical 
supplement. There's a thesaurus as 
well, for those moments when you 
can't think of the exact word 
(comment, declaration, expression, 
remark, utterance...] you want. 

Spelling checking proceeds at an 
acceptable rate; not that it's quick, 
but it is as fast as Pretext's spelling 
checker, which is no slouch. 

For best performance, the 
dictionaries can be copied to RAM. 
Words are checked phonetically, 
which means if you spell something 
by how it sounds, Wordworth will 
almost certainly provide the correct 
spelling, provided it is in the 
d i cti o n a ry, of ko rse, (Wordworth 
suggests: horse, worse, curse, 
coarse, course...) 

The spelling dialogue box is easy 
to understand and use; the only slight 
criticism I have is that the process is 
slowed dawn by the program asking 
for confirmation every time you 
choose to save a word to your user 
dictionary. Considering the user 
dictionary can be easily and 
completely edited from outside of the 
spelling checker, confirmation Is 
really unnecessary. 

The thesaurus knows 140,000 
synonyms for 30,000 words. There is 
no antonym or word definition 
facility; the former is an omission, but 
the lack of definitions is because 
Collins doesn't supply this module for 
the English dictionary, only the 
American one, which is downright 
daft of them. Word definitions are 
important for anyone who is not 
perfectly at home with the English 
language. For example, in the above 
spelling mistake, the user may only 
have a good enough knowledge of 
English to recognise that the correct 
spelling for 'korse' is either 'coarse' 
or 'course'; the final decision can 
only be made by looking up the 
definition of each. 

And don't give me any hassle 
about looking them up in a 
dictionary. Using that argument, a 
computer dictionary and thesaurus 
become redundant. 

On top of the dictionary and 
thesaurus, Wordworth has a 
Glossary utility. In this requester you 
can enter the phrases you use most 
often - your name and address, for 

example, or standard letter 
openings and endings. 
Double clicking a glossary 
entry inserts it at the current 
cursor position in the text. 

Wordworth is able to 
load text saved by other 
programs. It knows 
specifically about 
WordPerfect, ProWrite and 
Protext, plus it can import 
generic ASCII and IFF text, 
Any graphics in an alien- 
format document will be 
discarded, but type styles 
and paragraph formatting 
are preserved. 

Wordworth1 $ own file 
format is IFF, but a new 
type of Digita's own 
invention. From the 
document headers it 
appears to be called 
WOWO [like pictures are 
ILBM and music is SMUS). 
It adheres to the IFF rules, 
with all the relevant 
document information held 
in different chunks. 

As all graphics in a 
Wordworth document are 
stored with text, file sizes 
can get huge, particularly if 
you hove used many large 
colour pictures. 

The alternative is to just 
shore the information about 

continued on page 52 
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Contour flow is deeply wonderful. 
Printer fonts and graphics can be 
output to the same page by feeding 
the paper through once for the text 
and then again for the graphics. It's 
more accurate than you'd expect. 

Document: Untitled 1 :i^'r*ni'ii'i'iilil 

Scaling down is 
easy enough, 
but enlarging 
produces 
blockier and 
blockier pictures, 
especially if you 
enlarge a picture 
that ha 5 
previously been 
shrunk. 
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The glossary is where you put all 
those phrases and paragraphs you 
use most often; names and addresses 
are the most obvious things to store 
here, but standard letter openings 
and endings are another idea. If you 
change the glossary and quit 
Wordworth without saving, you will 
be reminded of the fact and asked for 
confirmation to quit* 

Wordwrturn is able apeclflcafly about1 impel gene?id ASi 
e>t saved by alfter programs, li knows rfect. PfoWnii and Protest, pi*J9 It can FF text. Any graphics in an alien-format 

Wordworth supports some alien file 
formats. If will recognise style 
changes (bold, italic and so on) but 
will discard any graphics in non* 
Wordworth documents. Once the file 
format is chosen, Wordworth will 
save in that format as well, so make 
sure you change the file format after 
importing as (say) ASCII, unless an 
ASCII save is what you want. 

continued from page 5T 
which cfrsk each of the 
pictures in the document 
is on and bad them 
separately when 
needed. The advantage 
of this is that the 
document itself remains 
small, text loads quickly 
and graphics con be 
present in the document 
but 'unloaded' for 
speedier screen refresh 
and conservation of that 
most precious of gifts, 
chip memory. Also, 
because the pictures are 
not fixed to the 
document, neither are 
they fixed to the 
document's screen 
resolution and palette, 
so each picture can be 
output (but not 
displayed] in its original 
format and colours. The 
advantage of the way 
Wordworth does it is 
that graphics and text 
remain together, so you 
don't lose a picture 
because you can't find 
the disk it's an. Also, the 
smaller you re-scale a 
picture, the smaller the 
resultant file size. 

Wordworth*s file 
requester is a pleasure to 
use. One window in the 
requester for files, one 
for drawers and devices, 
plus options for setting a 
filter and showing a 
sorted or unsorted list. Its 
only fault is the length of 
time it takes to read in a 
large directory from 
floppy. It doesn't update 
the files window as it is 
reading the disk, so you 
have ta wait until the 
whole directory is read 
before clicking on a 
filename. 

91 ;.ibf-Q. 
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Up to 100 multiple documents can be 
opened, memory permitting. Each 
document window multitasks,, so you 
can be editing one while printing 
another. There is no option to merge 
one document from disk straight into 
another, although this can be got 
round by opening both documents, 
cutting the text from one and pasting 
it into the other. 

Layout 
Horizontal and vertical rulers are 
provided - both can be switched on 
and off and measurements can be in 
inches, centimetres, picas, points, 
pitch or pixels, All tab positions - left, 
right, centre and decimal - can be 
set by simply selecting which you 
require from a set of four icons, 
painting at the horizontal ruler and 
clicking where you want them. 
Correcting a mistake is done by 
dragging the tab arrows along the 
ruler, or get rid of them completely by 
dragging them off the ruler. 

Special para 
There are two special markers on the 
ruler which are used for paragraph 
indents and outdents. The top marker 
sets the margin position far the first 
word in a paragraph, the bottom 
marker sets the margin for 
subsequent lines in the paragraph. By 
having the top marker set to the right 
of the bottom marker, outdents are 
possible, vice-versa for indents. By 
dragging the bottom marker while 
holding the right mouse button down, 
both margins can be adjusted at 
once while keeping their positions 
relative to each other. 

A layout style for the whole 
document can be set or, by dragging 
a block over paragraphs, each can 
have its own style, allowing you to 
mix indents and outdents and tab 
positions freely. Once a paragraph's 
style has been set, further margin and 
tab changes to other parts of the 
document won't affect that 
paragraph unless it is highlighted. 

Line spacing is adjustable. If you 
are using your printer's built-in 
character set, then you are effectively 
restricted to six or eight lines per 
inch, single spaced, single-and-a-half 
spaced or double spaced, 
Wordworth will let you select another 
type of line spacing for printer fonts 
(measured in points), but the output 
will be garbage. 

Bitmap fonts can be line-spaced 
any way you like and will print as 
they are on-screen. Printer fonts and 
bitmap fonts can be mixed on-screen, 
even on the same line. 

Justification is left, right, centred 
or flush. Automatic hyphenation Es 
available [mainly of use with flush- 
justified copy) but its implementation 
is far from perfect. There is no 
exceptions dictionary, and you can't 
dictate the minimum number of 

characters to hyphenate after or 
before, so awkward word breaks 
crop up quite a lot. This needs ta be 
improved in later versions. 

Character spacing (tracking) can 
be adjusted for the whole font or for 
only the highlighted text. When flush- 
justifying, Wordworth uses the 
normal method of Inserting extra 
space between each word; it cannot 
automatically compensate for large 
gaps between words on a line by 
automatically adjusting the tracking. 
Again, something for Digita to think 
about for later versions. 

Paragraph spacing can be 
adjusted so that extra space is added 
before, after, or both before and 
after, each paragraph in the 
document or only those highlighted. 
This is an excellent feature which 
saves you pressing Return an extra 
time if you want a blank line between 

BLITS 

Originally Wordworth was called 
'Quart/. Huh? The reason for 
thai name may have been crystal 
dear ta the programmer, but not 
to the people he was working for. 
Digita boss Jerry Rhyll came up 
with the name 'Wordsworth', but 
the 'powers that be' won't let you 
register names as trademarks, so 
the "s" in the middle was dropped 
and Wordworth was born. 

BOBS 

each paragraph. Using the 
paragraph spacing facility you can 
adjust spacing quickly and easily 
should you change your mind about 
document layout. 

Headers and footers aren't 
forgotten. These form part of the tap 
and bottom margins of a page; yau 
edit them once and they get 
displayed and printed on every page 
in the document. 

Alternatively, you can have 
different headers and/or footers for 
left and right-hand pages. There's 
also a button to let you switch off 
headers and footers for the first page 
of a document - handy for a title 
page, but if you want, for example, 
three or four pages of contents 
without headers and footers before 
the main document starts, there's no 
option for it. Neither is there an 
option to change the style or content 
of headers/footers mid-document. 

Page numbering can be in one of 
five different styles: ordinary 
numbers, uppercase or lowercase 
roman numerals, or uppercase or 
lowercase letters (after page 26 it 
changes ta AA, AB, AC and so on). 

continued on page 57 
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POWER COMPUTING 

NEW LOW PRICES 

Amiga 500 
from Power Computing 

Amiga 500 512K £330 

Amiga 5001MB £350 
Amiga 500 2MB £395 

Amiga 500 1MB + 40MB hard disk £639 

Packs do not inDIUde software unlesspecificalIy stated 

Software 

Pro Page 2.0 £179 
Pro Video Post £149 
Pro Writi £35 
Sculpt-Animatfl 4D £279 
Broadcast Title: II £179 
X Cad Designer £77 
X Cad Professional £229 
Deluxe Paint ill £87 
Dig iview Gold V4 £102 
Pixmate £35 
Vista £49 
Distant Suns £36 
Pen Pal £S1 
Cross Dos £25 
Devpac Amiga £45 
Hisoft Basic £55 
Lattice C v5 £149 
Lattice C+ + £250 
HisoftPro Flight £34 
Pro Draw £100 
Quarter Back £35 
Videotitler £100 
Turbo Silver £100 
Director V2 £POA 
Photon Paint II £85 
Bars & Pipes £120 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

Printers 

Star LC10 mono 
Star LC200 colour 

Star LC24-200 24 pin mono 
Star LC24-20G 24 pin colour 

Star XB24-10 Professional 24 pin 
colour 
Star XB24-15 Wide professional 24 p 
colour 

LC10 colour fabric printing kit 
IforT-Shirts etc) 

GVP Series 2 Hard Disk 

m 
m 

NEW LC200 Colour fabric kit 

£17 

£29 

Flexidump Amiga £34.95 

AH printers come with a parallel printer cable 

OAdspeed £175 
!CD Flicker Free Video £250 

[CD FFV + VGA Monitor £499 

Hard wearing dust cover £9 

Philips colour monitor Mkll £249 
KCS PC Power Board £235 

AT-Once £169 
(2000 Version also available) £199 
Floppy disks (minquantity 50)    £0.34 each 

Maxell branded multicolour disks 
boxoflO £9.95 

Atr trad e nark&ack row I ed 5 p H 

• Fully SCSI compatible 

• Up to 8MB FAST RAM on-board 

• High speed "FAASTROM* controller 

• Auto-boot from FFS partition 
• All combinations available 

50MB 
100MB 

£450 

£699 

256K x 4 DRAM £6 
1MBx1 DRAM £6 

IMBxdSimm £40 

4MBx8Simm £150 

1MBx4Zip £25 
8372 Fatter Agnus £69 

TELEPHONE No. 

SYSTEM OWNED 

CPE3ITC4HDS 

cn 

m 

SIGNATURE 

EXPIRY DATE r~n 

DESCRIPTION 

MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO 
POWER COMPUTING LTD 

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/PO FOR 

POWER COMPUTING LTD 
UnitS Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK427PN 

Tel; 0234843388 Fax: 0234840234 
All prices include VAT end ere subject to change 

 i 



[tvesnamnicrosi 

PRICES INC.DEUVERY & VAT® 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery : 

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra 
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one ol the longes) established 
companies In Ihelr Held, with a reputation for good *urvice 

and prices. We have invested heavily In a computer system to 
enable our Telesales stafl lo provide up-lo-the-mlnute stock 
In lor mat Ion, coypled with highly efficient order processing. 
Our fully equipped Workshop enables us to carry out almost 
any repair on our premises. We feel sure thai you won t be 

disappointed If you choose Evesham Micros. 

HOW m mom, 

Call us now on 

0386 765500 
Lines open Monday -Saturday, 

9.00am - 5.30pm 

/3*n Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to : 

Evesham Micros Ltd 
Unit 9, St Richards Rd. 

Evesham, Worcs 
WR11 6XJ 

0 
ACCESS/VISA 
Cards Welcome 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome 
Same day despatch whenever possible 

Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only} £6.50 e*tra 
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed for 

personal cheque clearance* 
Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354 ] 

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Eveshom 
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ 

^0386 765180 
rax ; 0386 7653M 

 Open Moo-Sot., 9.00 - 5 30 

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge €61 2HA 
^ 0223 323898 

fax. 0225 322883 
Open MorvFri, 0.30 - 6.00 

and Sat.r0.co- 5.30 
Corporate Safes Depf. • IBM deafer 

■" m' 
1762 Pershofe Road, Cotteridge 

Birmingham B30 3BH 
^021 458 4564 

fax 021 433 3825 
Open Mon-Sal., 9.00-5.30 

^0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10.00 ■ 5.30 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

AS! details correct at tur>$ of goirq to press * M goods s utyeci to availability 

AMIGA 1500/2000 UPGRADES 
HARD DRIVE / RAM UPGRADE BOARD KIT 

Kits comprise of full size hard disk controller cards 
incorporating unpopufated SIMMS RAM expansion sockets 
for accommodaling up to 6Mb RAM; PLUS high speed, fast 

access NEC SCSI hard disks. 
I 40MB HARD DRIVE & INTERFACE / RAM CARD ... E 349.00 
I 100MB HARD DRIVE & INTERFACE / RAM CARD., £ 499,00 

PLEASE NOTE: Ttese are unpopulated RAM sockets - Add C 119.00 per 
2Mb al RAM required. 

A500 HARD DISKS 

PRICE * 
BREAKTHROUGH! 

AT LAST..* the chance to buy 
Quality, High Capacity Hard 
Disk Systems far the Amiga 

500 at realistically low prices! 

40Mb MODEL ONLY £ 299 

100Mb MODEL ONLY £449 
2Mb RAM Version: ADD £ 100 . 4Mb RAM Veriicm: ADO £100 

> NEC SGSJ Hard Disk Mechanisms tor optimum performance, 
25ms Access Time & Autoparking 
Includes its own Dedicated P$U. CBM recommends a gains! use a\ 
Hard Disks without independent power supply. 

& Option for up to 4MB of additional RAM Expansion 
'<■'■ Includes SCSI Throughporl at rear for further expansion 

High quality metal casing, colour matched to lira Amiga 500 
Includes 'MRBACKUP Pro' as well as CorfiguraliorVFormal software 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

512K 
ONLY 
^fe, 4fe 

RAM/CLOCK £28.99 

UPGRADE 

512K RAM Expansion also 
available without clock : 
ONLY £24.99 

Direct replacement for the A501 expansion Convenient On / Off 
Memory Switch V Auto-recharging battery backed Real-Time Clock , 
Compact Unit Size : Ultra-neat design    Only 4 low power FASTRAMs 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
V Fully populated board increases total RAM in A5DO to 2Mb ! k Plugs into vacant 

trapdoor area, & connects to GARY' chip A Includes auto-recharging battery- 
backed realtime Clock A Socketed RAM fCs for accommodating up to 1 5Mb RAM 
Unpopulated RAM board with clock £ 34J5 ! w 6 = The expansion boa*d 
RAM Board with 512K FASTRAM installed ... £ 54,95 \  r^uifes Kicksta11 310 

RAM Board with 1 Mb FASTRAM installed £ 69.95 [ Kic*staTiTu™rade 
RAM Board with 1 5Mb FASTRAM installed.. £ 79 00 ; available from us lor £29.95 

NEW! 'MEGABOARD' 

Cjojm&#& tm yjom SliSK RAMI 

With our MEGABOARD, you can further expand your A500's 
memory to a total of 2Mb without disposing of your existing 512K 
upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip type, or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

ONLY 

£59.95 
MEQABOARD needs Kickslart 1.3 
id operate (Kickstart 1.3 upgrade 

available from us for E2&95). 
Installation requires connection to 

the 

8Mb RAM Expansion Card with 2Mb Fitted 
easily upgradable lo 4Mb, 6Mb or 8Mb £ 149.95 

37," EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

£54.95 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling Vents 
• Sleek, high quality metal casing 
• Quality Citizen/Sony Drive Mechanism 
• On / Off switch on rear of drive 
• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 
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• ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY * LL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY [Evesham Micro? 

w jfi amplified stereo 
^ ■ "™' speakers 

REALISE THE 
TRUE SOUND 
POTENTIAL OF 

YOUR AMIGA 
WITH THIS PAIR 
OF FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS! 
Your Amiga produces line quality hi-fi stereo sound Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction to the tail with this specially designed, greal new twin speaker system! Features rella* ported speaker design with 3 separate drivers in fiach unit, and! htcorporaLas- a bu ihl-in am p lifinr with .idiuKlab'p volums corilro), Runs frqm PSU (supplied)    From batteries jnot included) i 

Speaker DfowMferu 24fi*93>/12Smm (HxWxD) 

ONLY 

£39.95 

CBM A590 HARD DISK 
Good quality Commodore 20Mb Hard Disk unit, 

bdudtig rls qwn PSU and hurtl-il Cddlilg Tar. Features 
sockets tor up to 2Mb of onboard FA5TRAM expansion 

(see below) BOrns Access lime, wrth gp 1o 2 iMfcVsec 
Iranaler rale Aurroboots when usedwitti Kickstart 1.3. 

ONLY 

£279.00 
CBM A590 UPGRADES 

{FtAM upgrades fitted free ot charge when bought with AS90) 
51 2K RAM Upgrade . E 29,95 
1Mb RAM Upgrade  E 99.99 
2Mb RAM Upgrade  , £99.95 
NEC 40Mb SCSI Drive replacement mechanism E 199.00 
NEC 10OMO SCSI Drive replacement mechanism Z 349.DO 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
ASdO OWNERS! Expand your hard disk storage further with one ol 

our add-on, externally cased SCSI Hard Dnves. featuring 25ms 
autoparking NEC mechanisms wilh separate power supply. Simply 

plugs into the socket provided on the near of the A590 Hard Disk unit. 
External 40Mb SCSI Drive cased wilh P$U 

lo directly add-on to the Commodore A590 E 299-00 
External 100Mb SCSI Drive cased with PS'J £ 449.00 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this Is the 
smoothest, most responsive and 

: accurate replacement mouse you 
.■ can buy ior the A m Iga. Excel lent 

W   performance, amazing low price ! 
OHTQC SATISFACTION 
*- 1 / GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga /ST compatible - 
excellent 1 rave 1 & accuracy assured , . £ 37.95 

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY 

SCANNER & TOUCH-UP 
Outstanding qja >ty  excallent value for money - tnis 
package includes a HXMOOdpi scanner with dilher options, 

i   plus  Ihe  amazingly  powerful  TOUCH-UP software 
package which drives the scanner directly. Scanner 

includes viewing widow &. backet 'or accurate 
scans every time, Scan either line-art or grey 

images  up  lo  iOOrjpt.  Many image 
e^hsr»cemei: & special £"RC:Y. available 

m/Jr^-*^      from  within  Touch-Up. A sensible 
investment lor Desktop Publishing work, 

ONLY £179.00 
INCLUDING VAT 
AND DELIVERY 

NEW! ROCGEN GENLOCK 
YOU WILL HAVE TO PAY AT LEAST 

TWICE AS MUCH MONEY to obis In a similar level of 
quality, function end 

tophitUcalion ottered by 
our new GEN-LOCK adapter, 

compatible lo all Amiga*! Marty 
special features include the ability 

to record graphics & animations on 
video recorders, overlay graphic and 

text onto video and use your domestic 
colour TV as a colour monitor. Capable ol smooth and stable lading anrj 

ONLY £114.99 

PHILIPS I! i" TV/MONITOR 
With Its dedicated monitor Input, thla model 

combines the advantages of a h Igh quality medium 
resolution colour mon 11 or with the convenience of 

remote mnrtiol Teleteirt TV - it m Kcriknl How price 1 
NEW Version f nluret dark glass screen lor improved 
contrast, plus lull range S-wav speaker sound output. 

'£269.00 lncludinaVAL 
delivery & cable 

Philips CMBB33 MkJI including cable  ,. £ 239,00 

AMIGA 

SPECIAL DEALS 

AMIGA 500 
COMPUTER 
BASE PACK 

Features a Genuine UK version 512K 
Commodore Amiga 500 computer with 

1Mb Internal Drive. TV Modulator, 
Mouse, Power Supply. KicKstart 1.3, ale. 

AMIGA 500 BASE PACKAGE 
ONLY £ 307,49 

A500 PACK AS ABOVE, WITH 
512K RAM/CLOCK FITTED 

ONLY £ 333.99 
AS00 PACK 

WITH EXTERNAL 37s" DRIVE 
ONLY £ 357,49 

ASOO PACK WITH EXTERNAL 
37;' DRIVE AND 512K RAM/ 
CLOCK UPGRADE FITTED 

ONLY £ 333,99 
N.B. Ooes NOT include extra software 

included with other packages. 

LOOK WHAT ELSE 
YOU GET WHEN YOU 

BUY AN AMIGA 
FEATURE PACK FROM 

j THESE FABULOUS GAMES: 
i Tnck$ult Manager 90 *5ubbuteo*Asterlk* 
j Block Alanche* Jungle Book • Treasure Trap • 

Disk Man - Battle Squadron • Diet Riot • 
Tank Battle * Nigel Hansel! • Lost'N'Maze 

| PLUSJ A wordproceseor and spreadsheet 

AMIGA 500 SCREEN GEMS PACK 
Includes Amiga 500 with 1Mb RAM, plus 1Mb Drive, TV modulator. 'Night Breed'. 

'The Beast 2\ 'Back to the Future 2'. 'Days of Thunder1. 'Deluxe Paint II' 
ASOO 1MB SCREEN OEMS PACKAGE .£369,99 
A500 Screen Gems Package PLUS 37/ External Drive .... £ 419 99 

AMIGA 500 CLASS OF THE 9CTS PACK 
Pack features ASOO computer plus A501 512K RAM Upgrade, TV Modulator. 

S software titles, 10 Disks, mouse mal, Video Tape & more.... 
CLASS OF THE 90 s Package   E 499.00 
Class of the 90 s Pack plus 37." Drive...... £ 549.00 

AMIGA 1500 STARTER PACK 
Includes A150Q computer (1Mb RAM. 2 x 31* Drives, 8 expansion slots), 

Commodore Hi-Resolution Colour Monitor, plus Software including: 'Deluxe 
Paint IIP. 'Battle Chess', "Sim City' and 'The Works' (business software). 

A1 500 STARTER PACKAGE £ 949.00 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
BANISH VIRUS PROBLEMS! 

Our compact Vlrua Prelector His essHy to th* Port of the Last disk drive Sn 
your Amiga system, protecting ell internal end external oVives from boot 
block viruses. Incorporates a 
switch lo enable tsr disable 
the protection I utility. Top ONLY £9.95 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 
Unit Good quality switch mode' 

type. Super low price] 

ONLY £39.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 
Our lulry compaliWe, high quality MIDI interface conneds directly with the Amiga 
serial pen and provides IN, OUT & THHU pons lor good flexibility Fealures LED 

each port For indicators 
diagnosis purposes 
compart design. 

Superb ONLY £19.95 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 
Ottering lull compatibility wilh almost any Amiga audio digifiser package our 
Sound Sampler features excellent circuitry, yielding professional results. The 
main M> converter gives a digitising resolution of up lo SOKHj, wilh a last slew 
rate. Two phono sockets are provided for stereo line input, plus an option for 
microphone Adjustable gain is achieved with built-in control knob. Complete 
with public domain disk 
coram rc sound sampling 
applications y utilities ONLY £29.95 

TRACKBALL 

accuracy 

Excellent new high performance trackball, 
directly corneal it le lo any Amiga or Atari ST, 

Operates Imm the mouse or joystick perl. 
SupBT'Smoolh. accurate and versatile - 

you probatory wont want to use a 
mouse again alter using this 

Trackball! Total one-handed control. 
Top quality cbnslruclian and opto- 

mechanical desicji. delivering high speed and 
accuracy every time. No dnver sod ware needed 1 

ONLY £29.95 

NEW! A500 INTERNAL 3.5" REPLACEMENT DRIVE 
Fully compatible. Kit includes full fitting instructions...... £ 49.95 

VIDl-flmlga video dig4iser package inc V 01-Chrome  1110,00 
VIOI-Chrome Amiga cokxjr frame general Ion kit from B&W images. C 16,95 
VIOI-RGD colour Frame generation kit 1rom B&W images t 94.99 
MINlGEN Gentock Adapl-er  E ftS.OO 
KCS Powerboard Hardware PC Emulator with its own 
i Mb ol RAM on-board. 512K useable in Amiga mode  E 229.99 
Kickttart 1.3 Upgrade '   £ 29.99 
Amlp* 500 Oust Cover ., E 4J9 

SOFTWARE 
NEW1 WORD WORTH C 119.00 Kind Wwds 2  £ 37 95 Protest V5 £ 119 95 Dkjiiai Home Accounts  £ 23 95 Deluxe Paint 3 £ 79.95 

Deluxe Video 3 . E B4 95 Music-X 1 1  £ 99.00 A.MOS   £37.50 
HiSoU Lattice C GFA BASIC V3   GFA BASIC Compiler . □evpac 2 15   
Dswy Animation Studio 

£199 00 E 3S.95 E 34 9S 
E44 95 . E 69.95 

NEW! Olivetti DM124C 
Outstanding 24 Pin COLOUR Printer 

m PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
24-PIN COLOUR 

PRINTING NOW 
AVAILABLE - AT AN 

AFFORDABLE PRICE! 
Combining the advantages of advanced COLOUR; oufpul with the 

superior quality of Olivetti Professional 24-pin printing, the ne* 
DM124C represents excellenl value for money! Consistent high 

quality is assured every lime, with no ink excesses nr pale lines at 
any speed. Peace Ol Mind for trouble-free use is Guaranteed, with 

Olivetti's 1£ Montns On-Site Warranty cover I 
. j 200 cps output in dralt, 50 cps in LQ mode: huge-AQK butler 
_j 7 Colour output; Graphics resolution up to 360 x iSOdpi 
J Parallel Interlace, Tractor & Single Sheet Peed as standard 
J Complete Wilh cable & 12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 
Olivetti OM124C Normal RRP: £ 389.95 inc.VAT 

Evesham Micros   ONLY £269.00 
Special Offer Price   \nc.VAT, Delivery & cable 

- Automatic Cut Srteef Feeder available for only £79.95- 

PRINTERS 
Prices include VA 
delivery and ca 

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER f 
Ail STAR Printers include 12 months On-Site Maintenance 
Star LC 10 Best-selling 9-pin printer, 144/36cps..£ 149.00 
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts, 18D745cpS... E 209.00 
Star LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 fonts, I80/60cps        E 209.00 
Star LC 24-200 24 - Pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps E 249,00 
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version of above E 289.00 
Star FR-109-pin including Colour Upgrade ... E 259.00 
Star XB24-10 24-pin including Coir. Upgrade.. £ 359.00 
Citizen Swift-24 24-Pin COLOUR Printer £279.00 
OUvetti JP-35Q InkJet high speed 30Odpi printer E 
Olivetti DM100S 200/30 cps 9-pin, inc. 12 monlhs 0/S1U... E 115-00 
Panasonic K3(P1123 good value 2J-pin printer Z 215-00 

NEW! 31/." DRIVE with 

LED Track Display 

High quality double-sided 
3-5" floppy drive 

offering the full 
88QK formatted 

capacity per 3.5" 
disk. Features a 

special LED display 
which accurately shows the 

current track being accessed 
during any disk drive activity. 

ONLY £74.95 
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DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 

For the Commodore Amiga 

AMIGA A500 ■ £305.95 
Package includes A500 computer with \/i Mb ram, disk 

drive, TV modulator, Workbench, mouse and PSU. 
with i/2 meg/cfock upgrade add » £25.00 
with Cumana 2nd drive add £60.00 

AMIGA SCREEN GEMS 
includes Deluxe Paint 1J and 4 Top games 

+ Free V2 meg memory expansion 
MJC PRICE £379.95 

for courier delivery on computers add £5 

COMMODORE A 590 HARD DRIVE 
20Mb Auto boots from WB 1.3 

MJC PRICE £279.95 
with extra lMeg fitted ... £319,95 
with extra 2Meg fitted £349.95 

NEW ■ GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER 
Quality 400 dpi scanner with powerful Touch Up 

enhancement software, 
MJC PRICE £175.00 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 
280 DPi with FREE Mouse House + Mat now also 

includes free Op Stealth game 
MJC PRICE £24.95 

SQuik - Replacement MOUSE 
Same spec and design as Naksha mouse 

MJC PRICE 14.95 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS 
V? Meg mternai with clock, 4 chip 

MJC PRICE £28.95 
Zydec 1.5 Mb upgrade board - requires kickstart 1.3 

and internal Gary chip connection. 
MJC PRICE £88.95 

GUMANA CAX 354 DISK DRIVE 
Quality Brand name 3.5' second drive includes thru port, 

disable switch and No Hassle 1 year guarantee, 
INCLUDES FREE VIRUS-X UTILITY 

MJC PRICE £61.95 

VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 
Vidi Colour package - including Vidi Digitiser, Vidichrome 

and Photon Paint 
MJC PRICE £95.00 

ROB SPLITTER - for use with Vidichrome 
or Digiview. {includes PSU) 

MJC PRICE £64.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 
Package includes Vidi Amiga, Vidichrome and the RGB 

Splitter for a complete colour digitising outfit. NOTE: For 
best colour pictures you require a video camera or 

perfect still frame VCR 
MJC PRICE £145.00 

AMIGA A1500 £679.95 
Package includes A1500 computer with 1Mb ram, 

2 drives, Deluxe Paint III, Works Platinum and 
4 great games. 

Price includes VAT and courier delivery 
A15Q0 plus 8833 Mk2 Col Monitor £919 95 

A1500/2000 PERIPHERALS 
SUPRARAM - add on Ram cards with space for 

up to 8 Meg of extra Ram, 
SUPRARAM with OK fitted £84.95 
SUPRARAM with 2Mb fitted ..£159.95 
SUPRARAM with 4Mb fitted £225.00 
SUPRARAM with 8Mb fitted £349.95 

SUPRA HARD DRIVES 
Using the fast Word sync 2000 controller and quality 

Quantum drive mechanisms. 
SUPRADRIVE 40Mb (17ms)... £349,95 
SUPRADRIVE 52Mb (11ms} .....£389.95 
SUPRADRIVE 105Mb (11ms) £529.95 

EVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 
Quality drives with the ability to add up to 8 Meg 

of extra Ram on board. 
52 Meg (11ms) version.,. £459,95 
105 Meg (11ms) version,,..,,,. ,.£599,95 

PC XT BRIDGEBOARD 
PC XT bridge board allowing your Amiga to run PC 

programs in MOA or CGA modes ideal for 
word processors/spreadsheets includes 360K 5.25 

disk drive and MS-DOS 3.3 with full instruction manuals. 
MJC PRICE £199.95 

ICQ AD-SPEED ACCELERATOR 
Accelerator board for the 500/1500/2000 

increases clock speed from 7.1 to up to 
14.3 requires internal fitting. 

MJC PRICE £169.95 

PROTEXT Version 5 
A very fast command based package now with 

110,000 word Coflins Dictionary, Mail Merge and up to 
36 files open plus much more - call for details. |1 meg) 

MJC PRICE £99,95 

PROTEXT V 4.3 £54.95 
PRODATA AMIGA £55.95 

KIND WORDS V2 . £32.95 
WORD WORTH - NEW .. £99.95 
SUPERSASE „. £59.95 
SUPER PLAN .£59.95 
MAX1PLAN PLUS £49,95 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER .£22.95 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Pagesetter 2 - great value ... . £47.95 
Pro Page V2.0 - the best?...,. £179.95 

The above programs all require at least 1 Meg and 
2 drives/Hard recommended 

VIDEO TITLING/PRESENTATION 
Home Titler - by Genisoft ,   ....£34,95 
Big Alternative Scroller  
TV Show - IFF slide show  

 £45,95 
 £54.95 

TV Text Pro - quality fonts   £79.95 
Broadcast Titler II.... ,   £169.95, 
Pro Video Post „. , ,  £179.95 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
Great Video Production package ■ call for details 

(requires 1 meg + 2 drives} 
MJC PRICE £89.95 

ZVP VlDEOSTUDiO PRO - CALL FOR DETAILS 
RENDALE 8802 GENLOCK 

Great value Genlock offering both Foreground and 
Background modes. 

MJC PRICE £159.95 
8802 MODE SWITCH BOX - £29.95 

GRAPHICS 
Pixmate ,, £34.95 
Digi Paint 3 £44.95 
3D Construction Kit £37.95 
Digiview 4 Gold £89.95 
Deluxe Paint 3 .....,,.£59.95 
Disney Animation Studio £74.95 

AMOS Vf ,2 £33-95 
AMOS Compiler - Call for availability 

TECHNO SOUND TURBO 
great value stereo sampler £29,95 

HARMONI 
MIDI Sequencing software £34.95 

ALTER AUDIO 
The complete Midi starter kit features Midi Interface, 

Tiger Cub Software & Tutorials 
MJC PRICE £79.95 

THE MIDI CONNECTOR 
Featuring Midi In, 2 x Midi Outr Midi Thru and Serial 

port Thru + 2 cables, 
MJC PRICE JUST £14,95 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 
Fun School 2 - featuring 8 educational games per 

pack on a range of subjects. 
FUN SCHOOL 2 Under 6 £12.95 
FUN SCHOOL 2 6 to 8 £12.95 
FUN SCHOOL 2 Over 8.. £12.95 

Fun School 3 - featuring 6 educational games per 
pack - different from F$ 2. 

FUN SCHOOL 3 Under 5 £15.95 
FUN SCHOOL 3 5 to 7 £15.95 
FUN SCHOOL 3 Over 7 .....£15.95 

many other educational titles available - 
please call or write for further detarls 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE U.K. 
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed. 

Overseas customers aiso welcome, please call or write for quotations. 
All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE. 

CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 (6 days) 

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (ASH) 

2 The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG61UJ 

Telephone orders and enquiries: Letchworth (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

Fax: (0462)670301 

EUROCARB 

Proprietor M J Cooper 



DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

im poge 52 
You can select which page number to 
storr with, so if you have written a 
book you can print it out with each 
chapter (saved and then loaded as a 
separate document] starting with the 
correct page number, 

Time and date can both be 
inserted into your document header 
or footer, either as the current 
time/date [when the insert command 
was used) or as an updating 
rime/date which puts a special 
control string into the text that gets 
replaced with the current time/date 
when the document is printed. British, 
American and European formats for 
time and date are available. 

Editing 
All the editing features you would 
expect from a word processor are 
there - cut, copy, paste, erase, find, 
replace, undo - even a tool called 
Again which repeats the last action 
selected from the Format menu; 
handy for changing the style of 
subheadings throughout a document. 

::;                                    .TT,;::........., 
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Paragraph formatting lies at 
the heart of Wordworth** 
layout system. Each of the 
spells you see here can be cast 
on the whole document, a 
group of paragraphs, or just 
on® paragraph. Tabs are set 
directly on the horizontal ruler. 

Blocks are highlighted either by 
dragging the pointer over the desired 
text, or by holding dawn Ctrl and 
using the arrow keys. Words can be 
highlighted by double clicking on 
them; whole lines can be highlighted 
by triple clicking. 

For those who don't like to take 
their hands from the keyboard while 
editing, there are hotkey shortcuts for 
every menu selection. Changing 
between multiple documents has to 
be done by mouse. 

The numeric keypad can be 
configured so that PgUp, PgDn, 
Home and End do precisely that, or 
you can use the arrow keys in 
conjunction with Alt and Shift. 

One point here, The Amiga 
convention to move to the beginning 
and the end of □ line is Shift-left/right 
arrow (the way Intuition does if In the 
Shell and file requester string gadgets 
for example], but Wordworth uses 

Alt-1 eft/right arrow. The Amiga 
convention to to go to the previous or 
next word is Alt-left/right arrow; 
Wordworth uses Shift-left/right 
arrow, The Amiga convention to 
move up or down a page is Alt- 
up/down arrow, whereas 
Wordworfh uses Shift-up/down 
arrow, and so on. 

Most popular Amiga word 
processors stick to accepted 
conventions - Protext, KtndWords 
and Scribble! come immediately to 
mind, On the other hand, programs 
such as ProWrite, PenPal, Excellence 
and the HE Soft Devpoc/Basic editor 
do it differently. 

It matters not which is the best 
way to do it. What's important is 
consistency and it bugs me no end 
when Amiga developers ignore 
Commodore's programming 
guidelines and end up copying how 
somebody else has done it. 

Mail merge 
An oft-requested, though little used, 
feature of word processing packages 

is mail merge. 
As well as its 

own built-in marl 
merge format, 
Wordworth can 
import data files 
created with 
Superbase and 
Maitshot P/us, And 
provided you know 
what ASCII 
characters are used to 
separate fields and 
records, any data file 

created by any database program 
can be imported and mail merged 
into a standard letter or document. 

Prodata, for example, is quite 
popular but isn't directly supported. 
However if you Export data from 
Prodata using commas between fields 
(not wrapped in quotes) and carriage 
returns between records, Wordworth 
will import and mail merge the data 
perfectly if you enter 44 as the Field 
Separator [the ASCII code for a 
comma) and 13 for Record Separator 
(the ASCII code For carriage return). 
Funnily enough, these are the default 
codes for the Custom data file format. 

But remember to choose ASCII 
from the Format button in the Merge 
Data File requester because 
Word worm defaults to its awn mail 
merge format, which is basically 
fields separated by tabs and records 
separated by carriage returns. 

And so to bed ... 
Heavens, there's so much to the 
package. Little distractions like the 
screen saver and the word puzzle 
toy, And if you're a teacher or a 
parent with a small child you may be 
interested in the fact that Wordworth 
has a speech facility. There's the 
excellent on-line help requester which 

has cross references to related 
subjects and page numbers in the 
manual. Did I mention that 
Wordworth will do automatic timed 
saves? Handy for hard drive users, 

No expense has been spared on 
the manual. With screen shots, 
diagrams and examples throughout, 
it is split into an instruction book 
(tutorial) end a reference book. A 
troubleshooting section, a 33-page 
glossary (!) and a comprehensively 
cross-referenced index rounds off 
what is one of the best manuals I've 
ever seen. I cannot fault it. 

And I've got to squeeze in the 
fact that future versions will include, 
among other things, PostScript 
support and a Page Preview facility. 

Digita is already talking about 
version two (which is at least a year 
away, maybe longer, so don't hold 
your breath) but I can guarantee 
there will be at least one version one 

upgrade, so remember to send in 
your registration card, 

Digita has tagged Wordworth 'a 
writer's dream'. That's just hype, as 
you well recognise, but I'll tell you 
what ... summing up Wordworth in a 
sentence, 1 would have to say this: 
Wore/worm is what every owner of 
KtndWords would wish they had; it is 
basically the KtndWords version 3 
they dream about. © 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Wordworth 1.0  

by Digita International 
Slock Horse House, 
Exmouth EX81JL 
* 0395 270273 

-£129.95 

CHECKOUT 

WORDWORTH 1.0 

Ease of use , 12/15 
The acid test for this category is to use the 
program without reading the manual. 
Wordworth passes admirably - its Human 
Interface Protocol (HIP) system is intuitive 
and a pleasure to use. Printing options are 
a little complicated and, although covered 
in the manual i* toak a phone call to Digita 
to fully understand what was required to 
get the best output; Context-sensitive help is 
available from within the program. 

Speed 7/10 
Screen update keeps up with a fairly fast 
typing speed, but scrolling through 
documents is a tittle tardy, even using the 
standard Topaz font and without graphics 
present. Slows down to a frustrating crawl 
in 16-colour hi-res mode, but En bur-colour 
med-res the feel is good, Loading and re- 
scaling /display of colour pictures, 
especially HAM, is slow. 

Output 6/10 
Drgita's Ultra Print system is a brilliant idea 
and raises the quality of Word worm's 
output to above average. But future 
versions will need to take full advantage of 
the many different proportional fonts 
supplied as standard with modern dot- 
matrix printers, and be abie to mix 
graphics on the same page as those fonts, 
before it con be classed as good. 
PostScript and Compugraphic font support 
would seem to be the way to go. 

Graphics  ....2/5 
Simple positioning and re-scaling options 
for IFFs. No grid to snap fa, no duplication 
facility, no crop facility. If Wordworth is to 
became a 'great' program, rather than 
'better than the competition', more thought 
needs to be put into the facilities offered for 
the manipulation of graphics within 
documents. 

Text editing 9/10 
Get rid of the toolbox and rulers, stick it in 
two-colour mode, and Wordworth feels 
extremely comfortable when bashing out 
words. When all the hotkey short-cuts are 
fully mastered you can really get up a good 
head of steam. 

Text formatting 8/10 
Contour-flowing around graphics is superb, 
although a vertical standoff distance needs 
to be implemented in Future versions. 
Indents and outdents are quickly and easily 
obtained and the ability to create separate 
formats for each paragraph means that 
only the one ruler is needed per document. 
Changes are easily mode, making mucking 
about with the format of a document a fun 
thing to do. 

Tools/Utilities ,.,.,.7/10 
The spelling checker and thesaurus ore 
nothing out of the ordinary, but perfectly 
adequate. The glossary feature is useful, but 
if would be nice to able to put at least some 
of the phrases on to hotkeys. Mail merge is 
flexible and simple to use. Timed auto-save 
automatically overwrites a previously saved 
file oF the same name, which coufd mean 
losing data that you didn't want to lose; this 
needs to be changed. 

Docu mentation....... 10/10 
If only all software developers put this much 
thought into their manuals. Digita deserves 
very high praise indeed for taking the time 
to get it right. 

Price Value.,,,,, ,18/20 
Same RRP as ProWrite and PenPa/, but 
Wordworth is a class above both of these 
in performance and features. It can do 
more than Protext, which is £20 more, and 
it's almost as fast. Pounds-per-feature, no 
other Amiga word processor comes close. 

 79/100 

Unless a greatly enhanced KtndWords comes along, which is rather doubtful, I predict 
that Wordworth will become the ward processor For the Amiga. 
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"The Amiga is especially good at 
colour graphics. Let me guide you 
through the maze of products to the 
ones you need, and help you avoid 
expensive mistakes/' 

Phil South 

REAL 3D 

Version 1.3 of Real 3D 
should be out by the time 
you read this, and 
although you may think of 

it as being on old product, this is in 
facto totally revised and more 
powerful version altogether, (And no 
Red Rock jokes, please.) 

Real 3D is simple to use, 
employing the usuol three-window 
environment to cover top, front and 
side views of your objects. The tools 
you need are laid out in the fourth 
window, as ore descriptions of the 
objects you create and their 
primitives. Objects are selected by 
clicking on their names, and once 
selected can have modifications such 
□s extrusion and even rotations 
performed on them with the mouse, 

Objects are created using the 
basic 3D shape primitives - flat 
rectangles, triangles, spheres, cones, 
cylinders and so on - and creating 
more complex shapes is merely a 
process of bolting these basic shapes 
together or deforming them in some 
way. This is much easier to do than 
in most packages of this kind, as you 
can zoom in and out on the shapes 
to get the blending just right. 

Material things 
Once you've created the shape of the 
object, you can attach a 'material' to 
it A material is a combination of 
colour and texture (or, in this new 
version, a bump map too). For 
example the teapot in one of the most 
impressive demo pictures is □ shiny 
gold colour, and the surface texture is 
an irregular bump map which 
simulates beaten metal. The way the 
surface reflects light is alterable via 
the Modify Material menu item, 
which enables you to set the 
brightness, transparency and 
'specularity' of on object. The 
specularity gives you the 'hardness' 
of the object, and the brightness tells 
you how brightly it reflects. Hardness 
gives you either a sharp or fuzzy 

We've a Special Real Issue this 

month, as our Graphics Ed Phil 

South delves into the realms of 

Real 3D and Real Things. Is this 

virtual reality on a plate? 

outline to the bright highlights you get 
on an object, and this is linked to the 
reflectivity of the object. 

Your textures and bump maps 
are created from standard IFF files, 
as you would save out from 
DehxePaint or a similar program, 
and materials are easy to create from 
your own files. 

Once you've created the objects 
and put them together in the positions 
and rotations you want, you have a 
very slick way of setting your 
viewpoint with the wireframe section 
of the program. Simply rotate and 

zoom in and out using the sliders, 
and click on the REC button to set 
that position. Returning to the Editor, 
you will find that an observer and 
aim point have been set for you. 

Once you've positioned your 
lights for the right effect, you move on 
to the solid modelling part of the 
program. The modeller has a series 
of buttons that you push to create the 
full render of the frame you've 
created. But before you push the big 
button to commit yourself, you can 
choose to autolight the thing and do 
a fast render without any textures or 

lighting effects - giving you a quick 
pencil test, as it were, of what you've 
created. If you're happy with that, 
you can do a conventional trace to 
check textures and reflections, and 
:inally a full HAM rrace - or you can 
even render directly to a Targa or 
other 24-bit board. 

Making things move 
Animations are similarly easy to 
accomplish in Real 3D, as there are 
loads of automatic systems built in to 
handle animation. For instance, set 
points in a path around the objects 
can be recorded for the camera, and 
the computer will in-between or 
'tween' them, On the other hand, 
each frame can be set individually 
using the wire frame editor. Either 
way, once you set the thing in motion 
it will render each frame and save it 
to disk. After setting the animation to 
render, you can leave the machine to 
get on with it and go down the pub 
or to bed - as with all rendering 
programs, Real 3D takes some time. 
When you get up or roll back From 
the boozer, you should find the 
animation on your disk, ready for 
you to play. 

One feature which I've never 
seen anywhere else is the ability to 
animate bump maps. All you do is 
create a series of bump mops with 
the some name and a number on the 
end, like "wateryl", "watery2".,, 
"watery0" and so on, and the 
program will read those bump maps 
and apply them to your objects for 
each different frame of the animation. 

Real 3D makes producing complex rendered images a simple process. And 
its ease of use means that, unlike some other programs, it's fun to use, too! 

JARGON 

BUSTING 

NTSC: The American and Japanese 
video and TV standard- Stands far 
National Television Standards 
Committee, and not "Never Twice 
ttie Same Colour" as some wags 
would have you believe. 
PAL; The European TV standard. 
Stands far Phase Alternating line. 
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A pro system 
The direct support for 24-bit cards 
(and the Targa too, if you have a PC 
side to your system) means that Real 
3D is a real pro system, and the 
Features and ease of use make it 
stand out above the mass of other, 
harder to use applications. Gary 
would disagree I know, being a 
Turbo Silver fan, but I find Real 3D 
easier to handle even than imagine 
(reviewed by Dr Gaz this issue). 

Obviously the speed of 
redrawing the screen goes down 
when more and complex objects are 
being created an the system, but 
that's when an accelerator card 
becomes invaluable. 

CHECKOUT 

REAL 3D 

Ease of use... 15/15 
The easiest 3D rendering package I've 
ever used, with some very nice 
quick'n'dirty fast rendering routines to 
try out stuff before you do a full trace. 

Speed ,.9/10 
Even with everything turned up full, Real 
3D outpaces the slower more 
conventional packages by a factor of 
about 3:1. 

Output 9/10 
Full trace pictures can be output as 
normal HAM images or as 24-bit Targa 
or 24-bit IFF images 

Graphics handling ,,,,9/1 0 
Accepts IFF images as both 
texture/colour or bum proa p images, and 
so is very flexible. 

Colour 9/10 
Can assign any colour you like to the 
shapes you create, and performs 
exceptional shading on the base 
colours, especially in 24-bit. 

Text editing ,....4/5 
No text editing to speak of, although the 
program has some fonts for you to 
render up to odd text effects to you 
pictures. You can also import text as IFF 
files. 

Tools 8/10 
Tools are available as menu selections 
or as burtons on the screen, giving you 
two ways of working depending on your 
preference. 

Documentation 9/10 
Nice thick manual which covers all 
aspects of ihe program, although it is so 
easy to guess what everything does you 
rarely have to resort to reading it. 

Price Value.. 15/20 
Has all the features of a professional 
package for a professional price. 

87/100 

Real 3D is one of the roost enjoyable 
programs JVe ever had to review. The 
bump mapping is the most fun you'll 
ever have without actually producing 
anything. 

Using Real 3D with an 
accelerator card (see the last issue of 
Amiga Shopper for our accelerators 
special) is very nice and convenient 
with nornnal HAM mode, and darn 
near essential if you're running 24- 
bit. Accelerators you should check 
out are the GVP 300) (for the very 
rich), and the HARMS 030 
Professional, SSL B5000 and CSA 
Mego Midget Racer for the poorer 
folks among us, 

continued on page 60 

Things like 
how much an 

object reflects 
the light and 

what texture it 
should appear 
to have are all 

easily set 
from Real 

3D $ menus, 
so images like 

this are easy 
to create. 

GRAPHICS NEWS 

There are some pieces of equipment which cross the 
boundaries of what is graphics and what is video, as 
Gary W and I find out every month. One thing which 
looks like fuelling both of our moist daydreams over the 
next year is the NewTek Video Toaster. Although a 
European TV standard (PAL) version is said to be "some 
way off" as yet, the American TV (NTSC) version Video 
Toaster from NewTek is still making waves. After the 
success of the Toaster at the MacWorld Expo (yes, 
that's MacWorld) where the product was said to be the 
best seen at the show (ho ho], Newtek has announced 
that it is to market a stand-alone Video Toaster, [You 
may like to know that according to NewTek co-founder 
Paul Montgomery, the device was called a Toaster 
rather than XYZ3000 or something, because "it's an 
appliance and everyone should have one/') 

The Toaster functions as a framesfore, switcher, 
titler, and digital video effects (DVE) generator, and is 
available as a card for Amiga 2000/3000 computers 
for $1,595, or as a stand-alone system for $3,995. The 
product features a four-input video switcher which can 
perform cuts, fades and wipes among any of seven 
sources including four video inputs. It also includes □ 
digital video effects generator, a three-dimensional 
animation package called UghtWove, a character 
generator, a paint program, two frame buffers, a colour 
processing engine called ChromaFX and a frame 
grabber and storer. 

The Toaster has been getting some extraordinary 
write-ups In magazines not usually into reviewing 
computer products. Rolling Stone, Videography, The 
Financial Post, The Hollywood Reporter and Esquire 
have all carried stories on the Toaster in the last two 
months, not to mention the rave reviews the machine 
has gieaned from computer magazines and other 
computer firms, Apple uses them to drive its audiovisual 
presentations and, as I said before, MacWorld 
magazine is quoted as saying that the Toaster was "our 
favourite product of the MacWorld Expo," which is 
high praise indeed from a magazine dedicated to a 
rival computer. And as I may have told you Todd 
Rungren, Mac enthusiast and aging hippy songster, has 
bought 64,000 bucks-worth of Amigas and Toasters to 
make his videos with. 

The new stand-alone Toaster looks uncannily like a 
Commodore Amiga 2000, and In fact a closer glance 
tells you that it is precisely that, the difference being that 
you buy the whole system ready set up For broadcast 
TV. Later versions of the VT hardware will be housed in 
a smaller, all black purpose-built box, which is currently (j 
being designed and made as we speak. What you get 
for your $4,000 is an Amiga 2000, 5Mb of RAM, o 

single 3.5nnch internal floppy drive and a 52Mb SCSf 
hard disk drive and controller. The two composite ond 
single RGB monitors you need to get going are supplied 
by the user. Also, the signal you have to feed to the 
Toaster must be fed through a Time Base Corrector - 
you can have this supplied with your Toaster for an 
extra $995! !f you want to do animation with the 
excellent 24-bit rendering software, you need to have 
some means of laying the frames down one by one. 

Although, all things considered, this may not seem 
like a good deal, bear in mind that although the Toaster 
is supposed to be TV production for everyone, it is in 
fact only for everyone who has access to: 

• NTSC video equipment 
• A Time Base Corrector 
• A handful of monitors 
• A pair of IMAatic video recorders 

This may sound like a big cheat, but remember that it's 
all relative. As Gary W would tell you at the drop of a 
hat, video production isn't cheap, ond without the 
Toaster you ore talking about 100,000-odd dollars- 
worth of equipment before you even begin adding the 
tape recorders, TBCs and so on. Digital video effects 
are not cheap, and neither are all the other things that 
the Toaster bundles into one Amiga slot. And so as long 
as you desk is big enough for a couple of U-Matic 
machines, TBC, a couple of composite reference 
monitors and an Amiga, this is true Desktop Video I 
Compared with the competition, it really is cheap. 

Of course, the big rub Is that the PAL version is 
"nowhere near finished": even though we know that at 
under £1,500 the thing would sell in the thousands, 
NewTek doesn't. Although the machine currently works 
only on American standard NTSC composite monitors 
and TV, a PAL version of the machine has been "in the 
works" for about the last year, When I spoke to 
NewTek recently, the company said that it is reluctant to 
name a date for a PAL release. I suspect that work on 
the PAL version hasn't even begun, until the size of the 
UK market For the machine can be assessed. NewTek 
awaits news of what the Brits want from a UK Toaster. 
The thing of it is that NewTek doesn't know what we 
want. Even if we want it at all. 

So, I guess it's up to us to tell them, Interested 
parties who want to show the size of the UK Toaster 
market by jamming NewTek's switchboard, or who just 
want more information about the thing, can get in touch 
with the company on 010 I 913 354 1146. 

If you can't wait to get your hands on a Toaster, 
don't Fret. Gary White ley and f will be doing a special 
review/preview of the NTSC version of the machine 
exclusively for Amiga Shopper in the very near future. 
Hold on to your hats. 

 .  
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continued from page 59 

REAL THINGS 

When the Real Things 
rang© First came out 
about o year ago, it 
was hard to figure out 

what the purpose of supplying 
animated versions of birds \n flight or 
animals walking and running was. 
But gradually is becomes clear, as 
the range grows, that the concept of 
clip art can be extended to animation 
and even 3D to good effect. 

Correctly animating an object is 
hard enough, and if that object is a 
living, breathing animal then the task 
in hand becomes several orders of 
magnitude more difficult. So having 
an expert artist or animator to create 
an animation for you to base your 
work around is rather a goad one, if 
you look at the idea like that. 

There is a lot of scope for the 
idea of amplifying human potential 

Robin Billson of RGB Studios is 
landscape painter, and he agrees 
with this idea. He started by drawing 
some horses from a book he had 
when he was a child. The idea was 
to add something to DPaint Ult as on 
its own it is a little "content free". The 
idea was to give people a bit of 
content, so that they can grow From 
there with ideas of their own, 

The Real Th ings series covers 
horses, birds, and now humans- life 
studies in various stages of 
movement. The files are stored on the 
disks as animated brushes for use in 
any graphics program which 
supports them. Although the animal 
work is highly original, I think that the 
human animations are drawn from 
the work of the early British motion 
photographer Eadweord Muybndge« 
(You may have seen films made from 
his prints in documentaries about 
early filmmaking.) There is nothing 
wrong with that, as the sequences 

are excellent - nothing [ike it has 
been done since, and besides all that 
f imagine that Muybridge's copyright 
has long since expired, since he 
made the film in 1904. 

The Real Things range covers a 
tot of ground from education, fun and 
study, right through to the creation of 
graphics for multimedia and video. 
Something for everyone, in fact, and 
finally here we have the real paint of 
it all: Real Things are a creative 
experience that everyone can enjoy. 
Real living things that can move on 
your screen, and that you can paint 
into your own animations. To use an 
analogy, it's like those "play along" 
records - they get you started in a 
simple and easy way, yet the result is 
better than the sum of the parts you 
put Into ft You always get something 
more out of it. Sounds crazy, but it's 
true. There will be a new Real Things 
product out far the autumn, and I for 
one am looking forward to it. 

REALLY SMART TIPS FOR REAL 3D 

There are lots of hinfs and tips which can be 
given for Real JO, besides the usual 'get more 
memory and a fast chip' routine. Creating 
your own bump maps and textures, for 
example, is a very subtle business, as is 
lighting. But the beauty of the program is that 
it really is not that difficult to do. 

The bump map on the right is called Phllmap, It is an IFF 
brush, in a shade of red as it happens (although you won't 
be able to see that). The brush was made by writing my 
name using the magnify mode and grabbing it as a brush. 
The brush was then stamped all over the screen,, and a 
rectangle was saved out as a brush, in the same way that 
you create a texture for DPaint Save the brush to the 
'Bumpmaps' directory on the disk and you're ready to go. 

Creating your own bump maps is a piece 
of cake. Simply create a brush using DPaint, 
and save It to disk. The beauty of the system 
is that you cart create disks of materials which 
are your very own - materials which you can 
use for your own objects, but which any other 
person can't. How's that for exclusive? 

PhiL PhiL PhiL 

PhiL PhiL PhiL 

PhiL PhiL PhiL 

Next; you choose the Modify Material menu item 
and select your new bump map from the 
requester. Once the material has been modified, 
click on your shape and select 
Hierarchy/material. Then choose your new 
material The shortcut key stroke is the letter b, 
which pops up the requester just as if you'd 
selected it from the menu. 

And there you have it, a wooden ball (right). The colour is selected using a similar 
process to altering the material, by selecting Hierarchy/colour from the menu, or 
by typing a letter f from the keyboard. The texture of the ball is selected by 
modifying the material in the materia I/modify requester. 

jfjTfl  To show what a difference a colour 
|   and a bump map can make, here's 

the same ball from pretty much the 
same angle, but with a different 
material and a wooden backdrop to 
reflect light at the ball (left]. Note that 
if you show a mtrrored or glass 
surface, you have to add something for it 
to reflect or you get a blank screen! Simply 
select hierarchy/material, choose a new colour 
(one of the defaults or one you've created) and the object is altered. When you 
render it, the colour and texture are changed, but everything else like lighting 
and position remains the same. The bump mop is the Philmap brush I created 
first, and the colour and reflectivity have been changed. 

Oh, and incidentally, don't forget the 
super Real Things animation 
demonstration which you receive as 
part of the free demos disk which 
comes with your subscription to 
Amiga Shopper, The disk features a 
special tutorial on how to create a 
butterfly, which takes you through the 
process of creating animations in a 
step-by-step way. (JQ 

OtXX)QOQQO| 

SHOPPING LIST 

Real 3D version 1.3 
Beginners' version £120,85 l+VAT) 
Pro and Turbo versions....£348.19 (+VAT) 

Available from Alternative Image 
6 Lafhair Road 
Aylstone 

 £29.95 
 £».K 
 EM.9S 

LE27BQ 
* 0533 440041 

Real Things 
Humans..,, ,  
Birds 1 and 2  
Horses,  

Available from RGB Stadias 
Gobies 

Eost Sussex 
TN224PP 
■a- 0825 812666 
or0B25 8]3592 

CHECKOUT 

REAL THINGS 

Ease of use • 20/25 
The files are simplicity itself to employ. 
Just paste them into your on [motions as 
anim brushes, 

Colour ,...8/10 
Good use of colour, and appropriate to 
the suhject matter. Particularly 
impressive was the skin tone colour, 
which is one of the best I've seen. 

Documentation 5/10 
Very little in the way of docs Es required 
to use [he files, and so the 
documentation is limited in scope, 
although lots of hfnts and tips are 
supplied with each pack. 

Artistic value 30/30 
Very cleverly done, and adds a real 
spark of realism to your animations - or 
even games, if that's your leaning. 

Price value 23/25 
Good value for money here, as the files 
add a lot to your graphics, They are a 
sort of four-dimensional clip art! 

86/100 

A fine body of work, and growing every 
day a5 RGB Studios pumps out still more 
animated real things for you to enjoy. 
An excellent idea, well executed, 
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Wordworth 

a writer's dream 

W>rdworth 

The graphical nature of Wordworth® makes producing 
documents faster and easier, The WYSIWYG display shows 
exactly how your printed document will look, different fonts, 
styles and sizes, headers and footers, graphics and so on. 

Commands are grouped under a series of pull-down 
menus, accessible either by the 
mouse or keyboard. Frequently used 
commands have on-screen icons, 
including Help, should you need it. 

Experience the look and feel of 
the new and exciting WB2 (even if 
you use WBL3). 

Digita's® innovative Human 
Interface Protocol is incorporated and sets new standards in 
speed style and elegance. Each document is a separate multi- 
tasking window, which means you could for example, print 
one while editing another. 

Graphics have always been the Amiga's strong point. 
Now it's better than ever Pictures from Deluxe Paint can be 
placed in a document, and then sized, scaled and dragged 
(text automatically reformats around ^^^^^^^^^^^ 
the image). 

11 

ABCabcl 

put 

Wordworth's enhanced fonts will 
give you the very best printed 
quality. You can also print special 
symbols, such as boxes, arrows and 
so on. Better still, you can mix 
graphics, Wordworth's enhanced 
fonts, Amiga fonts, Colorfonts and your printer s own fonts, 
all on the same page. 

Wordworth integrates with most word processors, and so 
you'll be able to use any documents created with Kindwords, 
Wordperfect, Prowrite, Protext, Excellence, and any ASCII or 
IFF Text document. 

As Amiga Computing put it, "the only Amiga word 
processor to rival Protext for speed. I would recommend the 
program to anyone thinking of buying their first 
word processor or upgrading from Kindwords." 

Wordworth is written in the UK by Digita. Which 
means youll be using an English Collins spelling checker 
and thesaurus, and you'll know where to come for 
professional support. 

When Amiga Format said "a 
new word processor that will 
give the rest of the world a run 
for its money" they weren't 
joking. "Wordworth is the most 
user-friendly word publisher on 
the Amiga/' Praise indeed. 

The only way to really appreciate Wordworth is to use 
it, Phone 0395 270273 for more information or, write to 
Digita, FREEPOST, ExmouthEXS 2YZ. 

Wordworth costs £129.99, which includes VAT, postag 
and packing. If you already own a word processor and 
purchase Wordworth direct from Digita, you can save £30 
by reluming your original disks with your order. 

Wordworth will be your writer's dream 
However, if you don't agree with 
us (and purchased directly from 
Digita), return it in original 
condition within 7 days and we 
will refund your money. 

Wrdworth 

Machine support 
Written specifically for the Amiga 
Fully supports WBV 1.3 and V2.00 
Supports all medium or high 
resolution modes {mono and colour) 
Requires 1MB of memory 

DIGITA 

INTERNATIONAL 

® 

software thats right 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL ENGLAND   Tel: 0395 270273 Fax: 0395 268893 
- A number of the D-gita group - 

Digita. the Digit* logo. Wordworth and the Wordworth logo are registered trademarks, artd HIP.. Hunm. Interface Pwicxo! and suftwan that* right are trademarks of Digita Holdings Ltd. 
All other trademarks and fteir owners are acknowfedgtd. Sold subject \o standard coitions of sale OF 



DEMO DISK AS A GIFT 

Hid you miss 

these Issues? 

Then here's your chance to grab them whilst they're s 

available. Use the farm opposite to claim your back 

issues of Amiga Shopper, 

Just £K50 each including post and packing. 

Don't miss 

ony more! 

Whilst you are sending off for these issues 

doesn't it mokes sense to subscribe now so you 

don't miss any more bargains? For just £11.98 

you will get the next 12 issues delivered direct 

to your home plus a special sampler disk - a 

gift with our compliments. 

You know It makes sense. Do it now. 

If you wish, you can purchase 

demo disks 1 and 2 separately for 

just £1.75 each. 
Use the order form opposite and please 

make sure you indicate which demo disks you 

require. 

^^^■rSTILL AVAILABLE - DEMO DISK ONE for £1.75. Contains 
H demos of AMOS from Mandarin - the programming language that 

^| look the Amiga work* by storm, Devpac 2 from Hi Soft - the 
^^^^^ assembler that's used by the professionals, ReafThings from RGB 

Studios - it brings things to life m Deluxe Paint ffl and lets you design, huHd and 
fly your own butterfly. 

of Amiga 

Shopper 

safe and 

protected - " 

right from the very start! 

Use the form opposite to place your order. EACH 



a 

HEN YOU SUBSCRIBE 

12 issues of Amiga Shopper 

delivered fe yeur deer 

f er just £11.98 plus 

demo disk 2! 

When you subscribe to Amiga Shopper you not only get 12 issues of the most 
useful Amiga magazine delivered straight to your door, but also disk Ho.2 
containing demos of new software to help you make your buying decisions. 
This brand new disk contains superb demos of Wordworthy Sequencer One and 
3D Construction Kit 

WORDWORTH This brand new word processor f rom Digita Internationa] is described by them 
as !a writer's dream1 and you'll be able to see if it is for yourself with this demo. You will also get 
a voucher enabling you to buy Word worth for just £99.95 - that's a saving of £30 on its normal 
phcel 

SEQUENCER ONE In issue 2 of Amiga Shopper we said of this new sequencing program from 
Gajits Music Software if has to be the budget priced sequencing software for the Amiga/' Why 
not find out for yourself and take advantage of our special voucher offer to obtain a free disk of 
exciting new samples for use with Sequencer One? 

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT If you've ever wanted to create your own 3-dimensional worlds then 
now is your chance with Domark/Incenti ve's brand new game creation program. It allows you to 
use Incentive's famous Freescape programming system to create your own stunning 3D games 
- without a scrap of programming knowledge. Don't be fooled though, this is a utility that will 
great programming power at your fingertips. 



Introducing 

Saxon Publisher & Draw 4D 

to the UK... 

Saxon Publisher provides you with performance 
unparalleled by other DTP programs, with features so 
powerful and flexible that even the most complex 
documents can be created in a fraction of the 
time. A program that incorporates numerous 
advanced typesetting features not available 
anywhere else - at any price. Saxon Publisher 
will change your perceptions about what a truly 
professional DTP program should be... 

The DTP Standard for the Amiga 
& Text sizes up to 2000 points 

Import text from any Amiga WP 
Rotate, Scale and Skew text in any direction 

& The ability to import and print: 24 bit images 
without convemons utilities 

& Support for Encapsulated PostScript 

Draw 4D is the first Muiti Dimensional Structured Drawing 
and animation software for Desktop Publishing and Video. 

\T 7TXT      ^he interface is the fastest, smoothest and easiest to use 
W ▼ M. ^ VJ   available on any computer. 

& Zoom range is nearly unlimited 
^ DRAW 4D is fully mulntasldng 

PICTURE DISTORTION 

Saxon Publisher VL2..,.£249.95 
Draw4D,.„£I49.95 

Saxon Publisher/Draw 4D Package,,,£349.95 

...and the New Supra Range 

SupraDrive™ Floppy quiet reliable floppy disk drive 
works with all Amiga* computers. 1MB unformatted capacity. 
Pass-through port for connecting additional drives,,.£89,95. 

SupraDrive™ Removable 
Syquest™ removable cartridge drive for the 
A500 or 2000. Great for primary & back-up 
storage.Comes complete with SCSI 
interface, or as add-on drive, INTERNAL 
£599.00 EXTERNAL £599,00 

SupraDrive™ 500XP Micro-power 
hard drive, SCSI interface, & RAM for the 
A500+ Easily expands for 1/2 to 8MB RAM. 
Includes Amiga bus pass-through, SCSI port, 
software. From £425.00 

SupraDrive™ WordSyilC™ Easy-to-install, autobooting 

hard disk card for the Amiga 2000. Uses high-performance 
Quantum"fM hard disk & includes SCSI t?oit. utility software. 

SupraRAM™ 2000 2, 4, 6 & 8MB of FAST RAM for the 
A2000 <Sr 3000. Easy to expand. Zero wait states &r hidden refresh. 
Four-layer board improves reliability. From £119,00 

SupraModem™ 2400 100% Hayes™ - 
compatible 300,1200, 2400 baud modem for 
virtually all computers. Compatible with all 
popular telecommunications software, £149.95 

SupraModem™ 2400 Plus 
SupraModem 2400 with MNP5 & V.42bis error 
correction <&r data compression protocols. 
Allows transmissions up to 9600 bps, £199.95 

SupraModem™ 2400zi internal haif- 
• .   .    card modem for the Amiga 2000 & 3000, 

Installs easily in any Amiga bus slot. Supports 
multiple modems on one computer. From £119.95 
 . ^ 

All wirt^£>wf \\ri\\t> n ft-\it> \ i£>nv fZl J A D A 



VIDEO 

Just Imagine 

Gary Whiteiey shouts "action 

with Impulse's latest 3D 

animation package, Imagine 

Packed with functions, 
Imagine is the new 3D 
modelling and animation 
package from Impulse - a 

company which some of you will 
remember as the creators of Stiver 
and its subsequent offspring, the 
Turbo Silver series, I was an 
enthusiastic explorer of Silver, It 
seemed to offer the potential to do 
things that other 3D packages just 
weren't capable of at the time. It was 
hard going, but things slowly 
improved through Turbo Silver up to 
Turbo Silver 3SV (which was really 
pretty hot - at least in terms of 
innovations). 

However, the learning curve of 
the Silver series was steep, and the 
modellers were difficult to use, I often 
found that I'd use Sculpt 30 to 
actually build the objects, convert 
them using Interchange, and then 
load them into Turbo Silver and set 
up my scenes from there. Why? 
Well, I liked the things you could do 
with Turbo Silver - such as texturing 
and wrapping brushes on to objects. 
And it had flexibility in setting the 
characteristics of objects in a scene.- 
for instance, you could make green 
glass and actually have it behave like 
green glassl But Jet me tell you, there 
were times when I just could not 
figure some things out. These Impulse 
people sure had some quirky ways of 
doing things: like, when everyone 
else has the Y axis of the world 
running vertically and the Z axis 
running into the 'distance', good ol' 
impulse had to have Z where Y 
should be, and vice versa. And it still 
does! But at least the products were 
continuously improved, upgraded 
and debugged. And their newsletter 
was fun too. 

Leader of the pack 
Well, now Impulse is back. Imagine 
is far in advance of any of the 5/7 ver 
programs, and in competition with 
similar products such as Sculpt 
Animate 40 and Real 3D [Turbo Pro 
Version], It is definitely up there with 
the leaders. 

Many of Imagine's features are 
actually improved versions of those 
seen in TS3. But there are now 
several more modules to select and 

use. Where TS3 only had a modeller 
and a Tenderer, imagine has a Cycle 
Editor, a Forms Editor and a Stage 
Editor, as well as the Detail Editor 
(si mi far to 7S3's modeller) and the 
Project Editor (from where all 
rendering takes place). There is also 
another editor inside the Stage 
Editor; the Action Editor, where your 
3D thespians can be choreographed 
and lit and the camera crew given 
their instructions. 

Many refinements have also been 
made to the program. Imagine has 
built-in effects such as Rippft and 
Explode, it features Boolean 
operations, will take an IFF picture 
and turn it into an object, can have 
up to 32,000 lights simultaneously on 
screen (though I think this is going to 
be purely academic to most people!), 
is able to generate 24-bit images and 
can produce ordinary ANfM movies, 
as well as Impulse's proprietary 
RGBN format files. And that's just 
scratching the surface! 

There's no way that 1 can 
possibly describe all the features of 
Imagine in this limited space. What I 
will do instead is take you through 
the various modules, mentioning their 
functions and features as I go. 

Getting started 
The whole imagine package comes 
on just one disk, which contains two 
versions of the program - the FP for 
those with fast processors (eg 
66020/30 boards) and another for 
those without. There are also two 
drawers, containing Imagine'$ 
Textures and the Effects. 

f opted Far the FP version, being 
the proud owner of a new 68030 
board, but the non-turbo version 
works identically - if at a rather more 
leisurely pace. 

As there are no demo files to 
load, you have to start from scratch, 
selecting 'Start a new project'. Next, 
you are presented with the Pro jeer 
Menu, where you set up a 
'SubProject' or two, in order to 
render your creations. Different 
SubProjects allow you to easily 
render files in your preferred 
resolution, size and format - 
enabling you to get goad 
approximations of what your final 

"Videos don't make themselves - they 
need actors, technicians and equipment. 
With a 3D animation package, you 
create the actors and use the program's 
built-in equipment So, you're the 
technician, and all you have to do is 
imagine**. Bur don't worry if this all 
sounds daunting - I'm here to direct/' 

Gary Whiteiey 

wark will look like before committing 
your Amiga to the inevitably slow 
crunching associated with 3D [and 
especially ray-traced] work. 

Incidentally, the choice of 
rendering formats h really pretty 
comprehensive. You can choose from 
24 bit (Impulse's own RGBS format 
or the more transportable ILBM-24], 
12-bit (RGBN format or ILBM HAM) 
or separated RGB files. You can also 
determine whether you want to use 
interlace or hires [in which case you'll 
only get 16 colours), whether to use 

ANIM or Imagine'* own animation 
format, and a choice of black and 
white ar colour (wire-Frame or 
shaded), scanline or full ray-trace 
rendering, In addition to this, you can 
also determine the size of the picture 
in pixels (up to 8,000 x 8,000) and 
its aspect ratio. However, pictures 
larger than the normal Amiga 
resolutions must be output to 
specialist equipment such as a film 
recorder. Firecracker 24, Impulse's 
24 bit board, is afso directly 
supported. 

..and an interlaced HAM rendering of an F14 ftying away from the Earth. 
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VIDEO 

Front view of a skeletal figure used as 
a template lor a cycle object, 

continued tram page 65 
If you change your mind about the 
formal at any stage, your Subproject 
parameters can be modified at will 
when in the Project Editor module. 

Playing at God 
Since the object of the exercise is to 
make some ktnd of 3D world, and 
render it for others to marvel at, we 
have to do some construction at some 
point. One way in which Imagine 
allows the user to do this is with the 
Detail Editor, in which objects can be 
built up from simple 'primitives' such 
as spheres, planes, tubes or cones. 
However, this is far too restrictive for 
complicated items, so imagine also 
allows objects to be built from points 
and faces, or by manipulating 
primitives or other objects which 
have been built. 

Of course, you could always 
import objects from other 3D 
packages (if you can convert them to 
the right format), and previous users 
of Turbo Silver 3 will be happy to 
hear that their old objects can be 
recycled by loading them directly into 
imagine. 

The Detail Editor has a 'Quad 
View' [Top, Front, Right and 
Perspective views), with optional grid 
for accurate drawing. Each window 
can be brought to full screen size and 
quickly changed to another view. In 
the Perspective window, objects can 
be represented as wire frame, solid 
(which is wire frame with all hidden 

The Quad view shows the same 
Information, but in four views... 

...and this grab shows the Quad 
view with the animation controller 

lines removed] or as a grey scale 
coloured image (termed 'shaded'). 

Of course, constructing objects 
isn't as easy as it sounds - things 
never are. To build an object other 
than a primitive, the sequence goes 
something like this: first, add an axis 
(all objects have their own axis), then 
add some lines. Then join up the 
surface in triangular faces. And then? 
Well, this is where you really have to 
start to think, as there is often more 
than one way to produce your 
chosen object. For instance, you may 
think that making a hollow box (with 
sides which actually have a thickness) 
is easy. And it can be - if you follow 
the right sequence. And this is the 
point with imagine: it requires 
imagination. A hollow box can be 
made in several ways; how about 
making all the sides separately and 
then glueing them all together? Or 
how about extruding a cross-section 
and then adding the base? Or what 
about Boolean operations? With 
imagine, you could put one box 
inside another and then click on 
Slice. Then, removing the unwanted 
parts would leave you with the 
required, hollowed-out box. Slice 
could also be used to 'drill' holes in 
wood or put faces on flat objects. 

For easy building of objects such 
as bottles or glasses which, In the 
real world, could have been 
produced on a lathe, the Sweep 
command can be used to rotate o 
cross-section of an object around an 

axis. Objects can also be Extruded, 
Spun, Replicated (that is, multiplied 
on to themselves) or Conformed to 
either sphere or cylinder - for 
example, an object which takes the 
form of a world map can be 
accurately given a spherical form, 

imagine also has a 'magnetism' 
feature, which allows selected points 
to be pushed and pulled according to 
predetermined forces and directions. 
This feature has many uses, including 
making a flat plane into o landscape, 
distorting objects into smooth curves 
and so on. 

Choosing individual points or 
groups of points is simple. By 
selecting either Click (for single 
points), Lasso (for drawing a 'rubber- 
band' line around the points you 
wish to select) or Drag Box (where 
your points are selected by dragging 
a box out around them), you can 
grab the points of your choice and 
then move them around to your 
heart's desire, 

Objects and their axes can be 
scaled, rotated and sized at any 
time. Several objects may be 
grouped together so that they stick to 
one common axis, or they may be 
permanently joined. Complex objects 
may also be split apart into simpler 
ones. Objects may be cut, pasted, 
copied or deleted at will. 

Attributing Attributes 
Once an object has been created, its 
Attributes can be set. These include 
colour, hardness, shininess, 
reflectivity, filter (to determine how 
much light of a selected colour can 
pass through the object), Index of 
Refraction (to simulate the light 
bending properties of water, glass, 
and so on), and whether the object 
acts as a light source. Up to four 
textures (ten are currently available, 
including checks, grid, camouflage 
and wood) and up to four IFF brushes 
(mode in Deluxe Paint iiif for 
example] con be simultaneously 
mapped on to any object. You could, 
for instance, have a map of the world 
mapped an to a sphere, and then 

also texture the resulting globe with 
grid lines. And certain types of 
brushes affect the object in different 
ways: a grey scale brush can be used 
to add simulated 'bumpiness' to a 
surface (known as Altitude Mapping), 
while stained glass effects can be 
achieved by wrapping a brush as a 
Filter Map, which causes light to be 
selectively filtered through the object. 
Reflection Mapping is also possible, 
where the different colours of the 
brush reflect their corresponding 
light, And if you want to be really 
clever, you can have imagine 
sequentially map your four chosen 
brushes on to an object in successive 
frames. So now you can actually play 
pictures on your model TV set! But I 
must warn you - wrapping brushes is 
not always as easy as it ought to be. 
In fact, it sometimes seems almost 
impossible to do even the simplest 
things with imagine. 

All the world's 
Leaving the Detail Editor For now, we 
progress on to the Stage Editor, 
where we assemble our players. 

As you will see from the 
illustrations, all the editing screens in 
imagine (except those for Project and 
Action) ore based upon the Ouod 
view, and many features - such as 
Scale, Rotate, Move and Pick points 
- are common to each, making the 
program much easier to learn. 

The Stage Editor is where we 
bring our objects, lights and camera 
together in order that we can play 
God and tell them all what to do in 
the world that we have created. 
There are two parts to this editor: the 
Quad View, where we see our 
objects, lights and so on represented 
graphically, and the Action Editor, 
where our Actors (as imagine calls 
our objects, lights and so on) can be 
choreographed in a more direct 
visual and numerical script format. 

The Quad view is fine for quick 
manipulations and basic positioning 
of objects and you can do most of 
the things in the Quad view that you 

continued on page 6? 

JARGON BUSTING 
24 BIT: 

ANIM: 

An image made up of 24 bit plane. Beta use each bit plane has two 
colours, the resulting image is composed of 2 raised to the power 
24 - that is, 16,777,216 - different colours. 
A method of staring animation frames developed by Spartafllm, 
whereby only the changes between successive frames are stored, thus 
saving significant amounts of space* 

BOOLEAN OPERATORS: Ask yovr dad (even if you ore one)* Or look it up in O 
dictionary like I did. In this context it applies to using one 3D object to 
cut hales in another; the actual appearance of the cuts are defined in 
terms of mathematical expressions* 
Hold and Modify is an Amiga graphic mode which allows all 4,096 
colours to be displayed at once, with certain restrictions* 
Interchange File Format is a means by which data from different 
graphics or sound sampling programs is saved in a compatible way, 
The method by which pictures or textures are 'draped1 aver the 
surface of 3D objects. 
A set of pre-constructed objects, such as cones, tubes and spheres 
which can, by manipulation, be used to make more complex objects. 

HAM: 

IFF! 

MAPPING: 

PRIMITIVES: 
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GALAXY GRAFIX 

FREEPOST 

SWANSEA SA2 9ZZ 

S0792- 

297660 

You get more value for your money from a company that specialises 
in videographics. 

Not only do we provide a full range of Amiga hardware and 
software^ with a telephone help-line on all purchases, but also a 
wealth of advice on how to get the most out of your Amiga. 

VIDEO GRAPHICS 

Send for full details now. E T 
Existing Amiga owners send only 3 x 22p stamps for our Info Disk. [ 

■M I N J 16 bit Computers 
- ii 1 I i 1      I 19 Portree Drive, Rise Park, Nottingham k, Nottingham. 

NG5 50T. Telephone (0602) 274369 
GENEROUS AMIGA SOFTWARE 

AT FRIVOLOUS PRICES 

All prices 
Include 

VAT 
and 

Postage 
Callers 

Welcome 

Bars & Pipes Professional 
complete with Tool Kits 

A&B, Multi Media Kit 
and Internal Sound Kit 

€300.00 

Pen Pal. £65.00 

v/ordworth. £80.00 

K-Roget. £20.00 Art DepartmentProfessional £115 

Deluxe Paint 3...£53,50 Small Business Accounts 
Extra £76.50 

Small Business Accounts 
Cash £13.50 K-Comm2 £90 A.MAS £64 

Sterling Service Bulletin Board £73*50 Prodata £49 

Video Titler 3D £89.50 

Pro Video Plus £153*50 

Am igavi sion £76.5 0 

Quarterback £39 Quarterback Tools £44.75 

Distant 
Suns 
£45 

Vista £51.50 

GPTerm 050 

The a bove is only 
a sirs 11 selection 

from our extensive 
slocks of 
hardware. 

DOS to DOS £34*501 tTr1 
  | Peripherals 

Pretext 5 £90 

r 

UJeSerue 

of Hampshire 

Best for service 

Panasonic 

KXP4420 Laser 
512K ram 8 pages per minute 

2 years on Site warranty 

£763.75 

(£650.00 +VAT) 

KXP1180 149.23 

KXP1123 186.83 
KXP1124i 253,80 
prices inc. VAT cable & paper 

Amiga 1500 
with Full software pack 

£649.00 inc VAT 

CBM 1084SD 
with cable 

£249.00 (£211.91 + VAT) 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 
with cable 

£225.00 (£191.49 +VAT) 

1Mb Screen Gems 
£369.00 inc VAT 

Class of 90's 

£439.00 inc VAT 

Quantam 52M Disk 
for Amiga 1500 

£339.00 inc VAT 

Accessories 
Inc VAT 

Joystick/Mouse twin extension £4.70 
3M Joystick; Mo use 3M ext...., £375 
A500 Printer lead ...€7,95 
A500 to Philips CM8833 lead £7,95 
M odu I ator/D isk Exten sion., ,.£10,95 
23 Way Plug or Socket .,.,£3.45 
A500 Dust Cover .,,..£4.70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) £4.95 
A501 Memory Upgrade/Clock.. £44.00 
KCS Powerboard 740K & IBM £224.90 
Mouse House £2.95 
Marconi RB2 Tracker ball.,,.. £49.00 
Vidi video frame grabber £110.00 

Naksha Mouse 
With house & mat 

£21.50 inc VAT 

1/2 Meg Ram + Clock 
£28,95 inc VAT 

0- 1.5Mb Ram + Clock 
£39.50 inc VAT 

Phone for Amiga Software catalogue. 
Many titles inc. Educational 

Star 

LC10 
LC200 
LC2410 
LC24200 
LC24200Col 

149.00 
199.00 
188.00 
244.40 
299.00 

prices inc. VAT cable & paper 

Printer Dust Covers 
Most types in stock 

E4.70 inc VAT 

Deskjet 500 
HP, 300dpi Inkjet printer 

3 year warrantee 

£386.58 

(£329.00 + VAT) 

Swift 24 
2 year warrantee 

£265.00 inc VAT 

Colour kit with printer £24.00 

Citizen 120D+ 
with cable and paper 

£128.00 (£108,94 + VAT) 

Canon BJ10e 
with cable & paper 

£233.83 (£199.00 +VAT) 

Cumana CAX354 
External 1Mb Drive 

£59,95 (£51.02 + VAT) 

A590 20Mb Hard Disk 
£269,00 inc VAT 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 

(100% certified error free) 
Inc VAT 

10 3,5" DS/DD 135 tpi £7.50 
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpr £32.30 

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £59.93 
1K 3 5" DS/DD 135 tpi £540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 
(100% certified error free) 

Inc VAT 
10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £5.95 
50 3 5" DS/DD 135 tpi ,,..£19.80 

100 3,5" DS/DD 135 tpi., £37 95 
250 3.5n DS/DD 135 tpi... £82.25 

1K 3 5 DS/DD 135 tpi £309.03 
50 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock £5.99 
100 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock £7.50 

Phone for our 40 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

Ail products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 
Prices subject to variation without prior notification. 

Established 6 years, We are closed Saturday afternoons. 
Free parking 2 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 

Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicor £7.05 (£6.00 + VAD 
Amiga Shopper Dept, 
40-42 West Street, 
Portchester, Hants. 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

UJeSerue 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 
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ternative Image 
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Jit colour cards 
DTP WC^^^we and expert 

For no~ntm£$fi$e advice and further 
ring YURIon 

: 0533 44004* 

Official UK dj^feutors of: 

REAL 3D V 

IMAGINE 
THE BIG A 
and.„,We 

ACCESS 

E SCROLLER <BM) 
the S1MPAICA system 
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AMAZING OFFERS ON 

3.5" DSDD DISKS 

25 DSDD 135 tpi 11.45 

50 DSDD 135 tpi .....20.95 

75 DSDD 135 tpi 30.95 

100 DSDD 135 tpi 31.45 

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE 

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
10.. ... ,.,^...9.95 
25 .2375 
50 39.95 
100 57.95 

(ALL DFSKS 100% ERROR FftEE 
L INCLUDES LABELS) 

5.25" DSDD DISKS 
30..... „ 8.95 
50. 12.95 
100 23.95 
200 45.95 
(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE 

INCLUDES ENWLABELS) 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 
. 3,$M{K>CAPACrTY_.$,£5 

3 5" 60 CAPACITY 6.45 
3.5* 50 CAPACITY 4.25 
3 5' 40 CAPACITY 4.45 
5.25" K}0CAPACrrY..,S,95 
$'.%5? 50 CAPACITY AM 

>V OFFER & 
O^UOmw FROM THE 

ABOVE BOX PfttCSSB* 
ofDmBmumn AND 
S^RBJAOUANITO 

ABORTS 
OR 3,5" 10 CAP BOXES 

5 FOR 4.50 
10 FOR 7,50 

5.25M DSHD DISKS 
30.. 17.95 
50.,... 20.95 
100......,,,..,. 35.95 
200 .,,..67.95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE 
INCLUDES ENVAABELS) 

HC ORDER 

0782 208228 

0782 281506 

>       BY POST MhM 

MEDIA DIRECT 

COMPUTER SUPPLES LTD 
UNIT 3 

RAILWAY EOT. CENTRE ' 
SHE >AD 

STOKE ON TRENT 
ST47SH. 

ALL PRICES INClUDEVAT 
2.95 P & P PER ORDER 

9.00 NEXT DAY 
(UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

GENUINE SONY 3,5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES 
25 12.45     200 79.95 
50 22,95     500 179.95 
100 41.95     1000 339.95 

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS) 

REMEMBER !!! 

ARE JUR 
5,25" MADE BY 
Ammm DO MOT SELL SUB 
STAND AR BSFftCW 

RAINBOW DISKS 
(RED.GREEN,YELi0W,OfiANGE,aACKlWHrTE CaOflS AND GTYS OF YOUR CHOICE) 

3.5" DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD 13.75 
50 DSDD 26.45 
100 DSDD 44.95 
200 DSDD 84.95 

5.25" DSDD DISKS 
25 DSDD 10.45 
50 DSDD........ .18.95 

100 DSDD... 34.95 
200 DSDD 67.95 

{ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLED WITH ENV7LABELSJ 

GENERAL ACCESSORIES 
QUALITY &OJSE MAT...,..,. 2.50 
MOUSE POCKETS 1.50 
3.5" CLEANING KIT. 1.95 
5.25' CLEANING KIT... 1.95 

ATARI DUST COVER  
AMIGA DUST COVER  
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND. 
MONITOR STAND  

.......3-95 
: 3.95 
 5.95 
 12.95 

PERIPHERALS 

CUM ANA 
EXTERNAL DRIVE 

ONLY 59.95 

AMIGA 512K RAM 
EXPANSION BOARD 

WITH CLOCK 

. ONLY 32.95 
WITHOUT CLOCK 

ONLY 29.95 

DATEL 
ACTION REPLAY II 

r 57.95 

STACKABLE 

STORAGE BOXES 

BANX BOX 
HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS 

CAN BE STACKED 
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY I 

JOYSTICKS 
COMPETITION PRO 10.95 
COMP PRO EXTRA 12.95 : 
ZIP STICK AUTOFiftE.12.S5 : 
PYTHON ON E   . 9 95 

{MAW WORE AVAILAStc ; 

1... 
3+. 
5+. 

.9.00 

.8.50 

.8.00 

XCOPY PRO 
ULTIMATE BACKUP ^Tli^ETY) 

34.95 

POSSO BOX 
HOLDS 150 3 5H OR 70 5.25" DISKS 

CAN BE STACKED 
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY 

ONLY 15.95 

RIBBONS 
WE STOCK A RANGE 

OF RIBBONS FOR 
MANY MACHINES 

PHONE FOR A QUOTE 

THIS MONTHS 

SPECIALS 

ft ft OFFER 1 ft ft 
200 3.5" DSDD + 

2 100 CAP BOXES 
JfrSS 64.95 

ft ft OFFER 2 ft ft 
NAKSHA MOUSEY- 
MAT AND POCKET 

3435 22.95 

ft ft OFFER 3 ft ft 
CUM ANA EXT.DRIVE 
PLUS 512K RAM EXP. 

WITH CLOCK 
87.95 

ft ft OFFER 4 ft ft 
CUMANA EXT.DRIVE 

PLUS XCOPY PRO 
£430 89.95 

ft ft OFFER 5 ft ft 
ACCESORYPACK 

MOUSE MAT 
MOUSE POCKET 

DISK CLEANING KIT 
DUST COVER 
#90 7.99 



continued from page 66 

can do in the Action Editor. You 
could load objects created in the 
Detail Editor, manipulate them [using 
interactive functions like Scale, Move 
and Rotate) until they are as you 
wish, add lighting, and position and 
orientate the camera until you are 
happy with your scene, But so far we 
only have one frame prepared for 
rendering, What if we actually want 
to do more than this and make some 
moving pictures? 

You've guessed ill OF we go to 
the Action Editor, This is where the 
business of creating the animation 
really starts moving. The Action Editor 
is used to define the number of 
frames in an animation, at what 
stage of this animation an Actor 
appears (or disappears), where the 
camera is pointing at a given time (it 
could be static, could follow a 
prepared path or could track a 
chosen Actor), and what kind of 
lighting we want (there are several 
varieties - spherical, conical or 
cylindrical - which each have their 
own characteristics such as colour 
and size). 

As you probably realise by now, 
imagine is a comprehensively 
featured package. But keep reading; 
there's a lot more to come. 

Global settings allow the user to 
determine the ambient light qualities 
(that is, the 'general' background 
lighting), the sky and ground colours, 
and also to automatically add 
random starfields (should they be 
required!). 

Bear in mind that each frame of 
an animation can have different 
globais, lighting, camera positions 
and objects, and that lights, objects 
and globals can all be transitioned 
across several frames, and you'll 
understand why this program is 
called imagine... 

Effective Explosions 
It is in the Action Editor that we find 
what is perhaps the most innovative 

feature of Imagine - the Effects (or 
F/X as they are called in the Action 
Editor), There are currently four 
effects supplied: Ripple, Grow, Rotate 
and Explode, No prizes for guessing 
what these little babies do, and they 
certainly do it well. For instance, the 
exploding head (see illustrations 
below) was done quite simply by 
telling the Head actor that it would 
explode into its component parts 
(with each keeping their individual 
surface characteristics) over a user 
determined period of frames. To give 
more flexibility, each effect has a 
series of options which allow you to 
tailor that effect to your needs. 

For example, the Ripple effect 
can have the size and number of 
ripples set by the user, who can also 
decide whether they are radial (like 
those produced by dropping a stone 
En a pool) or linear (like ocean 
waves) and how far they travel. And 
these effects will work on many 
objects, I tried rippling a sphere and 
an F14 plane, as well as more 
normal models. A rippled F14 
certainly looks odd! Explode can also 
be run backwards, so that you could 
'build' an object from its parts. Grow 
and Rotate are self-explanatory (and 
Grow can also be used to Shrink], 
The inclusion of these effects is very 
welcome, as they bring previously 
yearned for (and almost impossible to 
create] effects within the reach of the 
Amiga user. 

Once you've set the stage, you 
save the changes and then, if you're 
sensible, you do a wire frame 
preview in order to check that the 
action is how you want it to be. This 
is easy to do; select Make from the 
Animate menu, set up the range of 
frames which you wish to preview 
and the stepping between frames (so 
that you can get an idea of the 
motion without having to make a 
preview of every frame). Press 
[Return], and then wait a while - but 
keep your eyes on the screen, as 
each frame for previewing is shown 

This is the Quad view with the 
Attributes requester shown, which 
is used to set the surface 
characteristics of a selected object. 

A full screen, Perspective view, 
with the shading function active. 

in all windows of the Quad view, 
which means that you can easily 
pinpoint any mistakes. When 
completed, you can play the preview 
animation back, adjusting its speed 
or direction, or stepping through 
frame by frame for fine 
troubleshooting. Not happy yet? 
Make your adjustments, preview 
again and finally save the changes 
and exit to the Project Editor, 

IKs render rime 
OK, it's crunch time (literally). The 
Project Editor is where the final 
rendering of the scene takes place. 
But don't forget that we've only seen 

This is the rendered image of the 
head, shown in the Detail Editor. 

a preview of the action so far. We 
don't know whether the lighting levels 
or texture and brush maps are 
correct. So, to save time spent on 
rendering what may be unwelcome 
problems, it's best to render the 
sequence in a small version - 
perhaps 100 by 100 pixels in size, 
with Lace (Interlace) turned off. 

Next, select the range of frames 
you wish to render and hit Make. If 
you are using the fast processor 
version, stick around. If not, go and 
have a cup of tea and then come 
back. If all is correct, all you have to 
do is render the finished product. 

continued on page 70 

THE INCREDIBLE EXPLODING HEAD 

The perspective view shows a wire frame 
representation of what the camera sees, The 
camera and light positions are also shown. 

Here the head Is exploding - a simple task to 
animate, because of the program's 
impressive built-in effects. 

Blown to bits. Mow you too can make Death 
Wish XKVi- and all without having to get the 
gore off your carpets! 
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VIDEO 

continued from page 69 
Whether tt's a colour preview or a 
Final rendering, you II hove to fudge 
where to save the resulting files - 
which, depending on your output 
format, can be extremely large. As 
the animation is made by generating 
each frame as a picture, and then 
compressing the pictures together, 
you are given the choice aF deleting 
any pictures which have already 
been incorporated into the animation 
- an option which obviously saves 
space. Whatever, you'll find that you 

object, a series of key frames can be 
set up which, when animated, will 
(with any luck) produce a smoothly 
animated 'walk'. As with the Stage 
Editor, a preview can be made to 
allow any creases to be ironed out. 
The resulting object can be saved like 
any other, to be loaded as an actor, 
choreographed and committed to 
posterity in an animation. 

The Cycle Editor is a handy tool 
which can produce interesting results 
fairly quickly, but I Find it a little 
awkward ta use, as positioning is not 

Creating abstract, 3-dimensional shapes is easy using the Forms Editor. 
Although this doesn't look much like anything recognisable, practice 
makes perfect. Above right is how the image looks when rendered. 

soon build up a large collection of 
disks filled with your 3D products. 

Skeletor strikes back 
If you're still with me, you'll probably 
remember from earlier in the article 
that there are two further modules to 
Imagine: Cycle and Forms. As weVe 
already been able to make an 
animation, what are they for? An 
examination of the Tutorials section 
of the manual puts you straight about 
the Cycle Editor: "Cycle objects are 
really groups of objects joined in an 
interactively created hierarchy." If 
you are familiar with Deluxe Point Hi, 
I suppose a Cycle object could be 
likened to a 3-dimensional 

MANY THANKS 

Many thanks to Artbeat Computer 
Graphics Ltd., who generously 
loaned me a copy of the program for 
this review. 

AnimBrush. The idea is to produce a 
kind of 'hinged object' (where all the 
parts are hierarchically linked in a 
skeletal form - the head bone's 
connected to the neck bone and so 
on] on to which solid objects 
produced in the Detail or Forms 
Editors can be hung. 

As the skeletal form is 
hierarchically linked, this means that 
you can, for example, move a 
shoulder and the rest of the arm 
moves with it. 

Using tools to Pivot, Twist and 
Move the individual parts of an 

reliably accurate (there is no 
snapping to grid, for instance]. 
However, I've had a hankering for 
same time to build a 3D Merry-Go- 
Round. Now if might just be possible. 

And finally, ta da, the Forms 
Editor. The idea of this one seems to 
be to use the supplied spherical 
shape ta produce 'organic' forms. So 
far, I've managed to make some 
wicked-looking shapes, but more 
normal things are still eluding me. I 
think more practice is called for... 

As usual, work in the Forms 
Editor is done in a Quad view, but 
this time your task is to distort points 
of the sphere over three dimensions 
in order to create the shape of your 
dreams. Manipulation is done by 
dragging points around, and 
symmetrical movements can be 
defined by various settings. 

Resulting objects can be loaded 
into the Detail Editor for colouring 
and so on, but this is a one-way 
process: sadly, externally created 
objects cannot be loaded into the 
Forms Editor. 

A problem or two 
I'm sorry to say that there are a 
number of problems with imagine - 
not least the two part manual. The 
first part deals with all the features of 
the program, giving brief descriptions 
of all its functions. This is not too bad, 
but there are glaring omissions - 
such as how to set the various 
parameters required when texture 
mapping. A ReadMe file is provided 
on the disk, giving information about 
new additions and bug fixes - which 
is useful - but still does not make up 

for the lack of detail, although to be 
fair imagine works in many 
mysterious ways and to describe 
them all would probably decimate 
the planet's a I ready-d w i nd I i ng 
forests. 

The second part of the manual is 
worse than the first. This is the 
Tutorials section, which I would have 
thought would be rather important to 
new users. I worked my way through 
all the tutorials (twice!), and if I 
hadn't known how to use Turbo Silver 
3 I would have had even bigger 
problems than I did. Not to say that 
TS3 is actually that similar ta 
Imagine, but rather that it requires the 
user to have large amounts of 
patience and doggedness, Several of 
the lutorials were lacking in both 
visual and textual clarity, with some 
of the illustrations being very difficult 
to understand. This was especially 
true of the final tutorial, though 
imagination and graft got me there in 
the end. Not the nicest of 
introductions, though, and several 
people have remarked to me that 
they found the tutorials to be a 
hindrance rather than a help. 

Other areas I've experienced 
problems with are Boolean 
operations using Slice - some objects 
work fine, others just will not slice at 
all. This can be a real pain: Far 
example, I brought in an IFF map of 
the world, converted It to an object 
and then wanted to put faces on the 
land masses oefore I conformed the 
whole lot to a spherical shape. No 
way could I get it to work. 

I've also had problems doing 
something as simple as mapping a 
check texture on to a simple 
rectangle. Although I had had no 
problems doing this days earlier, 
over an hour of trying produced no 
joy this time. Other textures worked 
without problems. It seems that 
certain parts of Imagine are overly 
complicated and underexplained, or 
maybe I was just unlucky. 

Two further niggles involve the 
rendering of images. Turbo Silver 3 
had a facility for drawing a box 
around the area of an image you 
wished to render, allowing you to 
quickly check just small areas of your 
image. This would be nice to have In 
imagine - rather than having to 
render the whole image (albeit at the 
size of your choice). It would mean 
mat small areas could be previewed 
in full trace mode, far instance. 

Finally, Impulse guys, how about 
centering rendered images, instead 
of always keeping their top left 
earner at the top left of the screen? 
Just a little thing, but it would not only 
look better, but also be more useful, 
as animations could be rendered at a 
smaller image size and still be used 
for presentations without us all 
getting twisted necks looking at the 
top left of the screen. QJ 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

.around £235 mc VAT 

by Impulse 
6870 Shingle Creek Parkway, 
#112 Minneapolis 
M 55403 USA 

0101 305 255 930Z 

Imagine is available from 
most UK stockists - see 
the adverts for details. 

CHECKOUT 

IMAGINE 

Documentation, 5/10 
The Tutorials section is Frustratingly 
confusing. The Reference section is 
reasonable. But both lack the in-depth 
detail which the imagine user will {sooner 
rather than later) need. 

Ease of use 9/15 
More difficult to quantify., since imagine 
allows you to do things which were 
previously very difficult to achieve, yet 
some of the simpler-seeming tasks are 
much more difficult than they ought to be. 

Flexibility 13/15 
The program would appear to be very 
flexible, and with thought could provide 
some stunning effects and animations. 
However, it's definitely the case that the 
more you put inr the belter the results 

Quality 13/15 
Another difficult one. Quality in this case is 
the final output image - and this depends 
on what type of format you require. As 
imagine con output in many different 
formats, there's something here for 
everyone. Lighting and object attributes 
are as important here as the output format 
itself. But you could literally make o silk 
purse from a sow's ear, if you so wished. 

Features 15/20 
imagine is packed with useful features. The 
Effects and the interactive tools for scaling, 
rotation and object placing are absolutely 
outstanding. 

Price 20/25 
Compared to Sculpt Animate 4D (c£320) 
and Real 3D (Turbo Pro version £409), 
imagine seems to be something of a 
bargain. 

75/100 

While certain aspects of imagine are a 
struggle to get lo grips with, I am certainly 
hooked. Animation is a difficult process, 
but imagine can help you make your 
dreams come true. This will be a package 
that dedicated Amiga animators will have 
to seriously consider adding to their 
armoury. And, in weighing up the pros 
and cons, I would think that for many, 
imagine'$ current shortcomings would not 
outweigh its other, excellent features. 
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KCS POWER 
INCLUDING 

MS-DOS 4,0T - DOS HELP 
Shell - Manuals 

GW-Basic (No Manual} 

PC BOARD 
INCLUDING 

1 Meg Onboard Rarn Plus 
Half Meg Ram Disk 

Battery-Backed Clock Fn 
Amiga and PC Mode 

SPEED 

COMPATIBILITY 
STABILITY 
CONVENIENCE 

"Fastest Screen update of any Amiga PC Emulator NCE/March 91 
"Fasler than many 286 AT's" A.Formai/Oct BO 
'Excellent. All the sAv I tried ran perfectly." C. Shopper/Feb 91 
120/20. Faultless operation from day "I A Shopp&r/June 91 
"Unbeaten, for a plain plug Yf go PC emulator 
there is no competition." 

ALL UPGRADES ARE SOFTWARE BASED 
Computer Sttopp&r/Feb 91 

NOW SUPPORTING MORE HARD DRIVES - RING FOR DETAILS 

VISA ONLY £199.99 Excl Vat. (Postage Incl) (£234.99 Incl) 

Bitcon Devices Ltd, 88 Bewick Road, Gateshead, NE8 1RS. UK. 
Tel: 091 490 1919. Fax: 091 490 1918 

Trade Enquiries Welcome, UK & Export. See our main Ad next month 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN! 
Yes, making money with your AMIGA becomes incidental when you know how! 
Your AMIGA is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is 

irrelevant. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own 
HOME BASED BUSINESS, 

This may he the most important move you will ever make! 
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch". 

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a 
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more 

rewarding than playing games. 
The benefits are many and varied. 

Full or part time, JTm- 
For FREE DETAILS SEND SA.F. to: tfSfct 

omeWasedWtisiness. 
31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street, ASH, 

Walworth, London, SE17 1DR. 

AMIGA A1500 

AMIGA 500 

£369 
with 1 Meg of Ram 

with 

VideoStudio 

without monitor £685 

with monitor £935 

Genlocks = A8802 + Switch Box + Extn Lead - £189. 

Switch Box + Lead - £43. 

A8802 Super VHS-£Cail. 

Electrocraft Amiga Pro-titler - £Call. 

(All Genlocks can be sold with titling software) 

You name it we sell it! 

We will part exchange a 500 for a 1500. 

Secondhand 500's for sale. Call for price. 

£z commodore 

A1500 from £645! 

AMIGA 
Prices Include VAT. delivery k warranty. 
Please add £15 for overnight delivery. 
AM systems are tested before despatch. 
On-site maintenance options available. 

I AmJga A3000 1OQ Z5Mn? 6MB f2995 
| AmIga A3000 50 25Mhz 3M B £ 2795 
I Amiga Al 500 latest UK mode1 £645 
|AmlgaA1SQ0 as above £699 

pfus DPaintS. Works Plalirium etc 
| Amiga A1500 with A20es FC-XT   £Q4Q 

bridge board & 5J   disk dnve 
I Amiga A1SO0 wiih 20MB 

auioboot hard disk £895 

IA15Q0 + XT Bridge Board + 20MB autoboot hard disk C1095! I 

PERIPHERALS 

I A2630 card 25MH*/FPU/4MB £ 1295 
I A2286 PC-AT board & 51" drrve £675 
I A2088 PC-XT ooard & Sf" dnve £225 
I C2058 BlvtB Board 2MB installed £ 184 
| RAM lor above per 2MB £72 
1A2232 Murti Pon Serial Card £ 199 
I Quantum ProDrive 50MB nms £275 
| Quantum ProDrive 1DOMB lima £425 
I Quantum ProDrive 200MB 1 lms £725 
I A20 91 card for Pro Drive 2MB OK £189 I 
I RAM lor above, per MB (max 2MB) £36 
I External Drive unit tor Pro Drive      £95 I 

RAM for A59Q. 80ns, per MB ... £36 
SCRAM for A3O00. sons, por MB £72 
KCS PC Power Board ... £229 
Supra Modem 2400 Hayes/AA.'AD £115 
Supra Modem 2400 PJua MNP;v42£ 189 
SupraModeiTi 2400zl internal £99 
MultlScan monitor 14" 1024x768 £395 
A232Q Display Enhancer tor above £249 
HP DeskJet SO0 mkpeE. 300 dpj £475 
HP PaintJet colour ink pet 180 dpi £875 
flendale 8802 Genlock ... £169 
Rendale Pro Genlock .„ £575 
FrameGrabber 2 all colour modes £495 
& overscan, up lo 640*400 resolution 
Sketch M a ster 18* 12 dwg tabl at, £ 4§ g 
1000 ipi, wiih stylus & 4-butlon cursor 
ColorBurst 24-N card £569 

A1500 wllh 50MB Quantum autoboot hard disk €1075! 

Why not enjoy lha free Teletext dalabases 
wiih the Micro Text Teletext adaptor.... Fully 
programmable, with Fastext taciJrty, mstanl 
access to last 16 pages, double page view, 
te I ©software ioader. auio-sia/Vbackground 
operation. Pages can spoken, primed as ASCII Or graphics, Saved as ASCII or IFF files 
And it turns your 1O&1 /1084/883 3 monitor into a digital TV!   Available now for onJy £144! 

fff TELETEXT 

/77PRODUCTIVITY 
SAS/Lattice C v5 10A 

■ SuperPlan 
■ SuperBasa Personal 2 
■ Professional 3 
■ * * Professional 4 
■ Advantage vi.i 
■ 064 Emulator v2 
■ Doctor Ami 
■ Disk Mechanic 
■ QuarterBack v4.2 
■ Excellence 2 
■ Pagestream 2.1 
■ Professional Page 2 OA 
■ Professional Draw 2 
■ CG Outline Fonts 
■ TransWrtte Gold Disk 
■ Pen Pal vi .3 Rev 18 

£159.9 b 
179.95 
109 95 
299 95 

12.3b 
34.95 
39. S5 
39 95 

149.95 
249 95 

A/C Fortran 
A/C Basic V1.3 

68000 Level II V7.30 
Workbench f£ Enhancer 

-2-Dos 
Pro spreadsheet with business graphics, lime planner 
Relational database power, without programming! 
'The Rolls-Royce of Amiga databases" (NCE) 
Much enhanced and wiih many new leaiures 
Faslest Amiga spreadsheet with WP & Co-Pro support S9.95 
Don't ihrow your C84 software away! 49.96 
Guru stopper... disables bad disk blocks and RAM! 34,95 
Tune-upr backup, salvage, plus new CLi commands 44.e5 
The lastest hard disk backup utility 49 95 
New imp roved version... Wo rd Perfect wi| h graphics! 94 ? 5 
Many major new features incl. Agfa/Adobe lonts U9 95 
Now with WP, 24-bit &. Panic no colours & more 174.95 
Improved version with auto-trace, curved text & more... 89 s& 
35 Agfa CG fonts tor ProPager Pro Draw 2, PageSetter 2 es.95 

£34 9 5 ■ Pagesetter 2 49 95 
69.95 ■ Professional Page Cltp Art 34.i5 

I Worksl Platinum Edition vi .10      S9.gs ■ Professional Page Templates 34.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY AND 17*% VAT 

CREATIVITY 

AMIGA': 

I Imagine £1&9.S5 
Turbo Silver va.OA 89.95 
Dlglvlew Gold V4.0 + DigiPainl 89.95 
De Luxe Video III 69.9?. 
De Luxe Paint III 49.as 
Spectra Color 54.95 

Powerful new version of popular CAD program 69.95 
Real bro adcast qu aiity lining wiih 4- level anii- aliasi ng 189. g s 
The ultimate in video presentation, tilling & etfecis 174.95 
Choice or 5 sets of 4 anti-aliased fonts, per set.., 69.95 

■ TV-Text Prolaaslonal v2 Latest full-feature video tiller, incJudes Zuma fonts 79.95 
• TV-Show v2.02           Video presentation, special effects &. transitions 54,g5 
■ Video Effects 3D VI,2a   Smoolh playback, unlimited 3D effect combinations 129.96 
■ The Art Department vl.0.2         £54,95 ■ Dlglpalnt 3 59,95 
■ Art Department Professional       129.95 ■ Am Iga Vision V1.53G 79,95 

I Introead Plus 
I Broadcast Tltler 2 
I Pro Video Post 
I Pro Video font sets 

IF YOU WANT IT TOMORROW...  CALL US TODAY! ON 081-546-7256 

Prices are POST FREE & include VAT, 
Order by phone with your credit card1 or send cheque/PO or your credit card 
number. We welcome official orders. 
Software seni same-day by 1 si Class 
postr but please allow five days for 
hardware delivery, unless overnight. 
Prices subject to availability, Rsi. ATS ware 

KRT VIDEO 
71 Glenfall, Yate, Bristol BS17 4LY 

0454 322994 

phone for prices and details on second hand equipment 

LAKESIDE HOUSE,   KINGSTON HILL,   SURREY, KT2 7QT, TEL 061-546-7256 



RICHARDS DEVELOPMENTS 

^2 Meg Amiga upgrades no clock includes on/off switch  
4D-Ram Version 
lj/2 Meg Amiga upgrades with clock and switch .£24.95 
4D-Ram Version 

****** SPECIAL LAUNCH OFFER ****** 
Amiga L5 Meg upgrades fully populated, includes clock, 

easy fit runs off Gary Chip, requires 1.3 version. 
5 year warranty free 2 Mb demo. 

- ONLY £69,95 inc VAT 
******************************* 

3.5" Disks DD/DS 100% error free 1-49 t„ 35p each 
49-99 3lpeach 
100+ . 28p each 

ALL DISKS INCLUDE FREE LABELS 

40 Cap locking disk box 3*5" „ -. .... £3.99 each 
80 Cap locking disk box 3.5" , .„ £4.99 each 

Hull modem lead for back to back communications ,..£3.99 each 
Amiga 4 player adaptor lead . , £4.99 each 
Joystick extension lead...... , „tl tl .„£4.99 each 
Amiga dust cover,..  .  £2.99 each 
Mouse mat top quality £L99 each 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAX POSTAGE AND PACKING IS EXTRA 
PLEASE ASK WHEN ORDERING. 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE - 0602 464188 

Cheques/Postal Orders to: 
RICHARDS DEVELOPMENTS, 14 Windmill Way, Kegworth, 

Derby DE7 2FA. Please phone first for price of postage. 
ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 5 YEAR WARRANTY 

Public Domain also available all disks only 99p plus p+p 
For full catalogue send £1*00 

SOFT EXCHANGE 

OFFERS YOU THE BEST IN QUALITY, SERVICE AND 
PRICES, WE WILL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED 

PRICE IN THIS MAGAZINE, ALL OUR DISKETTES ARE OF 
HIGH QUALITY JAPANESE MEDIA 

Probably the best unbranded disks available in the UK 
3?" DS/DD 100% certified error free 

150 £49.99 
200 _,£63.99 
300 £94.99 
400,,. £123.99 
500 £154.99 
1000 £2B9.99 

10 £4 99 
20 £8.49 
30 £12,49 
40 £15,49 

V- 50 £18.99 
100 £33,99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
10 Disks + 80 Cap Box .^.£9.99 
20 Disks + 80 Cap Box £12,99 
30 Disks 4 SO Cap Box £17.99 
40 Disks + SO Cap Box £20.99 

50 Disks + 80 Cap Box £23,99 
100 Disks + 100 Cap Box ....£39,99 
200 Disks + 2 x 100 Cap 
Boxes £65.99 

ACCESSORIES 
40 cap Lockable Box , ,,£5,99 
80 cap Lockable Box,. £6.99 
100 cap Lockable Box £7.99 
Mouse Mat...... £2.99 
Disk Labels 50 £1.50 
Disk Labels 100 £2,50 
Disk labels 500 £9.99 
Universal Printer Stand.... £8.99 
Universal Printer Stand 
with paper tray.......... £10.99 
Gi ip Clip copy holder- £6.99 

Disk Head Cleaner 3?" £2,99 
Screen Filter 12" mono £9.99 
Screen Filter 12" colour.„....£! 1.99 
Screen Filter 14" mono £10.99 
Screen Filter 14" colour £13.99 
Dust Cover Amiga/Atari 
(keyboard) ....£4.49 
Dust Cover IT monitor £4,99 
Du.sl CUVCJ 14 nwiilm  £5.99 
Logitech 2 button mouse....£26.99 
Naksha Mouse £33,99 

AH prices include VAT, post and packing in UFC Overseas orders please write or 
telephone. To order please send a cheqtte/RO made jmvable to 

SOFT EXCHANGE, 101 CLIFTON ROAD, SOUTH NORWOOD, 
LONDON SE25 6QA, TEL 081 653 9094 (24 hours order line) 

Access/Visa accepted. All above offers close 31.08.91 government 
^ and educational orders quoted = ^ at very competitive prices 

A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n A n 
AUTHORISED DEALER 

AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY) 
Amiga 1500; B2000 +■ 1084SD + Twin 
Floppi&s + The WorKsl Plat DPaint 3/ Battle 

I Chess/Sim Cily/ Populus/ 
Their Finest Hour £899.00 
as above without monitor E649.00 
SUPRA WordSync 2000 Drive Cards ind 
Express Copy & CLIMale:- 
52Mb Quantum LPS 17ms * &4Kb Cache £319.00 
80Mb Seagate 24ms £399.00 
105Mb Quantum LPS 17ms + 64Kb Cache .£459.00 
Larger Hard Drives Available - Call for prices 
XT Brirtgeboard + 5.25" Drive + 
MSDOS4.01 £199.00 
AT Bridgeboard + 5.25" Drive + 1 MSDOS4.01 £639.00 

I Supra 8Mb RAM Board Pop 2Mb £179.00 
Supra SMb RAM Board Poo 
4/6/8Mb £279/£379/£479 
Amiga 2320 Hi-Res 
Flicker Fixer (NEW) £219,00 

I Micro way Flicker Fixer  E145.00 
A500 SCREEN GEMS Pack 
including 512K RAM/CLOCK £379.00 

| AS00 Base Pack .....319.00 
PRINTERS 

I Cilizen 120D+ £135.00 
Star LC-10 £139.00 
Star LC-200 Colour  ,...£199.00 
Star LC24-10 E1B5.00 
Star LC24-200 £229.00 
Star LC24-200 Colour £289.00 

| Slar XB24 -10 24 pin kic Odour Opbgn ....£399.00 
lokimate 20 ribbons/heads/paper PHONE 

FOR * AMIGA * STAR * 
MONITORS 

Commodore 10845 Stereo , £259.00 
Philips 6833-11 Stereo Colour £249.00, 
fnterquad Hi-Res Multi-scan 0.28mm 
$uper VGA £329.00 

DISK DRIVES 
A590 Autobool 20Mb £289.00 
A2000 Internal 3.5" p&p £2 £09.95 
A500 Replacement 
Internal 3.5" p&p £2 £69.95 
Roctec Super Slim Amiga 
Ext. 3.5' Melal Cased p&p £2 £59.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Golden Image Hand Scanner 
A500/2000 + S/W p&p £2 £199.00 
Golden Image Opto-Mechanical 
Mouse p&p £1 £22.95 
KCS PC Board for A500 inc MSD0S 
4,01  p&p £2 £219.00 
A500 RAM'CloCk 512Kb with 
Disable Sw tree p&p £39,00 
RAM Chips lor A590/2091 per 
512Kb Ireep&p £22.50 
A500 Compatible Power 
Supply free p&p ....£49.00 
Kickstart VI.3 ROM tor 
A500/2000 free p&p £29-00 
1Mb Fat Agnus 3372A..free p&p,., £75.00 
CIA Chip 8520 free p&p £16.00 
Vidi-Amiga PAL Frame Grabber 
inc. Filters free p&p £129.00 
RGB Composite Video 
Splitter free p&p £69.95 

Star (Buys forftmiga l500/2000\ 

Supra WordSync 2000 Drives 
52Mb Quantum LPS l7mS with 64Kb Cache 
80Mb Seagate 24ms access time 
105Mb Quantum LPS 17ms with 64Kb Cache 

£319 
£399 
£459 

Interquad Multiscan Monitor 

0.28mm Dot Pitch Max Resolution 1024x768 

Commodore 
A2320 Flicker 

Fixer 

For use with Multiscan 

Monitors standard/ 

Hi Res switch £219 

Microway 
Flicker Fixer 

New low price for this 

well proven product 
£145 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT CARRIAGE £5 (EXPRESS £10) 
Prices subject to change without notice. E. & O. E. 

8 Ruswarp Lane, WHITBY, N. Yorks Y021 1ND 

TEL/FAX: 0947 600065 (9am - 7pm) 
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PROGRAMMING 

"This is the second part of Sam fcittlewood's C 
programming series - a series whkh i believe is 
the first of its kind to be published in any British 
Amiga magazine. In it, he builds on last 
month's initial ideas by adding Amiga-specific 
things like windows to the program* 

The subject of the series, ADraw, is a 
structured drawing tool and wilt be of great 
practical use, As technical as it Is, Sam and I 
both feel it will be so good that it will inspire 

those of you still thinking about C to actually go 
out and do something about it. 

Remember that to follow the series, a 
working knowledge of the C programming 
language Is assumed - that is, you are expected 
to understand terms like "union' and 'linked list' 
and so on, if you're unfamiliar with such 
concepts, I've listed a number of books on C in 
the Shopping list at the end of the article/' 

Jeff Walker 

Writing it right 

In part one of his C tutorial Sam Littlewood outlined 

the ADraw application. The next step is to put 

theory into practice and add some Amiga-specific 

widgetry - windows, gadgets and projects 

The ability to deal with 
multiple projects requires 
some information to be held 
□bout each of the loaded 

projects. Copies of mis structure are 
a 11 oca te d from Amiga DOS wh en ever 

a project is loaded from disk or 
whenever a new project is created. 
When ADraw starts, it creates one 
blank project to get the ball rolling. 

As mentioned in the last article, 
alt these copies of the project 
structures are linked together In a list, 
Listing 1 shows what the Project 
structure looks like. 

The first item, node, is the hook 
by which copies of the structure are 
linked together; the base for this list is 
a global variable colled Projects. This 
is initially set up to be on empty list 
by InitMinListj). Each project has one 
or more Intuition windows viewing it. 
Each window has a chunk oF memory 
associated with it, each linked on to 
the list windows. 

The actual data contained in the 
project-the lines, circles, boxes, 
and so on - all hang from the 
elements list. If one of the top level 
items En the project is □ group of 
items, then it will have its own MinList 
structure and the bits of the group will 
be linked to that. 

When ADraw becomes useable, 
a feature that will most certainly be 
required is that Et does not let you 
lose unsaved work without checking. 
The element of the structure called 
modified is used to remember if the 
project has been changed since it 
was last saved to disk. 

Project structures 
Having initialised the project list, a 
new Project structure can be 
allocated and added to the list. 
The function thot does this, 
Create Project]), mokes a new untitled 
project, and can be seen in Listing 2 
on page 74. 

The Exec function AllocMem() 
knows nothing about the size of C 

structures - it must be given the size 
in bytes. The need to sit down and 
physically count up the individual 
bytes of a structure and then leave 
this number in the source code [thus 
making alterations difficult) is 
removed by sizeof, Although this 
may appeor to be a function, it is not 
- it is an operator built into the C 
compiler that gets rep faced with a 
magic number appropriate to the 
size of its argument. That argument 
can either be a type name - Ent, char 
*, struct Project - or it can be an 
expression, as used above. The code 
sizeof(* project] gets replaced by the 
s'ze of the sort of things pointed at 
by Project, These are struct Projects, 
the same number would have been 
given if sizeof (struct Project) had 
been used in its place. 

Project names ore also stored in 
a separate allocated block. Since C 
strings have a zero (\0) byte at the 
end, this must be accounted for when 
allocating the chunk of memory. 

If it was guaranteed that the user 
would never have more than 10 
untitled projects around, then the 
length of new project names would 
be fixed. Removing this guarantee 
means that the name is first built up 
in a temporary area that has more 
than enough room, Once 
constructed, the new string is then 
inspected, the appropriate amount 
of memory allocated and the 
temporary data copied to its final 
resting place - strcpyj) has the 
destination argument on the left, 
source on the right. 

Since the name will have to be 
freed at some poEnt, the allocated 
size is kept in the project structure for 
this future moment, 

When a previously set up project 
is being torn down, the First thing to 
find out is if the user really meant it. 
The 'if' statement at the top of 
KillProject]] combines all the checks 

continued on gage 74 

LISTING 1 - PROJECT STRUCTURE 

struct Project { 
/* Node used to link project onto global list 
V 
struct MinNode node; 

/* Flag, true if project has been changed since last save 
V 
unsigned char modified; 

/* Name of project - a pointer to a block acquired from AllocMem() 

char *name? 
short name_length; /* Length includes J\Q' 

/* List of the windows onto the project 
V 
struct MinList windows; 
short num_windowe; 

/* The top level list of elements within the project 
*/ 
struct MinList elements; 

AMIGA SHOPPER t ISSUE 4 • AUGUST 1991 

COMPILERS 

The application described in 
these articles, ADraw, has been 
developed using SAS C 5.10. The 
only features particular to this 
compiler that have ben 
exploited are the 'protoA..' 
include files, giving prototypes 
and fast calls for all the Amiga 
library functions. 

With Aztec C, the 
equivalent information lives in a 
file called 'functions.h', which 
can be included in place of the 
'protoA./ files. 

There are several freely re- 
distributable compilers around 
for the Amiga. This application 
has been compiled with GCC - 
the Amiga port of the GNU C 
compiler. However, there is a 
drawback to using these 
compilers, in that the rather 
necessary Commodore header 
must be acquired separately* It 
is available for $20 from CATS 
(Commodore Amiga Technical 
Support) - see the shopping list 
on page 77, 



PROGRAMMING 

continued from page 73 

for this into one. The && (logical 
AND) ope rotor always works left to 
right, and if it finds something that is 
false it stops evaluating immediately. 

When the argument 'force' is 
true, then [force will be false, and 
nothing further happens When the 
modified flag for the project is false, 
again nothing happens. Only if the 
previous two things were true does 
ConConReqjest() getcalEed. This 
brings up a box for the user to click 
Continue or Cancel If thfS returns 
CC_CANCEL, then finally the code 
associated with the if is executed - a 
return out of the function leaving the 
project Intact 

Getting rid of a project from 
memory means that all the windows 
on to that project are also removed. 

A pointer is moved to each window 
in the linked list, removing them in 
turn. But this introduces a slight 
problem: moving the pointer involves 
digging out the next pointer from the 
current data structure, Removing the 
window involves freeing up the data 
structure The memory containing the 
next pointer we require at each stage 
will hove been returned to the system 
by killing the current window. So the 
data which we hove stored will be 
inconsistent The solution to this 
problem, shown in Listing 3, is to get 
the value of the next pointer before 
the window is removed. 

When a 'For' loop checks the 
condition to continue the loop, it 
evaluates the middle of its three 
expressions. This one takes a copy of 
the next node. As well as just 

LISTING 3 - GET NEXT POINTER VALUE 

struct MinNode *node,*next; 

'node' along list when Hat is not being modified by this process 

node->mln_Succ) 

/* Walk 
V 

for(node = list.mlh_Head; node->mln_Succ; node 
/* Do something with 'node' */ 

/* Walk 
*/ 

for(node 

node' along list when list is being freed as we go 

list.mlh_Head; next 
* Do something with 1 

= node - >mln_Succnode 
node' and free memory * 

next) 

assigning, an - expression has the 
value that was assigned, so the value 
of the next pointer is checked for the 
foop condition, At the end of the 
loop, the last of the three expressions 
is evaluated, which simply copies the 
stored value 'next' into the variable 
'node' again. 

LISTING 2 - THE ' CREATE PRO JECTt)' FUNCTION 

* The global linked list of all projects 
*/ 

struct MinList Projects; 
int WurnProjectB=0; 
/* CreateProject 

* 
* Create an untitled empty project and add it to ths 
* projects list 
* Returns a pointer to the created project 
*/ 

/* Static variable holding the next number to used for new 
* untitled projects 
*/ 

int UntitledNuroiber - In- 
struct Project *Create£roject(void) 
C 

char name [XJHTITLED_MAXLENJ ,* 
struct Project *pro j ect; 
/* Generate a temporary copy o£ the project name, also 
* increment 
* the 'Untitled' number. 
*/ 
sprint f t name, "Unt i tled-%d", Unt it ledNumber ++); 
/* Allocate the new project structure 
*/ 
project = AllocMem(sizeof{*proj ect),MBHF^CLEARJ; 
if(project ■■ NULL) AllocError(AE_PROJBCT)i 
J* Set the name, allocated memeory is length of string+1 
* to allow 
* space for the '\D' at the end of strings 
*/ 
proj ect->name_length = strlen f name)+1■ 
pro j ec t->name = AllocMem{pro ject->naroe_length,0); 
if(project->namew == NULL} AllocRrrorfAE_PROJECT}; 
st ropy(project->name„name); 
/* Initialise the window list 
*/ 
InitMinList(&project->windows)j 
project ->num_windows ■ Qj 
/* Initialise the element list 
V 
InitMinList(Sproject-^elements}; 
/* Add project to global list using Exec function 
* AddHeadO 
V 
AddHeadf(struct List *)&Projects,(struct Node *)project); 
NumProj ect s+ +■ / 
return proj ect; 

KillProject 

Remove a Project from the system 
are viewing 

* it and remove ail its data 

+ takes a flag to say if user should not be queried if 
* project is modified 
V 

void KillProject(struct Project *proj ect,int force) 
{ 

struct MinKode *node, *next; 

/* If project has been modified, then check with user 
V 
if(1 force && 

project->aodifled && 
ConCanRequest("Project has heen modified") 

CC_CANCEL) 
return? 

/* Close any windows open on this project 
*/ 
for(node - project->windows.mlh_Head; next = node- 

>mln_Succ; node = next) 
KillPro j ectWindow((st rue t UserWindow *)node); 

/* Return all the memory occupied by the project data to 
* system 
*/ 
FreeSlementList(ftproject->elements); 

/* Take project of global list, use Exec function 
* Remove() 
V 
Remove((struct Node *)project)j 
NumProjecta--; 

/* Free the project name 

FreeMem(proj ect->name,proj ect-> name_length)j 

/* Free the base memory 
*/ 
FreeMem{project,sizeof f*proj ect)}; 

} 

/* InitMinList 

close any windows that 

* Setup an exec.library MinList structure for future use 
+ The head and tail point at each other and the shared next 
* pointer is NULL. 
*/ 

void InitMinList(struct MinList *Iiflt) 
{ 

list->mlh_Head =(struct MinNode *)&list->mlh_Tail; 
list->mlh_Tail = NOLL/ 
list->mlh_TailPred ■( struct MinNode +)£list->mlh Head; 

Windows 
Having a linked list oF project m 
memory is fine to an extent, but we 
want to get at that data. The 
portholes rh rough which this happens 
are the Intuition windows. 

ADrow can render the current 
view of a project into the window, 

and the user can hit gadgets 
and click with the mouse to 
change that view or edit the 
project. An Intuition window 
is created by giving it a 
template - the New Window 
structure. Referencing this, 
Intuition allocates and fills in 
a new structure, Window, 
as well as creating the on- 
screen imagery that one 
associates with a window. 
The Intuition Window 

structure has oil the 
informalion Intuition needs 
to maintain the window, 
and information that lets the 
program draw into ft and 
get inpul from the window. 
Any modifications to the 
actual window beyond 
drawing into it are done by 
calling an Intuition function 
with the appropriate 
information. This gives 
Intuition a chance to keep 
up to date the display and 
its internal ideas as to what 
is happening: 

/* Move window 10 pixels to 
right */ 
MoveWindow (windowjitr, 20 j 0}; 

ADraw will want to draw 
into the window, get input 
and change things like the 
title. For this sort of work it 
need go no further than the 
structures and functions 
provided by the Intuition 
and Graphics libraries. 
There is, however, a 

further level of operations 
for which the base structures 
ore not suitable. The 
windows have to be linked 
to projects, and there has lo 
be some informarion about 
where in the project the 
window is looking. All this 
information, particular to 
ADrow, is kept in a private 
window structure. 
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HDr-dw Structures Project 1 Project 1 
u i n d ow s ^ 

Intu11 ion Structures 

Intuit ion Dlsp \,mv 

UscrUIndow 1 
rea t „uindow  — L 

c—- IKcr Dot 0 

UserUindau 2 
r*al_windou   — ■ 

Hi ndou 2 
UserData 

U serHindow 3 
r-^a L.u indou —* 

^- UierData 

Hindou 1 Mindou 3 

LISTING 5 - FOLLOW THE POINTERS 

/* Given an Intuition window pointer, return a pointer to the 
* approprate Project structure 
*/ 

struct Project *WindowToProject(struct Window *real_window) 
C 

struct UserWindow *uw? 

/* Get to the UserWindow 
*/ 

uw = (struct UserWindow *)(real_window->UserData)? 

/* From that, get to the project 

return uw->pro]&ctj 

An example ADraw structure with two projects and three windows 

For each Intuition window there is 
one of these private structures, struct 
UserWindow. Eoch allocated 
UserWindow structure will have a 
pointer to the real Intuition window. 
In the opposite direction, Intuition sets 
aside one variable in its Window 
structure for use by the program, 
User Da to. This general painter is 
made to point at the corresponding 
UserWindow within ADraw. 

An example with two projects 
and three windows is shown En the 
diagram ot the top of the page. At 
the top are the bits local to ADraw, 
the list of project blocks and, 
attached to each project, the 
UserWindow blocks. In the middle 
are the Intuition window structures; 
each one has its UserData pointer 
referencing a UserWindow. The first 
part of the UserWindow structure is 
shown in Listing 4 below. 

Structure navigation 
As well as the reference to the 
Intuition window, there is also a 
pointer back up to the project that 

LISTING 4 

struct UserWindow { 
/+ Node to link window to a project 
*/ 

struct HinNode node; 
/* Inutition window connected to this 

user window 
*/ 

struct window *real_window; 
/* The project being viewed by thie 

window 
V 

struct Project *project; 

/* Where window is looking in project 
*/ 

Coordinate x,y; 

/+ Current zoom level 

unsigned short zoom? 

/* More things to be added later ..♦ 

this window is looking at. With this, 
and all the other references, 
navigating from one structure to 
another is easy. For example, when 
Intuition passes input to a program, 
not only does it say what happened, 

it says which window it happened in. 
This information is in the form oF a 
pointer to the Intuition window. To 
find the corresponding project, we 
just follow the pointers (see listing 5|, 

To create a project window, 
there must First be a template - the 
NewWindow structure, The storting 

size for the window in this template is 
filled in when ADraw starts and looks 
at the current Workbench screen via 
GetScreenDatafl, The window title is 
set up to be the project name. 

Once the template is set up, the 
window is opened, and then all the 

continued on page 76 

LISTING 6 * ALLOCATE AND LINK PRIVATE DATA 

/* Template for new project windows 
*/ 
struct NewWindow NewPxoj ectwindow = { 

0,12, /* Top left and top right of window */ 
0,0, /* Width and height of window (Filled in}*/ 
0,1, /* Graphics pens for rendering winnow */ 
0, /* IDCMP flags, filled in later */ 
SIHPLE_REFRESH| 

WINDOWCLOSE IWTNDQWSIZINGI WINDCWDRAG IWINDQWDEPTHI 
SIZEBBOTTOKI 91SEBRIGHT I ACTIVATE, /* Window flags */ 

NULL, /* Gadget list, filled in later */ 
NULL, /* Checkasark imagery */ 
NULL, /* Title, filled in later V 
NULL, /* Screen pointer */ 
NULL, /* Bitmap pointer */ 
200,64,      /• Minimum width and height */ 
0,3, /* Maximum width and height {Filled in)*/ 
WBENCH3CREEN /* Screen type V 

h 
/* The IDCMP flags used for a project window 
*/ 

#define PRfJJECT_IDCMP REFKESHWINDQW | NEWSlZE IMOUSEBUTTQNS I \ 
GADGETDOWN]GADGETUPICLOSEWINDQW\RAWKEYIMENUPICKIREQCLEAR 
/* CreateProjectwindow 

* Given a project structure, open a new window that 
* displays that project 
*/ 

struct UserWindow *GreateProjectwindow (struct Project 
♦project) 
( 

struct Window *window? 
struct UserWindow *user_window; 

/• Allocate private window data structure 
V 
user_window ■ Al locKem (s i zeof {*us er_window}, MEMF_CLEM) ; 
if {user_window == NULL) AllocError (AE„WINDOW); 

/* Set the window title to point at the project name 
*/ 

NewProjectwindow.Title - project->namer 

f* Add the gadgets 
*/ 

Bu i ldGadgets {user_window) j 
NewProjectwindow.Fir stGadget=&us er_window->t ools10]; 
/* Open the new window - no IDCMP flags set, BO no new 

* IDCMP port created 
*/ 
window = OpenWindow (ttiewPro j ectwindow); 
if(window 3= NULL) { 

FreeMero(user_windou, s i z eof (• u se r_window) j; 
AllocError(AEJWINDOW) 

> 

/* Set window to use shared message port 
*/ 

window->UserPort = ProjectPort; 
ModifylDCMP(window,PROJECT_IDCMP); 

/* Cross link Intuition window, user_window and project 
*/ 

window->UserData * (void *)user_window? 
userjfii»dow->real_window = window; 
user_window->pro j ect = project; 
proj ect->num_windowst+ j 

/* Attach window to project 
¥j. 

AddHeadU struct List * )4tproj ect-> windows, {struct Node 
*}user_window); 

return user_window? 

/* KillProjectwindow 
+ 
* Given a private window structure, remove that view of a 
* project 
V 

void KillProjectWindowtstruct UserWindow *user_window) 
( 

/* Take of project's window list 
*/ 

Remove((struct Node *)user_window); 

user_window->real_window->UserPort = NULL; 
CloseWindow(user_window-> real^window); 

user_window->project->num_windows —; 

/* Free the private window data 
V 

FreeMem(user_window,sizeof(*user_window)); 
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□ I UntiMdT ™5 

TooJ Gadgets 
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Page Right 
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Each project window will have a bar of tool buttons along the top, and scroll 

continued from page 75 

private data is allocated and linked 
together [Listing 6). 

Attached to each Intuition 
window is □ message port. This is the 
rendezvous point for messages about 

input, Intuition adds messages to the 
port as things happen, The program 
can wait For new messages and, 
when they arrive, pull them off the 
port and process them. You may not 
be surprised to Find out that the 

LISTING 7 - ADD TO USERWINDOW 

struct UserWindow { 
/* Elements previously declared to be in UserWindow 

/* New elements: 

* All the tool gadgets along the top of the window 
*/ 

struct Gadget tools [NUM_TOOLS] ,- 
/* 

* The up an down scroll buttons 
*/ 

struct Gadget scrollup; 
Struct Gadget scrolldown; 
/* 

* The left and right scroll buttons 
*/ 

struct Gadget ecrollleft; 
struct Gadget scrollright; 
/* 

* The horizontal and vertical scroll bare 
*/ 

struct Gadget hscrollbar; 
struct Gadget vscrollbar; 
/* 

* Proportional gadget special info 
*/ 

struct Proplnfo hecrollinfo? 
struct PropInfo vscrollinfo,- 
/* 

* Proportinal gadgets need a dumny image - this is used by Intuition for 
* internal variables, relating to gadget, so must be unique to each gadget 
*/ 

struct Image hscrol1image; 
struct Image       vscrollimagei 

bars at the edges 

message port and messages are builf 
on the same Exec linked lists that 
ADrow uses. 

The NewWindow structure has a 
field called IDCMPFIags which 
describes what sort of input event the 
program will be interested in. 

If any of these flags are set, then 
Intuition will create a new message 
port for a window when if is opened 
and leave a pointer to ft in window- 
> UserPort. If ADrow followed this 
approach there would be a new 
rendezvous point to check for input 
for every project window that was 
opened. From the programming point 
of view this is a little more work, but 
there is also a rather more 
fundamental limitation, The means by 
which a message port indicates that 
something has arrived is a signal. 
This is like a flag - it gels set when a 
message arrives and cleared when 
the program has dealt with it. Unlike 
a simple variable, it is cheap in terms 
of processor time to wait for a signal 
to be set. 

Tasking lullabye 
When a program waits for o signal, 
something any Intuition program 
spends a lot of time doing, the Exec 
function Wait(j will put the calling 
task to sleep, consuming no 
processor time. The task will be 
resumed when something else, like 
Intuition, sets the required signal. So 
what about this limitation? Well, part 
of signals being cheap is that there 
are only 32 of them for each task, 
and 1 6 of these get grabbed Far 
predefined things. 

An upper limit of 16 signals, or 
less if other Amiga libraries get used, 
means a rather low limit on the 

number of windows useable by 
taking the simple approach. 

To get around this problem, only 
one message port (and signal] is 
used. Alt windows rendezvous with 
this shared port. To da this, windows 
are initially opened with no IDCMP 
flags set. Intuition believes that no 
input is required, and thus no new 
message port is created. Once the 
window has been set up, its UserPort 
pointer is directed at the shared port 
(ProjectPort), and Modify I DCMP(] is 
used to indicate the types of input we 
would really like. 

When a window is closed, the 
process must be reversed - otherwise 
Intuition will try and de-allocate a 
port that it thinks is unique to the 
window. The UserPort pointer is 
simply set to NULL before calling 
CloseWindowj), 

Gadgets 
Having got a window on to the 
screen, we need some buttons for the 
user to press. Each project window 
will have a bar of tool burtons along 
the top, and scroll bars at the edges, 
as shown in the illustration at the top 
of this page. 

The standard system gadgets are 
inherited, and the creation and 
management of these is largely left to 
Intuition. The labelled gadgets in the 
diagram are the ones that ADrow 
will have to create and manage itself. 

Each on-screen gadget is 
represented by a separate copy of 
the Intuition structure called Gadget. 
If there are two ADraw windows 
open rhen, for example, the Tool Bar 
gadgets in each of the windows must 
be held as different copies of the 
Gadget structure. 

As each window must have its 
own set of gadgets, the tdeaf place 
to put all this data is in the 
UserWindow structure, which is 
already unique to each Intuition 
window; so the code in Listing 7 is 
added to the declaration of struct 
UserWindow. 

It is important to note that all 
these additions are the actual 
structures, not pointers to some other 
piece of memory. This makes 
instances of the UserWindow 
structure fairly large chunks of data, 
but it has to go somewhere. 

Since UserWindow structures are 
allocated on the fly, each new set of 
gadget structures will have ta be 
filled in by the program. This Is 
handled by the function 
BuildGadgetsfl - it takes a pointer to 
a UserWindow structure and does all 
the required initialisation. 

All the gadgets have to be linked 
together into a list. A pointer to the 
first in the fist is then put in the 
NewWindow structure, so that when 
the window opens, the gadgets are 
there ready. 

The Tool Bar gadgets are 
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relatively simple, as their positions 
within the window remain me same 
whatever happens. They are ser up to 
be boolean gadgets, so Intuition will 
pass a message whenever one oF 
them is pressed. 

The remaining gadgets are rather 
more complicated. Since the user can 
re-size the window, their positions 
relative to the origin of the window 
are not fixed, and Intuition does lell 
programs when a window has been 
re-sized.While ft would be possible 
on receiving this message to pull 
apart the existing gadget list and 
rebuild Et for the new size, there is in 
fact an easier method which can be 
used to get around the problem. 

Gadget positions are normally 
given from the top left of a window. 
Two flags in the gadget structure - 
GRELRIGHT and GRELBOTTOM - 
can be set to say that rather than the 
normal case, the gadget is to be 
positioned relative to the bottom 
and/or the right of the window. 

The Page Up/Down gadgets 
have positions relative to the bottom 
right (see Listing 8). As this Page Up 
gadget is actually in the border of the 
window, a flag is set in 
Gadget.Activation (RIGHTBORDER) 
to tell Intuition that when it refreshes 

JARGON BUSTING 
ALL0CMEM: This is a funtion in the Exec library. When called, tt 

returns a pointer to an area af memory of a size 
specified by the function's parameter. This is useful for 
creating temporary space for data while a program is 
running, especially H the size of this space is unknown 
when the program is written. 

EXEC: The part of the Amiga's operating system dealing 
with basic functions such as the allocation of memory to 
programs and the handling of multitasking. 

INTUITION: The part of the Amiga's operating system concerned 
with window handling, menus and so forth* tt interprets 
user input from the mouse and sends information to the 
relevant windows via the Intuition Direct Communication 
Message Ports. See Paul Overaa's intuition programming 
article on page 79. 

LINKED LIST: A method of star trig data, The data Is collected into 

a series of similar groups or records; part of the data in 
each of these records if a pointer to the next record in 
the list. 

STRUCTURE: A class of data storage in C whereby a group of 
data types - for example, integers, strings and reals - 
are joined together in a particular order to farm a user- 
defined type. One of the possible types making up a 
structure may be another previously defined structure. 

UNION: A neat trick in C that allows o single structure to store 
one of several different types af data in the same space. 
The space for the structure is initialised to be enough to 
contain the largest of the possible types in the union, for 
example, a structure designed ra hold date information 
might contain a union for the month part of the dale. 
This would be a union between an integer and a string, 
SO that the month could be stored either as a number 
between one and twelve or as a word. 

that border, it should refresh this 
gadget as well. 

Although the actual gadgets are 
allocated per window, the imagery is 
not. There are a fixed set of (mages 
set up within ADraw, and each new 
version of a gadget just references 
the appropriate one. A restriction on 
gadgets that use GRELRIGHT and 
GRELBOTTOM is that all the imagery 
associated with the gadget must fit 
within the gadget hit box. This is so 
that Intuition knows what to rub out 

LISTING 8 - PAGE UP GADGET 

/* Part of BuildGadgets£> - Initialise Page Up gadget 

/* Gadget is in from right of window by its width 

uw~>scrollup.LeftEdge -V5CR_BUT_WIDTH+1; 

/* It is up from bottom by the size of 
* and the Page Down gadget's height 

the bottom border plus its own 

uw- > sc ro1lup.TopEdge - tbottom_width + VSCR_BUT_HEIGHT*2>; 

/* The hitbox for the gadget 

uw- > s c rollup»Width 
uw- > sc ro1lup.He ight 

VSCR_BUT_WIDTH; 
VSCR_BUT_HE1GHT; 

/* Use images 
* of window 

for the gadget picture, and position relative to bottom right 

uw-> sc ro1lup,Flags GADGIWAGEI   GADGHIMAGEI   GRELRIGHT| GRELBOTTOM 

/* Refresh this with rest of system updates 

uw- >-scrol lup. Activation 

/* A plain boolean gadget 

uw->scrollup,GadgetType 

GADGIMMEDIATEI RIGHTBORDER; 

BOOLGADGET; 

Imagery to use for normal and selected 

uw->sc ro1lup,GadgetRender= 
uw->scrollup.SelectRender= 

(void *)kIRender_Scrol1Up; 
(void *)£lselect_SerollUp; 

/* user data so that this gadget can be identifed when it is hit 

uw- >sc rollup.Gadge tID GID_SCROLLUP; 

when the gadget is moved via a re- 
sizing of the window. 

All the other button gadgets are 
similar to the above, with different 
numbers. Which just leaves us with 
the scroll bars... 

Scroll bars 
The scroll bars are not as simple as o 
plain click on/off button, as the 
height or width of them varies with 
the size of the window, which can be 
addressed by using the GRELHEIGHT 

and GRELWIDTH flags. 
These say that a gadget's 
size is relative to rhe size 
of the window - for 
example, the horizontal 
scroll bar is the width of 
the window minus the 
width of the Page 
Left/Right buttons ond the 
right-hand border, 

A further problem with 
the scroll bars is that they 
need on additional lump 
of data for the information 
particular to proportional 
gadgets. The 
User Window structure is 
the victim - hscrollinfo 
and vscrollinfo are those 
data blocks. Proportional 
gadgets can have two 
sorts of knobs (the bit in 
the box that gets 
dragged) : the knobs can 
be normal bitmaps, like 
any other gadget, or they 
can be AufoKnobs* 

An Auto Knob changes 
size depending on how 
much data there is to 
scroll If the AutoKncb is 
selected, then the 
GadgetRender member of 
the Gadget structure still 
points to an Image 
structure, although a 
completely empty one. 

A big pitfall here is 
that, unlike every other 
case, this type of gadget 
actually modifies the 
Image structure. This 

means that each proportional 
AutoKnob gadget must have its awn 
unique copy, and the UserWindaw 
structure grows. 

More next month 
With the ability to create windows 
and gadgets, the application so far is 
an empty vessel waiting for life to be 
poured in — in the shape of the code 
to manage all the nice commodities 
that have been provided. 

To that end, the ADraw-specific 
wiring underneath the user interface 
will be the subject of part three of this 
article, next month. O 
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SHOPPING LIST 

SASC  . .~.£229 
Imported by HiSoft, 
The Old School, Greenfield, 
Bedford, MK45 5DE 
^ 0525 718181 

GCC: Read the PD house ads. The 
Commodore header costs $20 and is 
available from: 
CATS Orders, 1200 Wilson Drive, 
WestChester, PA 19380 USA 
Don't forget to send dollars by International 
Money Order, not sterling, or CATS' accounts' 
department is likely to get rattled. Expect a 
wait of aboul 6-8 weeks for delivery. 

C-A Dabhand Guide... £14.95 
Published by Dabs Press 
ISBN 1 870336 16 X 

Amiga C for Beginners.... £18*45 
Published by Abacus 
ISBN 155755 045 X 

Amiga C for Advanced Programmers 
 ■ ■ ■ . _£H45 
Published by Abacus 
ISBN 1 55755 046 8 

The C Programming language £24.95 
Published by Prentice Hall 
ISBN 013 110362 8 

Book prices quoted are by 
Computer Manuals Ltd 
^ 021-706 6000 
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Announcing.,. 

POOLSWINNER 
THE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM CjOld 

WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
• THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Pools winner, 

now has artif gu^ijtel tigs nf f The latest version of the 

£3650 

Footewmner Gold, has the power to leam from the results of its 
own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to improve performance. 

• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures for English 
and Scottish League matches are generated automatically by 
Pools winner Gold, which now incorporates its sister program 
FIXGEN 91/92 (yearly updates are available from Seiec), 

• MASS IV E DATA 8 A SE 22000 m atch d ata base over 10 years. 
• PREDICTS SCOREDRAWS, NO-SCORE$, AWAYS and 

HOMES Predictions are based on many factors recent form, 
the massive database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and 
draw averages. The user can adjust aifparameters. 

• SUCCESSFUL Selec guarantee, thai Pools winner performs 
significantly better than chance, 

• LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. Can be used for the non-league 
and a mature matches so often on the coupon now, 

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away] are automatically generated by the program as results come in. 
• UPDATED WEEKLY. Pools winner Gold is supplied fully updated with all league 

results from the start of the season - Its ready for immediate use> 
• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature, all you need to start forecasts immediately, 

Abo available from Selec... ~~ 
COURSEWINNER V4 £36.50 

THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM. Uses artificial intelli- 
gence. Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money 
etc. Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw 
effect etc. Detailed analysis of ail runners in a race, with profit. 
Sophisticated aid to successful betting, with a long pedigree. 

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results and 
popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning line-s, 
or tests your theories on results over the last 5 years. Reveals all the weeks 
a bet would have won, and the probable dividend. 

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER £32.50 
Statistical analysis for Football enthusiasts. Tables, 
future lists, sequences etc. Set up for British League 
football, but can be set up by the user for any league * 
a mature etc. Ideal for all Tans, league secretaries etc. 

AH programs, arc supplied on 
disch packaged with detailed instruction manual, and support literature. Formats available: 

IBMaS" or 5.25*) AMIGA ATARI ST A MS TRAD FCW 
Prices are inctuBvic of VAT ft delivery 

Send cheque i PO 
for reiurH of pail service: to Selec Software 

62 Alirincham Rdf Galley, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4DP 
  («rut far full lisi of our software ^ 

Tel 06 M 28-7425 Phone « FAX 24 hrs 

Computers retaiC and consultancy 

Rmigas & peripherals 

Amigas 
Amiga 500 Sc. Gems 1Mb..., £365 
Amiga 500 , £p.a.a 
Amiga 1500 + software £888 
Amiga 2000 .£908 

Monitors 
1084s Stereo colour £244 
Philips CM8833MK2 col £240 

Amiga 2000/U,,,, £1589 Disk Drives 
CAX 3.5" ext. disk drive...,.....„_£69 , 
XT Bridge board + drive. JE177 

Amiga 3000 all models fp.o.a 
A590 20Mb HD „ £275 
A501 1Mb Upgrade . £65 
HD40A 40Mb HD (A500/1000) £489 , 

(Printers 

Commodore 
9 pin MPS 1230 ...£148 
9 pin MPS 1550 ..£219 
HP Deskjet 500 £388 

Panasonic 
KXPL123 24pin _£210 

Star Printer 
All printers ♦♦..„£p.o.a 

$tan£j£Hs(a 

And Many others.. 

3 J" DD Quality Branded disks, boxes of 10 
3.5th Boxes of 10, Quality Branded  .£7,00 

L    - h All prices include VAT I ~h 
Delivery allow up to 5 days, Cost 50p - £16 v— 

We also stock PCs, Monitors, Telephones, Answering Machines, Fax 
Mach ines.,. .please enquire. 
"Phone 0532 - 746009 

or unite to 38 Moor grange Court, 
Leeds LS16 S&B 

Amiga Hard Disks and Ram 

Fujitsu 3.5" SCSI Hard Disks 
43Mb, 25ms, 1" high £199 
90Mb, 19ms .£349 
135Mb, 1 9ms ...,..........£469 
180Mb, 7 9ms £520 

Alf Fujitsu drives fully support synchronous SCSf transfer 
(with Amiga 3000 and some Amiga 2000 controf/ers) 

Tapestreamers new available! 

150Mb SCSI tapestreamers now available. 

Prices start at £499. Please ring for details. 

Plus 3.5" SCSI Hard disks (Quantum) 
52Mb, 17ms, 1" high , £249 
85Mb, 17ms, Thigh. . ,,£399 
105MbP 17ms, Thigh £439 
1 20Mb, I5ms Ml £499 
1 70Mb, 15ms .. . ,.. ....£689 
2I0Mb, 15ms , £749 

All Pius hard disks have a 64kb inbuilt cache 
which gives an 1 I ms read access time. 

Quantum is a subsidiary of Plus Development 

Seagate, WD, Conner, Maxtor 

Far too many drives to list here, please ring for details 

and prices, MFM, RLL, ESDI, SCSI and AT drives available, 

FREE PUBLIC DOMAIN 

Buy any hard drive over 100Mb from us, and we will put 

on as much free Pubfic Domain software for the Amiga 

as you want! Just say how much you want, you can fist 

specific Fish disks (? to 410) in your order if you wish. 

Amiga SCSI controllers 
Please ring for details and prices of IVS, XETEC GVp 

SUPRA, ICD MJCROBOTJCS, DATAFLYER and 
 COMMODORE controller cards.  

RAM Chips 
256x4 80ns DRAM (for A590, A2091. A540, etc.)...£42 per Mb 
1 Mbxl 80ns DRAM (for A2058, 8-Up, etc]. £44 per Mb 
1 Mbx9 80ns SIMMS (for GVP Series 11, etc}.... £42 each 
4 Mbx9 80/70ns SIMMS  tCalf 

Aimathera Systems Ltd. 
Tel (081) 683 6418   Fax (081) 689 8927 

Challenge House, 616 Mitcham Rd, 
Croydon, CR9 3AU. 

All prices include VAT and delivery. 
Data cables and 5 25'' mounting frames are extra. Free PD can only 

be provided for controllers that support Commodore's Rigid Disk Block 
standard (CBM A2091 & A590, GVP Series If, Microbotfcs Hardframe, 

ICD etc]. Please check your controller manual 
An prices are correct at time of going to press E&OE. All trademarks respected. 
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What is Intuition? 
Intuition actually means different 
things to different people. 

First and foremost ond this 
is the way most programmers 
think of it, Intuition is just a mass 
of pre-written system routines 
designed to make the 
programmer's job of working 
with windows, gadgets and 
menus easier Secondly, Intuition 
is the name given to the 
personality' behind the 

high-level 'user interface' part of 
the Amiga's operating system 
(that is, the pari with which the 
user interacts when using 
gadgets, menus and the mouse). 
This personality, however, comes 
not, to a large extent, from the 
underlying system routines 
themselves, but rather from the 
fact that Amiga programmers 
are encouraged to adopt a 
consistent approach to building 
the user-interface parts of their 
programs. 

What about Messages? 
On the Amiga, a great many 
things are happening all the 
time. At the same time as 
Intuition is checking for user 
activity, programs are asking for 
the use of printers, disk drives, 
memory and so on* Intuition, 
being the 'top level', has to be 
able to communicate with any 
and all of the programs which 
are running, to pass on 
information about what the user 
has done. At the same time, it 
must be able to receive messages 
from programs when they need 
things like access to the disk 
drive* The mechanism used to 
handle all of the information 
zooming about between 
programs and Intuition is based 
on the Exec system software's 
message system* 

"If you've ever wondered how an 
Amiga program knows when a 
gadget is selected, or when the 
mouse is moved, here's your 
chance to find out 

Paul Overaa 

the mess 

Paul Overaa investigates the 

message passing facilities built in 

to Intuition, and looks at how to 

write your programs to take the 

best advantage of them 

Intuition, the Amiga's User 
Interface, was designed to 
ensure that a user's interaction 
with the machine is simple, 

enjoyable and consistent (in other 
words... intuitive). The tools to 
achieve this are, to a large extent, 
provided by Intuition itself, and 
provided that the proper conventions 
are followed, programmers are able 
to take advantage of multi-window 
facilities, gadgets and many other 
Intuition facilities to help simplify their 
programming tasks. 

If it wishes, a program can open 
virtual terminals - areas from which It 
receives and delivesr information, 
Such a program regards its virtual 
terminal as covering the entire 
screen, and is usually totally unaware 
that other programs may have 
windows on display at the same 
time. Users, however, have a rather 
different view. They see a program's 
terminal as a window which may be 
moved around, resized, or even 
hidden from view. From a 
programmer's viewpoint Intuition Is 
good news - it can, and often does, 
handle these inter-program display 
changes without the program ever 
even knowing that they occurred. The 
end result of all this high tech jiggery 
pokery is that the programmer's life is 
made a little simpler, without having 
to sacrifice any of the program's 
user-friendliness, 

Waiting patiently 
Even when your Amiga is just sitting 
there doing nothing, Intuition is still 
active, continually listening far any 
information that may arrive from the 
input devices (mouse, keyboard, 
joysticks, serial port and so on), It 
looks at this data, uses what it 
regards as useful to itself, and then 
passes the rest oF the data on to any 
other interested parties - in other 
wards, to any programs which are 
running on the machine. 

If you, as a programmer, had to 
cope with everything that Intuition 
took an interest in, you would really 
have your work cut out. Fortunately, 
then, programs can be selective 
about the type of events they wish ta 

receive. If, for instance, a program 
needs to know when disks are 
inserted or removed, it asks Intuition 
to send it a message about these 
events as and when they occur. If the 
program doesn't need to worry about 
disk insertion and removal then it just 
does not ask Intuition for those types 
of messages to be passed on in the 
first place. 

One of the ways in which 
Intuition can be coaxed into sending 
relevant information ta a program is 
via Intuition's Di rect Com muni cation s 
Message Port system, affectionately 
called the IDCMP. This is built upon 
the Exec message system, and 
provides a two-way communication 
process which allows programs to 
both transmit messages to, and 
receive messages from, Intuition. 

Message structure 
The ' I ntu (Messages' used to carry the 
packets of information have a 
standard layout which is based on an 
extended exec Message structure. As 
a C structure, an IntuiMessage takes 
the following farm: 

Class? 
Code; 
Qualifier; 

struct intuiMessage { 

st met Message 
ExecMessage; 

ULONG 
USHORT 
USHORT 
APTR IAddress; 
SHORT MouseX, 

MouseY; 
ULONG Seconds, 

Micros; 
s t rue t Wi ndow * IDCMPWindow ; 
struct IntuiMessage 

*SpecialLink; 

); 

In order to use IntuiMessages, you 
need to be able to extract 
information from the structure. Below 
is a list of the purposes of the various 
fields in the structure: 

ExecMessage: This field contains 
message characteristics, such as the 
length of the message's body data, 
which are needed by the Exec. You 

d on page SO 

Beneath the 
surface, these 
gadgets in the 
File Requester 
are talking to 
both Intuition 
and the 
program. 

As a window 
becomes 
active, 
Intuition can 
let your 
program 
know about 
it via the 
messaging 
system. 

ten Cleans ion Em>ty 

Pefs HI&HWIKIT 
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continued from page 79 
are unlikely to want this information 
and you should certainly not interfere 
with it or alter it in any way. 

Class: This is a variable whose bffs 
correspond directly with the 
equivalent I DC MP flags. You will 
usually check the contents of this 
variable against particular flag 
definitions so that you know what 
type of message you have received. 

J Address field: This provides the 
address of the object to which the 
message refers. Whenever you have 
to find out about the current state of 
Intuition objects (for example, 
whether a Gadget is on or off], you 
will use this address fo locate the 
object's structure. 

You will often see the Class and 
I Add ress variables used jointly for 
selecting message handling routines 

Bit 17 

00000000 00000001 00000000 00000000 

This is the mask 
arrangement needed 
if asuSigBit = 16 

Bins 

According to the dictionary, 
intuition is Ihe power of the 
mind by which it immediately 
perceives the truth of things 
without reasoning or onolysis: a 
truth so perceived, immediate 
knowledge in contrast with 
mediate/' Why can't dictionary 
compilers write in English? 

8t BOBS 

and, when appropriate, passing the 
address of the object to them. In C, 
'switch' statements are frequently 
used to handle the message stream, 
and the code will frequently take the 
following form: 

/* Read the data frcna the message 
structure, then... V 
/* identify message type *j 
class - message->Class; 
t* get object's address */ 
address = message->IAddress; 
/* then do something with it V 
switch (class){ 

case GADGETJP: 
GadgetActivity (address); break; 

case CLOSEWINDCW: 
ExitRoutineO; break; 

default: 
LY^expectedMessage (); break; 

} 

The Code and Qualifier fields 
depend very much on the type of 
message, For instance, if the 
keyboard device is providing raw 
keyboard data then the Code field 
will contain the untranslated 
character and the Qualifier field will 
tell you whether the [Shift] or [Ctrl] 
keys were also pressed. 

The '1s is at bit 17 because it has been shifted left 16 times. 

Each message is stamped with 
mouse co-ordinates and the system 
time. MouseX and MouseY are the 
co-ordinates of the mouse at the time 
given by the Seconds and Micros 
fields. The other two fields in the 
structure are IDCMPWindow, which 
is a pointer to rhe relevant Window 
structure, and SpecialLink, which is 
used only by the system. 

Making a start 
The easiest way to gam access to an 
IDCMP is to specify one or more of 
the IDCMP flags when you open a 
window - see the boxout on the next 
page for a rundown of the flag 
messages and what they mean. If 
Intuition sees that you've set one or 
mere of the IDCMP Nags in the 
NewWindow structure then it will 
automatically create a pair of 
message ports for that window. One 
port, the WindowPort, is used by 
Intuition, while the other is referred to 
as the UserPort and is far the 
program's use. Intuition arranges for 
signal bits to be allocated to the 
message ports, and it is by looking at 
these signal bits that we can tell 
when messages have arrived. 

Both IDCMP message ports will 
be part of the Window structure 
describing the window being used, A 
message port structure contains □ 
field designed to hold an 8-bit value 
called mp_5igBit, which represents 
the signal bit number which has been 
assigned to the port. 

The messages which we have 
requested will arrive at the UserPort, 
so if g_window_p is a pointer to the 
Window structure, then the C code 
needed to refer to the signal bit 
number of the UserPort looks like this: 

gLwindow_p -> UserPort -> mp_SigBit 

We will want to examine the allotted 
signal bit in order to tell whether 
there are any messages for us. Often, 
when waiting for gadgets to be hit, 
the program will be just sitting there 
waiting for particular types of 
message to occur. With the Amiga's 
multi-tasking system, you don'f poll 
for such events, becuase that just ties 
up the processor unnecessarily, but 
instead you use the Exec Wait() 
function, which allows the program 
to sleep until some chosen event 
wakes it up. 

Wait() requires us to pass a 
parameter indicating which signal 
bits we are interested in. It is 
important to realise that the 
parameter which is expected is a 32- 

bit mask - it is not the signal bit 
number contained in the UserPort's 
mp_SigBit field. The difference 
between the two forms is best seen 
by looking at the example at the top 
of the page. 

To convert the mp_SigBit value to 
a mask we left-shift the number 1 an 
appropriate number of times, namely 
mp SigBit times. In C we use tfre « 
operator to achieve this, so the code 
required could take the following 
form: 

shift_required - 
g_winoaw_p -> UserPort -> mp_SigBit; 

mask si « shiftjrequired; 
Wait (mask); 

This con be combined into a single 
line of code; the result is the 
following succinct but obtuse C line 
that you've no doubt already seen in 
the Amiga manuals: 

Wait (l«o_window_p -> UserPort 
-^np_SigBit); 

When this line of code is executed, 
the program goes to sleep - that is, it 
becomes inactive - until an event 
occurs which results in a message 
being sent to our UserPort, When 
such a message is received, the 

program needs to do several things: 
a) It must collect the message by 
using the GetMsgO function, and this 
requires the UserPort address as a 
parameter. 
b) It must extract the necessary 
information from the message. 
c) It must tell Intuition that the 
message has been dealt with, which 
it does by using the ReplyMsg() 
function. The parameter needed in 
this case is a pointer to the message. 
As far as our example goes, we are 
interested in the part of the program 
which handles these messages - that 
is, the part which detects them, 
identifies their class, and performs 
some appropriate actions. 

There are a couple of points that 
need watching here: first, remember 
that the 'message has arrived signal' 
actually means that one or more 
messages have arrived, so a loop 
arrangement is needed which can 
handle any number of messages - 
not just one. Secondly, these 
messages will continue to arrive for 
as long as the program runs, so 
another loop arrangement (an outer 
loop) is needed which continues to 
look for messages until such time as 
the program terminates. 

Putting all of these ideas together 
results in a piece of code which, if 
you've ever examined the demo 
programs which I write far Amiga 
Shopper's sister magazine, Amiga 
Format (come on, surely someone 
must look at the source code listings], 
you'll already have seen many times 
before. For those who haven't, the 
code fragment is printed belowr 

/* We enter thle code after setting up our window and gadgets. 
At this point, we are simply waiting for the user to do 
something that's interesting - i.e. select a gadget or 
terminate the program by closing the window* */ 

terminate=FALSE; 
do { 

Wait(l«g_vdndow_j) -> UserPort -> np_SigBit); 
xnessage=Get^sg(gjwiiid0wi,p -> UserPort); 
do{ 

class ■ message -> Class; 
object n message -> lAddress; 
ReplyMsg (me s sage); 
if (class==CliOSEWlHlXW) {message=MJLL; 

terrrtinate=TRUE;} 
else { 

switch (class) 
{ 
case GADGEOTP : gadget_aetivity (object); break; 
default: do_nothing(}; break; 
} 
message = GetMsg (g_window_p -^UserPort); 

> 
}while(message); 

}while('terminate)? 
/* We reach here after the user has hit the CLOSEWINDOW gadget 
and at this time do whatever is necessary to terminate the 
program */ 

This C code fragment waits for messages to arrive from Intuition, then 
handles them as required by the program. Remember that it must be 
capable of accepting and handling multiple messages - not just one. 
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BUSTING 

ADDRESS: A valve used to identify 
a memory location. 

EXEC:       The part of the Amiga's 
operating system which 
handles multi-tasking, 
l/D (input/output} and 
ather system house- 
keeping tasks. 

FUNCTION: The C language's name 
for a subroutine. 

IDCMP:     An acronym (well 
nearly) for Intuition 
Direct Communications 

MULTI-WINDOW: A screen display 
system capable of 
supporting more than 
one window at once. 
Intuition contains all the 
system routines for 
handling the Amiga's 
windowing facilities, 

POLL:        Waiting for an event to 
happen by using a loop 
which just keeps 
looking for, and testing, 
same condition until 
that condition occurs, 
Polling techniques 
could, for example, be 
used to monitor 
keyboard activity. The 
advantage of polling is 
that the programming is 
simple. The 
disadvantage is that 
this technique ties the 
processor up 
unnecessarily - whilst a 
poll loop is executing 
the processor can't da 
anything else! 

STRUCT:    A C keyword used to 
define C structures. 

STRUCTUREt A complex variable 
supported by the C 
programming 
language. Structures 
can contain any number 
of different variable 

USER INTERFACE: The part of the 
computer system with 
which the user 
communicates* The 
Amiga's user interface 
has both the WIMP 
[Window, Icon, Menu, 
Pointer} style and the 
C LI /Shell window 
command line interlaces 
available. 

VARIABLE TYPE: Just like Basic , 
the C language supports 
the idea of different 
variable types. With C, 
however, this is taken 
further, because users 
can build their own type 
definitions out of the 
inbuilt int (integer), char 
(character), float {single 
precision floating point) 
and double (double 
precision Hooting point) 
types which C provides. 
The ULONG, SHORT, 
USHORT, and APTR 
types that you'll see 
references to in the 
IntuiMessage structure 
are variable types 
which are specific to 
Amiga programming. 

IDCMP FLAG DEFINITIONS 

Standard names for the IDCMP flags are available 
in C header files. They should always be used in 
preference to numeric values or non-standard 
names. The flags are used to both select which 
types of messages you wish to receive and to 
distinguish between the various types of message 
that may arrive at your message port- The 
definitions fall into six categories and the place to 
look for full details is the Addison Wesley libraries 
and Devices RKM manual. Here, however, are 
some brief details to get you going... 

Window Flags 
ACTIVE WINDOW You'll get a message with this 
flag set when the window becomes active. 

INACTIVEWINDOW This provides you with a 
message when your window becomes inactive. 

NEWSIZE This is a message sent when an 
application's program window is resized. 

REFRESH WINDOW You will be told when your 
window needs refreshing with this Rag- 

SIZE VERIFY intuition wil! check with your program 
when a user tries to resize a window, and will not 
allow the event to occur until the program says that 
it's safe to do so. 

Gadget flags 
GADGETUP When the user releases the left 
mouse button with the pointer over a gadget mat 
has the RELVER1FY Hag set, the program will 
receive a message of this class, 

GADGETDOWN if the gadget was created with 
the GADGIMMEDIATE flag set, then this massage 
is sent when the gadget is selected. 

CLOSE WINDOW If you have a close gadget in 
your window, then setting this flag will provide you 
with a message telling you when the gadget has 
been selected. Intuition doesn't close anything; it 
leaves that up to the program. 

Mouse Flags 
MOUSE BUTTONS This causes reports about 
mouse button events to be passed providing that 
they do not mean anything to Intuition. The Code 
field of the message tells you which button was 
pressed or released, and it will contain one of the 
following four flags; SRECTUP, 5ELECTDOWN, 
MENUUP or MENU DOWN. 

MOUSEMOVE If me window, or a gadget within 
the window, is reporting mouse events, then this 
flag ensures that you receive the XY coordinate 
messages of the mouse's position as it moves. 

DELTAMOVE With this flag set, the mouse 
movement is reported as co-ordinate changes 
rather than as absolute values. 

Menu Flags 
MENUPICK You will get a message of this type if 
the user has pressed the menu button. If an item 
was selected then the menu number will be in the 
Code field. If no selection was made, this field wiil 
be set to MENUNULL 

MENU VERIFY This is a message sent as part of a 
particular verification mode which allows programs 
to temporariiy halt or cancel menu operations. 

Requester Flags 
REQCLEAR If this flag is set, then your program 
will receive a message when a requester is cleared 
from a window. 

REQSET Setting this flag will get you a message 
the moment a requester opens in your window. 

REQVERIFY If this flag is set, Intuition will ask your 
program if it is OK to put a requester up in your 
window. Even system requesters will be blocked 
untif your program replies to the message - so 
make sure that your program checks for it, 

Miscellaneous Flags 
DKSK1NSIRTED If this Hag is set, you will be told 
about disks being inserted (or removed}. 

DISKREMOVED Again, you will be told about 
disks being inserted or removed. Two flags are 
needed because when these events happen you 
need to know which one has occurred. 

NEWPREFS With this Bag set, your program will 
be told if the user makes any changes to the 
Preferences settings, 

ENTUITICKS This gives you timer events when your 
window is active. The messages arrive about ten 
times a second, INTUITiCK messages do not queue 
up like other messages, because the moment 
Intuition realizes that you haven't replied to a timer 
message it will stop sending them. 

RAWKEY This provides messages containing raw 
key codes from the keyboard. The data is extracted 
from the Code field but, by using the Qualifier 
field, you can get extra information about whether 
the Shift key, Control key and so on have been 
pressed in conjunction with the key. 

VANILLAKEY This gives you the key code 
information after it been processed using the 
Keyboard device's current character keymap. 
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AMOS 

AMOS action 

"Welcome to the AMOS column: the 
place where, every month, you can find 
in-depth tutorials and lots of hints and 
tips for use with Europress Software's 
AMOS Basic interpreter. So get your 
brains in gear for a useful tutorial on 
taking control of this great language/' 

Phil 'Snouty' South 

elcome back to the 
VBM world of AMOS, 
■■IV   where everyone can 
^™ ^™     unleash the real 

power of their Amiga with simple 
instructions from the Basic command 
set. AMOS is a strange beast but a 
very flexible one, and this is where 
yau can find out what's new with this 
exciting programming language. 

Get tke ball rolling 
I've recently found out a couple of 
things I didn't know about AMOS, 
both involving the mouse. 

The first thing was about the use 
of the right mouse button, and there 
are two interesting uses For this. On 
the file requester I couldn't figure out 
how to get to another disk drive or 
device without waiting till the thing 
had read the disk and after having to 
laboriously lype the name in. Now 
you may just laugh and teJI me you 

Madness Week's menu selector 
looks rather familiar n'est pas? 

knew how to get round this all along, 
□nd if you do then bully for you. But 
if you have the same problem as I 
did, here is the answer. 

if you click the right mouse button 
in an AMOS requester, a list of 
current devices appears - drives, 
RAM: etc. Click on the one you want 
and Bob is very much your uncle. 
Simple really, but f never actually 
sow this in the manual. 

The reason I didn't see it is also 
simple - it's not actually there. Let's 
see ... yup, there's mention of 
something familiar on page 15. 

In the paragraph about changing 
the current drive it says something 
about a row of burtons for each 
drive. Wrong. The programmers must 
have changed their minds because, 
In order to bring up the selections, 
you must press the right button, Then, 
once you've selected your disk and 
directory, simply click on the SetDir 
button and this directory will pop up 
every trrne. 

It's so simple even my pet mouse 
could do it. (OK, so his paws are too 
small to move the Amiga mouse, but 
you get the gist.) 

The second way of using the 
right button is for selecting text in the 
program. In a '-orTal word 
processing or text editing program, 
you can use the left mouse button to 
stroke a highlight around the text you 
want to mark, then cut, paste and 
copy it around the current and other 
documents. In AMOS the right button 
performs this function. 

OK folks, let's give it a go - load 
a program, then put the pointer on 
the first character of the listing. Press 
the right button and move the mouse 
down. You've just selected a block 
that can be cut and pasted, and even 
saved off as ASCII text using the 
Block Menu's ASCII Save option, 
Hoorah! It's quite staggering what 
you con do when you put your 
mouse to it. 

DEMO CORNER 

Madness Week by Syntex is the 
latest demo to come from France, 
and it's a real killer. 

It's o megademo, just like the big 
demos from the assembly coders that 
you find in the public domain, and it 
covers two disks with the very best in 
AMOS sound and graphics. 

The program has a rntro, like all 
demos, and a chooser which allows 

This month Phil South looks into 

object control with the mouse and 

the joystick. Plus a look at the 

first ever AMOS megademo 

you to use the joystick to choose 
which part of the demo you want to 
see. As well as a large logo 
whizzing around the screen and all 
that ktnd of stuff, there's also □ 
slunning example of how to program 
copper plasma using AMOS. Plasma 
is a very smooth shaded and rippling 
colour graphics effect, and AMOS rs 
the only way you can get it outside of 
C or assembler - at least at this kind 
of speed. A lovely effect and one 
well worth seeing. The program is 
hard to get into and read, because 
it's too large to unfold the procedures 
I think, but the effect is charming. As 
soon as I've taken the thing apart, 111 
let you know how it's done. In the 
meantime, get hold of a copy of the 
demo and check it out. I'm sure you 
won't be at ail disappointed. 

You can get the two-disk 
Madness Week demo From the 
AMOS PD Library at £2,50 per disk, 
but don't forget that you'll need 1Mb 
of RAM to run it. Just ask for disk 
numbers 207 and 208, and Sandra 
will know what you want, 

MOVING EXPERIENCE 

You interact with AMOS programs 
using the keyboard, mouse and 
joystick and, although the keyboard 
is easy [if you know Basic), getting 
the computer to understand what yau 
want using the mouse and keyboard 
is harder to master Until now that is. 

Hide is the first command that 
springs to mind. This command 
actually hides the mouse pointer. The 
reasons you would want to do this 
are manifold, but mostly it's to free 
the screen for a stonking good 
picture and to avoid giving the user 
the distraction of wanting to click on 
something. To get the pointer back 
afterwards, you simply need to do a 
Show command. 

So, a typical structure would go 
like this: 

Screen Open 0,640,256,4,Hires 
Load Iff *hires_picture__here" 
Hide 
Wait Key 
Show 
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What is AMOS? 

AMOS is powerful version of the 
Basic programming language with 
a lot of features for sound and 
graphics built In; All you have to do 
is create sound samples and music 
scores using a tracker program 
(such as MED or Soyndtracker], and 
graphics in a paint program (such 
as DPoint or DigiFaint), and AMOS 
enables you to create professional- 
looking programs. 

What sort of things can t 
program in AMOS? 

Anything, from a demo with 
moving copper bars, scrolling 
messages and bouncing bob 
graphics, to a gome, or a serious 
program such as a database, 

is it difficult to learn ? 

Basic stands for Beginners All- 
purpose Symbolic Instruction Code, 
and tt is very easy to learn as most 
of the commands are English, 
PRINT means write words on the 
screen, INPUT gets input from the 
keyboard and WAIT KEY waits for 
a key to be pressed. Easy. 

Can programs be run without 
the main AMOS program so I 
can give them away to 
friends, or release them in the 
public domain? 

AMOS has a companion program 
for this called RAMOS, which 
enables programs written in AMOS 
to be put on a self booting disk for 
distribution without the main 
program. Everything you put into 
the program can be reproduced by 
RAMOS, so yes you will be able to 
create programs and demos to give 
away or sell, 



AMOS 

(Don't forget that you need to use a 
Screen Open before you can load an 
IFF picture. If you don't, you'll get a 
'Can'! fit the picture in the screen'- 
type message,) 

ll's a good thing \o Hide your 
pointer on main title pictures and 
print a 'Press Any Key' prompt on the 
picture to moke people trigger the 
Wait Key command to carry on. 

The next mouse command is 
Change Mouse. This allows you to 
alter the shape of the mouse pointer 
to a preset design, or even one of 
your own. You con otherwise do this 
in 'system-configuration' and load it 
on to your RAMOS disk, but Change 
Mouse is an elegant way to da the 
same thing From within AMOS. 

The way you use this handy 
command is like this: 

Change Mouse 1 

where the 1 could be either 1 r 2 or 
3. The preset pointer shapes are: 

1 for a normal pointer 
% for □ crosshair 
3 for a mouse clock 

And if you choose a 4, then the 
mouse pointer will be taken from 
your sprite bonk. 

It's not actually thai simple 
though, as the sprite number is 
derived by subtracting 3 from the 
number given, so: 

Change Mouse 4 

gives you sprite 1 of the current 
bank, while: 
Change Mouse 5 

gives you sprite 2, and so on. 
AMOS is really good at 

simplifying me reading of hardware. 
So for reading, if a mouse burton has 
been pressed, you just use either the 
Mouse Key or Mouse Click 
commands. And to set or read the 
position of the mouse pointer on 
screen you can use the much more 
simple X Mouse or Y Mouse 
instructions. (Much more simple than 
Basic ordinaire, that is.) And finally, 
you can limit the mouse to certain 
areas of rhe screen with the Limit 
Mouse command. Here is a short 
program with examples of these 
commands for you to try: 

Print "Mouse pointer on" 
TATait Key 
Hide 
Cls 
Print "Mouse pointer off" 
Wait Key 
Show 
Cls 
Change Mouse 3 
Print "Mouse back again, but altered* 
Print "Move mouse and press button" 
Cls 
Proc CZECH 

End 

Procedure CZECH 
Do 

Home 
Xl=x Mouse : Y1=Y Mouse 
Print "Mouse location - *;X1,Y1 
K=Mouse Key 
If K=0 Then K$="None" 
If K=l Then K$=*Left* 
If K=2 Then K$="Right" 
Print "Mouse key pressed a ";K$ 

Loop 
End Proc 

The joystick, is read in a similar no- 
nonsense way. The Joy command 
returns a figure telling you what state 
the joystick is in. Take a look at the 
segment of code immediately below: 

Although ihis requires you to set up 
DIM statements, you can read 
joystick port 1 and pass the 
information to a sprite (or in this case 
a Bob) move command to shift the 
thing around the screen. 

As well as using the 
comprehensive joy command, you 
can lock at each direction singly with 
the Jup, Jdown, jleft and Jright 
commands, along with Fire to check 
the mouse button: 

Do 
If Jleft(1) Then Print "Left* 
If Jright(1) Then Print "Right" 
If Jup(l) Then Print "Up" 
If Jdown(1) Then Print "Dawn" 
If Fire(l) Then Print "==FIREI==* 

Loop 

Rem Joystick demo code 
XI-160 : Yl=100 : Rem seta the starting position of object 
IMAGE=1 : Rem Sets image used by object 
Do 
Bob 1,XI,Yl,IMAGE : Rem move bob 
Hem Read joystick and get new coordinates 
J-Joy(l) ard 15 ; Aid X1,EK(J),10 To 300 : Add Y1,DY{J>,10 To 190 
Exit If JoyU)>15 : Rem test fire button 

Loop 

Time to go 
In the next issue I'll be doing a 
beginners' tutorial on AAAAL - one oF 
the more powerful aspects of AMOS 
- and the month after mat I'll talk 
about how to pass mis control 
information to a sprite, then you'll be 
able to animate and shift stuff around 
the screen to your heart's content. In 
the meantime, Abyssinia, 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

AMOS-The Creator .£49,99 
by Europress Software 
available from: 
Europress sales and distribution 
FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port, 
South Wirral L65 3EB 
» 051-357 1275 

All     PD software can be obtained 
from; 

AMOS PD Library 
25 Park Rood, 
WiganWN6 7M 
^ 0942 495261 

TERRIFIC TIPS FOR AMOS 

Every month I will be printing hints and tips on 
AMOS from my own sources and from you, the 
readers* If you have any hints and tips (preferably 
accompanied by mini listings) you want to send me, 
whack them on paper or a disk and send them to: 
Phil South, AMOS action, Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BAT 2BW* Or you can e-mail 
me on CtX {*nouty@c ix.co.uk), Micro net 
(219997854), Telecom Gold (74:MIK2077) or The 
Direct Connection (uadl 135@dircon.co.uk). 

VU-BARS by Spadge 

IJQAB AN .ABK MUSIC FILE Mi 

Cls 0 
Music 1 
ST; Show On : Cls 0 

Cl=0 t C2-0 t C3=0 
View 
Gosub RB 
Do 
Vl=lnt(Vumeter C 0 >/2) 
If V1>C1 Then C1=V1 
If Vl<Cl and C1>0 Then Dec CI 
If V2>C2 Then C2=V2 
If V2<C2 and C2>0 Then Dec C2 
If VZ>C3 Then C3=V3 
If V3<C3 and C3>0 Then Dee C3 
If V4>C4 Then C4=V4 
If V4<C4 and C4>0 Then Dec C4 

Disk magazine buyers might like to know that there 
is an excellent regular feature on AMOS in 
Newsflash, produced by Martyn Brown of 17 Bit. 
The AMOS features are little programs that Martyn 
has written and are saved in both AMOS and ASCII 
format, so you can either load Ihem up and run 'em, 
or you can Merge ASCII on them to incorporate the 
code in your own programs. Here i$ a little taster 
from Newsflash 16 to create those nice VU meter 
bars you see in most assembly code demos: 

Screen Open D,400,256,2,LORES 
C4=0 

Cls 0  i Palette 0,$FF 

V2=Int{Vumeter(1)/2)  i V3=Int(Vumeter(2)/2)  : V4*lnt(Vumeter(3)/2) 

Bob lr160,ISO,CI : Bob 2,170,180,02 : Bob 3,180,180,C3  : Bob 4,190,180,C4 : Wait Vbl 

RB: 
Rem 
Set Rainbow 0,1,35,"","","" | Rainbow 0,0,220,35 : Colour Back 0 : Restore RDATA7 
For C=0 To 34 i Read CVA : Rain(0,C)-CVA 
Next C i View \ Return 
RDATA7: 
Data $0,$0,$0,$ 544,$655,$766,$877,$9 B8,$A99,$BAA,$CBB,$DCC,$EDD,$FEDH $FEC,$FEB 
Data $FEA,$FB9,$FE8,$FE7,$FD6#$FC5,$FA3,$F92,$F81,$F70,$E60, $D50,$C40,$B30,$A20, $910 
Data $800,$700,$600,$0,$0,$0,$0,$0 
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AU, PRICES ItfCUJPE WT& PEUVEflT IP TOW DQORfff 

Photon Video (Cel Animator) 
Deluxe VI d» 111 Aegis An I magic 
Broadcast Tiller 2 Amiga Vision Scafa 
TV Tftxl Professional 
TV Show 2 Videotitler 15 3D 
WORDPROCESStNG ScnbblB Platinum 
Ki nd words 2 Penpal 
Excellence 
PrmmX 4.2 
FVoteKtS.D 
Pro Write 3.1 
Word Psrfect4.i Wotid Perfect Ubrary 
SPREADSHEET Advantage 
DG Calc 
DATABASES 
Interfile 
Superbase Personal 2 
Superbase Frolesslonal 

14.99 
59.99 

174.99 
as .99 

17499 89.99 
49.99 
69.99 
39 99 
39,99 
69 99 as .99 
74.09 

109,99 
99.99 

159.99 
79.S9 
79.99 
2A.99 
34.99 
69.99 

149.99 

Su per hi se Protessjg n al 4 299.99 
WffWMTffl (WF/SS/DB) 
The Works Platinum 59,99 
Gold Disk Office 109 99 DTP 
Pagesetter 2.0 52.99 
Pro Page 2 199.99 Pro Draw 2 99.99 Outline fonts 99.99 
Gold Disk Funis 1-4 34.99 
Structured dip art 39.99 
Ectips 79 99 Prodlps 17,99 
Deluxe Print II 34.99 CAD 
X-CAO Designer 74.99 X-CAD Professional 159.99 
AgjsDiraw2oO0 99.99 
Horn e Accounts 27 99 
Cash book/Fin al Accou nts 44,99 
Pe rson al Tax Planner 29,99 
Personal Finance Manager 21.99 
Small Business Accounts Cash 59.99 
Small Business Accounts Xlra 79.99 GRAPHICS 
Deluxe Paint 3 54 99 
RlOlOn Paint 6.99 

Deluxe Photolab 49,^ Moviesfitler 39 99 
Real Things Birds 24.99 
Real Things Humans 24,99 
Real Things Horses 19.99 ProRlls 24.99 PlKnuto 37,99 
Bulcher 27,99 
The Art Department 49.99 
The Art Department Pro, 134 99 Kara Anim Fonts 1 29 99 
Kara Anrm Fonls 2 29,99 
Kara Anlm Fonls 3 29 99 
Kara fonts Headlines 1 49 99 
Kara Fonls Headlines 2 44.99 Ka ra Fonts Su b Meadll n es 44.99 
3D MODELLING A RENDERING 
Sculpt 30x1 54.99 
Sculpt Animate 4D 22999 
Vista 42 99 
Vista Professionar 99.99 
Imagine 199,99 3D Professional 349.99 
Peal 3D Beginners B4.99 
Peai 3D Professional 234.99 flea] 3D' Turbo 29&.Q9 
PROGRAMMING 
AMOS 35 99 
Devpac 2 49.99 
Lattice C 219.99 Hisoft Basic 57 .99 
Hisofl Basic Extend 14 49 
MUSIC 
Deluxe Music Construction Set 49,99 

Music X Junior 74.59 
Tiger Cub incl. Interlace/leads 79.99 Bars & PI pes Prof essi on ai 15999 
MISCELLANEOUS 
BAD Disk Optimise 34 99 
Dross Dos 4 29 99 
Dos 2 Dos 39 99 
Disk Master 39 99 
FaCCll 24.99 GB Route 34 99 
Icon Paint 9 9S 
Quarterback Hard Disk Backup 49.99 Quarterback Tools 59 99 
Su perback Hard Disk Backup 35 99 
Syte'N'Back Hand Disk Backup 1599 

EDUCATIONAL Three Sears 15.49 
Don aid's Alphabet 1799 
Dinosaur Discovey Kit 17.99 
Distant Suns 32.99 
Deep sky Objects 14.99 Sky nap Expansion 14 99 
Fust Letters 4 Words 17 m 
Fun School II (2-6 14 49 Fun School II (6-6) 1449 
Fun School II (Over 8s) 17 99 
Fun School III (Under 5s) 17.99 
pjn School III {5-7) 17 99 
Fun School III {Over 7sJ 17 99 
Goofy's Railway 1799 
Hooray for Henrietta 1799 
m Talk 17 99 
Kd's Type  17.99 

T7t^Sp^raTTTome^^^^^T!n9 Lets Spell at the Shops 14 49 
Mickey's Runaway Zoo 17,99 Math Talk Fractions 17,99 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing 20.49 
Puzzle Booh II 14 49 Puzzle Storybook 17 99 
Smoolhtalker 17 99 
Spe:;.bOTk 14 99 
Wealher Watcher 17 &9 

HARDWARE Amiga 50O Basic 31 g 
A5D0 Screen Gems 1 Mbyte 379 Al 500 Including Monilor 8fl8 Al 500 No Monitor 549 
A590 20Mb Hard Drive 279 
AS 90 20Mb H/Drive+2Mb RAM 359 Trumpc ard 500 40M b H/D rive 53 9 
Trumpcard 2000 4 0Mb H/Driva 519 
3.5" External Floppy Drive 55 
512k Ram Expansion no clock 25 512k Ram Expand on + doc k 29 
1.5 Mb Ram Expansion 59 

SloTIr^oTItfonftK 
Sharp JX100 A 5 Col.. Scanner 525 
Sh a rp JX300 A4 Col. Scann er 2750 
Golden Image Hand Scanner 175 
Podscat Graphics TaWel 199 
Zydec Microswitched Mouse 15 
Natasha Mouse 19 Turbo Mouse 12 
Mouse Mat 4 
50 Blank Disks 20 MOWTORS 
Philips 8333-II 239 
Commodore 1054 s 254 PRINTERS 
Star LC20O Colour 219 
SlarLC24 200 Mono 259 Slar LC24-20Q Colour 299 
Olizen Swift 9 Colour 199 
Qlizen Swift 24 Colour 299 
Can on Bubble! et Porta trie 239 HP PaintJet Colour InkJet 825 
Panasonic 4420 Laser B75 
Panasonlc 44201Mb Upgrade 299 

You nana lt.„ H% da h\„ Jut t ptat inJ W H tut* 

POST HASTE, 11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 2HH 
TELEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 

Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and PC Orders are despatched same day I 
Please allow up to 4 working days for cheques to clear. 

MAIUTELEFHO REORDERS ONLY. WO PERSONAL CAUffll FLEMEI 

IP*®* M^&if^ 

1ST CLASS SERVICE AND QUALITY DISKS 
We specialise in the best Programs and Utilities available for tbe 
AMIGA from the Public Domain. In addition to our own Kernow and 
Specialist Ubrary, we stock the FISH, AMICUS and TBAG collections, 

Introductory Offer: (3 disks) @ £5.00 contains- 
Kernow-OOl; Editorial/DOSError/FullView/Icon-Editor/ZeroVirus/ 
MemoPad/PrintStudlo/Csh (Shell)/Sysinfo/SetPrefs/MouseCoord. 

Kemow Catalogue Disk; Full listings of our Libraries, 

Anti-Virus Disk: A good selection of Virus KUlers 
and BootBlock savers. 

Current catalogue disk @ £1,50 
51 ENNORS ROAD. NEWQUAY, CORNWALL, TR7 1RB. Tel: 0637-872217 

30p 

...AND OTHER 

AMAZING 

OFFERS! 

New! High quality DSDD 
Mitsubishi 3.5" bulk disks 
100% error free, with label. 
3.5" DSDD, blue „30p each 
Branded disks 
3<5" Sony 68p each 
3.5° 3M 73p each 
Amiga Memory Upgrade 
Q.SMeg w/o clock £28.00 
0,5Meg with clock ,,.,£32,00 

Disk Storage Boxes 
3.5" 40 capacity locks £3.50 
3,5" 80 capacity locks £4.30 
3,5" 100 capacity, locks £4,95 
Accessories 
Mouse Mats , ... .,£1.95 
3.5" Disk cleaning kit... Ml £1.80 
3.5" Disk labels £1.50/100 
Amiga dust cover £2.95 
Amiga 3.5" ext drive.,... £58.00 

Cheques/PO s to; Redlaw Resources, AMS Offer 
74 Durban Road, Patchway, Bristol BS12 5HQ. 
Please add £3.50 for P&P  Tel: (0272) 760600 
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Cracking 

the Shell 

Mark Smiddy puts on his surgeon's gown and 

explains how to re-constitute those dead disks 

AMIG ADOS 

"DISKDOCTOR is the AmigaDOS 
equivalent of on ambulance. Ill 
show you how to call it 50 it gets 
there in time," 

Mark Smiddy 

isks go wrong - this is a 
fact of life. However, 
mistakes can be made 
and there are limes when 

a copy of a file is either locked up in 
an archive somewhere or, perish the 
thought G unique original. The latter 
can happen when the Amiga, For 
reasons known only to itself (or the 
local electricity board), decides to 
crash during a save operation. You 
should use DISKDOCTOR as soon as 
a disk starts to show any signs of 
getting crabby. A typical example 
would be a requester stating; 

KEY <nn> invalid, disk 
structure corrupt, use 
diskdoctor to correct it. 

Although much maligned by some, 
AmigaDOS offers a simple command 
that can even salvage disks when 
they have been partially formatted - 
ie, with FORMAT'S QUICK option. 
The syntax could not be simpler: 

i>DISKD0CTOR dfO: ; fix disk in drive 0. 

When DISKDOCTOR completes, and 
it can take quite some time, it will ask 
you to copy files to another disk and 
reformat this one. Take the advice. 

Last ditch doctor 
Before reading further, a few 
cautions: DISKDOCTOR should only 
be used as a last resort - it is meant 
for single drive machines and 
therefore cannot take advantage of a 
second drive. This implies it has to 
work on the broken disk. And if 
anything should happen, poof I There 
are some more effective disk salvage 
utilities around for those lucky 
enough to own two drives. One of 
the best, Dave Haynie's excellent 
DISKSALV, Is available from most 
good public domain libraries. 

Also, DISKDOCTOR should be 
used with extreme caution on FFS 
disks. For most users, this disk type 
will be a hard disk and it is vital to 
ensure the DOSTYPE keyword in the 
Mounrlist (in the DEVS: directory) is 

correctly set to Ox444F5301 (that's 
ASCII for DOS1), 

Never use the DISKDOCTOR on 
a hard disk or other FFS disk unless 
you have checked the DOSTYPE, The 
structure of the data blocks is 
different under FFS - DISKDOCTOR 
will think they are bad blocks and 
probably delete them. 

•  ATTENTION: Some file in 
directory <name> is 
unreadable and has been 
deleted* 

A file in sub-directory <name> has 
been so totally corrupted that it is 
now totally unreadable and even 
DISKDOCTOR can't find out what it 
was called. Files in this state can't be 

1,SYS:> 
1.SYS:> 
i.SYS:> 
i.svs;) div are: 
i.SYS:> diskdoctor dfg: 
Disk Doctor VI.3.5 
Insert disk to be corrected and press RETURN 
Hard error Track 63 Surface i 
Hard error Track 64 Surface i 
Hard error Track 71 Surface i 
Reading cylinder 79 
Operation complete 
YOU should copy files required to a new disk and refor 
«at this disk 
l.SYS;> 
l.S¥S:> 
l.SYS:> 
l.SYS:> 
i.SYS:> 
1, SYS: > 
l.SYS:> 
i. SYS: > 

A familiar doctor's note for those of you suffering from floppy disk 
failure _ our office disk lost three tracks when we attacked it with a Biro. 

The following errors and 
messages may be generated by 
DISKDOCTOR. These ore arranged 
in alphabetical order for quick 

"Some game disks 

show up as 

NDOS - do not try 

to recover them" 

reference. You may, therefore, have 
to read the section more than once to 
grasp the meaning of some errors. 
Keep this list handy as you might 
need it someday, 

salvaged and are therefore 
discarded by the program. 

•   Block zero failed to format 
- Sorry! 

In very dire circumstances track 0 
may fail to format, which means 
you've got a seriously damaged disk. 
If this happens, the disk is probably 
beyond saving (by DISKDOCTOR at 
any rate). Block zero contains vital 
information used by AmigaDOS, 
such as the disk type. If this cannot 
be re-constituted, the disk will be 
unreadable, DISKDOCTOR 
terminates if this error occurs. If this 
happens, test format a blank disk on 
the same drive to make sure the drive 
or hardware is not at fault before 
trying on another drive. 

continued on page 86 
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What does formatting do? 

Put simply, the process of 
formatting a disk prepares it for 
use with a specific computer. It 
divides the disk into hundreds of 
numbered segments called 
sectors, which are used to store 
the data. Disks are divided up to 
make more efficient use of the 
space available and maintain a 
reasonable speed. 

The process takes place in 
two distinct phases on the 
Amiga: first, each track is 
divided into 11 sectors, each 
capable of storing 512 bytes of 
information, This gives 1760 
sectors on a disk, which makes 
880K of space available. Next, 
during the initialising phase, the 
disk is prepared for AmigaDOS. 
This process reserves four sectors 
for private system use: two for 
the boot sectors used by boot 
disks, one for the root block as 
used by the root directory and 
one far the bitmap - a map of 
free sectors. The bitmap is 
similar to the FAT (File Allocation 
Table) found in other versions of 
DOS (MS-DOS etc) but is far 
more efficient, 

What does NDOS mean? 

It refers to a disk that has been 
formatted by the Amiga, but has 
not been initialised for use with 

tonfinuecf on page 36 
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continued from page 85 

AmigaDOS. Such 
* disks cannot be 

used by AmigaDOS, 
although DISKDOCTOR can 
recover them if they were 
originally AmigaDOS disks. 
Some commercial (game) disks 
show up as NDOS - do not try to 
recover them* 

How much information can I 
fit on a disk? 

How long is a piece of string? 
(About as large a$ a fable - edj 
The absolute limit is 878K, but 
some of that is used by 
AmigaDOS. For instance, every 
directory you create grabs 512 
bytes and every file created 
grabs at least 1,024 bytes. 488 
bytes of user data are stared in 
each data block but, because of 
the way AmigaDOS works, you 
cannot store 488 x 1,758 (873K) 
of data. The practical limit is 
closer to 800K. Look at it 
another way; if you created 
1,756 directories, you would 
have used 876K of store. It 
depends entirely on the type of 
data you are storing. Lots of little 
files take up more room than a 
single large one. 

continued from page 85 

• Cannot write root block - 
Sorry! 

This h a fatal error as far as 
DISKDOCTOR is concerned - it 
cannot recreate the disks root bfock, 
from which all other files are found. 
Like the block zero Formatting error 
(above) this does not spell totaf doom 
if you have DI5KSALV or something 
similar. See note for: Bfock zero 
failed to format - Sorry! 

• Device <name> not found 
The device <name> could not be 
found or does not exist. This is 
usually caused by a typo. Are you 
sure that you have entered the device 
name correctly? 

GOT A PROBLEM JOHN? 

If you are bogged down with 
any aspect of AmigaDOS 
whatsoever, drop a line detailing 
your conundrum to: Mark 
Smiddy, Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 
2BW. Ill do my best to lose it on 
my desk - er, figure out an 
answer. Sorry, no personal 
correspondence can be entered 
into. (Thanks for the Roses, 
Joyce,) Desperate people, with 
no regard for telephone bills, can 
EMail me on CIX "SMIDOID" or 
find me lurking in the Amiga 
Shopper conference. 

• Disk Doctor cannot be run 
in the background 

DISKDOCTOR is an interactive 
command and running it In the 
background would be silly. If you 
must multi-task it, open another Shell 
window or use the script below. 

• Disk must be write enabled 
DISKDOCTOR wants to write all over 
the source disk - that's the way it 
works. First make sure you are 
doctoring the right disk, then close 
the write enable shutter. 

• Disk type mismatch - 
formatting block zero 

The disk ID is something AmigaDOS 
doesn't recognise or is not what it is 
supposed to be. DISKDOCTOR will 
attempt to salvage the disk From 
scratch, This sort of damage is typical 
of virus infection. 

• Delete corrupt files in dir 
<name>? 

DISKDOCTOR has found some 
dodgy files in the sub-directory 
<nome>. You have the chance to 
leave them untouched or get rid of 
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them. Command files should be 
discarded - it is unlikely they will 
work again. Data (text, picture and 
sound] files may be recoverable and 
can be left for later examination. You 
must enter Y or N at this prompt to 
allow DiskDoctor ro continue. If 
<name> is a command directory, 
such as C, System, DEVS and so on, 
these files must be discarded. 

• Error; Unable to access disk 
This is [ust another way of saying: 
"Excuse me, but you forgot to put q 
disk in - just thought you'd like to 
know 

• Failed to read key <nn> 
Block <nn> could not be read - this 
is probably due to a hard error on 
the disk detected during the scan, 

• Failed to rewrite key <nn> 
Block <nn> could not be rewritten to 
the disk. The most likely cause is a 
physical error on the disk. 

• Hard error track <nn> 
Track <nn> appears to be physically 
damaged in some way. Recovery 
from this is not generally possible in 
DISKDOCTOR. Data stored in the 
affected block is lost, 

• Inserting dir <name> 
Sub-directory <name> has been 
salvaged and is now being placed in 
the root directory. 

• Inserting file <name> 
File <name> has been recovered and 
is now being placed in the root 
directory. This happens when the sub- 
directory that <name> belonged to 
has been destroyed by an error. 

• Key <nn> of <name> is out 
of range 

The block <nn> belonging to file 
<name> exceeds the range allowed 
for the device. 

For instance, there are 1760 
blocks on a floppy disk and every 
single block must point to one of 

those. This pointer error may be 
partially recoverable if DISKDOCTOR 
can Find some other fragments of the 
same file. 

• Key <nn> is unreadable 
The block could not be read - this 
block probably lives in a sector with 
a hard error, 

• Not enough memory 
DISKDOCTOR does not have enough 
memory to operate, In the unlikely 
event of this happening, shut down 
as many processes as possible or try 

BLITS 

AmigaDOS offers the best data 
security (based on sector 
redundancy) of any home 
computer, but all at the expense 
of operational speed. 

& BOBS 

re-booting the machine. A curious 
bug En the program also causes this 
error when an invalid device name is 
specified; PAR:, SER:, etc, 

• Now copy files to a new 
disk arid reformat this disk 

Do it. This is DISKDOCTOR's 
handshake. It has done all it can to 
save the patient and now leaves you 
in charge of picking up the bits and 
salvaging what you can. 

• Parent key of <nn> is <yy> 
which is invalid 

The block <nn> cannot be connected 
to the list because its parent block 
<yy> has been irreparably damaged 
or its pointer is outside the range 
allowable for the device in question. 

• Replacing dir <name> 
The sub-directory <name> has been 
unaffected by any errors present on 
the disk and it is being reinstated 
where it was. 

• Replacing file <name> 
The file< name> has been unaffected 
by any errors on the disk and it is 
being reinstated to its original 
position. 

• Root track failed to format 
- Sorry I 

The root track (39, upper side) is 
where all the main directory 
information lives on a disk. 
DISKDOCTOR has tried to format it 
in an attempt to pick up the bits and 
failed. It can do no more. 

• Unable to read disk type 
formatting block zero 

Block zero contains such information 
as the boot sector and the disk type. 
IF this information is missing because 
of a faulty track, DISKDOCTOR tries 
to format it and start over again, 

• Unable to open disk .device 
This should never happen. The 
frackdisk.device is part of Kickstart 
and must already be open for the 
disks to be working at all. 

• Unable to write root - 
formatting root track 

There is a read/write error at the 

JARGON BUSTING 
Block;  In general terms, a sector on the disk. Under AmigaDOS there are several 

different block types - determined by what information is stored there* Alt 
blocks ore made from 512-byte sectors although only 430 bytes of user 
data is stored in the dato blocks in the OFS> Da not get the two confused. 
More info on mis later in the series. 

FFS:     Fast Filing System. A more recent version of OFS. The main difference is that 
512 bytes of information are stored in most data blocks and the blocks are 
usually contiguous on the disk - not spread around as is typical in the earlier 
system. The advantage is mainly speed and the slightly more efficient use of 
available store. Data redundancy suffers badly as a result. A damaged FFS 
disk is inherently more difficult to recover than one formatted using OFS. 

Key:    DISK DOCTOR'S name for a block. May be used to indicate that the 
DISKDOCTOR is not sure what type of black is being scanned. Also, something 
used to open locks. 

OFS:    Old Filing System. The original system used by AmigaDOS to store 
information on disks. Slow and cranky, its best feature is a high degree of 
data redundancy characterised typically by the way DISKDOCTOR can 
salvage disks. 
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root track so DtSKDOCTOR is going 
to reformat it. The disk will be 
renamed Lazarus, demonstrating its 
author's curious sense of humour, 

• Unexpected end of file 
One of the Files scanned turned out to 
be shorter than it should have been, 
caused by a length error in the file's 
header block. 

This is likely to be the result of a 
virus or, as is often the case, of a 
user's meddling. 

• Unknown device <name> 
You have supplied a device <name> 
which is not attached to the system. 
Probably caused by a typo. Check 
you have named the device correctly. 

• Warning: File <name> 
contains unreadable data 

A block or blocks belonging to 
<name> are on tracks affected by an 
error on the disk. 

This is fatal in most cases. Data 
files can usually be partially 

recovered when affected like this. 

# Warning: Loop detected at 
file <name> 

Some block pointers in <name> have 
become circular. This means the 
parent block [for instance) points to 
the child and the child points straight 
back at its parent.An attempt to read 
the file would result in the disk head 
continually thrashing back and forth 
between the two. 

The probable cause is infection 

of the disk by a virus, or just plain 
old meddling. 

•  <name> is not a device 
DISKDOCTOR recognises <name> 
but reckons it isn't a device. 

Post-scription 
Next month (unless you demand 
otherwise) 111 be looking at the 
startup-sequence in detail. Until then, 
take two aspirin, go to bed and call 
me in the morning. £Q 

AMIGADOS MASTERCLASS 

DISKDOCTOR cannot normally be run in the background, 
but there is more than one way to skin a command. This 
solution uses two techniques: an alias and a script. 

The script will do the work of running DISKDOCTOR 
and the alias will run the script. I'll show why in a 
moment. First though, the new commands: 

Add this line to the Shell-startup script {using ED S:Shell- 
startup)* 

ALIAS DOCTOR NEWCLI WINDOW CON:0/3/500/100/DiekDoc 
FROM S:DiskDoc 

and now create the DiskDoc script (using f D 5; Disk Doc) - 
don't enter the line numbers as these are for reference. 

1 FAXtAT 21 
2 DISKDOCTOR df0i 
3 IF fail 
4 ASK "A serious error occurred! Press Return to exit" 
5 ENDCLI 
6 EKDIF 
7 ASK "Press Return to exit" 
8 ENDCLI 

When you have defined these, just close the Shell and re- 
open it to ensure the alias is defined and type DOCTOR to 
get started. 

The alias breaks down like this: 
ALIAS: the command 
DOCTOR: the name of the alias 

And the clever bit: 

NE&fCLI WINDOW CON:0/3/500/lOO/DiskDoc FROM S:DiskDoc 

This command performs several functions at once: 

• It opens a new CLI independent of the current Shell so 
DISKDOCTOR can be run from here. 

• It defines a new window for Hie CLI, in practice this is 
tucked away in the top left of the screen with enough 
room for most messages to be displayed. The idea is to 
stop it getting in the way, but you can position it to your 
own liking* 

For the sake of beginners only, here's a brief 
explanation of what it means: 
WINDOW Device: X/Y/Width/Height/Name 

Device: CON: or NEWCON: 
X: X position. Range 0 to 639 (Topaz 80} 
Y: Y position. Range 0 to 255 (PAL) or 0 to 199 (NTSC) 
Width: The width of the window in pixels - practical 
range 50 to 639 
Height: The height of the window in pixels - practical 
range 50 to 255 

# It starts DISKDOCTOR. The command is run from the 
script explained below using the FROM argument. 

The DiskDoc script breaks down as follows: 

1 Raises the failure level to 21 - beyond anything 
generated by AmigaDOS commands. In other words, this 
script cannot be stopped by any errors. 

2 Executes DISKDOCTOR and starts processing drive 0 - 
you can change this to any drive you require. This script 
cannot take parameters because it is executed specially 
from the alias. 

3 Checks if DISKDOCTOR generated a serious error. (For 
instance, if there is no disk in the target drive - dfO: in 
this case.) Normally the script would grind to a halt at 
this point and leave you at the CLI prompt, but this has 
already been prevented at line 1. Since we have turned 
normal error handling off, we must deal with this, and 
that's what this does. If DISKDOCTOR exits normally/ 
control skips to line 6, if not it passes to 4 ... 

4 ... where the error message is printed. Note: the ASK 
command is used here. It prints the error message and 
waits for the user to react, giving him or her time to 
study what has happened. 

5 This line shuts the CLI down and closes its window. 
This is the reason for pausing at line 4 - if an error had 
occurred you might not get to see it. 

6 Terminates Hie IF...ENDIF construct opened at 3. This is 
used as a marker by the IF command but it must be 
present for the script to handle errors correctly. Control 
only gets here if DISKDOCTOR terminates normally* 

7 This behaves like line 4, giving the user the chance to 
react to any warnings or messages generated by 
DISKDOCTOR before the CLI window is finally closed ... 

8 ,.+ here. 
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WE MUST BE MAD 

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising 
we can offer you high quality European manufactured 

disks at these extremely low prices 

3fill DSDD 4JnINCVAT + 

■W  DISKS W I p LABELS 

250 + @29p each; 500 + @ 28p each; 1000 + @ 27p each 
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

6AIIV 4 EH 40M 
3

-
5

"
DSHD
 

65
P 

SUNT 0.5 38D SKzS 

DSDD BULK 

100 Capacity Disc Box, 3.75 50 Capacity Disk Box 3.25 

Mouse Pockets 
Printer Stand,., 
Posso Box  

,.1.50 
..3.75 
15.00 

Mouse Mat  
Amiga Dust Cover 
Atari Dust Cover.. 

1.75 
2.50 
2.50 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock „. „32.00 
Amiga/Atari External Drive 54,95 

DATAPLEX 

COMPUTERS LTD. 

VISA 

129 Bath Road, 
Slough, 

Berkshire, 
SL1 3UW 

Tel: 0753 35557 

19 High Street, 
Old Town, 
Swindon, 

Wilts 
Tel: 0793 488448 

AMIGA A500 
HARDWARE 

Amiga A500 Screen Gems + 
1 Meg Pack £3Q9 
Amiga A500 Screen Gems Pack + free 
disks + 10 extra games pack £345 
Amiga A500 1 Meg Class cf 90's £459 
Amiga A500 1 Meg Class 
of 90"s (First Steps) £459 
Amiga A1500 Computer £549 
Amiga A1500 + 1084S monitor, £759 
Amiga A1500 + Philips CM8833 MKII £725 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Amiga A500, 512K. Fliaht of 

Fantasy Pack.,. £279.00 
While stocks last 

Amiga A500 + TV Mod + Mouse + 
system disk + manuals,.,,........ .only £269 

Atari 520STFM discovery pack 
includes 4 games £240 
Atari 520 STE Turbo Pack includes basic 
STOS and 7 games + 
Joystick £310 
Atari 1040 STE extra pack includes ST 
Words, ST Calc, ST Basic, ST Graphics, 
Hyper-Paint, STOS, 1 st Basic, Print 
Game £399 

1 Meg 3.5" internal £49 
1 Meg 3.5" external £60 
1 Meg 5.25" external ...£90 

SHOWROOM 
open: 

Moc - Fri 
9.30 - 5.30 
Saturday 

9.30-4.30 
MAILORDER 
Consumables 

£150 
Hardware 

£8.00 
Prices 

excluding VAT 
ACCESSORIES 

512K Ram + clock., £39 
Joystick ,£10 
10 Blank disks in library box £8 
Mouse Mat.....,., , £3 
Amiga/Atari Mouse £29 

Philips CM8833 MK II Colour 
Monitor + FREE Lead ..£189 
SM 124 (Atari) £99 

Star LC10 Mono £129 
Star LC200 Colour (9 pin)  .E1B0 
Star LC24 200 (24 pin) £210 
Star LC24 200 Colour £245 
Panasonic KXP1124i + lead ....£239 
Panasonic KXP 1123 .£180 
Panasonic KXP1624 £329 
Citizen 120D £120 
Citizen Swift 24 * Colour Upgrade 
 ... £259 

Citizen Swift 9 + Colour Upgrade 
 £185 
Epson LX400.. £126 
Epson LQ400 (24 pin) ...£199 

LASER/INKJET 
PRINTERS 

PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES 

ITHIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS £A fl 
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES U'tiW 

Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £6.50. Cheques/POs to 
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES [Dept ASH) ^^^1^1^ 
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton. r^rf^vwuf^b^ 
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY. Wii^Y^rAw^ 

=52£^S   Take ^ UP t0 21/2 megs 

Amiga A500 2 meg expansion 

Here at last is the memory expansion board you have 
been waiting for! The V2000 will give you up to 
2 megabytes of additional fast RAM. 
The V2000 can be expanded in % meg stages, from 
xh meg to 2 megs, and it represents the best value for 
money available. 

* Compatible with Kickstart L2 and 1.3 
* Real-time clock/calendar 
* Top-quality gold-plated connector 
* Memory disable facility 
* Plugs into slot under your A500 

(no soldering required) 
* Comes with full instructions 
* Helpline available 

V500 512K extension without clock £25.99 

V501 512K extension with clock £29,95 

(chip RAM configurable with Fatter Agnus) 

Also available (phone for full range): 

V2000 board only 
V2000 + 0.5 meg 
V2000 + 1,0 meg 
V2000 + 1.5 meg 

RAM chips per Vi meg set 
(compatible with A590) 

£37,95 
£53.96 
£70.95 
£87.95 

£18.59 

£44.96 

A UK COMPANY 

£104.95 Introductory price for 
inc VAT P&P    full 2 meg expansion 

Sound Demon 
(quality stereo from your Amiga) 

Kickstart 1.3 £28.40 
Disks (3.5" & 5.25") 35p each ( + P&P) 
Full range of software available. 
Phone for details. 

Yes. Prices include VAT & delivery 

Virgo Developments Ltd, Sapphire House, Fishponds Road, Wokingham, 
Berkshire, RG11 2QJ.    Tel: 0734 890588    Fax; 0734 891646 

Same day dispatch. 24-month guarantee. Commodore-registered Amiga developer 

VISA 

credit card +3.5% 



The harder 

they comm 

I hear people /offering on about 
commsf so what's it alt about? 

Of all the diverse areas of 
computing, comms is probably 
the one most fraught with jargon. 
Its confusing terms can frighten 
even those who are otherwise 
computer literate, 

The basics of it are really very 
straightforward* The goal is to 
get one computer to talk to 
another over a telephone line. 
Because phones are built for 
people, and therefore expect 
voices, and whereas computers 
speak with ones and zeros, 
something is needed to interface 
the two. This is where modems 
come in. What a modem does is 
convert the computer's digital 
Information info an analogue 
signal that the phone line can 
handle. Then a modem at the 
other end converts the signal 
back into computer speak. 

isn't there some sort of code 
needed for modems to talk to 
each other? 

All sorts of protocols - codes used 
for transmitting data - have 
developed over the years, and 
this is usually where confusion 
arises. Protocols deal with things 
like the speed of transmission 
and whether error correction and 
data compression are to be used. 
Modems can be instructed 
manually to use certain protocols. 
This is done using what is known 

continued an page 90 

Cliff Ramshav/ gets the phone 

lines buzzing as he reviews a 

pot-pourri of comms hardware 

COMMS 

"Getting into comms is a great 
way to turn computing into a 
sociable hobby. But you won't 
get very far without a modem, 
so let's have a look at what is 
on offer../' 

Cliff Ramshaw 

SUPRAMODEM 2400ZI 

The 2400zi is one of many 
modems manufactured by 
Supra. The zi part of the 
name denotes it is an internal 

model, designed for fitting to an 
Amiga 2000. An functionally 
equivalent external model is 
available for an extra £30 and will 
work with any computer (including an 
A500) by connecting 
to the serial port. Like 
mast external models, 
the 2400 has a row of 
LED status indicators 
and to simulate this the 
2400zi is supplied 
with a program that 
opens a window on 
your monitor in which 
these indicators are 
displayed. 

The modem itself is 
a half-size card which 
fits into any of the 
2000's expansion 
slots. It is a well- 
designed board and 
installation is easy, 
aside from the nagging 
doubt that you are 
applying too much 
pressure pushing it into 
the expansion slot, 

A metal brocket to 
be fitted at the bock of 
the Amiga is supplied. 
This is connected to the 
modem card by an 
American-style telephone lead. The 
bracket itself has two external jacks: 
one for connecting to the telephone 
socket in the wall; the other for the 
connection of a telephone in case it 
and the modem have to share the 
same line. However, as the jacks on 
the bracket are American, British 
Telecom telephone plugs will not fit 
them, thus the modem will not 
connect either. Suitable conversion 

leads can be bought for under £10 
to solve this problem, but most 
distributors of the SupraModem in 
this country should supply it with the 
correct lead. Make sure you check 
before you buy. 

One further word of warning: the 
modem is not BABT approved, so 
using it is not, strictly speaking, legal. 
It was explained to me that the 
reason for this is that Supra, quite 
sensibly, is not prepared to go to the 

back in July 1991 to let you, the 
readers, know the results. 

Once the Amiga's cosing is back 
in place, the next step is to install the 
software. A disk comes with the 
package and automates most of the 
process. Clicking on an icon installs 
the modem device driver in the devs: 
directory of the relevant system disk. 
The next step depends on the 
communications software to be used. 
Most packages try to access modems 

Could Supra's 2400zi modem provide all you A2000 owners with a cost- 
effective means of getting into comms at the basement level? Read on. 

expense of gaining approval for a 
standard which is likely to be 
obsolete by 1992, 

Baud on the 4th July 
So, using my handy time machine, I 
zapped along to 1992 to test the 
modem out, and now find myself 

through the serial.device driver, 
Because Supra's modems use their 
own driver, a program is supplied 
that will modify the comms package. 
All it does is search through the 
comms program and change any 
references to serial.device Into 

continued on page 90 
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C O M M S 

continued ftom page 89 

as the AT command 
set, developed by a 

modem manufacturer 
called Hayes, As modems have 
grown more and more 
sophisticated, the command set 
has grown too, both in terms of 
sophistication and complexity. 

This is not so much of a 
problem as it seems because 
most modems ore clever enough 
to sort out among themselves 
which protocols they want to use 
when talking to each other. 

So I've got a modem. What 
happens now? 

Having got a one/ ifs a simple 
matter of getting hold of some 
free comms software from one of 
the PD libraries, then you're 
away. You can send stuff to your 
friends in far away places, or join 
one of the increasingly popular 
bulletin board systems. These are 
usually free and provide a means 
of meeting and talking to new 
people. They also have a certain 
amount of PD software which 
you can drag down the phone 
line to your own computer. If 
you're a programmer, you can 
put your software on to the 
bulletin board. Then, subject to 
approval from the SysOp (the 
warm-hearted person who runs 
the bulletin board), it will be there 
for others to access. Fame! 

Which bulletin board should i 
start with? 

Try the Compunet Information 
exchange (CIX on 081390 1244). 
You have to pay a small fee to 
join, but it is one of the largest 
BBSs in the country, Something 
you might like to try is using a 
system called a conference, by 
which users can get together and 
discuss topics of interest to them, 
exchanging news and views. 

Amiga Shopper has its own 
conference on CIX. You can use it 
to send us letters, make 
complaints (perish the thought), 
download files or get general 
information. The account is called 
amigashopper. 

More features, a higher price and a sticker on the box saying "Plus1 

reflect the more weighty specification of the Supra 2400zi Plus. 

continued from page 89 

references to Supra's own driver. 
If is actually passible to install up 

to f ive Supra modems in the same 
A2000. If this is required, say For 
running a bulletin board, a small 
amount of device driver jiggery- 
pokery may be required - nothing 
too heavy, though. Once this is done, 
the modem is ready to use with a 
comms program of some description. 

Beyond the fact that it works, 
there is not a Eot more to be said 
about the thing. It will operate at 
300, 1,200 and 2,400bps using the 
V.21, V,22 and V.22bis protocols. 
These protocols are simply 
progressively speedier ways of 
squirting bits of information down the 
telephone line. 

Baud in the USA 
The 2400zi can use the American 
Bell protocols, but that is not really 
important to those of us this side of 
the Atlantic. 

It can also store a telephone 
number and a user-defined 
configuration in non-volatile memory 
(so that it won't forget favourite set-up 
when you switch it off). Like [ust 
about every other modem, it 
understands the Hayes AT command 
set. This is a an awfully complicated 
way of telling the modem to dial a 
number, choose a transmission rate 
and so forth. The commands are 
generally between one and three 
characters long, making much use of 
non alpha numeric symbols such as 
'%'. For this reason they can be very 
difficult to remember. Most comms 
software an the Amiga will do this 
sort of thing for you by means of 
menus, thank goodness. 

The modem is welf documented: 

installation of hardware and software 
is described very clearly. Baud rates, 
AT commands, the creation of custom 
configurations and other such 
otherwise confusing modem topics 
are explained. There is also a section 
on trouble shooting, in case any 
trouble should present itself as a 
target. A reference card is included 
with the package, giving a list of the 
AT commands along with brief 
descriptions of each - useful far those 
times when menus just aren't enough. 

All in all, theS upra 2400zi is a 
useful and solid piece of equipment 
and should be ideal for small-scale 
comms use. 

CHECKOUT 

SUPRAMODEM 2400ZI 

Documentation 18/25 
The process of Fitting the device is very 
clearly described, os is its use. It would have 
been nice to have a little more information 
for the inquisitive. The inclusion of an AT 
reference card is a nice idea. 

Installation , ,,9/15 
Straightforward enough for lho$e unafraid of 
Joking off the Amiga's lid, bur a bit of a pain 
having to modify your communications 
software, especially if you wont to use it 
with a standard modem afterwards. 

Facilities 12/30 
Nothing to write home about, but it certainly 
does the job. 

Price value —..25/30 
Very reasonable. 

64/100 

Not a bad piece of kit lor getting started in 
comms. Part exchange deals are available 
to fhose wanting to upgrade to the 2400zi 
PEus model. 

SUPRAMODEM 2400ZI PLUS 

Looking very much like the 2400zi 
model, the 2400zi Plus is installed in 
exactly the same way as its little 
brother. This goes for software as 
well as hardware. The modem offers 
oil of the 2400zi/s features and more 
[which is why It has a 'Plus' at the 
end of its name]. Instead of one, it 
can remember four telephone 
numbers, but the most important 
features are ihe addition of data 
compression and error correction. 
Unfortunately, for those already 
confused by modem terminology, 
these come in two distinct forms. 

The first is something called 
MNP, which stands for Microcom 
Networking Protocol. Microcom 
originally came up with the system, 
and it is now a widespread standard 
among modem manufacturers. MNP 
works on a number of levels, the 
common ones being level 4, which 
deals with error correction, and level 
5 which handles data compression> 

The 2400zi Plus also understands 
V.42 and V.42bis, These are 
protocols recommended by CCITT 
(Comite Consultatif International 
Telephonique et TelegraphSque). 
V.42 is o error correction technique, 
into which MNP 4 has been 
incorporated. V.42 bis is o data 
compression protocol which includes 
V,42 error correction as a subset Its 
performance is typically one-and-a- 
half times better than thot of MNP 5. 

Camming clean 
Error correction is very useful for 
transmission across noisy phone 
lines, especially at high transfer rates. 
It works by dividing the data into 
chunks* A mathematical operation is 
performed on the data of each of the 
chunks, resulting in a single number, 
called a checksum, which is sent with 
the chunk. At the receiving end, the 
same operation is performed on the 
chunk. If the result is different from 
the received checksum, then an error 
has occurred and the receiver asks 
the transmitter to send the offending 
data chunk again. 

Data compression saves time and 
money, as files can be shortened 
before transmission. Statistical 
methods are used to analyse the data 
for repetition of characters and 
strings of characters, 

A similar technique is used by 
Electronic Arts' Deluxe Paint art 
package to store pictures. V.42 bis 
and MNP 5 compression are both 
performed by hardware, whereas 
a re hi vers such as lharc or Zoo 
(commonly used to compress files 
before transmission) compress data 
by software. If MNP 5 is used to 
transmit an already compressed file, 
there will be no further compression, 

continued on page 92 
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AMIGA BOOKS 

Amiga for Beginners £12.95 
Amiga Machine Language £14.95 
Amiga System Prog. Guide... *£29.95 
Amiga DOS Inside & Out £16.95 
Amiga C for Beginners. ., £16.95 
Amiga Desktop Video Guide... £16,95 
More Tricks & Tips. £14.95 
Making Music on the Amiga #£29.95 (d) 
Amiga Kernal ROM: Libs S Divs ....£29.95 
Amiga Hardware Ret Guide ,..£21.95 
Advanced Amiga BASIC .....£16.95 
Amiga DOS: A Daohand Guide £14.95 
Getting the Most from Amiga £9.95 
First Book of Amiga „ £14.95 
Elementary Amiga BASIC .£12.95 
Amiga Desktop Video Workbook.*£29.95 (d) 
i nside Amiga Graph ics..., £14.95 
Programming the 68060 (Sybex) ..,£22,95 
Leisure Suit Larry Story ...£11.95 
Jack Nicklaus Computer Golf ,£10.95 
Official Book of Kings Quest £9.95 

Amiga BASIC Inside & Out £16.95 
Amiga 30 Graphics in BASIC *£ 16.95 
Advanced System Prog Guide.. .#£29.95 
Amiga Disk Drives Inside & Out..*E24.95 
Amiga C for Advanced Prog ...#£29 95 
Amiga Graphics Inside & Out. #£29.95 
Amiga Printer Inside & Out #£29.95 (d) 
Best of Tricks & Tips #£24.95 (d) 
Amiga Kernal ROM: Includes £28.95 
Mapping the Amiga #£19.95 
Amiga Assembly Language Prog..£12.95 
Amiga DOS Quick Reference £8.95 
Becoming an Amiga Artist.... £16.95 
Second Book of Amiga £14.95 
Kids & The Amiga £13.95 
Amiga Companion £14.95 
Amiga DOS 2 Companion ,.,.£22.95 
AmigaDOS Ref Guide 3rd Ed £16.95 
F15 Strike Eagle Handbook .....£10.95 
Falcon Air Combat £12.95 
Gunship Academy .. „...... ,.,.,..£10.95 

(d) - includes disk. Send SAE for our new descriptive catalogue 

★ Special Offer for Readers of Amiga Shopper * 
Buy any book marked * and you may purchase another book from this advert at £5 discount. 

Offer Ends 31/7/91. 

Free delivery in UK and Europe and surface mail worldwide, 
] Add 30% for airmail outside Europe. Access & Visa accepted. I 

DTBS 
18 Norwich Avenue, Rochdale, Lanes 0L115JZ 

Tel/Fax 0706-524304 

Switchable 
voice, fax line 0983 79496 

Open 10am-7pm 
Monday to Saturday I 

ACCOUNTS Arena Int, Accoiinls 122.&7 CMH&OCk Com&in&1iOn ..51.23 Ea&yLedgers Accounts.153.4* Ho^e Accounts... 24.44 Personal Finance Mgr. ..26.67 Service Industry Ace... 306.68 SflA Xtra 81.78 System 3 iMagraled 40.&9 
BOOKS 34 Lines S locked 680OQ Asm Lang Prog ...,21.96 Assembly Lang Prog  Afflgia flasiC IftfOul 1B.96 AffiigaC Beginners 1B.45 Amiga For Beginners 12.96 AmigaDOS Inside & Out.1&.45 Desklop Video Guide 1&.45 Disk Drives InKXit 27.95 Hardware ReJ Manual 21.95 Kids And The Amiga 14,95 Lids £ Devs. ROM Mn* ...2&.95 Mapping (he Amioa. 22.96 
System Progms Guide.. .32.95 
Cables 1»0 Lines Stocked □2-3S-D15P NEC MS 3DM.1C D25P-D25P 9vV 2MModt1.2S D25P-D25P 25W2MEKt.13.16 D25P-C36P 2M Primer 6.58 DIN5PDIN5P MIDI ......5.17 Null Modem Cable 12.22 Sands* Ctiangefs 7.99 Fasi File Transfer 35.72 
Soctel D23S S Hood 5.1? SwitdibO* 025S x 2 25,36 
COMMUNICATIONS A Talk 3 71.44 KComm 2 25.38 
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN BoaidMaster 1.5Mb .81.87 Design 3D 59.22 Professional Draw 2 101.99 ProBoaroVNel PCB  139.59 XCad Designer .81.78 
DATABASE MANAGERS &We Reader 45,05 inloFie..-,. JS.Q5 MailshOt Plus 39.01 Microfiche Fiber 54.99 Prodala 56.40 Superbase Personal 2... .51.23 Superbase Personal 35.72 
Superbase Pre 3 15361 
Superbase Pro * ..306.65 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING Clip ArtPD(7 Disk*) 15.51 Gold Disk Type (each I... 33.84 Outline Forts 101.99 

jr2 51.23 PageS1ream2.1 137,71 
Pro Clips Sir. A/t 25.35 Pro Page 2 2Mb 19-J.11 Structured Clip Art 37.60 
DUST COVERS 10 Lines Stocked Amiga 500 Clear 5.64 
EDUCATION Distant Suns 51.23 
Fun School 3 (eaen) 15.33 Mega Maths A Laval 24.44 Micro Enajiso (GCSE) ....24.44 Mrero French (GCSE) 24.44 
Micro Mains iGCSE) 24.44 My Paint 2 .24.91 Primary Malbs- 24.44 
EDITORS CygnusEd Pro 2,,..., 61.10 
GRAPHICS 
Animation Studio 51.87 C LigM Ray Tracing 33 84 Comic SeHer 40.89 Dei^e Paint 3 59.22 Deluxe Pnnt2 40.89 Deluxe Photoiao   56.40 Deluxe Video 3 71.44 DigiPaint3 54.05 FanlaVision 35.72 Imagine 3D ModeHing... 184.01 Pixmale 40.89 
Real 3D Ray Tracing; Query Scene Generator 36.72 Sculpt 3D XL 99.64 Video Titter B6.95 
HARDWARE 1,3 Kictalaft ROM 30.55 36" Ext 500 Drwe 59.69 3.5" In1 20D0 Drive 51.10 512K A500 RAMrfClodt.. .30.55 A&90 20Mb Hard Drive .258-23 A590 vVrlh 2Mb RAM....357.57 Amtga 1500 Mon & SW 950,34 Amiga 1500 £S.'W     694 66 
Amiga 1500 .€43.90 Amiga 3O00l5'4O 2043.56 Oti2en Swift 24 .298.10 Citron Swift 9 204.45 Cihien 124D24 Pin 204.45 Citizen Swift 24* 388 22 Fatter Agnus 61.10 Naksha Mouse 30.55 PodscaiGiaTabtet.: 204.45 
RAM Chip 256K CMOS 8.11 Sharp Colour Scanner . 61312 
PACKAGES Appetizer 30,55 Graphics StaMer Kit 56,40 

Office By GolO Disk 101.99 S^aner Ki: ...51.23 The Works Plalmum 51.78 
MULTIMEDIA AmgigVision {CBMf 101-99 Hyperbook (Gold Disk) ...59.22 
PROGRAMMING AMOS Basic 37,60 Benchmark Modula 2... 133,01 Devpae 2 Assembler 40 69 GFA Basic Interp 40.89 GFA Basic Compiler .......25.38 
Latlice C 5.1 163.56 Pascal PO .3.29 Resource Disassembler .66.27 
RIBBONS CBM MPS 1230 (6> 4.23 CBM MPS 1500 CM3).„ 12.22 CBM MPS 1500 (6> 5,17 Cilizent20Dtf) 3.29 

A MAS Stereo Sampler ...76.95 Audiomaslef 3 SW ,...54.99 
Deluxe Music 55.93 MaslerSound 33.34 MIDI Plus interlace 25.33 MusicXI.1 112.33 Music X Junior 66.27 Quartet 39.95 Sonix 2 52.17 Sound Trap3 30.55 
Tiger Cub 61.10 
SPREADSHEETS Advantage 76.85 DGCalc 30.55 Superpian 51.23 
UTILITIES Amikit For Beginners 30.55 ARexx 33.84 BAD. Optimiser 33.84 

BBC ErrMalor 35.72 Byle 'N Back 2D.45 CrossDOS 29.61 Directory Manager.... ., ,35 72 
Disk Master 1.4 48.54 DodOf Ami 40.59 
DOS 2 DOS 30-55 Enhancer 1.3 15.04 GB Route Planner 33.54 Mavis Beacon Typing 25.38 
Quarterback Tools ...61.10 Weather Watcher 25.38 Vour Family Tree 2 66.27 X Copy Prolessmnal 39.01 
VIDEO Brosdcas Tiller 2Mb ....184.01 Digi View Gold 4 101.99 Hilacni Camera/Lens ,,,204,45 Minigen Genlock 101.99 
Scaia Presentations 134.01 V*di Amiga Solution 122.67 
WORDPROCESS0RS Excellence 2.... 89.77 KidsType 25.38 Kindwords2 35.72 
Micro Text 20,45 PenPal 94.94 Prolexl 5 101.99 
ProWrite 3+ 101.99 QuickWrrte .44.65 Scribble Platinum .42.77 
TransWrile 33-84 WordPerfect Query 
SPECIALS {phone condition) Bartlechess 15.51 Deluxe Paint 3 .49,82 
Populous & P.'Om. LanOS 18.33 Sim City A. Terrain 18.33 Tneir Finest Hour 18.33 
PLEASE SEND S A E- FOR INFO, SECOND HAND LIST 

OR CATALOGUE 
Richard & Angela Howe: Applied Research Kernel Carve Farmhouse, Carve Lane, Ctiale Green, Mrr Vtntnor, P038 2LA, U.K. 

POST & PACKING (on Items ^tohino less than zm U,K. £0. Special Delivery £2 99, Securicof C7.62. EUROPE £5 1 st item + £3 tar each atJOrUonal torn. WORLD £12 1st riem + £9 lor each addillonal iiem. 
CHEQUES London Sterling to A.R.K. please. DESPATCH From stock 24 hrs. from suppl ier 4B hrs. • EXPQftT & BFPO Remove UK VAT f£1.15) {NOT BOOKS* V.A.T. Prices, indude V.A.T. Books are zero rated. PRICES Are necessarily subfeci To change. 

MEMORY Assume 1Mb RAM required unless stated. 
Visitors are always welcome by appointment 
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fc?3   COMMODORE QUALITY AUTHORISED REPAIR CENTRE 

HOW TO GET YOUR AMIGA REPAIRED FOR ONLY £59.95 
Need vour Amiga repaired fast, men look 

I 

I 

I 

I 

no further, the Vldeovauit nave been 
servicing Commodore mac nines for over B 
years, we fon t just repair your machine, we 

check for sound, colour, loading I saving, hi it 
cnlp fully tested, graphics fu»v tested, disk drive 

fully t ested j ovsti ck.mouseoe rformances tested, a 11 
for a fixed price of only H9.9S including parts, labour, 

VAT and return post and packing. Are you fed up of waiting 
weeks for vour repair, not with us all computers turned around 

Within 24 hours HOW TO SEND YOUR COMPUTER INTO us. pack vour 
computer in the original Do* if po&sioie enclosing your cheque/P.Oor 

''^    Credit card number, and send it directly to videovault Ltd, Q*d kings moor 
■        School, Railway Street, HadfleId. CheshIre SkUBAA. Please note DUr prices 

exclude power supply, replacement disc drive where required, mouse, 
modulator as these are not servicabie parts. 

TEN ★ REPAIR SERVICE 

COMMODORE 
CDTV is a revolutionary new concept in home 
entertainment and education. For the 
corporate market it is the most 
cost-effective 
multimedia 
delivery platform 
available. It is the 
first product of 
its kind to fully 
exploit interactive 
CD-ROM (compact disc read only memory) technology for a leisure- 
orientated medium, and features incredible sound and graphics capabilities. 
The multimedia CDTV player combines a professional CD audio system, 
advanced Amiga technology and infra-red remote control to offer a huge range 
of interactive applications, from games, music, gardening and personal health 
to challenging educational discs for any level, in addition to high quality audio 
CD reproduction. CDTV is easy to use (it simply connects to your television) and 
gives you total control over what you see and hear, offering you the chance to 
learn new skills and discover hidden talents. 

Mail order repai^s for only £59.95 includIng 
parts, labou r and p + P < Power supplies and 
interna) Disc Drives extra as these are 
rtotservlceaWe), 
All computers fulry overhauled and fully tested 
before return. 
Fully insured for the return journey. 
Wh i le vou wa it repai rs for only £59.95, 
(Replacement internal Disc Drives and Power 
supplies are at an additional charge), 
spare parts available by mail order or over the 
counter. 

Ad computers turned round within 24 hrs. 
We also re pal r Spectru m & Com modo re 64. 
The most up to date test equipment developed 
by us to locate faui ts with In your compu tier 
OverG years of service in computers. 
\ month wa rra nty su bject to our terms of 
trading which are available on request Just send 
2 x 1 st class stamps IThe e*tra wa rranty by us i s 
additional to any other rights you already havei. 

Any machines that have been tanoerea with oeyono repair are charged at £15.00 handling. 

THE VIDEOVAULT COMPUTER COMPANION 

EDITION NOW HOT OFF THE PRESS 
New bigger catalogue now available containing over 3,™ items 
including software for all computers, joysticks, spare parts, 
business software bocKs plus many more, Just send 3 x 1st class 
stamps for your free copy. Over 24 pages full of top quality 
products delivered to your door by return post. 

I 

I 

send your computer to:- Videovault Ltd, Railway Street 
Hadfield. Cheshire 5K14 8AA. Tel: 0457 866555/867761 

Main Office, enquiries and orders only. 

Manchester telephone 061 -236 C376 While you waitcentreonly 

FAX NO. 0457 868946 © COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT NO. 090171 



COMMS 

Falcom's external FCM2400 looks the part and does the biz, but at a price 

rontinued from page 90 
There may even be a reduction in 
transmission speed. On the other 
hand, V.42bis allows for this and will 
switch off compression so long as it 
detects an already compressed file. 

With the 240Gzi, only a direct 
connection is possible. This means 
that the computer sends information 
to the modem at the same rate as the 
modem sends the information down 
the phone line (known as the 
connection rate). But if you are 
sending compressed data, the rate at 
which this data is transmitted will 
effectively be higher than the 
connection rate. The 2400zi Plus 
allows for this by means of 'flow 
control'. Using this, the computer can 
send data to the modem at a different 
rate [preferably faster] than the 
transmission rate down the phone 
line, allowing full use to be made of 
the speed advantage of data 
compression. Connections using flow 
control are termed 'normal' and 
'reliable' connections. 

Decisions decisions 
It is possible to tell the modem which 
type of connection you require. If you 
ask for a normal connection, the 
modem will attempt to make a 
connection at 2,400bps. Asking for a 
reliable connection means that the 
modem will first attempt to connect 
using V\42bis data compression and 
error correction. If this fails (it will 
only work if the receiving modem 
supports this protocol], it will fall 
back to V.42 error correction, and if 
this doesn't work, it will then try an 
MNP connection. If nothing works, 
the modem will hang up. Instead, you 
might want to ask for an auto-reliable 
connection - one that will attempt to 
connect in the same way as a 
reliable connection - but, if all 
options fall, it will revert to a 
2,400bps normal connection. 

Because of such options, the 
manual that comes with the 2400zi 
ptus is substantially thicker than that 
of the 2400zi. The given explanation 

of the extra features is adequate, but 
not exactly enlightening as to what is 
actually going on. The figures quoted 
for improvements in transmission 
speed due to data compression are 
also somewhat misleading, The 
manual states that the maximum 
increase in throughput is from 2,400 
to 9,600bps using V.42bis. Research 
by British Telecom produces on 
average throughput improvement of 
2,400 to 6,997bps, To be fair to 
Supra, just about every modem 
manufacturer quotes such 'perfect' 
speed improvements for data 
compression. In reality, the 
improvement depends on the type of 
file being transmitted - some files 
compress better than others - and 
noise on the phone line, which 
determines how many chunks of data 
have to be re-transmitted. Having 
said this, the additions of data 
compression and error correction 
give a big improvement in speed. 

The SupraModem 24GGzi plus is 
a powerful, affordable modem that 
should satisfy comms' connoisseurs 
and beginners alike, provided they 
don't mind using equipment that has 
not been BABT approved. 

CHECKOUT 

SUPRAMODEM 2400ZI PLUS 

Documentation 20/25 
MarginoNy better than that supplied with the 
2400zi. Explanations of error correction 
and data compression are also included. 
Installation 9/15 
Exactly the same as the 2400zi. 
Facilities 21/30 
A good, medium-range set of features. 
Should help to reduce the phone bills. 
Price value.*.* 26/30 
One of the cheapest modems available with 
this specification. 

76/100 

If you don't mind the lock of approval from 
BABT, it's o winner. 

FALCOM FCM2400 

You could not find a modem thot 
looked more like □ modem ought to 
than the Falcom. With its long, slim, 
cream<oloured cose and row of LEDs 
across the front, it could not look 
more ordinary. 

It is on external modem, which 
means that it will work with any 
Amiga simply by connecting to the 
serial port and plugging the included 
telephone lead into a wall socket, 
And that's ft- no software installation 
(the standard seriaLdevice driver Is 
used), messing about with screws or 
anything. It even comes supplied with 
a mains plug. 

The package does include 
software - a comms program written 
for the PC, This isn't much use to us, 
of course, but neither is it much of a 
problem, given the profusion of 
Amiga PD comms programs. Very 
few modems seem to be supplied 
with their own software, 

Feature sum check 
The features of this modem are very 
similar to those of the SupraModem 
2400zi ptus. It will store a phone 
number and up to four user-definable 
configurations in non-volatile 
memory. It has flow control, so that 
the transmission/reception speed of 
the computer can be faster than that 
of the modem, thus making use full 
use of the advantages of data- 
compression and error correction. It 
supports V. 21 (300bps), V.22 
(1,200bps) and V.22bis (2,400bps], 
as well as the American Bell 
protocols, 

VH23 is also supported, although 
it is rarely used these days, ft allows 
a transmission rate of 75bps and 
reception at 1,200bps (or vice versa) 
and is used mainly for viewdata 
systems in which the exchange of 
information is largely one-way. The 
modem also has MNP error 
correction and data compression up 
to level 5, as well as V.42 error 
correction and V.42 bis data 
compression. 

The default setting of the Falcom 
is such that the device will try an 
auto-reliable connection, falling back 
to progressively less desirable 
connection types if need be. As with 
the Supra Plus, all of these settings 
can be changed via the Hayes AT 
commands. In addition, the Falcom 
understands another command set 
known as V,25bis, This is a set of 
commands ratified by CCITT and 
used for automatic calling and/or 
answering systems. Despite their 
popularity with CCITT, they have yet 
to be widely adopted by the majority 
of those manufacturing modems for 
the home computing fraternity. 

The manual is a good deal more 
terse than those for the Supra models. 

After a quick paragraph describing 
what a modem is, another detailing 
transmission speeds and finally a tiny 
bit about error checking and data 
compression, the reader is left with o 
long and horrifyingly complex list of 
AT commands, 

This lack of documentation may 
leave the beginner confused, but on 
the other hand the Falcom is 
simplicity itself to install, and the 
default settings needn't be changed 
for standard use. It is also BABT 
approved, and so has a certain edge 
over the Supra for those law-abiding 
users in Amiga-land, However, it 
seems that legality comes at quite o 
price. The Falcom costs twice the 
price of the external Supra Plus, for 
almost the same functionality. 

CHECKOUT 

FALCOM FCM2400 

Documentation 8/25 
Woefully inadequate. 

Installation 14/15 
Wonderfufly simple. 

Facilities ..25/30 
Good, with □ slightly higher specification 
than the 2400zi Plus. 

Price value ........14/30 
You certainly have \o shell out a fair bit lor 
the BABT badge. 

ANMM 6i/„ 

Another nice, if expensive modem. 

OOOOOOGOO| 

SHOPPING LIST 

SupraModem 2400ii £119.95 
SupraModem 2400 
(external version of above) £149.95 
SupraModem 2400zi plus £169.95 
SupraModem 2400 plus 
(external version of above] £199.95 

by Supra Corporation 
1133 Commercial Way, 
Albany 0R97321 USA 
*0101 BOO 727 8772 
or -H- 0101 503 967 9075 

Distributed in UK by: 
Surface UK n OBI -566 6677 
WIS Electronics w 0582 491949 
GT Distribution " 0205 368449 
Supply Solutions n 081-566 3639 
laker & Hudson Consultants 
1*0482 26581 

KM2400.... , £405.37 
including Securicor delivery and VAT. 
Direct (ram Falcom 
UnitB, Boston Business Porkr 
Trumpers Way, 
London W72QD 
^ 081-843 2277 
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All software includes first class 
postage. Please add £9 for 
courier delivery of hardware. 

Tel: (0268) 782949. "STOCKS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY", 

C AMIGA HARDWARE  ) 
A500 "no software"  
A500 "Screen Gems"  
A500 "Screen Gems" + A501  
A500 "Class of the 90 s"  
A500 "First Steps"  
A1500 "Base Unit"  
A1500 "Base Unit + Software"  
A1S00 "Base Unit + Software + Monitor" 
A590 "20MB Hard Disk"  
A501 Memory Expansion + Captive".  
A1084SD 'Colour Monitor + Cable"  
ROTEC HF332C "3.5" Disk Drive"  
Philips CM8833/2 Colour Monitor  
CITIZEN SWEFT9 Colour Printer +• Cable  

..£299.95 

..£349.95 

..£359.95 
£514.95 
£514.95 

..£599.95 
£649.95 

..£899.95 

.,£259,95 
..£54,95 

..£244 95 

....£54.95 
,,£234.95 
..£209.95 

(                      AMIGA SOFTWARE ) 
AMOS   £32,95 
Deluxe Paint 11   £1995 
Deluxe Paint III   £5995 
Deluxe Print II   £34.95 
Deluxe Video III   £69.95 
Disney Animation Studio   £74.95 
Kind words V2.0   £36,95 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing , ,. £22.95 
Pagestream V2.1 ,.  £13995 
Pro Page V2.0  £149.95 
AT ONCE PC EMULATOR  £169.00 
Many other Amiga titles in stock   CALL 
(                 AMIGA CONSUMABLES ) 

10 Sony Unbranded 3 5" Disks    , ,.,,..£5.95 
25 Sony Unbranded 3.5" Disks , £11.95 
50 Sony Unbranded 3.5" Disks ..£21,95 
100 Sony Unbranded 3.5" Disks £39.96 
20 SONY BRANDED 3.5" DISKS + BOX £17.95 
Amiga Connecting Cables .CALL 
INTRODUCTION TO AMIGA VIDEO £14.95 
INTRODUCTION TO WORKBENCH VIDEO  £14,95 

Please make cheques and postal orders payable to: 
^_ GPS, wmmm 

PO Box 571, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 9NE mjf^m 
^™     CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: (0268)782949 

24 HOUR 

HELPLINE 

091 385 2627 
MEMBERS ONLY! 

Why write to a magazine tech help page 
when you can just pick up the phone? 

If you are serious about your Amiga then unlimited free help 
and advice is just one of the many benefits that you will 

enjoy when you join the CLUB AMIGA USER GROUP. Just 
£15 gets you a full year's membership and a full year's 

telephone support. Join now - send your name, address 
and a cheque for £15 payable to 

£LUB AMIGA, 5 Bowes Lea, Shiney Row, 
Jyne and Wear DH4 4PP. 

MODEMS 

£120^1 Supra 2400 
(2400 baud) 
Supra MNP 2400 £165 
(2400 baud error correcting) 
Supra 2400 Plus £220 
(The ultimate 2400 baud modem, 
9600 baud throughput) 

^ NEW. 
Supra i 

Wm 9600 Plus £495 
^(V32 9600 baud) 

Supra « 
Plus £495 

2 9600 baud) W| 

^Ecomputerc^ 

* SUPPL Y SOLUTIONS, 
PO BOX 2136, LONDON, W13 8QJ 

ZONE Pistrlbutio 

Why Dr T's ? 

Dr Ts produce mote AMIGA musk software than any one* Front 
Copyist Apprentice, a 16 stave notation package and X-oR, the 
new genric editor/librarian supporting over 5?0 different midi 
devices to Phantom, the bit accurate SMPTE/MIDI interface 
compatible with many video applications. Dr T's support their 
products with regular updates giving you new exciting features so 
buy any Dr Ts product in the knowledge that it will 
offer good value, features and support Only the 
longest established music software house can tiffef 
you these guarantees. We nave just released 1 new 
f?rogram> X-oR and issued a major update to tfie 
brig established KCS sequencer. 

5 Abbeville R4 
London $W4 ail 766 6164 

DnT's 

MUSIC SOFTWARE 

Why ZONE ? 
ZONE Distribution has now been appointed the Exclusive UK 
distributor for the full range of Dr T's products for the Amiga* 

ST, PC and Mac* As the distributor we can give all registered 
users full telephone support on products bought from us or one 
of our authorised dealers. Call to find out if you qualify for this 
support* If you have an unregistered Dr T's product contact us 

and we will advise you ofhow to register, as you will not be 
eligible for this support nor will you be kept 

informed of new products and special offers as 
they become available. If you wish to place an 

order or simply require more information on any 
of the ZONE product range please contact us on 

081 766 6564   

Attention all «Pf**deJ*"5'** 
MUSIC X       the new KCS 3.5 far 

owners       just(jl4g) £730 
KCS is die most powerful MIDI sequencer available for the Amiga. Its ease of use, 
reliability and rock steady timing have made it many friends. Regular updates also make 
it the best supported Now with even more 
features like realtime graphic editing and 
notation, the new KCS 3-5 is the only choice 
for the serious Amiga musician. 

a few features 

£279? 

NEW KCS 3.5 

a- 

•Gcaphic Tape Recorder mtetfoce 
•TIGER realtime Graphic editing 
•Qukksoore Notation display/ printing 
•Bcdusive Murti program envionment 
• Drawandeditall MIDI datain realtime 
• 48 tracks/126 sequences/16 songp 
• Intuition based with full menus 
• Variable resolution up to 3&4ppq 
• Read and write midi files 
• Automix, on board MIDI Mixer 
• Rill quantise and loop record 
• SupporrsfuU SMFlXandMSP 

STE A MIN G  HOT  OF FER 
Take advantage for a limited period only. Dr T's CAGED ARTIST EDITORS at 
£59. Each editor offers full control over your synths parameters with, graphic 
envelopes, patch random (station, full librarian factlites and much more* Available 
for Roland D series, Yamaha4 & # operator synths, Casio, Oberheim, Korg Mi 
and mom. Don't be disappointed, CALL 081 766 6564 and order one NOW 

All Pr T's Synth editors just ^ 40% 

'TIGER Cub, the best entry level midi sequencer available' 
* 12 track multi channel sequaKang 
* fuH graphic editing in realtime 
* 12 track musical notation 
* I^rout musical notation 
* Read an4 write midi file 
* Friendly graphic interface 
* Drum st^eloop t^eatding 
* Supports Mutti I^jjpam Env. 
m Draw tempo s- oorucroHcrs etc 
* Smart instrument set up 
* variable r^okirjpn flr*f $4 ppq 
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"From 1985, Steinberg's Pro 24 
was the most popular piece of 
sequencing software in the 
music world. Now re-worked 
and stuffed full of advanced 
features, it is available on the 
Amiga and I'm here to see if it 
reo/fy performs." 

Jon Bates 

test 

& survive? 

Jon Bates investigates the latest 

compositional capabilities of 

Steinbergs recently re-worked 

sequencing package, Pro 24 

On booting up this 1.1 
version oF Steinberg's 
biggest Amiga venture to 
date, the screen assumes 

the Familiar broad outline of Pro 24. 
The tracks are laid out from left to 
right across the upper half of the 
screen, transport controls and locator 
paints are in the lower half [along 
with many new icons). The prime 
difference visually is that the MIDI 
activity meters/bar graphs are now 
centered under their tracks. 

Overall song construction 
remains the same, Each track is sub- 

From start to Finish, thus having 
continuous overdubs and lines 
running through the whale piece. 
That's the overview; let's look at the 
various departments in more detail. 

Chunky function 
The basic functions ore very easy to 
use. Select a track, set the MIDI 
channel and hit the nice chunky 
record icon, it defaults to a two-bar 
counNn and after this, off you go. 
The count-in can be altered from the 
metronome menu, which has all the 
alternatives imaginable. 

The detailed main screen of Pro 24. The tracks are in the top half of the screen and the 
controls below. The gap in the middle is where you will see the bar graphs for each track 

divided into patterns of any length, 
which correspond to the various 
recorded takes' you make on each 
track. These can be played back in 
two ways. The first is in the manner 
of o 24-track machine; each track 
plays back exactly what is recorded 
on it and up to 24 tracks can be 
played back at once. The other way 
is to go into a sequencer mode and 
address the patterns individually, 
thereby having them play in any 
order, chaining them together, 

/However, Pro 24 is flexible 
because, while doing this, you can 
sti.ll allocate some tracks to be played 

Any section recorded is assumed to 
be the length of the pattern within the 
track. Obviously, this can be 
amended afterwards - a situation 
that is nearly always the case. Each 
pattern and track is best named 
straight away, otherwise you get 
more than a little lost. In practise, the 
easiest woy to record patterns is to 
record one section. When you are 
happy with this, the locator points 
can be set to pick up from the end of 
the section and put it into punch-in 
record, with the right hand locator set 
at a suitable distance to allow for a 
lost minute re-think. Once this is 

finished you cut it on top of the end 
of the first pattern. 

This seems to be the easiest way 
of working within one track. Yau can 
always copy tracks and patterns to 
anywhere you like. However, it is not 
immediately clear from the screen 
which figures are the locator points 
and which are the limits of the 
pattern you are currently working on 
as they are positioned one above 
another without labels. 

Among the first things to cope 
with are the three modes of using the 
mouse. They all actually do the same 

thing, but 
presumably they are 
there to give you a 
preferred way of 
working. These are 
set from the main 
screen although, 
since I suspect that 
once set you would 
hardly need to 
change them, they 
could have been 
stuck on an options 
menu out of the 
way. Mode one is 

'drag' mode: the 
numeral appears in a 
box and can be 

altered by either horizontal or 
vertical movements. Mode two is 
'key' mode: the left button increases 
or decreases a value aided by the 
simultaneous use of [Alt], [Ctrl] and 
[Shift]. Button mode allows the right 
hand button to decide Increase or 
decrease and speed and the left 
clicks on the number. 

Strange mode 
Although quite ingenious, it may well 
have been more straightforward to 
offer two from within a menu, It is not 
helped by the misplacing of the 
illustrations in the manual. One 

What is MIDI? 
MIDI is an acronym for Musk 
Instrument Digital Interface. 

Yeah, I know that, but what does 
it do exactly? 
MIDI provides a way for music 
computers (keyboard synths, 
modules, the Amiga with a MIDI 
interface, etc) to communicate, A 
key press, shift of the modulation 
wheel or even a patch change on 
your synth can be transmitted to 
another, so you can use one 
keyboard to control a whole host 
of instruments. 

So how do I use MIDI with a 
music sequencer like Pro 24 ? 
You'll need a MIDI interface (from 
about £20} which will enable you 
to attach your synths to the 
Amiga, Sequencers record 
anything you play on your music 
keyboard, such as key presses 
and so on, and play that data 
bock to the original, or another 
MIDI-equtpped synth. So, once 
you've recorded your ivory- 
tinkling efforts, you can then 
manipulate the data within the 
sequencer - rather like a word 
processor, but with note length, 
pitch, tempo, etc, instead of 
words. Then, at the press of a 
mouse button, the data can be re- 
transmitted to any synth fitted 
with MIDI. Of course, you can 
transmit to several synths 
simultaneously and build up a 
whole musical ensemble in the 
privacy of your home. 

94 
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problem with some settings, such as 
tempo change, is that you can't hear 
the result of the change until you 
release the mouse button. 

Playing back in ordinary (Tape) 
mode is easy as you merely hit 
playback. You can mute any tracks 
or solo a track - the solo button is not 
on the actual channels but another of 
the lower screen icons,   
In Sequencer mode, it 
is best to have all of, 
say, the rhythm tracks, 
like drums,, bass and 
keyboards, set to the 
same lengths. If you do 
this then the arrange 
page works very well. 
How it works is that 
you can only take the 
patterns from one track 
as reference points, 
and it is these lengths 
that the program 
arranges from. If you 
want to alter any of them, you can't. 
The only way around this is to return 
to the main reference patterns and 
copy some of them with bars cut or to 
insert addition patterns, which seems 
a bit inflexible. There is no way of 
visually following the arrangement 
either. In fact, if you start the pattern 
running and go \o the arrangement 
page, rhe sound stops, although the 
counter keeps on rolling. 

Keep on tracking 
Any tracks not selected For 
sequencing can be used to 
accompany the ones that are, which 
provides a flexible way of working. 
It's a shame Steinberg couldn't have 
mode more use of the Track Survey 
feature. This menu option displays all 
the patterns in named blocks, very 
much in the manner of Cubase - 
Steinberg's top-of-the-range 
sequencer. Sadly, this page is for 
information only and is not an active 
screen (and it doesn't number the 
tracks on the vertical left hand axis). 

The copy, delete and move 
features are accessed from the menus 
for each pattern, and there's a neat 
shortcut that copies the current 
pattern to any track by clicking an 
the first pattern locator and dragging 
it to a track. 

In Cycle Record there are two 
innovative overdub Functions.The first, 
instead of either mixing with the 
notes already on the track or 
replacing them, actually only deletes 
notes that approximately match up to 
those input. This means that you can 
re-do ,say, a drum track without 
losing important Fills and nuances 
originally present, The second Is a 
totally mind-boggling Feature which 
will actually keep up to 127 different 
recorded versions of the overdub, It 
just keeps cycling around and muting 
the last version. You then have the 

The grid editing screen 
(right). Although very 
well thought out 
visually, you can't 
actually hear anything 
while you*re editing 
with it and the screen 
doesn't scroll when the 
music plays. 

1 

53 
/   6 Block < 1/ 1/  e > 

1/16 

F< Con troL lei* 
Tining Resolution 

e      Controller Nr, 
Veloc./Pressure Note 

1/ 1/    B    >    Function Level fcfcUttS 
Step In Wide fTO?-! 

A smart piece of 
design (left). 
The overlay on the 
left is the level 
control for one note 
and the menu at the 
bottom determines 
what you are altering 
graphically. 

fun of selecting just exactly which of 
the 127 overdubs you want to keep. 
A little over the top, but it certainly 
would have its uses. It too has some 
little quirks: you can't activate 
playback while the window is open, 
even from the qwerty keys, and 
changing From overdub to overdub 
isn't quite so straightforward. 

Quantize 
There are two types of quantize: 
fixed data quantize, which alters the 
track/pattern data permanently, and 
real-time quantize, correctly termed a 
'playback parameter'. The latter is 
accessed from the question marks to 

marks For an excellent piece of fast 
and friendly design. 

Echo only works on playback 
and does not aFfect MIDI data put 
through to the active tone module 
channel as you play it, which could 
be useful as hearing echo all over 
what you're trying to play might alter 
the way you hit the notes, 

Most of the windows that set 
peripherals have a handy 'try' option 
which checks the result of new 
settings on whatever is playing 
before you finally set it and return to 
the main page. However, for many 
of the the windows, you have to have 
the track playing first because the 

of hearing anything being edited. 
This makes editing very difficult and 
such a feature should not be omitted 
from a program of this stature. The 
edit displays do not scroll while the 
sequencer is running either and, 
despite Pro 24'% many good and 
excellent points, these two major 
factors put a lot in the way of the 
user and the music. 

However, the options presented 
are really special. The most often 
used will probably be the Grid 
Editor. Steinberg has come up with a 
neat way of sizing up the grid 
against which notes ore graphically 
displayed, A 'zoom' box in one 

8/ 4/ 18 
8/ 4/ 19 
8/ 4/ 21 
8/ 4/ 27 
8/ 4/ 28 
8/ 4/ 32 
8/ 4/ 35 
8/ 4/ 38 

Channe1 
Channel 
Channe1 
Channel 
Channe1 
Channel 
Clianne 1 
Clianne 1 

[014 Channel Pressure 
I'iilH-Jll 

Many editing options are available within the Edit screen. The arithmetic functions of Logical Edit are overiayed 
with the event list You can edit in either window, which is a quick and easy way to work. 

the side of the current track/pattern 
playing. This has a really worthwhile 
set of options that can be tried out 
before leaving the window: velocity 
delay, echo, transpose, program 
change, volume, plus all the track 
details you could want. The quantize 
options here can be exactly the same 
as the data altering ones and are 
selected from within this window. Full 

main screen area is often inactive 
when a window is opened. 

Editing 
There is a host of ways in which to 
edit the data; grid display, graphic 
control, event list editing arithmetic 
alteration of data and score display. 
However, unless I did something 
grossly amiss, there was no chance 

corner shifts rhe X-Y axis of rhe grid 
and is a brilliant way of quickly 
getting the correct display to change 
notes rapidly. As with many other 
departments in this program, there is 
a safety margin bordering on the 
paranoid. Any changes you make 
are taken as a copy and not written 
to the track unless you specifically 

continued on page % 
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continued from page 95 
say so. This can be overridden, but is 
an excellent safeguard. Like all the 
safeguards, they are memory 
intensive but very worthy features. 

To the left of the grid is an 
upright keyboard to line the pftch of 
the notes against. However, the 
cursor also registers pitch as you 
move it over the grid - another good 

Thoughtfully, the program 
automatically creates □ fresh 16-bar 
pattern if you decide to take this 
route. By hitting T on the keyboard 
the Event List editor appears. To input 
data here for any of it's entries you 
need to do it directly from the 
keyboard in the format that is used 
by the program. 

The graphic Level Control allows 

drums. You can of course create your ! 
own custom map. 

An arithmetic function called 
Logical Edit can be called in for any 
pattern or track and will perform 
specific calculations on any defined 
fields of data within any preset 
number of bars. This makes the 
program extremely powerful as the 
Function can be used to select certain 

^o-24A V I.I CFV 1.81) by STEINBERG,  H. Assennaclier 

This is one screen you can't edit in. Although tt scrolls along happily enough, you can't touch the notes at all. 

idea. Notes can be selected and 
moved,, stretched and truncated 
depending on where you click on it. 
It only deals with one note at a time 
and the velocity is altered from a 
slider at the bottom of the screen. 

Notes nibbled 
Another nice feature is the 'wide' 
button which allows the mouse a 
degree of inaccuracy so that small 

you to draw in data and can be 
applied to program change, note 
velocities, pitch bend, after touch and 
any of the useful MIDI controllers - 
probably pan and volume. 

It displays each event individually 
in great detail and is therefore 
incredibly accurate. It would have 
been beneficial to have installed a 
'zoom' mode here so that you could 
view a track or pattern in less detail, 

notes, controllers, velocities - in fact 
anything you like. As long as you are 
familiar with the way in which MIDI 
data is listed by a sequencer, it is 
extremely useful. Again, it can be 
made reversible by taking a copy of 
the function. Usefully, the events 
altered can be automatically 
quantized up to the current value as 
well. The manual is particularly 
helpful on this feature. 

Altering pattern parameters is made exceptionally easy and very weM taken care of with the above window. 

notes can easily be captured, One 
snag is that once a note has been 
entered, there seems to be no way 
way of altering its pitch - even 
though its precise data can be 
displayed, the data is unalterable. 
Once in Grid Edit mode, other 
patterns can be loaded up without 
having to return to the main screen 

Blocks of notes can be defined 
and then copied, moved or deleted. 
Echo effects can be created in this 
way. Grid Edit can also be used to 
create new tracks in step time. 

which would be of far more use for 
certain controllers. 

Drum edit * 
A variation on the grid editor is 
applied to drum tracks, A set of drum 
maps, some of which are included on 
the disk, are loaded in and these 
interpret the notes on the track by 
giving them the correct drum name, 
which is listed to the left in place of 
the keyboard. Again, a very neat 
way, derived from earlier versions of 
this program, of manipulating the 

Score Display, however, is 
disappointing. It really only does 
exactly what it says: scrolling and 
illuminating the notes that are 
currently playing on the pattern 
selected, thereby rendering it a 
cosmetic feature. A great shame. This 
could and should have been 
expanded into an editor or even a 
score print-out facility. 

Pro 24 has a rather ingenious 
method of routing incoming MIDI 
data using what are termed 
'subtracks'. Across the bottom of the 

main screen are inputs, each one of 
which can be set to route incoming 
data to several tracks and channels 
at once, or to only accept data from 
one channel. You can set record 
modes from here as welL Although 
extremely useful, I did wonder why 
one would need eight of them all at 
once. Why not just have one with 
different set-ups memorised? This 
would save cluttering up the screen 
area, which is already very full. Yes, 
it works, but perhaps with a little too 
much enthusiasm. 

The package has a clever nesting 
routine which works with the 'undo' 
button. You can specify an almost 

BUYS 

[agle-eyed Amiga Shopper 
reader Martin Boycott-Brown 
spotted o wee gaffe on a musical 
note in our June issue's Scala 
review (see p64}. *l don't know 
whether or not there is an opera 
house colled La Scab in Madrid/ 
he writes, "but there is definitely 
one in Milan," Did we say 
Madrid? Oh no, whoops, sorry, 
orgh, ond sack that damn 
encyclopaedia. Bui then Martin 
should know as he lives in 
Verona. He also took the trouble 
to check out the origin of the 
word: "According to the Penguin 
Dictionary of Music, the opera 
house is so named because it was 
built [in 1788] on the former site 
of a church, Santa Mario alia 
Scala/' Fancy inviting us over to 
discuss this further Martin? 

BOBS 

limitless number of steps for the 
'undo' button to go back, so if you've 
screwed up in o big way, you can 
step back quite a number of 
operations. The trade-off is that it 
uses up lots of memory, so only mega 
RAM owners really get the full 
protective benefit from it. 

It will retrieve and store Systems 
Exclusive information - those intimate 
details of sound creation data known 
only to your synth. The data can be 
stored For each song in the form of a 
file which can then be dumped 
automatically before you start 
playing back. This saves you 
searching around for sound 
disks/programs as the sounds are all 
("here ready and waiting. It can even 
dump the list out as an ASCII file. 
This again was a feature o; the 
original program and it is a very 
useful routine to have. Another 
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favourite Facility that has survived is 
the Mastertrack, used to dictate 
details of tempo changes and many 
other global bits of information that 
govern the performance of a piece, 

Mastertrack also records data 
generated by one of the program's 
best features, the mixer page, Not 
content with merely balancing sound 
levels. Pro 24 can apply its double 
set of faders to many other areas - a 
feature found on other up-market 
sequencers. The trump card is the 
ingenious way it is enacted, plus the 
echo feature which is incorporated in 
several other sections of the program. 

Bucket noises 
As well as being able to copy and 
delay a track to create a single echo 
feature, there is a full echo feature. 
When I spotted this, the only version I 
found applied to all the tracks all of 
the time which resulted in an 
enormous and uncontrollable row 
followed by a MIDI jam of mega 
proportions. When it is used under 
the control of the mixer style faders, 
it's a fabulous tool You can echo 
any track with any amount of 
variable echoes, either diminishing or 
getting louder, staying the same 
length apart., speeding up or slowing 

down. You can 
even specify the 
pitch to rise or fall 
and the transfer of 
echos to alternative 
channels. All these 
functions can be 
governed by the 
double mixer faders 
and applied to 
each track 
individually. You 
can really improve 
the sound of a 
piece by the careful 
use of this feature, 
but going berserk 
with it will ensure 
your synths get constipated very 
quickly and retire hurt. All the real- 
time alterations to this and all 
controllers, pitch bend, velocities and 
modulations are recorded on to the 
Master Track. This is an exceptional 
feature and one that gives very fine 
control over the musk. 

Communication with the world 
outside takes several forms. It can 
synchronize or be synchronized via 
MIDI and this includes using Midi 
Time Code (MTC) and SMPTE, It can 
read and store SMUS/IFF song files, 
standard MIDI files, as well as its 

The amazingly versatile mixer screen. The faders line up under the tracks and the functions 
are picked from menus at the bottom. A real boon of a feature and great to work with. 

J _|_ I f     1p     $     $     If1     $     2jl     £     $     2? 3 

Two functions are displayed on-screen here. The top one is the non-active track overview 
while the lower enables you to select the way that MIDI data is directed on input. 

drum sets, Sys Ex files, tracks, 
patterns, auto set-ups and of course 
the song itself, There Is a far-ranging 
MIDI set-up page to cover incoming, 
thru and outgoing data. And many of 
the functions can be controlled from 
keys on your instrument according to 
how you set the 'remote' page up. 

Reprise to fade 
Pro 24 is a very comprehensive 
program with many great features. 
As such, it can cope with a lot of 
different environments and it's not too 
hard to get to know, although I 

suspect you'll be 
taking some time 
plumbing its 
considerable 
depths. But with 
advanced features 
such as echo 
control and 
overdub facilities, 
how come such 
simple but vital 
things as hearing 
your edits as you 
do them and 
scrolling music for 
error location are 
missing t 

JARGON BUSTING 
MIDI: 

RAM: 

Music Instrument Digital Interface: the universal 
standard by which digital instruments such as 
synths and computers can communicate 

Random Access Memory, The amount of space that 
is available in the computer far data to be stored. 

REAL TIME: Data is altered 'as it occurs' rattier than when it is 
residing in the memory of the computer. 

Ml01 CLOCK: The regular pulses sent via MIDI which ensure 
that instruments listening will play at the same 
speed 

MIDI TfM£ CODE: Ensures that as well as playing at the same 
speed, the instruments will all stop and start from 
exactly the same place. 

SMPTE:      Society of Motion Picture and Televisor Engineers. 
A time code standard used in video, film and 
television industries. 

MIDI FILE FORMAT: A standard file format that enables MIDI 
data to be loaded from one program to another. 

SYS EX:      The specialised data that is transmitted via 

MIDI containing information that can only be 
understood by the make and model of instrument 
it is addressed to. 

QUANTIZE' To round up data, usually meaning the correction 
of timing errors that occur in performance 

1 
VELOCITY DATA: Information transmitted via MIDI that refers 

to the speed with which a particular note was 
pressed and thus affects the tone it creates. 

PITCH BEND: The ability to vary the pitch up or down of any 
note by using either a wheel or joystick-type 
control mounted on the synth, usually to the left 
of the keyboard 

MODULATION: Alters the sound according to the way it has 
been programmed; usually in the form of a vibrato 
- the note wavers in pitch and the amount it 
wavers is controlled by the Modulation control. 

PAN: Corresponds to the Balance control on your stereo 
system - moving the sound from left to right, Midi 
is able to control this provided that the output from 
me synth or module is stereo. 

Although basically brilliant and a 
program that could, with fine tuning, 
be THE sequencing package for the 
Amiga bar none, at the moment 
Pro24 is a very slick curate's egg. 
Excellent for the most part, but with 
the odd sour spot, 

000000000* 

SHOPPING LIST 

MOM 1.1 .€291.20 
by Steinberg 
Efffestrafie 596,02000, Hamburg 26 
Germany* 010 494 0211594 

distributed in the UK by 
Evenlode 
The Studio, Church St, 
Stonesfield 
Oxford 0X7 2 PS 
*G993898484 

CHECKOUT 

PRO 24 1.1 

Documentation   15/20 
Well written and comprehensive, but with 
one or two errors. Easy to follow but 
needs on index. 

Functions M18/20 
Very comprehesive or ray of functions for 
every possibility, with several ways of 
solving problems. 

Speed 17/20 
All operations work without any 
noticeable time lapse. 

Ease of use. « 13/20 
Easy to start with, but same functions take 
time to find and get used to. Editing is 
severely marred by the lack of scrolling 
and monitoring facilities. 

Price 16/20 
Although not exactly cheap, it is 
nevertheless a professional price for a 
professional product. 

79/100 

A few omissions let mis fine product 
downj bul if s stili a great music machine. 
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PAZAZ! 

THE ONE STOP AMIGA SHOP IN SCOTLAND 

Everything for your Amiga al real sexy prices! 
Midi/modem s/video/scan ners/pr i n ters/m on i tors/ 

disk drives/ram/software/books etc 

Amiga 

500, 1500/2000 &A3000 
at very competitive prices. 

We can supply the Amiga A590 Hard disk fitted 
with up to 2Mb Ram for your A500 

or 
We can also supply and fit hard cards/disks lo 

your Amiga 1500/2000/3000 

Ring us lor the best prices on Ram boards and 
chips lor any Amiga configuration 

Have a look at the first Amiga CD Rom Drive - Newly 
imported from Xeiec in Kansas. Supplied with a CD 

containing over 500Mh of PD .software. 

Send a disk - 50p or £ ] for our latesl PD list. 

Pazaz!, 14 Douglas Street, Dunfermline, 

Fife, SCOTLAND KYI2 7EB , _, —_ 

TEL/FAX 0383 620102     13 Egg 

Amiga Mouse 

B 

Over 1300 Disks! 

No Frills PD Library 

Send 70p for Catalogue Disk. 

Fast Reliable Service 

£1.00 per disk 50p Post & Packing 

£2.50 Europe 

Amiga Mouse 

182a High Street, Margate, Kent. 

Tel: 0843-228166 

Credit cards accepted with orders over £10 

PCS INTERNATIONAL PE 

THE NORTHWESTS BIGGEST PD LIBRARY 
FREEPOST WN5 157F, HINDLEY WIGAN LANCS WN2 3B 

TEL/FAX 0942 521577 
OVER 2000 DISKS NOW AVAILABLE 

OVERSEAS YOU CAN FAX US BETWEEN 10PM-11AM 
CATALOGUE DISK NOW CONTAINING OVER 2000 DISKS + FISH, 

AMICOS, SNAG, AMOS, TBAG, AND MANY MORE £1.00 
AMOS LICENSEWARE £3.50 
LPD 1   Colouring Book 
LPD2 Arc Angles Maths 
LPD 4 Thingamajig 
LPD 5 Junge Bungle* 
LPD 6 Pukadu 
LPD 7 4 Way Lynx 
LPD 8 Work and Play* 
LPD 9  AMOS Assembler 
LPD 10 The Word Factory 
LPD 11 Go-Getter 
LPD 12 Hypnotic Lend* 
LPD 13 Jigmania* 
LPD 14 Play it Safe* 
LPD 15 Shapes and Colours 
LPD 16 R overs i 2* 
LPD 17 Dog Fight* 
LPD 18 Touchstone* 
LPD 19 X-IT-50 
LPD 20 Wordy 
LPD 21 Gruingo* 
LPD 22 LC10 Fonts 
LPD 23 ESP 
LPD 24 The Shining Way of Kung Fu rcdisksi 
LPD 25 The Mission* 
PageStream Oil part 14 Disks ported 

over from the PC Only £12,00 

Overseas orders to 
PCS INTERNATIONAL PD 

33 CHAPEL GREEN ROAD. 
HINDLEY, WIGAN. 

WN2 3LL, ENGLAND 

1517 Three more Steafthy Anims 
1518 Substance 
1519 Exit Dynamic Sound System 
1521 The Simpsons Slides 
1522 Beats Breaks 
1523 Fenn-tastic Vol, 1 
1524 Fenn-tastic VoL 2 
1525 Fenn-tastic Vol. 3 
1527 Leeds Slides 
1528 Thriller Slides 
1529 Ensignia Mayhem 
1533 NRG A 
1534 NRG B 
1535 Heavy Death Demo 
1536 KLF3AM Mix 
1537 Intercoastal Utils 1 
1538 Tan* Game 
1539 Stolen Tunes Vol.1 
1540 E arwax Col lectio n Vol. 1 
1546 The Simpsons 
1547 Adventure Writer 
1548 Escape From Jovi Fll Game 
1550 Game Over Music 2 
1551 Game 
1553 Deep Deep Trouble A 
1554 Deep Deep Trouble B 
T 555 Deep Deep Trouble C 
1556 Mega Bail Game 

* GRAND PRIZE DRAW* 
With every purchase of PD from us you will 
receive a raffle ticket, At the end of the month 
you may have the opportunity of winning 
FIRST PRIZE 
SECOND PRIZE 
THFRD PRIZE 
FOURTH PRIZE 
10 RUNNERS UP 

Philips B833 II Monitor 
Star LC10 Printer 
1.5Mb Upgrade 
External Drive 
will each receive 50 PD Diet 
from our collection 

EUROPE ADD 25p REST OF WORLD ADD 50p 

Turn your Amiga*s mouse into a 

digitiser - for just £7.95! 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your DTP or 
graphics package? You need Traceyl This precision-moulded 
transparent puck attaches to your Amiga's mouse to give a quick 
visual guide of what you are tracing. Fixes to either side of the mouse 
for left or right handed use. 

* Removable when 
not in use 

* Ideal for Naksha3 

Commodore and 
all flat-sided mice 

* Only £7.95 
including VAT 
and p&p 

"This novel little device makes copying pictures easy" 
- Amiga Format, Nov. '90 

"If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied, then 
Tracey gets the prize" - Computer Shopper, Jan 791 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome. 

SideWise Ltd (Dept AS3), PO Box 4, Totnes, 

Devon TQ9 7EN 
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VIEW AND COMPARE DATA 
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Weather Watcher is a 'must-buy" program for all you amateur 
meteorologists out there. It is ideal for class weather projects, 

The attractive graphical displays ensure that this is not one of those 
programs which will only he used for a week and then forgotten. 

Live and learn 

Pat Winstanley rates the 

performance of a selection of 

educational programs aimed at 

older schoolchildren and adults 

"Computers fascinate kids, but both small and medium-sized sprogs 
rapidly give up when boredom sets in. Which programs have them 
coming back for more and which send them running out to play in the 
rain? If they don't like the game, it won't teach them anything," 

Pat Winstanley 

B 

y the time kids hit 
secondary school they are 
expected to have a good 
grasp of the fundamentals 

of English and maths. These skills will 
be used as basic tools to allow 
access to other subjects. In contrast to 
the cross-curricular approach of 
primary education, senior schools 
treat topics in a much more 
differentiated way,defining each 
subject by the knowledge needed for 
GCSE examinations. 

Whereas topic-based work in the 
primary school allows for all interests, 
the rigid separation of subjects in 
senior school can alienate kids who 
are weak or uninterested in a 
particular area. Thus, many girls 
'hate' maths due to stereotyping, and 
probably 'hate' computing too, since 
it is also generally seen as a male 
preserve, so girls allow themselves to 
be edged out. Your Amiga at home 
can really come into its own in these 
situations, as it can be used as a tool 
with which weak students can tackle 
difficult subjects in private. 

WEATHER WATCHER 
The great British preoccupation with 
weather statistics had another boost 
the other day with snow in June. Do 
you remember about 1 5 years ago 
when a cricket match was 
abandoned because 'snow stopped 
play'? If so, you're probably one of 
those people who eat statistics for fun 
and cause riotous arguments down at 

the local pub. Weather Watcher is a 
program that enables you to record 
and chart a selection of weather 
statistics on a daily basis, then draw 
comparisons across time. It is 
intended as a tool for the enthusiast 
or for class project work and, while 
rather simple, it does its job well The 
values which can be entered into the 
database cover minimum and 
maximum temperatures, dry and wet 
bulb temperatures, humidity, air 
pressure, rainfall, sunshine, cloud 
cover, and wind speed and direction. 

Daily entries are provided for all 
of these and can be viewed and 
edited either as figures or as a 
graphical representation chosen for a 
visual display of the overall weather 
day-by-day. There is also space for a 
single line of text which could be 
used to record the main event of the 
day for reference. Only values within 

the allowed ranges may be entered, 
with invalid figures highlighted and 
not accepted. 

Having entered some or all of the 
values in the database, the user is 
then offered a wide variety of 
displays to compare different types of 
data. Using this, patterns and trends 
can be spotted allowing the 
interaction between various 
atmospheric factors to be studied. 

Two graphs for each month are 
shown on-screen, covering one type 
of value each, Thus daily rainfall 
could be compared with maximum 
temperatures, or cloud cover with air 
pressure. Each of the data types can 
be combined with any other for 
comparative purposes. The same can 
be done with the whole year and 
shown on-screen. Additionally, the 
editing screen can be displayed, 
without editing facilities, in both 

PC   OR   NOT PC 

Unfortunately the Amiga is definitely the poor relation in 
many schools, where the PC and Archimedes rule the 
roost* If you have PC compatibility, there is a wealth of 
software about, so if you can't watt around for the small 
proportion of conversions to appear it's well worth 
thinking about investing in one of Hie PC emulators 
available for the Amiga, such as the KCS Power board or 
the ATonce, both of which Mark Smiddy reviewed in 
Amiga Shopper, issues two and three respectively. 

figure and picture form. Any of the 
screens can be dumped to a printer 
simply by clicking on the display, 
giving the opportunity to compare 
one year with another. As an added 
extra, you can create and display 
your own weather maps, 

The loading screen shows a 
blank map of Great Britain with 
animated weather symbols, such as 
clouds dropping rain. It also shows a 
scrolling text message. All of these 
aspects are available for the user to 
manipulate using an art package, 
either by simply changing the layout 
of the current map, or by adding new 
symbols, messages and so on. 

The two parts of the program are 
not integrated, so weather maps must 
be built up by hand. However, the 
facilities enable you to create 
animated displays which have 
nothing to do with the weather simply 
by taking advantage of the system 
and substituting your own ideas. 

WHAT IS n> WHERE IS IT? 
Learning the positions and names of 
various counties can be a hard slog, 
so it's good to see a program that 
makes the task more of a game than 
a drilling exercise. The basic screen 
display shows the British Isles with 
each county marked as a coloured 
area on the map. Several options are 
available, allowing learning, testing 
or simply playing about, depending 
on your abilities, 

continued on page 100 
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What is it, Where /s it? tests the student's knowledge of the counties in 
Great Britain; both the names and geographic locations are tested. 

continued from page 99 
What is it, where is if? presents a 

map wfth one county highlighted in 
flashing red, together with a list of alt 
the county names. The task is to 
select the correct name by scrolling 
through the list. For users who want 
more of a challenge, the list can be 
dispensed with, leaving you to type 
the county name. 

The package also shows the map 
and counties but, at the simpler level, 
provides a county name for you to 
find and click on with the mouse. On 

At the harder level, the task is 
Identical, except that you don't have 
a mop and must work out placements 
by deciding which counties shore 
borders - not easy, If all that sounds 
too difficult, two tutors are also 
available. One will display a county 
name if you click on the area, while 
the other will highlight the correct 
area to match the name which you 
select with the mouse from a 
scrollable list of counties. 

All the maps are also available 
as IFF files, and so can be pulled 

Gi*a.pli  of results  so  £ zap- 

lane   : FAT 
t v e f o i1*  t h i s ** 0 u n & 

Questi ons 
t terip t eel: 2 

Perf ornance 
Brilliant? 

Press  any key   to continue. 

Better Maths is one of a range of maths packages from School Software. 
Its laid-back approach means that it is sure to be a popular choice. 

the harder level the computer 
supplies a county name again, but 
randomly highlights different county 
areas in rotation. The task is to click 
the mouse when the correct area is 
highlighted and, since the areas 
change rapidly, a fair bit of reflex 
speed is required ffi addition to 
knowledge. Jigsaw also provides two 
difficulty levels. In the easier game 
each county shape is simply picked 
up like a [igsaw piece and slotted 
into its place in the map. 

from the disk to use in your awn 
graphical displays. 

The package is very flexible and 
a dream to use - it is certainly 
suitable for all oges. I con imagine 
some pretty mean contests 
developing between older and 
younger family members as the 
package is used as a quiz. It's 
certainly one that has kept me 
coming back again and again, and 
each time 3 use it I learn a little more 
while having lots of fun. 

BETTER MATHS 

School Software offers a range of 
maths packages for various ages. 
Those for primary children are 
generally presented in the form of 
games, but with Setter Mams (for 
ages 12 to 16) the emphasis 
changes and becomes much more of 
an interactive text-book style.To pics 
covered include algebra, ratios, 
factors and quadratic equations 
among others, with the depth of 
treatment needed for GCSE and 
similar exams. 

The first section is a tutorial, in 
the form of a series of text pages 
going through the basics of a topic. 
After the concept has been 
introduced in the first few pages, the 
texts breaks to ask a question. This 
approach prevents the student 
blithely reading the text without 
having a clue about what's going on. 
Although the tutorial continues 
whether or not the student answers 
correctly, the wrong answers 
highlight weak areas Two other 
sections present multiple choice tests 
of all the material covered. 

The first section presents 'straight' 
questions, while the second uses 
practical applications of the topics. 
Although no substitute for a good text 
book (the tutorial sections are more 
for revision and reinforcement], the 
program will make an excellent 
revision aid. One problem might be 
the approach adopted in the 
tutorials. Unlike straight facts, such as 
the dates of battles, maths topics can 
be handled by a variety of different 
methods. If the method familiar to the 

'not sure' student differs from that in 
the tutorial, some confusion may 
result. For instance, I found the 
tutorial on factors incomprehensible 
due to an unfamiliar approach, yet 
handled test questions on the topic 
without much difficulty by using the 
method I learned years ago. 
However, even if the tutorial side has 
its drawbacks, the tests alone are 
justification for the package. 

Each test allows two goes at a 
question and presents a bar chart of 
the student's results at the end. There 
are no time limits, and the student is 
advised to make use of a text book if 
required. This unhurried, laid-back 
approach should appeal to mast 
budding mathematicians who are 
discovering the delight of solving 
problems simply for the fun of doing 
so. 1 wish the program had been 
around 20-something years ago 
when I was struggling with 'O' levels 

FRENCH MISTRESS 
The biggest grind about learning a 
foreign language has to be 
vocabulary drill, and this is where th< 
Kosmos Mistress series scores in its 
elegant approach to the topic. 

Two basic sections make up the 
package: a tutorial and a test. The 
system is based around word lists 
stored on disk, an English word or 
phrase and its foreign equivalent. In 
the tutorial section the required lisMs 
loaded from disk then shown on 
screen; the English or foreign word 
first, Fallowed a few seconds later by 
its translated equivalent. The display 
can be set far the computer to scroll 

continued on page 103 

COVERT GAMING 

It's well worth looking carefully at the shoot-'em-ups your kids 
am playing* Mow that computers can include bath gameplay 
and strategy without running out of memory, developers are 
beginning to work more on the 'mind games' aspect in even 
the simplest blasters. 

En both the full-price/budget market and PD/s ha re ware 
there are many games around which demand a vicious amount 
of logic, with enough gameplay to camouflage themselves as 
'the latest chart-topper'. Aspects to watch for in an educational 
sense are mapping, logical problems and maths/economics 
(can I afford to buy the most expensive weapon and improve 
my armour at the same time - what's the trade-off?) 
Alternatively, moving across the spectrum somewhat, take a 
look at adventure games. These are used extensively in schools 
and help to develop reading and spelling skills along with 
logical thought. 

Even straight *hoet-'em-up$ have fheir part to play in 
developing reflexes, Just because a game is in the top 20 
doesn't mean It is devoid of educational value. Just look at 5/m 
City as a classk example* The thing to watch is the balance 
between a quick half-hour blast during a break from revision 
and the all-night, every night compulsive gameplay. Treat 
computer usage as you would television viewing and you 
won't go for wrong. 
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NEW!! 
Released At The 

Second MIDI 
Music Show "AMIGA SequencerOne 

European 
Computer 

Leisure Awards 
1991 Nominee 

If you want to make music, the newest and most friendly music program for the Amiga could be just what you're looking 
for! Sequencer One combines powerful MIDI capabilities with four channel stereo sound output through the Amiga's own 
sound chip, 32 tracks, three graphical edit screens, and an outstanding telephone helpline service, make Sequencer One 
the best value (and best supported) sequencer available. And as an introductory offer, every copy of Amiga Sequencer 

One comes with a free copy of Gajits' The Hit 
Kit ! music composition software plus a free 
bank of sampled sounds, including lead 
instruments, percussion, and effect samples. 
To find out how you can get 
your copy of Sequencer 
One, or for a FREE info 
pack, call Gajits TODAY on 
061-236 2S15! Gajits 

© 1991 Gajits Music Software, 40 Princess Street, Manchester. M1 6DE. Tel: 061-236 2515. Fax: 061-236 4044. 
Gajits Music Software produces a whole range of music software products for the Amiga, ST, and soon the PC. Please phone for details. 

TROUBLESOME 

FAULTY AMIGA?!! 

Quality Amiga Repairs 

From only £23.50 inc. return 

* FOR SPEED, FREE POSTAGE 
* PEACE OF MIND 

CALL FOR OUR FIXED PRICE OFFER 
ANYWHERE IN THE UK! 

HI 

Ring Repairs Hotline 

STAR ASSOC. Computers 

Wembley 081 961 5366 

* Trade 
enquiries 
welcome 

Your Local Shop.. In London 
50 metres from Finchley Central Tube Station 

We've got the POWER 

Screen Gems 1Mb 
with official Commodore 

fj Mb upgrade 

POWER 
Price only £369,99 inc VAT. 

White Stocks Last! 

Amiga 1500 plus 
ALLS/W - Platinum WORKS 

Deluxe Paint III etc and all manuals! 

poire* 
price only £649,99 inc VAT 

with Philips 8833 MKH monitor 
£899-99 inc VAT 

Commodore 1084S 
only £899-99 hie VAT 

with XCTEC 80Mb Hard Card 
only £1148.99 inc VAT 

with Supra 40Mb Hard Card only 
£1009*99 Inc VAT 
other size cards available 

Monitor Power 
Philips CM8833 MKTT 

colour stereo monitor with one 
year on-site maintenance 

POWER 
Price only £244.99 inc VAT 

Commodore 1084S Colour Stereo 
Monitor. It's official - one year guarantee 

tf POWER 
Price only £244,99 hie VAT 

Peripheral Power PQWift price 
8802 Genlock with switch box £184.99 
Pro-video posi-explode-wipe etc.,£209.99 
Broadcast Tiller , 199.99 
Music X £94,99 
Pagestream £159 99 
Golden Image hand scanner  
Zydec 3 Y externa] drive £54,99 
JCL-Colourpix £35999 
AT Once - A500 .-.£189.99 
AT Once - A1500 £249 99 
KCS Powerboard £219 99 
Control centre with disk drive house 
makes your A500 into a workstation ..£39.99 
Amiga 500 Replacement Power Supply .£39.99 
Commodore A590 hard drive £279.99 
iMb upgrade with clock £34.99 

Sony branded disks with sony box (20) .£19.99 
Full range of joysticks from £4.99 
Digiview Gold .. .£139.99 
Citizen Swift 9 Colour printer .£199.99 
Citizen Swift 24 Colour printer £289 99 
Star LC 24200 , .£299.99 
H.I-1. lJaintjet *ttf0A £789.99 

Ordering FOOT* (08 IJ 343 Ml f 
6 fin**. Make cheques, P.O's, 
Building Society cheques 
payable to 

14 Station Rd, 
Findiky, London 

^2     £^H3 2Ry 

Price... TOWER. Performance,*, 

WARP DRIVE 

UTILITIES 
0012 North C V3.0 
0017 Wordwright 
0019 Visicalc 
0031 DCopy 
0023 Flexibase 
0034 Soundtracker V4.0 
0035 ST Emulator 
0159 Sid V1.02 
0157 A-Z Text Editor 

89p 
PER DISK 

POSTAGE ADD 
UK : SOP 
EUROPE ; £1.00 
R,CXW.     : £2.50 

GAMES 
0037 The Jar (1 Meg) 
0038 The Wooden Ball (1 Meg) 
0040 Batloonacy 
0042 Star Trek (USA) (2) 
0043 Blizzard 
0046 Snakepit 
0149 Seven Tiles 
0142 Fruit Machine 
0139 Amos Quizmaster 

3? BLANK DS/DD 40p (MIN 10) + 50p P&P 
Hundreds of disks in stock, more arriving 
daily. Fish, TBag, Amos PD and soon our 
own PD Software, Catalogue free with 
order or send 2 x 22p stamps. 

Buy 10 and choose one disk FREE!! 

WARPDRIVE 
110 BURTON AVENUE 
BALBY, DONCASTER 
DN4 8BB 
TEL: 0302-859715 

NO COMPUTER 

IS COMPLETE WITHOUT 

A DUST COVER 

Protect your Amiga with a dust cover 

from the BBD Professional Range. 

Made from best quality proofed nylon that has been treated with a 
flame retardant and an anti-static inhibitor. BBD Dust Covers are 
tastefully finished with contrasting piping. They never crack, dis- 

colour, tear or fade. They can be washed and ironed. So confident 
are BBD of the quality that they give a no-quibble guarantee with 

every cover. 

BBD dust covers are not expensive and ali 

our prices include VAT and P&P 

Amiga 500, Keyboard only £5.62 
Amiga 1000, one piece cover £8.69 

Amiga 2000, two piece set .....£12.21 

In addition to the above BBD offer a wide range of other covers. 
These include printer covers from only £6.38 

Why not contact us for further details 

n n W% D U ST DeP{- 35' The Sta nd ish 

H HU --..rnc       Centre, Cross Street, 
■^■^■^ UJVtHb    Standish, Wigan, WN6 OHQ 

I|p3| Telephone: 0257 425839 ext 35 ^JJJ* 

KJ Fax: 0257 423909 

Sheer Perfection in Computer Protection 



EDUCATION 

continued from page 100 
through it automatically, with the user 
selecting the time each translation is 
on-screen or, for more intense 
memorisation, the user can simply 
move on to the next entry when he or 
she is ready. 

Each list is concerned with o 
particular aspect of life such as The 

option to be used lightly as, at the 
end of the test, your score [including 
the number of times you have used 
help) is displayed. 

During answer entry, the 
program will not allow an incorrect 
letter fo be entered - but it counts 
your mistakes too - aarghj Flexibility 
is the name of the game here. Each 

Ausr 1990 5 
More industrial scries needed. 

mi 

Sim City, if you pretend that it's not a game, and consider its educational 
value, you can soon convince yourself that if s a worthwhile purchase. 

Family, which includes grandparents, 
widowers, in-laws and so on. In 
addition to everyday people and 
objects, the lists also cover such 
things as verbs [I am, you are, he is 
and so on) and additional lists can 
be created or existing ones modified. 
This would be particularly useful if 
you have a vocabulary list to learn 
for homework. Simply key in the 
words or phrases together with their 
corresponding translations and you 
have an interactive tutor/test. 

GROWN-UPS' ANSWER BACK 

AS Issue 3 carried a full review of 
the Kosmos Answer Bock Quiz 
series. Don't forget that the 'junior' 
shell can be used for the 'senior' 
question list disks too* These 
supplementary disks are around 
6CSE level - in omer words, hard 
enough to lax most adults, never 
mind the kids! 

Having drilled to your 
satisfaction, it is time for the nitty- 
gritty of the test mode. Here you are 
presented with a word or phrase 
from your chosen list and oslced for 
the translation. This can be selected 
for either direction of translation. As 
□ word or phrase is presented on- 
screen, your task is to type in the 
translation. If you haven't a clue 
(which happened a lotto me), simply 
pressing the [Help] key forces the 
program to display the next letter of 
the word for you. This is not an 

supplied (or created) word list can be 
shown sequentially or in random 
order. The number of entries to be 
taught or tested from a list can be 
selected, as con any section of the 
list. Thus you might create a list which 
contains progressively more difficult 
spellings or obscure relationships and 
see how far you can make it before 
memory lets you down, 

The other languages available 
apart from Frenchare German, 
Spanish and Italian. With such a 
choice there's no excuse for not 
brushing up in time for your annual 
contemplation of the decor at 
Heathrow airport. 

SCRABBLE 
I've lost count of the number of times 
people have enviously said to me "I 
wish I could write, but I don't know 
the words to use." And my reply to 
them is - crosswords. Apart from 
filling in forms, most of us 
do little writing once we 
leave school, and so get 
out of the habit of varying 
our language. We don't 
notice when speaking that 
the same vocabulary crops 
up again and again - it's 
only when the words are 
transcribed onto paper 
that it becomes obvious. 

One way of building a 
good vocabulary is 
crosswords, but the best 
way is to play Scrabbh. 
Set a competitive game up 
with a friend and youll 
soon be scanning the 

dictionary for the weirdest 
combinations of letters imaginable. 
Yes, I know that's strictly against the 
rules, but if you both agree to do it (I 
wonder if qwzxac is a word - can I 
look it up and see?) you'll be 
amazed at how many unlikely words 
exist Jhe computer version of 
Scrabble is identical to the board 
game, with the great advantage of 
being able to play when there are no 
other humans around. 

Of course, you can also play 
against other humans if fhey are 
available, but that's more fun on a 
board if you have one. One of the 
beauties of ploying a computer 
opponent is that you can cheat to 
your heart's content. If the computer 
doesn't know the word you have 
suggested it will ask "Are you sure?". 
Answer yes, and words like the 
example above will be trustingly 
accepted. Obviously, cheating is 
ridiculous if you really want to learn, 
but if you feel a little bashful about 
your vocabulary or spelling, playing 
against the computer at all hours with 
a dictionary to hand is a great way 
of building confidence in your own 
abilities, learning as you go and 
having lots of fun while you do it. It's 
much easier to power the computer 
down when it plonks on eight-letter 
ward on two triple-word-squares than 
it is to kick your friend out when 
he/she does the same. 

SIM CITY 
Although billed as a game (which, of 
course, this magazine has nothing 
whatsoever to do with] Sim City is 
actually an excellent exercise in the 
reality of town planning, politics and 
logistics .Teenagers tend to be 
unaware of the bills paid by their 
parents and often have a rude 
awakening when they leave home. 
"Hey Mum - what's Poll Tax, and 
why has my electricity been cut off?" 

If your kids are likely to have you 
bailing them out, then this is just the 
program to teach them a little about 
responsible adulthood. Sim City has 
you acting as a Mayor. In order to 
avoid being kicked out of office you 
must keep the plebs happy, which 

involves zoning residential, 
commercial and industrial areas and 
setting the most efficient tax rate. 

The whole experience is a mattei 
of balancing human and financial 
resources and can be fascinating to 
adults and teenagers alike, This 
game recently received an award foi 
Simulation of the Year - and 
deserved it. From an educational 
point of view it is the sort of program 
that teaches by experiencing fun - 
the best way of all. CD 

QOOQQOO(3C 

SHOPPING LIST 

Weather WaUher.. ..£24,95 
What is it, Where is it? .£19.95 
Genisoft 
Unit3,Poyld4, 
Newlonds Drive, 
Colnbraok, Berks 
SL30DX 
• 0753 680363 

Better Maths  
School Software 
Tait Business Centre, 
Dominic Street, Limerick, 
Ireland 
^010*3536145399 

Scrabble 
Virgin Mastertronk 
16 Portland Road, 
London W114LA 
• 071727-8070 

JE22.95 

..£19,99 

,£25.53 Sim City  
Infogrames 
18a Old Town, 
Clapham, 
London SW4 0LB 
^071 738 8199 

Sim City is also available for £29.99 
bundled together with Populous - a greet 
strategy game with its own high 
educational value. 

French Mistress  
Kosmos 
1 Pilgrims Close, 
Herilngton, Dunstable, 
Bedfordshire LU5 6LX 
^ 05255 3942/5406 

..£19.95 

CHECKOUT 

Education Ease Flexibility Addiction Overall 
value of use factor 

Weather Watcher 20 20 7 15 62/100 
What is it Where is it? 25 20 5 20 70/100 
Better Maths 20 24 5 15 64/100 
French Mistress 25 24 9 15 73/100 
Scrabble 20 20 5 20 65/100 
Sim City 15 22 5 25 67/100 
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NEW AGE COMPUTING 

AMIGA 500 Special offer! 

Buy an Amiga from us, and well throw in the usual Screen Gems 
pack (with 1 meg RAM of course), mouse mat disk cleaner and ALL 
our Professional Public Domain disks - plus, so that setting it up is 
as quick and easy as possible, access to our special support 
number! All for just £379.00 -t- £5 48hr delivery. 

Computer LYNX - The Amiga Disk Magazine 

The action packed magazine ON A DISK! with demos, utilities, 
news, interviews, reviews and so much more than a normal disk! 

WE CANNOT EXPLAIN IT ALL HERE - SEND FOR A TASTER! 
Exclusive from NEW AGE only £1.50 

THERE SIMPLY ISN'T ROOM TO LIST OUR 
FULL CATALOGUE - SO PHONE OR SEND 

FOR OUR LATEST FREE CATALOGUE NOW! 
In the meantime.. 

NAKSHA MICE - 

. take a took at some examples... 

OPERATION STEALTH £26.00 
0,5 MEG MEMORY EXPANSIONS + CLOCK £26.99 

SLIMLINE EXTERNAL DRIVES £65.00 
BENCHMARK 3.5" SONY DISKS - With labels & guarantee 

10 - £3,50 50 -£17.50 100 - £34.00 500 - £165 
MOUNTAIN BREEZE IONISERS£39:95 £25.00 

TURBO 68000 7/14MHZ CHIP £39,99 
+ Mouse mats, disks, boxes, monitor plinths, dust covers, printer stands, disk 

head cleaners, copy holders, library cases, professional PD, phones, faxes etc. 

POSTAGE & PACKING: Please add 50p for orders under £2.00, 
£1.50 for orders up to £10, and £2,00 for all orders above. 

Payments to "NEW AGE COMPUTING" - Prices include VAT 

DEPT AS8,187 PERRYSFIELD RD, CHE3HUNT, 
HERTS EN8 OTL 

TEL: (0992)465 366 (0831)820 097 Fax: (0992)450 009 

Your computer is I 

the only teacher I 

which YOU CONTROL ■ 

Whatever your age, whatever your subject 

- let your computer help you learn. 

Subjects include... 

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English 
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge, 

Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland, 
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic 

Available for most popular 
home & business computers 

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational 
Software designed to help you enjoy learning from your 
computer Our programs even allow you to add your 

own lesson material 

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE 
of our Educational & Leisure software 

Please state your computer type 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406 

aUnki* iiillU m in jjf mPi38* 

AMIGA SPECIALS 
A500 -£299 
Screen Gems ;.».i350 
Amiga 1500 £650 
Screen Gems 1Mb -£355 
Class of the 90 s £460 

First Steps £499 
Amiga 1500 + 
1084S monitor £895 
Tenstar Games Pack 130 

Cumana drive...,. 
l/2Mb + clock.... 
l/2Mb no clock.. 
A590 hard drive.. 

 £60 
 J30 
 £27 
 £290 

A590 hard drive + 2Mb RAM£JSG 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
Naksha mouse ,£22.50 
Star LC10 Ribbon £3.65 
Colour ribbon £6 
4-play games adaptor, £5 
Mouse mat ,£2.75 

Printer lead £3.00 
1000 labels.... „.£&00 
Port ext lead ...£5.00 
J/stiek ext. lead _,.£5M 

JOYSTICKS 

Quickshot Turbo III £7.50 
Zipstick £11,00 
JetFighter £12.00 

Add £3,65 p&p. Add £4 3 day delivery. Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance 

Call or send cheques/postal orders to: 

BCS Ltd, 349 Ditchling Road, Brighton, East Sussex, BN1 6JJ. 
Telephone: 0273 506269/0831 279084. 

All offers subject to availability, E.& 0+E> Trade, Government and Education orders welcome. 
1i 



AMIGA     S ^> F T A 

COMMODORE 
HARDWARE 

ASOO Opteonsfiom 314.99 
A500 1 Meg Screen Gems ....382.99 
ASOO first Steps 442.99 
A1SO0 Options from 669.99 
A300016MHz + 40Mb HD .9091.99 
A3Q0O 25MH2 + 40Mb HD .2508,99 
A3O00 25MHz + 
105MbHD 2924.99 
A1084S Colour Monitor 254.99 
A1950 Multisync 439.99 
A590 Options from 289.99 
A1011 1Mb 3.5" Drive 79.99 
A501 fam ExpansionKlock 56.99 
A520 TV Modutetor £4.99 

HARDWARE/ 
PERIPHERALS 

Philips 8633 Midi 244.99 
Citizen 120D + 131.99 
Citizen 1240 194.99 
Citizen Swift 9 187.99 
Citizen Swift £4 284.99 
Swift 9/24 Colour KH 34.99 
Star LC-10 141,99 
StarlC24-10 199.99 
StarLC-200 214.99 
5tarLC24-200 .239.99 
Star IC24-200 Colour 299.99 
Cumana 1Mb 3.5" Drive 54-99 
Roctec 1Mb 3.5' Drive 59.99 
M501s Ram Expansion/Ctock.. ..34.99 
AT Once 179.99 
Hitachi Camera & Lens .....224.99 
Digiview „ r..,. ,..89.99 
Vioi Amiga + VWi Chrome.... 114.99 
Vidi RG8 Splitter, 59.99 
VkJi Colour Solution 159.99 
Golden Ima^e Scanner 179.99 
Mintgen 102.99 
Genlock + Home Titler 139,99 
Designer Modem 109.99 
Linnet Modem 161.99 
AMAS 71.99 
Audio Engineer Plus 179,99 
Mastersound 29.99 
Perfect Sound...., .49.99 
Maksha Mouse 19.99 
Contriver Trackball 29.99 

Marconi Trackball ,,..47.99 
Universal Printer Stand .6.99 
Centronics Printer Cable 4.99 
RS232 Cable 7.99 
Scart Cable 8.99 
3.5* 40 Capacity Box 4.99 
3.5* 80 Capacity Box 6.99 
10 K Sony Bulk 3.5' 5.99 
SOxSony 6ufk3.5' 24,99 
100 x Sony Sulk 3.5' 44.99 
10 x Sony MFD2DD 3.5" 9.99 
1QXTDKMF2DD3,5' 9,99 

BOOKS 
Advanced Amiga Bask: 18.95 
Adv. Sys. Prog. Gde • 32.45 
* 3D Graphics Prog 18.45 
Amiga Applications 1695 
Amiga Ass. Lang. Prog 14.45 
Amiga Basic In/Out  .18 95 
Amiga CAoV. Prog 32.45 
*Cfor Beginners 18.45 
Amiga DOS 14,95 
Amiga DOS In/Oyt 18.45 
Amiga DOS Ref Guide 14.95 
Am iga Desktop Video ...1845 
* Desktop Video Gde 18.45 
* Disk Dnves In/Out 27,95 
Amiga for Beginners 12^95 
* Graphics In/Out 32.45 
* Hardware tef. Man 21.95 
Amiga Macn Lang. Gde 21.95 
Amiga Machine Lang 14,95 
* Piog Handbook Vol 1 24.95 
* Prog Handbook Vol 2 23.95 
Compute * Prog Gde 17.45 
Weber * Prog Gde 20.45 
* ROM Kernel Man Auto 28.95 
* ROM Kernel Man Lib 29.95 
* System Prog Gde 3295 
Becomming an * Artist 18.45 
Beginners Gde to * 16.95 
Computes 1st Book * 16,95 
Computes 2nd Book • 16.95 
Elementary * Baste 14.95 

Inside * Graphics 16,95 
Kids & the Amiga 15.95 
Mapping the Amiga , £0,95 
Maters Amiga DOS 2 17.95 
Prog Gde to Amiga 23,95 

* Indicates Amiga in title 
68000 Assem Lang Prog.21.9568000 
User Guide 8,95 
Programming the 68000  23.95 
Teach Vourseif 63000 8,95 
40 Great Flight Sims 13.95 
40 More Great Flights 14.95 
40 Great Sub Adv's 13.95 
F19 Stealth Air Combat 14.95 
F19 Stealth Fighter 13.95 
-fllccy-:A:rComb£rt  ..14 95 
Right Sim Odyssey. 14.95 
Flying Flight Sim 7.95 
Gunship Academy 14.95 
Jet Fighter School 11 95 
Jet Fighter School IF 14.95 
Learn to Fly Flight Sim 14.95 
Sub Commander 12.95 
Take Off Flight Sim, 15.95 
Up & Run Right Sim 8.95 

DATABASES 
K-Data 35.95 
Prodata 55.95 
Superbase Personal 26.95 
Superbase Personal 2 64.95 
Superbase Professional 164.95 
Superbase Professional 4 259.95 

SPREADSHEETS 
Advantage 75-95 
DG Cak: 27.95 
Maxiplan Plus ...51,95 
Supeiplan 64.95 

ARexx , 33,95 ' 
DevpacS 41.95 
GFA Basic V3.5 Compiler, 23.95 
GFA Basic V3.5 Interpreter. 39.95 
Hisoft Basic 54.95 
Hisoft Extend 14.95 
K-Seka Assembler -..,.35,95 
SAS (Lattice) C V5,01 174.95 

UTILITIES 
Cross DOS 21.95 
Diskmaster 39.95 
GB Route 27 95 
Quarterback , 39,95 
X-Copy Professionai 35.95 

ACCOUNTS TITLING/EFFECTS/ 
PRESENTATION Cashbook Combo .47.95 

Cashbook Controller 35 95 
Rnal Accounts 22.95 
Home Accounts 20.95 
Personal Fin Manager 22.95 
System 3 35.95 

WORD PROCESSORS | MUSIC/Al|D|0 

Excellence 2 99.99 
iQndvvotdsS 35.95 
Pen Pal 62.95 
Pretext VS...., 102.95 
Pro Write V3.1 102.95 
Quickwrite 37.95 
Scribble Platinum ,42,95 
Transwrite  31.95 
WordPerfect 192.95 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Gold Disk Type... each 31.95 
Outline Fonts 99.95 
Pagesetterll ,45.95 
Pagestream V2.1 139,95 
Prodips 21.95 
Professional Page V9 199.95 AMOS 

Audiomaster III 47,95 
Bars & Pipes 172.95 
Dr T's Copyist App 76.95 
Dr T's Copyist DTP 201.95 
DrTsKCS .169.95 
Dr T's KCS Level II .249.95 
Dr T's MRS,., 31.95 
Dr T's Tiger Cub 84,95 
Musician 25.95 
Music X 99.95 
Quartet 35.95 
Sequencer One 74.95 
TFMX 35,95 

Big Alt Scroller  42.95 
Broadcast Titler 2   399.95 
Home Titler   34.95 
HyperBook  .54.95 
Pro Traer   326.95 

1 Scala   389.95 
| Title Page ,.  134.95 ■ TVShowv2  55.95 

TV Text Professional  94.95 
Video Effects 3D  .......134.95 Video Titler 3D _  _  7fitK 

LANGUAGES 
COMPILERS ETC. 

.,35.95 

C A D/3 D/G R APH ICS/ 
ANIMATION 

Amiga Vision 95.95 
Art Department 59.95 
Art Department Pro 134.95 
Deluxe Paint III 59.95 
Deluxe Print II 35.95 
DelJxeViceolll 74.95 
Design Worts Call 
Directors 97.95 
D?sney Animation Studio S4.95 
Draw4D , 149.95 
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All prices include V A T. a UK Delivery. All prices subject to change without notice E&OE 

SOFTMACHINE 
DeptAMSe, 20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland SRI 1TE, Tel: 091 510 2666/2777 Fax: 091 5641960 

Imagine 179.9 
In&oCAD Plus .„84.9 
PlXmate 38,9 
Professional Draw VE 99.9 
Spectracolour 58.9 
X-CAD Designer; 69.9 

COMMUNICATION 
GP Term 47.9 
K-Comm 9 35.9 

SIMULATIONS/ 
STRATEGY 

A10 Tank Killer 28.9 
PI 6 Combat Pilot 17,5 
F16 Falcon ,21,5 
F19 Stealth fighter.,.. 21.5 
Falcon Mission Disks 13.9 
Flight Simulator II 24.9 
Gunshjp 17.5i 
MITank Platoon Bf_5( 
Mig 29 Fulcrum 24.9 
Proflight.,. .28.9* 
Team Vankee ,.21,54 
UMSII B1.S* 

EDUCATIONAL 
Better Maths 12-16 yts 19 
Better Spellrns Over 8 19. 
Fun School 2 Under 6 14, 
Fun School 2 6-8 14, 
Fun School 2 Over 8 M 
Fun School 3 Under 5 17 
Fun School 3 5-7 17 
Fun School 3 Over 7 17. 
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs 19, 
Maths Mania 3-12 yrs 19, 
M Beacon Teaches Typing 2£. 
Mega Maths A-Levd 20. 
Micro English GCSE 20, 
Micro French GCSE 20, 
Miao Maths GCSE ,20. 
Primary Maths 3-12 yrs 20, 
Prof Looks at Words 19, 
Prof Makes Sentences 19, 
Prof Mays a New Game 19. 
Spe;l Book 4-9 14, 
The Three Bears 19. 
Things to do with Number 14. 
Things to do with Words 14 
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BRANDED DISKS AT BULK PRICES 

BENCHMARK f BRAND 

ALL 31 r DISKS COME WITH LABELS.    ALL 51/4" DISKS COME WITH LABELS WRITE PROTECTS AND SLEEVES 
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31/2" DS/HD 2Mb £ 33.60 61.00 67.00 132.00 320.00 630.00 
51/4" DS/DD 96/48 TPI £ 11.00 18.00 28.00 51.00 122.00 225.00 
51 4" DS/HD 1.6Mb £ 18.00 31.50 52.50 99.00 228.00 394.00 

ALL OUR DISKS ARE 100% CERTIFIED GUARANTEED ERROR FREE 

ALL BENCHMARK 31/2M DS/DD DISKS ARE NOW MANUFACTURED 

BY THE WORLD'S LEADING MAKER - SONY. 

DISK STORAGE BOXES LOCKABLE 

31/2" 50 capacity £3.70 

31/2" 100 capacity £4.70 

51/4" 100 capacity £4.70 

51/4" 200 capacity (stackable) £13.50 

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS 

c 

s 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY 
Cheques and 
Postal Orders to: El 

24 HOUR ORDEFtLJNE 0597 87784 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
Telephone: 0597 87 792    Fax No: 0597 87 416 

Dept AMS7, Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys. LD1 5SY 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

UNBRANDED DISKS AT SAME PRICES 
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Super base 

goes fourth 

.BEGINNERSI 

WART mm 

What is a database? 

Very simply, a database is a 
program used to store, retrieve 
and arrange information. 
Databases find homes almost 
everywhere - typical examples of 
home applications include 
catalogues of record collections, 
recipe books and telephone 
address books. Nevertheless, I 
have yet to meet anyone who 
actually uses a database to keep 
track of their record collection or 
favourite gourmet meals. 

In the office databases really 
come into their own. They are 
used to keep track of stock, 
employees' pay, holidays, 
customers, invoices, accounts and 
so on. The list is almost endless. 
In fact many applications, 
conventionally thought of as 
requiring customised software, 
can be created with powerful, 
programmable databases such as 
Superbase Professional 4, the 
subject of this review. 

I've seen many different 
databases, How do they work? 

Databases primarily come in two 
flavours: the older, flat file design 
and the newer, more powerful 
and complex relational type. 
Also, relational databases are 
more expensive and rarer 
because they are inherently more 
complex to program. First 
though, a closer look at how flat 
file systems work and what they 
are used for, Such systems were 
the first to appear because they 
were closer to the real world of 

continued on page 106 

In the first of a two-part review, 

Mark Smiddy examines the 

data handling capabilities of 

Precision Software's recently 

upgraded Superbase Professional 

"A cost effective and easy-to-use 
database is an essential part of 
any efficient business. How does 
Precision's Superbase 4 live up 
to such demanding 
requirements? Let's find out/' 

Mark Smiddy 

There is little doubt that 
Superbase has come a long 
way since its early days on 
the Commodore 64. In 1 986 

it took the conventional ideas of 
database systems and turned them 
upside down. Pioneered by Simon 
Tranmer and Dr Bruce Hunt, 
Superbase Amiga was the first system 
in the world to have a control panel 
resembling a video recorder. 
Although the control system was 
nothing extraordinary (start and end 
of file, next record, previous record 
and so on) its appeal was the 
simplicity it offered to novice users. 
Moreover, it was arguably the most 
powerful database system available 
for home micros, featuring powerful 
one-to-one relational search and 
reporting functions; with the added 
bonus of graphics support. 

Power failure 
Nevertheless, Superbase was 
anything but perfect far power 
applications. It lacked proper form 
layout, essential for office use in 
which speed and simplicity are 
paramount, and it lacked 
prog ram mobility. So, where tailor- 
made database applications were 
called for, Superbase was caught 
napping. Precisian remedied this with 
the release of Superbase Professional 
which incorporated a powerful form 

editor and a customised database 
language, DML This catapulted the 
product into the big league, where it 
could vie for a place alongside such 
PC database managers as dBase IV, 
dBMan, Clipper... the list goes on 
and on. But Superbase is stilt the 
user's database, tailored with a 
graphical user interface and, that 
implies, the Amiga very 
much in mind. 

Looking to the ever 
expanding PC market, 
Precision put Superbase 
on to the PC and ran it 
under Microsoft's GEM 
basher, Windows. The 
application lavished ease 
of use on adoring fans 
and received yet more 
improvements - Precision 
is not a firm to be found 
resting on its laurels for too long. The 
PC application has returned to its 
roots and Superbase Professional 4 
has returned to the Amiga. 

The Superbase range far the 
Amiga comprises a series of three 
relational database systems. Much of 
this review will concentrate on their 
features and detail the differences. If 
you are new to databases, or 
relational systems in general, consult 
me Beginners box first 

In essence, the three products 
comprise the following: a simple, 

entry-level database called 
Superbase Personal - probably the 
most powerful available at the price - 
a more powerful system with limited, 
programming facilities on entry forms 
called Superbase Personal 2, and 
finally the professional system - the 
subject of this review. 

Superbase Professional is fully 

Next Record [j Pause 

[jstop 

|First Record fiSQI! 

jjFast Rewind mm 

\ Previous Record EH 

[j Redo Display mm 

Titli Flrsfname Lastname 

Town 

Dtstrkf 

County Postcode 

Telephone 

A typical input layout for a flat file address database system 

I Fast Forward 

j Last Record 

| Lookup Key 

Define Filter 

External File 

Superbase's simple tape recorder- 
style control panel buttons. 

programmable and Incorporates an 
object-oriented forms designer. Unlike 
many major packages, Superbase 
comes on a single program disk with 
another disk of examples and Is 
accompanied by two enormous ring- 
bound manuals that weigh in at 
almost 6lbs. It requires 1 Mb of RAM 
and works best with at least 2Mb 
and a BIG hard disk - the size of 
which, in part, determines the size of 
database from a theoretical limit of 
1,000 million records. 

It is easy to see that noone h 
going to learn how to use Superbase 
Professional overnight, although it is 
fair ta say that most people can get a 
flat-file database running in a matter 
of hours, even with a simple form 
background. Setting up a compete, 
multi file relational application with 
multiple entry farms is something else 
again. It takes trial, error and, more 
often than not, programming, 

i on page 106 
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^^fe continued from page IE 
^^^Hk    card index files, o 

me computerised 
^Mr^    Rolodex of client 

addresses* Each flat 
file 'card' is a single record made 
up of simple fields containing 
names, addresses and telephone 
numbers. A typical card may loal 
like the one shown at the bottom 
of page 105, Here, a simple set c 
data can be added to each field 
and each card saved as a record. 
Typically/ such antiquated 
systems store the entire file in 
memory so the maximum 
number of records is limited by 
the amount of free stare, 

Back in the real world, this 
simple system is sometimes 
enhanced by holding records on 
disk and creating a separate 
index file, This is maintained by 
the system and is totally 
transparent to the user. The 
concept of an index, although 
simple, is often hard to grasp, The 
idea goes something like this: 
when records are entered, 
usually by a DP (Data Processing] 
clerk in an office, they are input 
in no particular order - literally, 
as each card/farm is taken from 
a pile it is entered, This is 
sometimes called natural order, 

Now, imagine you have a 
database of 20,000 people and 
want to find Fred Bloggs. {For the 
sake of argument, lef s say Mr 
Bloggs' information is stored at 
record number 14,521,) If you 
know where his information is by 
record number it would be 
simple, but the database would 
also be pointless. Therefore, you 
would execute a search of the 
data looking for a record 
containing the name 'Fred' (in 
firstname) and 'Bloggs' (in 
lasfname}. Even on a 25MHz 
A3000 with a nippy hard disk 
this could take hours, which is 
where indexing comes in. 

In the same way as you 
would use the index in a 
reference manual to find a 
relevant page or pages, a 
database can locate a record by 
its index number. It is achieved 
something like this; imagine each 
record is a page in a book. Just 

im p □ ge 105 
The first step in dasfgning any 
database is defining the field list. This 
is one of Superbase'$ strongest and 
yet weakest areas, On the plus side, 
creating and selecting fiefd types is a 
doddle thanks to a wide variety of 
options and a good requester, On 
the minus side, mistakes can be 
somewhat tricky to correct. For 
instance, when fields are being 
added and edited, it rs easy fa 
change a field name accidentally. In 
fairness, Superbase is just trying to 
be helpful, but my 'tame beginner' 
Found this feature confusing. Also, the 
field lists' order cannot be changed 
once it has been defined. 

First base 
Entering and viewing data is simple 
enough and exactly the same as in 
Personal, provided you don't want to 
fiddle around designing an input 
form. Forms are useful for enhancing 
visual appeal, but Precision could 
have included help screens to help 
new users around the trick bits. 

Searching the database is a 
doddle if you're looking for indexed 
records, but finding specific groups 
requires the use of a filter; thus 
Superbase's infamous filter requester 
takes the stage. It looks tricky at first, 
but surprisingly complex Filters can be 
arranged with the minimum of fuss. 
Typically a simple filter might read; 
CITY = "LONDON" OR CITY = 
"MMCHESTER" OR CITY = "LIVERPOOL" 

In other words, display all the records 
when the CITY is Liverpool, 
Manchester or London. Using the 
LIKE operator with wildcard pattern 
matching, much more complex 
relations can be achieved, fe: 

LASTNAME LIKE * [A-M] * " 

Displays only those records whose 
Jastname fields begin with A through 
to M. Similarly, to da a postcode 
search on all the addresses in the 
Cleveland area: 
POSTCODE LIKE *TS*" 

and combining the two would give: 

AND LASTNAME LIKE 
POSTCODE LIKE 

• [A-M j 

Such Filters, when combined with 
labels and mail merges, can be 

effectively used to target a mailshot to 
clients in any particular area. 
Provided you have a postcode 
directory to hand, the search can be 
as wide or as narrow as you choose. 
The same idea could be used in an 
accounts' control system to search for 
people whose payments are overdue, 
Or in a stock control systems to 
monitor items that are 
under/overstocked and the demand 
for each one. 

Selecting the Query option brings 
up a deceivingly simple requester, 
but this is the mast complex part of 
the system. Although it only 
comprises four major lines, even 
experts agree that it's a beast to 
learn. The results are worth the extra 
effort because it is here the relations 
come to life. Certainly, there is no 

Customers 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Customer ID 

Accounts 

Account code 

Balance Now 

Overdue 

Due on 

Credit limit 

An example of a simple one-to-one relational database system 

SUPERBASE FIELD TYPES 

The following list is a description 
of the field types supported in the 
Superbase range: 

Text; Basic alphanumeric 
characters - each field holds from 
¥ to 255 characters {4,000 in Pro 
4), Auto -capita \ i sati on is available 
in Personal 2 and Professional 4 
as well as multiple response (MR) 
fields. These allow one field to 
hold several items of data, 
although they are only realty 
useful in fully [DML) 
programmable applications. 

Numeric; Integer and floating 
point values in many different 
formats, including currency and 
exponent. The number of digits 
can be customised. 

Date: Holds dates in several 
different formats, from short 
numeric: 12/2/9!, to 
alphanumeric; 12 February 1991. 

External; IFF picture fields. 
Personal 2 also supports text and 
Professional 4 supports sound 
samples. Picture fields can be 
incorporated into forms in 
Professional 4 only. 

Calculation; A calculated field* 
This Is useful for creating fields 
which are automatically created 
when the database is created or 
modified* Typical uses are for 
Inventing customer numbers or for 
calculating prices including tax. 

Required: This is a field modifier. 
The user must enter something in 
o required field before Superbase 
will accept the record. 

Validated: Also a field modifier, 
this allows you to check for, say, 
a range of pre-deter mined values. 
Typical uses are for range 
checking numeric data to ensure it 
fa Its within preset limits. 

• The following field types are 
only supported in Superbase 
Personal 2. 

Constant; This is yet another 
form of calculated field, but the 
calculation is only made when the 
record is first created, A typical 
application would be for date 
stamping a record. Constant fields 
can be edi ted unless they are 
mode read-only. 

| Read Only: This modifier will 
prevent the user from changing 
data within any affected fields, 
this prevents accidental 
modification of calculated 
(including constant) fields* 

time: Like the dote function, this 
provides time fields with a variety 
of formatting options including 12 
and 24-hour clock. 

• The following field types are 
only supported in Superbase 
Professional 4, 

logical: The logical field type is a 
modifier to the Text field. These 
con only hold one character, 
which must be Y, N, T or F {Yes, 
No, True or False}, A simple DML 
program can be used to expand 
these to more meaningful values 
when used in forms. 

Virtual; This field type does not 
actually exist in the database on 
disk as such. It performs a 
calculation which is executed each 
time on individual record is 
opened. Surprisingly, it is possible 
to index on such fields* 
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os every page in a 
^ffBBk   book has a page 

number, so every 
^^J^   single record in a 

database has its very 
own unique number. 

As the data is entered, one or 
more fields can be used to 
construct a number. The actual 
maths of this is irrelevant, but this 
number can be used to point to a 
record (page), just like the index 
in a book. This coded reference - 
called a key - is attached to each 
record number and recorded in a 
separate file, referred to as an 
index file. To find a record, all 
you have to do is enter the key 
code - eg the lastna me. The 
database then cross-references 
that to the the record number and 
goes straight to it 

So what happens if two or 
more records have the same 
record key? Say you are creating 
an index of surnames. There 
might only be one Smiddy, but 
there will be many Jones, Smiths 
and so on. Although the names 
generate the same key, the list of 
record numbers is unique for 
each one. All the database has to 
do is search for numbers that 
match the value and then display 
the appropriate records. 

So what practical use is a 
database to me? 

Well, if you're a football fan you 
might want to keep tabs on your 
local league's performance over 
several years. In a one-to-many 
relational database, the 'one' file 
contains a list of all the teams in 
the league - colours, manager, 
players etc. The 'many' file 
contains the performance figures 
for each team over a period of 
years - games played, won, lost 
and so on. This can be done with 
a flat file, but it would be 
inefficient and difficult to manage 
because each club record would 
be limited to a fixed number of 
year-end statistics. 

By constructing a one-to- 
many relation, there is no limit to 
the number of years of club 
performance statistics that con be 
entered. Each year is a separate 

continued on page 108 

Customers Accounts 

Jones, David 

Amiga Shopper 

BATH 

FUT-OOl 

This is how a relational one- 
to-many model relates to the 
real world, 
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Record 2 

J 
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guide like experience. The manual's 
examples only provide a starting 
point. Thankfully, it is possible to save 
complex queries for later use. 

Query requester 
In essence, things splits up as follows: 
the top of the requester has space to 
define a report title, a date and page 
numbers - these ore added 
automatically by Superbase. 

At the bottom, five radio buttons 
allow you to choose exactly how the 
query is output: 

Screen: displays the query on- 
screen. This is mainly used during the 
testing stage and is its default. You 
can expect to do a lot of this because 
learning how to perform Queries is 
almost like learning a new language. 

Printer: is primarily intended for 
printing final reports. Output is sent to 
the currently selected printer using 
either Superbose's internal settings or 
the Preferences printer. 

Disk; creates a text file on disk. This 
option is intended for either creating 
a report for later use or far import 
into a DTP package. Systems such as 
Pro Page support the use of style 
TAGs (Text Attribute Groupings) and, 
by incorporating these into the query 
definition, the report can be 
formatted and typeset automatically. 

File: creates a completely new 
database based on the information 
and fields defined in the query. The 
new file can be used by Super base 
as if it had been created manually. 

DML: 

Field: 

JARGON BUSTING 
Da tabes* Management Language, A programming language, not 
unlike Basic, used to customise Superfrase forms or even write 
complete new database systems. 
A tingle item of Information, or the area in which that information is 
stored, See Field Types. 

Fieldname: 

File: 
Flat Fib: 

Record: 

SQL: 

The name of a field used as an aide -memo ire to its contents. Fields can 
have just about any name - A, B, XYZ, but names reflecting a field's 
contents, Name, Address, Postcode, etc, are mare useful. 
A group of records stared on disk. 
A type of database in which each record is an individual entity - 
typically each works Like a single card on a Rolodex* See Beginners 
Start Here far more info* 
A group of one or mare fields* 
A database in which each record can process information from several 
different data files simultaneously. Relational systems can be 
configured as flat-files rf necessary- See Beginners Start Here for more 
information* 
Structured Query Language, A new approach to database management 
by which the system is controlled by a language that approximates 
to English more closely than ever before. This is not supported at 
present by any Amiga systems, but it is believed to be on the horizon. 

Say: what? They can't be serious. 
Imagine what the voice synthesiser 
makes of foreign addresses. 

Fields; is used to determine which 
fields are selected from the current 
file (or Fries for mult-file queries). 
Output defaults to a tabular layout, 
but a page layout is available for 
more complex reports. Column 
headings are normally taken from the 
field names, but again, these are user 
definable, in this box you will be able 
to specify: column heading, and 
position; the width of fields; blank 
likes; calculated expressions; printing 
styles; conditional form feeds; one 
field per line; and inclusion oF 
selected field list. 

It is possible to edit the text 
(program] directly, but much easier to 
get Superbose to do some of the 
work for you. Clicking the fields 
button brings up the query fields 
requester and from there you can 
select the fields and files you wont to 
use Of course, the files must be 
opened first for this to work. (Once a 
query definition is saved and 
reloaded, Superbose attempts to 
open any required files for you.) 

At the simplest level, you would 
just select a set of fields to work with 

"The power of 

relational data 

bases leaves flat 

files standing 

and Super base will tabulate them 
automatically, adding comma 
separators for you. This is o point- 
and-shoot operation, and thus very 
fast. Interestingly, as in BASIC, the 
semi-colon can be used to suppress 
extra spaces, 

Uve calculations: gives derived 
values that are particularly 
interesting. You can get the query to 
work out current results or pre-format 
field widths 'on the fly'. 

For example, to add VAT and fix 
the number of decimal places: 

FIX(Prices.Items * VAT,2) 

Or to calculate a month in advance: 

Date.Invoices +30 

and to customise the date by using a 
formatting string to override the 
default settings: 

DATE$[DAYS(Date.Invoices + 
30) , "Gd-nm-yyyy") 

Even comment text fields of up to 
4000 characters in length can be 
printed - complete with automatic 

continued on page 108 
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continued \rom page 107 
^^^Bk    record in the 

™       Statistics file. One 
club may hove two 

years of history, 
another may have eight. But the 
database can retrieve as many or 
as few of the records as have a 
matching index key. This is where 
the power of relational databases 
leaves the flat file-type standing. 
Moreover, this is nat just a 
contrived example. This system Is 
used by Bruce Smith, Editor of 
Burlington non-league Football to 
keep up-to-date records on 
several hundred teams. 

Certainly databases are very 
versatile. They are responsible for 
things as diverse as junk mail 
and making sure everyone gets 
their Community Charge forms. 
This recent example is sad proof 
of the adage that computers do 
not make mistakes; people do, 
and the effect is often wide 
reaching. On a similar note, you 
can blame the ubiquitous use of 
databases for the millions of 
unwanted packages landing the 
on doormats of homes across the 
globe - each one targeted 
personally at the individual or 
home owner, Companies exist 
that specialise in compiling lists of 
such target groups and selling 
them to direct mail houses. This is 
legal, provided they are 
registered, but is still a nuisance. 

Confessions of a Computer 
Journalist quotes a tale in which 
two mailing lists got mixed up. 
Proprietors of certain specialist 
boutiques were amazed to 
receive a catalogue of surgical 
support garments. At the same 
time, an exotic lingerie catalogue 
got mailed to the residents of 
over 200 'Happy House' 
retirement homes throughout the 
United States, People who study 
rhe complex interplay of cause, 
effect and direct mailing, say this 
sort of thing happens all the time 
and the repercussions are 
impossible to quantify. 
Confessions of a Computer 
Journalist defines these analysts 
as: "mindless berks who 
wouldn't know a computer if you 
hit them with one/' 

continued from page 107 

word wrapping - 
function Ifke this: 

using the TRIM$ 

TRIMS{CommentS♦BobData) 

Report: enables the inclusion of 
Superbase's extensive reporting 
facilities, such as SUM, MEAN and 
so on. 

Filter: allows for the selection of 
records using a customised filter and 
the creation of the relations for multi- 
file reports. Relations are created 
between two or more files with the 
equal fly operator - remembering that 
all fields must be indexed. Also, 
relations must make sense. It is not 
reasonable to relate four files using 
two different keys. 

Syntactic a J ly, a relation in 
Superbase is set up like this: 

Number.Customers = Code.Orders 

Here, for every number key in the 
Customers database, the 
corresponding record or records are 
retrieved from the Orders database 
using the code key. Multiple relations 

THANK YOU LUVVIES, 

THANK YOU 

I am indebted to the following for 
their help in the production of this 
article, Phil Moore for the artwork, 
Dave and Michelle Stebbings far 
cardan bleu inspiration, and Pat 
Wins tan ley for being a tame 
beginner. Also, thanks to Perry 
and Rue at Precisian Software for 
assistance on the finer points. 

are achieved simply with the AND 
operator; 

Number.Customers 
AND Code.Orders = 

= Code.Orders 
Code,Stock 

it is easy to see how this may confuse 
the filter expression. For instance, in 

Customers 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

i—[ Customer ID 

Accounts 

Orders 

Account code 

Cat Number 

Price 

VAT % 

Account code 

\ Balance Now 

Overdue 

Due on 

Credit limit 

A more complex one-to-one and 
one-to-many relation. In this 
example, the 'many' file is the tist 
of items ordered by each client 
No matter how many or how few 
items a customer orders, the one- 
to-many relation will handle it 
This allows for stock and credit 
control at the push of a button. 

a stock control system you might wont 
□ report on which items are foiling 
below the minimum stock JeveS and 
those that are being ordered by 
customers on o regular basis. This 
might involve the relation between 
the Customers and Stock databases 
in addition to the logic concerning 
high/low stock levels. Superbase 
handles this with the OR operator 
which, as you may know, also 
doubles as AND. This example uses 
OR in its native form: 

Code.Stock = Code.Orders AND 
(InStock.Stock >= Max,Stock 

OR InStock.Stock <= 
Min.Stock) 

Order: Sets the sorting order. 
Generally, many applications will be 
sorted on a single indexed field - 
Lastname for example. However, this 
gadget also supports multi-level 
searches so data can be divided and 
grouped, even across several Files. 

SUPERBASE HELP 

Superbase users now have their own support group which 
offers a bi-monthly magazine, a telephone helpline, regular 
meetings and even a bulletin board service, 
Membership is available on three levels: 

Corporate (large companies): £260 + VAT 
Small Business [up to 25 employees): £100 + VAT 
Individuals, charities and education: £50 + VAT 

The BBS, which has limited public access, is on: 
* 081-339-0096 
Protocol: 8-N-1 
Speeds: V21, 22, 22bis, V32, V42 bis and MNP 1-5 

For more information call Gerry Rogers, ™ 081-339 0834 

These are fust a few examples of the 
many possibilities Superbase has to 
offer in Query. There are literally 
hundreds of ways of arranging, 
searching, outputting, updating and 
reporting on data. To describe each 
one in detail would take up the whole 
review, which suggests a better entry 
method could be devised for such 
quick queries. I'd like to see better 
use made of the graphic interface to 
moke queries easier; perhaps some 
sort of flowcharting method by which 
you could drop files and fields into 
little boxes. The mechanics of Query 
have changed very little smce it was 
first devised and, given its inherent 
complexity, something should be 
done to make it easier. 

Anyway, that's enough for this 
month. In our September issue I will 
be looking more closely at the forms 
editor and the Database 
Management Language, plus giving 
full checkout ratings for each aspect 
of this application, See you then. ^0 

OOOOOOCXXJ 

SHOPPING LIST 

Superbase Professional .£411.20 
Supplier: Precision Software 
6 Park Terror, Worcester Park, 
Surrey KT4 7JZ 
* 081-3307166 

Also available: 
Superbase Personal  £40.82 
(basic, but very good) 
Superbase Personal 2 ,£102.11 
[very similar to Pro, but locks the form 
designer and DML) 

• Prices quoted are inclusive 
ofVATot!7i% 
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Just because you take your 

Amiga seriously, there's no 

reason why you shouldn't 

relax and enjoy yourself 

from time to time. 

• Even when you're ploughing through the com- 

plexities of your latest machine code masterpiece, 

it's a good idea to take a break and relax. Heck, per- 

haps even play a game. 

All work and 

no play... 

(Senegal 

• It's keeping a healthy balance between the seri- 

ous side of your computer and the more ... errin ... 

'frivolous' purposes of the dear machine that has 

made Amiga Format far and away Britain's, and 

possibfy the world's, most popular Amiga magazine. 

• So while the Screenplay section brings you the 

low-down on what to play in your moments of idle- 

ness, you will also find nearly 20 pages of reviews 

covering the latest in hardware and 'serious' soft- 

ware across the whole Amiga scene. 

• There's the creative stuff, from a paint package that could 

rival DeluxePaint III to a hardware sound sampler from the 

people who make the best sampling software around, 

• There's also the practical stuff, including a whole heap of 

utilities to make life with a hard 

C'fAQN, ^\ dr've far safer ahd the theap- 

UET IT ALL I est memorY expansion weVe 

HANGOUT! 

• And then there's a 

whole lot more besides, from 

^/ the latest thing in multimedia 

presentation software, to edu- 

cational stuff to help the little 

uns learn. 

• Plus, of course, there's the ever- 

dependable Workbench, answering 

your serious software queries and 

solving your hardware 

problems. 

• And - to save the best till 

last - a ground-breaking 

feature that tells you exactly how to 

get results in DTP, What more could you 

want? Don't miss itl 

Except Aere exilic 

Copyright @ 
All Rights 

Bo not pedist 

Aniga HorkBench pro 
Anita Inc. 

This file presents 
docunentation was ] 
release of the prm 

* > 

j     _j b 

Aisk 

after the 
rs lm\i in thi 

...makes Jack 

a dull boy, 

doesn't it? 

ever seen. 

Amiga Format Issue 25 

on sale July 11 ■ £2.95 



USER GROUPS 

Amiga User Groups 

FEATURED GROUP: 
ICPUG MID-THAMES 
ICPUG Mid-Thames is the local group 
For Commodore users in South Bucks, 
East Berkshire and the West side of 
London. Meetings are held on the 
second Thursday of the month of the 
Cox Green Community Centre, south- 
west of Maidenhead, and start at 
7.30pm. Members come from 
Reading, Slough, Windsor, and 
Aylesbury, 

Topics include problem solving, 
such as printer interfacing, PD 
copying nights (only PD!), and guest 
speakers. Ring the secretary, Mike 
Halt, on 0753 645728 {8pm-11pm). 

• USER GROUPS LIST • USER GROUPS LIST • USER GROUPS LIST • USE 

Amiga Users KJub, Windsor 
House, 19 Castle Street, Bodmin, 
Cornwall PL31 2DX. 
Meets every Friday from 6,30-9pm, 
to expand members1 knowledge of 
Amiga computing and help with 
problems. Contact Jack Tailing, 

Amiga Witham Users Group, 
85 Highfrelds Rd, Wtfbam, Essex 
CMS 1LW 
Distributes tips and Basic programs. 
Keith Anderson * 0376 518271 

Basic Programmers Group, 68 
Queen Elizabeth Drive, Normanton, 
West Yorkshire WF6 UF 
A group set up fo encourage the use 
of Basic, exchange ideas and assist 
those beginning with the language. A 
free newsletter can be got from Mark 
Bfackofl * 0924 892106 

ChesteHe-Street 16 Bit 
Computer CJub, Conference Room 

2, The Civrc Centre, Newcastle 
Rood, Chester-le-Streef. 
The cfub meets every Monday from 
7,30-9.30pm to see each other's 
software collections, exchange 
advtce and tips. Contact Bob * 091 
2653671. 

Club Amiga, 5 Bowes Lea, Shiney 
Row, Houghton Le Spring, Tyne and 
Wear DH4 4PP+ 

Membership costs £5 a year for a 
newsletter, PD software and a 24- 
fiour tele phone helpline service. For 
more info send a 5AE to Chris 
Long fey. 

Independent Commodore 
Products Users Group, Biggin 
Hill Library, Church Road, Biggin 
Hill, Kent. 
Meets most Thursdays from 7,45- 
9.45pm. There are lecture nights and 
open nights where members can get 
help. Contact John BlckersfarF after 

8.30pm'081 6515436. 

The Pennine Amiga Club, 193B 
Oa Worth Road, Ketghly, West 
Yorkshire BD21 IRE. 
Offers free membership, free advice, 
and circulates a newsletter. 
Contact Stmon Booth * 0535 
600437. 

Slim Agnus, 115 Brocks Drive, 
North Cheam, Sutton, Surrey SM3 
9UW. 
Meets on the last Thursday oF the 
month. PD library, bulletin board, 
advice From Amiga experts. Contact 
Philip Worrel. 

Software Exchange Service, 13 
Bournvllfe Lane, Stirchley, 
Birmingham, S30 2JY 
Offers o forum for exchanging old, 
unwanted gomes at a a small price. 
Contact Michael Pun   021 459 
7576. 

RUN A GROUP? 

For a free listing, send brief 
details of your user group to 
User Group List, Amiga 
Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BAt 2BW 

RIVERDENE PDL 
with 

COMPUTER VISIONS 
present 

a 
< 

LLl 3 if) 

o x 

5 

ICPUG 

o s E R s 

O      Free PD Software 

^     Six 100 Page Magazines 

Q      Technical Advice - Discounts 

O:  Send SAE for details to Jack S. 

a.     Cohen PO Box 1309 London 

m N3 2UT only £17 per year including 
a: joining FEE of £1 - We support all 

O     Commodore Machines with 

O software for each - Back issues for ^ 

O     1990 £2 each - Overseas o 

s*.    prices on request S*> 

°   J. N 3 Q 

CALL 
061-346-0050 
after 6.00pm 

WHY WASTE MONEY? 

JUST LOOK WHAT YOU CAN GET FOR £2.50 +sopp 

GAMES 
China Challenge 2 (Great Sequel) 
Missile-Command (In Hi Res) 
AirAce 2 (Best PD Shootem up ever?) 
Squares Game (EXCLUSIVE RELEASE) 

UTILITIES 
Master Virus Killer 2.1 (The Best) 
TextPIus 3 (The Latest Word Pro) 
Spectrum Emulator (Your Joking!) 
Utility Boot maker (Essential) 

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE? .-KEEP READING ON 
See great DEMOS like...Harlequin - Overdose - Dexions Blind Justice 

How about some great Articles and Reviews and even Free Competitions 
INTERESTED?„. THEN WHY NOT TRY ISSUE No 2 OF 

SCANNER 
The 2 DISK magazine that leaves the rest standing still 

Please make Cheques/?. O.s payable to M. JORDAN and post now to 
TELESCAN COMPUTER SERVICES (AS) 

Handsworth Road, Blackpool, North Shore FY I 2RF 

L Commodore 

CDTV 

IN READING 

BERKSHIRE 

One of the first in the country with the new Commodore 
CDTV. Call into our shop for a demonstration of this 

fabulous new concept in excitement, entertainment and 
education for only £599 inclusive of VAT Infra red remote 
control and ready to play CDTV discs are included in the 

price. Full range of CDTV software also available. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN PACKS 

ONLY £5-50 
DEMO PACK: Hysteresis, Spaced Out & Bart Simpson 
GAMES PACK: Pacman 87, Blizzard & Drip 
MUSIC PACK: Med V3, Pro-Tracker & Samples 
HOME UTILITIES: Wordwright, D-Copy & Bank N 

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK 
(please state Atari ST or Amiga) 

when you send a blank disk and SAE to RIVERDENE PDL 
ACCESS AND VISA welcome 

30a SCHOOL ROAD, TILEHURST, 
READING, BERKSHIRE RG3 5AN 

FC^I TEL: (0734) 452416 FAX: (0734) 451239 l*75^ 
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MEGA BLITZ! 

THE ONE STOP SHOP FOR AMIGA PD SOFTWARE 

THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR VAST LIBRARY 

UTILITIES 
PDU 10 Word Processing+Oatabasing 
PDU 16 AirTunnel Simulation 
PDU 23 Fish* 110 A68K Assembler 
PDU 24 Fish#114CDocs 
PDU26Fish#l33Console Handler 
PDU 27 Fish#136 Create own puzzles 
PDU 29 Fish#140/141 SBProlog 2disks 
PDU 31 Fish#143 RIM Database 
PDU 32 Fish* 144 Analytic spreadsheet 
PDU 38 Fish#185 Official CBM IFF disk 
PDU 43 Fish#203 Assembler S C eg 
PDU 44 Fish#2l 5 Mandelvroom V2.0 
PDU 45 Fish#210 Scientific calculator 
PDU 46 Fish#213 lcons(3O0 in 8 colors) 
PDU 51 Fish#2l 9 Astronomy program 
PDU 52 Fish*52 A-Z Text Editor 
PDU60F;sh#237CLIprint 
PDU 70 Fish 193 Keymap Editor 
PDU 72 SID VI ,06 The ultimate disk utii. 
PDU 74 C-Manual 
PDU 78 File Archiver 
PDU 80 Fonts and Surfaces 
PDU 81 Disksalve 1.3 
PDU82Scalc.Wordwhte 
PDU 98 Celtics Demo maker 
PDU 99 Ham Radio utils{5 disks) 
PDU 101 Menu-Maker 
PDU 102 Label designer 
PDU 103 Icon-Maker 
PDU 104 Icon-Mania 
PDU 105 Crossword Creator 
PDU 118 Various CLIuttts 
PDU 146 Grocery+Video list maker 
PDU 149 Icon Fun 
PDU 151 Fixdisk-disk repairer 
PDU 164 Games Music Creator 
PDU 168 Vaccine-Booster(Virus killer) 
PDU 169 QuickBase-Database 
PDU171 Fish#315Draw-map 
PDU 175Fish#288 Plotdata 2D 
PDU 185ANC22 (Excellent utils) 
PDU 186 Falcon Bootblock Creator 
PDU 189 Bootblock Copier 
PDU 194 Pman Virus Killer 
PDU 198 Synchro Packer V4,6 
PDU 200 Virus Killer Pro VZ0 
PDU 207PerfectSound V1.93 
PDU 257Rsh#349ME0 
PDU 262 MED Modules 

DEMOS 
PDD 1 Anarchy Demo 
PDD 3 Cult Demodisk 
P DD 4 De ath sta r M egad e mo (2 d i sks) 
PDD 7 Elvira Demo 
PDD 14 RAF Megademo[2 disks) 
PDDlGRobocopDemo 
PDD 1 7SAE Demon 2 
PDD18SAE Demo#19 
PDD19SAE Demo#21 
PDD 20 SAE Demo#25 
PDD 21 SAE Demo#32 

PDD 31 Anarchy"Ooh its obscene III" 
PDD 51 HacktncKJM Arsewipe 
PDO 52 Hacktrick#2Smashing day out 
PDD 55 Kefrens Megademo 8(2 disks) 
PDD 60 ISIitroAC Demos#22 
PDD 62 North star Megademo#2 
PDD 70 Rebels Megademo 
PDD 71 Red Sector Demo 
PDD 72 Red Sector Demodisk#4 
PDD73SAEDemos#23 
PDD 74 SAE Demos#36 
PDD 75Scoopex Demos 
PDD 76Scoopex Megademo 
PDD 90 Trilogy Demos#4 
PDD 91 Trilogy Megademo#l 
PDD 93 TWI DemoWirus ki Her 
PDD 94 Vortex Megademo 
PDD 96 Magnetic Fields Demo#36 
PDD 97 Predators Megademo(2 disks) 
PDD 99 Semtex Megademo 
PDD 107 Bud brain I [2 disks) 
PDD 115 Magnetic Fields Demo#40 
PDD 116 Magnetic Fields Demo#41 
PDD 130 Chubby Brown 
PDD 131 Crionics Demo 
PDD 132 Giants Megademo(2 disks) 
PDD 134 Magnetic Fields Demo#45 
PDD 138 Page One Demo#1 
PDD 139 Page One Demo*2 
PDD 140 Page One Demo#3 
PDD 141 Page One Demo#4 
PDDl45SAEDemo#31 
POD 152 FlashHNo Brain No Pain*(2) 
PDD 153 Billy Conn ally Demo(2 disks) 
PDD 160 Hacktrick"Rave-on" 
PDDl65SAEDemo#35 
PDD 166 SAE Demo#39 
PDD177Budbrainll 
PDD 179 Crionics Total Destruction 
PDD 180 DM OB Vectordemo 
PDD 186 Flash Demos#2 
PPD 209 Rutger Demodisk 
PDD212SpacePack#32 

ANIMATION 
PDA 9 Knight Animation (1 meg) 
PDA 12 Agatron Star Trek Anims 2 
PDA 13 Agatron Star Trek Anims 17 
PDA 14 Puggs in Space 
PDA 15MoonweJkerDemo 
PDA 18 Miller Lit© Advert 
PDA 31 Nude Girls Anim 
PDA 34 Basketball Anim 
PDA 35BFPOSlideshow(18+) 
PDA 36 BFPO Slideshow#2(l8+) 
PDA 37 Busy Bee Anim 
PDA 41 Dig iv ie wer Slide show 
PDA 42 Dragons Lair Demo 
PDA 44 French Hornfl meg) 
PDA 45 Monocycle & Sportscar[1 meg) 
PDA 47 Holster* Pils Advert 
PDA 48 Magnum jogger Anim 
PDA 49 May fair Vol.23 no3( 16+) 
PDA 50 Mega Clean Show V1 7 

PDA 54 NASA Graphics 
PDA 56 Newtek Demoreeh [2)(1 meg) 
PDA 57 Newtek Demoreel3{2)( 1 meg) 
PDA 58 Paradise Slrdeshow 
PDA6lSabrina 
PDA 63 Space Anims( 1 meg) 
PDA 65 Star Trek Anims 
PDA 68 Walker Demo 1 (1 meg) 
PDA 69 Wal ker Demo 1 (2 meg, 2 d i sks) 
PDA 70 Walker Demo2f1 meg) 
PDA 73 Westcoast Cracker*^ 18+) 
PDA 74 Bodeans Bordetlo#1(1B+) 
PDA 75 Bodeans BordeHo#4(ie+) 
PDA 76 Playboy 18+) 
PDA 77 Sam Fox (18+) 
PDA78Utopa#1(t8+) 
PDA 79 The Final Ecstacy#1 (18+) 
PDA 80 Walker Demo 2{2 meg,2 disks) 
PDA 81 Ray Trace ArtDBW Render util 
PDA86Utopia#4(l8+) 
PDA 89 Bodeans Sordello#9 (18+) 
P DA 90 Bu n sen Bu rn er-Je t F ig hter an im 
PDA 92 D,Landers Sci-fi Show#l 
PDA 93 D.Landers Sci-fi Show#2 
PDA 95 Magician/Jogger Anims 
PDA 97 Mike Tyson Knockout disk 
PDA 106 Back to tne Future II anims 
PDA 108 Adams Family 
PDA 110 Bruce Lee En Ear the Dragon 
PDA 11 Bruce Lee Slide show II 
PDA 112 Dragons Lair It Demo 
PDA114 Neighbours Slide show 
PDA 116 Terminator 

MUSIC 
PDM 2 Music Invasion I 
PDM 3 MJSIC Invasion II 
PDM 4 Music Invasion lll(2 disks) 
PDM 5 MFrElectric CLI IV 
PDM 6 Winkers song(2 disks) 
PDM 9 Rice on tne & Batdance 
PD.M 19 Bad-M. Jackson 
PDM 20 Bat Dance 
PDM 27DMOB Megamusic III 
PDM 28 Enemies Music III 
PDM 30 Digital Concert II 
PDM 31 Digital Concert 111 
PDM 33 He Ho wee ^Follow the Sign'(2) 
PDM 35Think were alone now-Tiffany 
PDM 36 Land of Confusion-Genesis 
PDM 38 Miami Vice Theme (4 disks) 
PDM 40 MFI Vangelis Demo 
PDM65Digitel Concert IV 
PDM 71 NoiseplayerVZ40 
PDM 72 Popeye meets the Beach boys 
PDM 80 Digital Concert VI 
RDM 82 Freddy Kruger 
PDM 83 Kefrens Jukebox 
PDM 84 Madonna-Hanky panky 
PDM 85 Miami Vice-Crockets Theme 
PDM 87 RIP Eruption 
PDM 88 Slab Music 
PDM 91 100 Most Remembered C64 tunes 
PDM 95 Hi-Fi Demo 

PDM 104 BassX#5 Power Remix 
PDM 105 BassX#6 Sydney Young Wood 
PDM 106 Betty Boo 
PDM 109DepecheMode 
PDM 110 DMOB Music I 
PDM 111 DMOB Musk: II 
PDM 112 DMOB Music IV(2 disks) 
PDM 117 Flash Gordan (2 disks) 
PDM 118 Hacktrick' Load sa money' 
PDM 120 Laurel & Hardy (2 disks) 
PDM 125 Mr Food (2 disks) 
PDM 128 NASP V2 0 
PDM 131 PetshopBoysRemix#1 
PDM 132 Porshop Roys Remix#2 
PDM 142 The Amiga Chart III 

GAMES 
PDG 1 Star Trek-Final Frontier^ disks) 
PDG 2 Star trek (3 disks,2 dlives) 
PDG 5 Card & Board Games 
PDG 18 Marble Slide 
PDG 19 Destination Moonbase 
PDG 21 Boing the Game (2 disks) 
PDG 26 Treasure Search 
PDG 31 Moria 
PDG 32 Legend of Farghail 
PDG 33 Arcadta(Breakout style game) 
PDG 34 Dynamite Dick 
PDG 35 Pair It 
PDG 36 Snakes A ladders/Reversi 
PDG 37 Super Quiz 

CLIP ART 
There is a total of 10 disks in the clip 
art range.All am in IFF Format & are 
ideal for DTP.There are loads of 
images to choose from,ranging from 
fancy borders to special occasions 
& from people to animals etc elc. 

WE ALSO STOCK 
AMOS DISKS 
Variou s demo s/mu si c and ga me s 
MAGAZINE DISKS 
Amiga Format & Computing 
DOCUMENT DISKS 
Game Hints/Solutions etc etc 

A* PACK1&& PACK 2 PACK 3 A & &&PACK4 A& 
Home Buisness Pack 
This 8 disk pack contains:- 
Spreadshecl 
Word Processor 
Amiga Spell 
Memo-pad 
Inventory 
Database etc elc 
A must for home accounts? 
EIWWincL 10 cap. box. 

Demo Pack (10 disk pack} 
Budbrain 1(2 disks), & 2 
Magnetic Fields #40 
Magnetic Fields #41 
Keferens Megademo(2 disks} 
Puggs in Space 
Fillet the Ftsh 
Scoopex Megademo 
A great starter peck 
£11-00 ind. 10 cap box 

Music Pack (10 disk pack) 
Helloween (2 disks) 
Cryptic Glidescope II 
Beatmasters 111 
J. M Jarre 
Noiseplayer V2.4 + Sample(2) 
Freddy Kruger 
Crockets Theme 
100 C64 tunes 
£11-00 incl. 10 cap box 

Adult pack (10 disk pack} 
SabrmarSam Fox (2 disks) 
Bodeans Bordello #2 
Bodeans Bordello #3 
Bodeans Bordello #10 
Bodeans Movies 
West Coast Cracker 
BFPO #1,BfP0#2 
Utopia #1 
£11-00 incl. 10 cap box 

DISK PRICES 
1 -9 £1.50 
10-19 £1,25 
20+ £1.00 
FREE CATALOGUE ON DISK 

FREE P&P ON EVERY ORDER 

UK ONLY 
Please add 25p per disk for 

Europe 50p per disk for World 
WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO:- 

PD DIRECT 

PD DIRECT 
_   HOW TO ORDER 

^ 0782 208228 
PD DIRECT DEPT ASH 

UNIT a 
RAILWAY EOT. CENTRE 

SHELTON 
STOKE-ON-TRENT 
STAFFS.ST4-7SH 

FAX    0782 281506 



(fc.adbroke 

Computing 

International 

i Pfeasfl ffflanf: farms of 
We are tie longest esbbOshed Atari dealer in tie UK We have developed an extensive ji 
customer service poMcy wfvch means hat we test aM Hardware/Software prior to 
despatch to ensure that goods arrive ki workhg order Atfrough OLT prices are not 
always foe cheapest we do endeavour to otter consistently good service and backup, 
Tnis isn't fust our opinion, we were voted 'Best Deafer 1989* by fie readers of ST Wforitf £ 
magazwie. not for "fine number d boxes snMterf„ but for quatty service. 
On Site Warranty: We have recenky extended our backup programme by offering on ste| 
warranty as an option on aM STs. We already offer this ser^e on Af Star printers and 
Fttijps monitors listed 

;! AS prices Am current at copy date 12/06/91 rind art? subject to etiange wi&KJut prior 
:i rxtice. AM prices are accurate whMe stocks fast Phone for up to date prices. AJf prices 
ihdudeW there are no hiddenextas {WYSfWYQ Deivery fwi Mainland UK) is treason j 
icrders over HQQfadd £10 for next day courier de&ery AM prices avaMabte on Mai 
\ Order. Shop prices may offfer 

7 Colour printer 
Gokxr + mono ribbon suppled 

225 cps 
5ReeidentlSUQfonts 

Bottom food 
Push orpif tractor Ised 

Star LC24/10 
Star LCMO 
Citizen Swift 24 pin 
Citizen 1200+ 
Qtizen 124D 

24 Rn printer 
222 ops 

5ReHdentLjQfontB 
Accepts font cartndQes 

Bottom feed 
Push or pul tractor feed 

Paper parking 
F.20E99 
eie&99 
£319.99 
£139.99 
£199.99 

24 Pn 

5ResktantLQ 
font 

Pish or piui tractor feed 
Paper perking 

A| Star Prrtters carry ^ months on arte 
warranty (Manbnd UK) Al printers include 
EM Centronics cable. Phone for ribbons, 
paper and printer stands 
64K buffer 3 irfxit switch E29J99 
256Kt>uffer 3 ^switch £49.99 

512K Board £26.99 
With clock £2999 
1.5Mb Upgrade with 812K installed £55,99 
16Mb Upgrade with Mb installed £72.99 
16Mb Upgrade with 16Mb installed £88.99 
The Zydec       upgrade board requires a conrwetion to (ft© Garry chip and 
Kickstart 13 wismSed ttdudez dock. 

Quantity 
Bulk Sony er Kao 

Loose Boxed 
TDK Brand 

Boxed in 10 s 

10 £ 5." 
P        f QQliElidaxiO 
»        v * pfatjetox £ 9.49 

40 £ 20." 
4? 96 wax*" 

£ 34." 

100 £ 48." w   +J f m difcboi £ 84." 

150 £ 66." 
f 01 99^°1150 

disc box £ 125." 

Data enable/disable switch 

Daisy chain "through" connector 

Low power consumption 

Mow Only £54.99 

add £3 PAP 

Al disks carry an LnconrJtkrBl if atone guB/antse. 
XXJ 

Plssss add 8Qp P&P for each KI disks or £3.00 for 
and above. 

Use your ST or Amiga to send faxes. 
FuBy featured modem accesses 

bulletin boards/commercial systems. 
□ Fully Hayes compatible* 
Q Auto fJabfenswer 
Q 300/1200/2400 Baud 
Q For ST or Amiga 
□ Cannot receive faxea Not BT 

approved 

£224.99 

A500 computer 

£299.99 

1Mb A500 Screen 

Gems Pack £369.99 
Any of above packs * Tenstar games, 

joystick, mouse mat add £30 

200 DPI scanner, thermal printer, 
and photocopier 
Upto 16 grey scales or B/W mode. 

Compatible with Amiga and ST 

£399.99 while stocks last 

GVP S ABOO Hard drives rdude injection modeled stytig. Internal RAM 
expansion to 8Mb via SIMM boards, Capacities from 52Mb, 35" 11ms Quantum 

mechanism. Internal Fan Game switch and mini slot for future expansion 
GVP 52Mb   £54939       GVP 105Mb £669.99 
A590 £299.99 Phone for lateat prices 

Philips 8833 MKII Colour, Stereo monitor £ 249.99 
Cmdr 1084S Colour monitor * limited offer * £ 269.99 
Philips 15" FST CUBE TV £ 269.99 
The phips 15* FST Tv ndujes remote control Scarf input 60 tuner presets, steep timer and 
RtetBXL Al despl&ysirYA^Sc^cBto 
ThePhifpe 8833 comes with fii V. months on ate warranty. 

AM systems irtdude 12 Mitns 
on site maintenance and 

DOS 401 a 

M) RAM suppled, upgradeabte to 4Mb 80287 GoH^rocessor socket 
4QMb 24ms Had drVe. 2x AT and 1x XT free expansion sots. Mouse, 

GEM 3, "fet Word choice cl tx 525T floppy or 1x 35' floppy 

2Mb RAM sLfjpfcd upgradeable to 8Mb. 803B7&X Co-Processor 
socket 40Mb 24ms Haid drive. 4x AT and 1x XT free expansion skxs. 

Mouse, choice of IK 525* floppy or tx 35" floppy. 

Commodore Dynamic Total Vision 

£599.99 

Inc VAT & Delivery 

In stock now 
includes Welcome disk. Encyclopedia 

and voucher for Lemmings. 
Phone for further details. 

2Mb RAM a^iad wadeabte to UMo, 80387 Coprocessor 
socket 40Mb 24ms Hard drive. 4x AT and fx XT free expansion slots, 

Mouse. 1x 525" floppy and tx as" floppy 

4Mb HAM a_|]pliad uptradeabte to £Mb. 32K Fast cache RAM 
80387 Cc-Processor socket 40Mb 24ms Hard dnve, 4x AT and ft 

XT free expansbn stots Mouse, 1x 525" floppy and fo 3,5' floppy 

Mom VGA £734.99 
Colour VGA £839,99 
Colour S-VGAE839.99 

Mono VGA £1049.99 
Colour VGA £1159.99 
Colour S-VGA£1259,99 

Mono VGA £1259.99 
Colour VGA £1369.99 
Colour S-VGAE1469.99 

Mono VGA £1789.99 
Colour VGA £1889.99 
Colour &-VGA£1999.99 

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071 
$ Mai order pf&xm&Qi 33 Omvkirk Road Preston. 

930am lo &OQpm Phonos answered from 9J0O& 
wnofTmoontw ts a tfootno nemo or mmon Monteonff 

PR? 2QPOp&j Monday to Saturday 
welcome. Ladbroke Computing 
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

TEXtual analysis 

Peter Danckwerts examines the 

latest upgrade of AmigaTEX - on 

application aimed at taking the 

trauma out of technical typesetting 

On November 143 1885, Senator &: Mrs. Ldand Stan- 

ford called together at their Saxi Francisco mansion the 

24 prominent men who had been chosen as the fust 

trustees of The LeLand Stanford Junior University. They 

handed to the board the Founding Grant of the Uni- 

versity, which they had executed three days before. This 

document—with various amendments, legislative acts, 

and court decrees—remains as the University's charter In 

bold, sweeping language it stipulates that the objectives of 

AmigaTEX operates differently from a normal DTP application. Text must 
be coded in a word processor before compilation in the preview window. 

TEX is a typesetting language 
which has been around on 
mainframes For more than a 
decade, It is now available 

for most micros, including IBM- 
compatibles, Macintoshes and 
Amigas. There is even a public 
domain version for the Atari ST. 

It is not a desktop publishing 
program but a typesetting program in 
which text must be coded in an editor 
or ward processor before being 
compiled into a DVI (device- 
independent] file which can then be 
viewed in a Preview window or sent, 
via a driver, to your printer. The 
approach may seem rather primitive 
to devoted DTP-ers but it offers some 
advantages as we shall see. 

AmigaTEX 
The Amiga implementation is far 
mare than a port of TEX. Tomas 
Rokicki has taken full advantage of 
the Amiga's superior facilities to 
enhance the program's functionality. 
In particular, the multitasking 
operating system allows the TEX and 
Preview programs to be open 
simultaneously; T^X passing pages to 
Preview as they are parsed. Both TEX 
and Preview support ARexx, so the 
possibilities of linking them to other 
programs are immense. 

Depending upon the printer 
drivers you order, you could receive 
30 or so disks. Don't be alarmed. 
These are mostly bitmapped fonts at 
different sizes and resolutions. 

Why use AmigaTEX? 
If you want to produce documents 
containing distorted type, complex 
visual effects or colour, you can 
forget AmigaTEX, but there are things 
that AmigaTEX can do far better than 
a DTP program such as Professional 
Page. T£X was written by a 
mathematician and if you want to set 
maths there's nothing to touch it. Try 
setting the example at the bottom of 
the page in Professional Page and 
see haw Jong it takes. In T£X it takes 
about 20 seconds, 

TEX is also very smart about 
typographical matters. It's the only 
Amiga program that comes with 
small caps and ligatured letters (such 
as ft, ffl, ffi). 

Version 3,1 a of AmigaTEX has a 
number of important new features. 
Most notable is the inclusion of the 
PD PostScript interpreter, Post, which 
permits the use of PostScript graphics 
and fonts. Virtual fonts are now 
supported, both for existing fonts and 
for PostScript ones. Virtual fonts in 
AmigaTEX are rather like 
Cam pug rap hie outline fonts in PPage; 
the program will resize them to order 
(although ft takes several minutes). 
They have the added advantage that 
yau can construct a virtual font from 
several others. For instance, if you 
were perverse enough to want 
Garamond text with Helvetica 
numerals, you could easily construct 
a virtual font to provide just that, 
saving you the trouble of changing 
fonts when you want to set numerals, 

PostScript fonts, if you have any, 
are easily converted to T£X format 
with the utilities provided. However, 
you will need a program such as 
Do$2Dos to convert the disk format 
first. Conversion is so smart that it 
can even produce small caps and 
ligatured letters for fonts that lack 
them. Once installed, they behave of 

least as well as the native Computer 
Modern faces, both with the 
Previewer and with printers, Type 1 
fonts are even rendered with 'hinting' 
(Adobe's font enhancement 
technique), so DeskJet output is 
comparable with that from a 
PostScript printer. 

Not justTEX 
If yau install the complete package 
(apart from bitmapped fonts), you'll 
find that it takes up about six 
megabytes of hard disk space. That's 
because yau haven't bought one 
program but about two dozen. Apart 
from AmigaTEX itself, there are the 
utility programs (programs for 
converting fonts, etc.], Post, laTfX, 
5/f7tX BibTEX and Metafont IOTEX 
Is a less flexible, but easier-tc-use, 
version of TEX; BibTEX is a 
referencing program to use with it. 

The most stunning part of the 
bundle is Metafont, a type design 
program with unlimited possibilities. 
However, you should not expect to 
be turning out new designs by the 
end of the week; Metafont, like TEX, 
is a text-based program. Each letter is 

described in mathematical terms 
rather than drawn with a Bezier tool. 

What's up doc? 
Because TEX does not work with pull 
down menus, it is quite impossible to 
use without reading the 
documentation. AmigaTEX comes 
with a very substantial manual which 
is both lucid and witty, but it does not 
tetl yau how to use TEX. It tells you 
how to install and invoke the 
program, but TEX is such a complex 
program that it needs a very big 
manual That manual is The TEXbook 
by Donald Knuth, inventor of T£X, 

After-sabs service is very good. 
We all know those software 
companies that ask you to register 
and then never answer the phone. 
Tomas Rokicki of Radical Eye 
Software isn't like that. He's only a 
phone call away and because it's his 
program he has all the answers. He 
also runs a bulletin board, Best of all, 
when you're least expecting it, 
AmigaTEX News pops through your 
letter box. It's only six pages, but is 
crammed with hints and news. 

Final solution 
If you hove long documents to set, or 
if your text is interspersed with 
mathematical formulae, then you 
should consider this program. 

Those who know TEX on other 
systems will be impressed with this 
implementation, and those with an 
earlier version will find the new 
additions well worth having. TEX also 
benefits from a very wide user base; 
many university mainframes and 
same university presses (such as 
Cambridge University Press) support 
It and there is a very good TEX user 
group in the States. (*Q 

FoWOWO"Ol 

SHOPPING LIST 

AmigaTtXM* £95 
(plus £45 for printer driver) 
by Radical In Software, Box 2081, 
Stanford, California CA94309 USA 
= 0101 415 3226442 
Distributed in UK by: 
Industrial Might & Logic, 58 Cobden 
Road, Brighton BN2 2TJ 
* 0273 621391 
The JtXBook. 
Pnperback ISBN 0201 134 489 ...£25.95 A 
Hardback ISBN 0201 134 470 ,r- -f 
£31,95 i 
Published in UK by: ) / 
Addison Wesley ! / 

00 t - ?b 
iat J± . ab 

}e
tatdt = ea»Ei(ab), a,fe>0. 

o   t + b 

Laying out mathematical formulae in a conventional DTP application can be a nightmare, but not with AmigaTEX 
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Shopper Reader Ads 

Now you can reach thousands of fellow Amiga owners for only £5 

FOR SALE 

Pretext V4,2 £35, Prodata 
Vl.l £30, System 3 £20, 
Mailshot £15, Photon Paint 
£5, all with manuals all good 
buys some to advanded for 
seller. « Karen on 0949 
838414. 

Latest Amiga 1500 with 
software pock and modulator, 
also joystick , magazines and 
extra software worth over 
£200. Sell complete for 
£700 ono. v Blackpool 
0253 827387 after 6.00pm. 

Podscat Graphics Tablet for 
sale. Brand new only 1 
month old with Driver 
Software £1 70.     Andy on 
081-440 0095 after 6pm 
Amiga and PC compatible. 

B2000 with Genlock 1500 
Commodore colour printer, 
Bridgeboard 20 meg hard 

j drive, external 3.5 disk 
complete with manuals A ID, 
four games many mags 
£1200 books, 1 meg Agnus. 
* Dave Coventry 0203 
415169. 

Quattro Dawty KC2422 
Modem complete with manual 
cast new £500.00 hardly 
used £200.00 ono. * 0706 
622135. 

Amiga Digi view gold 
version 4 digitising system 
£75, Panasonic VW1410 
camera For the above £ 130 
both new and unused, u" 
Leeds 562746. 

A5004- PC board one meg 
external 3.5 plus excellent 
games, mouse, modulator. 
Boot disks included for £600. 
v for near offer or mare info 
698 6692 answer phone. 

A 2 000 Micro Way flicker 

fixer boxed unused cost £265 
will accept £150, w Debbie 
0952 810959, 

PD to swap on a one to one 
basis please write with SAE 
Morton, 51A King Street, 
Bridlington, East York* Y015 
2DN. 

Commodore 64 and 1541 
II disk drive plus over £200 
software and datasette, and 
database program/utility. 
Asking price £250 ono* 
trDarren on 0256 29597 
(Basingstoke) after 3pm 

ICD Adram 540 clock and 
RAM expansion. Fitted with 
4MB, Expandable to 6MB. 
Supports 1MB chip RAM with 
Fatter Agnus. Still in original 
box. £200, * Dove Golding 
0705 267540. 

Amstrad CPC464 with 
green screen monitor, 75 

games, joysticks, mags etc, 
£160 ono. ©061 766 
8193. 

Amiga software-music x 1.1 
£30, textcraft plus w/p £20, 
turbo outrun £10, Sound 
Xpress sampler £25. Batman 
£5, * 081-530 4948, 

KCS Pawerboard. New 
Februa ry 91 com plete, boxed 
package only £150. w Gerry 
0484 427508 (Huddersfield) 
anytime. 

Switched two way serial 
transfer data transfer unit 25 
pin connection £1 0.00. n 

0706 622135, 

Deluxe Paint 2 Photon Paint 
art packages - complete with 
manuals £5.00 each, n 
0706 622135. 

Amiga 500, external AF880 
PC compatible disk drive, 

Only £5 to sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader Adverts, Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a 
cheque (made payable to Future Publishing) or postal order For £5, But BE WARNED. This magazine is not a forum for selling 
pirate software or other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and a signed statement that all other copses 
have been destroyed, Please advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers. All ads are accepted in good 
faith. The editor reserves the right to refuse or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or losses allegedly 
arising from the use of this service* 

Trade ads will not be accepted, including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

i '—1 1—'— ■ —■ 1 
Name  ........... issue 4 

Address    

Post code 

Date  

Tel  

Tick one box to 
show required 

section heading 
For sate.. 
  
Wanted ... 
 ..□ 
Personal. 
  
Fanzines. 
 □ 

Use one space for each word to o maximum of 30 words in block capitals Return to: 

Reader Ads, 

Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth 

Street, 
Bath, 

Avon BA1 2BW 

Deadline; Unfortunately we cannot guarantee an insertion in a particular issue. 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad. 

Signature :  

A501 expansion, control unit 
magazines, games, joysticks, 
mouse, manuals, all for £650 
ono. John 081-558 1707 
or 071480 3649. 

The Datel pro-sample 11 
stereo sound sampler +■ Datel 
jammer. Brand new with 
software and manual. For 
only £55. Ask for Paul on 
0427 61273. 

Commodore 64K, data 
cassette, complete with leads, 
manual, mags and over £35C 
worth of games. VGC all for 
£1 25 ono. Please Paul on 
0923 35184 after 6pm 
please. 

WANTED 

Amiga Format magazines 
numbers one through four, 
Please write to Robert 
Claxson, 60 Doncaster Way, 
Upminster, Essex RM14 2PL. 

A-Max Mac Emulator, KCS 
or at Bridge Board, 
accelerator card (68020] or 
(68030] and 3.5" internal 
second floppy drive will 
collect. » Tony on 091 
5845961. 

|$sye seven of Amiga Forma' 
plus cover disk. Contact 
Maureen at 12a Porter Street, 
Dudley, West Midlands. 

Swap your Public Domain 
disks for mine. Will refund 
your postage, Send to 
Andrew Berry, 30 Bedwlwyn 
Road, Ystrad Mynach, Mid 
Glamorgan CF8 7AD. 

FANZINES 

The Disk - issue three 
includes Rattlecopy, Ppanim, 
Noclick3.6, SKI game, plus 
loads more. Also free draw % 
win 400 utilities if you send 
£1,00 far issue three! Steven 
Lord, 6 Stubbing Brink, 
Hebden Bridge HX7 6LR. 

Want to join a club? Want 
a book Full of tips and cheats1 

Send SAE to S Hurst, 36 
Sand gate, Stratton, Swindon. 
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BUYERS' GUIDE 

2D Painting 

packages 

To take advantage of Hie Amiga's superb graphics 
system you need the software to create drawings and 
animations. This summary table shows the principal 
features of seven of the leading programs, together 
with the ratings they received when reviewed in Amiga 
Shopper* For more details see issue % available for 
£1.50, see page 62. 

PAINT PACKAGE FEATURES AND RATINGS AT-A-GLANCE GUIDE 

liv Pttini my rOllfn i no vrajpnicv IfVflf XOrttllll DBIUXG Express failiif wig l-rami «3 ftrOTOIt 
Muaio ill III Hnotoiab Paint 2*9 

Lew res • 0 4 • 0 0 0 
High ret 0  e"""" 4 0 0  0 "~~ 
Interlace 4 0 4  0 
64 Halftrlte 0 4 0 
HAM • 0 0 ' 
Overscan 0 4 "~0~ 0 0 
Airbrush 4 # 4  0 0 
Airbrush fixe 4 0 0 
Freehand defied • 0 0 ~~" 0 0 
Freehand centineous • • 0 0 0 0 
LJee • # 0 0 4 ' 0 
Carves (Bexl&r) e 0 
Rectangle 4 0 0 0 0 
Circle 4 0 0 0 0 
Fill 4  0' 
Brush fill 0 0 0 0 
Perspective fill e ' 0 
Brush feels 4 0 0 0 • 0 0 
Freehand brush 0  0 0  0 
Brush rotate 4 0 0 0  0" ' 
Wrap en 2D a. 0 0 0 
Wrap en 3D • .. 0 
Perspective brash 0 
Antialiasing 0 4 0 0 0 
Colours (max) s? 32 ^  4,094 44 4,096 4,094 
Print In colour 0  0 
Print in PostScript • 
Page flip animation '  o 11 

ANIM animation 
Anim brushes 
Files: IFF • • ...—"'' • 0 # 

 _ ™  

ANIM — o 
Anim brush 
Brush   • 0 0 —: 0—"— 
PostScript 0 
Grid 0 4 ' — jjT 

Magnify # o 0 0 — —  

ARexx Interface 4 0 0  0 ' 
Text 4 4 0 0 
Text shadows 
Colourfonts 4 
VERDICTS 
Ease of use 9 10 0 14 
Speed 4 5 7 7 0 
Output 4 4 9 9 7 
Graphics handling 2 5 4 4 4 5 
Colour 5 7 9 3 9 S 
Text editing 0 3 3 3 5 3 
Tools 4 4 9 4 9 7 
Documentation 4 4 9 5 7 4 
Price value 10 14 19 0 19 9 
OVERALL 39 41 43 S3 79 55 
Prion £19.99 £TBA £79+99 £129.99 $139,9$ £79.95 £89.95 
Supplier HB Marketing Accolade Electronic Arts Electronic Arts Oxxl Aegis HB Marketing Software Business 

0753 6S600O 071-731 1391 07S3 40442 0713 49443 01013134171227 081-309 1111 0400 400407 
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SAFE SHOPPING 

BUYING ADVICE FOR 

AMIGA SHOPPERS 

Whether buying over the phone from adverts in Amiga Shopper or at 

a local computer store, herefs our advice on how to avoid problems 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always 
test any software and 
hardware in the shop, before 
taking it home, to make sure 
it works properly. 

• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or 
other accessories you need. 

• Don't forget to keep your 
purchase receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as clear as possible 
when stating what you want 
to buy. Make sure you 
confirm all the technical 
details of what you are 
buying. Some things to bear 
in mind are version numbers, 

memory requirements, other 
required hardware or 
software and compatibility 
with your particular model of 
Amiga (that is, make sure you 
know which version of 
Kickstart you have}. 

• Check the price to make 
sure it's the same as the one 
advertised. 

• Check that what you're 
ordering is actually in stock. 

• Check when and how the 
article will be delivered and 
that any extra charges are as 
stated on the advert. 

• Make a note of the date 
and time when you are 
making the order. 

PROBLEMS WITH AN ADVERTISER? 

We want to ensure that buying mail order through Amiga Shopper Is 
a strarg htforward; hassMree experienced 

Taking the advice offered on. this page will help make it so. But if, 
despite this, you.run into problems - for example, failure to: deliver 
goods within 28 days, without reasonable explanation - we wjII do 
our best 'o help, sort things out. 

Simply contact our Customer Liaison Officer, 
Helen Self at Future 
Publishing Ltd, 30 
Man mouth Street, Bath 
BAT2BW 

You should supply her 
with full details of the 
advertisement you 
responded to, which issue if 
Amiga Shopper it was in, 
the goods ordered and 
precise details of the 
problem encountered. She 
will then do her best to solve 
your problem. However, 
pieose bear in mind that 
your First contact in any 
enquiry should be direcJ to 
the company you have 
ordered from. In 99 coses 
out of 100 they will be able 
to resolve any difficulties. 

Customer Liaison Officer Hefen Se*f 
will try to sort out arty major problems 
wrth advertisers. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you 
should clearly state exactly 
what it is you are buying, at 
what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue 
number where it's advertised) 
and give any relevant 
information about your system 
set-up where necessary. You 
should also make sure you 
keep copies of all 
correspondence both to and 
from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you buy 
by, you can return i! if it fails 
to meet any one of the 
following three criteria: 

• It must be of 'merchantable 
quality'. 

• It must be as described. 

• It must be fit for the 
purpose for which it was sold. 

If it fails to satisfy any or all of 
the criteria, then you are then 
entitled to: 

• Return it for a refund, 

• Get compensation for part 
of the value. 

• Get a replacement or free 
repair. 

When returning anything, 
ensure you have proof of 
purchase and that you do it 
as soon as possible after 
receiving it. For this reason it 
is important that you check 
the hardware or software as 
soon as it is delivered fo 
make sure everything you 
ordered is there and works as 
it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the 
most sensible way, whether 
buying in person, by post or 
on the phone, because you 
may be able to claim the 
money from the credit 
company even if the firm you 
ordered from has gone bust 
or refuses to help sort out 
your problem. 

Otherwise, pay by crossec 
cheque or postal order, but 
never send coins or notes 
through the mail. 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check, when buying 
hardware, the conditions of 
the guarantee, servicing and 
replacement policy, so that 
you know what level of 
support to expect. Always fill 
in and return warranty cards 
as soon as possible and 
make sure that you are aware 
of al! the conditions containec 
in the guarantee. 

BUYING PD 
Even though buying PD 
software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still 
apply the same rules of 
confirming all transactions as 
clearly as possible and 
making sure that you keep 
accurate records of all 
communications. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD 
because different houses 
charge different prices for the 
same disks. There is no set 
pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses 
are supposed to be non-profit 
making operations. CD 
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PUBLIC APOLOGY * 

M. D. Office Supplies would like to apologise to all its competitors in 

this magazine. As ever we shall be offering Diskettes, Storage Boxes, 

etc at prices which are simply INCREDIBLE 

JUST LOOK AT THESE SUPERB OFFERS 

—, —. 

DISCS flAGIC MEDIA' HIGH DENSITY 3.5" DISCS 
DS HD 3-5" 1.44 MEG DISCS IN LIBRARY CASE,... £14.99 
DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX £39.95 

50 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX £49.95 
) DS HD 3.5n 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX £64.99 
{AS EVER LIFETIME GUARANTEED, UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY; 

30 

r ACCESSORIES 

—J 

5.25" MAGIC MEDIA' DS DD DISCS 
20 DS DD 5.25* 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX £13.95 

50 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX £19.95 
70 DS DD 5 25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX £23.95 
100 OS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX £29,95 
200 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH 2 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES ,....£54.95 
What can we say, simply these are the best value money can buy. These diskettes 

are packed in     certificated, tested, 100% quality product 
YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER 

100 CAPACITY 3.5" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX. £7.95 
100 CAPACITY 5.25" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX £7,95 
3.5" OR 5.25" PACK OF 5 LIBRARY CASES £4.95 
TILT N TURN MONITOR STAND £12.95 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND £7,95 
PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND £24.95 
3.5" OR 5.25" HEAD CLEANERS £2.95 
DELUXE MOUSE MATS £2,95 

.ROLL OF 1OO0 3.5" DISKETTE LABELS £12.95, 

BANX BOXES 
BY OVERWHELMING PUBLIC DEMAND 

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO OFFER THESE BOXES 
AGAIN. THEY STACK HORIZONTALLY 

OR VERTICALLY. 
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED 

ONLY £8.95 

BRILLIANT EXCITING NEW PRODUCT 
Re-Ink the product that will allow you to re-use your 

fabric ribbons up to 50 times. Sounds amazing and it 
is, just think of the saving you will make. 

1 can of Re-ink is all you need, and the price! 

£12.95! 
Simply Incredible 

ATARI REPLACEMENT MICE 

Probably the best two mice on the market. 
Logitek or Naksha, host of features, reliable, very 

smooth operation, superb value and best of all 
llV 

18 CRESCENT WAX FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400 
(All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT and carriage UK Mainland only) E.&O.E. 

EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
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354 High Street, Chatham, Kent 

Music Section # Amiga Public Domain IM^TtZ 
C006 Sonix No. 1 
C030 Share & enjoy equalizer 
C029 Sonix No. 7 
C043 Alf demo 1 
C061 Classixl 
C066 Royal Amiga Force 1 
C067 Disk B to above 
COS7 Kylie Its no secret 
C088 Disk B to above 
CO93 Bacteria demo 
C101  Sonix classix 
CI03 Digital concert 3 
CI 13 Sonix No, 17 
CI30 Bndbrain demo 1 
C131 Disk B to above (18) 
C142 Digital concert 1 
C14 3 Digital concert 5 
C15 6 Donald we res yor trousers 
CI63 Genesis Land of confusion 
C189 Tread mega demo DiskA 
CI90 Disk B to above 
CI9] Disk C to above 
C19 2 Alkatraz demo di sk A 
CI93 DiskB to above 
C194 Disk C to above 
C198 Star trekking disk A 1 Meg 
CI99 DiskB to above 
C200 Xmas carols 
C201 Good Morning Vietnam 
C210 Alf demo 2 
C229 Hotwired 
C236 Turtle demo by sector 16 
C244 Amazing Tunes disk A 
C245 DiskB to above 
C246 Disk C to above 
C248 Budbrain 2 
C303 StartrackerV1.2 
C305 Sonix No,5 
C308 Zenn sound box 
C3 24 Noi setracker 
C327 Turtle power d isk A 
C328 Disk B to above 
C329 Disk C to above 
C356 Beatmaster 808 state 
C367 Ultimate FX 
C380 Mucky Morris & the Cowpats 
C410 Digital Concert 2 
C411 Digital Concert 3 
C412 Digital Concert 6 
C416 Blues Brothers disk A 
C417 DiskB to above 
C418 Disk C to above 
C419 Dr Awesome & Fleshbrain 
C425 Ami sampled off radio Disk A 
C426 DiskB to above 
C428 Smith & Jones 1(18) 
C429 Smith & Jones 2 (!8) 
C430 Smith & Jones 3 (18) 

fA * mjjj^ uummii JTrices y 
y Ptices vary on how many disks are 
%j needed to make a program work, i 
^ some music disks need 2 or more 
A disks to work these are called sets 

^ Single disks 
A TWO disk sets 
A Three disk sets 
AJ\ f/ Four disk sets 

Min order 5 disks 
More disks are in the collection, too 
many disks to list here. Last count 

over 900, 

ME4 4NR Order-line 0634-831870 

jg mil 

F025 
A FO30 

£1.50 each 
£2.75 per 2 disk set 
£4.00 per 3 disk set 
£5,25 per 4 disk set 

I 

^ E001 
O E017 
fA E020 
A E021 
A E022 
rj 1 

O F049 
A F057 
A F058 
A F059 

F086 

A A F091 

y E028 
'A E029 
A E032 
A E034 

A E051 
y E056 
O E057 
>$E063 
A E070 
YAmn 

E045 
E046 

Utility Section 
SID 
Printer utilities 1 
Fonts disk 1 
Fonts disk 2 
Label designer 
Ultimate utilities 
Virus Killers disk 1 
Boot block makers disk 1 
Printer utilities 2 
Business card maker 
Viruscope (good) 
Ncom VJ .9 (modem util) 
Tetracopy 
Catalogue Workshop 
C Manual 
QL Emulator 
Disk B to above 
Disk C to above 
Spreadsheet 
Master virus killer 
Textplus word processor 
Flexi Wosname database 
North C 
Slide show construction set 
Dope intro maker 
Rim database 
A gene geneology program 
Forms really unlimited 

yrii^ijj Disk crunchers IATA 

#///////////////////% 

F228 

A E074 
A E083 
^E088 
y E094 
Yj E105 
A E114 
y El 19 
V E130 
Yj E140 
A E141 
<^E153 

A D004 
YJ DOO8 
Y D013 
y D020 
yA D026 
YJ D027 
Yj D028 

D035 
fA D044 
^ D052 
^ D054 
YJ D057 
S< D065 
/> D069 
^ D070 

Anyone finding a virus on one of our A ^jyj\ 
disks please let us know and it will  A D074 

be removed from the disk.        YJ D075 

All public domain disks are virus 
checked with the latest version of 

the Master virus killer 

Games 
Monopoly USA version 
Paranoid (Breakout game) 
Peters Quest 
Poker Solitaire 
Blackj ack/Sol itaire 
Star Trek disk A 
Disk B to above 
Break out games 
Flashbier 
The Drip 
Breakout Construction Set 
Letrix 
Wet Beaver Tennis Game 
Tiles/Battleships/Chess/retris 
Tomtespelet (2 player) 
Return to Earth 
Star Trek the Next Generation 
UGA Games Compulation 
Snake Pit Game 

V^F229 
A F242 
rjTj owiss army no mum fj 

^zzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

F098 
00 
01 
02 
04 
09 

0 

A F 

F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 

F 
F 
F200 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

25 
26 
27 
41 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
70 
73 
74 
76 
79 
80 

90 
91 

Graphics Section 
Space Ace demo 
3D Arm 
Pugs in Space 
Gymnast Amin 1 Meg 
Fractual Flight demo 
Viz Pics (18) 
Fantasy Pictures disk A 
Disk B to above 
Enteprise leaves the Dock 
Anim 1 Meg 
Stealthy Manoeuvres 1 Meg 
Argatron Anims 07 
Argatron Anims 24 
Argatron Anims 02 
Argatron Anims 22 
Argatron Anims 23 
Argatron Anims 17 
Clip Art disk 1 
Clip Art disk 2 
Clip Art disk 3 
Clip Art disk 4 
Walker demo 1 2 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Walker demo 2 2 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Station Anim 2 Meg 
DiskB to above 
Disk C to above 
Fillet the fish 1 Meg 
Tobias richter slideshow 
Disk B to above 
Lost In Space Anim 2 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Disk C to above 
Batman the movie 1 Meg 
Juggler meets the lady 
Fantasy space slideshow 
Mandlebrot generator 
Iraq demo 1 Meg 
Amy the Squirrel at the 
Movies 2 Meg 
Tron Anim 1 Meg 
Disk B to above 
Robin Hood slideshow with 
music (Cartoon) 
Life of Brian slideshow 
with samples from film 
Franklin the Fly anim 
Italian Job digi Anim 1 
Italian Job digi Anim 2 
Stealthy Manoeuvres 
Swiss army F16 Anim 

1 Meg y 
1 Meg fj 

Directory disk £L50 inc P&P, 
Contains some free PD 

utilities/music. Orders taken 
24hrs a day on the answerphone 

payment via Access & Visa or 
mail order payment by postal 

order or cheque made payable to; ^ 
C & N COMPUTERS V 

Orders despatched within 24hrs /A 
(Mon-Sat). Phone orders y 

despatched Mon if given on V 
Sundays. YA 
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loftwaw for free? How's that then? 

his may sound like a call to piracy, 
>ut public domain software is free to 
inyone. Yes even you sir, you at the 
lack with the Jolly Roger. There isn't 
my catch, unless you count the fact 
hat there is so much PD software on 
>ffer that it's hard to choose what 
rou're going to have. And that's 
vhere I come in. 

tut what does PD mean? 

'he public domain concept is borrowed 
ram the early days of mainframe 
y stems, where enthusiasts (called 
'hackers'' then, before the word hod 
ess pleasant connotations) produced 
urograms and distributed mem to their 
riends and fellow hackish types, 
is king for no payment but the glow of 
leing recognised as a truly hackish 
oder* The copyright was waived by 
he author, and so the program was 
aid to be in the public domain - that is 
a say, any member of the public had 
i right to copy and use the program 
towever they wished, provided that 
he author's credit and any relevant 
locumentation was distributed with 
he program. 

Jo how can / get hold of alt this 
vonderfui free PD? 
fou con either buy it from a PD library 
see the last page of this article for a 
ist of PD houses in the UK] or, if 
rou've got a modem, download it 
rom a bulletin board. These are 
omputers with modems, which 
inyone can use a phone and modem 
o log on to, download a lot of demos 
ind utilities, leave a few messages 
ind programs of their own and log 
iff* You'll find many boards with 
uniga files - check out our Comms 
rages for phone numbers. 

There are many types of program available in the public 
domain/ ranging from superb graphic demos and useful 
utilities to pathetic programs which crash your machine the 
minute you try to run them. Every month, Phil South will let 

you know about the best and the worst on the market; but first, a 
look at what sort of things you can expect to find... 

Utilities 
These are programs which help you 
use your computer. Some are just 
simple commands for your C 
directory for use from the CLI or Shell, 
while others are complete menu- 
driven programs to compress files, 
convert them from one format to 
another or even rescue broken disks. 
The best disks to look for are the 
collections with a selection of the best 
utils all squeezed on to one disk, 
Virus killers are some oF the most 
useful PD utils, and being PD they are 
free - users of many other kinds of 
computer have to pay good money 
for decent virus killers, but we get 
them Far nothing. 

Applications 
Some of the best programs are PD. 
SID, for example, is one of the best 
graphic interfaces for AmigaDOS, 
and it's PD (or, to be more precise, 
'shareware'). SID is a graphic front 
end for the AmigaDOS file system, 
allowing you to move files around, 
delete them, rename them, copy them 
and re-organise your disks. In fact, I 
don't know a single Amigahead who 
would be without his copy of the 
program. And there are many other 
kinds of programs too, from business 
to graphics applications. Check the 
PD libraries before you lash out some 
cash on a commercial program - you 
may find a PD solution which could 
save you loadsamoney (to use a 
rather outdated phrase). 

Demos 
This is a new art form. The demos are 
created by a team of hackers, usually 
called a "crew" or "team", who get 
together and have a 'late night hack 
attack" and create a dazzling 
demonstration of their programming 
abilities. The demos can be graphics- 
or music-based, but they olwoys have 
the feel of a pop video, and the music 

is generally of the dance variety, 
although some more exotic sonix do 
come out from time to time. Demo 
teams usually go on to be 
professional programmers after a 
while, so their demo days ore usually 
limited. Scoopex and Silents are two 
of the best' teams, and also the likes 
of Kefrens are not to be missed. 
Imagine a cross between a dance 
record, a video and a 
fightshow and you're getting 
the general idea. 

Game Demos 
In recent years, the various 
major software houses have 
watched the PD arena 
growing and have noticed that 
people buy demo disks, 
especially when on the cover 
of a magazine. So they put out 
demos, sometimes fully 
playable demos, of their new 
releases, allowing the punters 
to try the game before they 
buy. Demos of this kind usually 
turn up on the covers of 
magazines like our sister publication 
Amiga Format, and then before long 
the demos turn up on their own in PD 
libraries, A successful and popular 
demo translates into a very popular 
game - for example, take note of the 
enormous success of Lemmings, from 
Psygnosis, which started life as just 
such a demo. 

Slideshows 
Some Amiga artists spend a lot of 
time creating works of art an their 
computers, which is no good if 
nobody sees them. So many Amiga 
artists make slideshows of their work 
for public consumption. If you're very 
clever (or own one of the fab new 
snapshot cartridges) you can grab the 
art and examine it to see how it was 
done, and you couJd even use it as 
clip art in your DTP packages. 
(Beware, though, some PD artists may 
get a bit cross if you do. Remember 
that unless explicitly stated, copyright 
remains with the artist, which mecyis 

A si ides how from Crazy Joe's 
features this crazy guy. 

that you can't reproduce the work 
without their permission.) Some of the 
most stunning Amiga art comes from 
a chap called Tobias Richter, an artist 
who lives in Germany. He uses a ray- 

conitnued on page 120 

PAYING FOR IT 

PD is free, but disks, postage and wages aren't, so be prepared to pay 
between 99p and about £2.50 per disk From a PD software house. The price 
you pay is up to you, although some people get a bit cross paying £2.50 
when other houses do disks for 99p, I suppose it depends an how the disks are 
duplicated. If the company hasan office and a duping machine, then it casts 
money to run. But if it's built the PD house into an existing business, then 
obviously it has no overheads to speak of. Some 99p PD houses are good, 
others are terrible. The only way to find out for sure is to spend 99p. Or read 
Amiga Shopper every month, for the same price, and find out from us! 
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continued from page 119 
tracer called Reflections (coming soon 
to the UK)f and turns out some 
amazing stills and animations based 
on Star Trek and other sci-fi subjects. 
Watch out For him under the name 
Agatron. 

Music Demos 
Some PD authors are music nuts, who 
spend their lives churning out disks of 

The fred fish 

Collection 

There are lots of 'wo re'-type 
schemes. Freeware is usually the 
name given to normal PD. Beerware 
was one idea where the fee for using 
the program was to send the author 
same beer. Exclusiveware is a new 
idea, which works a lot like 
ficenseware. Others, like Charityware 
- if you keep the program you are 
requested to donate money to a 
(normally] specified charity - are 

RAM DISK 

I ftcaitet Hard 

fcr.fiBMD1flSTEH 

Got a CD-ROM player? Then save yourself anything up to £800 by 
buying the Fred Fish collection on CD-ROM instead of floppies. 

tunes for you to play on your Amiga, 
Some are Soundtracker- or 
Noisetracker-sampIed tunes from the 
charts, re-mixed in the Amiga, Others 
are synthesised tunes from the 
classics. Most are pretty good. If you 
like we 11-sequenced music, I think 
youll be surprised at the very high 
quality of the tunes around on the 
Amiga PD circuit, 

PD categories 
There is some PD which is not free to 
all. This comprises: 

1 License ware 
These are games or programs which 
are licensed to specific PD houses, to 
prevent the free distribution of the 
program - although the price to the 
consumer is more or less the same. 
MED is a good example; it's a music 
program which is licensed to 
Amiganuts United, This program is 
sold by Amiganuts, and a proportion 
of the fee goes back to the author in 
Finland. This scheme works better 
than shareware (see below) from the 
authors' point of view, as the money 
is handed over when the disk Es 
purchased, rather than trusting the 
users to pay up later. 

2 Shareware 
This is a branch of PD that you pay 
for, but are allowed to use free for a 
short time first to see if you like it. !t 
isn't expensive, as the author usually 
only asks for between £5 and £25 
for his or her eFforts. In most cases it's 
worth paying in the end, as you get 
free upgrades and documentation. 

reasonably easy to work out from 
their descriptions. 

Disk magazines 
Magazines on disk are not new, but 
there are more now than ever before. 
Newsflash, 17 Bit Update, Computer 
lynx, Scanner and Jumpdisk are 
prime examples of the type of thing 
I'm talking about, and they are, on 
the whole, very good. Magazines of 
this type usually contain PD software, 
demos and music, plus a lot of 
graphics and text as welk The text is 
normally reviews of software, or 
perhaps a bit of hardware, and is 
usually quite short to keep the amount 
of different text files up and leave 
space for programs too> The text Is 
sometimes a bit on the ropy side, but 
that's what you get for having a 
writer who's an editor too, [Too true 
- Ed.) A spelling checker wouldn't 
hurt some of these guys, I can tell 
you. Not, of course, unless you hit 
them with the disk! 

This month's selection 
Right, lets get down to business, I've 
a good range of stuff this month, 
from games to business, utilities to 
demos. But first, let's start with.,. 

CD-ROM 

An interesting turn up for the books 
this month was the appearance of a 
number of a number of CD-ROM PD 
disks on my desk. The two sets are 
the Hypermedia Concepts disk 

snappity titled The Fred Fish 
Collection On CD ROM, and the 
specially-compiled Xetec collection 
Fish & More volumes 1 and 2, 

The CD-ROM idea is perfect for 
public domain, as you usually copy 
the programs from the source disk 
and never write to them anyway. 
Having the 400+ Fish disks on a 
single CD is certainly a boon, and is 
a good short cut to catching up on 
what you've missed out. To buy the 
whole Fish collection up to date on 
floppies would cost about £400- 
£800, depending on where you buy, 
so getting them all on a CD casting 
£30-odd is certainly a bargain, In 
fact the Fish & More disk comes free 
with the Xetec CD-ROM drive, which 
is a bargain in itself. 

The idea of having the whale of 
the Fish library on a single disk is a 
stunning idea, and as a basic 
reference library of every type of 
utility and demo you could ever want 
it represents quite startling value for 
money. All the demos you've ever 
seen are on these disks, and quite a 
few things you couldn't even have 
guessed at, like a program which 
tests your knowledge of Thai, a 
program which converts IFF pictures 
into PostScript format, and programs 
which make your screen melt down 
to the bottom like someone^ put a 
blowlamp on it! There are some mind 
melting demos, too, like the Walker 
demo and the Probe demo - all the 
classics. Plus some of the best games 
I've ever played, I especially like Star 
Trek: The Next Generation Trivia 
Challenge (Fish 404 & 405), 
MechFighf (Fish 410] and Mono 
(Fish 194), 

As we will all have CD-ROM 
units before the end of next year 
(confident prediction), I suggest that 
one of these Fish disks be high on 
your list of the first CDs to get once 
you've gat a drive. Like most 
innovations, once you've used one 
it's hard to imagine life without it. 

Many thanks must go to Mick 
Graham of Pazaz for the loan of the 
Xetec drive and the Fish and More 
disks. You can contact Mick to talk 
about CD ROM at Pazaz, 14 
Douglas Street, Dunfermline, Fife, 
Scotland. ©0393 620102. 

UTILITIES 

Our pile of utils disks comes from 
Electriclown this month, and there is 
a very sound reason for this. 
Electriclown sets out its disks very 
sensibly into groups of utilities. All the 
disks I received have the nice new 
menu system by Nico Francois on 
them, and very posh it looks. All the 
programs worked from the menu, 
too, which is sometimes not the case 
with these things. The creator of these 
disks has obviously gone to a lot of 
trouble to test the products and 
ensure that they function properly, 
(I've had some rubbish in here, I can 
tell you, stuff that crashes and doesn' 
link up with other bits of the 
program^ blurgh, Thank goodness 
this isn't the case here,) Electriclown 
disks are nicely put together, with a 
lot of uncommon programs and 
utilities. Nice one EC. 

Backups 
Electric 15 
The Backups Disk contains Easy 
Backup and Easy Restore, a pair of 
hard disk backup and restore 
programs. Both are CLI-based, 
although you can use them from the 
neat menu interface. Also on the disk 
are some copiers like NIB, a nibble 
copier, P-Copy, RAMCopy, 
RattleCopy and TurboBackup, all of 
which enable you (surprise, surprise) 
to back up your floppies, A curiosity 
here es the inclusion of a program 
called PurnpyCopy. The pump in 
question is obvious when you start 
the program, as fans of Viz will 

continuid on page 12: 

This is the program selector from the Darkness Megademo H disk* I 
don't know why Albert's in the picture; there must be a reason.*. 
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AMIGANUTS UNITED 
169 DALE VALLEY ROAD, HOLLYBROOK, SOUTHAMPTON, S01 6QX. 

Tel enquiries: 0703 785680. Mail Order Only. 
AMIGANUTS ARE THE OFFICIAL UK DISTRIBUTORS OF THE I BAG DISKS AND THE LATEST ISSUES ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE FROM US FIRST. 

AMIGANUTS ARE PROUD TO INTRODUCE THE EXCELLENT I MEG EIGHT OR FOUR CHANNEL MIDI COMPATIBLE OctaMED 
NOTE THAT AMIGANUTS UNITED HOLD THE WORLDWIDE COPYRIGHT TO THIS PROGRAM AND IT WILL 

NOT BE AVAILABLE THROUGH ANY OTHER SOURCE, 
THE PROGRAM IS Of SUCH HIGH QUALITY THAT WE COULD EASILY HAVE PUT IT ON SALE FOR £50 OR MORS 

However, Amigawts and the author, Teijo Kinnunen, want it to be within the reach of all Amiga enthusiasts, so we are keeping the price down. You can purchase this great program for only £10.00 within Europe (£15.00 Per non- 
European). The price includes return post and pocking. Payment in pounds sterling only, rf ordering from overseas, send a banters order/eurocheque etc (Credit card orders will not be accepted). Because of the exceptionally 

low price, it comes without glossy packaging and one page of printed documentation. (Instructions on the disk). 
A fufl instruction manual for this program will become available later, but due to the high costs involved, ;t wii be quite expensive! 

BUG-BASH-An excellent childrens game. (For adults as well) £3.00 NUCLEUS: A budget shoot-em-up that will keep you occupied £3 00 
1036: AMlBASt PROFESSIONAL II. Tne new additions to this database make it a must have, includes picture addition facility. (1 Meg).. £3.50 
876:   QUIZMASTER. Think you know it all? Well now you can prove it. Save and re-load facility. For 1 to 4 players. Excellent!  £3 00 
877:   1 ACROSS 2 DOWN. A fully fledged crossword p-ogram It comes cr> two disks -cy only £S CO. Data drsks 2 & 3 Now ready at £2 00 each 
INTO CODING? - Want to learn? The Amiga Coders Club is for you! Acc V+ compressed issues of an excellent series for coders, even if you are new to the 
Amy, get this if you want to learn Assembly, using Devpac etc... A great introduction to the wortd of Assembly  Only £1 50 
The Amiga Coders Club disks are packed with source, hints, tips, advice from many of the well known coders that are on the Amiga scene today. 
Issues 5r 6,7,8,9,10,11 now available. Please note, excluding the compressed introductory disk, Amgia Coders Club disks are £3,00 per issue. 
ACC issue 12 is our birthday issue, it is a 2 disk set and for a limited time only, you can purchase both disks for the low price of £3.00 
AMIGA CODERS CLUB SPECIALI At last an Assembler package that will do all the Assembling of your progs at a very reasonable price £5.00 
1038: SUPER AMDASH. Remember that good old Commodore 64 game Boulcterdash? Well here is your chance to have that fun again. 1Meg  £3 00 
1068: MOD PROCESSOR V1.91. Make Picture and/or Music progs, adjust pic height/width. This version will load 8 Channel OctaMED music .'. £3.50 
1075: Intuimenu. The easiest way to run all your programs £3.00       1077: CLEAR. A very good, but hard, game from PH software  , £3 00 
1083: COPPER WRITT£R/Screen designer (for programmers only) £3.00        1088: WEIRD IN EDGWAYS. Real mind-boggling pu2zte game. 1 Meg £3.00 

THE FOLLOWING IS A VERY SMALL SELECTION FROM THE PUBLfC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE COLLECTION THAT WE HAVE COLLATED OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS. 
MED/OctaMED SAMPLES PACK. Six disks that are packed with SAMPLES for use with this excellent music utility, (note one is VERY RUDE)  £8 00 
MED V3.11b NOT COMPARABLE TO OctaMLQ, CSEE ABOVE), If you srnply wu-.t to t'nkerwirh :he keyboard, it will satisfy. (1 Meg is advised)  !!!.1ZZ!"ZZ"IZZ!!!£3 00 
971: THE MASTER VIRUS KILLER It recognises and kills over 120 of the pests + other excellent features. (Includes hard drive protect) , ! £2.50 
990: AMIGA C CLUB MANUAL V2 is now here. Loads more info, source and help from Anders Bjenn. Now Auto-Booting «K! on four disks  £6 00 
996: The latest and easiest setkeys prog to re-define your keymaps. Plus a host of other utilities, (Icon Design, IconLab, Oiplt etc)  £2 00 
1026: !VIA:-; i RI K MtGADEMO Another well presented two disk set from Tobias Richter, combining pictures, animation and music. 1 Meg £3.00 
1031: GAME COMPILATION- Spacepoker, a good version of the Poker-Bandit. Plus aiming and snakepit, both with full game editing £2,00 
1047: TEXTPLJS V3.0EN is here! TV>e extra facilities or. this new version are unbelievable and would take half a page to describe!  £3 00 
1067: LOT W.6e. The very latest version of this very popular text/editor prog by Rick Stiles. The new features are very good  £3 00 
1080: VIVALDI. 'The Four Seasons*. This is an excellently produced two disk classical music set by Rob Baxter. A must for classic fans  £4 00 
10B4: THE ART OF MED! 10 Great Med toons that run for hours £1.50   1087: IMAGES FROM AQUARIUS VS. Well presented pic/music disk £1.50 3*26: POWERPACKER by Nico Francois. Excellent crunch util £1 50 

576: EDUCATION for the children. Includes Blackboard Maths £2.00 640: 8 Games, including The Train Set and XFire. Very good! £2.00 
933: A-GENE. Genealogy The very latest V3.125 IMeg £2 50 7*28: UTILS The famojs Boot-Shoe Boot-Kit + others ' £2 50 
741: NorthC VI .3 (fi disks). A must for al I you C Coders £5.00 950: THEEVILDEADbyPossessed.Canyoukiflthezombies £150 
967: STEREO 3D DEMOS by Exit. (Great! but needs 3D glasses) £2.00 10*23: THE EXCELLENT AMY versus THE WALKER ANIMATION 1 Meg    £1 50 

1034: AREXX PROGRAMMERS Tutorial disk from the SWAG group..£1.50  1038: AMI-FX 3, Third in this fractal series (3 disks). 1 Meg £4.00 1037: GAMES. Klordike rgreat version) Simon [fun for tods^ £1 50 
1040: BALLOONACY An excellent game for the children. 1 Meg ..£2.00   1052: DRIFTERS DEMO. The Prisoner* & pSix of One" are great £1 50 1090: MASTER OF THE TOWN One or two player smash "em uo qame £2 00 1093: GOLF RECORDER, If you play golf, this prog is for you! £2.00 
FRII DISKS + FREE PROGS + FREE MEMBERSHIP - OVER A THOUSAND DETAILED PROGS PLUS SOME GAMES TO PLAY, OH THE MAIN CATALOGUE DISK ONLY £1.00. MAIN CATALOGUE DISK SENT "FREE" WITH ORDERS 

ABOVE £15 00 - PLEASE REMEMBER TO ASK FOR VOUR FREE COPY IF YOU SEND IN AN ORDER ABOVE £15.00- PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE RETURN POST AND PACKING - MAKE CHEQUES ETC, PAYABLE TO: 
AMIGANUTS UNITED 

WE DO NOT ACCEPT CREDIT CARD ORDERS. 
THE THIRD 1991 UPDATE TO OUR MAIN CATALOGUE IS NOW READY FOR £1.00. [Hie update contains only the 1991 additions to the library). 

GHOSTPOOL and SPIGOT Animations by Dr. Gandalf. 1 Meg £1.50 
D-COPY V1. Excellent copier program, Full instructions £2.50 
SYNERGY. Well presented sculpt 4D pictures £1 50 
SNAKES & LADDERS. Excellent game for the family. 1 Meg....£2.00 

CATALOGUE DISK 

GOLDSTAR COMPUTERS (E.C.) LTD 

P.O. Box 2, Tyldesley, Manchester, M29 7BN 

(0942) 895320 OVER 1700 DISKS 
WE ARE NOW THE SOLE 

DEMOS 
D59   Scoopac Crumlum - BEtKUANT Dlfi3 Phcnomma Enigma - V. BL'SI 
D174 System Violator - Brill Music D177 Global Trash - EXCELLENT D184 PherrtornLrtJ imeftpace - Brill 
ANIMATIONS 
A02 Kook- Demo-Knight Comes Alive A03 Education of Cool Cougar A06 More Aemtoons - Prk" SdW3(rCE 
All/ buniKin   Vine Sdlivau* A12 Hrobtr - Superb SequerWe A16 I-'iintanims - < ioni mercLal Demo A1K Star Trek Anims - "S12K 
A 20 Dry Dock ■ Superb T.R, Stuff A23/4/5/6/7 Steve* Anims Good A2H Magician - ExJrememly G(xxl A50 Gymnast - Su peril 3D 
A.-^-H Indiana Jones • Sword Hit 
A39 Filk-t The Fish - COCK! A-19 Fractal Flight - V. Good A54 Epic Preview - Excellent 
A62 Stamp Collector - Brilliant AG3 Juggler U - Very very funny A7(i Agatrnn 30 - Millenium Falcon AH3 Discovery Shuttle - C5ood 
AMOS RD. 
APD21 Word Square Solver APDS2 Fonm Really Unlimited APD63 Elackmagic Demo Crealer APD83 Amos Paint-Needs Imb AFD135 Simon Says & Space Maths - Ed AJPD176 Database Master - Needs Imb 
AMOS UCENCEWARE £3.50 EACH 
LFDl Colouring Book - For Kids Imb LPD2 AHc Angel Maths - V.Good Imb LPD9 Axriojt Assembler - FxtvlUml. LPD10 Word Factory - Spelling Imb I I'D 12 Hypnotic Lands Ga me 1 mh LPD13 Jlgniania - 1Mb LFDl5 ARC Angel Shapes - 1Mb LFDZ0 WOrdy-W/Processor 
EDUCATION & GAMES 
GO 1/2/3■,'Jt'5 Education Pack - Teenagers Cftf.,7 [.earn & Piny - Younger Kit Is G1 ] / J 2 Games Solutioru - Over 12-1 G14   Talking Colouring Book - V.Good G19   Return To Earth ExceUen* 

OFFICIAL UK DISTRIBUTORS OF PREMIER SOFTWAREtm OF CALIFORNIA IN THE USA, 
PREMIERt i n COLLECTION PRICE LIST Q20   TuiTican 2 - Playable DemO G.ll : Sramvk - T.R.s Brilliant Game G39   Flasdibier - Excellent Arcade Game Amigamjm 2 - Includes. Chess V2 MeK'tball - Best bieakuul Clone Seven Tiles - Speed ball Clone Wizzyx Quest - Very High Quality 

BUSINESS & SERIOUS B02   WordwTlght - Quality Vbrd Processor Clerk - Accounting Program Cedlt - Ant rther Word Proccswir Flexihase - PoTM-rfnl Daw base Husmes.H Ciirtl Maki-r - [^rx>d C»uickbasc - Simple Address D/Basc QFD - 'Quick Editor" Text Editor TcYtpluS ■ Clr.ll TiAT K:LIM,I 
LTTniTCES 
\JQl$    Dives Demo Creator - Good D-Copy - Best Backup Ironmania - Make lams Speedlx:nch - Faster Load Jafcicbench ■ Enlutnced W/fl Dupe Intromaker ■ Good Mega Utilities - Over 200 Rai;ur Tool liisk - 53 Ulils ■tyanicira Crunctiers - Lots Master Virus Killer V2.1 Fonts & Surfaces - Fur D/P C Lij^ht-Kav Trace Fr(.i^ I iHVt - ArJjlh.e: K.\y I mcer Darkslar 2 - 47 Utilities Darkstar j - 62 l.'n'Jities Darkslar 4 - 52 utllilies Assassins Bootblocks ITS SiD Vi.Un - Best Dir ulil Cumins Disk - best yet Hard Disk Utilities Fullfurce 111 Ulils UitimaLe Icon Disk - Grind Darkstar *s - Yet m<jre ulil Spacevriter - Jniro Writer tntirjrnaker - 2 Fror<s. Laty Amij?J Systems Checker ESA Utilities - V.Guod Mega Utilities - 70 UtUs U87/8 GrjphKs Management T m    ST EmuluTor - * Other Utlb U93    Spectrapaim V3 - Paint U94    Optmum Utiltiites - 30 Here U97    North C VI.3 - Latest Ull2.-3. -i G Manual - 3 Disks 

G<fl G43 G46 
G47 

B04 Bftft 
B07 B|2 Bin 
B17 Big 

U07 U08 \W U10 
U13 U16 U17 
U19 U20 C25 i:32 rvj 
r.^ 
U$6 
US7 U36 U42 1 sa 
u^ 
1366 1 711 
un U75 L76 U85 I «6 

r.TLV [ij^km.iMef V* - DIR Util U121 Speclmm Emulator - (3ood? U129 Pascal Compiler - V^GOOt) U131 Asaiisurls MulUvlslOn IJ135 Cnjnchers2 - Mrjre Cranchein I; 136 Klectracad - Demo Verison IT 12 SuperWOrkbentb VI.5 - Brill - Image Converter U144 U145 Total Utilities- Excellent U148 Messydos - Read^'nte MSDOS L'149 Modula2 - Modula compiler LT50 Useful Disk - By Culprits 
FIX 
P01 Space Bubbles ■ Boris V. Good P03 Real 3I> - Excellent Demo P05 Ytoz Digbshow - Brilliant P06 Forgcitten Realms - Good PfJ7/B Divine Visions - V.Good Pt» SunsFide 2 - fcjtceltent P23 A<lams Family - Very Good P2S Roger Dean - Nicely Done P32 Agatjon 6 - T.R. Slides P33 Agatron $ - More of T.R, P4l rVenaesis Prologue - Stciry P42.-3 Newtek 3 - Demo Digivicw P4S PsysnosLs Slideshow - 5uperb Nagel Pic* ■ Excellent PS7 Alrnim Covers - Iron Maiden K.i 3 Channel *2 A lilem.s P72 Nik Williams - Incitdibk; P7? Kelly Slideshow - Good P76/7 Nvinestv CH.i - Follow Up P80 Sirtipsor) Demo-Lousy! 
MUSIC M04 Vanf^elis - Superb M10 Jean Michel Jarre - G<:x>d M1K Ami^adeus - Brilliant M19 Classix [ * Some More M20 Classix 2 - And Even More M21/2 Pictures - More Classical M36 Now Thais 1-16 Tracks M42/3 Soundtracker V4 - V. Good M50 Time Circle ■ Excellent Disk M»9 Raco Demon - Super Loader M115 Scoopex Muabc Ulils - Good M132 Skyrider Music - Nice Disk M165 Med V3 ■ Ultimate Music Ed. M169 Chip Music - 42 Tracks M17^ AudtomaKic - Tons of Utils. M175 Startiacker - 8 Track Tracker M1S2 Future Composer - Excellent M1 SCv - .'S Dv Tlte Butmiui - Try It 

Single Disks; £1.50   Two Disk Sets; ±2.95 
Three Disk Sets; .,..£4.40   Four Disk Sets; £5.85 
Five Disk Sets: £7.30   Six Disk Sets: ££.75 
Seven Disk Sets...£10.00 
PREMIER SOFTWARE tm OF CALIFORNIA 
MANDELMANIA 
Nine excellent Mandelbrot set programs including 
CFMnnfli'i. |LIM;L Tiirbomfinfk'l, tic. Tsvci Disk 
Set. 
DESKBENCH 
A 1/3 Workbench with Dcskbench Modular 
System installed, plus a disk of new Icons & a 
disk of other bases. Three Disk set 
FONT. UB 
A Library of 4 Directories each writh a dozen fonts 
all can be displayed and selected by Icons A 
Single disk. 
TOOLKIT SERIES 
System, Disk, Icon , Print, Desktop Tools & 
Utilities. Five Disk Set. 
ELECTRIC WORD 
The Bible (King James version) with Textra 
Editor you can cut, paste and save to disk, great 
ior writing sermons or doing bible studies etc. 
Three Disk Set. 
All PREMIER SOFTWAREtm is sold and 
distributed as in the USA with FULL colour 
labels and info sheet, see what you've 
been missing and what you should have 
received last tirnei 

T,Bag    1 to 49  Fish 1-490 
Amos Licence ware, Taifun & Slipped 

Disks, Amos PD, Amigos 
& Snag, & LOTS MORE. 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN POSTAGE 

99p 

* POSTAGE; ILK. & BFPO: POSTAGE 50p P&P, IF YOU ORDER 10 YOU GET A FREE DISK. 
Europe; Please add 20p per disk. World: Please add 40p per disk. Credit Cards and Postal Orders 

will ensure despatch within hoursPIf you want it tomorrow, phone us today! 



P. D. DISK PRICES       DEMOS & ANIMATIONS GAMES DISKS 

1 -9disks = £1,50each 
10 -19 disks ^£1.25 each 
20 or more = £1,00 each 

PLEASE NOTE: 
2 disk sets are charged as 2 
single disks, 3 disk sets as 3 

single disks, etc. 

POSTAGE 
is included in the price 
if you live in the U.K. 

Europe add £1,50 to order 
Rest of World add £2.50 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 
may be made using any 

Visa, Access or Mastercard 
on 

(0709) 829286 

A CATALOGUE DISK 
is available froo of charge To 

obtain yours, send us a 
stamped addressed 

envelope (9" x 6"), or ask for 
one with your order. 

ABBREVIATIONS USED 
* = 1 meg needed 

(X) = 18 and over only 
(please state age) 

Figures in brackets refer to 
number of disks in set. 

133 

WE ALSO STOCK 
FRED FISH DISKS 
AMOS ED, DISKS 

T.B.A.G. DISKS, 
A 

AMIGOS DISKS 
ASK FOR THEM 

BY NAME! 

P. D. PACKS 

8 disks for £10 
A great way for new Amiga 

owners to check out what p.d. 
is ad about Each pack 

contains 8 disks and is just 
£10 par pick! 

GAMES PACK 
37 Titles on S disks including 
Asteroids, Tiles, Bally 2. Sys1 

Pool, YachtC, Invaders, 
H-Ball, Fruit Machine, Block 

Off, Shoot Out, Peter's 
Quest, and many more! 

DEMOS PACK 
Some of the most popular 

demos in the library: Coma, 
Wild Copper, Cebit 90, Elvira, 

Mental Hangover. Rebels 
Megademo 2, Pain Is Just The 
Beginning, and Popeye Meets 

The Beach boy sf 

SOUNDTRACKER SPECIAL 
The great PD music maker, 

plus instruments, songs, 
modules, rippers and more! 

Make m jsic or just have fun! 

HOME BUSINESS PACK 
A suite of programmes lor 

those who want to dabble in 
the serious side: Nag, Bank'n, 

Journal, QSase, Spread, 
Word wright AmigaSpell, 

Inventory, MemoPad & more! 

016 Space Ace Demo 
085 Red Sector Megademo (2) 
0S9 Gymnast Animation * 
107 RAF Megademo (2) 
127 NewTekDemo (2) * 
157 Cod Cougar Animation * 
161 Ky lis Mi nog ue Demo (2) 
240 Puggs in Space Cartoon 
280 Tree Frog Animation ■ 
288 The AMOS Damo 
298 Unicyda Animation * 
399 Newtek Demo 3 (2) * 
483 Elvira Demo 
646 Predators Megademo (2) 
744 Red Sector Cebit Demo 
747 Popeye Meets Beachboys 
762 The Run Animation * 
773 Shark Animation * 
825 BLid brain Megademo pq(2] 
853 Dragons Lair Demo * 
854 BreadrtHoma & Away Demo 
865 Coma Demo 
896 Trip To Mara 
897 Scoopex Mental Hangover 
906 Madonna Cartoon * 
947 Mars Right Animation * 
954 Teenage Turtles Demo 
964 Operation Vark! 
966 Bloodaport 2 

1001 Station atKhern** (3) 
1033 At the Movies Anim* 
1034 Stealthy 1 Animation * 
1043 Razor 1911: Vertical Insanity 
1053 Not 9 O'clock News 3 (2] 
1088 Epic Demo* 
1089 Not 9 OCJock News 4 (2) * 
1092 Pharaoh Animation * 
1093 DPaint3Demo (2)* 
1105 Crionics Neverwhere Demo 
1110 Fractal Right 

117 Monopoly 
135 Classic Board/Card Games 
185 Electric Train Set 
251 Blizzard 
314 Breakout Construction Set 
315 Return to Earth 
496 Holy Grail Adventure * 
648 Star Trek (USA) (2) * 
680 Learn & Play (2) 
727 Star Trek fRichter) (2) 
957 Pipeline 
962 Drip! 
987 Snake pit 
991 Jeopard* 

1004 Games Disk 9 
1230 Dragon Cave 
1245 Rings of Zon* 
1408 A59; Super Quiz 
1411 A62; Arcadia 
1510 Pick Up A Puzzle (2) • 
1512 Rclure It (2)* 
1517 A110: Crossfire* 
1520 AH5:Batloonacy 
1528 A130: Wooden Ball " 
1531 Simon Says/Space Mama 
1532 A137: Tib Trial* 
1533 The Jar* 
1539 Mega ball* 
1544 Seven Tiles 
1558 Adventure Solutions (2) 
1573 A142; Pair Crazy 
1577 A146: Fruit Machine* 
187S A147: AMOS Games 2 
1579 A148: Demolition Mission * 
1580 A149: Gobbit/Pontoon* 
1584 A153: Missile Command 
1591 A160: Quizmaster * 
1608 A178: Mastermind/Pair Up * 
1610 A1S0: Dungeon DeNer (2) 
1612 A182: Pixie Kingdom (2) 

UTILITIES DISKS 

051 Visicalc Spreadsheet 
081 UEdit Word Processor 
110 Diek Utilities 
111 Grafix Utilities 1 
118 Grafix Utilities 2 
119 Amiga MCAD 
180 Pagesettsr Clip Art 
210 Icons! 
250 Ultimate Bootbiock Coll. (2) 
343 fnlromakar 
346 TV Graphics (2) 
348 APDC 25 (Programming) 
353 ShoWizZO 
354 PowerPacker 2.2a 
410 DPaint Cartoon Brushes 
442 DPaint Fonts Disks (4) 
456 Chet Solace Extravaganza 
458 HAM Radio Special (5) 
495 ClickDOS (CU Helper) 
516 A68k Assambler/C Compiler 
536 Red Devil Compacting Utile. 
546 loon mania! 
571 Jazzbench 
580 Dope Intro Maker 
591 Business Card Maker 
595 Amateur Radio Disk 
832 MessyDOS 
633 Analytical 
642 C Manual 
643 SIDvl.06 
661 Programming Disk 
682 Sound Applications (2) 
684 Video Applications (2) 
597 Graphics Management (2) 
901 THE Comms Disk 
902 QED Taxt Editor 

1022 AMOS/RAMOS Update 1.21 
1023 Future Composer 
1058 Zero Virus Vao 
1071 Noisepleyer V3.0 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 

DEPT. AS (6), 145 EFFINGHAM STREET, ROTHERHAM, 
SOUTH YORKSHIRE S65 1BL 

DEMOS & ANIMATIONS SLIDESHOWS 

1188 Fillet The Fish 
1190 Pussy : Innership 
1200 Raiders of Lost Ark Anim * 
1229 Budbrain 2 
1235 Kickboxer Demo 
1238 Evil Dead Demo (X) * 
1246 LSD: Comix Disk 1 
1256 Killing Game Show Demo 
1271 Legend of Billy The tfd* 
12B0 Horizon: Sleeping Bag 
1287 Wrath of the Demon Demo 
1400 A51: Weird Science 
1453 More Aarotoone * 
1474 System Violation Demo* 
1477 Ecstasy Demos* 
1507 A100: AMOS Demo 2 
1516 A109: Weird Science 2 
1518 Panthorus Megademo (2) * 
1524 A124- Bob Maniacs* 
1525 A125; Benson Demo 2* 
1523 Armageddon Demo * 
1540 Amy vs Walker Anim, * 
1541 Batman Animation * 
1542 PogoAmm (1.5 meg) 
1548 Jochen Hippel Sound Damo 
1551 Too Much 3D* 
1552 Magician Anim V2.0 * 
1553 Steve B Anim Disk 1 
1554 Steve's Anim Disk 2 
1555 Steve's Anim Disk 3 
1556 Steve's Anim Disk 4 
1557 Steve's Anim Finale Disk 
1560 Phenomena Enigma Demo * 
1586 A155: Panthorua Demo 2 
1598 A168: Curos & Stauros (2) 
1828 "Do The Bart, Man" Demo * 
1650 Crionics: Total Destruction * 
1664 Silents: Blue House (2) * 

078 Vallejo Fantasy Art (2) 
163 NASA Sideshow 
167 Digiview Slideshow 
171 Patrick Nagel Pictures 
185 Eacher Slideshow 
238 TV Sports Basketball 
282 Forgotten Realm a 
617 Neighbours SI ideshow 
725 Diggy Piggys SI ideshow (2) 
742 Madonna Slideshow 
767 C4nem aware SI ideshow 
814 Viz Slideshow 
831 Utopia Cartoon SI ideshow 
891 Creepshow 
899 Madonna Slideshow 2 (2) * 
942 Garfield SJideshow 
968 Gorezone SI ideshow (X) 

1044 Desert Island Slideshow 2 
1051 Total Recall Slideshow 
1062 Golems Gate Slideshow 
1073 F raw on Fantasy Slideshow 
1082 Annie Jones Slideshow 
1085 Comic Slideshow (X) 
1103 Girls of Sports Illustrated 
1210 Turtles Slideshow 
1232 Jimi Hendrix Slideshow 
1242 Back to the Future 
1272 Nemesis: Prologue 
1277 Fraxion: Divine Visions (2) * 
1279 Forgotten Realms '90 
1475 Nemesis: Chapter 1 (2) * 
1480 The Age of Slack 
1523 A121: Nik Williams Demo 
1546 Skywalker Digishow 1 
1547 Skywalker Dig i show 2 
1549 DPaint Colour-Cycled Pica 
1561 Demons Slideshow 3 * 
1666 Mages Staff 

UTILITIES DISKS 

1085 Catalogue Workshop (2) 
1097 DTP Clip Art (Z) 
1099 Video Graphics (4) 
1117 Geneaology* 
1198 Sou nd tracker V4 0 (2) 
1222 Picture Format Convertors 
1225 Hardware Projects Mag 
1228 ST Emulator 
1234 Tetra-Copy 
1253 Red Devil Utilities 5 
1255 Opt) Utilities 1 
1265 Cryptic Utilities 17 
1273 C-Ught 
1274 Star Trekker 12 Music Prog 
1286 Mandlebrot Generator 1.85 * 
1294 Chaos & Fractal Programs 
1360 0KB Trace (Fish 397) 
1368 Fix Disk (Fish 403) 
1383 Menu Writer (Fish 420) 
1385 Art of Virus Killing 
1432 A83:AMQS Paint 
1450 New SuperKillers Disk 
1451 ElectroCAD 
1452 Ami Base 
1473 ARP 1,3 
1534 MED V3.0 
1535 Master Virus Killer V2.0 
1536 North CV1.3 (packed) 
1537 North CV1.3 (unpacked)^) 
1543 Qiantum Tool Disk 12 
1545 SpectraPaint V3.0 
1550 FlexiaaseVZO 
1569 A138: Spanish Tutor 
1585 A1S4: AMOS Programa 10 
1587 A156: Rippers Disk 
1606 A176: Database Master V2.0 
1629 ZX Spectrum Emulator 
1663 Dynamite Cut & Paste Fonts 

MUSIC DISKS 

052 Awesome Sounds 
061 J M Jarre - Definitive 
168 Vangelis * 
187 Crusaders Audio X 
237 Zee's Hip Hop Music Disk 
335 Girls Need Love 
398 Powerlords: Power Musix 1 
407 CD Player* 
409 Crusadare: Freakd Outl 
424 Made in Heaven (2) 
497 Amiga Chart 5 
518 Bop us Poiupus 
534 Vision Music Masters 
552 Music Invasion 3 (2) 
654 Powertorda Power Musix 2 
713 Flash!-Queen (2) 
722 Beatmaster Club Mix 
724 Technotronic Remix 
746 Crusaders Bacteria 
824 Digital Concert V 
833 DJ Disco Left 2 
857 900 / Oxygene Remix * 
866 Pan III Music Disk 
870 Bruno's Music Box 2 
910 Darkling Lords Music Disk 
914 Special Brothers Music 2 
922 Phalanx Beatbox 
924 Game Soy Music Disk* 
930 Rebellion 
935 Madonna: Hanky Panky 
941 Soundiracker Jukebox 
959 Scorpions : Eargasm II 
969 100 C64 Games Tunes 
970 The Comic Strip Remix 
975 Scoopex: Beast Son ix 
982 E&LGetUp! 
986 Amaze «Revolutions 
993 PSA Music Demodisk 1 

1028 Digital Concert VI 
1081 Captured Imagination 
1069 Exile Ghipshop 
1077 Superior Sounds V1.1 
1107 Stop Right Now! * 
1243 Chip Music Festival 
1248 LSD: Supreme Music 1 
1284 Cave: Synthetic Power 
1292 Crusaders Does Genesis 
1505 A96: Music 24 
1508 A101: Auto Player VI. 1b 
1522 A120: Music Player* 
1527 A129: Music Demo 1 
1600 A170: Music 27* 
1630 Accession: Sun Wind 

ACCESSORIES 

3.5" BLANK DISKS 
10 FOR £499 

WITH DISK BOX £5.99 
50 FOR £22.50 

WITH DISK BOX £28.58 
100 FOR £39.99 

WITH DISK BOX £44 99 

DISK BOXES 
FLIP-TOP 

10 capacity .,. .£1.49 
LOCKABLE 

40 capacity £4.99 
50 capacity... £6.99 
80 capadty £7.99 
100 capacity ,.. £9 99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mouse Mat £2.99 
Keyboard Cover.... £3.99 
Monitor Cover £5,99 
Printer Cover £4.99 
Mouse House £199 
Drive Cleaning Kit... £2.99 
Printer Cable £6 99 
Stereo Leads (2m). . . £2.99 
1,000 disk labels.... £12.50 

VHS Library Cases 
£6.99 tor 10 

"CRAZY JOE'S" LOGO 
T-SHIRTS (M/L/XL) 

While .. . £3 99 
SWEATSHIRTS (IN /L/XL) 

White . , , £8.99 
(PLEASE STATE SIZE) 
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recognise the face [and the pumping 
trousers) of Johnny Fartpants. A good 
disk, pocked with useful bockup stuff. 
Value for money 9/10 

Home Utils 
Electric 9 
The Home Utils disk contains some 
programs thought to be of use in the 
home. Two calculation programs, 
CalKey and Multicalc, allow you to 
keep abreast of household finance, 
while Diet Aid helps you count the 
calories by adding up ingredients to 
give you the calorific value of a 
recipe. And finally there is Furnish, a 
program which lets you draw an 
area and fill it with furniture, to try 
out a design for your rooms before 
you stick the stuff in it. A bit thin as 
disks go; the programs are 
reasonably useful, but I [ust can't 
decide if it's interesting enough. 
Value far money 4/10 

Icon Utils 
Electric 36 
The Icon Utils disk contains obvious 
programs like Bru$k2lcor\t itb (Icon 
To Brush) and the IE icon editor, but 
more esoteric types of prog are here 
too, like the CNVPSGI and 
CNVNEWS programs. These two 
items convert graphics from the 
Commodore 64 programs 
Newsroom and PrintShop. Exactly 
how you are meant to get the 
graphics from your 64 to the Amiga 
isn't stated, but provided you have 
some kind of way to get the graphic 
an to an Amiga disk |an emulator like 
the PD program The 64 Emulator 
might do the job)/ these programs do 
all the conversion From C64 code 

For a superb demo, you could da far worse than treat 
yourself to Phenomena's Enigma disk,,* 

segment to IFF file, Smartlcor} allows 
you to add a gadget to the corner of 
all your windows to iconify them at a 
touch, Makeicon is an icon toolkit, 
and finally Icontype enables you to 
search a disk and convert the type to 
suit your purposes - altering a disk 
icon to be a file icon and that sort of 
thing. A tightly made disk, and 
packed with useful utils for icon 
creation and tweaking. 
Value for money ♦ 8/10 

Compacting Utils 
Electric 6 
Compacting Utils is another of these 
EC disks that was more fun to play 
with than I was expecting. I thought it 
would just be Arc, Zoo, lharc, Zip, 
Warp and all that. But this is a power 
packed disk, ahem, containing Power 

Packer 2.3b, a matched pair of 
:s  programs called DiskCompand 

DeComp and a bewildering 
variety of disk file 
c ru nc hers: fo r exa m pie, 
crunchers on the disk 
include offerings such 
as TV ton cruncher, 
Megacruncher, 

Mastercruncher and 
so on. This is very 
useful, as you can 

not only crunch 
files with these 
programs, but 
also uncrunch 

files too, meaning 
that you can get at 
text files which 

ordinarily you'd 
have to use PPmore 
to get a look at. 

Value for money 
. 8/10 

is this really what 
they meant by a 

Megacru richer? 

DEMOS 

Darkness Megademo li 
17 Bit disk 1047 
The Darkness team are new, but 
obviously they've done another demo 
before this one as it's numbered 2. 
And, unlike many new demo teams, 
the quality of their work is top notch. 
The MegaDemo begins with a 
wicked intra, featuring ray-traced 
text. Then it goes to the program 
selector, an Al 000 on a desk with a 
row of disks in front of iL You select 
the demo by clicking an the disk, and 
it animates itself into the drive, 

OF the seven demos on offer, I 
liked me Total Record demo, where 
you get mare bobs on screen than the 
human mind can stand, bads of 
animations and music, and a lot of 
skilled coding by Atlantic, graphics 
by Troglobyte and logos by Zona 
Norte. The music, very classily done 
by Nice, runs throughout and 
provides a lot of good background to 
the startling visuals. Expect to see a 
lot more of the Darkness team in the 
near future. 
Value for money* 9/10 

Tuff Enuff & Bass-O-Matic 
NBS disks L611,L612&L613 
The Crusaders have cracked down 
on the spreading of their wares to 
any and every PD house, and have 
begun to license their demos to 
certain houses only. To celebrate this, 
NBS (as one of the said houses) have 
sent me a pile of the Crusaders' back 
catalogue disks, and very impressive 
it is too. The old classics Bacteria and 
Avdio-X were there, but also the 
newer demos Bass-O-Matic and Tuff 
Enuff. Bass-O-Matic is probably more 
what you'd call a music demo, but as 
well as the music on the two disks, 
you also have a selection of Calvin & 
Hobbes cartoons to read (if you don't 

which shows the best 
in Amiga programming. 

know who they ore then you should!] 
plus o little space invaders gome. A 
very slick demo and very enjoyable. 
Value for money. 10/10 

The Tuff Enuff megademo comprises 
three sections: one short Calvin & 
Hobbes cartoon (yes, again!), then a 
piece of piano music plus a spinning 
globe, lovely samples well 
sequenced, with the keys played in 
time to the tune on the screen. The 
demo ends with the most eye- 
boggling filled vector text I've ever 
seen. A very professional and visually 
arresting piece of coding. 
Value for money 9/10 

Enigma 
17 Bit disk 913 
And finally, top of the heap is 
Phenomena's Enigma demo. 
Phenomena are Firefox and Tip 
(music), Azatoth (coding) and Uno 
(graphics). Enigma is a collection of 
very simple demos, very cleverly 
sequenced music and bags of 
surprises. First you get treated to a 
smooth starfield behind the titles, 
which seems to change direction qs if 
you're spinning around in a very 
agile little space ship. Then the stars 
part to reveal a cube with a starfield 
on one plane and vector filled 
graphics on all the other faces. The 
cube spins and the faces animate at 
the same time. The effect is not unlike 
the kind of TV effects you get an a 
Quantel system. Then, while your 
head is still whizzing around from 
that, the team moves on to do a take 
off of the Trip To Mars demo of a few 
months ago, under the heading "and 
now a REAL trip to Mars". The 
vectors are clean and animate very 
realistically. The ground is a 
graduated copper list, and gives the 
effect of the ground fading away into 
the distance. Then, without a breath, 

continued on page 124 
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the team moves on to do a similar 
vector demo, but mis time the objects 
in the world are oil light source- 
shaded. There follows a series of 
bouncing balls, and finally the end 
message Is displayed, using what the 
team calls the Star Wars scroller, 
which scrolls away from you in 
perspective like the titles of Star 
Wars. Just when you think it's the 
end, Azatoth throws in a demo of his 
new PD ray-tracer program called 
Perfect View, and gives you a taste of 
what it can do with an animated ray 
traced picture. All in all, a fun 
packed and alarmingly clever demo, 
which bodes well for the future of this 
excellent team. 
Value for money 10/10 

APPLICATIONS 

More fab programs you'd normally 
have to pay an arm and a leg for, 
but PD or shareware so you can 
spare your cash for better things- All 
the applications this month are from 
Electriclown. 

Sozobon C Compiler 
UL-22A & MB 
The Sozobon C Compiler is a fully 
featured C environment, which has 
spent a lot of time being updated 
over the last four years, f remember 
talking about it a number of years 
ago, and It didn't work very well at 
all back then. The main reason was 
that it had been ported over from the 

Current Price: 

C3£d AlIHotesOff 
CZEd Barak 

CZEd Split 
NidiUtil v2.8 
PANL Ml,2 
Veld 

794864 hytes free- 

CSEd License 
CZEd Instruction 
MidiUtil vZ>% Instructions 
PjftNL Instructions 
VcEd License 
VoKd Instructions 

Electrklown's MIDI Utils disk 
v Hico Francoi 

■ greet news for those ol you with a MIDI interface for your Amiga. 

Atari ST, All the major problems (like 
not actually working) appear to have 
been ironed out in this new version, 
and you should find it quite easy to 
start writing C cade with this 
package. All the parts of the program 
are there for you to use, and as PD 
programming languages go, Zc has 
had more work done to Et than most. 
Value for money 6/10 

Assembler Pack 
Electric 20 
The Assembler Pack gives you a suite 
of programs to use if you want to get 
into the world of assembly language 

CRUSADERS 

Does Genesis 

Crusaders Does Genesis is a music demo fromthe Crusaders team, 
featuring tunes like Mama and That's AIL And very good it is, too. 

programming. You get the A68K 
assembler by Charlie Heath, and the 
Blink linker program, plus Textra text 
editor, the Mon monitor program and 
the Fop opt!miser program, Nat a 
beginners pack in itself, although 
working in tandem with a beginner's 
guide to assembly language 
programming it could help to give 
you a leg up to greatness. Who 
knows, you could be a demo 
programmer within a few months! 
Value for money ,..,8/10 

Communications 
llectric 3 
The Comms Pock is a good starter if 
you want to break Into the world of 
comms. Got a modem but nothing to 
drive It with? Well, here is a copy of 
NCorrsm (as used by well seasoned, 
leathery old comms buffs like myself), 
plus a bunch of utlls to help you 
along comms' last highway. As well 
as NComm, which is all you really 
need, you get a number of bolt-on 
modules to do various tricky jobs like 
updating your phone list and call log 
and so on. Smart work. 
Value for money ....9/10 

Home Video 
Electric 14 
The Home Video pack is choc full of 
utils for the home video enthusiast. 
No, it's not a PD Video Toaster 
(although it won't be long before 
same German hacker comes up with 
that, I shouldn't wonder), but it does 
do titling and supplies you with a set 
of utils you will find useful if you like 
video. My favourite is VTOT (Video 
Tools On Tap), a set of resident tools 
which give you fade-outs and -ins, 
plus test patterns and screens to help 
you centre your screen and so on. 
Also goad is SportsText, which 
enables you to put text on screen 
using a genlock at the touch of a 
button. Having pre-selected your text, 

you can flash it on to the screen 
when the need arises - you could 
display the name of a player or some 
statistics, for instance. Very clever 
stuff, which I'll be passing along to 
Gary White ley for a full test. 
Value for money 9/10 

Spreadsheets 
Electric 5 
Spreadsheets are a bit of a yawn 
really but they can be very useful, 
especially if you work for yourself, far 
doing your accounts and so on, On 
this disk you have a selection of 
things to work with, from the simple 
Spread and SCalc, right up to Vc 
and VisiCatc (not actually VisiCalc 
but a clone). Also included Is a 
program called ColcKey, which is a 
pop-up calculator. All yau do is press 
the [Alt] and = keys and the 
calculator appears on your screen. 
Value for money 7/10 

Databases 
Electric 4 
The Databases disk features 
Database Wizard, Disc Cataloguer, 
DisSecretary, and Quickbase. 
Database Wizard is essentially a 
mailing list program, although you 
can easily adapt it to hold any kind 
of Information, Disc Cataloguer is a 
program which helps you keep your 
disks in order by filing the directories, 
as does DisSecretary, Quickbase is a 
short and sweet database designed 
to keep lists of family and 
friends/contacts, and can be 
launched just to check a name 
against an address and phone 
number. It's not the most complex 
package in the world, just 
quick'n'dirty, hence the name. 
Frankly I prefer AmiBase tl as a PD 
database, but mat's just my two 
penn'orth. 
Value for money 6/10 

continued on page 127 
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78, 
:m 
418. 
441. 
45B 
477. 
460., 
551. 
552. 
555. 
558. 
559. 
562. 
M4. 
666. 
668. 
K72. 
699. 
300. 
1014 

Tin? Holy (3ra II, H very good adventure 
The Golden fleece a lest adventure (*) 
Frantic Freddie the PD game, good fun 
Ail new Psuedu Cop gam«, a Shoot em up 
Castle of Doom, adventure with graphics 
Return lo earth, space combat/adventure 
Flaschhier. a bonlderdash f'D game 
Cluedo arid Monopoly. 2 great games 
Eat Mine, lias HO screens to play at 
Retaliator and IVman, 2 great games 
Drip, a painter type of game, grey I fun 
Murder1. fiTmr.Krr.il KIT playable preview 
Back to the Future, playable preview 
Spaceblitz, 4 good games to play 
Horror Zombies, a playable game preview 
Killing Game Show, playable preview 
Cybercun III, payable game demo 
James Pond and ftiradrokl playable demos 
Yelp, a Painter type game, multi-levels 
Blizzard, fast strolling shoot em up 

, CIiinew ilifxlfis. similar lo solitaire 

it Wendy and Lisa, picllnrs til the pt>p duo 
9. Twill Peais, pictures from the TV show 
H. Yahha IWiba Doo. f;reaL cartoon pictures 
7, Future Visions, more fantasy pictures 
0. Sauev postcards, naughty but nice 
4 Madonna Slideshow, lot* or pictures 
2. Vn slideshow as scon in Amiga Formal 
2. Space Bubbles, terrific fantasy pics 
9. Slideshow Spectacular, superb hi-res. 
11. Countadi lanlasj y] i rk:* I amy 1 
6. Couniach fantasy slideshow 2 

I 991, Belinda Carlisle slideshow, great, pics 

m MRU \3.10, supercedes MED V3.0 {*) 
1026, MED V3.11 we bring it to you first <*) 
813, Startrekker VI, 2 Soundtracker clone 
793. Red Sector demo maker V1.0 great! (*) 
735. Flexi Base, a more Iriuitdty data haso 
843. Iconmania. a disk full of loon utils. 
640. Mobed VI .0, a movable object editor 
623. C-LlglU, ray tracing program very good 
613. Soundtracker Professional (Protracker) 
993. Waste] Virus Killer V2.1. terrific! I 
877, NORTH C VI. 3 a 2 disk set £1,98 
898. Audio Magic VI. 1 full of utilities 

617. 
K07. 
759. 
751. 
750 
656 
6H4. 
508. 
597. 
547. 
539. 
516. 
321 
2B7 
i:i2. 
174. 
982. 
yttt. 
9*R 
98-5, 
986, 

The Byte Busters Mega demo, good 
Kvil Dead demo, for all you Sycho's (*) 
Amos Creator II demo, official release 
Colour Cycling, superb effects get it! 
Budbram II a new disk from Bud brain 
Pussy InersMp, good graphics and game 
Unreal game demo, to show off your Amiga 
Oly mpla, parallax scrolling at its best 
Fractal animation, super mandclbrots <*) 
Cool frYidge, superb Plasma effects here 
Materialized, eryptoburners supefb demo 
Chromium, a great new demo by Scoopex 
i^urple. very large vector routines 
Fractal might animation, unusual demo 
Golam Gates Mega demo II, wrorth getting. 
Dragons demo 1, has lovely raster effects 
Ian   Mirks mega demo, 9 parts to this 
Total Rebate, from the Steve bright show 
Total Retrial, from the Steve Wright show 
Total Restyle, from the Steve Wright show 
Total Kespray; from the Steve Wright show 
Total Recount, from the Steve Wright show 

The following arc Ll.ttS each 2 dlttk sets. 
I should b£ so Lucky by KyUe, 5 samples 

856. The power of love, by Huey l^ewis, sample 
301. Darkstar s mtisic 9.14 great tunes 
417. Ekctric Ybuth by Debbie Gibson, great! 
420. Lumbertack song from Monty Python 
478. Made In Heaven by Kj lie, a full G mlnsf 
525. Flash by Queen, a great two disk set 
968. Fbllowin you, by Madonna great song 
5m. D-Mob music 4, 2 disks of good music 

43. Ihiggs In Space, a cute and funny demo 
863. Iraq demo, rather comical animation 
313. Revetige Horror Show, for psycho's only 
394. Stamp Collector, an old but good demo 
44-4. Fillet Hie Fish, similar to Puggs demo 
63J. Steves animations t. has ft cute anims. 
632. Steves animations 2, has 6 cute anims. 
789, Sieves animations 3, has 6 cute anims. 

1790, Steves animations 4. has 5 cute anims. 
79 L Steves animations 5. has 6 cute anims. 

796 Crusaders does Genesis, superb (*) 
794. In a Silent Way don't miss this disk! 
980. Jarre Live, eleven good tracks of music 
770. Arcane Music, 11 tracks for you to play 
767. The 900/Oxygen reml\, collect it now \ x\ 
97R Give Me What 1 Want, Sam Fox sample 
723, Sounds of DOB II, 17 tracks of music (*) 
970 If only I could, Sidney Ybungbiood sample 
718. Revolutions by Jean Michelle Jarre 
848. A kind of magic, by Queen. Sampled {*) 
716. Bomb the Base. 8 fab tracks to listen to 
703. 130!! remixes from the Beat master who else'. 

■ following animation* all require 1 me* 
Franklin the Fly, hilarious and funny 
Basketball player, superb ray tracing 
Ami versus the Walker as revlewd 
Mars, smooth space fighter animation 
Juggette anim, and Juggelle the revenge 
Batman the movie, funny and amusing 

, Juggler II, the Juggler meets a lady 
, Stealthy II Manoevres, great cartoon 

The lx>tus Car chase from Agatron 
. Coyote Strikes back, poor Koadruuner 
, The very famous "Gymnast" demo 

Education of Cool Cougar, very funny. 

The demos below constat of 2 DISKS HH 
demo costs LI 98 please remember 

929 Maximum Overdrive, lots here & good 
45.  Keftens mega demo 8, one of the best 
66,   Predators, great game to play as well 
926. Mr Food, hilarious sample of record 
199. Red Sectors, a must for demo collectors 
201, RAF another of the classic demos 
365, Budbrain, over 18 yrs for this, sorry 
537, Monty Python's Secret Follcemans Rail 
614, Monty Pytnon's Nudge \udge, more humour 
594. Hit the Road by,Flash, mull] part demu 

Colouring book 
Arc .Angels maths 
Thingumajig 
Jlingk: BuBgle (•) 
Pukadu S Sprites 
4 Wiv Link H 
Antra Assembler VI 
Word Factory H 
Go Getter Came (■) 

LPD12 
LPD13 
LPDH 
LPDIii 
LHD10 
LPD17 
mm 
I.Pl>20 
LPD21 

Hypntrtle lands (*) 
Jtginanls f*| 
Hay it Mfcf) 
Angels shapes (*) 
few* II n 
Dog Eight 111*) 
TfHLChSlfflMS [*) 
X-J'JLi5Q 
Oulngo <*> 

Pi,VASI. VHI 11( i:\cijtt.\kii, is 
L i    A DISK set by Amos Kl> 

We now have the complete library in stock from 
disk 1 to disk 470, only 99p each disk 

DISKS 
We stock from disk 1 to 49, only 99p each 

IKASR ADD i 
for P/P to your 

I total order value | 

PLEASE NOTE: 
Disk* marked {*} 

Now over 1,500 titles in stock, full details 
are on our catalogue disk for only £1, or 

sent free with your order 
Ptione and collect service now available 

Orders arc despatched the same day 
Now over 12 years of business 

experience behind us 
Vast stocks are held so no waiting 

and no delays 
We are open I0am-7pm, Monday-Friday 

and 9am- 4pm Saturdays 
You can lux > our order lo us on 

(0535) 667469 
HIMtfl >1 OKI U K :i DISKS 

BY CRKDIT <:\KI>S 

equlre 1 I 
©f memory 

rw-i     HOW TO ORD1R    mgm ! 

VV] il i ■ LJ own 11 n ■ i mm l J er o 1 d i skis 
you require and send It with your cheque, a postal 
order or your Access/Visa card details to 

BLITTEHCHIPS TJIIff Houwe" Dcpt ASt Primrose Strret. ke^lile>. West Yiurkshlre 
BD21 4I\(N. or you can phone our credit card HOTLINE with your order today, (0535) 66746a. 
VAT registration No. 181 2908 62, 
IMPORTANT NOTICI , TUfil DUNICATINO Our commercial duplicating platit is available 

:for trade duplication, if you want 100 copies or 5,000 then give us a rirui mu\ ask for Steve, we will gltidly 
| give you a quote, fast turnaround and high grade disks formats available: IBM PC. ST. AMIGA. 

I Catalogue Disk 

LfbQQ 63000 Assembly 
U56D Red Seel or Demo 

Maker 
U 533 150 Ulilfliss 
U 571 TV Graphics *2 

Disks 
U510Cornp<etB C- 

Manual *3 Disks 
0530 DEW 3D 

Rendering 
USteNonhCGompitef 

Vo). 1.3 
U592 Uhimate V^uii Killer 
U867A Render U519 Atfion Movie 

Ma)<er 
U585 Graphics Man«gemenS x2 

disss 
U5l5Moden Ubiilies 

Photolab K2 disks U576QhosHriter & 
Rainbow Writer 

0521 Sample Scanner 
Sound Appkatois 
x2 disks 

U549Bootlcck UHttes 
U512PCB Designer 
U562SID WorkhafKh Replacemani 

U575CLI UtHea 
U6D7 Utlimar« Icon 

Editor • inc. tot? 
of Clip Art loons 

u$50 Maslsr Virus Killer 
U5A9XCcpy-3 Copying Programs 
U- l " vV::-1>:-:.' Mulli 

Uiil Disk 
U5340iCfilech Lflils 
U501 Compl&le Bool 

Disk 
USSTO-Basfl.'Visncafc 
U54SGiani Utils Dish 
U578Crusar Basic 

Campiltr 
U587Assis<ns Graffs 

UMs 
U606DCopy 
U571 TV App|pcalior*s 

x2 
U529 Video 

Apfilicatjons ■ 2 
U60?Dis* Immune 

Syslem - Guards 
Apamsl Virus 

AU 602 FLU Clip Ar| 
C ollecl ^n x20 
Disks Various AU BG2 

B200 
B20S 
B209 

B212 
B219 
B256 
B2B3 
B230 
B25B 
B295 
B248 
B290 
B216 
B220 
6271 
B241 
6280 
B297 
B265 
B236 

Q-Base - Database Program 
Cl&rk Accounts 
Amibase - Amiga Database, 
Very Simple to use 
Etecirocad Demo 
Wondwrighl Wordprocessor 
Journal - For your Accounts 
C-Light Ray Tracing 
Bank Master - For your Bank 
Accounts 
Wordprocessor 
Business Card - Make yours 
now 
Analytical Spreadsheet 
Visicalc Spreadsheet 
Wordwrite.'Am igaspell 
Appointment Calendar 
House Hold Inventory 
Textplus 
Hyperbase 
Home Business Pack Vol. 1-8 
Pagesetler - Very Good 
Program x3 Disks, 1 Meg 
Rim Database Quite Complex, 
1 Meg for good results. 

MD970 D-Mob MUSK: 3 
MD991 Many -1 Think 

We're Alone 
Now 

MD996 Dance Mix VoU 
MD932 Digital Concert 

16 MD990 Blu» Broihers 
Limited Edition - 
Dance Mixes i- 
3 
Michael Jackson 

Gad Sun Sounds c' 
The Summer 

M L-D07 Madonna - 
Hartty Panky 

MJn.'f; Groove Is \n 
The Heart 

MD97& C-D. onadisi! 
MDSB5 The Winkers 

Song - Ivor Gigun 
MD964 Inner City - Mulli 

Tra* 1 
MD9&6 Depecne Mode MD987 Total Hemu 
MD995 Dirty Dancing 
MD%1 Bangina Haves 

No.1 
Music Maestro 

MD929 Beaimasler 3 
MD917 Techootronic 

Fte mixes 
MD973 Jesus Loves 

Acid 
MD910 A Journey into 

Sound 
MD951 Revc4rrjori 

Music Demo 
MD980 Crusaders 

Project Beat 
MD95? Hefcela ■ Snap 
MD949> Madonna - 

Justify My Love 
MD90O Panic Sounds 

Of Energy 
MD919 UGA Music ■ 10 

Different Tracks 
Inc. Michael Jackson 

MD801 Enigma 1 Meg 
MD803 Another Day h 

Paradise... 
Thartts Phil. MD804 Porson 

MDS05 IfB Menial 
M0808 Pet Shop Boys MD275 .larre DoCKlarxJs 
MDS96 Snap - The 

Power 
MDBOO Doom Music 2d 

MU399 Future Composer 
MU263 Jamcracker 
MU003 Soundtracker Special 
MU300 Games Music Creator 
MU245 Startrekker 
MU299 Startrekker t .2 Sequence 
MU398 3 Channel Soundtracker 
MU189 Soundtracker Compilation 
MU200 Noisetrackerand 

Soundtracker 
MU007 Med Music Creator 
MU092 Noisetracker 1.2 Plus Utlls 
MU02a Mega Instruments Disk 
MU23B Soundtracker Modules 
MU367 Music Editor 
MU087 Soundtracker Boot Disk 
MU310 Instruments 2 -10 Various 
MU072 Soundtracker Mega System, 
Mil 126 Music Creator 
tVtU399 Future Composer 
MU370 Protracker V2.2 
MU004 Ripped to Shreds ■ Full of 

music rippers 
MU40T D.J Samples 1r2r S 3 
MU539 Sound Applications 
MUI56 SampteST-01 ■ ST-99...Full 

range of ST samples & 
modules. Too many to list, full 
description on catalogue disk. 

P&P 
P 

GAMES & DEMOS 
DC 700 DC 725 DG777 DG742 

DG726 

DG7tC 

D6T91 

DG7SS 

DG729 

D0747 

Treasure island Blizzard Paranoid Learn pJay 1 £ 1 - For Children Starfleet Caslie or Doom ■ This is good 
ConPfci Lady Bug PsuedoQop- Similarlo PiOboeop The Evil Dead - Gory playajble demo Sfartreii - The Next Generalion y.2 All new Siarireit ■ The Final Fronlier v2 USA version Boing.. Shu I Up Cdllosat 

Free membership ★ Regular updates on all new PD to members! 

Advemure..Tei(t DQ715 Pipeline DG761 Bahleforce DG730 Frantic Frwklie- Mad * Fasl DG751 Arcadia DG777 Holy Grail Adventure. TSKI DG732 Golden Fleece DG720 Gra^a Wars DG7&2 Dynamite Dick DG737 fletum to Eartn ■ Space Game DG7S2 i^ames Galore Vol. 1-7, Various I DG90O Mega - Bniant buy this DG901 Sea Lance ■ Very good DG9&1 Razor 1911 DG0O7 Blcod Sport DGB97 Budbrain 2 DGegg1 Seven Tiles DGB93 Wi22y'S Quest Loads, ol X Rated Slides | Please phone 

BLANK 
tAry) DISKS 

nj j / Affl 1 f 0 ******* 
hJ   with your 

PD. 
Max. 5 per order 

Fish 1-450: Separate catalogue disk £1.00 
Tea Bag 1-49 + Amos 1-147 

listed In main catalogue disk 
Only 60p P&P per order 
1-5 disks = £1.25 each 

6-10 disks = £1.15 each 
11-over = 99p each 

HOW TO ORDER: fl^ 

TEL: ENQUIRIES 

TEL: 091 4192805 

Choose from this ad or from the catalogue disk 
only 75p and send to: 
SCS COMPUTER SOFTWARE, 
Unit 78, Horsley AS, Barmston, 
Washington, Tyne & Wear, NE38 8HQ 
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ELECTRICLOWN 

AT LAST A NEW RANGE OF SELECTED PROGRAMS 
ON QUALITY MENU DRIVEN DISKS 

THE ELECTRIC RANGE 
The Electric range of Discs has been specially compiled from the thousands of P,D. titles available. 

They are fully menu driven and topic related. But dont just take our word for it why not cneck them out. 
ELECTRKMJ1 ANTIVIRUS TOOLKIT ELECTRIC - 03 COMMUWCATQWS I   ELECTRIC ■ 14 Hoyg VIDEO 

BOOTX 
MASTER VKM 
VIR USX 4-01 
ZEROVIRUS 
VIRUS CHECK 

ELECTRIC-02 WOADPROCESSJNG 
TEXTPLUS 2-26 

WORD WRIGHT 
AMIGASPELL 
x-SPELL 
WGRDCOUNTER 
KEYCUCK 

ALL DISKS 

VIRUS FREE 

NCOUM1-9 
AD DC ALL 
A WIGAFOX vl-OOe 
CALLINFO 
GENUST 
LHARCA vt>99a 
PBGONVERT 
READMAIL 

ELECTRIC -OS SPREADSHEET 
CALCKEV v14 
SCALC Sc4-1 
SPREADv14 
V1SICALC ¥1*0 
VC 

ELECTRIC-07 GAMES t 
BREAKER 
CAR 
DRIP 

LOG TAPE 
SMOVIE TULER 
SPORTS TEXT 
T1TLEGEN THIEF! 
VPGEN 
VTQT 

ELECTRIC-16 not unLrnE 
CZED 
MIDI UTLV2-C 
PANL vl-2 
VCED 

ELECTRIC-23 RAYTRAONG 
C-UGHT 
EOER SURF 

FULL FRED FISH AND T - BAG RANGES 
AVAILABLE PLUS MANY MANY MORE. 
SEE OUR CATALOGUE DISK. 

CONTACT; PAUL or MARIA 
FEN HOUSE, 90 NOTLEY ROAD, 

LOWESTOFT, SUFFOLK NR33 0UG 
0502 ~ 566752 

PRQP;P.BLYTH 
AU CHEQUES fPQ's pay**, toEL ECTRIC LOWN 

J 

We have many more Disks 
available in this range* for full 
details see our catalogue disk. 

r       m QUALITY SELECTED RD.' 
* QUALITY DISKS - Usually Sony * 

' QUA LPT Y SERVICE - 1st Class Post * 
 "_!_Pt*as6 sib* 7&%s for to dear " J 

ELECTRIC RANGE      " E * 00 
ALL OTHER DISKS 1-5 C1-3D, 

6-10  £1*20. 
11-15 £1-10. 
16+ £1'00. 

Ail PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND VAT J 
OUR FULLY MENU DRIVEN CATALOGUE DISK £ ONLY 
COm$ COMPLETE WITH FULL DISK DESCRIPTIONS. 70p 

OR FREE WITH 
YOUR FIRST ORDER, 

EdLib 
A new concept in PD/Shareware 

Make it easy on yourself with our specially created compilations. 
The definitive collections. All supported and updated regularly. 

The latest and best plus hints and tips. 

EdLib Compilations - Unbeatable Value:- only £1.50 plus 60p p&p 
Flying Start: To get you going on your new Amiga. 
Best Utilities: The best utilities around for the new user. 
Graphics Master 1 & 2: Who needs expensive commercial software? Convert 
resolutions, HAM, map images on spheres and shapest and much more, (2 disks) 
The Compleat Iconiser: Everything you need to create ANY icon. 
SPECIAL STARTER PACK OFFER: The above 5 disks for only £5-00 plus 60p p&p 
Animator's Delight: Animate to your heart's delight. (2 disks) 
C Disk: Learn C without tears - a thoughtfully designed presentation. 
All Systems Go!: Guide to Amiga systems - save £££'s on books. 
Cursor Compiler: AmigaBASIC 50 x faster plus hints/tutorials, 
HobbyHorse: Family entertainment pack - music, puzzles, even garden design! 
Scientific Collection Is PD Astronomy - for starry-eyed stargazers, 
A Tight Fit: All the major crunchers and archivers on ONE disk! 

ALSO: Power Utilities, Cellular Automata, Fractal Laboratory, ARP Library, 
Best Mandelbrot, Working (!) Prolog (2 disks), SillyBench and much more. | 

See our catalogue for the full list of EdLib compilations 

Catalogue disk available for £1,00 including p&p (50p with an order). 

Huge stock of other PD disks 
Seven Tiles - polished soccer game 
BudBrain 2 - Madonna as never before 
Simpsons - At last one that isn't junk 

only £0.89 per disk plus 60p p&p! 
BattleChess demo - unique 
Phenomena 2 - Enigma 
Fractal landscape Maker 

ALL the Fish disks. 1-470. Loads more. See our catalogue for details. 
Catalogue disk available for £100 inel p&p (50p with order) 

All our disks are high quality, virus free and copied with verify flag. 
Most orders processed within 24 hours. 

Payment by cheque/PO/Eurocheque/IMO. 

European customers £1.00 p&p or £2*50 reg. 
Rest of world £1*60 p&p or £$.60 reg, 

EdLib (Dept ASH), Scotland Farm, 
Stockwood Road, Brislingtoti, Bristol BS4 5UJ 

Tel; 0272 723489 

AMAZING VALUE BRAN 

PD FOR ONLY 99p lllllllllllllllll 

o x 
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ART & GRAPHICS 0159 C Lioh« 0144 c Manual (3 disks) 0163 Deluxe 0*aw 0158 0KB Trade 0162 Gltf6t Writer 0161 Mfir-dan; m 0160 Print Sludio 0157 Slide Construction Kil 
BUSINESS 0035 Amiba$4 0196 Amiga SpeH 0099 Anafyticalc 0090 Bank N 0083 Business Cards 0087 Clerk V3.0 0227 DB Wlz OOSfl Flexibese 0094 Home Banking.. 0092 Home Management (2 dlska) 0090 MCao 0096 Penny Caabbook 0097 O Base Spread 0095 S Calc D093 Texl + VS.OE 0196 Typing Tulor OlOOUedh 0238 Word Pro Plus 0091 Word Wright 

£0.99 
£0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.£ 

0146 Walker 2 
0068 2 Play Soccer 0071 Air Warm* 

0233 Ami VS Wttker 0153 Demos t 0154 Demos2 0155 Demo* 3 

0070 Arcadia 0077 B&Cfcgsmmcn 02t9Ba«loonacy 0072 Arcade Games Lu.aa   rxi73 Board Games 0054 Black Jack E0 99   0221 Black Jack & Bandt 
£0 99   0226 BonTg £099 0l95Breakoul £0 99   0055 Ch&et Sheet £0^99   010? Crossword make £0 99   0222 Dominoes £0 99   021 SDyna Dick £0,99   D062 Frantic Fred £0'99   0197 Fruit Machine Q056 Games Gatore 1 El      006? Games Galore 2 £0 99   C05B Games Galore 3 £0'99   0059 Games Gak)re 4 £0 99   00&0 Games Gtatore 5 E0 99   008 i Games Gtiore 6 £0 99   0225 Games G? £0 99  ooeo Marble Slide £9 99   0224 Metro fo'gg   0027 Missile Com £0 ag   0015 Monopoly " s 0081 Peters Quest 
rnt5c   0178 Picture Pu?;le 
CAM 0075Pipelins JJ-g 0074Ponao 
£0'99 OnPPwzztePro 

£0.99 0111 Tom STrfcky £0.99 0220 Wneei Fortune £0.99 £0 99 0113 Word Square Sv £0.99 £0.99 0114 Word Square Blue MN £0.99 
£0 99       AMOS LICENSEWARE 

(Often copies are made onto Extra Quality 
TDK Dyson etc. NOT Bulk Disks!) 

FREE PD DISK...with every 10 D isks ordered! 
FAST D£LIVERY.„NdK]dy does i! quicker! 
No minimum order requirement 
FREE FULL PD LIST + News, info and tips with every order 
All of our PD is usually supplied on Quality Branded Disks... 
Pa, TDK, Dyson etc wherever possible) 

content*) 0231 Drve Selecl 0125 Icon Maker 0130 taonmarua 

£0.99 0199 L1 Colour Book £0.99   0200 L10 Word Factory 0201 Lit Go Getter 0202 L12 Hypn LarKl 
£0.99 £0.5 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0,99 £0.50 £0.90 £0.99 £0.99 

0203 LIS Jm Mania 0204 L14 Play Sale 0205 LlSAofl Shape 0206 L16 ftBvergr ll 0207L17OFioJil2 0208 LIST Stones 0209 L19XH50 0210 L2 Anns Maltis 0211 L20 Wordy 0212 L21 Quirwo 0213 L5 Jung Sung 0214 Lfi Pukadu 0215 L7 4 Way Lynx 0216 L8 Works. Play 0217 L9 Amos Asa&m £0.99   0102 Ttungamajig 

0051 Do <he Banman (3 digka)£2.97 jjjjJjj Q Ba^ 0152 Fillet Fish 0156 Fraps Demos 0150 Gymnast 0149 Iraq 0234 Juggler II 0235 Kefrsns 0236 Materialized 0151 Pogos In Space 0049 Uni Demo 0147 Walker 1 

£0.99 £0 09 E0-99 £0.99 £0.99 £0-98 E0.09 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 

0080 Revenge Doom v ( 0223 Fteverei. Ueoas 00S2S V.S 007S Snalte Prt 0067 Snakes and Ladders, 0069 Space Btob 

£0.99 £090 £0.99 £0.99 £0-99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0-99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0,99 £0,99 

0237 Audio Magic 0137 Classics 0123 FuiuraC 0T 38 Newts Haadbang 

£3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3,50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3,50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3.50 £3,60 £3-50 
£0.99 £0.90 £0.90 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0-99 £0.99 £0.99 

Headba 0052 Octaliser 0136 Per! Sound Sam 0136 Samples 1-16 0134 Sound Track Pro 
PROGRAMMING A LANGUAGE 
0145 A6SK Assemttter £0.99 

pn'oa   0l42AzJecC/ £0.99 
£0.09 " 0141 Dra»V 1-2 £0.99 £0-9*v Q140 Modute2 £0.99 0063 Star Trek-Eno fa di&k&'i n.9fl "0053 C Manual V2 {4 disks) £3.96 0065 Star Trek-Eng f3 disks'! £2.9?   0H9NgAh C V1.3(2dMia) £i.9S 0064 Star Trek-Ger (2 disks) £1.03 0l46fifescaJ £0.99 OOSOTetris                     £0.99   0143PWrLogo ''£0.99 

SETS 
0046 Inlro Pack 0002 PD Adults 1 0003 PD Adults 2 0042 PD Adults 3 0043 PD Adults 4 G016-PD Advenl 0025 PD Amos 0013 PD Animate 0017 PD Artists 0020 PD Beginner GO01 PD Business 0047 PD Bus 2 0019 PD Cafdi'Soard 0012 PD Clip 1 DOTS PD Clip 2 0007 PD Demos t 0003 PD Demos 2 002a PD Educata 0005 PD Gamers 1 coco PD Games 2 0044 PD Games 3 0045 PD Games 4 0021 PD Hardeet 0031 PD Learn &. P 0014 PD Musician 0004 PD Programming 0020 PD Puzzles 0030 PD Special 0023 PD Stars 0009 PD Utils 1 0010 PD Lhjls2 0011 PD Utils 3 0022 PO Video 0024 PD 'rtwngaters 

UTILITIES G116&4 Eifluiazof 
0064 A-Gerw V 3.0 0232 Movie Mocker 0006 Eiaryihms 0129 Sooibench; 0099 Croits Dos, 0120 DCat Disk jfcal 0048 Plot Drive ' 

£9.00 £4.95 
£4.95 £4.95 £4.95 £1.95 £4.95 

£495   0126 Scons (300) 0131Jazzbench 0132 Key Map Editor 0122 Master Kill 2 0124 No Click 012T PCopy 0230 Pnnt Drive Disk £3 £0   0119 QL Emulator {3 disks) 
£4,95   a2£'3      Demo Maker £4.95   OltS Spectrum Emu £3 95   0076 $T Sash £4 95   0117 ST Emulator £495 0t15WB2 £4.95   0123 X Copy III 

WAft & ADVENTURE GAMES 

£0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0,99 £0.99 £0,99 £2.97 £0.99 £0.99 £0.99 £0.90 £0.99 £0.99 

£4.95 0160 Bull Run £4.95 0165 Empire V2.1 £4.95 0l67ColdenFleeece £4.95 0169 Holy Grail £2.97 0166 Imperium £1 96 0164 Lam V 1.2 £4,95 £4.95 £1 90 £4.95 £1,98 £4.96 £4.95 £4.95 £297 £1.93 
£0-99 
£0-9$ £0.99 £0.99 
£0-99 £0,99 £0.99 £0.99 

POSTAL PD * 77a Nottingham Ro^l* Eastwood * Nottingham 

0773 5319*1 
F A X : 0 7 7 3    7 1 0 0 3 9 

£0,99 £0.99 £0.99 £0-99 £0.99 £0,99 
YOUNGSTERS 0105 Co louring Book £0.99 0104 Face Maker £0.99 0106 Learn and PEay (2 disks} £1-93 0103 Pair It £0.99 0029 Train Set £0,99 0101 Treasure Island £0-99 

• DUB 10 massive demand 'or our 
products, we have expanded into 

Ki larger offices. Please note our ■ Haw address and prions number. 
• Many more tides available. Ask lor catalogue. ■iPC Shareware & pubic domain 

f available (over 1000 Wles) 
• Full range of Fish Disks available 

just quote number 
» NG16 3AJ 

REMEMBER WE ARE ALWAYS 
UPDATING OUR TITLES. 
=ASE PHONE FOR DETAILS 
""OF NEW RELEASES, 

MAIL ORDER MADE EASY... 
Rione tis wifri your credit card number or make cheques or postal orders payable to 'POSTAL P0. You pay the prices listed above but please remember to add 60p p&p per order. 

If you can buy an identical pack cheaper elsewhere we promise Eo refund the difference AND GIVE YOU A FREE P0 DISK! 
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MUSIC 

Sweet Music 
NBS L610 
Music demos continue to proliferate 
in the PD world, with the most 
intriguing coming from Crusaders. 
And why not, since that Is how the 
team made its name originally. Two 
spring to mind this month: the 
Crusaders Does Genesis demo and 
Sweet Music 

Sweet Music is a single disk with 
a mere seven tunes, and is very easy 
on the ear, although there's nothing 
really original. So a mere... 
Value for money 5/10 

Genesis 
NBS M231 
What really did impress me were the 
Genesis runes on Crusaders Does 
Genesis. Mostly, music disks fall into 
one of two categories: dance music 
or dance music Sometimes there's 
even some dance music. But here is a 
successful attempt to try something 
very different, and that is to emulate 
those popular old hippies, Genesis, 
and provide a full rendition of a 
selection of big G tunes. The tunes in 
question are Memo, Afterglow, 
Abacob, That's AH and Entangled. 
The tunes are very lifelike cover 
versions, and each tune is 
accompanied by a small animation 
of the band live, a different anim for 
each tune. Very impressive, and no 
matter what you think of the music (I 
quite like it, being a bit of an old 
hippy myself), you have to respect 

the skill and originality of the demo. 
Value for money ...8/10 

Musical Creators 
Electric I own 17 
On the technical side of music we 
have the Music Creators collection, 
which has just three programs; but 
what programs! Two versions of 
Soundtrackert version 2.5 and 
th e e Eg h t< ho n n e I vers ion, 
plus Noisetracker 1.2. 
You will need the 
sample disks, or 
make your own 
using the PLSTED 
program, but 
this won't stand 
in the way of the 
dedicated 
tracker, 
Soundtrackers are 
the best way to make 
music on the Amiga 
using samples, and although 
MED and OctaMED are better, this is 
sNll a very worthy collection. 
Value for money ™.„7/10 

MIDI Utils 
Electric I own 16 
The MIDI Utils disk is only any good 
if you have a MIDI interface and a 
synthesiser. The programs are all 
about the Casio CZ-1 01, except one 
for the Yamaha D555, so you'll need 
to have either one of these plugged 
in if you want to get a taste of these 
programs. The CZ end is particularly 
good, giving you an editor program, 
plus a means of saving the banks of 
sound in and out. There are plenty of 
sounds supplied on the disk, so you 

Although slightly limited in terms of what you actually do with it, 
the images from Demons 5/rdeshow ore certainty impressive. 

can easily experiment with new 
sounds. 
Value far money 8/10 

GRAPHICS 

Clip Art 
17 Bit 954-959 
The 17 Bit clips look as though they 
are grabbed from PC or Mac clip art 
disks, as the pictures are obviously 
fuzzy grabs From blacks nd-white 

Here's one to frighten the kiddies with. Yet another offering from the Demons Stideshow disk, this 
one's more a scream shot than a screen shot. (You 're fired - Ed*) 

clips. Why they are so fuzzy I don't 
know, but the effect is not too 
pronounced, and in a DTP document 
they don't look too bad, On screen 
they look a little odd, but that's to do 
with the strange anti-aliased edges 
you get an the sharp corners. There 
ore too many graphics for me to look 
at all six disks, but I tried to check out 
as many as I could, and they cover a 
very wide range of subjects. Clever 
stuff, and good value. 
Value for money 7/10 

Demons Slideshow 
Crazy Joe's 1561 
The Demons Stideshow is a good 
piece of kit, with some very good 
graphics, although some are a bit on 
the ropy side. By and large it's an 
impressive display, but it's only any 
real use if you can grab out any of 
the frames and examine/srea l/edit 
them for your own purposes. If that's 
not your leaning then the show is 
bound to pall after the first couple of 
viewing s. My favourites from me 
collection are the Robocop 2 picture, 
and the huge gold skull with horns 
(shown on the left). 
Value for money 4/10 

DISK MAGAZINES 

The Crusaders are a well known 
demo team, but what you may not 
realise is that they are also the 
publishers of the Eurochart disk 
magazine. The Jan 91 and May 91 
issues of the chart were sent to me by 
NBS, disks D240 and L614 
respectively. The trick with the chart - 
Es that you, and every other demo 
collector in Europe, vote for your 

continued on page 129 
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START 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

PLEASE MAKE ALL 
CHEQUES OR POSTAL 
ORDERS PAYABLE TO 
"START" AND SEND YOUR 
ORDER TO OUR ADDRESS 
BELOW 

REF. As04 20 HOLM5IDE 
SUNDERLAND    SR1 3JE 

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO 
CALL INTO OUR OFFICES 
AND COLLECT YOUR 
ORDER ANY TIME DURING 
OFFICE HOURS 

PD DISKS £1,25 
15    BIT    POCKET E2.99 
ASTRA     TITLES £4.99 
AMOS LI C ENS EW A R E £3.50 

EUROPE Acid 25p Per Disk 
WORLD Add 50p per disk 

PLEASE ADD 50p FOR 
POST     AND PACKING 

ALL THESE PRICES 
SUPERCEDE ANY 
PREVIOUS ADVERTISED 
PRICES. E&OE 

PD ZONE IS OUR NEW 
PUBLIC DOMAIN MAGAZINE 
AND CATALOGUE AND IT IS 
EBEE WITH EVERY ORDER I 

OVER 40 PAGES PACKED 
wrm HINTS ON MUSIC, 
GRAPHICS, PROGRAMMING, 
REVIEWS, NEWS, PLUS A 
CATALOGUE OF OVER 13DO 
PUBLIC DOMAIN, FISH 
J-BAG, AND AMOS DISKS 

NO ONE ELSE HAS A 
MAGAZINE LIKE THIS t 

PD ZONE PLUS SPECIAL 
EOlTtON COVER DISK ONLY 
£1 INC. P&P 

REMEMBER NOT TO BE 
FOOLED BV "CHEAP" 
PRICES BECAUSE IT'S A 
SERVICE YOU ARE PAYING 
FOR AND AT START OUR 
AIM IS TO GIVE YOU THE 
BEST. POSSIBLE SERVICE 
AND WE HAVE BEEN DOING 
SO FOR NEARLY A YEAR 
NOW. 

ALL ORDERS ARE 
PROCESSED BY COMPUTER 
AND GIVEN A UNIQUE 
REFERENCE NUMBER TO 
ENSURE SAME DAY 
DISPATCH BY FIRST CLASS 
POST. 

TRY US I 

SEE WHY WERE THE BEST 1 

BUY 10 GET 2 FREE!!!! 
YES .. THE OFFER CONTINUES FOR THIS MONTH - BUY ANY W PD DISKS AND CHOOSE AN EXTRA 2 PD DISKS ABSOLUTELY FREE 

NEW RELEASES !!!!! 
7*5 . 766 CEREBRAL DELIGHTS 
thanks lo Nick ol goidflrc for Ihis Very 
nice music disk 
767 AMY VS WALKER That cute little 
anlm of Ihe squirrel chasing the AtAl. 1 
Mag 
763 COTOTE 2 Very good anim of the 
coyote and the Road Runner. Get it. i 
Meg 
770 - 771 VIVALDI FOUR SEASONS The 
musk; composed Amia style by Rob 
Baxter. Thanks I 
772 DYNAMITE FONTS Superb IFF 
screen of fonts useln Dpalnl, GET 
THESE Itll 
779 PHENOMENA ECES DEMO This Is 
WICKED totally BRILLIANT Vectors and 
music 
760 LASERZONE The game converted 
irom the 64 a great little shoot<em-up 
761 POWER PACKER UTILITIES 
Contains Povverpacker, PPmore, 
P Pshaw. PPlype Etc. 
782 HAM LAB As reviewed in Formal 24 
for editing HAM pictures. 
783 BRUNO MUSIC-BOX II Some 
cooklrV irax from BRUNO Get this its 
good. 
786 QUARTEX SUBSTANCE A new 
demo from Quarlex. and it's MEGA ! 
790 SART SIMPSON MEGADEMO Great 
music mix plus animations. We love it! 
796 SIMPSONS DEMO Another of Ihe 
Simpson mania demos. Eat My shirt I! 
799 fllEGABALL Tfote IS a BRILLIANT 
game commercial qualHy. GET IT III 
500   JAPAN   Excellent   Slktsbow of 
japanese culture, vary good quality. 
801 ASl PD COPIERS Need a copy of 
thai PD disk for your mate. Get this, 
602 DPAINT CARTOON CLIPS Brill 
clips from cartoons for dpalnt 
803 STOLEN DATA 6 Anarchy disk 
magazine 1he BEST one arggnrj 1 

606 MESSY-SID This Is a MUST 
transfers files between MS-DOS/ST and 
Amiga 
607 BARTMAN REMIX Pklures of ihe 
Bart plus a good little re-mix. 
808 GLOBAL TRASH by SILENTS Just 
get this cos irsBrui 
BD9 BEGINNER BENCH Tills is 
ESSENTIAL lor Beginners and Pros 
GET IT NOW ! 
810    flit - 812 DO THE BARTMAN 
Three disk remix, 2 drives 1 Meg 
815 PAT MUSIC FN Latest In the series 
some BRILLIANT Music I 
610 AURORA DEMO Very nice vector 
demo plus Dans new Anarchy iruro. Brill. 
Thanks Mole. 
618 GAMES AND UTILS Spread, Puzz. 
Leap. Spreadsheet and more. good. 
821 PENDLE EUROPA HEGAUTILITIES 
1 - Packed with 202 Utilities If ICE 
622 RAZOR 1911 Another nice utilities 
compilation by Razor. Popular 
823 CRYSIS UTILITIES About 46 
Programs to rake through. 
824 OEMOLISHER UTILTIES Another 
Blggy-168 UtiHies-Very good. 
82$ CHESS, BILLIARDS, DRIP Some 
excellent games on this disk. Thanks 
Mike. 
B27 OED Possibly the best text editor on 
the amiga. Esssnsial Ware I 
826  PD GAMES VOL II Galaxians, 
Missile   command,   Think Ahead. 
Superb Games E 
830 FONTS AND MARBLES Some nice 
foms and some lovely marble Brushes for 
Dpainl. 
631 TALKING COLORING BOOK This 
is great tor kids speaks the colors to 
help them read as well I 

UTILITIES 
114 DOPE IKTROMAKER Usfltul tor craabng Mfon-damo* w*ti p»« and muse 127 * 128 TV GRAPHICS DISK 1 Good bicfcdropl IsrvktH work, VH wllh DPaint 1 n FLExiBASE DATABASE Slmpta to ua Dalsbaja program 330 PEN0t.EUniT16S7AtUi 
331 PEW>LE UTlllTES 6 MC*B ErceKjnt stfurl apain KHnpteJfry Red OBVII 332 PEMDLE UTILTIES 5 Lots mora Including 
333* DAflKSTAR UT>LS A Mpro disks wrnpilfld by Oarltstar UK EweHs* aftrfl 334 DAflKSTAR UTJLS 2 L JL3QM1* 

345 • 34ft VIDEO APPLICATIONS 1 CoiKtion of e*cflllanr Video ferta amS seme auperb acrollng 
354 SrD One or Die Deal Shareware dlreclwy uhliUes, Essenial ware*1 

377 WORTH C 1.3- Lalesl version ol Ihe very popular C compiler 37ft 37S 330 C MANUAL | wmpkrtfl manual, hints, Soyrtfl cadr nnrJ rnca 401 BQQTBENCH 3 0 Pr^ms Irjr troarjnrj 

4 BO ICCHMANIA Suoem fccfl Editor phrt more litN .ind Ms af i«jrtS 454 SOZOfiAN C Compiler Ipj Irm prDgnvnmmg Santjusgo pSu* <f*wrto$ 4S4ARP 1.3Th* ARP libfary. Tnlally usrHuss linlil 
p-;:u na«d h. 455 RIM Vftry OtHDpten rrialioMa! datahaitt Jinirllo.'; 

568 RED SECTOR DEMO MAKER Pwliwoti 

496 V1SICALC Very 0«d apf**fctien program warm taking a took ail. 525- D-GOP f Superb Uii IHy tor b*c*lA0 up yauw 

SflB DISK WASTER 3.0 One al lh« EK Utilities. Plus nlner UUla sea JOURNAL Keepa a record or ol your journal 
5»3 CLERK Another progum tor keeping track on your bank batanc* 591 QflA.SE Simpla Database plus Borne rnof* 
592 WORDWRIGH" The osllnrlive word prooaasar for your AiTigawilh SpeBCfietk SM&ANKIHTln-s 
6DO C-LIQHT RAT TRACER C Hny-lrecKig package J Now PD 111 GET IT I BD1 ELECTROCAD PREVIEW Electronic drcuIt d*t)0n prt>gr»rri. Good m W.r:AD Rnytrnrrr and Ccmpuler Ardri design pwluyt, Alse on FISH 622CURSER BASIC COMPILER *feke your AmkjaBas* pragrama run Fasler 924 ASSA5INS QRAFFlX UTlLS EaaenitlaJ uWrties tottM Graphics guys 670 A-GENE Gf,-nwlogy ixrjgram tor bacing your lannty history i Mea 550 BREAFAST CLUB TOOL DISK Good collrcfan at unite and comma sfvt fl9D LTTIUTIESCOLLECTION Oyer 1 uOutlltllea. 

?m REBELS aOMBASTIC DEMO Very ImpfesalMB 3D Scroller p*jj; good music. 754 KREST DFMOS Stm visr>- n-jad<fenbs, 3 nicBoeie by Demo Tffteviaion 
MUSIC 

1D7 THE VANQEUS DEMO SpwtaculBr Audio visual Demo. Pantaabc Muatc 133CRJSADERS BACTERIA Bea1 selltRg muak &sfc 9 Supprb lun» by DrJLueS44l» 14& THE SOUWDS OF GNOME An oldy bul Slill popular even raw, 46 songs 21S KEFRENS JUKEBOX Very praaenlwl nnusic- dlak wHUTi same pumpln Iradks 219TECHMOTROHIX REMIXES Pump up tfie Jam and G*t XJp- TJwy ^vtfi *ino 11 22a DIGITAL CONCEPT 3 A suporpromiK ol houi* mualc 12 mlnutea of rt i 225 DIGITAL CONCERT 5 The Power, ToucJ* M* Kao =, Hfid K«p StiSlln. BRILL 424 SOUND OF SILENTS A Chart topping MU&IC 

694 SPECTRUM EMULATOR This rs a idw.. Load 
1&{»E m via your aamptor £95. ULTIMATE ICOW EDFTOR Cuatomiaa your *HXkb«Ti<ti wiili His greai Util 696 FAMILVHISTORV Trace back your Tamil, nams uatfig your Amiga 1 Meg 778 VECTOR DESIGNER tor lllled vector objeoti Jtwfe* flnrf mon. 

MUSIC UTILS 

U3 NaSETRACKER Sequence wKh MIDI ami BuHt In Sampler Exoeltont 613 STARTREKKEfi 1.3 Seouerwer, & C MIDI, AMjFM'Sannpled souitda E37 MED V3.11 SMpiancw With Full MIDI, Chin S.-im [Mr? nc-Lndr; Brfllianl ! 122 ST-« SAMPLES DISK By Stan wae « 
*23 ST-31 SAMPLES DISK By Slarl - use whU moa* Mu«ic So<iueficM» «M ST-M SAMPLES DISK Supvb Drums, bes-ses, ieadayntha, chords and more 60S ST-93 SAMPLES DISK Drums, basses, 
J19 NOISB'SOUNDTRACKE R A Channel Sequencer wflh MI0» tunctwna anfl rrwre 141 SOUMDTRACKEfl MODULES Axel F, Doc, SLL5, SLLB and more for uae In ST 459 JAMCRACKER Very delaaed Chrlp'SampSe 
692 SOUHDTRACKER 2 6 Hew wsiorurf mia Eiccelam Eequsncer. New lunCttoriB 712 ASSASSINS AUDIO MAGIC DfsK packed wrlh 
75S NOISETRACKEn-EKECUTEABLE Corv^n* Modules lo running <iies A flipper 119. 120. 743r 744. 745. ?*5, 747. 74fl, 74B, 750 CS$T-01 TO 5T-10 

FISH DISKS 

F352 MESSIDOS A PC F#e reader DOS E-OOS Demo varsion ol PC Me. R/W prog F4?1 DMOUSE .EZASM MOM Assembler >»OVIRUS Vn-us k.ner .ZON Adverse Game F422 GHAUITYSW. IMPLODER, POPUPMENU, SVSTEMTRACER, TRACKDOS, TREKTRIVIA Fm HOLLYWOOD GAME,LCD CLAC. POGO Arim. SETRAMSEY RamconlroHBr. F424 AUTOCLI Popcll prog.MED Mustc editor, TrjnBOTlTLE Tilling prngram. F4S& TRAIN CONSTRUCTION KIT, 
F*41 DEK&1D EDITOR. DISKPRfMT Pnnls {flsk laoala.OME Text editor F44-5 MWTAPE, OPTMOUSE. TAR. TUR&OTEXT -;rMr> F4S3 LEMMINGS demo &f fre eupirp flirt*, AWGJWiWCISUN fJHOJ MO" r.Jj Ck 

DEMOS 
153 CeBIT 90 OEMO Superb aemo horn Red S*etor. V*cw»s ptos lao musk: 153 PUGGS W SPACE Cadoon rtyl» Arwneboni'Fllm Qreal for the Kkls 164 SCOOP EX MENTAL HANGOVER The BEST evif demo. Got il tor V-LT Amiga now 251 SILENTS MEGADEMO Very well pMSprflad demo &y SilerHa. Excellent I 25Z - 253 BUOBRAlN DEWO A Superb dg-mo with an acid house glHeo, JoHes, a Movie, Over IB only. SS4 TRIP TO MARS A Sup*b KttftifM 3D V#cioi- trip, Creat music tool 25S EILEHTS Superb demo by sllento plus more hy Crusaders ASS CRIONICS NEVERWHERE Madonru demos, lilted vetor worWs. Great music A40 SILENTS TflOPOL SUWSET Superb Mualcv mora ol an Intro than a demo 545 CRUSADER SPACE DELIHIA Groat Crusaders quafiy dew music by QtAwtsom* 949 HUNT FOR THE RED OCTOBER OEMO Incredible filled; 1P Vedor demo by CRB 590 BUDBRAiM 2 There BacK.. Houae mualc 
602 HORIZEN MEGADEMO Solid vertors and pgmpm music. 607 IflAO DEMO Swcaslic dsmopS Saddam mvadma Kuwait Noi really funny 610 TOTAL TRIPLE TROUBLE Move tfwl sopper .. fjreal music, well cool FX 611 FARTS ANO BELCHES lalhs for real... Sampled.. Errm .... 6*3 CflVPTOBVPJlEflS SD Oetywr 3D glasses and nhp* mis onoOtrtl 644 SYSTEM VIOLATION DEMO Vary met Classy mitsN;... cwl effects 646 MADNESS II JoBy demo by Anarchy. GreaJ mire*c amd very well done 647 HYSTERESIS ir 
693 PHENOMENA * INTERSPACE As reviewed In Amiga format 707 PHENOMENA ENIGMA Tolally flmojlng demo wllh j h Hod VKtar Irrp 733 SMINIHG VECTOR EXTERMINATOR 

J2b DIGITAL CONCERT 6 Another* me *«ri»4l KlcWn' bcuae remijies 532 CRUSADERS A lew 1unes.... PHIi, |usl Brill, 
562 MANIACS OF NOISE V*ry Vary Impressive mualc Irom Holland? PEST Muslcmm 6QB SENESfS PROJECT F*va Great Oer«sis E^BS coverao- by Crusadera. 1 Meg 621 BANGING RAVES 2 Sfricfly lor ravars. wwuui a doubt! Mix by DJ SoniK E26 AMIOADEUS CLASSIC MUSIC Mozarl meeto m« Amiga. Vary wall composed 650 MUSIC DREAMS TwanCy Fan labulou s Songe by Tvrtneor Pnenomefu, Get 11 672 - 673 SI1.ENT5 BLUES HOUSE MUSIC A Thll Is a groat muslo disk with Iota ol brill tunes plus n gronl larrinr :nTit. Gnl it I 710 TURRICAN 2 MUSIC DISK Fatwtous mwc Irom the oamo c4 the aame name. 721 GROOVE IS IN THE HEART Remix ol Ihe ci'u-l Lopping ^sOng by DeelilS 724 DESTINATION DOCKLANDS MUSIC Muii£ from Ltio Jane concerts. TH NIGHTSHADE MEG AMUSCC % Superb-tTiek* by Nigh lahade. Very good 757 BLAH BLAH EXTRA Lots oT mega Chrt* 

ANIMS & PICS 
1C6 EL-GATO A ol a spinning, walking cal 1 

137 - 136SFL6NTS SLIDES This la really good some BUcnllant pics from calender Ol girls and 
139 REAL 3D SLIDESHOW Some Pmrslng 30 
153 AGATRON SLIDESHOW 6 Superb Slar Treh pic* by T.RiChWr in HAM 172 GLAMOUR FHCS Collection of glamour pics digitised. <1 If I 175-176 NEWTEK DEWO REEL 3 This needs 1 Mag and 2 Drives, bol its MEGA 164 MADOHNA Nude sideshow of Maodonna when she was younger. All In EVW 191 FOflGOTTON REALMS Slideshow by FrBJian 

WE STOCK THE FULL EREO FISH ftAHSE DISKS 1-496 {PLUS MORE AS THEY ARRIVE) AND THE FULL T-BAQ LIBRARY DISKS Utt 
F269 CHESS TUTOR Leain to play chass and win 1 F26* GO - 64 A proortm to emuiare (he Commodore 64 on ihe Amiga. F24A DIS A program tor dlaraeaaeembNng ofiiect llhs into BVSOK] source 
P376TEXTPtU5Aswbf 

1&3 THE WALKER DEMO Tha- WeBter atticMrni Ihe helicopler. 1 Meg 193 THE HUN Car chase animation by Tobla HtohJar. Vary good. 1 M*g 205 AGATflOM SLIDESHQW 3 More IncrecHsle pictures by th* lab Tobia Rtch»r 2DSNEWT0NS CRADLE AnmaUon, pftjs & fighter and ftodvngCralr. V.Good 207 LUXO TEENAGER Animahon a lalher antt sen Angltpoise lamp. Funny. 1 Mag 2tZ STAR TREK ANIMATIONS Fwv suporb piccire of Raylracod animaliDm 393 FRACTAL FUQHT Hyparcube calculated II. ghr through a valley. 1 Meg 453 EPIC PREVIEW Preview ol to<3 game. II its ihis good men Buy It 454 NH3HT6REED SLIDES YuUiy slides Irom the horror mc«e spooky music 4&5 CAfl.lOTUS.JET Three Great animabona by TotM Ricnter 456 STEALTHY ANIMATION Cartoony anlmakin 457 SPACESHIP Ammafion ol a huge ship spinning around m space, l Mag 4M STAR TREK MAWEUVERES Supero fimmstlon <>11h?i i- n! r/ 'pri.',r*. I Mr-n 474 SPACECHASE Animalion of a spaceship being chased down a lunner. 1 Meg 5Dfl BUSY BEE Loopy animation of a craiy bee. 
575 ■ 575 - 676 LOST r* SPACE Arimation ol the TV program. 2 MB 57* - 573-510 STATION AT KHARN Superb Space c*nr ainmaBon. 2MB 623 BATMAtf MOVIE Neat cartoon animalon of Salman and Ihe Joker. 1 Meg 625 NASA SLIDES 2 SJkfcsho* ol enures of Thfr Earth, Shuttle, etc. 627 DEMONS SLIDES 3 Some very impressive artwork by C-Dryk of demons $34 MINER Emblem sculp: rfry-iraefid animalism. 1 Mag 654 RELIANT ATTACK AnlmeHon «f th* 
n55 HUElf 2 A landing ppd. t M^g 6S6 STAR TREK PiNOPONG Flyby pn|mi|ltn of two atarahips. Ratnerpood iMecj 667 - 553 LIGHT CYCLES A Tha Npjht cycles sequent* from |ha lllm TrOn 1 MB m ADVANCE HAM PICS STunning picture* *Hh a nice funky rnuato beat 699 AdATHON ble-^t Lnbshevsnle pojlres of Space stations end stups 700 AGATRON ANIMS Mom excellent OuaSty AnimalionB irom T.Rchtor" 705 DYNAMIC HAM PICTURES lecredltrte 

GAMES 
156.157 ALL NEW STAR TREK Take to the controls ol Ihe UBS Enterprise 277 BOARD GAMES Collection of games 
Trydep 2S3 PSEUDO COP Shoot Em Up baaed around LtiE EO-209 Character from robocop 446 BI0W1X Impreaafve intro ID a good game, drfllcuH In parte 445 PACMAN Maze game where you mini eat dots and avoid ghosts. A Clatair- 471 ST BASH Space invader clone, taking ihe micJ. out ol the AlariSr 472 ED-206 Shoot out game, btaat dogs, Halman. Turpea. Language may olfend 509 LEARN At»D PLAT 1 Blackboard Malhs, cotorpad. Worm. CaliMouse, Shark 510 LEARN AHD PLAT 2 S 

Fortune. Flower, Puppy. Tug. SpellOuli 571 TREASURE ISLAND Gan^ '<r Kids. ha^>lh« pirate f nd thai treason 595 BOARD,CARD.ARCADE GAMES Raima:. Daleks, Yaizee. Jlpsaw. Cosrncrio(fs2, Ameoba 596 COLOSSAL ADVEWTUflE Tent adverrlure. also World Adventure 59fl BATTLE FORCE Strategy rtai game agalrsl robots Vvry D*)\.M\K\ 63£t3D TETRIS Imagine a 3D version orimris .. *e4 Una i& it, very hard. C39MOIRA te^t Aoventure baaed around Che dunguons and dragons Ihema GG9 SUBCULTURE tl.ee Shoot Em Up, Only 1 level bul you can bvy Ihe lull geme 674 GAMES GALORE 1 Drip, Mr-s, O-iix. 0»X'r Ameoa. Chess, Vatzee, Othello fi75 GAMES GALORE 2 WeHbx, Sfcytlghl, Bouncer. Jacklarnt. LArn, Bhjempon 676 GAMES QALOflE 3 G-avaiak. Asteroid* PingPdng. Minfllasl. Ortx3D 677 GAMES GALORE 4 Wr MunK, eackgammon, Diplomacy, Car. Mutanl, Cheas, Eyg-yplflun 675 GAMES GALORE 5 Cosmo. CallMotJae, Mninman, Billon. Trivia. Pharoah 679 GAMES GAtOfl-E 6 Tim. Jumpy. Del. ATC, C flobots. SinLire. King, Rals, SB 659 7 TILES WHal a great game I Cross between SpertdhaH and Klefc Off 701. 702 US STAR TREK A Strahagy game where you ptkit the USS Enrtarpree 703 WACKO IN WONDERLAN0 Fanlaslkc preview or a MW game. Very good 711 PD GAMES Tunr. Rollarpade, Cave Runner and Amlgoida. Atl superb gamee. 762 - 763 NETHACK OrSK A Dungeons and Dragons grtmo and advnrture. 
AMOS TITLES 

The diska m this next section are NOT PD but are konnnd IP us by Ihe ftHOS PD LfflHARY. All AMOS diak* are £3-50 each and a proportion ol this is gwan to 1he author as reyaSes. These diaks are not allowed as free disXs. Please note mos1 bdea require 1 Meg. 
LPDi COLORING BOOK - ..PD? ARC ANGBL MATHS - LP04 THINGAMIJIG ■ LP06 JUNGLE BUNGLE ■ 1PD6 PUKADU £ SPRITES ■ LPC-7 WAY LYNX Game ■ LPD9 AMOS ASSEMBLER - LPD10THE WORD FACTORY ► LPDU GO ■ GETTER ■ LPC12 HYPNOTIC LAWS ■ LPD13 JIGMANIA ■ LP0U PLAT IT SAFE- LPDi5 ARC ANGEL'S SHAPES ' L.PD'f: REVESS1 II - LPD'7 DOGFIGHT II O^biKrefit hire U LPD18 TOUCHSTONES ■ LPD19 K-TT-50 ■ LPD20 WORDY W0RDPR0CE5SOR ■ LPD21 GUlNGO R NEW !! LPD23 ESP !! NEW !! LPD24THE SHINING WAY OF KLING FU !! NEW !l LPD25 THE MISSION ! NEW II 

BUDGET TITLES 
16 arr POCKET POWER COLLECTION PRISM Now available frbm ua for only £2-99 each, 
HOTSHOT ■ THAI BOXING - LAS VEGAS - FROST BYTE , FLIGHT PATH 737 + SPACE STATION r WARZONE , OUONTOSf ■ KARTING GRAND PRIX ■ FOOTBALL MANAGER - SECONDS OUT - MOUSE TRAP ■ PLUTOS ■ PROTECTOR » 

H ARTIFICIAL D 
ASTFfA PACKS New available Fun pice gamaE- at Budget Pnces Cvify       Each! 

TOWER OF BABEL ► SHUFFLEPUCK CAFE - E-WOTION ^ HVF HONDA . DATASTORM . DUNGEON DUEBT . POWERPLAY ■ SOCCER ■ GRAND SLAM 
HARDWARE 

Please add £2,95 PSP to your order if 
ordenng any items from the below 
section. All hardware .s sent by Royal Mail DarC:^!|0-;:& 
STACKABLE 6ANX BOX 
POSSO BOX (HOLD 150} 
8D DISKBOX, LOCKING 
40 DISKBOX, LOCKING 
SUMPAKCASE: I oft 
SLIMPAK CASE 5 off 
SLtMPAK CASE 10 off 
AMIGA DUSTCOVERS 
MOUSE MATS 
STAR LC-10 RIBBONS 
3.5' DISK CLEANER 
50 RAINBOW LABELS 
10 3,5" DS/OD BULK 
25 3.5" DS/DD BULK 
50 3.5" DS/DD BULK 
75 3.5" DS/DD BULK 
100 3.5" DS/OD BULK 

e 9.oo 
£20.00 
£5.50 
£4.50 
£ 1.25 
£5.00 
£9.00 
£3.00 
£2.50 
£3.50 
£2.50 
£1.25 
£4.50 
£11.00 
£21.00 
£31.00 
E35.M 

All our disks are TOP QUALITY, PIN 
numbered, individually sleeved, include 
labels end our 101% guarantee, 
Remember thai they have lo be good 
because we have to use them every day. 
For large quantities please call for bulk 
discounts. 
QUICK SHOT PYTHON 
QU1CKSHOT APACHE 
AMIGA EXTERNAL DRI VE 
512K RAM NO CLOCK 
512K HAM WITH CLOCK 

£11.95 
£7.50 
£59.95 
£29.95 
£34,95 

HI Amigafrcaks ! Hop* you like Ihls 
months Advert done on Ihe Amiga in 
ProPage2 by Me. Greetings flying oul 
lo NBSr Vplly, Goldstar. Virus Free, 
Blittercbfps. Mole, 4-Mai, Dan, Kris. 
TelebLig, Nrck, Red DewJi, Saga, Dave, 
Mark, Lee, Charll, Sue, all our 
customers and anyone we know I 
START COMPUTER SYSTEMS ARE IN 
NO WAY ASSOCIATED WITH SCS OF 
WASHINGTON. 



continued from page 127 

favourite stuff, like records and 
magazines, videos and movies, and 
fhe Crusaders code the results into a 
flashy and informative 
demo/magazme. There's all kinds of 
interesting menu and file reader 
structures in the thing,not to mention 
a range of facts and figures that 
boggles the mind. Strange how fickle 
the European public is, too. 
Fascinating reading, and personally 3 
can't wait until the next chart comes 
out in the autumn. 
Value for money ..7/10 

GAMES 

And finally, the leisure end of the 
market I told you about the neat 
games on the Fish CD, but how 
about those on more general 
release? Electriclown disk 7 and 17 
Bit disk 971 may have the answer. 

Game Disk 1 
Electriclown 7 
Game Disk 1 has a version of 
Breakout, or Arkanoid, plus a car 
racing game not unlike a slot car 
race, and the Drip game which is a 
sort of Pacman-type thing. Drip is 
excellent, and deserves high praise 

for its professional polish. And it 
makes a change from the 
interminable TRON light cycle 
gamesl 
Value for money.. ....5/10 

Mental Image 
17 Bit 971 
Speaking of professional, this 17 Bit 
disk has a trio of extremely 
professional games on it. The Mental 
Image crew have came up with three 
arcade-quality games, At the 
beginning of the disk is a fake 
NOVALOAD sequence, a sound and 
sight familiar to you if you came to 
the Amiga via the C64. And so are 
the gomes, as they are Gridrunner, a 
clone of an old Jeff Minter game, 
invaders , a Defender clone, and 
Rebound, a Breakout clone. The 
games on this disk are much more 
appeafing, and very commercial 
looking, No-one would know you got 
the games for free [unless they read 
this column I). 
Value for money, 9/10 

It's goodbye from me 
If you have any questions about PD, 
then why not drop me line at PD, 
Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Or 
why not e-mail me on Prestel 

(219997854), Telecom 
Gold (74;mik2077), The 
Direct Connection 
(uadl 135@dircon.co.uk) or 
CJX (snouty@cix,co.uk). £Q 

Those who started their 
computing on a 
Commodore C64 will find 
Gridrunmr (right) 
familiar: it s a clone of 
Jeff Minter's game from 
many years ago. 

4 i f * i i 

Of course, we 
don't play any 
games ourselves. 
But we're told that 
those who do 
rave about Drip, 
from Electriclown. 
You'll find it on 
Game Disk 1, 
which also 
contains a 
version of 
Breakout, called 
Arkanoid. 

3 

Amiga Mouse PD 
182A, High street 
Margate 
Kent 
irOB43 228166 

Amiganuts United 
169 Dale Valley Road, Haltybrook, 
Southampton SGI 6QX 
* 0703 7&5680 

Akore Shareware, 
7 Fishergate Point 
Lwr Parliament st, 
Nottingham NG1 1GD 
uOSOO 252221 

AMOS PD Library 
25 Park Road, 
Wlgan WN6 7AA 
*0942 495261 

Anglia PDL 
115, Ranebgh, Felixstowe, 
Suffolk IP11 7HU 
* 0394 283494 

Bfitterchips 
Cltffe House, 
Primrose Street, 
Keighiey, BD21 4NN 
' 0535 667469 

CanDo PD Library 
128 Portland Crescent, 
Stanmore, 
Middlesex, 
HA7 1NA 
*081 204 3954 

CeN Computers 
354, High street 
Chatham 
Kent, ME4 4NP 
*T0634 831870 

CL5 
PO Box 7, 
BEetchley, 
Milton Keynes, MK2 3YL 
* 0908 640763 

Comp-U-Save 
POBox 157, Hayes, 
Middlesex UB3 4SR 
Crazy Joe'* 
145 Effingham Street, Rotherham, 
South Yorks 565 1BL 
^0709 829286 

Digital Applications 
1 18 Middle Crockerford, 
Basildon, EssexSSl6 4JA 
w 0268 553968 

Electriclown 
90 Nofley Road, 
Lowestoft, Suffolk, 
NR33 0OG. 
* 0502 566752 

EMPDL 
54 WatnolE Rood, 
Hucknall, 
Nottingham NG15 7LH 
w 0602 630071 

Goldstar Computers 
PO Box 2, Tyldesley, Manchester, 
M29 7&N. 
« 0942 895320 

ICPUG 
POBox 1309, 
London N3 2UT 
^081 346 0050 

Kernow Software PD Library 
51 Ennors Road, 
Newquay, Cornwall. 
* 0637 872217 

NBS 
132 Gunvifle Road, 
Newport, 
isle Of Wight PO30 5LH 
* 0983 529594 
New Wove Software 
POBox 199, Manchester 
Ml 1JE • 061 839 5378 

PAS Amiga PD Club 
3 Si John's Walk, St Ives, 
Cornwall TR26 2U 

PCS International PD 
FreepostWN5157f. 
Htndley, Wigan, 
Lanes WN2 3BR 
*0942 .521577 

PD Direct 
DeplASH, Unit 3, 
Railway Ent Centre, 
Sheiton, Stoke ST4 7SH 
1*0782 281506 

PD Soft 
1 Bryant Avenue, Southend-On-Seo. 
Essex SSI 2YD 
* 0702 612259 

Postal PD 
77A Nottingham Road, Eastwood, 
Notts NG16 3AJ * 0773 531991 

Public Dominator 
PO Box 80], Bishop's Stortfofd, 
Herts CM23 3T2 v 0279 757692 

Riverderte PDL 
30a School Rood, Tilehurst, 
Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN 
* 0734 452416 

SC5 
78 HorstJey Road, Bormston, 

Washington, Tyne & Wear 
NE38 8HQ « 091 419 2305 

Sector 16 
160 Hollow Way, CowJey, 
Oxford 
* 0865 774472 

Seventeen Bit Software 
PO BOX 97, Wakefield, 
West York* WH 1XX 
* 0924 366982 

Softvilfe 
UnitS, Stratfield Park, 
Elettra Avenue, Waterboville, 
Hants P07 7XN 
* 0705 266509 

Start Computer Systems 
Barbican House, 
Bonnersfteld, 
Sunderland SR6 0AA 
*09l 564 1400 

Vafly PD 
POBox 15, Pelerfee, 
Co Durham, SR8 1N2 
»091 587 1195 

Virus Free P0 
23 El borough Road,. Moredon, 
Swindon, Wilts SN2 2LS 
* 0793 512321 

West Midlands PD 
33 Springhifl Rise, Wribbenhall, 
Bewdiey, Worcs DY12 IEA 
* 0229 402747/400490 

Workbench PD 
1 Bucduech Street, 
Barrow-in-Furness, 
Cumbria LA 14 1SR 
IT0229S700OO ' 
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TILL   NEXT TIME 

'Your guarantee of value1 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing a 
company founded just six years ago, but which 
now sells more computer magazines than any 
ottier publisher in Britain. We offer: 
Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by 
the best in the business. 
Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations. 
Clearer design. You need solid information fast. 
So our designers highlight key elements 
by using charts, diagrams, summary boxes, 
annotated photographs, etc. 
Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate 
under two golden rules: 
• Understand your readers' needs. 
* Satisfy them. 
More reader interaction, We draw strongly on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the liveliest 
letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one 
of our magazines is like joining a nationwide user 
group. 
Better value for money, More pages, better 
quality: magazines you can trust. 

Home of Britain's finest computer magazines. 
Amiga Shopper • 8000 Plus • PC Plus 

Amiga Format • ST Format 
New Computer Express * Your Sinclair 

Commodore Format ■ Sega Power 
Amiga Power * Amstrad Action 

PC Answers 

ISSUE FIVE 

ON SALE 

AUGUST 1 

Editor Stuart Anderton 
Production Editors Karl Foster, Ian 
Wrigley 
Technical Editor Cliff Ramshaw 
Designer Jacquie Span ton 
Consultant Editors JeFf Walker, 
Mark Smiddyr Phil South 
Office Cat Ginge 
Contributors Sam Littiewood, Jon 
Bates, Pat Win Stanley, Paul Andreas 
Overaa, Gary White ley, Peter 
Dankwerts, Jolyon Ralph, Stewart 
Russell 
Ad Manager Margaret Clarke 
Ad Sales Executive Shaun Lancaster 

Illustrators Jolyon Webb, Steve 
Noble, Kev Sutherland 
Photography Ashton James 
Ad Production Deborah Cook 
Production technicians Simon 
Windsor, Chris Stocker, Jerome dough 
Publisher Greg Ingham 
Promotions Michele Harris 
Publishers' Assistant Tamara Ward 
Circulation Director Sue Hartley 
Printer Thames mouth Printing 
News Trade Distribution - 
UK: Future Publishing 0225 442244 
Worldwide: MMC Ltd 0483 211678 
©FUTURE PUBLISHING 1991 

EDITORIAL 

30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW 
» 0225 442244 
Fax: 0225 446019 
We welcome written enquiries, 
but regret that we cannot offer 
guidance information or advice 
on a personal basis, either by 
phone or post. Contributions 
from readers are welcomed, 
but material submitted for 
publication is accepted on the 
basis of full assignment of 
copyright to Future Publishing, 
Great care is taken to ensure 
what we publish is accurate, 
but we cannot accept liability 
for mistakes or misprints. No 
port of this magazine may be 
reproduced in any form 
without permission. 

GUARANTEE YOUR COPY OF 

AMIGA SHOPPER BY RESERVING 

IT AT YOUR NEWSAGENT 
Don't miss out on issue five of Amiga Shopper. Every serious Amiga user in 
the country is trying to get their hands on this magazine and you don't want 
them to beat you to it. Over 1 00,000 Amiga Format readers saw the special 
preview issue and the first few Issues sold out virtually instantly in many 
places. So, to guarantee your copy, either; 
• Make sure you remember to rush into your local newsagent and buy l\ on 
the morning of Thursday August 1. 
• Fitl in this form and give it to your friendly neighbourhood newsagent, 
who will make sure that it is reserved for you or even delivered to you. (Did 
you know that W H Smith and John Menzies will also save a copy of 
AMIGA SHOPPER For you?) 

Please reserve/deliver me a copy of Amiga Shopper 

Address 

fO THE NEWSAGENT - Amiga Shopper goes oit safe ©it the first Thursday in ttte 
month. It h published by Future Publishing and is available from your \ota\ 
wholesaler. Flense return this form to Kate Hodges, Future Publishing, 30 
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 28W, to enter oar free prize draw. 
   A   

ADVERTISING 

Advertising Manager 
Margaret Clarke, 
2nd Floor, Rayner House, 
23 Higher Hillgate, 
Stockport SKI 3ER 
* 061-474 7333 
Fax: 061-476 3002 

Ad Sales Executive 
Shaun Lancaster 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BAT 2BW 
a 0225 442244 
Fax: 0225 446019 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
The Old Barn, 
Somerton, 
Somerset TA11 7PY 
= 0458 74011 
Fax: 0458 74378 

NEXT MONTH 

We've got a sparkling issue in the 
pipeline for next month's Amiga 
Shopper, due out in just bur short 
weeks time. 

Reviews already lined up for the 
next issue include Canon's remarkable 
bubble jet printer, a look at some 
freezer cartridges and the second part 
of our Superbase 4 review. 

We take a look at sound sampling 
in the music column, and check out 
some of the best devices. 

Also in the next issue, we return to 
hard drives to check out the new 
models which weren't available in our 
fire* look, and see how they compare 
to the ones we tested in issue 1 ♦ 

And of course you will find all the 
regulars: comms, AMOS, video, DTP, 
graphics, Amiga DOS, programming, 
education, business, music: the 
combination which makes Amiga 
Shopper the best value Amiga 
magazine you can buy 

In your newsagents on 
Thursday August 1, only 99p. 
You can't afford to miss it. 

ADVERTISERS 

INDEX 

1st Choice Leeds..... 28 
16 Bit Centre 48 
16 Bit Computers . 67 
Almathera . 78 
Alternative Image 67 
AMFAU - 78 
Amiga Mouse .. 98 
Amiganuts 121 
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Axe Direct ... 101 
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BCS...... 103 
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Bitcon ... - 71 
Biitterchips 125 
Byteback . 30 
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Calco 71 
Capital Computers 13 
Club Amiga.... 93 
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Date!.... 46, 47 
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Digita 61 
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Ed Lib 126 
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Power Computing 25, 53, OBC 
Precision...... 33 
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Richards Development.... 72 
SCS ,,,..125 
Selec ....,78 
Soft Exchange ...72 
Softmachine 104 
Star.. 101 
Start 128 
Supply Solutions 93 
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Tracey.. 98 
Trilogic 43 
Video Vault ....91 
Virgo , 88 
Warp , 101 
We Serve..., 67 
Zone Distribution 93 
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HiSoft BASIC 

A BASIC Standord 

HiSoft BASIC is the answer to your program- 
ming prayers; a fast, interactive and easy-to-use 
68000 BASIC system conforming to the industry 
standard for the BASIC language. 

HiSoft BASIC is designed to be as compatible as 
possible with the Amiga BASIC interpreter, while 
offering you a friendlier, easier-to-use and 
infinitely more powerful language. In addition it 
has many of the features of the world-standard 
Microsoft QuickBASIC, on the PC. 

Some of HiSoft BASIC'S features include: 

Structured programming, using long IFs, 
multi-line functions, CASE. REPEATancfiii 
procedures ^Ijljljl^ 
Program line numbers are op^Ss^MS 
alphanumeric labels can be use3:::::::::::::: 

Full recursion for procedures & functions; 
local variables and arrays as parameters 
Five types of variables 
Program size limited only by memory 
Variable size limited only by memory 
Integer and character constants 
Compiles the majority of AmigaBASIC 
programs without change 

ProFlight 

takes off! 

ProFlight, the extremely accurate and Qyable 
Tornado flight simulator from HiSoft , is now 
available for all the Amiga computers. 

First released on the Atari ST where it has won 
a high degree of critical acclaim from reviewers 
and users alike, ProFlight is not only one of the 
most technically realistic simulators around but 
it is also tremendous fun to fly. As you would 
expect, the Amiga version has much improved 
sound and graphics! 

You can fly peaceful reconnaissance missions or 
roar into attack after carefully planning your 
combat mission. ProFlight is supplied with a 
comprehensive, ring-bound flight manual. 

Full support of the Amiga is included as 
standard with extensive window, screen and 
graphics commands. Amiga libraries can also be 
accessed as if they were built-in statements 
allowing complete machine access. 

HiSoft BASIC includes full MENU support, with 
event trapping and powerful sprite routines, 
using the OBJECT keywords. 

Programs can execute, in their own window(s) 
or use!.the CL1 window for minimum size. CLI- 
type programs may be easily written and made 
resident since they are fully re-entrant. 

iHiS:bft:BAS|C' is a no-limits language' string 
vanabl^s may be up to 16Mbytes in length and 

i; thd§£&fe no limits on array sizes either (subject 
to available memory). Code generated is fully 

lipiO/020/030 compatible. 

Compiled programs have no run time over- 
head; all compiled programs share an Amiga 
library, which may be distributed with programs 
without charge. 

Extend 

An add-on package for HiSoft BASIC, Extend 
includes routines for handling IFF files, gadgets, 
sub-menus, sound. HAM mode and much 
more. It is supplied as a library for ease of use. 

Normally HiSoft BASIC costs £79.95 and Extend costs 
£24.95 ...but see the coupon below for 3 very special offer 

for the two packages together! 

Devpac2 

Easy Assembly Language 

Devpac Amiga Version 2 is widely regarded as 
the most powerful, complete, assembly 
language development system for the Amiga, It 
incorporates an integrated editor/assembler/ 
linker/debugger, together with a stand-alone 
assembler and debugger and all the necessary 
include, files and many examples. 

Complete with extensive ring-bound manual 
detailing all aspects of the package, plus 
debugging strategies, Devpac is the choice for 
beginners and assembler experts a [ike. 

RRPis £59.95, but see the coupon below for a 
very special offer on this essential package. 

SA5 03 

SAS Institute (the parent company of Lattice 
Inc.) has taken over the development and sales 
of the Lattice C 5 compiler for the Amiga and 
released a new version, 5.10a. 

The major features of this latest version are: 

AnifgoDOS 2.0 support. LSE AREXXsupport. 
Improved Workbench usage, many perform- 

ance improvements, support of_aHgned. 
automatic near to far conversion, C++-style 

comments, compile/link options now read from 
an environment variable ... and more. 

We believe that these improvements and 
enhancements in this version establish SAS C5 
as the ultimate Amiga C compiler. The package 
includes 680x0 compiler, linker, screen editor, 
assembler, highly intelligent global optimises 
source level debugger, code profiler, librarian 
and a host of tools and examples. 

SAS C5 from HiSoft costs 
£229 (but see our special 
offer on the coupon) 
and includes full UK 
technical support, 
which is not 
available from 
other sources. 

Upgrades cost £34.95 (from version 5.Ox), £79 
(from version 4 xx) or £99 (from version 3.xx). 

Priority Order Form 
Yes, please rush me      copy f resj of 
Q HiSoft BASIC & Extend @ £59.95 
□ HiSoft Devpac 2 @ €39,95 
Q SAS/LaWce C 5.10a @ €199.00 
Li ProFlight Tornado Sim @ £39,95 

Name: 

Address: 

Post Code: 
M   I enclose a Cheque/Postal Orders 

I would like to pay by: 
l.J   AccessfMasterCardfEuroCa rd etc. 
U Visa/TvstCard etc. 
Card No: 
Expiry Date: 

All prices Include UK VAT and postage within 
the United Kingdom. Goods will normally be 

despatched within 2 working days of 
receiving your order. Call, write or fax for 

export prices. 
Please post this coupon to HiSoft at: 
The Old School, Greenfield. Bedford 

MK46SDE UK. 
Tel: +44 525 718181. Fax: +44 515 713716 

Free ProFlight T-Shirt 
with every order! 

HiSoft 
High Quality Software 

4? 



NEW LOW PRICES 

I 

The NEW PC880B Power , r i v e    ASOOInternal Hard Disk 

NEW 

Our newest drive now has the powerful Blitz Copier BUILT I WW 

Just look atthe features... 

• Hign spec 880K Floppy Drive *    • Blit2hardwarecopierbuilt irt (switchable) 
• Pcwer Computing Anti-Click feature       • Virus blocker built in | switchable) 

All thisforonly £65.00 incVAT 

B I i t z    A m i g a    Memory Expansions 

Back-up your disks at lightning speed 
Copies from the Internal to the external 
drive 
Backs-up an Amiga disk in around 40 
seconds 

Backs-up other format disks (Atari, PC) 

Copies up to three external drives at 
once 
Stops ALL external drives from clicking 

Contains Anti-virus switch! - prevents 
viruses from being written to the 
bootblock 

Works on Amiga 500 or 2000 £15 

er Mouse £14.99 

Scanner 

£159 
Scan from 100-400 DPI • 

, Simulate Grey Scale • 

IFF & Printer support • 

Powerful Image Edit software » 
Crop, cut, paste, magnify, edit • 

zoom, flip, invert, & many more 
features 

1.5MB Expansion Board 

• Plugs easily into your Artvi^e 
• fkickstart 1.3 and above) 

• Simple internal fitting £79 
* Fully compatible with "Fatter 
Agnus" and 1MB Chip RAW 

512K RAM Card without cl I £24 

512K RAM Card with clock £29 

40MB Slimline Hard Drive 

• Compact high speed driw 
• Requires Amiga to be opened for 

simple internal fitting 

AH trade marks actnowlert^«^ 

£299 

• Amiga 500 Internal hard drive 
• 2GMBformatted 

• 2" Hard drive 
• High quality ICD interface 
• Simple plug-in fitting 

PC880 Power Drive 

• Isolating on/off switch 

• Thru'port for daisy chaining 

• Mo annoying click when drive is 
empty 

• 12 month warranty 

The only drive with VAnti-click' 
Beware of imitations 

A5Q0 Replacement Internal Drive £49 

A500 Internal Anti-Click board £9.95 

Dual 3.5" Drive with power supply 
£99.95 

We have moved to larger premises. This 
will help production and allow us to 
fulfil orders even faster than before. In 
addition to an improved mail order 

service, we now provide a showroom 
where personal callers are welcome. 

POWER COMPUTING LTD 
Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Es .#te Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN 

Tel: 0234843388  Fax: 02$4840234 
VISA 

SpaciFieinont nt suO|»ct to tMflga wiihDut nDiice AH prices include VATand are sofykacl to change 


